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Colla orative Interfaces 
for Critical Co putation

Realignments: Toward Critical Computation, ACADIA’s 2021 

conference marking the 40th anniversary of the ACADIA 

organization, emerged from the extraordinary and ongoing 

systemic challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

climate catastrophe, and social justice crises. Since early 

March of 2020, our lives have been transformed in the 

ways that we work, live, rest, and engage with our commu-

nities. Our conception of “normal” has been altered, where 

time and space often confl ate. For some of us, we have 

been able to go back to our labs, studios, classrooms, and 

offi ces, masked and socially distanced, while others have 

been confi ned to home offi ces and online platforms such 

as Zoom. While vaccination has brought relief, safety, and 

some sense of normalcy, we remain in a state of constant 

preparedness as new variants present new challenges. 

Although we all hoped to host an in-person ACADIA 

conference in 2021, it quickly became apparent that this 

would not be possible. As ACADIA’s primary activity is the 

exchange of knowledge through an annual conference 

(mandated in the organization’s by-laws), in March 2021 

we realized we could not hold an in-person conference 

and thus postponed our planned conference. The ACADIA 

Board of Directors, while all facing their own uncertainties 

in their work and life, rallied together to re-envision a new 

conference theme and call for a second fully virtual and 

ACADIA Board-run conference. We realized that we could 

build upon the important topics raised in the 2020 ACADIA 

conference, recharge the kinds of discussions we have at 

ACADIA, and expand the ACADIA community.

Jenny E. Sabin

ACADIA President 2021-2022

Arthur L. and Isabel B. Wiesenberger Professor in Architecture, Cornell University

Associate Dean for Design Initiatives, College of Architecture, Art, and Planning

Director, Sabin Lab

Principal, Jenny Sabin Studio

In that uncertain time, eight individuals from the Board 

stepped up and agreed to take on the incredible amount of 

work to plan, organize, and run the 2021 conference. On 

behalf of the ACADIA community, I would like to sincerely 

thank Biayna Bogosian, Kathrin Dörfl er, Behnaz Farahi, 

June Grant, Jose Luis Garcia del Castillio y López, Vernelle 

A. A. Noel, Stefana Parascho, and Jane Scott for volun-

teering their time to take on the incredible amount of work 

that it took to critically conceptualize, organize, and run 

ACADIA’s 41st conference event, the 2021 Realignments: 

Toward Critical Computation conference. In addition to 

the team, I want to recognize and thank Cameron Nelson 

for their dedication and tireless efforts as conference 

manager. Starting with the incredibly successful interna-

tional workshops in September, followed by four days of 

presentations and powerful discussions, the conference is 

a testament to the resilience, energy, collaborative spirit, 

optimism, and commitment of these extraordinary individ-

uals. In this conference the co-chairs raised our ambitions 

not only in terms of critical content, but also the conference 

organization. I would also like to sincerely thank ACADIA’s 

former President and current Vice President, Kathy 

Velikov, for her dedication and guidance to the organiza-

tion of this year’s conference. Thank you also to the entire 

Board for stepping up and leading new initiatives and 

taking on the workload of committee work that this confer-

ence brought—from jurying the submission formats, to 

reviewing and awarding the new grants and paper awards 

programs. This was also an ambitious conference in terms 

of programming—it has been an immense organizational 
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effort, and each session and keynote panel have been excel-

lent, engaging, and so enriching and impactful. 

Last year, the conference marked an important shift that 

this year’s conference continues. A critical, thought-pro-

voking, and inspiring conference appropriately titled 

Distributed Proximities, challenged us all to deepen our 

thinking, creative practices and engagement with ecology 

and ethics; access and bias as it pertains to algorithms and 

big data; automation, agency, labor and practice; compu-

tational design and issues of health and wellness; and new 

forms of collaboration to identify next steps and to in the 

conference chairs’ words, highlight and refl ect upon the 

“…resilience and ingenuity of the computational design 

community in the face of crisis.” This year also marked 

the 40th anniversary of the ACADIA organization. ACADIA 

was founded in 1981 by some of the pioneers in the fi eld of 

design computation including Bill Mitchell, Chuck Eastman, 

and Chris Yessios. A 40th Anniversary event took place 

at the conclusion of the conference to refl ect upon and 

celebrate the 40+ years of ACADIA’s history. Tremendous 

thanks go to Board members Shelby Doyle and Melissa 

Goldman for all their efforts towards this initiative, which 

included taking on the daunting task of amassing the entire 

archive of ACADIA proceedings and making them free and 

accessible to all on the ACADIA website.

Realignments: Toward Critical Computation continues 

to build upon and add to the important critical topics and 

questions that the 2020 conference raised, introducing 

conversations, people, and perspectives in the keynotes as 

a new and important trajectory to the ACADIA conference 

format. In the fi rst keynote panel, Amelia Jones under-

scored how neutrality is a problematic concept in design 

and that the whiteness of tech and algorithm design can 

perpetuate systemic racism and sexism as it frequently 

does not prioritize diverse users. She challenged us to 

consider how design can be driven by issues of access, 

inclusivity, and equity. To do this, she offered that we need 

relational design strategies that foreground relationality 

and participation and to engage and acknowledge the 

embodiment of the receiver and to refuse the neutrality that 

has dominated art and design in the Global North. Instead, 

we must embrace connectedness and the engagement of 

broader communities. She offered some explicit method-

ologies for doing so, including cybernetics and generative 

strategies that are imbued with feedback loops where the 

user and interaction are part of the design process. Dr. 

Lesley-Ann Noel challenged us to center the voices of those 

who are directly impacted by the outcomes of the design 

process. We must redistribute and share power through 

co- and collective design.

In the second keynote panel, Benjamin Bratton argued 

that AI is used for both smart and stupid things, and its 

ultimate purposes may be largely undiscovered. Further, 

Bratton underscored the presence of a “sensing layer” 

and its promise to act back upon and govern itself. The 

pandemic has many failed areas within the sensing layer. 

For example, to be excluded from testing and therefore 

excluded from being sensed is to not count, which equals 

to exclusion. Sara Williams also argued for co-design and 

data-action, using data for the public good and to consider 

data for empowerment. 

And in the third keynote panel, Paola Antonelli called for 

a more restorative attitude in design. She asked us to 

consider empathetic design and how it can help us be 

better communicators. Antonelli stated that “Design, at its 

best, is imagination.” In contrast to this statement, Justin 

Garrett Moore described a manifest of a ship carrying 

enslaved people, in its meticulous calculation and repre-

sentation, as imagination unchecked. 

In our fourth keynote panel, Marta Nowak, Dori Tunstall, 

and Charlotte Malterre-Barthes presented critical presen-

tations highlighting entanglements of technology, power, 

and society with refl ections on future trajectories for 

critical computation in design education, applied research, 

and impactful practice. Dori Tunstall’s work challenges 

us to decolonize design through the development of a 

better underlining consciousness with technology and the 

question, “What does it mean to bring an indigenousness 

consciousness to technology?” Tunstall argues that the 

values of design and tech have been and are still largely 

colonial, white supremacist, and patriarchal. Marta Nowak 

offers methods and tools for a more empathetic paradigm 

between humans and machines, one that considers the 

body as site through the addition of prosthetics to extend 

the capabilities of humans and our interactions with 

the environment and architecture. And fi nally, Charlotte 

Malterre-Barthes calls for a global moratorium on new 
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construction and extractive processes and economies, 

citing the racial and social damage that exploitation brings. 

She argues for an architecture without extraction, one 

that promotes a labor of care where design offi ces pivot 

towards emancipated practices and consider technology 

as a caring friend.

We hope that now that we’ve opened the doors to these 

important questions and topics that these conversations 

persist, grow, and continue to contribute to the rich-

ness of the ACADIA community. The conference theme 

inspired high quality and exciting peer reviewed papers 

and projects and positive response to the new submis-

sion initiatives such as the Field Notes. Field Notes, which 

was a category that was introduced by the ACADIA 2020 

Chairs, provides an opportunity to look “under the hood” 

at the work that we do, and from a different, and perhaps 

more personal and humanized perspective. The conference 

hosted 13 workshops, received 160 paper submissions, 

42 projects, and 13 Field Notes. Thank you to this year’s 

scientifi c committee composed of 171 peer reviewers. Our 

scientifi c committee ensures that the quality and caliber 

of the work at ACADIA is high and rigorous. This year our 

acceptance rate for the papers was 26 per cent and was 

28 per cent for the projects. Thank you to the confer-

ence technical chairs, Jane Scott, Kathrin Dörfl er, and 

Stefana Parascho for running such a rigorous peer review 

process. The technical submissions resulted in twelve 

sessions. We would also like to thank the session chairs 

who built on the conference theme and facilitated rich 

conversations with the authors.

As a non-profi t, ACADIA’s activities are only supported by 

membership, conference registration, and donations. For 

the second year, we wanted to radically reduce the cost 

of conference registration, and so we have depended on 

our sponsors for their generous fi nancial support. Thank 

you to our Platinum Sponsor, Autodesk, whose dona-

tion provided free registration to all students, including 

doctoral students; Gold Sponsors, Facebook and Zaha 

Hadid Architects; our Silver sponsor, Grimshaw; our 

Bronze sponsors, Aruktura, ABB; as well as HKS Line, 

Architect Machines, and Oro editions. And a special thanks 

goes out to our development offi cer Matias del Campo 

for working with all our sponsors and to our communi-

cations offi cer Melissa Goldman and vice offi cer Shelby 

13REALIGNMENTS
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Doyle for the media outreach and management. Thanks 

to our sponsors, and in particular our longtime support 

from Autodesk, this year we were able to offer a third year 

of new programming of scholarships and awards. We 

worked closely with Autodesk to direct their funding toward 

increasing accessibility and diversity at the conference. I 

would also like to thank our Diversity Committee chaired by 

June Grant and our Vice President, Kathy Velikov, for their 

important and hard work on these outreach efforts.

Over 897 students from all over the world have been able 

to register for the conference for free, which demonstrates 

ACADIA’s commitment to democratizing knowledge and 

access. The sponsorship from Autodesk also enabled us 

to initiate a series of more targeted grants and awards 

for a second year. We initiated a special grant for students 

from Mexico and for international students to attend the 

workshops. In 2020, we also initiated a partnership with 

NOMA—the National Organization of Minority Architects. 

And thanks to the work of June Grant, one of our newly 

elected Board members and President of the San Francisco 

NOMA Chapter, Acadia and Autodesk were able to award 

grants to attend the workshops for NOMA students and 

professionals, as well as conference registration for NOMA 

professionals and academics; 58 students have been able 

to attend the workshops for free. Thank you to the ACADIA 

scholarships committee chaired by Jane Scott with Vernelle 

Noel, Melissa Goldman, and Viola Ago and to the conference 

co-chairs for helping to manage and administer all these 

grants. ACADIA and Autodesk also continued the second 

year of a computational design sub-award to the NOMA 

annual awards program, and this year we are happy to 

announce that the recipients of the NOMAS students award 

went to the to the Savannah College of Art and Design and 

the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. We are looking 

forward to continuing to strengthen our partnership with 

NOMA in the coming years and to new collaborations that 

will occur between our communities.

The ACADIA 2021 Awards program highlights extraordi-

nary individuals and exceptional research and projects 

through paper awards. This year, ACADIA awarded 5 

awards to 5 exceptional individuals. Their outstanding 

talks are highlighted in these proceedings and available 

for viewing online to registered participants. The awards 

are Lifetime Achievement Award to Wolf dPrix, Innovative 
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Research Award of Excellence to Caitlin Mueller, Society 

Award for Leadership to Brian Slocum, Digital Practice 

Award of Excellence to Alvin Huang, and Teaching Award 

of Excellence to Axel Kilian. I want to thank the awards 

committee chaired by Maria Yablonina along with Biayna 

Bogosian and Kory Bieg for their leadership and effort 

towards the ACADIA awards process. This year, we 

also initiated new paper awards. The ACADIA Annual 

Conference Awards for peer-review submissions have 

three categories: Best Paper, Best Project, and the 

Vanguard Award (for paper submissions). A selected jury, 

composed of individuals from the Technical Committee, the 

Scientifi c Committee, and members of the ACADIA commu-

nity, deliberated on the award selections. Thank you to the 

scientifi c committee chaired by Tsz Yan Ng for their hard 

work in coordinating the awards process.

ACADIA continued year two of a new initiative and collab-

oration with our sibling CAAD organizations that we 

launched last year. Working with the Presidents and 

colleagues of our sibling CAAD organizations we orga-

nized the second World CAAD PhD workshop. The aim 

of the World CAAD PhD Workshop is to introduce junior 

researchers at the PhD stage of different schools and 

different research cultures within the global CAAD commu-

nity. The workshop offers students an opportunity to 

receive constructive feedback from prominent researchers 

and academics of the CAAD community and provides 

students with an occasion to position their research within 

the global CAAD research arena. Each sibling organiza-

tion is represented at the workshop by three PhD student 

delegates, who were chosen through a competitive submis-

sion process, as well as experts from each community. This 

year, we also held an ACADIA 2021 PhD Workshop at the 

beginning of the conference. Thank you to the 2021 ACADIA 

delegates and to Board member Jane Scott for spear-

heading and coordinating these important efforts.

Lastly, we are excited to announce a new outreach 

program called the ACADIA Mentorship Program. This 

program will pair established mentors of the ACADIA 

community with mentees aspiring to publish their fi rst 

paper at ACADIA and is specifi cally aimed at increasing 

access and diversifying our community of authors. Thank 

you to Board member Christoph Klemmt and the outreach 

committee for spearheading this important initiative.

The 2021 conference built upon last year’s successful 

conference in unprecedented ways, including increasing 

attendance and international reach, which has positively 

impacted gender parity. Our typical in-person conferences 

attract 300-350 participants. This year, we had 1082 

people register and this number continues to increase as 

people register to access the online content asynchro-

nously. We also saw a strong interest from the student 

community with 897 student registrations. For a second 

year in a row, the open and accessible format of the confer-

ence has shifted the gender balance of our attendees, 

where typically female attendees have remained at 29 to 30 

per cent in recent years. This year, of attendees who chose 

to report their gender, we saw a signifi cant increase to 

45.47 per cent female attendance. Given the online format 

of the conference, we have also seen the balance between 

North American and international attendees shift. Typically, 

70-75 per cent of our registrants are from the U.S., 

Canada, and Mexico. This year, attendance outside of North 

America has gone from 25 to 44 per cent and we are seeing 

a much higher percentage of global registrants, including 

some new parts of the world in our top 15 registrant loca-

tions, such as Cairo, Tehran, and Tel Aviv. 

As we celebrate the 40th anniversary of the ACADIA orga-

nization, it is also an important time to refl ect, celebrate, 

critically assess, and generate new collaborative inter-

faces for critical computation. From the fi rst decade of the 

organization, when there was a strong focus on pedagogy, 

CAAD tools, and design computing where topics such as 

“Introducing Computer-Aided Design into the Architecture 

Curriculum” framed the conference proceedings and 

discourse in the fi eld, to now, ACADIA has maintained a 

commitment to evolve and at the same time maintain a foun-

dation of rigor and excellence. A beleaguered planet still in 

the depths of a pandemic and an urgent climate emergency 

demands that computational design as a fi eld and practice 

cultivate new collaborative models to comprehend key 

social, environmental, and technological issues. To begin 

to make necessary change, we need stronger integration 

and collaboration between research and practice, inte-

gration, and realignments that are refl ected in the ACADIA 

2021 conference. Construction waste, big data, migration, 

metals smelting and processing, The Great Pacifi c Garbage 

Patch, new forms of communication, augmented reality 

and artifi cial intelligence, extreme environments, urban 
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air quality, catastrophic natural disasters, climate change, 

and global atrocities experienced right now and in the 

past: all of these complex topics and more demand that we 

embrace change, diversify and expand our community, and 

promote collaborative interfaces across disciplines and 

practice. At the same time, the COVID-19 crisis is forcing 

a reconsideration of workspaces, residences, and other 

occupied structures while also revealing ongoing systemic 

racism and persistent issues impacting diversity, equity, 

and inclusion. The diverse, experimental, and innovative 

array of ACADIA proceedings this year through papers and 

projects, keynote panels, fi eld notes, and beyond refl ect the 

complexity and urgency of our time and that we must come 

together to address these crises with radical new models 

for design research and collaboration across disciplines, 

alternative forms of practice, and communities. Our work 

has only just begun.
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Introduction to the Proceedings of the 41st Annual ACADIA Conference

At the convergence of social, political and ecological crises 

and a global pandemic, ACADIA 2021 took place as an 

online conference for the second time in a row. Entitled 

“Realignments: Toward Critical Computation”, the goal of 

ACADIA 2021 was therefore to follow up on the issues 

raised in 2020, back then at the dawn of the pandemic, and 

to refl ect on how the community continues to respond to 

the global crises.

As designers and researchers engaged in practices 

around computational systems we aim for creative solu-

tions and emphasize the innovations that benefi t societies 

and demonstrate the ingenuity of the design community. 

However, left unchecked, these systems we rely on can also 

exacerbate issues of inequality, bias, access and perpet-

uate methods and histories that may harm rather than 

foster positive change. ACADIA 2021 therefore considered 

how to realign our practices to allow for alternative and 

constructive ways of knowledge and world making.

With these entanglements of technology, power, and society 

as a backdrop, ACADIA 2021 Realignments: Toward Critical 

Computation, asked us to question our current practices 

and priorities to address the urgency of the now. This 

conference provided a platform to engage with conversa-

tions, tools and methodologies that included knowledge 

and communities currently missing to enable realignments 

toward inclusive and critical practices in architecture 

Biayna Bogosian
Florida International University

Kathrin Dörfl er
Technical University of Munich

Behnaz Farahi
California State University Long Beach

Jose Luis García del Castillo y López
Harvard Graduate School of Design

June A. Grant
Design Principal, blinkLAB architecture

Vernelle A. A. Noel
Georgia Tech

Stefana Parascho
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

Jane Scott
Newcastle University

across different scales. How can the computational design 

community critically address questions of emancipation, 

intersectionality and our computational publics?

Whilst the online format creates its own barriers, limiting 

attention spans, exacerbating fatigue, and enforcing 

distance and formality,  moving online has enabled the 

ACADIA community to extend its international reach. TThe 

online format has enabled us to begin breaking down 

hierarchies established by barriers like cost, time, and 

distance. The format allowed us to redefi ne outreach, and 

empower a new generation of researchers and designers. 

The online conference included authors’ presentations 

of technical papers, projects and fi eld notes, along-

side keynote conversations, award presentations and 

workshops. 

This year’s series of keynote conversations organized 

around specifi c prompts related to the conference theme 

REALIGNMENTS: Toward Critical Computation. The format 

aimed to encourage dialog, discussion, and debate around 

topics that span critical computation to practices and 

pedagogies of design computation, including: Critical 

Computation, Ecology, Environmental Crisis, AI, Data, 

Bias, & Ethics, Culture & Access, Labor & Practice, and 

Speculation & Critique.
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As every year, the conference included the ACADIA Awards 

of Excellence, which recognizes consistent contributions 

and impact on the fi eld of architectural computing. These 

include: Teaching, Digital Practice, Innovative Research, 

Lifetime Achievement and Society awards. 

As part of the online conference, experienced instructors 

from around the world offered and led a series of online 

workshops. We curated these workshops to uniquely 

address the conference’s theme of distributed modes of 

inclusion and  collaboration.

A new initiative successfully introduced as part of the 

ACADIA 2021 conference was a dedicated PhD workshop 

set up to support early-stage researchers in the develop-

ment of their doctoral research. This workshop was an 

opportunity for doctoral students to present and discuss 

their dissertation proposals in the fi eld of computational 

design, fabrication, and construction in the built environ-

ment. The workshop aimed to promote interaction between 

doctoral students and specialists in the fi eld to support 

collaboration and network development.

Through this year’s proceedings, ACADIA 2021 Realignments: 

Toward Critical Computation captures the diversity and 

ambition of the ACADIA community at this critical moment 

in time. It builds on urgent discussions initiated in 2020, 

which highlighted how researchers and practitioners 

can come together to investigate new models and modes 

of research that will lead to a critical understanding of 

computation.
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Introduction to the Peer-Reviewed Papers of the 41st Annual ACADIA Conference

This year’s Call for Papers, Projects and Field Notes aimed 

at encouraging discussions leading to a critical exam-

ination of our fi eld, as well as disseminating technical 

research results. The call took the occasion of ACADIA’s 

40th Anniversary to invite contributions of recent and 

emerging work in computational design, fabrication, 

and construction in the built environment. We particu-

larly encouraged conceptualizations of emancipatory 

computation, computational diversity, and experiments in 

collaboration, participation, and empowerment. As such, 

we sought contributions with resonance across technical 

tools and conceptual approaches, inviting submissions of 

recent research, practice, and theory that aligned with but 

were not limited to integrations of the following approaches 

and methods and tools:

Approaches:

• Critical Computation, Participatory, 

and Emancipatory Design

• Computational Publics

• Intersectionality in Computational Design

• Interdisciplinarity, and Experiments in Collaboration

• Data, Bias, and Ethics

• Politics of Access

• Environmental Crisis

• Architectures of Care

• Design Emergency

• Cities, Health, and Policies

Kathrin Dörfl er
Technical University of Munich

Stefana Parascho
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

Jane Scott
Newcastle University

Methods and Tools:

• Artifi cial Intelligence, Machine Learning, 

and Statistical Approaches

• Robotic Construction, and Operations

• Distributed Fabrication, and Inter/Intra Operability

• Adaptation, Responsiveness, and Interactivity

• New Materials, and Construction Practices

• Spatial Computing, Sensing, and VR/AR/MR

• Environmental, and Regenerative Design

• Low vs. High Tech, and Analog vs. Digital

• Emerging Pedagogies
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We intentionally stepped back from leading the conver-

sation or suggesting answers and directions through top 

down dissemination, but offered the conference partici-

pants and paper authors a way of engaging in discussions 

beyond their specifi c paper contents so that new questions, 

directions and topics could emerge. In order to achieve 

this, the sessions were framed around both technical and 

critical themes, and with session chairs carefully chosen 

to promote discussion beyond the technicalities of their 

contributions. 

The paper sessions were grouped thematically to give 

a sense of the underlying narrative that emerged from 

the papers submitted. It is a testament to the respon-

siveness of our community that this proceedings begins 

with the session Responses to the Pandemic, introducing 

four outstanding contributions that sought to engage 

directly with the immediate circumstances of COVID-19. 

Whilst the pandemic is made explicit within the contribu-

tions of this fi rst session, the subtext of remote working, 

reconfi gured studios and new distributed networks is 

implicit in the methods and approaches across many of 

this year’s Technical Papers. With the intention of fi nding 

a dedicated space between theory-informed practice and 

practice building theory, Session 2 initiated a dialogue 

of Critical Computation. Of particular note were ques-

tions of surveillance, data and power, suggesting new 

narratives for exploration as well as the challenges of the 

current systems. While some of the themes return every 

year such as New Materials and Fabrication, Sustainable 

Construction, Mixed Reality and AI Assisted Design, newly 

introduced themes concerned Redefi ning Spatial Tectonics, 

New Materials and Additive Processes and Emerging 

Design Approaches. In addition, the conversations that 

were initiated at ACADIA 2021 Distributed Proximities have 

continued to resonate with the community, exemplifi ed by 

sessions focused on Data, Bias and Ethics and Distributed 

Design and Fabrication and a dedicated Field Notes session.

With Realignments: Toward Critical Computation, we 

wanted to provide an opportunity for both critical and 

technical perspectives to engage in dialogue, and to explore 

how the mix and match of different tools and approaches 

can advance and transform research in our fi eld.
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Personalized Knit Mas s

1 Knit fabric with zones of 
temperature-responsive fi bers 
(left); knit mask, before and 
after the personalized robotic 
tailoring process (right)

Lavender Tess er
Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology

S ylar Ti its
Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology

Programmable Shape Change for Customized Fit

1

ABSTRACT
In this paper we outline a new workfl ow for textile customization through the design and 

fabrication of knit shape-changing masks that contain multi-material fi bers to create 

programmable transformation. We have created a process for producing standardized 

and scalable textile goods using a fl atbed industrial CNC knitting machine, which are 

then "tailored" to an individual's body measurements through a system of programmable 

textiles, custom multi-material fi ber, and robotic heat activation. Hybridizing the effi ciency 

of standardized textile production with unique geometric variation, the proposed strategy 

centers on the shape-change behavior of fi bers and precise knit structures to produce 

personalized textiles. This work focuses on the face mask as an example of a now-ubiqui-

tous textile good that is often ill fi tting and yet can now be highly tailored to an individual’s 

personal fi t and comfort. This paper outlines the materials, knit fabric development, mask 

design, digital workfl ow, and fabrication steps for producing truly customized masks for an 

individual's unique facial geometry.
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INTRODUCTION
ass customi ation often comes at the expense of 

scala ilit  and efficienc  xistin  wor flows for mass 

customization often rely on design-to-machine processes 

to produce parts that are eometricall  uni ue  resultin  in 

increased complexit   customi ed production approach 

is especially relevant in the apparel industry offering the 

potential for etter fit  and more comforta le and individ-

ualized clothing. In particular, industrial knitting machines 

have si nificant potential as a production tool for custom-

i a le arments due to the hi hl  reconfi ura le  

control of fa ric shapes and patterns  owever  there are 

si nificant challen es for producin  on demand customi ed 

nit eometries that relate to the complexit  of material 

ehavior and di ital wor flows for machine output

urrent explorations in mass customi ed arments and 

accessories in the apparel industry have focused almost 

exclusivel  on producin  customi a le arment patterns 

in software that can e sent directl  to a textile machine 

or arment construction process pea ei and tieno 

2007). With a similar strategy, computer scientists have 

made pro ress in developin  these automated wor flows 

for on-demand production of knit geometries, but these 

approaches often acknowledge numerous barriers to 

realizing a scalable and seamless process for gener-

atin  uni ue and dimensionall  accurate pattern shapes 

ara anan et al  8  u  wan  and u sel  his 

software ased approach to customi ation has si nifi-

cant challenges due to the low dimensional stability of knit 

fabric, the inability of the automated process to adapt to the 

nuances of material  the difficult  of predictin  the ehavior 

of a textile  as well as the interaction of forces applied 

durin  nittin  and its effect on the final eometr  

his paper explores a new process for arment customi-

zation that does not rely solely on software-based pattern 

generation, but instead focuses on material properties and 

tailored activation  demonstratin  an alternative wor flow 

for customization and production. Balancing repeatability 

with the potential for variety, the proposed solution lever-

a es the efficienc  of scala le arment production usin  

industrial knitting machines coupled with programmable 

material fi ers to produce full  customi ed o ects throu h 

temperature activation (Figure 1a). To test this process, 

we have fabricated a set of standardized knit masks that 

are pre-programmed with the ability to change shape for 

a personali ed fit i ure  he customi ation of fit is 

achieved using heat post-processing with a robotic tool-

path that is translated from each wearer's individualized 

face measurements (Figure 2). This approach allows for 

the full speed and efficienc  of industrial nittin  machines 

and standardi ed files that are widel  used in the apparel 

industry total, while still enabling a fully tailored and 

personali ed textile product throu h a post process mate-

rial transformation.

s man  people adapt to the new and widespread wear-

able accessory of face masks, it has become clear that 

mas s often do not fit correctl  or cannot accommodate 

the wide ran e of face si es and shapes  ften ill fittin  

and uncomfortable, mass-produced mask designs high-

light a forced standardization in contrast to the diversity 

of individual human shape and proportion  ur approach 

to creating shape-changing customized masks presents a 

uni ue opportunit  to develop and evaluate new methods of 

producing personalized items.

his pro ect uilds on previous research in the elf

ssem l  a  at the assachusetts nstitute of echnolo  

This work includes 4D printing that uses contrasting mate-

rial properties along with intricate 3-dimensional geometry 

to promote precise shape-transformation in a printed part 

when su ected to moisture apadopoulou  auc s  and 

2

2 oncept  ro otic process and pro ramma le textile are used 
to transform standardized masks into personalized masks.
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Tibbits 2017). More recent work translates these strategies 

to textiles  demonstratin  a proof of concept for a heat ac-

tivated ro otic tailorin  techni ue for a multi material 

knit sweater and a climate-adaptive garment that changes 

porosity and thickness based on the environment (Tessmer 

et al   ontinuin  this research  this pro ect aims to 

further develop the earlier pro ects with a new compu-

tational wor flow to lin  personal fit measurements to 

precise shape change and transformation.

BACKGROUND
This work aims to synthesize a number of different 

research areas into a novel strategy that combines apparel 

desi n  nit fa ric  custom made fi ers  mas  desi n  and 

ro otic fa rication  mon  these areas are manufacturin  

wor flows for mass customi a le arments  industrial 

knitting, the behavior of knit structures, material research 

in heat responsive fi ers  fa ric heat settin  techni ues  

and customizable robotic toolpaths.

In the area of fashion apparel, researchers have iden-

tified methods of evaluatin  fit varia les for customi ed 

arments  as well as verified consumer desire for person-

ali ed fit Bellemare 8  ther wor  in this area has 

established a production process that works between 

customer size data, garment design, and knitting produc-

tion  hrou h this wor  researchers have identified a need 

for addressing the dimensional stability of knit fabrics in 

the custom manufacturin  wor flow  incorporatin  a 

thermosetting process that adapts to the dimensions of the 

individual input data Buecher et al  8  i ewise  our 

wor flow incorporates a heat post processin  techni ue 

with individual si e data and industrial flat ed nittin  

owever  we expand on this approach  introducin  a heat 

settin  process that incorporates multi material fi ers and 

an individualized heat application.

mon  the methods of industrial textile production  which 

include weaving, braiding, and others, knitting offers key 

advanta es for levera in  the small scale confi uration 

of fi ers to enerate lar e scale ehaviors in fa ric  nit 

fabrics can integrate stitch-by-stitch material changes 

and fi er confi urations  urthermore  local properties 

at the scale of a single stitch can accumulate into overall 

ehaviors in lar er ones of fa ric  onventional flat ed 

industrial knitting provides numerous ways to arrange 

multiple materials in small areas on the face and the cross 

section of the fabric. Industrial knitting is a scalable and 

widespread manufacturing process used to produce a wide 

range of items which includes garments, accessories, and 

shoes.

Knit fabrics are composed of rows of interlocking loops 

formed by needle mechanisms in the knitting machine 

pencer  ach needle can perform a set of different 

actions that result in different loop types, programmed as 

a set of symbols. Common types of needle actions include 

front stitch  ac  stitch  tuc  and float i ure  nit 

structure” refers to the pattern in which these stitch types 

are combined and deployed in the overall fabrics. The knit 

structure has a si nificant effect on the overall ehavior of 

the fa ric  includin  its appearance  texture  and a ilit  to 

stretch, and in this case can serve to constrain the direc-

tion of shape transformation in the textile

here are a num er of examples of existin  nittin  

research that apply knit structure to achieve fabric behav-

iors for different applications and functions. In architecture 

and desi n  existin  pro ects have utili ed nit structure 

to manipulate fabric to produce folding, actuation, and 

variation in elasticit  with a wide ran e of effects hl uist 

and Menges 2013; Baranovskaya 2016; Scott 2013; Pavko-

uden and ant  n en ineerin  researchers have 

combined knit structure with shape memory materials to 

produce curling mechanisms and to adapt to the shape 

and motion of the human od  el  unt  and Brei  

schen et al  8  ur proposed approach uses oth nit 

structure in combination with custom-made multi-material 

fi ers and a ro otic activation process to control shape 

change in fabric.

o produce fa ric transformation  this pro ect emplo s 

various heat responsive active  fi ers  his includes a 

shrinkage force and a bulking behavior using a thermo-

plastic fi er and a icomponent fi er  hermoplastic fi er 

shrinkage in knit fabrics is well-documented, and is char-

acterized in its effect on washing, drying, or manufacturing 

of nit fa rics and arments erera and anarolle  

Bicomponent fi ers com ine two materials with contrastin  

properties that are extruded and fused to ether in cross 

section  hese fi ers t picall  produce a curlin  ehavior 

in response to a moisture or heat stimulus that affects the 

texture of the fa ric wei  in  and u  rahsarn et 

al   n this pro ect  we levera e these fi er proper-

ties as a feature for controlling shape change, utilizing a 

3
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com ination of oth t pes of fi er ehaviors in response to 

heat.

eat settin  is a widel  used techni ue in industrial textile 

production. It can be used to improve dimensional stability 

of nit arments  or to produce interestin  textural effects 

aar  erera  anarolle  and a asundara  ur 

techni ue expands the role and purpose of heat settin  

appl in  a uni ue and precise process to achieve full shape 

customization for individual masks.

Finally, robotic toolpaths for customization and repeat-

a ilit  have een extensivel  used in architectural research 

(Gramazio, Kohler, and Willmann 2014). Particularly 

relevant are the robotic means of transforming standard-

i ed material into eometricall  differentiated o ects 

in response to input data  ur strate  virtuali es the 

connection etween uni ue instances of input data and the 

customized outcome, performed here by the interaction 

between precise application of heat (based on an individu-

al s facial measurements  with the active fi er material and 

programmed knit fabrics.

METHOD
ur approach to creatin  customi ed nit textiles involves 

several steps: the selection of active and inactive materials; 

the integration of these materials into knit structures that 

are able to transform directionally; the characterization of 

the directional fa rics  shape chan e relative to the ro otic 

parameters; the design of a mask that integrates different 

nit structures to accommodate uni ue face shapes  

and a computational wor flow that enerates a ro otic 

tool path for tailorin  the mas  to a specific individual s 

measurements.

Materials

The knit fabric of the mask contains a combination of inac-

tive and active materials  he first active material  rilon 

8  is a thermoplastic fi er that exhi its a contractin  

force when heated to a temperature ran e of    

Grilon is a self-fusing polyamide copolymer that is 

commonl  used in industrial textile settin s  often to create 

fused seams and ed es  oldin   n d  he 

material has a high linear contraction in response to heat 

i ure a  i ure  ach of the nit structures within 

the mas  utili es two strands of 8  denier rilon 8   

denier total). Grilon is plied with one strand of a second 

active material  a custom made filament icomponent 

fi er which contains two materials  linear low densit  pol -

eth lene  and pol amide   in its cross section 

i ure c  hen oth t pes of active fi er are heated 

together in the fabric surface, they produce a permanent, 

heat sensitive contraction with a soft surface texture  

n the nit fa ric  the active fi ers wor  to ether with 

an inactive  s nthetic staple arn which consists of  

viscose and 8  pol ester  mall amounts of a s nthetic 

elastic arn are used in the mas s peripher  formin  the 

edges and ear loops.

Knit Structures

inear contraction of the active fi ers can e transferred 

to directional contraction in the fa ric throu h the confi -

uration of two materials together in a knit structure. Using 

these materials, we develop a set of knit structures where 

the inactive material serves to elongate non-looping lengths 

of active material. By inserting different patterns of active 

material into the inactive material, it is possible to control 

3 xamples of nit stitch t pes  showin  asic interloc in  loop structures 
(a, b) and non-loop-forming stitches (c, d)

4 hermoplastic shrin a e of rilon fi er efore a  and after  exposure 
to  temperature ran e  cross section of icomponent fi ers 
containin   and  c

Detail of knit structures with horizontal (left), vertical (center), and diag-
onal (right) behaviors, showing overall fabric contraction after heating

4
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the direction of dimensional change in an area of the fabric. 

We employ three transforming knit structures in the mask, 

each with a different directional behavior: weft inlay to 

produce vertical contraction, held stitches to produce 

vertical contraction  and dia onal floats to produce dia -

onal contraction i ure a  i ure  i ure c  n each 

case, the active material forms a directional pattern within 

the inactive material  influencin  the ph sical transforma-

tion. These structures are designed with symmetry on the 

front and back fabric faces to limit unwanted curling during 

the heatin  process  as well as sufficient thic ness to feel 

durable and protective.

Three Stitch Patterns of Active Fiber

 ori ontal contraction    weft inla  is a method of 

insertin  a continuous fi er into a hori ontal course 

of stitches  the inserted fi er does not form loops and 

maintains an entirely width-wise orientation. When an 

active fi er is placed as the inla  material  the result is a 

horizontal contraction of the entire fabric surface with very 

minimal change in the vertical direction (Figure 6a).

 ertical contraction   ur strate  for eneratin  a 

proportionally higher vertical contraction is to drastically 

elongate the loops of front stitches following an alternating 

pattern. This results in a predominantly lengthwise orien-

tation of uninterrupted linear active fi er  hen the fa ric 

is heated, the longer stitches of active material contract 

predominantly in a lengthwise direction (Figure 6b).

3) Diagonal contraction:  The third strategy for producing 

controlled dimensional change in knit fabric is through the 

placement of dia onal floats  his results in a secondar  

networ  of active fi ers that pull the fa ric inwards in oth 

directions  ince the floats are oriented dia onall  in two 

6 llustration of the active and inactive fi er locations in each of the three 
transforming knit structures

7 Characterization of horizontal (top), vertical (middle), and diagonal 
(bottom), active knit structures with robot speed and size measurement 
data. The measurements show that slower robot speeds correlate to 
increased transformation of the fa ric  each nit structure exhi its a 
different shrinkage behavior in the horizontal and vertical directions.
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8 ocation of seven facial measurements used to develop the mas  
design that can adapt to different facial sizes and proportions. The 
measurements are recorded as inputs to generate the geometry and 
corresponding speeds of the robotic tool path.

Mask design with layout of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal knit struc-
ture areas  ach area corresponds with a facial measurement location

directions, the horizontal-to-vertical proportion of contrac-

tion is relatively even compared to the previous strategies 

(Figure 6c).

Robotic Heat Application and Shape Change

To test how each of the knit structures behaves when 

heated  a heat un with a mm no le was mounted to a 

axis ro otic arm and was used to appl  heat to a set of 

fabric samples following precise toolpaths. The tempera-

ture of the heat un was set at  and was stepped 

across the fabric in 2mm increments, traveling 12mm 

from the fa ric surface  he sample was fixed to the ta le 

surface and covered with a wire mesh screen to prevent 

unwanted motion of the fa ric in the vertical axis  fter 

each full pass of the robot, the horizontal and vertical size 

of each sample was measured and recorded. The speed 

of the ro ot was varied durin  each test which exposed 

the fabric to different durations of heat; all other parame-

ters remained the same  fter tests were conducted on a 

range of different robot speeds, the measurement data was 

recorded to establish a predictable relationship between 

robot speed and percentage of shrinkage. The tests demon-

strate three differing shrinkage behaviors corresponding 

to each knit structure which informs the design of the mask 

(Figure 7).

Mask Design and Fabrication

Standardized, mass-produced masks are typically available 

in different si e radations    etc  or contain uilt in 

strate ies such as elasticit  ad usta ilit  or expanda ilit  

for adapting to multiple face sizes or shapes. Many of these 

mas  desi ns inherentl  exclude certain face shapes or 

apply a single presumed set of facial proportions across 

a set of standardi ed si es  s an alternative to this  the 

proposed strategy uses a self-measurement system that 

can record facial differences and embed them in the design 

of the mas  to activel  morph to the uni ue eometr  of 

someone s face  throu h the strate ic placement of active 

material and knit structures. The mask design is based 

on seven facial measurements that seek to identify the 

key dimensional relationships and proportions with facial 

features includin  the nose  mouth  chin  and ear i ure 8

ori ontal face measurements

•  ose rid e to ear

•  ose tip to ear

• 3: Mouth to ear

• 4: Chin to ear

Vertical face measurements:

•  ose rid e to nose tip

•  ose tip to mouth

• 7: Mouth to chin

The measurement system acts as a scaffold for locating 

and organizing the three knit structures, and the regions of 

different fa ric ehaviors are applied as a tool for ad ustin  

each of the seven input dimensions. The horizontally acting 

ones can ad ust the si e and relative proportions of the 

nose bridge, nose, mouth, and chin while the vertically 

actin  areas can ad ust the spacin s etween them  he 

regions with diagonal structures absorb the contrast 

between the vertical and horizontal areas while providing 

10 Programming and production of 
mas s on a   nittin  
machine

8

10
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construct the intended eometr  of the finished mas  the 

difference is calculated between the initial mask size and 

measured inputs from the individual. Both the original and 

transformed representations of the mask are constructed 

usin  the same eometric scaffold  approximatin  oth 

existin  and potential conditions usin  measured ehavior 

that is known about the three knit structures.

 composite of oth sets of measurements is then assem-

bled to estimate the zone-by-zone motion during heating, 

producing a series of geometries that represent each step 

of the mas s shape durin  the heatin  process i ure  

sta ilit  to the sides of the mas  i ure  he initial si e 

of the mas  is cali rated to encapsulate an approximate 

ran e of standard si es from  to  ena lin  a maximum 

potential of 60mm of shape change for each of the hori-

zontal regions and 40mm of total shape change for vertical 

regions.

he nit mas s are produced on a     

Sport Industrial knitting machine, which is programmed 

usin  the  software version  interface 

toll  n d  fter nittin  the mas s are hand washed once 

in cold water  folded in half  and dried flat i ure 

Toolpath Script

 script usin  rasshopper d and the corpion plu in 

translates between the individual measurements and 

the standardized mask design to generate and output a 

robotic tool path with varied speeds that correspond to the 

necessary amount of shape change for each set of input 

measurements utten  Grasshopper 3d, V. 1.0.0; Scorpion

V. 0.2). In addition to producing the tool path, the script 

predicts the amount of shape change during the robotic 

process while the fabric moves and shrinks as it is being 

activated. Using the previous swatch testing measure-

ments  the script uilds an approximation of the ori inal 

and transformed states and outputs the toolpath geometry 

with assigned speed parameters for the robot (Figure 11).

First, the geometry of the initial standardized shape is 

constructed and or ani ed into a se uence of ones that 

corresponds to ei ht different areas of the mas  ach 

of the ones contains a sin le nit structure  the first 

seven of which correspond directly to the seven facial 

measurements. Zones one through four contain horizontal 

structures  ones five throu h seven contain verticall  

contractin  structures  and the final one contains the 

diagonally acting structure near the ear loops (Figure 

 ext  the individual input measurements are used to 

11 i ital wor flow inte ratin  facial measurements  fa ric ehavior data  and tool path output

12

13
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Before an area is heated, it is represented by its initial 

shape and location; after it is heated, its size and location 

are updated into a transformed shape along with any 

zones that are affected by the change. The transformed 

shapes are generated using the measured data—repre-

sented as functions that describe the behavior of each knit 

structure from the earlier swatch tests   mm step-

ping tool path is then assigned to each zone, and a robot 

speed is determined based on the amount of intended 

transformation using the swatch test data (Figure 12c). If 

no transformation is necessary for a particular zone, it is 

omitted from the path.

Robotic Activation

hen heat is applied with the ro ot  the mas  is affixed 

inside a holding device and anchored at a single point at the 

nose area. The holding device holds the mask in a precise 

location on the table surface and is covered on the front 

and back with a screen to prevent unwanted out-of-plane 

motion durin  heatin  i ure  fter the tool path is run 

once  the mas  is flipped  and a mirrored version of the 

process is applied on the reverse side. The mask is then 

turned inside out, and the entire process is repeated so that 

oth sides of fa ric are exposed to heat

RESULTS
The proposed process was tested using the measure-

ments of nine people  ach individual measured their own 

face  and a uni ue tool path was enerated for each mas  

(Figure 14). The masks were evaluated by 2D scanning and 

comparing the original with an overlay of the transformed 

mas  i ure  o further test the fit of the mas s  each 

individual was photographed wearing the mask before and 

after the heating process is performed (Figure 16).

This process resulted in the successful production of nine 

differentiated masks, and in every case the transformed 

fit was a si nificant improvement from the initial fit  he 

participants also reported that the masks were comfort-

a le and fit much etter than a standard mas  su ectivel  

demonstratin  effectiveness of the wor flow  he mas s 

were able to adapt to a wide range of face sizes and shapes 

represented by the participant group.

owever  some aspects of the shape chan e process were 

more successful than others, and there are a number of 

challenges to overcome in future work. The vertically acting 

knit structure is limited by inherent constraints of weft knit-

ting, but there could be ways to improve its effectiveness 

12 e uence and approximation 
of zone-by-zone transforma-
tion (a); areas of directional 
fabric transformation used to 
form a composite geometry (b); 
application of stepping tool path 
geometry and robotic speeds 
to the activation areas (c)

13 Mask-holding frame (left) and 
robotic heating setup (right)

14 et of uni ue tool path 
geometries and robot speeds 
correspondin  to the uni ue 
facial measurements of nine 
participants

xamples of  scans of the 
original and transformed masks 
from three participants over-
laid with facial measurement 
guidelines

14
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customi ed multi material fi ers  precise nit structure 

and a robotic post-process activation.
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A study of factors that affect Covid-19 spreading in the city 

1

ABSTRACT
This research explores how exterior public space—defi ned through the confi guration 

of the city—and human behavior affect the spread of disease. In order to understand 

the virus spreading mechanism and infl uencing factors of the epidemic which accompany 

residents’ movement, this study attempts to reproduce the process of virus spreading 

in city areas through computer simulation. 

The simulation can be divided into residents' movement simulation and the virus spreading 

simulation. First, the Agent-based model (ABM) can effectively simulate the behavior 

of the individual and crowd; real location data—uploaded by residents via mobile 

phone applications—is used as a behavioral driving force for the agent's movement. 

Second, a mathematical model of infectious diseases is constructed based on SIR (SEIR) 

Compartmental models in epidemiology.

Finally, by analyzing the simulation results of the agent's movement in the city and the virus 

spreading under different conditions, the infl uence of multiple factors of city confi guration 

and human behavior on the virus spreading process is explored, and the effectiveness of 

countermeasures such as social distancing and lockdown are further demonstrated.
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The spread of the COVID-19 epidemic has brought threats 

to human society, causing huge public health risks and 

property losses. Because the virus is mainly transmitted 

through the mouth and nose, the infection between indi-

vidual contact (such as coughing and talking) can cause 

possi le infection   t is of reat si nificance 

to understand the transmission mechanism of the virus 

in different spaces. At the same time, it helps to formulate 

targeted policies to protect public health.

In the face of COVID-19, there are still gaps in using 

Agent-based modelling (ABM)—supported by real data—

for infectious disease analysis. Technically speaking, the 

use of relatively new methods combined with ABM analysis 

of real data has practical si nificance  n terms of research 

content, the relationship between the spread of the virus 

and city space using COVID-19 as an example, and the 

relationship between the virus and human behavior (such 

as social distancing) need to be explored. In this study, ABM 

is created and combined with real mobile phone data to 

simulate infectious diseases in city space, while addressing 

research into and anal sis of specific issues  sin  this 

method can lead to better understanding the mechanisms 

and influencin  factors of a new t pe of infectious disease  

It should, however, be noted that this study does not 

address biological factors.

he simulation model consists of two parts  the first is a 

movement model mainly driven by real residents’ location 

data. In addition, the movement model is inspired by Isovist 

and Boids algorithms, and rules are designed to realize 

different movement behaviors. The second model is an 

epidemic model, using SIR as the main framework and 

using COVID-19 data as a reference for research.

In recent years, with the development of computer tech-

nology, the use of computer simulation technology in public 

health related research has been increasingly applied to 

the spread of diseases (Ajelli et al. 2010). And agent-based 

models (ABM) supported by data are particularly important 

for infectious disease research  the  have hi her flexi ilit  

(Bonabeau 2002), a factor important in the evaluations of 

the model in this study. 

ABM allows individuals to be distinguished, which is the 

basis of epidemiological research (Koopman and Lynch 

1999). In addition, this model can simulate the spread 

of diseases based on the connection (contact) between 

independent individuals (Sattenspiel 2009). So this model 

is more intuitive than population-based differential equa-

tion models (Chen et al. 2015), which clearly demonstrates 

causality. Because an equation-based method cannot 

directly match the data to the individual level, it is impos-

sible to achieve high-precision simulation. Therefore, the 

ABM method brings more details and high reliability.

Chen et al. (2015) introduced a large number of theo-

ries and cases of infectious disease analysis modelling, 

including examples based on agent-based model anal-

ysis. Friesen and McLeod (2014) established an infectious 

disease model based on smartphone trajectory data, and 

conducted simulation analysis at the provincial and town 

levels. This is due to the advantage that agent-based model 

is more suitable for combining individual real data (indi-

vidual behavior is driven by data).

ME
he research process can e riefl  descri ed as follows  

a) First, select a public space (exterior space) and create 

the built environment required for simulation, which 

includes borders, obstacles (buildings), and other elements; 

b) Create an ABM simulation model that can be divided 

into two parts: movement model and epidemic model. Of 

the two, the movement model is mainly driven by residents' 

dynamic location data and gives individuals more behav-

ioral capabilities; the epidemic model is built based on the 

mathematical models of SIR and SEIR, which intergrates 

the real data of COVID-19; c) To simulate virus and disease 

transmission under different conditions, adjust various 

behavior parameters and spatial parameters; d) Compare 

and anal e the influence of spatial confi uration and 

personal behavior on virus transmission, and propose 

effective epidemic prevention and control strategies based 

on the simulation results, while verifying the effectiveness 

of existing strategies.

ild E i o me   oc io  d Eleme

When using an Agent-based model to simulate in an urban 

public space, the size of the area is directly related to the 

input samples and time, so reducing the activity space of 

the agent can effectively reduce the cost of the experiment. 

In addition, the selected area should be representative, 

and the area should have clear boundaries and a variety 

of pu lic uildin s includin  traffic uildin s  i ure 

After determining the location, it is necessary to collect city 

information data to complete the establishment of the built 

environment. This research is based on two-dimensional 

virus spreading simulation, so the build requires only the 

flat plane content of the exterior space environment in the 

city including: boundaries, buildings (obstacles), streets. 

The built environment data is based on an open city GIS 

database (Figure 3).
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The most important driver of simulation model is location 

data. The basic movement behavior of the agent is deter-

mined according to heat map function provided by the 

mobile app, which yields dynamic location data (picture 

format  of residents in a specific area  he re ional heat 

map data shows the population location and heat informa-

tion of the real-time urban area, as shown in Figure 4.

In order to meet the simulation requirements, the heat map 

data for the three days from August 21 to August 22, 2020 

were collected for the identified area i ure  hese three 

days, from Friday to Sunday, from weekday to weekend, 

represent different city phases of being. In addition, due 

to the large data sets collected from people during the 

day, night data is not considered in this collection. The heat 

map used in the final simulation is the data from 8  a m  

to 00:00 a.m. on the next day, and the collection interval is 

two hours. Although the heat map represents a transient 

situation, in this simulation, each heat map represents a 

two-hour period.

Subsequently, the heat map data is processed to accom-

plish two tasks: a) complete the initialization of the 

movement model; b) determine the driving mechanism 

of the a ent s movement  pecificall  the first step is to 

establish a data set of resident coordinates through heat 

map pixels, and determine the initial position of the agent in 

the area through the data set (pixels are individual spatial 

coordinates). In order to make the agent's movement driven 

by the data, in the second step, it is necessary to make the 

agent gain power. Through the heat map, we can calcu-

late the initial individual position and its potential vector to 

attractors, such as a individual (pixel) moving to the nearest 

densely populated area (attractors) in the next time period 

(Figure 6).

a e the heat map from 8  a m  to  a m  on u ust 

21, 2020 as an example. By analyzing the pixels of the heat 

map, the pixels can be extracted proportionally as indi-

vidual coordinates based on the population density in the 

legend; high-heat areas are used as the "destination," and 

the individual is attracted to move toward the nearby "desti-

nation" in the movement module of ABM. What needs to be 

clear is that the attractor as the "destination" of the move-

ment is calculated from the heat map of the next period 

(10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.) (Figure 7).

Mo eme  Model

The movement model only considers two-dimensional 

movement. Individuals in the movement model have basic 

attributes and behaviors. The attributes include the position 

of the individual, the direction of movement and the speed 

of the movement. These three factors are manifestations of 

individual behavior in the simulation.

The behavior of an individual is the rule of its movement and 

the reason for determining the direction of movement. The 

behaviors are Navigation, Group, Separate, Observation, 

and uarantine  which are shown in i ures 8 and 

4 5

6

7
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When considering the built environment of the city, the 

behavior of the agent will change greatly (Figure 10). If the 

built environment is not considered, the agent will ignore 

the urban obstacles and move directly to the attraction 

point. In this research, the built environment should be 

considered when analyzing the city space, while it should 

not be considered when analyzing human behavior. The 

specific flow chart for the executed movement model is 

shown in Figure 11.

Epidemic Model

The SIR and SEIR models are a population-based models. 

Maintaining the number of existing individuals is the 

premise of this type of model (Beckley 2013). That is to say, 

natural births and deaths are not considered. In this model, 

a “label” is added to each agent. This label is the individual 

state in the epidemic model, such as susceptible, infectious, 

and recovered, and the sum of the number of individuals in 

all states remains constant. In the initialization process, the 

entire population can be divided into two parts, susceptible 

and recovered, in proportion to the needs. The recovered 

here can be understood as part of the population that has 

acquired virus immunity. In addition, initialization can also 

2 Center area of city

3 Selected city area: built 
environment

4 Heat map of selected city area

5 Part of heat maps for three day 
from August 21 to August 22, 
2020

6 Establish a coordinate set by 
different colors

8

9

10 12

11

introduce viruses in a random manner, that is, transform 

part of susceptible into infectious (Figure 12).

The parameters that directly affect the epidemic model 

include R0 (which represents the transmission capacity of 

the virus), the average time required for recovery, mortality 

rate, the time required for a death case, and SEIR’s unique 

incubation period time, etc. All parameter descriptions, 

values, and sources are shown in Figure 13.

7 Pixels in high-heat areas are 
used as "destination"

8 Behaviors in movement model

9 Simulation of individual 
navigation behavior

10 The trajectory of the individual 
in two different situations

11 Flow chart of individual behavior

12 Individual infection status 
initialization
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13

14

13 Parameter initialization based on COVID-19

14 Flow chart of the epidemic model

15 Default parameter setting

15

The epidemic model is inherited from the movement model 

and is relativel  independent  pecificall  the a ent s move-

ment is only affected by its attributes and behaviors, while 

the infectious disease model shows the results of disease 

transmission after the agent moves, and the disease trans-

mission itself does not affect the agent's movement mode. 

The model tracks the location and state of each agent, and 

changes the agent’s “label” (disease state) under certain 

conditions  he flow chart of the epidemic model is shown 

in Figure 14.

im l io  Model

The Movement model realizes the simulation of indi-

vidual movement behaviour. The epidemic model judges 

and changes the individual’s disease state based on the 

individual’s movement. Based on the above two models, a 

complete ABM-based infectious disease simulation model 

is realized.

E   E E
Due to the large number of model variables, it is necessary 

to set default parameters in simulation experiments for 

different factors. The parameters here consider people’s 

daily behavior (normal movement, stay, social distance) and 

normal operation of public spaces (not considering lock-

down, etc.), as shown in Figure 15.

e mp c  o  i  p i l o i io

hen anal in  the impact of different space confi ura-

tions on the spread of the virus, the typical space of the 

area is divided into different parts. In terms of functional 

characteristics and spatial forms, these typical spaces 

are newly built communities, old communities, service and 

commercial areas  office areas  school areas  and hospital 

areas. The reason for classifying according to function is 

that different function spaces have different urban area 

characteristics (form, organization, density). This experi-

ment is not about the relationship between space function 

and virus transmission  ut the influence of space confi u-

ration embodied by this function on virus transmission. 

These six typical spaces have similarities and differences in 

their shape, size, and density. Based on the relevant infor-

mation of the area, these spatial characteristics are shown 

in Figures 16 and 17.

The above data is only for this area, and it is believed that 

the same type of space has similar spatial characteristics. 

However, this space is only a typical case and does not have 

universal applicability. Based on these criteria for these 

six different t pes of spatial confi urations  when onl  the 

same type of built environment is considered, simulations 
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16 Six typical spaces in cities

17 Characteristics and attributes 
of six typical spaces

8 Virus spreading simulation 
in six typical spaces

19 Virus spreading simulation 
with multiple center

20 Simulation results with 
different visual parameters

16

17

8

2019

are performed separately. The simulation results and the 

line raph of the infection cases are shown in i ure 8

In summary, from a larger scale (city area), the concen-

trated spatial layout may reduce the total amount of virus 

infection. The net-shaped space (multiple cross paths) will 

also slow down the spread of the virus to a certain extent 

and reduce the amount of infection  he linear and fish-

bone-shaped space (single path) will accelerate the spread 

of the virus in the early stage. The larger space area (more 

buildings and complex urban environment) will also reduce 

the cases of virus transmission, which may be related to 

the limitation of space on the speed of individuals. From a 

small scale (community) point of view, there are more cases 

of infection in areas with higher density, and the spreading 

process is faster, which may be related to the limitation of 

local space on the range of human movement.

i  ece li io  e

In this project, the agent’s “destination” (attractor) is 

obtained through the calculation of the heat map. It 

reflects the attraction of the hot areas of the heat map to 

individuals. Fewer city centers will lead to the tendency 

of individuals to centralize and also mean larger-scale 

gatherings. On the contrary, more urban centers are a 

decentralized approach to a certain extent. Based on this, 

it is necessary to conduct experimental demonstrations 

and analyze the impact of decentralization on the spread 

of the virus  he influence of different num ers of cit  

centers on the spread of the virus is analyzed (Figure 19).

It can be seen from the simulation results (Figure 16) that 

the number of urban centers directly affects the speed of 

early virus transmission, and fewer urban centers means 

faster infections. The virus transmission rate is basically 

inversely proportional to the number of centers. But when 

approaching a certain number, its spreading rate remains 

basically unchanged. It can be seen that the number of 

multiple centers may lead to relatively more infections, 

but the overall difference is not obvious.

e c io  o  i  d i  p ce

In this study, vision has two important parameters: Field of 

View and Detail (the degree of detail of observation). These 

two parameters directly affect the interaction between 

individual vision and the city space. When analyzing vision 

alone, we set up several different combinations of vision 

parameters to analyze how it affects the movement of indi-

viduals and thus the spread of the virus (Figure 20).

From the above simulation analysis, it can be seen that 

as the field of view increases and the o servation details 
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increase, the overall infection cases show an increasing 

trend, and the infection rate also increases to a certain 

extent. 

his shows that under the condition of havin  a wider field 

of view (greater than 120°), individuals will explore the city 

to a greater degree, which may cause faster and more 

infections  ith a smaller field of view  individuals are more 

likely to be restricted by space obstacles, with smaller 

moving range and speed, and less infection. 

i l oc do  d i e i  i  e

City lockdown is a restriction policy implemented on a 

larger scale (city level), while the very small-scale spatial 

restriction belongs to personal quarantine. An isolation 

strategy that allows individuals to move within a certain 

range can be adopted, which not only guarantees the 

freedom of individual movement to a certain extent, but also 

effectively limits the spread of the virus.

This study chose two space restriction strategies. One is 

based on the real geographic environment and limited by 

blocks; the other is space limitation based on size, which 

analyzes the impact of the size of the limited space on the 

spread of the virus. The results are as Figure 21 shows.

As the radius of the restricted area decreases, the speed 

of virus transmission and the amount of infection have 

decreased si nificantl  n eneral  the loc ade strate  

based directly on community boundaries will cause the 

virus to spread quickly in early stage, but the total amount 

of infection will not increase si nificantl  he loc ade of 

areas less than 200 meters can effectively slow down the 

spread of the virus and greatly reduce the total amount of 

infection.

e mp c  o  Mo eme  e io

Speed, as one of the most important parameters of move-

ment, describes the state of a person to a certain extent. 

21 22
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21 Virus spreading simulation with 
restricted areas

22 Simulation result of movement 
with different speed

Speed changes will also affect the speed of virus spread.  

The movement speed of young people is 3.31 mph to 3.37 

mph 8 m s to  m s  ran afet   herefore  

when considering lower movement speeds, the parameters 

are specified at  m s  n addition  considerin  the indi-

vidual jogging situation, Keller (1996) pointed out that the 

average running speed of the individual is 3.0 to 3.4 m/s 

female  and  to 8 m s male  herefore  a runnin  

speed of 3 m/s is also considered in this experiment.

The simulation results according to different speeds are 

shown in Figure 22.

On the whole, the movement of individuals at different 

speeds did not result in si nificant differences in the spread 

of the virus. The possible reason is that, without consid-

ering the built environment, the speed limit will not affect 

the individual's movement mode and movement path. Speed 

does not change the chance of individual contact, so the 

infection results are similar.

e mp c  o  io  e io

In human behavior stationary activity, such as waiting for 

the bus, rest, etc. plays an important role. In this experi-

ment, a larger stay parameter will make the individual have 

a higher probability of staying behavior. The results are 

shown in Figure 23.

 lar er tationar  actor will si nificantl  slow down the 

spread of the virus. When the Stationary Factor is 10 and 

20, the virus spreads quickly in the early stage. At the 50th 

hour  its infection has reached  and 8  which are 

close to the peak. However, when the Stationary param-

eter is  and  the spread of the virus is si nificantl  

reduced  t  hours  the infection amount is 8 and 8  

respectively.

It shows that staying behavior has a small impact on the 

final total amount of infection  and can onl  reduce the 

number of infection cases within a limited time, but it will 

greatly delay the time of virus spreading.

e mp c  o  oci l i ci  e io

In the face of COVID-19, social distancing methods are also 

adopted to deal with the spread of the virus. For example, 

the UK NHS (National Health Service 2020) recommends a 

social distance of 2 meters, while the WHO (World Health 

Organization 2020) recommends a social distance of 1 

meter.

This experiment analyzes the differences between 

different social distance recommendations during the 

COVID-19 epidemic. The social distance control here is a 

non-mandatory control, which means after entering the 

virus transmission distance an individual who finds that 

the distance is too close can then reacts to increase the 

distance.

The simulation results of different social distances are 

shown in Figure 24.

From the results, we can observe that different social 

distances will obviously affect the speed of virus trans-

mission. The distance becomes larger, the effect becomes 

better. But the total infections are almost the same. 

However, the reason may be that this simulation is based 

on a fixed area while the population remains the same  that 

is, individuals are moving in a closed space. Therefore, the 

spread in this kind of enclosed space only affects the speed 

of the infection and cannot avoid the spread of the virus.

After simulation and experiment, the conclusions are as 

follows:

• Discussing virus spreading in city space should start 

from two scales: at large scale (city level), the space with 

decentralized characteristics (network form, distributed 

layout) shown to slow down the speed of virus trans-

mission; concentrated spatial Features (linear form, 

2324

23 Simulation with different 
stationary factors

24 Simulation result with different 
distances
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centralized layout, high density) will reduce the total 

amount of infection. From the perspective of small scale 

(community level), spaces with concentrated character-

istics (centralized layout, linear, high-density, etc.) will 

cause faster and more infections, and vice versa.

• Small-scale space restrictions will accelerate the speed 

in early stage of virus transmission. This kind of regional 

restriction measure is actually aimed at controlling the 

total amount of infection to avoid spreading on a larger 

scale.

• “Multi-center” strategy of dispersing the population can 

delay the spread of the virus, but the effectiveness of 

this effect is also within a certain range of “multi-center” 

numbers. But it should be noted that this method may 

bring slightly more infections.

• The wider the view, the more adequate the exploration 

of urban space. This kind of exploration is essentially 

different from the movement based on the heat map. It is 

representative of “Aimless” movement behavior similar 

to roaming. It will cause faster and larger infections. 

owever  when the field of view is small  that is  when 

performing “purposeful” behaviors that are mainly 

driven by heat maps, the early virus spreading speed is 

faster, but the total amount of infection is small.

• The change of individual movement speed basically does 

not affect the virus transmission process. This speed 

refers to normal movement, not low speed or stationary. 

This is because the individual's behavioral trajectory 

has not under one a fundamental chan e  n a fixed 

area, individuals will still gather and cause the virus to 

spread, which has no essential relationship with individ-

uals taking different vehicles (not considering the closed 

transmission of vehicles).

• Higher staying probability and low-speed movement 

would si nificantl  slow down the spread of the 

virus, but did not change the number of spreads. This 

approach will only delay the spread of the virus, not 

stop it.

• Social distancing strategy can effectively control the 

spread of the virus. As the distance between individ-

uals increases, the spread of the virus becomes slower. 

However, the total amount of infection will not change, 

This is because the experiment adopts a “non-manda-

tory” strategy.

The study itself has certain limitations. In terms of research 

methods, the simulation is based on the heat map, rather 

than on real trajectory data. And in this model, many 

behaviors are assigned to the individual, which leads to 

differences between the individual's movement and real 

behavior, further contributing to uncertainty in the results. 

In terms of research objects, this research is based on a 

specific cit  area  which is limited to  and exterior space  

All conclusions can only be used as a reference rather 

than universal application. At the same time, the popu-

lation-based infectious disease model does not consider 

changes in the number of people in the area, which is an 

ideal simulation. Since there is no precise mathematical 

simultion description and biological analysis for COVID-19 

input for the infectious disease model, there will be 

certain limitations in its spreading mechanism. In terms 

of research content, personal behavior only focuses on 

human movement behavior, and does not involve strategies 

such as wearing masks and hands washing. 

To sum up, this study is based on real data, applying agent-

based model, to create a correlating model of individual 

movement and epidemics. Conducting a large number of 

simulation experiments based on this model, reseachers 

aimed to study the virus spreading process in different 

situations  esearchers then anal ed the influence of cit  

factors  defined  spatial confi uration and individual 

movement behaviors on the spread of the virus. These 

research results can be used as a reference for dealing 

with the spread of the epidemic.
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ABSTRACT
This research presents a machine learning-based interactive design method for the

creation of customized inserts that improve the fit of the PPE 3M 1863 and 3M 8833

respiratory face masks. These two models are the most commonly used by doctors and  

professionals during the recent COVID-19 pandemic. The proper fit of masks is crucial for

their performance. Characteristics and fit of current leading market brands were analyzed

to develop a parametric design software workflow that resulted in a 3D printed insert

customized to specific facial features and the mask that will be used. The insert provides

a perfect fit for the respirator mask. Statistical face meshes were generated from an

anthropometric database, and 3D facial scans and photos were taken from two hundred

doctors and nurses on an NHS Trust hospital. The software workflow can start from either

a 2D image of the face (picture) or a 3D mesh taken from a scanning device. The platform

uses machine learning and a parametric design workflow based on key performance facial

parameters to output the insert between the face and the 3M masks. It also generates the

3D printing file, which can be processed onsite at the hospital. The 2D image approach and

the 3D scan approach used to initialize the system were digitally compared, and the resul-

tant inserts were physically tested by twenty frontline personnel in an NHS Trust hospital.

Finally, we demonstrate the criticality of proper fit on masks for doctors and nurses and

the versatility of our approach augmenting an already tested product through customized

digital design and fabrication.
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INTRODUCTION
In line with the “Realignments” topic of this year’s confer-

ence, this paper uses the digital and material knowledge

and skills of digital fabrication, parametric design, and

machine learning to develop a research to fabrication

project that addresses the issues of comfort and fitting of

respiratory masks. Both are critical factors that require a

mass-customization design approach. The lack of custom-

ized respiratory masks affects doctors and frontline

personnel fighting the pandemic. We realign our design

skills to address matters of urgency.

During the recent COVID-19 pandemic, the 3M 1863

and 3M 8833 became the main masks used by doctors

and frontline workers. Fit and comfort level are critical

factors, and mask technical characteristics and protection

levels have been perfected through extensive research

and testing. However, mask performance is dependent on

proper fit. Typical respiratory mask fit is based on a flexible

metal clip that goes on top of the nose. The clip is located

in the top panel for the 1863 mask and the top of the 8833

mask. The nose clip must be pressed upon the nose once

the mask has been pre-formed over the face. After pulling

the headbands over the head, the nose clip needs to be

pinched again until it is comfortable and positive pressure

is felt inside the piece. During the fit (i.e. pinching it only

with one hand), errors can result in less effective respi-

rator performance (3M 2016). The respiratory mask fitting

problem is twofold. On the one hand, although the mask

design allows fitting a wide range of face shapes, only two

sizes—M and L—are available to fit an extensive range

of faces. Moreover, mask sizes are based on studies of

American male and female soldiers, which may not corre-

spond to the majority of the population which they are

intended to fit (Zhuang and Bradtmiller 2005). Comfort

becomes critical when masks have to be worn every day

for prolonged periods, as has been the case during the

pandemic.

On the other hand, it is easy to make errors during the

fitting process due to the lack of comfort, compromising

performance. The leakage of aerosol pathogens through

the gaps between the face and the respiratory masks has

been a well-documented and simulated problem during

the recent pandemic. Leakage compromised the device’s

effectiveness whilst increasing the risk for the wearer

(Hariharan et al. 2021). The design quality of mass-pro-

duced masks does not correspond to their performance.

The design is uncomfortable and does not fit all faces prop-

erly, leading to leaks and discomfort. Satisfactory solutions

for the design of customized 3D respiratory masks are

lacking.

2 Bespoke hybrid soft/rigid PPE
interface: the interior is a 2D
profile cut from foam material
that fits in a groove printed in
the interior of the insert (mask
shell not shown)

3 3D printed PPE interface
with foam liners (mask shell
not shown)
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The rapid development of 3D scanning technologies allows

designers to collect large amounts of data economically,

quickly, and efficiently. Popular mobile phones such as the

iPhone come equipped with state-of-the-art depth sensors,

and high-quality 3D reconstruction software available

for them, like Bellus scanning technologies. Personalized

design based on anthropomorphic data is a trend in the

fashion and accessories industries that enhances the value

added to a product whilst satisfying individual customer

requirements (Zheng et al. 2007; Tseng et al. 2014).

Two different approaches can be identified using anthropo-

morphic data on product design: design enhancement and

design customization. Design enhancement uses anthro-

pomorphic knowledge to improve product performance.

Designers, in this case, determine key design parameters

based on the information extracted from anthropometric

data (Sanders and McCormick 1998; Loker et al. 2005).

Examples of this are the tools designed for bra fitting by

Loker et al. (2005). Design customization focuses on a

variety of characteristics of the individual wearer. They

scan parts or the whole shape of the customer and adjust

the design automatically or semi-automatically through

the use of CAD tools (Istook and Hwang 2001; Tognola et al.

2004; Chu et al. 2015). This method has been widely used

in the fashion industry (Istook and Hwang 2001). It has also

been deployed to design medical applications such as ear

canal impressions (Tognola et al. 2004). Tognola et al. use

3D laser scanning to reconstruct ear canals. The 3D mesh

reconstructed file is then passed to 3D printing machines to

print the moulds and ensure a perfect fit of the device.

Shape transformation methods have also been explored

as tools for customization using statistical shape analysis

(Unal et al. 2008). In this method, relationships are estab-

lished between two classes of shapes, which generate a

shape of one class when given a shape of the other class.  

Finally, the United States National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health (NIOSH) developed an anthropometric

database detailing the face size distributions of respi-

rator users. They established a fit test panel by the face

dimensions and landmark positions measured from 3997

subjects. As a result of this database, a new five-cate-

gory sizing system was proposed using PCA or principal

component analysis (Zhuang et al. 2007). However, a

common problem across all of these studies was the high

cost of 3D scanning devices and their inaccessibility to

the general public. Customized products are expensive,

limiting mass-customization to a selected few. The COVID

pandemic started at a moment in which scanning devices

with high resolution, machine learning, parametric model-

ling techniques, and rapid prototyping machines are widely

available. These tools provide an alternative to this problem

extending the feasibility of having customized products

related to the human face. This research presents a

workflow to design and fabricate a customized mask insert

without the need for conventional scanning technology that

requires highly expensive equipment and skilled profes-

sionals. The aim is to make workflow into an app accessible

to medical professionals at their places of work and

together with an on-site 3D printer, enable them to have a

customized fit. This paper presents the development and

testing of the workflow before encapsulating it into the app.

56
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Unlike other research projects that focus on generative

methods for the entire customized mask respirators—

masks that can then be fabricated in some cases by 3D

printing (Chu et al. 2015), or by folding (Nejur and Szentesi-

nejur 2021)—this project focuses on developing a digital

workflow that can parametrically model a custom fit insert

to be worn between the face and the mask. The approach

allows incorporating all the respiratory technical advances

of well-tested masks whilst improving the fit through

customized parametric design and 3D printing technology.

Focusing on an insert reduces the timeframe of testing

and certifying a new respirator mask allowing for the fast

deployment of mass-customized, well fitting masks across

hospital facilites in a short period of time. Furthermore, the

design software and workflow address the two respiratory

masks most commonly available in hospitals, presenting the

potential to reach more doctors and personnel faster and

avoid being dependent on a single product’s supply chain.

This was an issue exceedingly pressing in the early days of

the pandemic when masks were in short supply.

PROJECT
The research developed in this paper aims to augment the

fitting of medical-grade respiratory masks rather than

redesigning them. It develops a digital workflow to trans-

late 2D images of a user’s face into a 3D model to perform a

virtual fitting process and parametrically model a custom fit

PPE interface worn between the face and the mask respi-

rator. The research outcome is a software application that

can be successfully used to custom fit multiple respiratory

masks through the design and fabrication of the insert. The

developed workflow can be deployed in two ways. Firstly,

4 Annotated landmarks

5 3D face reconstruction from
2D image with landmarks

6 10p coin used for scaling as an
object of identifiable radii, placed
on the forehead

7 (Left) 2D landmark detection;
(Right) Landmarks projected
into their 3D locations

7

a simple 2D photograph of a face is taken with any mobile

device, which in turn uses machine learning to convert 2D

data to 3D data, detecting facial landmarks, positioning the

respiratory mask, and generating the insert for a perfect

fit. Alternatively, the workflow can also be initiated via a 3D

scan of a face using a Bellus scanner or Bellus app. The

same steps of landmark detection, mask positioning, and

insert generation runs after the 3D mesh is either created

or retrieved. The application output in both cases is an

.obj file for 3D printing the insert that can be immediately

processed onsite at the hospital for an instant fit.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Data for this project was collected in the form of 2D

photographs and 3D scans of doctors and nurses from the

Brighton and Sussex University Hospital NHS Trust. Two

hundred doctors were scanned and photographed, which

allowed for a diverse sample that included a variation on

facial features.

A digital pipeline (Figure 1) and a UI were designed for the

doctors to generate their insert and print it on-site. The

software starts with an input: either a 2D photograph taken

from a phone camera or a 3D scan utilizing the Bellus

scanner and similar on the iPhone mobile device. In the 2D

to 3D  approach, the second step utilizes a machine learning

model PRNet (Feng et al. 2018) to reconstruct the mesh

and place key landmarks around the face. In the scanning

approach, the second step uses machine learning to detect

facial features and place landmarks around the face. From

this step onwards both workflows work similarly: the

landmarks are used as generative points to parametrically
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8

10

9

8 (Left) Profile in front of face; (Right) Soft profile based on landmarks

9 Setup of critical geometry based on facial landmarks analysis
and generative system setup

10 (Left) Curve subdivision; (Middle and Right) Loft and hard shell

create a hard shell insert—near the face—based on face

contours and connecting the face to the mask. The insert

has a groove to receive a soft ‘U’ shaped insert between the

customized hard shell and the face (Figure 2). The mask fit

of the insert is simulated using a physics solver in blender.

The designed insert—based on facial landmarks—provides

a hybrid soft/hard shell interface between the face and the

3M masks that ensures a perfect fit but also keeps the user

comfortable (Figure 3). The detailed workflow is described

in the next section.

STEP BY STEP WORKFLOW
2D to 3D

The research develops two pipelines for the generation of

the hard insert. The first one begins from a 2D image, the

second one from a 3D scanned mesh.

PRNet (Feng et al. 2018) is used for generation of a 3D face

model from a 2D image. It utilizes a standardized 3D face

mesh model with a set of facial landmarks as anchor points

(Figure 4). The machine learning model is trained to firstly

pull these anchor points to the corresponding 2D locations

of the input image, resembling the facial topology two-di-

mensionally, and then regressing the depth of each vertex

on the mesh to their approximated 3D coordinates. Thus,

the resulting output is not only the reconstructed 3D face

model, but also its 3D facial landmarks (Figure 5), which

can be use directly for the parametric generation of the

mask geometry.

With 2D-to-3D output being an approximation of facial

structure in a local coordinate system, real-world refer-

ence is required to obtain the actual scale of the face. To

achieve this, objects like a credit card or a ten pence British

coin can be included in the photo of the face. Such objects

can then be easily detected using mature computer vision

tools like OpenCV, providing a real-world scale reference

(Figure 6).

3D Workflow

Another viable and developed workflow is to obtain accu-

rate 3D faces scans through professional 3D scanning

equipment like the ones provided by Bellus Technology, or

directly through mobile devices with a depth sensor such

as iPhone X. Once the accurate 3D scan is obtained, the

software will extract the 3D locations and place facial

landmarks.

Since the facial landmark detection of 2D images is already

a mature machine-learning technology, it was decided to

take this advantage and first detect landmarks two-dimen-

sionally with a front-view render of the face scan (Figure

7, Left), and then project these landmarks back to their 3D

locations (Figure 7, Right). For 2D landmarks detection a

pre-trained machine learning model from dlib was used,

and for 3D projection compas (Mele 2017-2021)   was

used. It should be noted that there are also methods to infer

landmarks directly from 3D models through analysing the

mesh topology and surface curvature, which can potentially

create more accurate results. However, this direction was

not further explored due to the time limit and possibly much

higher computing cost on the production stage.

A fixed profile is orientated in front of the face (Figure 8,

Left), which will act as the connection to the hard-shell part

of the insert. Then, based on the landmark analysis and

locations (Figure 9), a group of control points are taken and

used to create the soft profile (Figure 8, Right). The next

step is to further subdivide the soft profile (Figure 10, Left).

Automated Generation of Custom Fit PPE Inserts Nahmad Vazquez, Chen
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The intermediate subdivision points are projected to the

face to achieve a better conformation between the insert

and the face geometry. Finally, the 3D geometry is gener-

ated by lofting between the two profiles using 3D Bézier

curves (Figure 10, Middle & Right). After these steps are

completed, the insert gets 3D printed and attached to the

mask for a perfect fit—without fogging, wrinkling around

the face, or nose clip, etc. (Figure 13).

DATABASE
A database was capture from ninety-seven doctors

and front line personnel from the Brighton and Sussex

University Hospital NHS Trust. Two sets of four photo-

graphs were taken from each doctor: set one consisted of

two frontal and two profile images (left and right) without

a mask; and set two consisted of the same images of the

subject wearing one of the two 3M masks used in this study.

Additionally, two head scans using Bellus technology were

taken from each doctor (with mask and without a mask).

All doctors willingly participated in this project. The

participants gave their consent to have their pictures and

scans taken and used for the context of this research.

Nevertheless, consent hasn’t been sought at this stage

towards their photographs being made public.

DIGITAL PIPELINE TESTS & VALIDATION
Both developed workflows (2D image-based and scan-

based) were tested with samples  from the database. The

3D scan workflow was run through the ninety-seven

11 Grooves on the hard insert allowing for different positions
of the soft insert

doctors in the database to generate inserts (Figure 14).

By running the digital pipeline on the different doctors,

the process was refined. It allowed identification of facial

landmarks in which significant variance can result in

differences crucial to the fit of the insert. Additional consid-

erations were incorporated for these cases. The two sets

of facial landmarks that their variance beyond range affect

the insert are:

1. Landmark at the tip of the chin. When the chin is

pointing up, the point at the chin becomes problematic

when generating the customized as values are negative

(Figure 15). To calculate that point, a different method-

ology was devised. A line was dropped from the center

of the nose towards the chin and measured. If the

result was on the negative range with the chin pointing

upwards, then the point was angled back to adapt the

insert. Otherwise, initial chin points are used.

2. Distance between the nose and the edge of the eye. 

Considered when the nose was extremely small and did

not pop-out of the face or a high cheek-to-nose ratio. In

these cases, the insert became very shallow as it had

to spread over a larger area (cheeks) and did not have

the required depth (Figure 16). A new constraint had

to be introduced to move the outer edge of the insert

further out from the face hence generating a larger

insert that allowed for situations when the variance

between landmarks was out of range.

After these two discoveries—emerging from testing the

workflow digitally with the ninety-seven doctors on the

dataset and analyzing the resulting 3D files—the digital

pipeline was physically tested with ten doctors. Due

to COVID constraints no more physical tests could be

performed at this stage. The 2D photograph-to-mesh

method was used and inserts were 3D-printed. The doctors

wore the insert for the week between the November 23

and 27, 2020. During this period, data was collected

through interviews regarding the fit and comfort level of

the insert. Specific questions regarding fogging of glasses,

breathability, and fit were considered.

PHYSICAL TESTS
Ten doctors from the Brighton and Sussex University

Hospital NHS Trust tested the inserts for five days as part

of this project. Doctor pictures and scans were run through

the digital pipeline to generate the customized insert. The

workflow allowed for a 2D insert, independently cut from

soft foam, and the shell to be printed on a regular Ultimaker

machine using PLA.
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In the case of two inserts, there was a minimal gap on

the area below the eyes between the face and the insert,

which caused air to flow, meaning the insert was not

sealing correctly (Figure 17). The insert was not used. The

remaining eight doctors used the customized insert with a

3M mask for five days.

The feedback collected through interviews was mainly

positive. Doctors appreciate the customized fit of the insert

and found comfortable the presence of a soft layer between

their face and the mask differently from the traditional clip

that the masks have on the nose area. It was also appre-

ciated that doctors who wear glasses did not experience

fogging problems that they would have otherwise.

One issue that was not considered in the original design

and emerged from the testing phase was the use in an OR

situation. Doctors need to wear specific goggles inside the

OR, which could not fit comfortably when the insert was

in place. A solution for this is to bring the insert and mask

further out from the face. The fit would be lower, and there

would be sufficient space for the goggles.  

The two inserts that did not fit properly required more

points to be introduced during the generative process to

allow for a smoother curvature between the nose and the

cheek. This issue seems related to point two on the digital

pipeline test.

CHALLENGES 
Scaling Deviation

In the 2D-to-3D workflow, we used circle detection to mark

a physical coin’s radius as a scaling reference. The accu-

racy of detection could be affected by factors such as poor

lighting and low color contrast between skin and coin. The

deviation could also be amplified if the coin was too small.

Initially, the scaling was visualized with a credit card next to

the face. However, people tend to hold the credit card at an

angle, causing inaccurate scaling of the face and affecting

downstream design processes. Coins adhere to the fore-

head without any additional effort. Three coins—the most

commonly used in the UK—were measured and defined to

scale the photographs. Doctors were asked to place a coin

5p or 10p on their forehead before taking a photograph.

The 20p and 50p coins are not circular and could be used.

Coins had a great level of accuracy in scaling faces and

features and proved to be and adequate and easily acces-

sible object. After scaling, facial measures were compared

with the measures of the participants faces to calibrate the

dimensions. The coins proved an efficient scaling tool.

Further, comparisons were made between the 2D to 3D

method using the coin scaling process and the 3D Bellus

scan (Figure 18). The aim was to measure the deviations

of the points and landmarks. The comparison between

both methods showed that the 2D-to-3D method remains

like a 2.5D image. The features work correctly but lack

depth, specifically in cases where the nose is more prom-

inent. The result is a mesh more similar to an engraving

than an actual 3D representation. To compare the devi-

ation between two methods, we created a simple Rhino

Grasshopper script to project equally distanced points

from mask profile onto each face models and measured

13 14

12 Photos of early prototype exploring the soft and hard shell concept

13 Fitting of 3M respiratory mask using customized insert

14 Successful generation of customized PPE inserts on various doctors
and nurses from the dataset

15 Variance on the chin landmark becoming problematic
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deviations between each set of these points (Figure 19). As

a result, the maximum deviation between both methods was

10mm with a 4mm deviation between the tips of the nose.

Interestingly, the insert fits better on the 2D-to-3D face

than on the 3D mesh resultant from scanning. A possible

explanation is the 2D-to-3D machine learning algorithm

produces a more ‘generic’ 2.5D face that makes fitting

easier. The 3D scan contains all the face information so the

fit is worse, though more faithful to the real face.

STREAMLINING PROCESS INTO 
REDISTRIBUTABLE SOFTWARE
Whilst the design, research, and prototyping for this

project was carried out in commercial CAD software like

Rhinoceros with its parametric design tool Grasshopper,

the proprietary nature of the software means that it is

impossible to automate the workflow as a production

pipeline or for it to be repackaged into redistributable appli-

cations. Thus, in the first version of the application, a wide

range of open-source projects with compatible licenses

for the necessary functionalities were utilized. The more

important ones are:

Pipeline A - 2D images to 3D:

•   2D image to 3D model:  PRNet (MIT license)

•   Circle Detection: OpenCV (Apache 2 License)

Pipeline B - with 3D scans:

•   Face scan Rendering: Vispy (BSD license)

•   Landmark Detection: Dlib (Boost Software License)

•   3D landmark projection:  COMPAS (MIT license)

Shared by both Pipelines:

15

•   3D projection:  COMPAS (MIT license)

•    Parametric modelling of mask: Blender (GNU General

Public License)

The final application is delivered as a Linux Docker

container image, supporting cross-platform usages while

using Docker as a subsystem. This application can used

as a standalone program that takes in picture or 3D scan

and automatically output watertight 3D printable mask

insert files. It can also be deployed on a server environ-

ment to process images and scans received directly from

a front-app mobile app or webpage in a Internet browser,

sending out 3D printable files into a production queue. Both

setups do not require any intervention of trained profes-

sionals (Figure 20).

IMPACT AND OUTCOMES
Based on the feedback from the doctors, minor modifica-

tions will be added to the digital pipeline for a new round of

physical testing. The project aims to have an app that can

be deployed across NHS hospitals with their corresponding

3D printers and rubber profiles to guarantee the perfect fit

of each mask to the doctors and other frontline personnel.

CONCLUSIONS
Doctors, nurses, and customers have a strong need for a

customized alternative to respiratory masks for comfort

during prolonged use and protect them from infectious

diseases. Most existing design customization methods for

respiratory masks focus on redeveloping the mask. This

approach requires expensive 3D scanning software and

multiple testing to reach already approved market leaders’

performance levels and certifications. The research

presented in this paper focuses on developing an insert

that augments the comfort and fit of existing masks whilst

taking advantage of their properties.

The developed and presented digital pipelines was

successful in both workflows—1) starting from a 2D

photograph and converting it into a 3D mesh through the

use of machine learning, and 2) starting from a 3D scan—

in creating inserts that are customized and comfortable

to wear for doctors with a normal approved 1863 or 8833

3M mask. The workflow from an image or a point cloud

generates an .obj 3D printable file of the insert in around

30 seconds. Thus, inserts are 3D printed and can be worn

by the doctors in two hours, ensuring a perfect, comfort-

able fit whilst increasing the performance of the mask.

The parametric analysis and setup of facial parame-

ters were successful in generating well-positioned and

well-fitting inserts. However, the resultant facial landmark
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16

17

18

16 Variance on the nose to cheek ratio between users required revisions
of the generative process

17 Different results of physical tests with doctors

18 Comparison of final mesh between 2D-to-3D method and 3D scan.

research highlighted specific cases that require large

ranges due to the amount of variance within them. These

cases were successfully resolved by allowing more flexi-

bility on the parameters of the digital fitting. The generative

process has been tested with a random sample of nine-

ty-seven doctors and nurses of the Brighton and Sussex

University Hospital NHS Trust. The selection has sufficient

variation in facial features, ethnicities, and gender repre-

sentation composition and dimensions for this project to be

considered successful. However, doctors from a different

geographical region might show variance in facial land-

marks that are not accounted for in current generative

process.
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ABSTRACT
The circumstances of the pandemic have resulted in the closure of workshops and Fab 

Labs and put physical making on hold for fabrication-based design courses. However, 

with digital fabrication having become a crucial component of design education, involving 

the critical transition from design ideas represented digitally to being realized physically, 

alternative approaches needed to be found. Remote making can be enabled by the poten-

tials of small-scale modular machines, which due to their low cost, are easily distributable 

and can be shipped to each student in a design studio. The use of at-home fabrication 

offers new possibilities for project-adaptive prototyping tools. 

Desktop scaled fabrication tools designed to reach a distributed audience abound in 

industry, academia, and amongst DIY-ers. Drawing from these precedents, a desktop 

milling machine called the TinyZ was developed to support digital fabrication in an archi-

tectural studio held at MIT in the Spring of 2021. The machine was designed to be an easily 

reconfi gurable rapid prototyping tool intended to adapt to evolving design processes.  

The TinyZ Kit introduced students to the basics of machine building, electronics, and 

computer numerically controlled (CNC) programming. The outcome of the studio showed 

the potential for different home labs to develop specializations and to collaborate by 

outsourcing, offering a way for students to work together remotely. Finally, the work of the 

studio demonstrated that new material processes developed remotely could return to fab 

labs and extend the capacities of shared maker spaces. 
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INTRODUCTION
The TinyZ is a desktop milling machine developed to

support remote making during the pandemic. At a time

when students at the department of architecture at MIT

were unable to use machines and tools in collective maker

spaces and workshops throughout campus, the TinyZ

allowed students to re-engage digital fabrication and

physical making at home, with readily available materials.

Digital fabrication represents a critical portion of design

education in architecture schools, and access to CNC

machines enables students to fluidly transition from digital

representations to material artifacts. Thus, students

engage in a process of learning based on tangible experi-

mentation akin to the heuristic method or guided inquiry

in education (Rayner-Canham 1995).

As a pedagogical experiment, a graduate architecture

studio entitled IN HOUSE was devised in the spring of 2021

to make use of the TinyZ machine and prompt students

to develop their own fabrication labs, termed Home Labs.

In the process of assembling their machine kit, students

were introduced to basic concepts of machine building

and CNC programming, and developed protocols to guide

their work with the machine and in their remote contexts.

Here, distributed manufacturing becomes the setup for

an emerging pedagogy that investigates fabrication tools

down to their constituent components, introducing students

not only to machine operation, but also machine assembly,

maintenance, and tuning. Subsequent hacking and opera-

tion involve low-tech and high-tech strategies that range

from simple mechanisms like wire tourniquets for part

fixturing to multi-axis machining and paste extrusion.

BACKGROUND
The proliferation of digital fabrication and the maker

movement originates in part with the work of the Center

for Bits and Atoms (CBA) led by Neil Gershenfeld and the

FAB conferences held to support institutions in opening Fab

Labs. Fab Labs, or more generally termed Maker Spaces

are places where designers and fabricators can work

with advanced fabrication equipment to make (almost)

anything (Gershenfeld 2012). A continuing trend among

STEM curricula is to incorporate physical making and

digital fabrication to amplify the communication of funda-

mental engineering concepts (Berry et. al 2010). Thus,

Fab Labs are a common part of universities, with work-

shops supporting different disciplines and departments to

perform experiments and enable students and researchers

to prototype designs (Wong and Partridge 2016).

2 Hacks
(A) Extruder
(B) Melting Tool
(C) Mortiser Vise
(D) Go Pro
(E) Hot End

(F) Vacuum Hold Down
(G) 5-Axis Aggregate
(H) Spindle
(I) Drag-Knife
(J) Continuous Feed Roller
(K) Horizontal Rotary Indexer
(L) Axis Extension

With the advent of the pandemic came also rethinking

of digital fabrication and physical making as critical

components in design and STEM curricula. An array of

approaches has emerged to support remote making and

access to digital fabrication, outlined by Peek and Jacobs

(2021), from simulation of CNC Machines to furnishing

students with low-cost 3D printers and vinyl cutters.

Through interviews with internal and external instructors,

the researchers agree that at-home fabrication resources

dramatically improve students’ tacit knowledge of the

material process and machine operation.

One of the key capacities of any Fab Lab is self-replica-

tion, to make machines that can make machines, which is

an ongoing project at the CBA. The Rep-Rap, for example

is one such machine that belongs to a growing family of

small-scale rapid prototyping tools that can make rapid

prototyping tools. However, this prospect remained largely

overlooked amongst the responses to fabrication-based

curricula; instead the strategy was to source low cost

commercially available tools. The project of self-replication,

or FAB 2.0, was tested in an academic context for the 2020

class “How to Make Almost Anything,” where students were

equipped with a small PCB milling machine designed and

produced by the CBA lab. The course successfully demon-

strated the implementation of a custom fabrication tool to

enable remote making, in this case, PCB Manufacture. The

course demonstrated that while this approach does not

yield a commercially competitive fabrication tool, there is

tremendous value in developing a customized pedagogical

device to communicate particular concepts to students.
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Learning from this precedent, the TinyZ machine aspires

to extend the project of self-replication in the context of

an architectural studio, with an open ended and modular

machine platform capable of reconfiguration based on a

student’s material experiments. To that end, the market for

open ended desktop CNC tools remains relatively modest.

Table 1 shows a selection of desktop CNC tools that enable

varying scales of making and material processes.

While these machines are produced at competitive cost,

the intent is generally for the designer to work within the

bounds of the machine. The TinyZ encourages its reconfigu-

ration in a similar manner to the modular machines project

formulated by Peek and Coleman (2017). The Snap Maker

is a commercially available modular machine; however, the

set of possible reconfigurations is relatively limited. Here,

reconfigurable slides are fastened to one another, and

control software is modified to match predefined hardware

configurations.

The design goal for the TinyZ was both to develop an open-

ended platform for machine reconfiguration while at the

same time performing as a robust machine tool with which

students could design. The machine has a work volume

of roughly 5” x 5” x 4” and features a Dremel 3000 Rotary

Tool as an end effector. The machine is largely composed of

standard aluminum extrusions, off the shelf components,

and a few custom components making it amenable

to reconfiguration and modifications, termed hacks.

This approach was tested in the context of an architecture

studio, wherein the TinyZ was used to enable design investi-

gations. The prompt of the studio was simple, to design and

construct an architectural installation larger than the TinyZ

machine itself. This prompt encouraged students to engage

questions of part to whole, of joinery and assembly, and

ultimately of inhabitation.

METHODS
Design of the TinyZ

The TinyZ is a modular desktop-scaled milling machine

capable of being reconfigured to evolve with student design

processes. Myriad low-cost machines exist with varying

degrees of flexibility, work volume and material capacity,

refer to Table 1 for a selection. The design of the machine

was therefore a primary site of concern especially in

preparation for its use in the context of an architectural

design studio. The machine was considered, on the one

hand, as a fabrication tool and, on the other, as a peda-

gogical device to encourage machine iteration and hard-

ware hacking.

Hardware

The design of the TinyZ leveraged the modularity and stan-

dardization of 2020 aluminum profiles which enables any

surface of the machine to become a mounting feature for

Table 1: Survey of rapid prototyping tools

3
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additional components devised by students. To that end, the

machine has redundant aluminum framing in an effort to

minimize custom components and amplify opportunities for

subsequent hardware hacks.

The X-, Y- and Z-axes are lead screw-driven with NEMA17

84oz.in bipolar stepper motors providing the actuation.

These motors are mounted with 3D printed parts with

flexible shaft collars to attach motor output shafts to the

lead screw.

The ability of the machine to be used manually was an

important pedagogical decision that meant incorporating

handwheels to actuate each axis. These are mounted

directly to the lead screws of the X- and Y-axis, with the

Z-axis featuring a dual shafted stepper motor to facili-

tate both manual and stepper driven motion. The goal is

to enable students to build an intuition for their material

experiments by manually advancing the end effector.

Communicating the fundamentals of digital fabrication and

CNC machining was effectively achieved by incrementally

building up technical sophistication as shown in Figure

5. The process begins by using the Dremel Rotary Tool by

hand, then attaching the tool to the Z-axis of the machine

and manipulating the tool manually with turn wheels, and

finally approaching CNC programming with predefined feed

rates based on previous manual experiments.

3 Linear Axis Assembly

4 TinyZ Parts Diagram4
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Each axis is composed of the same parts with differing

proportions, a water jet aluminum plate with countersunk

M4 holes is used to attach four linear bearings and a lead

nut. This assembly is fastened to a frame composed of

aluminum 2020 with shaft clamps and pillow blocks. Each

axis is fastened to the next with some combination of water

jet cut aluminum plates or brackets as shown in Figure 6.

The X-axis bed features a 1.5”x1.5” grid of M5 tapped holes

for fixturing material. A small jeweler’s vise was included in

the TinyZ kit to use for part fixturing as shown in Figure 7.

Additionally, students devised their own work holding strat-

egies involving wire tourniquets, Vee-Blocks, or 3D printed

attachments to reorient the jeweler’s vise.

Software and Electronic Parts

A TinyG v8 Board from Synthetos was used as a controller

to coordinate the motion of each stepper motor. This board

was powered by a 350W Power Supply Unit with a 10A Fuse

and Rocker Switch assembly, shown in Figure 8. The board

features micro-stepping, current control of each motor, a

host of digital outputs and inputs, and a total of 4 motor

drivers to accept different axis configurations. Wiring the

TinyG involves locating coil pairs in each bipolar stepper

motor and connecting them to terminal blocks on the TinyG

board. The configuration of the TinyG is the next step to

align hardware with software.

A range of open-source software solutions exist to commu-

nicate G Code to the TinyG, but CNCJs (Wu 2015) was found

to be the most intuitive and robust. The configuration of the

TinyG occurred through the serial console within the CNCJs

interface, as well as jogging commands, and CNC program

previewing and cycling, shown in Figure 9.

Mastercam 2019 (CNC Software Inc. 2019) was used

primarily to generate G Code for milling operations.

Mastercam is an industrial CAM package used to program

machines in workshops across the MIT campus, from

2-axis to multi-axis operations. The fundamentals of

Mastercam programming were communicated in the studio

such that students could program their TinyZ machines,

but could also apply their understanding of the software to

work with larger industrial machines on campus.

End Effector

The base TinyZ Kit includes a Dremel rotary tool, which can

hold an 1/8” diameter end mill. 3D printed components
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14

15

were devised to mount the Dremel to the Z-axis of the TinyZ,

making use of coarse plastic threads on the Dremel itself,

shown in Figure 10. Two tools were provided, both high

speed steel tools with a 3/4” length of cut and 1” overall

length, a ball end mill and flat end mill. These tools were

tested by the author, machining patterns in expanded poly-

styrene foam, construction grade pine, and 6061 aluminum.

Stiffer materials caused higher cutting forces and vibra-

tion to the machine, resulting in longer run times and

more frequent machine maintenance. Foam and basswood

became recommended materials for machining, and longer

ball end mills were provided as student testing began

scaling up to take advantage of the machine’s 4” Z-travel.

Packaging and Cost

The TinyZ kit parts were packaged in machined extruded

polystyrene, and organized to facilitate assembly by

locating similar parts in sequence or in clusters with

related parts, shown in Figure 11 and 12. The cost divides

into roughly $260 in hardware components and $240

in electronic components. The remaining cost of the kit,

roughly $160 comes from the choice of end effector, tooling,

and accessories like shop vacuum and jeweler’s vise

Hardware Hacks and Extendability

Throughout the studio, different hardware hacks were

devised to extend the TinyZ and further enable material

investigations. Hacking represents an important part of the

culture of some academic institutions, where creative uses

and misuses of technology can produce disruptive inno-

vations. Within the context of the studio, hacking involved

creative modifications to the machine to further enable

material experimentation. These included changes to end

effectors, axis configurations, and accessory components.

Extruder

A paste extruder was devised at the kickoff of the studio

to extend investigations into additive manufacturing. The

extruder was made largely of 3D printed components with

some standard parts from vendors like McMaster-Carr.

The extruder includes a 3D printed plastic plunger driven by

a lead screw, similar to that used to drive the linear axes of

the machine. A gear reduced stepper motor with a belt and

pulley is used to actuate the lead screw and advance the

plunger. Coordination of the extruder occurs by mapping

the gear motor to the fourth motor slot on the TinyG Board,

essentially treating the extruder as an additional axis. Used

this way, the motion of the X-, Y-, and Z-axes are treated

synchronously with the A or extruder axis. A flow rate

variable was used to augment the travel of the extruder’s

plunger according to the distance travelled by the X-, Y-,

and Z-axes. A range of open-source 3D printing software

were used to generate Gcode, however the most flexible

solution was found to be Silkworm (Holloway and Mamou-

Mani 2012), a plugin for Grasshopper and Rhinoceros

(McNeel 2020). The path planning strategy here involves

discretizing curves or polylines into simple line segments,

and applying an A-axis travel to be performed across

each segment, thereby achieving flow control across a 3D

path. This end effector was used by students to print clay

ceramics, biophilic substrates for plants, and food. The

strategies for path planning with the extruder involved

hybrid manual and machine control where the turn wheels

were used to manipulate the extruder in space to coil

ceramic filament across domestic objects, shown in Figure

15B and C. Iterating with fluted nozzle dies offered different

formal readings that also had performative implications

6 Learning sequence (A) hand tool
(B) manual milling (C) CNC milling

7 TinyZ subassembly diagram

8 X-axis bed and jeweler's vise

9 Power supply unit and controller
assembly

10 CNCJs controller interface

11 Dremel 3000 mounting

12, 13 TinyZ packaging

14 Parts for extruder assembly

15 Student experiments
(A) Manual Extrusion;
(B, C) Drooping Ceramics;
(D) Fluted Extrusion;
(E, F) Biophilic Substrate;
(G) Food Extrusion;
(H, I) Extruding and Frying
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for biophilic substrates, shown in Figure 15 D, E and F. The

extruder was also used to print food, where cutting boards

and hot plates were placed directly onto the X-axis of the

TinyZ, and various mixtures were used to print fried finger

foods shown in Figure 15 G, H and I.

Heat 

An engraving tool was used to selectively melt and remelt

wax blanks. In addition to subtractive processing of wax,

the student used a soldering iron with various tool tips to

apply heat strategically to previously machined surfaces

shown in Figure 16. Rather than using the router tool as a

strategy for surface finishing, the approach was to rele-

gate routing as a stock removal strategy, then use heat to

selectively melt and produce a fluid surface finish. Process

stacking allowed the student different formal readings of

her material.

Part Fixturing

This student intended to machine the ends of long bass-

wood stock. The hardware hack here was relatively simple.

By turning the machine on its side and manufacturing a

bracket for work holding, the student was able to turn the

TinyZ desktop mill into a horizontal mortiser as shown in

Figure 17. This machine was brought back to the workshop

as restrictions relaxed. The change of location to the work-

shop enabled the student to gain access to larger blanks

of material, more space to work, and adequate ventilation.

Here, the TinyZ mortiser enabled machining of the material

in a way that the workshop could not effectively support.

More involved part fixturing strategies included the

development of a vacuum bed for drag knife cutting shown

in Figure 18. This hardware hack involved a High Density

Polyethylene (HDPE) plenum and Low Density Fiberboard

(LDF) sacrificial layer stacked atop the X-axis. Each TinyZ

kit included a micro shop vacuum for dust collection, but

because fabric cutting produces no dust, the vacuum was

ported into the HDPE plenum to achieve vacuum fixturing.

Multi-Axis Configuration

Two students worked materials using multi-axis operations

which involved significant changes to the X-axis bed. This

hardware hack incorporated a horizontal rotary indexer

mounted to an extended X-axis stage shown in Figure 19.

The lead screw driven stage was replaced with a six-foot

2080 aluminum extrusion, actuated with a timing belt with

a pulley mounted to the output shaft of the X-axis stepper

motor, typical of the setup in most 3D printers.

Parts for the headstock and tailstock were 3D printed, with

an additional stepper motor driving the rotary axis shown

in Figure 20. A direct drive rotary axis was eventually

replaced with a belt driven version which proved more

robust and capable in machining operations. Both the long

X-axis and the rotary axis were equipped with turn wheels

to enable manual machining. The fourth motor slot of the

TinyG was used here to control the rotary indexer.

16 17 18
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A crucial detail of this hardware hack involved preloading

bearings against the aluminum stage to constrain move-

ment and reduce backlash in the X-axis shown in Figure

22. Flexures are used to achieve preload, based on designs

of similar machines from the CBA “Machines That Make”

project (2006).

RESULTS AND REFLECTION
The TinyZ desktop mill was an experiment in remote making

in the Spring of 2021. Over the course of the semester,

students built their machine from a kit, learned to operate

the machine and eventually to modify it, augmenting the

TinyZ in different ways to enable experiments with mate-

rials. The studio reflected two contentious issues raised

for instructors and students by the pandemic. The first was

related to physical making, specifically digital fabrication

and the increased barriers to access that resulted from

shop closures and shelter in place orders. The second

related to inhabitation, which had also presented a chal-

lenge to students and researchers, namely how to make

spaces for making in their domestic environments. Thus,

the protocols devised at the start of the semester chal-

lenged students to think through the impact that their

material experiments would have upon their apartments

and dorms, and to strategize rules to guide their work at

home to be practicable and sustainable, and not disruptive

to the people living there or destructive to property.

The Home Lab therefore began as a scaled down exercise

in creating a fab lab, and the subsequent material testing

that occurred throughout the semester created challenges

to the setups that encouraged students to acknowledge

their home lab protocol as a continuous work in progress.

This exercise is achieved in part because of the flexibility of

the TinyZ machine to be rapidly reconfigured. In some way,

this tool is a collection of standard materials held together

with very few custom components. For example, one project

made use of the stepper motors and controller, fabricating

new mounting fixtures with a 3D printer and turning the

TinyZ into a large cable-actuated delta robot shown in

Figure 24 E and F.

As a pedagogical device, then, the investment of time and

effort into a customizable and modular machine proved

valuable not merely as an introduction to machine oper-

ation, but also to machine design. The end effectors

developed by students throughout the class are an indica-

tion of the flexibility of the system.

The implications of hardware hacking have some demon-

strable promise beyond the pandemic. An example

previously described was the horizontal mortiser, where

the TinyZ was rotated and a custom fixture was devised to

enable the student to machine the ends of very long wooden

parts shown in Figure 17. The machine was brought back

16 Daisy Zhang wax melting tool
mounting, in operation, and
surface finish experiments

17 Mengqiao Zhao’s TinyZ turned
sideways and used as a
horizontal mortiser, a machine
capability the architecture
shops do not currently have

18 Taylor Boes preparing her drag
knife setup to cut fabric, using a
custom X Axis vacuum plate and
cutting tool

19 TinyZ 4-axis diagram

20 Customized X-axis and tailstock

21 Jitske Swagemakers machining
twigs using a horizontal rotary
positioner

22 Flexural detail for bearing
preload

21

22

19

20
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CONCLUSION
In response to shop closures and shelter in place mandates,

a low cost and easily distributable rapid prototyping tool

was developed called the TinyZ. This machine was tested in

the context of an architectural studio that enabled students

to design through digital fabrication, material experiments,

and physical making.

The TinyZ machine was, on the one hand, devised to lower

the barriers of entry to working with CNC fabrication

techniques. On the other hand, the machine served as a

pedagogical tool to focus the discourse surrounding fabri-

cation on inhabitation, which was similarly put into question

by the circumstances of the pandemic. To accomplish these

goals, the machine was designed to be easily reconfigu-

rable, and hackable, with the majority of its constituent

parts sourced from low-cost manufacturers. The TinyZ

enabled students to reclaim a kind of agency over their

domestic environments, devising installations that inter-

vened not only as a built construction upon their interior

spaces but also upon their lifestyle. The students’ projects

included the design of food, Figure 24A, biophilic substrates

to host plants Figure 24B, a sound attenuating veil between

roommates Figure 24C, and the TinyZ machine itself as a

roommate Figure 24D. The range of projects demonstrate

the capacity for digital fabrication to be mobilized to answer

design questions that do not end merely in something

constructed, but rather something that is lived with.

Through the use of at-home fabrication tools, students

could enact changes in personal lifestyle. This was the

result of students designing with dramatically scaled

down machines and readily reconfigurable machine tools.

Therefore, the research studio is evidence of a potential

shift of digital fabrication from centralized large scale

maker spaces toward dispersed home labs. This shift

suggests that frequently reconfigured prototyping tools will

lead to a more profound integration of design process and

fabrication resulting ultimately in a "soft" approach to fabri-

cation that is fluid and flexible. Low cost and reconfigurable

prototyping tools will make digital fabrication more acces-

sible and enable project specific adaptation, encouraging

designers and practitioners to be at home with machines.
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to the shop to perform the work due to the space require-

ments that working with these parts demanded. The hybrid

nature of some of the projects meant that the workshop

could support the home lab; however, it was also true that

machines developed at home labs could support the work-

shop. It was encouraging to see that an augmented desktop

scale machine could perform tasks more effectively than

larger industrial machines that existed at the workshop.

The implication being that processes developed at Home

Labs could support and enrich collective maker spaces as

restrictions are lifted and access returns.

Another implication of the Home Lab is the possibility of

collaboration from one specialized lab to another. At some

point in the semester, a student with an extruder postulated

an improved extruder design that required a complex part,

but this part could not be fabricated at their lab. However,

another student who had a 4-axis TinyZ could fabricate the

part and send it to support the other. Individual Home Labs

could potentially outsource parts to each other, allowing

hardware hacks to cross-pollinate and for students to

leverage each other’s specialties, converging and spring-

boarding off one another. This moment was encouraging

because it demonstrated a way for collaboration to

occur during a pandemic. The potentials for collabora-

tion abound where a dispersed network of home labs can

exchange knowledge and expertise, outsource material

for processing to each other, exchange machine parts

and hardware hacks, and exchange projects as different

processes are required.

23 Fab Labs and the Home Lab Ecosystem

24 (A) Tristan Searight experimented with edible extrusions, printing his own food
 in isolation.
(B) Carolyn Tam experimented with growing materials, tending to her installation
 throughout the semester.
(C) Taylor Boes developed a sound attenuating veil to augment the partition
 wall separating her room from common areas.
(D) Mengiao Zhao treated the TinyZ as her roommate giving  the machine
 mobility and sight.
(E) & (F) Gil Sunshine developed a room-scaled Delta Bot that intervenes in
 various sites on MIT Campus.

23
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ouse Bloc  
Clara Jasch e
AUAR Labs

Kevin Saey
AUAR Labs

Dana  Parissi
AUAR Labs

ER  IMAGE

An E peri ent in Discrete Auto ation

House Block was a temporary housing prototype in East London, UK from April to May 

2021. The project constituted the most recent in a series of experiments developing 

Automated Architecture (AUAR) Labs’ discrete framework for housing production, one 

which repositions the architect as curator of a system and enables participants to engage 

with active agency. Recognizing that there is a knowledge gap to be addressed for this 

reconfi guration of practices to take form, this project centred on making automation and 

its potential for local communities tangible. This sits within broader calls advocating for 

a more material alignment of inclusive design with makers and 21st Century making in 

practice (see, for example, Luck 2018).

House Block was designed and built using AUAR’s discrete housing system consisting 

of a kit of parts, known as Block Type A. Each block was CNC milled from a single sheet 

of plywood, assembled by hand, and then post-tensioned on site. Constructed from 270 

identical blocks, there are no predefi ned geometric types or hierarchy between parts. 

The discrete enables an open-ended, adaptive system where each block can be used 

as a column, fl oor slab, wall, or stair—allowing for disconnection, reconfi guration, and 

reassembly (Retsin 2019). The democratisation of design and production that defi nes the 

discrete creates points for alternative value systems to enter, for critical realignments in 

architectural production.

PR D CTI N N TES

Architect: AUAR

Status: Built

Site Area: 52 sq. m.

Location: Clapton, London, UK

Date: 2021

1 House Block, prototype of a two-storey dwelling unit in Clapton, East London (James Harris, 2021)

Claire McAndre
AUAR Labs

Gilles Retsin
AUAR Labs

Mollie Claypool
AUAR Labs
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The two-storey, 52m2 structure was built on the site of a 

former playground in Clapton over a three-week period. 

It was delivered in partnership with London Borough of 

Hackney, as part of an ongoing discussion and shared 

interest in alternative methods of affordable housing 

delivery and development of small plots. House Block made 

tangible the social and economic possibilities of decen-

tralized modes of digital fabrication and reduced building 

syntax. In partnership with New City College’s Hackney 

campus, a work experience programme invited students 

who would normally not engage with automation to explore 

how it may benefit their practice. Through the assembly of 

320 blocks, seventy construction, carpentry, multi-skills 

students/apprentices participated in dialogue about the 

potential of localised automation (such as CNC milling and 

robotic assembly) with short production chains that upskill 

local labour and create new kinds of jobs for more inclu-

sive, just futures.

A series of ‘takeovers’—small-scale, creative, experi-

mental, explorations—designed and built by four project 

partners, The Building Centre, Gonzalo Herrero Delicado 

+ Pati Santos, Hackney Wick Underground and L U C I N E, 

extended critical understandings of automation. Activated 

by responses to the housing prototype, the takeovers 

enabled live experimentation with House Block. Fifty blocks 

supported the delivery of weekly takeovers over the course 

of one month. Local residents participated in their produc-

tion, a process of gaining lifelong skills and agency, along 

with experiential learning of part-to-whole relationships 

within a local context. A public programme of talks and 

events provided further entry points, reaching over 200 

members of the public on the potential of discrete auto-

mation for the commons, domesticity, sustainability, new 

housing strategies and policies.

House Block is one experiment in becoming an activator for 

the discrete. The discrete depends on more than academic 

knowledge and designerly ways of knowing. It demands 

participation to redefine established positions and the 

development of practical skill sets to access digital modes 

of production (Claypool 2019). House Block has offered 

2 House Block ‘Takeover’ - A Catalyst for Community Making

3 House Block plans & section 4 Concept rendering of House Block further development
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5 Interior View (James Harris, 2021)
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6 House Block Side View (James Harris, 2021).

a tangible demonstration of the viability of rethinking 

long production chains in architecture and using ‘digital 

materials’ (Popescu and Gershenfeld 2009) at scale. Our 

modes of engagement have offered a lens into the value 

of decentralized processes—elevating horizontal forms of 

collaboration in a local setting for more equitable, afford-

able, and sustainable housing realities. Whilst advocating 

for lived experience as a form of expertise, this project 

illustrated the freedom part-to-whole relations bring in 

generating conversations and design ideas for new modes 

of living that work for “everyone’s unique difference” 

(Luck 2018, 116). It offers access to an alternate housing 

reality, a demonstration of the necessity of material 

engagement for the transformation of architectural 

design and construction practices.
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9  Detail of House Block’s Upper Floor (James Harris, 2021)
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10 Construction of House Block in Clapton, East London (James Harris, 2021).
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Passive Listening and 
Evidence Collection

1 From left: Wildlife Acoustics 
sensing unit; gunshot detection 
sensor; image of the Audobon 
Society s birdsong identification 
app. 

Rebecca Smith
University of Michigan

The Social Stakes of Acoustical Sensing

In this paper, I present the commercial, urban-scale gunshot detection system ShotSpotter 

in comparison with a range of ecological acoustical sensing examples which monitor 

animal vocalizations. Gunshot detection sensors are used to alert law enforcement that 

a gunshot has occurred and to collect evidence. They are intertwined with processes of 

criminalization, in which the individual, rather than the collective, is targeted for punish-

ment. Ecological sensors are used as a “passive” practice of information gathering which 

seeks to understand the health of a given ecosystem through monitoring population 

demographics, and to document the collective harms of anthropogenic change (Stowell and 

Sueur 2020). In both examples, the ability of sensing infrastructures to “join up and speed 

up” (Gabrys 2019, 1) is increasing with the use of machine learning to identify patterns and 

objects: a new form of expertise through which the differential agendas of these systems 

are implemented and made visible. I trace these agendas as they manifest through varied 

components: the spatial distribution of hardware in the existing urban environment and/

or landscape; the soft l processes that organize and translate the data; the visualization of 

acoustical sensing data; the commercial factors surrounding the production of material 

components; and the apps, platforms, and other forms of media through which information 

is made available to different stakeholders. I take an interpretive and qualitative approach 

to the analysis of these systems as cultural artifacts (Winner 1980) to demonstrate how the 

political and social stakes of the technology are embedded all through them.
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INTRODUCTION
The dynamic membrane of an audio sensor takes different 

forms, but at a basic level it functions by converting ambient 

environmental sound energy into analog signal, which is 

then translated into digital information. While this moment 

of conversion is common to both of the sensing configu-

rations discussed in this paper, they are vastly different 

in their overall agendas. Gunshot detection sensors are 

used for evidence collection, and for dispatching police 

personnel. They are intertwined with processes of criminal-

ization in which the individual is targeted for punishment; a 

process decontextualized from larger collective responsi-

bility for the conditions that give rise to gun violence in the 

first place. By contrast, the sensing arrays of ecological 

acoustics are used as a “passive” practice of information 

gathering, one that seeks to understand and document the 

health of a given ecosystem through monitoring population 

demographics; a framing in which the harms of anthro-

pogenic change are understood as a collective societal 

responsibility.

In this paper I analyze these two systems comparatively, 

by considering signal flow through them, to ask how 

do the differential agendas of passive listening versus 

evidence collection manifest across their varied spatial, 

informational, representational, technological and social 

components? In the context of the ACADIA conference, 

I am placing this work in the lineage of recent papers 

such as Shelby Doyle, Leslie Forehand, and Nick Senske’s, 

“Computational Feminism,” which proposes computational 

feminism as having an ‘ethical narrative’ or the ability to 

address equity and serve as a disruptive force (Doyle, 

Shelby and Senske 2017); and also Maya Przblyzki’s 

“Critical Computational Literacy,” which argues for 

computation as part of the ‘material assembly’ with which 

architects work, an element to be engaged with critically 

and ethically (Przbylski 2018). My approach in this paper 

is slightly different: rather than an investigation of an 

architectural computational process, I follow an analyt-

ical approach towards urban technology as-found. This is 

presented with an understanding of the conceptual latitude 

and critical sensibilities found within architectural compu-

tation (particularly in the research or experimental setting), 

and the foundationally different ways that technologies of 

sensing and machine learning might be approached from 

within it.

SHOTSPOTTER AND ECOLOGICAL ACOUSTICS
ShotSpotter gunshot detection sensing arrays are leased 

by local municipalities throughout the United States, where 

the company dominates the gunshot detection technology 

industry. ShotSpotter sensing arrays are designed with two 

purposes: to alert law enforcement that a shooting 

has occurred, and to aid in the collection of evidence for 

investigation into the shooting [1]. Individual sensing nodes 

are generally visible, and occasionally—although not 

always—the resulting data is made public (for example, 

the map shown in Figure 4). But what happens in-between—

the signal flow and processes of translation—is a propri-

etary, urban-scale black box. Through this intermediate 

step, the gunshot event is cauterized, made exchangeable, 

and reduced to a datapoint. This data is then described in 

the language of objectivity and fact, divorced from its larger 

social and political context.

Similarly to urban infrastructures and built environment 

policies of the past in areas like housing and transpor-

tation, ShotSpotter arrays are the result of successful 

political lobbying for funding at the federal level (Schwenk 

2020). Like other forms of surveillance technology, the 

relationship between ShotSpotter, crime rates, and the 

actual occurrence of violence is hard to decipher; more 

the product of political discourse than any clear metric 

of the actual impact that the system may or may not be 

having. Several municipalities have already made public 

statements that they don’t feel the system is effective, or 

have cancelled their contracts altogether (Swilley 2017). 

The siting of ShotSpotter is also determined by larger 

social and historical conditions that are not made explicit 

in the discourse surrounding its implementation: the 

disinvestment that makes high-vacancy cities susceptible 

to the appeal of a system like ShotSpotter (which, in the 

context of shrinking tax bases promises to do more with 

less), the larger context of structural racism and wide-

spread inequality in the United States that contributes to 

the epidemic of gun violence and the conditions that give 

rise to it, particularly in Black and brown communities; and 

the powerful position of the gun industry itself within the 

American context. 

In contrast to the evidence collection model of gunshot 

detection, ecological acousticians advocate for “passive 

listening”—an open-ended engagement with the entity 

and physical environment under study (Howe et al. 2019). 

Ecological acousticians site their arrays based on the 

interrelationships of the animal they are studying and the 

greater ecology of the location. Instead of the comprehen-

sive and totalizing coverage of gunshot detection arrays, 

single sensors are placed in a location that animals are 

likely to pass through or occupy, sometimes in relation 

to physical or environmental features [2]. This produces 

a territory or catchment area similar perhaps to a core 

sample, in contrast to the abstracted zone of undifferenti-

ated coverage produced by the gunshot detection array. 
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a larger event-chain is triggered, prompting a combined 

human-technological response. In contrast, birdsong is 

defined by relationships between recurring clusters of 

pattern. Traditionally, this has not happened through an 

abstracted measurement, such as the slope in the gunshot, 

but instead by the recognition and classification of patterns, 

a process undertaken by researchers or other workers, 

who also listen to the actual recordings. 

Machine learning is increasingly being used to perform 

these same operations. Critically, in both gunshot detection 

and ecological acoustics, the visualization of acoustical 

data remains a key component, as this allows for the 

application of convolutional neural networks to the image 

matrices. Within ecological acoustics, machine learning 

is used to disambiguate relevant patterns in increasingly 

complex environments. This allows for the monitoring of 

habitats that are the most precarious in relation to anthro-

pogenic change and for research to move beyond border 

conditions to include more fine-grain locations like traffic 

intersections—locations with more significant background 

noise which present an additional degree of complexity. 

Similarly to the distributed spatial locations of the sensing 

units, these visualizations analyze temporal moments at 

set intervals rather than taking the surveillant approach 

of constant and comprehensive monitoring. Although 

there are commercially available products available for 

this process, researchers are increasingly developing 

Within these workflows, the placement of the hardware, 

and the configuration of the software and scripts used to 

process the resulting data are determined by research 

design principles and intended to gather a representa-

tive sample, which can give insight into the health of the 

ecosystem overall (Sugai et al. 2020). The data is described 

as simultaneously a measure of the individual animal, as 

well as its relationship to the environment and context: 

this data is an inherently ecological entity (Stowell and 

Sueur 2020). Unlike ShotSpotter, where the contextualism 

of factors like policing practices, structural racism, and 

the legacy of urban disinvestment are omitted within a 

narrative of clinical technological objectivity, the practice 

of ecological acoustics makes contextuality explicit as an 

intentional component of research design. 

SPECTRAL VISUALIZATION 
AND MACHINE LEARNING
Within both sensing configurations, a key component is 

the use of spectral images to visualize and classify acous-

tical data. Figure 2 illustrates two examples of this: the top 

image shows a series of gunshots, while the bottom shows 

an example of birdsong. This form of visualization shows 

the spectrum of acoustical energy over time, in which the 

figure of the sound emerges against the background as an 

area of density. Within gunshot detection workflows, the 

objective is to determine a simple binary: the sound either 

is—or is not—a gunshot, based on how quickly the tran-

sient moves from loud to quiet. Once defined as a gunshot, 

2 Spectral visualizations of gunshots (top) and birdsong (bottom) with diagrammatic representation of how classification occurs.
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their own alternatives. They argue this is necessary to 

allow transparency around machine learning methods, 

models, and workflows, and that stronger and more fully 

contextualized data will result. These workflows retain 

openly described elements of human labor: for example, 

outsourcing the work of image annotation for model 

training to skilled and experienced birding enthusiasts. 

This culture of volunteer engagement is oriented around a 

sense of shared contribution to the task of understanding 

the health of the overall ecosystem. These partnerships 

are cultivated through apps, websites, and other platforms 

which both crowdsource data and make it available to the 

public (Aodha et al. 2018). 

Machine learning is also integrated into ShotSpotter’s 

workflows. The company regularly registers new patents 

for the interpretation of spectral images [3]. Shortly after 

the death of George Floyd in May of 2020, the company 

underwent a redesign, and now features machine learning 

as a component in a reform-oriented wave of promotional 

materials, many of which are explicitly designed to ease 

community interactions around the implementation of the 

company’s products. The company's scope of operation has 

also expanded, from the temporal event-chain of gunshot 

response, into the larger domain of patrol management. 

Throughout this suite of products, machine learning is 

presented as a technology of accountability and objectivity, 

using common tropes of technological efficiency in which 

the fairness of the larger system is never questioned. 

There is a disconnect, however, between how the image of 

machine learning is promoted throughout ShotSpotter’s 

carefully curated public relations strategies, and the 

company’s closed stance regarding the actual details of 

these workflows and the data that results. This is seen in 

the apps and platforms that accompany its systems, which 

are accessible only to registered users (typically law 

enforcement personnel). The company also tightly controls 

the datasets which result from its arrays, and has publicly 

promoted its interest in monetizing them as the foundation 

of their business model moving forwards. Even when made 

available, visualizations of the ShotSpotter data create 

a self-perpetuating cycle of rationalization; a represen-

tational narrative that characterizes the communities in 

which the technology is placed as violent, and therefore, 

deserving of its continued and expanded uses. 

DISCUSSION
The larger agendas and political stakes of these sensing 

assemblages can be seen throughout their varied material, 

informational, and social components. These examples 

illustrate that our systems of measurement, visualization, 

and representation matter: they function as world-making 

devices that reproduce societal beliefs (Daston and Galison 

2007; Haraway 1988). Both anthropogenic change and 

gun violence are large-scale social phenomena, ones with 

multiple and complex causes, which create significant 

harm for communities of many scales. But the systems 

that measure, record, and represent information about 

3 ShotSpotter promotional material describing the role that machine learning plays in its patrol management suite of products.
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them have drastically different methods of assigning 

responsibility. The technologies and workflows of ecolog-

ical acoustics articulate an ecology of passive listening, 

stressing collective responsibility and interrelationships. In 

contrast, technologies of gunshot detection seek to isolate 

and punish, to reduce the scale of collective responsibility 

to a single event by extracting the it from the larger social 

context. 

If sensing has always functioned to “join up and speed 

up” (Gabrys 2019, 1), the increasing adoption of machine 

learning into these workflows both amplifies the epis-

temic values embedded within them, and also makes these 

orientations and underlying dispositions more legible. This 

is particularly critical because, unlike some other forms of 

surveillance technology, gunshot detection can deceptively 

give the illusion of fairness and objectivity. As there is no 

obviously faulty algorithm to take as an entry point, moving 

away from “fixing  a distinct component or “proving  that 

one piece is broken requires an understanding that some-

thing much larger is fundamentally wrong; a recognition 

of more comprehensive, multidimensional and systemic 

failures. 

It is this multidimensionality, then, that I am suggesting 

might be approached through a critical computational 

sensibility. This is not to say that theoretical approaches 

or experimental practices are a “solution” for the very real 

issues presented in this paper, but instead, to suggest that 

critical computation in architecture, specifically given its 

disciplinary adjacencies to both the social dimensions of 

urbanism and the technological specifics of computation, 

might have a contribution to make; a position from which 

to begin to address some of this complexity. It might offer a 

stance beyond a simple fix or correction, offering instead 

a way to address the mutually constitutive relationship 

between the technological, the social, the material, and the 

political. But perhaps this can only be achieved through real 

and critical engagement with the social and political context 

of the contemporary moment. So then, a final closing ques-

tion, or direction for future research might be, what does 

this look like? 

Jutta Weber, writing of the rise of feminist STS in the last 

decades of the 21st century, identifies myriad ways that the 

political context—from the experience of individual female 

researchers and scientists, to the larger influence of the 

feminist and other social movements—revised and shaped 

foundational beliefs about what did and did not consti-

tute knowledge within the domain of scientific research 

(Weber 2006). This encompassed multiple scales, from the 

personal experiences of individual female researchers and 

thinkers, to the larger feminist movements of the time, and 

other movements such as anti-nuclear activism. It was not 

enough, for example, to simply avoid research contributing 

to military or nuclear endeavors; researchers also took to 

heart a foundational questioning of binaries—such as male 

and female, nature and technology, subject and object—

and integrated these paradigmatic shifts into their formula-

tions of knowledge. 

In both of the sensing array examples presented here, 

machine learning increases the capacity to quite literally 

take up space and time, to reinterpret and territorialize 

both through processes of visualization; to amplify what 

Jennifer Gabrys describes as sensing’s innate ability to 

“speed up and join up” (Gabrys 2019, 1). If one takeaway is 

that surveillance technology should be replaced by ecolo-

gies of care—that ideas of safety need to move beyond false 

metrics like crime data and gunshot occurrences—this 

paper might ask, in the tradition of both feminist STS and 

critical computation, can the specific technological compo-

nents identified here, themselves, perhaps become sites or 

drivers for action?

A very different conception of both space and time, for 

example, is offered by activist and writer Adrienne Marie 

Browne, who discusses themes of temporality, connection, 

and ecology in her concept of emergent strategy. Browne 

uses metaphors of emergence to advocate for deep rela-

tional building as a force for social change, perhaps most 

often referenced in her encouragement to build an “inch 

wide  and a “mile deep  (Brown 2017, 16). In the context of 

4 Visualization of gunshot data gathered through Detroit ShotSpotter array, 
December 31, 2015. From The Detroit News, February 24, 2016. Map by 
Tom Gromak.
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digital urbanism, Shannon Mattern has recently written 

about practices of care and repair—small-scale actions 

that take time—as both responses to our current socio-

political context, as well as a counterbalance to the scope 

and scale of our technological infrastructures (Mattern 

2021). Both of these perspectives influence a stance 

that asks, beyond just fixing things or seeing the world in 

terms of problems that we need to solve, how do we allow 

ourselves, and our technological practices, to be modu-

lated or hybridized by the times we are living in, and by our 

current social and political contexts?

NOTES
1. ShotSpotter. Accessed July 2021. http://www.shotspotter.com.

2. For example, the work of Dr. Lindsay Swierk. Accessed July 

2021. https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/customer-stories/

understanding-amphibian-responses-to-noisy-suburban-hab-

itats.

3. “ShotSpotter's Latest U.S. Patent Enables Major Advancement 

in Machine Learning Accuracy for it's Gunshot Detection 

Technology.” Press Release. Accessed July 2021. https://www.

shotspotter.com/press-releases/shotspotters-latest-u-s-pat-

ent-enables-major-advancement-in-machine-learning-accura-

cy-for-its-gunshot-detection-technology/. 
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The Gaze and Surveillance Feminism 

ABSTRACT
Can computation be critical or will various forms of bias always be found embedded in 

computational systems? Could surveillances act as a form of resistance? This paper 

provides a theoretical refl ection on these questions and explores the notion of critical 

computation. It addresses the discourse of the gaze, and surveillance feminism, using 

some critical computational projects by way of illustration. This paper argues that critical 

computation integrates two strands of theory and practice in a seamless way. The theory 

originates from the tradition of critical theory and reveals the underlying algorithmic 

biases behind pervasive technologies, such as the scholarly work of Ruha Benjamin, Slavoj 

Zizek, and Yuval Harari. The practice uses the technology itself in a critical approach as a 

way to refl ect our privacy or as a strategy to undermine various forms of power structure 

and to promote forms of resistance such as creative works of Diller Scofi dio + Renfro, 

Lauren Lee McCarthy, and my own practice. 

This paper fi rst provides a brief theoretical context to the notion of critical computation. 

Then by differentiating between technological determinism and intersectional affordance, 

it aims to provide a lens through which to study surveillance computation. This paper 

attempts to avoid any form of technological determinism. Rather than rehashing arguments 

as to whether computation and in particular surveillance is inherently good or bad, it aims 

to take an “intersectional feminist affordance” approach to show what constitutes the gaze 

and surveillance, and to consider what strategies of resistance might prove to be effective 

in art and design practices.
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INTRODUCTION
We live in an age where we are immersed in a world 

of machine learning algorithms, computer vision, and 

biometric sensors. But what are the ethical implications 

of this? Might these computational systems not replicate—

somewhat disturbingly—our underlying biases and serve 

to reinforce the marginalization of those who typically have 

been excluded? Is AI necessarily complicit in replicating 

human prejudice? Or are there ways of deploying AI as a 

means of exposing human bias? I would like to highlight 

strategies that could be deployed for using computation 

critically to help us overcome bias. This could be viewed 

either as a form of critical lens to unfold algorithmic 

biases embedded in pervasive technologies or as a critical 

approach to the implementation of computation in art and 

design practices.

CRITICAL COMPUTATION
Can computation be critical? Could we look at computa-

tion through a critical lens? What is critical thinking and 

how could it be applied to computation? Could critical 

computation ecome a tool for reflection or an instrument 

for interro atin  the underl in  al orithms of u i uitous 

technologies?

Critical thinking implies going beyond the obvious in order 

to interrogate the roots of an issue with all its nuances. 

ritical thin in  uestions issues which have een ta en 

for ranted  or what often oes un uestioned  his wa  

of thinking has its own roots in Critical Theory, a school 

of thought initiated in the early twentieth century by a 

group of scholars at the Institute for Social Research in 

Frankfurt, Germany known as ‘the Frankfurt School’. Some 

of the influential thin ers in this school of thou ht  such 

as Theodor Adorno, Walter Benjamin, Herbert Marcuse, 

and uer en a ermas  were addressin  uestions of 

social change. As Sensoy and DiAngelo put it, “Their work 

was guided by the belief that society should work toward 

the ideals of e ualit  and social etterment  enso  and 

DiAngelo 2011, 25). One of the reasons for the emergence 

of Critical Theory was to respond to the overemphasis of 

the scientific method referred as positivism   raisin  

uestions a out whose  rationalit  and whose  presumed 

o ectivit  underlies scientific methods  hat is interestin  

here is that in the 1960s this school of thought came to be 

absorbed in North America in the context of “antiwar, femi-

nist, gay rights, Black power, Indigenous Peoples, and other 

emerging social justice movements” (Sensoy and DiAngelo 

2011, 26). In simple terms, Critical Theory engages with the 

study of society from the perspective of the marginalized, 

especially in relation to indigenous, racialized, and postco-

lonial peoples, whose voices have been suppressed due to 

structural oppression. But could we apply such a critical 

approach to computational systems? 

Ruha Benjamin, a sociologist aligned with the Critical 

Theory tradition and a critical race theorist, explores algo-

rithmic biases in her book Race After Technology (Benjamin 

2019). She is critical of the often glossy promises of tech 

companies  and see s to uestion the divisions of class and 

race that they exacerbate. She thinks that they are also 

responsible for perpetuating a form of eugenic practice 

especially through the presence of AI systems. She invites 

us to ground our computational designs in a deeper histor-

ical and social context, so we don’t unwittingly introduce 

racial and social ine ualit  Ben amin explains that man  

computational algorithms “hide, speed up and deepen 

discrimination while appearing neutral and even benevo-

lent compared to the racism of a previous era” (Benjamin 

2019, 45). She argues that technology can hide the ongoing 

nature of social domination and allow it to penetrate every 

aspect of our lives under the guise of progress. But where 

did the problem originate? Is computation complicit in 

various forms of social domination or is our contemporary 

culture the real source of this problem?

For example, could we not say that the problem is actually 

already ‘hidden’ as a result of our contemporary culture, 

particularly in the North American and European context, 

where we politel  hide man  forms of social ine ualities  

For instance, to hide racism, many western companies, 

organizations and institutions have been embracing the 

importance of diversity. However, under the disguise 

of institutionalization of diversity, we see an increasing 

amount of racism and sexism. In her book, On Being 

Included: Racism and Diversity in Institutional Life, Sara 

Ahmed addresses the gap between the symbolic commit-

ment to diversity and the experience of those who embody 

diversity (Ahmed 2012). As she puts it, “Diversity as an ego 

ideal conceals experiences of racism, which means that 

multiculturalism is a fantasy which supports the hege-

mony of whiteness” (Ahmed 2008). In her book she offers 

a criti ue of what happens when diversit  is offered as a 

solution  But e uall isn t this exactl  the same pro lem 

that we have when we project too much onto computation 

or in fact see technology as a solution? By seeing the poten-

tial in AI to promise a better vetting and recruiting system, 

or to solve our housing crises, could it not be said that we 

are subscribing to a form of technological determinism?
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TECHNOLOGICAL DETERMINISM VS. 
INTERSECTIONAL AFFORDANCE
Technological determinism is a reductionist theory 

elaborated by American sociologist Thorstein Veblen, 

which states that the “improvement of society’s cultural 

values and social structure is driven by the technology it 

possesses.”¹ In other words, technology has the agency 

to shape and alter our behaviors and is a fundamental 

force behind patterns of social organization. As a result, 

we ascribe too much agency to computational systems 

to either save or destroy our civilization. Such a view 

can often be found expressed in relation to surveillance 

technologies, pattern recognition, and computer vision 

technologies.  

In contrast to such a deterministic view, the theory of 

‘affordance’ offers us a far more nuanced understanding 

of how a tool can be used, beyond the limitations of techno-

logical determinism. The theory of affordances was initially 

introduced by James Gibson in his book The Ecological 

Approach to Visual Perception (1979). He distinguished 

between the intrinsic properties of things and the poten-

tial actions that they invite. Gibson illustrated his idea with 

an example, “a glass wall affords seeing through but not 

walking through, whereas a cloth curtain affords going 

through but not seeing through” (Gibson 1979, 187). In this 

example, glass displays its own intrinsic properties that 

determine its rigidity and stiffness. But it is the capacity of 

the material, which allows us to see through it, but not walk 

through it. It is important to emphasize that the affordances 

of an object are related to its potential use in coupling 

with an organism’s capabilities. As Jelle Van Dijk explains, 

“James Gibson’s affordances can be seen as the way the 

world shows up as affording some action, with a certain 

sensorimotor coupling in place” (Dijk 2018, 7). The theory 

of affordances applies to tools especially. A tool, after all, is 

no use, if we cannot use it. Likewise a tool might ‘lend itself’ 

to certain operations, but not to others. A tool, however, 

has no agency. It cannot force us to use it in a certain 

way. Nonetheless, with an appropriate tool, the capacity of 

human beings can be enhanced considerably. As Neil Leach 

(Leach 2016, 350) explains:

The theory of affordances suggests that there is a 

particular action or set of actions that is afforded by a tool 

or object. Thus a knob might afford pulling—or possibly 

pushing—while a cord might afford pulling. This is not to 

say that the tool or object has agency as such. In other 

words the tool or object does not have the capacity to 

actually ‘invite’ or ‘prevent’ certain actions. Rather it simply 

‘affords’ certain operations that it is incumbent on the user 

to recognize, dependent in part on a set of pre-existing 

associations that have been made with that tool or object. 

Moreover, certain tools afford certain operations, but 

do not preclude other operations. For example, we might 

perhaps affix a nail with a screwdriver  al eit less effi-

cientl   if we do not have a hammer at hand

While notion of ‘affordance’ is extremely helpful in the 

context of computational thinking and in fact, it considers 

how an action shaped by different physical bodies and 

abilities (Franchak and Adolph 2013; Kytta 2004), it does not 

engage with social dimension of one’s being. For instance, 

we can see that people are fre uentl  discriminated ased 

on their identity. As such a room could not afford entering 

for all people if access is limited. In other words, beyond 

physical affordance, there are aspect of social affordance 

which defines the use of technolo  he feminist concept 

of “intersectionality” coined by Kimberly Crenshaw in 

1991 could give us more insight on how we could think 

of intersectional affordance where different aspects of 

our identities (e.g., race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, 

gender identity) cannot be dissociated from and necessarily 

interact with one another. As Paxton (Paxton et al. 2019) 

puts it:

For ecological psychology, intersectionality provides an 

opportunity for us to situate the entire person in their 

full context. Rather than reducing a person’s existence 

to merely their physical environment, a social ecological 

psychology that is sensitive to intersectional identity would 

capture the person’s full history and experience as they 

move through their physical and social worlds.

SURVEILANCE, AI, AND BIAS
ne area where the uestion of technolo ical determinism 

is apparent is in the use of surveillance. In her book, The 

Age of Surveillance Capitalism: The Fight for a Human 

Future at the New Frontier of Power, Shoshana Zuboff, 

subscribes to a form of technological determinism, and 

ar ues that surveillance technolo ies enefit capitalist 

corporates and their economy, such as those in the Silicon 

alle  he elieves that these technolo ies are influencin  

our behavior, as our data is being bought and sold, and “the 

production of goods and services is subordinated to a new 

means of ehavioral modification  u off  o her 

this new version of Big Brother is operating in the interest 

of surveillance capitalism, free from any democratic 

oversight.

Yuval Noah Harari, however, has a more nuanced perspec-

tive on surveillance. In the battle against the coronavirus 
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epidemic, he warns us that surveillance is shifting from 

“over the skin” to “under the skin,” while at the same time 

it could also help us to overcome this global crisis. As he 

puts it, “with coronavirus, the focus of interest shifts. Now 

the government wants to know the temperature of your 

fin er and the lood pressure under its s in  arari  

While surveillance and monitoring system could help us 

to control and sustain the spread of the virus, he warns 

us that the trend to monitoring citizens could last even 

after the epidemic is over and become an exploitive tool 

for totalitarian government. Instead of these technologies 

being in control of the government or any security authori-

ties, he thinks that they should be used to empower citizens. 

In other words, in order to avoid politicians abusing such 

systems, we might need special organizations where the 

data is not shared with other authorities. But, more impor-

tantly, Harari invites us to see how surveillance can be used 

not only by governments to monitor individuals, but also by 

individuals to monitor governments. Such a view could be 

seen in the video recording captured by a witness of the 

brutal murder of George Floyd by the police. This evidence 

has made authorities accountable for their brutal action 

and give a new spin to the Black Lives Matter movement 

in the United States.   

In his article, “We are already controlled by the digital 

giants, but Huawei’s expansion will usher in China-style 

surveillance  lovenian philosopher lavo  i e  reminds 

us about the current battle for power on the digital network, 

the main control mechanism over a citizen’s life. He believes 

that “the digital network that regulates the functioning of 

our societies as well as their control mechanisms is the 

ultimate fi ure of the technical rid that sustains power 

toda  i e   e similarl  seems to e warnin  us 

that rather than blaming surveillance itself we should be 

more concerned about ‘who’ is controlling the data. In one 

of his interviews i e  comments   don t thin  i  tech-

nological companies simply form one evil block against 

ordinary people. What I fear more is that this rule of 

barbarian technocracy will get combined with some new 

brutal populism.”²

Let us here differentiate, then, between the notion of who 

‘controls’ and the actual ‘surveillance’. Instead of arguing 

whether surveillance is good or bad in and of itself, let’s 

explore who is in control, who is scrutinized, why and at 

what cost. From a critical perspective, it is important to 

note here that when we are addressing surveillance, 

uestions of race  ender and class are crucial  or 

instance, many religious groups such as Muslims have 

been monitored disproportionally (Kanji 2020) or often 

the privacy of refugees and immigrants has been invaded 

(Lahav 2003, 89) as though it is unimportant. In the collec-

tion of essays on feminist surveillance studies, the authors 

expose the ways in which surveillance practices are mostly 

tied to systematic forms of discrimination and normal-

ization of whiteness, from full-body airport scanners, 

mainstream media reports about honor killings, depiction 

of women’s bodies on the media, to surveillance that aims 

at cur in  the traffic in  of women and sex wor  n their 

book Dubrofsky and Magnet argue that surveillance studies 

must be seen in the context of feminist theories: “A femi-

nist praxis is not limited to gender issues, but rather sees 

gender as part and parcel of a number of contingent issues, 

such as race, sexuality, class, and able- and disabled-

bodiedness, insisting that these cannot be viewed in isola-

tion” (Dubrofsky and Magnet 2015, 4). 

In the context of “intersectional affordance” could surveil-

lance be used to subvert forms of power domination? In 

order to study surveillance, I hope to address what it 

means to be observed. To illustrate this argument, I am 

also going to draw upon two critical art/design projects.  

THE FEELING OF BEING OBSERVED
Research into the effect of being observed can be traced 

back to a series of experiments that began at Western 

2 Para-site, The Museum of Modern Art, New York 
iller and cofidio  8
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Electric’s Hawthorne Works factory in Cicero, near 

Chicago in 1924. Hawthorne Works was a factory complex 

consisting of a hospital, ballpark, library, and much more, 

which employed about 40,000 workers. The management 

at Hawthorne Works sponsored the National Research 

Council to work with MIT to show that illumination 

increased productivity (Bastian 2013). Surprisingly the 

results showed that a worker’s productivity would improve 

when any changes were made, by either increasing or 

decreasing the lighting level. This seemed to suggest that 

increase in productivity had nothing to do with the lighting 

level, but depended on the workers receiving motivational 

attention from being observed (Cox 2000, 158). In other 

words, the Hawthorne Effect (or observer effect), “is a type 

of reactivity in which individuals modify an aspect of their 

behavior in response to their awareness of being observed” 

(McCarney et al. 2007, 2). After the results were published, 

there were several critical attempts to de un  the findin s 

of this experiment particularly as the results were not 

replicated in other attempts to repeat the same experiment. 

As Jones notes, “little or no evidence of Hawthorne effects 

was found” (Jones 1992).

Despite criticism of the Hawthorne Effect within the scien-

tific communit  ps cholo ist dward itchener  went on to 

conduct further research on the feelings of being watched. 

In his paper, “The Feeling of Being Stared At,” he explains  

that, “if one thinks hard of one’s knee, or foot, e.g., one will 

obtain a surprisingly intensive and insistent mass of cuta-

neous and organic sensations of which one was previously 

unconscious” (Titchener 1898, 897). This is because human 

beings and many other creatures have evolved a dedicated 

neural architecture to detect facial features such as gaze 

detection that serves as an important evolutionary tool for 

purposes such as detecting the potential threat from 

a predator or enemy. 

In fact, human beings are so sensitive to being watched that 

even just a drawing or a photograph of a pair of eyes can 

influence their ehaviors   roup of researchers from the 

University of Newcastle in the UK found that even displaying 

images of watching eyes and related verbal messages 

could reduce the number of bicycles stolen on the campus. 

As they explain, “the effectiveness of this extremely cheap 

and simple intervention suggests that there can be consid-

era le crime reduction enefits to en a in  the ps cholo  

of surveillance, even in the absence of surveillance itself” 

(Angwin 2014, 44). 

The feeling of being watched could also lead to more 

socially desirable behavior. In 1979, more than 360 

Halloween trick-or-treaters unknowingly participated in an 

experiment conducted by Beaman et al. The results showed 

that when children see their own reflection in a mirror 

3 Bentham’s Panopticon (1791), plan, section, and elevation drawn 
by Wiley Reveley (Source: Wikimedia Commons)
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placed behind the candy bowl, their transgressive behavior 

is reduced (Beaman et al. 1979). Moreover, in their article, 

“Engineering Human Cooperation,” Burnham and Hare 

argue that people make more cooperative choices in 

computer games when they sense they are being watched 

by images of a robot on their computer screen (Burnham et 

al. 2007).

he effect of ein  o served on social ehavior is uite 

intuitive. When we know we are being observed we tend to 

act differently and present our best behavior. This could be 

achieved by the presence of a human observer, or simply 

by an image of eyes or the use of surveillance camera.  

In recent years, camera technologies have improved 

greatly and are now being used in a variety of applications 

whether outdoors or indoors, and have even been used on 

wearables. These computer vision technologies have the 

capacity to sense information, such as gestures, posture, 

voice, gaze, and facial expressions. Moreover, any hint of 

their presence will make us feel that we are being watched. 

It is crucial to understand both the conscious and uncon-

scious behavioral changes related to the feeling of being 

watched. 

One example of the critical implementation of surveillance 

in architectural space could be seen in the Para-site

8  pro ect of i  iller and icardo cofidio   

The installation consists of seven surveillance cameras 

mounted on metal rods above the entranceways and 

escalators at the Museum of Modern Art. They transmit the 

videos from three remote sites to the main gallery where 

viewers see the activities in the museum with a perplexing 

effect, while mirrors and upside-down chairs disorient. 

 descri e ara site  

Just as the social parasite entertains its host to earn 

welcome at the dinner table, the installation offers the 

entertainment value of voyeurism to a public unwittingly 

drawn into an interrogation of vision; just as the techno-

logical parasite creates interference in an information 

network, the installation interrupts the systems of the 

museum to interrogate it.”³

THE PANOPTICON
eflectin  on value of vo eurism  and feelin  of ein  

observed, the panopticon is one of the most important 

historical precedents. The panopticon refers to a type of 

institutional building and a system of control envisioned 

by the English philosopher, Jeremy Bentham, in the 18th 

century. The panopticon has a central tower in which the 

guard sits, and the cells are arranged radially, so that from 

the tower the guard is afforded a view all around—

as the name ‘panopticon’ implies—into each of the cells. 

Meanwhile, the openings in the tower itself, through blinds 

4 Caress of the Gaze, a 3D-printed, gaze-actuated wearable 
(Behnaz Farahi, 2015)

5 A small camera embedded inside the Caress of the Gaze wearable
(Behnaz Farahi, 2015)
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and other devices, prevent the inmates in the cells from 

knowing whether or not the guard is watching them. Thus 

the inmates remain under the perpetual control of the gaze 

of the guard. 

French philosopher Michel Foucault revives interest in the 

panopticon in his 1975 book, Discipline and Punish, and 

uses it to illustrate how such a model could be applied to 

disciplinary societies in order to control their citizens. 

He describes the prisoner of a panopticon as being at the 

receiving end of asymmetrical surveillance. As a conse-

uence  the inmate polices himself or herself for fear of 

punishment. As Foucault notes: “Hence the major effect of 

the Panopticon: to induce in the inmate a state of conscious 

and permanent visibility that assures the automatic func-

tioning of power” (Foucault 1977).

What is fascinating about this example is that the gaze of 

the watcher is internalized to such an extent that each 

prisoner becomes his/her own watchperson. “Foucault 

emphasized the productive potential of surveillance 

as a technology of statecraft—one by which the state 

produces the form of state scrutiny is not only the prov-

ince of external forms of police come to police themselves” 

(Dubrofsky and Magnet 2015, 6). Similarly, we could argue 

that—more generally—it is this process that allows rules 

and regulations to be internalized so as to inform our 

actions, behaviors, and even beliefs. Moreover, the manner 

in which we naturalize and internalize rules, it could be 

claimed, causes society to be less willing to contest unjust 

laws and the dominant, accepted outlook. Similar to how the 

inmates are not aware as to whether or not they are being 

watched, we are not aware that we are being controlled 

through naturalized rules rooted in our culture.  

This internalized asymmetrical power structure could be 

seen in the notion of ‘male gaze.’ In her essay on “Visual 

Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Laura Mulvey exposes the 

asymmetry of social and political power relations between 

men and women (Mulvey 1975). Mulvey claims that the 

male gaze serves to depict women as the object of plea-

sure for the heterosexual male viewer. Besides the fact 

that women are regularly subject to sexual harassment 

whenever they enter public space through various forms 

of ‘looked-at-ness,’ women have absorbed all this uncon-

sciously as a form of internalized male gaze. What if women 

were to subvert this through the power of their gaze? 

Could we draw upon computer vision technologies to allow 

women to know when onlookers are staring at them? 

6 After the installation of a series of custom-designed networked smart devices, Lauren watches inhabitants 24/7 and controls all aspects of their home 
(Lauren Lee McCarthy, 2020).
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Caress of the Gaze, developed by the author, is a 3D printed 

cape augmented with facial and gaze tracking technology 

and smart materials that responds to the onlooker’s gaze.4

his pro ect en a es with roader social uestions such 

as the male gaze on the female body. A facial tracking 

algorithm in this piece detects age, gender, and gaze of the 

onlooker. While we know that gender is performative and 

doesn’t depend on pure representation, the movement of 

a garment based on the viewer’s gaze could unfold a new 

set of social meanings. If you are the wearer, you know 

which part of your body is being looked at, and if you are an 

onlooker, you know that your action has been noticed. This 

project shows how different strategies could be used to 

undermine the patriarchal system by developing forms of 

resistance using surveillance technologies. In other words, 

surveillance itself can be undermined by surveillance 

technologies.

In her art project Lauren, Lauren Lee McCarthy addresses 

the uestion of surveillance and privac  in a different wa  

People can sign up for this installation and have custom-

made devices installed in their apartments, including 

cameras, microphones, switches, door locks, faucets, and 

other electronic devices. She then watches them remotely 

24/7 and controls all aspects of their home In this, she 

literally becomes a human version of Amazon Alexa, a 

smart home intelligence for people, as she observes them, 

anticipates and fulfils their needs  urin  this wor  a form 

of bond between Lauren (the observer) and inhabitants 

(the observee) emerges which “falls in the ambiguous 

space between human-machine and human-human.” She 

describes it as follows, “Lauren is a meditation on the 

smart home, the tensions between intimacy and privacy, 

convenience and agency they present, and the role of 

human labor in the future of automation.”5 Beyond making 

a clear judgement as to whether the surveillance is good 

or bad—as we allow more smart devices into the most 

intimate spaces of our homes—Lauren’s work takes a more 

nuanced perspective by allowing the participants/viewers 

to make up their own mind. 

CONCLUSION
Winston Churchill once said, “We shape our buildings, and 

afterwards our buildings shape us,”6 which later was para-

phrased in the 1960s by Marshall McLuhan with a more 

topical “we shape our tools and thereafter our tools shape 

us.”7 But doesn’t this suggest a form of technological deter-

minism? After all, there is no inherent application for any 

tool. A knife could be used as a murder weapon or just as a 

tool for cutting an apple. Similar arguments could be made 

a out surveillance  he uestions we should as  are in 

what context’, ‘how’ and ‘for whom’ are we going to use it? 

We should be aware of the potential problems with surveil-

lance and AI in general. For once an issue is recognized 

as a problem, it becomes a different kind of problem. It 

becomes a problem not by which we are trapped, but 

rather with which we can deal. Bias is certainly a problem 

that originates with human beings and is replicated and 

even exacer ated in  s we are trainin  the artificial 

algorithms to learn to see the world, it is important to ask 

ourselves, what does it mean to be ‘seen’ by a machine? 

And through the lens of what kind data have they been 

trained to look out at the world? 

There are many arguments on the dark and bright side of 

surveillance  he uestion of surveillance  it seems  is not 

so straightforward after all. This article aims to suggest an 

intersectional affordance approach to the study of surveil-

lance in which many facets of surveillance such as race, 

gender, class and the feeling of being observed should be 

studied altogether. We should be open to a more nuanced 

approach towards surveillance, where surveillance is not 

seen as so resolutely negative or positive (as in measures 

to help us track COVID, or when certain religious groups’ 

privacy has been invaded). Lauren McCarthy’s installation, 

Lauren, is a perfect example of this nuanced perspective.
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Interacting with Architecture through the Internet of Things

ABSTRACT
This paper explores the impacts of the Internet of Things (IoT) on the fi eld of interactive 

architecture and the ways this novel technology enables realignments toward inclusive 

and critical practices in the design of computational systems across different scales. 

Specifi cally, it examines how the integration of IoT in the design of architectural surfaces 

can encourage interaction between local and remote users and increase accessibility 

amongst contributors. Beginning with a survey of media facades and the superimposition 

of architectural surfaces with projected images, the paper outlines a historical relationship 

between buildings and the public realm through advancements in technology.

The paper next reveals ways in which IoT can transform the fi eld of interactive archi-

tecture through the documentation and analysis of a project that stages an encounter 

between local and remote Wikipedia contributors. The installation creates a feedback loop 

for engaging Wikipedia in real-time, allowing visitors to follow and produce content from 

their interactions with the gallery’s physical environment. Light, sound, and fabric contex-

tualize the direction and volume of real-time user-generated event data in relation to the 

gallery’s location, creating an interface that allows participants to dance with dynamic 

bodies of knowledge.

By incorporating IoT with the fi eld of interactive architecture, this project creates a frame-

work for designing computational systems responsive to multiple scales and expanding our 

understanding of computational publics.

1

1 The installation connects local 
and remote users through their 
real-time interactions with 
Wikipedia.
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INTRODUCTION
The growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) has created novel 

opportunities for interacting with the built environment. 

IoT’s value lies in connecting “physical-first products and 

items to each other as well as connecting them to digi-

tal-first devices” (Greengard 2015). This technology has the 

potential to radically change the field of interactive archi-

tecture by transferring “intelligence and knowledge about 

location and state of things” to objects from a bottom-up 

rather than top-down approach (Achten 2015). By lever-

aging real-time data to allow users to engage in “two-way 

dynamic conversations,” the scope of interactive architec-

ture can be expanded beyond local interactions to engage 

a broader range of people and information (Fox and Kemp 

2009).

A new generation of Wi-Fi-enabled “single-purpose micro-

controllers for handling discrete sensing or actuation 

activities and larger server-like mini-computers that serve 

as network brokers” allows IoT data to be distributed 

across larger networks and scales (Zarzycki 2018). This 

development is in contrast with older models of interac-

tive architecture, such as the Kunsthaus Graz BIX Facade 

by realities:united, in which centralized command and 

control systems limit opportunities to scale and dynami-

cally respond to contextual conditions. Furthermore, the 

emergence of the Web 2.0 “based on collaboration, interac-

tivity, crowdsourcing, and user-generated content” permits 

bidirectional flows of information through application 

programming interfaces (APIs) (Carpo 2017).

IoT’s capacity to impact interactive architecture is twofold: 

1) it can connect local and remote users in real-time 

through distributed interface components, and 2) it can 

increase accessibility and participation from a range of 

communities through mobile devices accessible to the 

general public. This paper examines the methods and 

results of an installation that uses IoT to connect people 

through Wikipedia’s digital commons. By superimposing 

spatiotemporal data upon a set of constructed surfaces, 

this project demonstrates interactive architecture’s 

capacity to engage local and global networks through IoT.

BACKGROUND
In “Face and Screen: Toward a Genealogy of the Media 

Façade,” Craig Buckley establishes a historical relationship 

between architecture and display technologies through the 

framework of the media facade (Buckley 2019). Buckley 

outlines three distinct phases that characterize building 

facades as a medium. The first phase is highlighted by Leon 

Battista Alberti’s Palazzo Rucellai that creates a schism 

between buildings’ interior and exterior through facades 

2

3

4

2 Signage within the space 
instructs visitors on how to 
make updates to Wikipedia on 
their mobile devices.

3 The composition of fabric, 
light, and sound create a soft 
boundary for engaging Wikipedia 
within the gallery.

4 QR code link to the 360 video of 
the gallery installation (https://
vimeo.com/572931557).
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that perform as a public “screen” (Buckley 2019). The next 

phase is characterized by the commercialization of facades 

through their incorporation of billboards and electrical 

signage. The final phase is the contemporary media facade 

exemplified by the Centre Pompidou’s original competi-

tion design that uses electronic lighting systems to create 

a surface that changes in meaning. In describing these 

phases Buckley identifies facades as an architectural 

medium for engaging the public realm through advance-

ments in technology.

In Kissing Architecture, Sylvia Lavin frames the intersection 

of architectural surfaces and emergent forms of media 

as an opportunity to reconsider “medium specificity in 

architecture today” (Lavin 2011). Using the term “superar-

chitecture,” which is “produced specifically by the collision 

and superimposition of the architectural surface with the 

projected image,” Lavin argues the synthesis of architec-

ture and multimedia projections can create a “surplus” and 

“added value” (Lavin 2011). Two impacts of superarchitec-

ture are its ability to transform the way space is occupied 

and its capacity to connect people across multiple scales. 

5
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Building upon previous work, we are interested in exploring 

the relationship between IoT and interactive architecture 

to increase accessibility and connectivity across different 

scales. By creating immersive interfaces that connect 

both local and global networked systems, we can activate 

architectural space in novel ways and add value to the built 

environment through users’ interactions.

METHODS
Data Waltz is designed as a feedback loop for engaging 

Wikipedia in real-time. Installed at the Woodbury University 

Hollywood Outpost (WUHO) Gallery in Los Angeles, this 

project makes tangible the geolocation and size of web 

updates through materials, light, and sound. The use of IoT 

to create a distributed interface for connecting local and 

global communities places new evolutionary pressure on 

the field of interactive architecture to change and adapt to 

an increasingly dynamic and networked society of users.

Wikipedia was selected from among other social media 

networks because of its unique organizational structure 

that promotes dialogue between remote contributors 

across different scales. Freely accessible in over 323 

languages and editable by any user, the online platform 

represents a diverse set of voices from a wide spectrum of 

communities (Wikipedia 2021).

One important development in this project is the ability for 

visitors to interact with the installation by using their own 

web-enabled mobile devices while following the contribu-

tions of others across the globe (Figure 2). Red, green, and 

white pulses of light indicate article edits, new articles, and 

locally based updates respectively. The width and location 

of pulses within the gallery correspond to the size and 

azimuth direction of updates taking place globally. Notes 

arranged on a pentatonic scale sonically communicate 

the size and type of Wikipedia event data completing an 

arrangement of light and sound to form an urban relation-

ship between the gallery, the city, and online contributors 

worldwide (Figure 3).

Translating Wikipedia Updates to LED Lights 

and MP3 Sounds

Addressable LED lights and pre-recorded MP3 sounds 

are used to communicate the size and type of real-time 

Wikipedia contributions within the gallery space. The 

method of translating Wikipedia updates is a three-part 

process: 1) a JavaScript code parses data from Wikipedia’s 

recent changes stream, 2) an MQ Telemetry Transport 

(MQTT) platform shares the parsed data with Wi-Fi-enabled 

Arduino microcontrollers, and 3) Arduino microcontrollers 

operate LED lights and speakers to transmit the parsed 

data as light and sound (Figure 5). An azimuthal map 

projection encoded in the JavaScript code locates the lights 

and sounds in relation to the center of the gallery to create 

an interface that allows visitors to understand the direction 

from which live Wikipedia updates originate.

6

5 Wikipedia data is converted 
into lights and sounds via 
a three-step process: 1) 
a JavaScript code parses 
data from Wikipedia’s recent 
changes stream; 2) the MQTT 
platform shiftr.io shares the 
parsed data with Wi-Fi-enabled 
Arduino microcontrollers; and 
3) the Arduino microcontrol-
lers running C/C++ sketches 
control addressable LED lights 
and audio speakers. The code is 
open source and can be found 
in the following repository: 
https://github.com/archgame/
DataWaltz.

6 LED and audio board layout 
diagrams.
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Parsing Wikipedia using JavaScript

All article changes are publicly viewable as a JavaScript 

Object Notification (JSON) and displayed in real-time on 

Wikipedia’s “recent changes” stream (Wikipedia 2021). 

A JavaScript code is used to parse the following data: user 

information, type of edit, length of edit, and the name of the 

server accessed. IP information is available for anonymous 

contributors and the JavaScript code connects with an IP 

geolocation API to locate these contributors’ city, latitude, 

and longitude location. The JavaScript code is executed 

on an internet-connected computer using the JavaScript 

runtime environment Node.js (Node.js, n.d.).

Using MQTT to Connect JavaScript with C/C++ 

Arduino Devices

An MQTT machine to machine (M2M) Internet of Things 

connectivity protocol is used to relay the parsed Wikipedia 

data to Wi-Fi-enabled Arduino controllers running 

C/C++ (MQTT, n.d.). The IoT prototyping platform shiftr.io 

was selected for its capacity to connect JavaScript and 

Arduino devices in real-time (shiftr.io, n.d.). This platform 

permits seven devices to be connected simultaneously: one 

internet-connected computer running the JavaScript code, 

two Wi-Fi-enabled Arduino microcontrollers operating LED 

lights, and four Wi-Fi-enabled Arduino microcontrollers 

operating audio speakers.

Controlling Addressable LED Lights and Audio Speakers

Arduino MKR1000 microcontrollers are used for their 

Wi-Fi-capacity and compact size (Figure 6). Two MKR1000s 

control two strips of WS2812B “NeoPixel” addressable 

LED lights, each strip running 480 pixels in length. Four 

MKR1000s control four sets of Logitech Z200 audio 

speakers using a VS1053 codec that plays thirty-one 

prerecorded custom MP3 audio files arranged on a 

pentatonic scale (Figure 7). C/C++ sketches written using 

Arduino’s Integrated Development Environment (IDE) locate 

pulses of light and sound that correspond to the direc-

tion from which Wikipedia edits originate. Because these 

components are pieces forming a larger whole, the instal-

lation can grow, shrink, and be redistributed based on its 

spatial setting.

Azimuthal Map Projection

The design responds to the gallery’s narrow 15’-0” wide 

by 90’-0” long dimensions and north-to-south orientation 

to form a spatial compass that allows visitors to under-

stand where contributions are originating from (Figure 8). 

Drawing inspiration from Islam’s usage of azimuth maps for 

locating the Qibla—the direction of the Ka’ba in Mecca—the 

JavaScript code unfolds the earth in relation to the gallery’s 

center point to locate updates within the space (Figure 9) 

(Almakky and Snyder 1996).

7

7 (2) LED boards drive (2) LED 
strips 480 pixels in length, and 
(4) audio boards control (4) 
sets of Logitech Z200 speakers 
within the gallery. A projector 
connected to a laptop displays 
the JavaScript code running in 
real-time.

8 The design responds to the 
building’s orientation to create a 
compass for locating updates in 
relation to the gallery.

9 An azimuthal map projection 
determines the direction from 
which Wikipedia updates 
originate.
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The installation allows visitors to see themselves within 

the constellation of contributions made by the Wikipedia 

community. Two lengths of sheer fabric 8’-9” high and 53’-0” 

long suspended on 1/2" diameter manually-bent EMT pipe 

create a soft boundary for framing visitors’ interaction 

with each other and defines the gallery’s center. A mounted 

projector showing the JavaScript code running in real-

time displays updates as text (Figure 10). Updates taking 

place within the city trigger a sound sequence played by all 

speakers and a pulse of white light that originates from the 

gallery’s center to communicate edits taking place locally 

(Figure 11). The effect is a choreography of fabric, lights, 

and sound that allows visitors to interact with Wikipedia 

and connects the physical gallery with the online network.

RESULTS
Data Waltz was installed for a duration of three weeks. 

During this period the project demonstrated IoT’s capacity 

to impact interactive architecture in two specific ways. 

The first is IoT’s ability to connect local and remote users 

through distributed interface components that include 

locally installed microcontrollers and contributors’ inter-

net-connected devices located across the globe. The second 

is IoT’s ability to increase accessibility and participation 

from a range of communities through the incorporation 

of prevalent mobile devices available to the public.

One technical outcome to emerge is a method for trans-

lating real-time API web data into microcontroller outputs 

using a JavaScript to MQTT to C/C++ workflow. MQTT 

connectivity protocols are beneficial for two reasons: 

1) they allow devices using different computer languages 

to communicate with one another, and 2) they can be 

monitored remotely using website interfaces that display 

connections in real-time. Although the physical installation 

is no longer active, the software for this interface remains 

accessible online as an open-source project (GitHub 2021).

As the images and video emphasize, there was a notable 

phenomenological effect created within the space. While 

similar in impact to other precedents outlined in this paper, 

this project differentiates itself by abstracting the distance 

between local and remote users through metrics trans-

lated into the mediums of light and sound. 

CONCLUSION
This project is interested in continuing to explore the 

relationship between IoT and interactive architecture. One 

new trajectory for the research is applying the interface to 

other online networks that connect local and remote users 

through spatiotemporal data. Engaging with public health 

and weather data for example will allow users to better 

understand and participate with larger networks of people 

and information through their interactions with the built 

environment.

IoT has the potential to radically transform the field of 

interactive architecture by expanding its scope and reach. 

The integration of IoT with interactive architecture should 

not be framed as a purely technological or socially driven 

development, but as the creation of a “feedback loop” for 

addressing new challenges in our built environment 

systemically (Moe and Smith 2012). Through IoT, interactive 

architecture can better include missing knowledges and 

communities and enable realignments toward inclusive and 

critical practices in the design of computational systems 

across different scales.

8 9
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10 The real-time projection of the 
JavaScript code in juxtaposition 
with LED lights, sounds and 
fabric allow the installation to 
be experienced through multiple 
mediums and senses. 

11 Pulses of white light originating 
from the center signal updates 
taking place within the city.

12 The integration of IoT with inter-
active architecture can increase 
connectivity between local and 
remote users and increase 
accessibility and participation 
from a range of communities.
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What if emotions, unspoken feelings, fears, and desires could manifest as architectural 

elements to refl ect the experiences and feelings of a community, perhaps even feeling 

empathy? How could architecture be a more active contributor to our social and 

psychological wellbeing? 

Parasympathy is an interactive spatial experience operating as an extension of visitors’ 

minds. By integrating Artifi cial Intelligence (AI), wearable technologies, affective computing 

(Picard 1995; Picard 2003), and neuroscience, this project blurs the lines between the 

physical, digital, and biological spheres and empowers users’ brains to solicit positive 

changes from their spaces based on their real-time biophysical reactions and emotions.  

The objective is to deploy these technologies in support of the wellbeing of the community 

especially when related to social matters such as inclusion and social justice in our built 

environment. Consequently, this project places the users’ emotions at the very center of its 

space by performing real-time responses to the emotional state of the individuals within 

the space. 

The project leveraged AI as extended intelligence and relied on the human brain for 

information-processing, employing wearable technology, and sensory environments 
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1 A visitor’s emotional interaction with the installation. Detected changes in biomarkers change the color 
and form of the installation to drive the occupant’s emotions toward a pleasant memory or feeling.
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to foster a process in which synapses in the brain trig-

gered responses in the installation, ultimately modulating 

emotion.

The  employed method is unique in its use of wearable 

technolo  i e  mpatica  and pen B   as pros-

theses to collect data and inte rate  for real time 

emotion detection and communication with an intelligent 

interactive installation, synchronizing changes in the space 

to the emotional data received. Acknowledging the role of 

achine earnin   in performance ased desi n since 

the mid s am e  icholas  and wier c i 8  

here ML is used for detecting emotions and translating 

them into data used in design to achieve rather inclusive 

spaces.

The empathetic interaction between a visitor and the installation. Visitors were given physical indications of their emotional and physiological states.

eurolo ical data collection usin   B   headset for the eural etwor  achine earnin

Color and pattern created by one module
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Flowchart showing emotional state detection based on biological data

Flowchart represents the research method with three phases: Reading, Evaluating, and Adapting 
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7 eurolo ical data collection usin   and wrist and  mappin  the data into a raph for data anal sis and ctive earnin  
to improve the machine learning prediction precision with ground truth data.

8 tored data in a comma separated text file as raw data and la eled emotion ased on the iolo ical and neurolo ical data

Brain and body interaction with the installation using smart wristband and EEG. Detected emotion from neurophysiological data 
applies changes in the form and colour of the installation.
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nstallation cali ration to activel  respond to visitors  iolo ical and emotional data and chan in  patterns and colors to create an am ience that would 
improve the users  emotions  

 mo ile app presents real time chan es in iosi nals and detected emotions  includin  a feature for trac in  the user s histor  of emotional data

appin  iodata to the seven distinct emotions top  the phone app interface showin  the emotions and iolo ical data middle  installation color and form 
chan in  ased on detected emotions ottom
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Parasympathy is made of a series of inetic reflective tiles 

folded and fluctuated in a calculated rh thm  producin  a 

spectacle of color and patterns akin to the northern lights. 

he effect was contin ent upon the involvement of its users  

usin  a smart wrist and  ioph sical data i e  heart rate  

s in electricit  lood volume  and temperature  was ath-

ered and analyzed by our ML algorithm and translated into 

emotion categories. The installation was then calibrated 

to actively respond to these data by changing patterns 

and colors to create an ambient that would improve the 

users  emotions  or example  if the stress was detected  

space morphed, and colors shifted to calming bright colors, 

such as blue. Based on earlier color studies, we assigned 

different colors to different emotions to navi ate and index 

the moods of the users.  

he installation was comprised of four  x 8  panels posi-

tioned at  in the corner of a aller  drawin  users to 

the center of the space to amplify the sense of immersion. 

Each panel consisted of a grid of retractable tiles that 

acted as the inetic component of the installation  estled 

within each module was a colored LED light that activated in 

concert with the module s movement and detected emotion  

 asp err  i computer ueried the we  server ever  

six seconds to read the last predicted emotional state and 

check for changes, calibrating the rhythm and sequence 

of the mechanisms. While becoming aware of their mental 

state through the wristband and cell phone provided, users 

found that the therapeutic immersion in color and light 

increased their sense of self-awareness of their key role 

in activating the installation. Users learn their emotional 

and physiological states and thus acquire a tool to enhance, 

mitigate, or simply become aware of their emotions.

B  usin  each individual s iosi nature as a noticea le 

trace and by breaking away from the traditional design-

er-centric concept, this user-centric installation is a 

medium that actively responds to the mood of the commu-

nity, helping to promote communication for those who often 

go unheard. This installation demonstrates responsible 

Full-scale installation in the gallery
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i ht reflection and mechanical actuation occurrin  in s nc  producin  oscillatin  waves of color top  etails of the retracta le mechanism  
ach mechanism retracts usin  a servo and a ear s stem run  an rduino ottom
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uses of emerging technology that can promote social 

awareness and enhance the agency of the democratic 

populace and equitable design.  

t contri utes to research on c er ph sical desi n and 

the interaction of technolo  and empath  his pro ect 

had a sin ular o ective  to reconcile the relationship 

etween humans and architecture and redefine it as 

one of emotional empathy and active compassion.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
his pro ect was funded   ffice of esearch ew acult  

SEED grant. Special thanks to Sal Bagaveyev, Aisha Marcos, 

uri dams  and icole iu for their valua le contri utions to this 

pro ect  he video can e viewed here  https www outu e com

watch v r n f 8

 selection of views showin  the immersive interaction of visitors with the installation exhi itin  chan es in the patterns and colors of the installation  
which result in distinctive atmospheric conditions of the space.

rimitive studies showin  the effects of surface reflectivit  and concavit  
on color and pattern eneration  estled within each module was a 
colored  li ht that activated in concert with the module s movement 
and detected emotion.
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he results included   an  al orithm with the capacit  to detect emotions from iodata   a mo ile app that served as an interface for active learnin  
and emotion mappin   a we site for storin  data and personali in  settin s  and  a smart interactive installation capa le of real time response to 
people s emotions

NOTES
Emotions are the result of activities in the brain and the use 

of neuroph siolo ical data to determine a person s emotional 

state is an active research area onavan et al  8  illi an 

 ui and herratt 8  ui et al  8  llander  

rd e  and o en  icard and eale   chwar  

 hen  et al  

The application of this cognition-emotion-space interaction 

system has the potential to be utilized as a method of remedial 

therapy, provide augmented assistant living for people with 

physical and mental disabilities and elderlies ultimately 

empowering them to regain control over their environments 

and live more equal and independent lifestyles.
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Augmenting Design

1 A set of chairs generated using 
the multiple-objective variational 
autoencoder (MoVAE) network

Solving design problems using 
generative deep learning frameworks 
with multiple objectives

1

ABSTRACT
In recent years, generative machine learning methods such as variational autoencoders 

(VAEs) and generative adversarial networks (GANs) have opened up new avenues of explo-

ration for architects and designers. The presented work explores how these methods can 

be expanded by incorporating multiple abstract criteria directly into the formulation of the 

al orithm that ne otiates these complex criteria and proposes a fittin  desi n  t draws 

inspiration from the works of several design theorists who have developed such goal-ori-

ented approaches to design, and sets up multiple-objective VAE and GAN frameworks with 

this idea in mind. The research demonstrates that by incorporating multiple constraints 

using auxiliary discriminator networks, the developed algorithms are able to generate 

innovative solutions to two example problems: the design of 2D digits, and the design of 3D 

voxel chairs. By speculating and examining the role of the designer in data based genera-

tive computational desi n wor flows  the research aims to provide an approach for solvin  

design tasks in the age of big data.
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INTRODUCTION
s artificial intelli ence ecomes more prevalent  more 

researchers are exploring the possibilities of how AI can 

e used in the fields of architecture and desi n  ome 

approaches aim to combine inputs from different sources 

to create unexpected and creative results (Özel and 

Ennemoser 2019). Others use the predictive capabilities 

of machine learning algorithms as a tool to inform early 

design processes (Zhang et al. 2018), or use generative 

models as design drivers for generating ideas (Chaillou 

2019). 

Generative models are able to generate realistic images, 

text, or objects, but they so far infamously suffer from a 

“lack of control over the generative process, or the poor 

understanding of the learned representation” (Plumerault, 

Borgne, and Hudelot 2020). The challenge lies in estab-

lishin  computational wor flows that push the al orithms 

towards creativity and originality, while still enabling a 

level of control that incorporates real world constraints 

or specific desi ner inputs  his research aims to address 

these issues by introducing additional abstract constraints 

to established generative machine learning algorithms in 

the form of auxiliary neural networks. These networks are 

trained separately to classify designs according to given 

criteria  and introduced to the enerative networ  to influ-

ence its generation according to the designer’s preference. 

Two established generative deep learning methods have 

been chosen as examples: variational autoencoder - VAE 

(Kingma and Welling 2013), and generative adversarial 

networks - GANs (I. J. Goodfellow et al. 2014). The research 

extends these existing methods by integrating additional 

networks to modify the learned latent space: the network’s 

learned representation of the design object. 

n the field of computer science  such methods are often 

used to replicate the dataset’s essential features as accu-

rately and detailed as possible. Taking these methods to 

the design context requires a shift of focus to achieving 

novelty, inspiration, and integration into a design philosophy 

and method. The background section serves to outline the 

theoretical underpinnings, while the results and conclusion 

sections discuss outcomes that move beyond perfected 

replication, aiming to strike a balance between novelty and 

designer control. 

At a meta-level, the work aims to push machine learning 

related research in architecture and design towards incor-

porating real world constraints within a semiautonomous 

computational framework, with the belief that if we are to 

solve real world design problems, we must work towards 

incorporating mechanisms into our algorithms that 

respond to specific demands and pressures  or flows 

such as the one presented here can guide the designer in 

the search for design solutions that address these complex 

issues.

BACKGROUND
Design as a Complex, Multiple-Objective Problem

Understanding of the theory of design is essential for 

developin  computational wor flows  as the desi n of the 

networks and algorithms themselves are connected to 

the understanding of the tasks that they solve (Goodfellow, 

Bengio, and Aaron 2016). What procedures or universal-

ities are common to each design situation and how might 

they be understood as performative cognitive machines 

which interact and symbiotically synthesize a design proto-

type? While in the beginning, designers often do not have 

a clear idea of what their solution to a presented design 

problem may become, it is generally agreed that design 

can be viewed as a goal-based process. For Hubert Simon, 

the science of design is “concerned with how things ought 

to be, with devising artifacts to attain goals” (Simon 1988). 

Gero describes design as “a goal-oriented, constrained, 

decision-making, exploration, and learning activity that 

operates within a context that depends on the designer’s 

perception of the context” (Gero 1990). These ideas suggest 

that a method which is able to integrate abstract concepts 

as design goals is crucial to successfully solve design prob-

lems in a computational wor flow

In addition to being goal-based, design processes are 

chaotic and their evaluation criteria for success are often 

not well defined illen ur er  herefore  proposed 

methodolo ies must e a le to sufficientl  represent the 

inherent complexity involved. Alexander represents a 

design instance with nodes and linkages, each node being 

a design variable, and link being the correlation between 

given nodes (Alexander 1964). This representation is useful 

for the computational translation of a design problem, 

and is very similar in character to a neural network. The 

difficult tas  of chan in  and ne otiatin  desi n varia les is 

thus relegated to the computer, which is especially advan-

tageous in problems with high complexity. Even though the 

reliance on data in identifying these connections biases the 

solutions towards existing examples, the networks still can 

use their knowledge about the designed object in unex-

pected ways to realize their own creativity.

Creativity and Originality in Design Problems

Human invention comes from the ability to appropriate 

existing patterns of information into new ones. Hume notes 

that this creative power of the mind amounts to no more 

than the faculty of compounding, transposing, augmenting, 
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or diminishing the materials afforded us by the senses 

and experience (Hume 2007). He indicates that creativity 

emerges from the recombination of data already in memory 

either as long term or immediate feedback from experi-

mentation. How well a designer is able to combine these 

aspects will illuminate the possible designs that can be 

achieved. As Alexander notes, the “act of design is governed 

entirely by the patterns [the designer] has in [their] mind 

at the moment” and their ability to combine these patterns 

(Alexander 1964). 

New design prototypes are conceived from a conceptual 

schema “representing a class of generalized heteroge-

neous grouping of alike design cases that provides the 

basis for the start and continuation of a design (Gero 1990). 

The ability to analyze the existing examples provides a foun-

dation for envisioning something new and uncanny to input 

knowledge, thus the envisioning of a new pattern based on 

precedents. If no past examples can be used directly, some-

thing new must be created. However, it is a rare possibility 

to proceed without precedent. The rich data environment 

of the world today and in the possible future lends itself to 

the creative possibilities of intelligent machines, as their 

abilities of mixing and re-combining existing patterns opens 

up new avenues of creativity that we, as human designers, 

might not have imagined.

The Changing Role of the Designer

Özel and Ennemoser have questioned human agency in 

machine learning based generative design methods. Similar 

to the presented work, the designer was tasked with 

the curation of the data and convertin  the final outputs 

from 2D concept to a 3D model, while the computer was 

tasked with an interdisciplinary design endeavor (Özel 

and nnemoser  his ind of wor flow re uires the 

designer to understand the design process holistically, 

and to view it as a s stem of information flow  n such 

wor flows  in addition to the tas  of contextuali in  and 

evaluating the design, the designer has to choose which 

criteria must e satisfied in order to e successful  i ure 

2 represents the abstract overview of the presented 

research.

eavin  the mathematical definition of the desi n o ect to 

the computer has the additional advantage that in data-

based methods, the output is not simply an object, but a 

network within which a latent space is embedded. This 

network can be viewed as a meta-object, one that contains 

multiple possibilities that answer the designer’s call for 

fittin  desi ns oman  e anda  n parametric 

design, a design topology is created, which the designer 

can explore by changing the parameters. A similar low 

dimensional topological space is generated in data based 

generative methods, only this time through the analysis 

of data (Figure 3). This has the effect of changing the role 

of the designer from a creator of parameters or rules, to 

a creator of context. The designer’s ability to evaluate 

assumptions and to perceive the scope of the task will 

dictate the possibilities that can be achieved.

Related Work

A GAN that generates 3D objects has been proposed by Wu 

et al., which demonstrates the capabilities of this frame-

work in 3D (Wu et al. 2016). Meanwhile, Bidgoli and Veloso 

have extended the autoencoder network developed by 

Achlioptas et al. and Brock et al. to the architectural realm 

by adding a way in which the human designer can interact 

with the network to generate 3D chairs (Bidgoli and Veloso 

2018). This study showcases the VAE method’s ability to 

generate objects by interpolating existing data. However, 

even though some latent space vectors do correspond to 

2 A sample design process, divided into the human (blue) and computer 
(red) tasks

3 Topological space of a designed object. On the left is a topological space 
of two dimensions: height and squareness. On the right is an example of 
a data-inferred topological space or latent space, where the dimensions 
are not defined  the desi ner  ut rather  the computer throu h the 
analysis of data.

Augmenting Design ahraman  on  rachen er  inderspacher  
Zechmeister, Oguz, Menges
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understandable design parameters, they do not allow the 

desi ner to preselect specific criteria to modif  the ener-

ation. This gap points to the need to establish a reliable 

framework in which data-driven generative methods can be 

easily controlled and understood by the designer.

Ideas to address this need have been proposed for GANs: 

conditional GANs that take additional input data that 

influences the eneration ir a and sindero  ar  

Yoo, and Kwak 2018), or style-based GANs that allow a 

level of control over the ‘style’ of the generation (Karras, 

Laine, and Aila 2018). While these approaches do increase 

control, the goals that designers usually operate with are 

a stract and relate to the specific desi n o ect  n a desi n 

context  an uxiliar  lassifier   was used 

to enerate fa ade patterns that fit da li ht performance 

criteria dena  lah  and hlens  ha ha hian and 

Yan 2019). Another approach where abstract goals such 

as ‘monumental’ or ‘delicate’ were incorporated into a GAN 

setup was proposed by Liu et al. (Liu, Liao, and Srivastava 

2019). The setup learns how to generate variables for a 

parametric model that will result in o ects fittin  desi ner 

criteria, although limited by the parametric model’s design 

space.

This study addresses the issue of enabling designer control 

by incorporating conditions chosen by the designer as 

auxiliary discriminator networks to a base generator. The 

base generator creates the initial object topology, which 

is then modified accordin  to the desi ner s needs  o 

our knowledge, multiple objective conditioning in GANs or 

VAEs has not been used for this purpose before. However, 

there have been works that incorporate a similar strategy 

in different fields for different purposes  increasin  

the stability of GANs (Durugkar, Gemp, and Mahadevan 

 l u uer ue et al   increasin  the ualit  

of generations (Wang et al. 2019), and for tackling other 

problems where multiple tasks are involved (Ferstl, Neff, 

and McDonnell 2019). On the VAE side, a similar idea to 

the MoVAE presented in this paper was proposed where 

a pre trained classifier networ  is added to the ori inal 

VAE for improving the quality of generated image samples 

(Lamb, Dumoulin, and Courville 2016).

METHODS
Extending from their predecessors, the two frameworks, 

multi-objective VAE (MoVAE) and multi-objective GAN 

o  propose the post inte ration of a flexi le amount 

of customizable auxiliary discriminator networks to allow 

multi-objective control of the generation. In both cases, 

the first step is to train the enerative networ s   or 

GAN, with their established methods. The auxiliary discrim-

inator networks are trained separately to evaluate the 

data according to given criteria. The combined network is 

then trained ased on the desi ner s preference  his final 

training step takes only a few minutes, so the designer can 

select new criteria and quickly retrain the network for new 

results.

The two frameworks were tested on a 2D task and a 3D 

task respectively. The 2D task addresses the creation of a 

new digit, and is designed as a simple case study. The 3D 

tas  explores the desi n of a chair that fits into multiple 

design criteria. The chair as a design object provides 

enough complexity and variety for interesting results to 

emer e  while ein  visuall  evalua le  ensorflow version 

4 The training steps of MoVAE 
and MoGAN frameworks. 

MoVAE: 
1) The base VAE is trained. 
2) The auxiliary discriminators 
     are trained. 
3) The designer selects the 
     desired criteria. 
4) The decoder part of the 
     network, D, is further trained 
     with the MoVAE loss function 
     that takes inputs from A1,A2..., Ak. 

MoGAN: 
1) The base GAN is trained. 
2 and 3) Identical to MoVAE. 
4) The generator part of the 
     GAN, G, is further trained with 
     the additional discriminators 
     A1,A2..., Ak  with the modified loss 
     function.

4
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2.5 in the Google Colaboratory environment is used to train 

the networ s  he chairs are visuali ed in hinoceros  

(Abadi et al. 2016).

MoVAE

VAEs are known for their ability to learn a low dimensional 

representation of the dataset, and their capability for 

interpolations in this lower dimension representation. The 

Multiple-objective VAE (MoVAE) is trained in the following 

sequence shown in Figure 4. The base VAE (Kingma and 

Welling 2014) is trained as a traditional variational auto-

encoder. The auxiliary discriminator networks are trained 

as classification or re ression models  dependin  on the 

training data. Their goal is to learn how to identify if the 

input data fits into a iven criteria  loo in  at la eled data  

For example, they can be trained to identify if a digit is a ‘2’, 

or if a voxelized chair is stable or not. 

The trained auxiliary discriminators are then added to 

the network to incorporate additional goals. In the case 

of the digit task, the goal digit is given to the network as a 

number input for each criteria. For the chair generation, 

the goal is given as a real number input between 0 and 1 

for each criteria. For the MoVAE training, the networks are 

combined using the loss function:

Where LVAE = base VAE loss, K= number of auxiliary discrim-

inators   wei ht coefficient  Dk= auxiliary discriminator 

loss. The base VAE loss is the VAE loss from Step 1. The 

alpha value is a coefficient that is used to ad ust the 

stren th of each auxiliar  discriminator  his coefficient is 

necessary to make sure that the LDk terms have a similar 

de ree of influence as the VAE term.

MoGAN

GANs show a powerful generative ability by having two 

networks competing with each other: one network learns 

to generate results that fools the other to mistake the 

generated results with those already existing dataset, 

and the other network learns to differentiate the gener-

ated results from the dataset. The Multiple-objective GAN 

(MoGAN) is trained in the sequence shown in Figure 4. 

For the base GAN, the traditional GAN training documented 

in the original paper is used (Goodfellow et al. 2014). 

The auxiliary discriminators are trained in the same way 

as MoVAE. Once the goals are chosen, the following loss 

function is used for combining the networks:

Where LDR = realistic discriminator loss (same as Step 1). 

Similar to the MoVAE loss function, the alpha value is a 

coefficient that is used to ad ust the stren th of each auxil-

iary discriminator, and is necessary to make sure that the 

LDk terms have a similar de ree of influence as the LDR term.

RESULTS AND REFLECTION
Creating a New Digit

or the first proof of concept stud  a o  and o  

were trained to enerate a di it that fits into the criteria 

of being a ‘0’ and a ‘2’. Once the combined network is 

trained (step 4), the objectives can easily be altered and 

the network can be retrained in a few minutes to produce 

results that fit different criteria  he  dataset is 

used for the training (LeCun, Cortes, and Burges 1999). An 

appendix detailing the training and the networks is provided 

as supporting documentation in the Notes section [1].

MoVAE

s ela orated in the methods section  the first step is the 

training of a standard VAE. The outputs of this VAE are 

shown in Figure 5A, where the dataset is well replicated. 

The auxiliary discriminator networks trained in the next 

step are able to identify digits correctly with an accuracy 

of around 8  fter completin  the final step where the 

networks are combined and retrained, the entire latent 

space morphs into a selection of either twos, zeros, 

5

6

5 esults of di it o   andom di its from the latent space of ase 
VAE. B) Digits sampled from the same noise vectors as A, but after further 
training using the MoVAE setup. C) MoVAE results that were rated highly 
for both criteria.

6 Digits generated using the MoGAN framework. It is trained with auxiliary 
discriminators to generate digits that look like a ‘0’ and a ‘2’ at the same 
time.

Augmenting Design ahraman  on  rachen er  inderspacher  
Zechmeister, Oguz, Menges
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or a digit in between twos and zeros. The network succeeds 

in findin  the closest  or  to an  di it from the dataset 

(compare Figure 5A and 5B). Therefore, a ‘2’ that evolved 

from a ‘1’ still has a distinct slender shape, but has become 

identifia le as a  i ure  displa s the creative potential 

of the method, where the results that are highly rated by 

both criteria are selected. 

MoGAN

While the previous experiment used the MoVAE, this exper-

iment attempts to achieve a similar result using MoGAN. 

Figure 6 shows the results that score highly in both criteria. 

The MoGAN is successful in producing novel digit patterns 

by negotiating the same two criteria. Similar to the MoVAE 

results, this is a case where the human and computer 

judgments converge: human designers also identify these 

patterns as a ‘2’ or a ‘0’, even though the network generates 

solutions that solve the challenge in different ways. The 

solution space for the two methods look similar, however, 

there are interestin  patterns specific to this method such 

as the ‘zero with a tail’ pattern seen in some designs. 

Chair Design Using MoVAE

The goal of this exercise is to use multi-objective genera-

tive networ s to desi n three dimensional chairs that fit 

into pre selected criteria  s s are si nificantl  harder 

to train in the  domain  it is extremel  difficult to train 

a stable MoGAN for chair design. The previous section 

demonstrates that the MoGAN framework can generate 

solutions that are different from those generated by MoVAE. 

However, due to stability issues regarding training 3D GANs, 

the MoVAE setup proved to be a better choice for this task 

and will be the focus of this section. 

The ShapeNet dataset was used for this exercise (Chang 

et al   hree desi n criteria are defined for the 

generation of the chairs: stability, function, and aesthetic 

preference (Figure 7). Due to the lack of available labeled 

data, ratings of each criterion had to be conducted manu-

ally. The three criteria are consciously chosen to test 

the network’s ability to assess a range of objective and 

subjective ratings. The stability factor as an objective 

rating can be calculated using a simple formula assessing 

the moment of overturning. The aesthetic preference and 

function ratin s as rather su ective criteria were defined 

by a single researcher as a categorical variable ranging 

from 0 to 10. The limitations of using a single researcher’s 

rating is apparent, nevertheless, averaging preferences of 

more researchers was not attempted at this stage of the 

research to allow an easier evaluation of the outcomes. 

Future studies should employ ratings of multiple sources 

to incorporate a wide range of aesthetic preferences. More 

detail on the labeling process can be found in the Notes [1] 

section. 

o demonstrate how each condition influences the ener-

ative process in the MoVAE framework, one auxiliary 

discriminator at a time was integrated. Figure 8 shows a 

chair generated from the same noise vector by the orig-

inal base VAE, and MoVAE. In these examples, LVAE= 0, as 

the influence of the ase enerator for evaluatin  sin le 

discriminators was not included. These results show that 

each auxiliar  networ  is a le to influence the eneration 

7

7 Three classes of ratings were purposefully chosen to test the network’s 
ability to grasp concepts with different levels of subjectiveness and 
abstraction: stability, function, and aesthetic preference.

8 The chairs in the middle are generated from a single noise vector using 
the base VAE. The multitude of chairs around it are chairs generated 
using the same noise vector after being further trained with singular 
criteria. Each row shows the effect of a singular auxiliary discriminator 
on the base VAE after further training. 8
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and grant the networks an understanding of abstract 

concepts such as stability, aesthetic preference, or func-

tion  or example  the output from o  is modified to e 

more of a leisure chair with the addition of more couch-like 

features. Its stability is visibly altered as more voxels are 

either added or subtracted. 

The results using multiple discriminators simultaneously 

are displayed in Figure 9. The outputs demonstrate that 

the network is able to negotiate between the criteria and 

increase or decrease the auxiliary discriminator outputs 

accordingly. The auxiliary discriminator determining 

leisure/work level of the chair made an impact on the 

generated results, as some of the characteristics of work 

chairs such as thinner ac rests and office chair st le 

le s are evident  he sta ilit  discriminator also influenced 

the generation by adding a level of bulkiness to the output. 

MoVAE networks with all objectives (stability, aesthetic 

preference, leisure/work) turned on at the same time were 

also trained. Adding the aesthetic preference discriminator 

changes the outcome of the generations, however, the 

reasons for these chan es are not as easil  identifia le 

as those for the other discriminators.

The ‘originality’ of the generated chairs were evaluated by 

assessing how similar the new chairs are to existing chairs 

in the dataset (similar to Wu et al. 2016) (Figure 10). The 

L2-norms of the generated outputs are compared to that 

of all the geometries in the dataset and the three that are 

least different are selected. Even though the generated 

chairs resemble the dataset, the network demonstrates 

its ability to generate novel geometries by mixing patterns 

and features found in different data  he final enerations 

display design elements that do not exist as wholes in the 

dataset. 

Other examples taken from various trained networks are 

presented in Figure 11. The latent space contains some 

unexpected results that diverge from anything that is 

found in the dataset. These ‘over-constructed’ chairs raise 

the question of how far the ‘chairness’ of a chair can be 

stretched before the concept loses its meaning, and how 

humans and computers stretch this meaning in different 

ways. While the presence of a seat is perhaps the most 

important feature in a chair for humans, a computer 

might prefer additional armrests when pushed to its limits 

(Figure 11H), or decide to remove the seat altogether for 

stability and aesthetic preference (Figure 11E). Taking both 

fi ures into account  it can e said that it ta es conflictin  

criteria to really force the MoVAE to innovate outside the 

existin  data scape  n this case  the sacrifice in the clarit  

and ‘chairness’ of the chair is a necessary price to pay. 

As designers we want to operate at the boundary of what 

is possible. By striking a balance between originality and 

precedent, the algorithm operates at this boundary. It is 

this kind of intelligence that the machines will make use of, 

in order to assist the human designer as they accept their 

role as creators of context.

CONCLUSION
he potential to use neural networ  wor flows such as 

9 Two-objective chair designs 
using the MoVAE. In both 
charts, the chair in the middle is 
generated by the base VAE. The 
X-axis is the objective given to 
the function discriminator, while 
the Y-axis is the objective given 
to the stability discriminator.

9

10

10 On the left column are the 
outputs from the MoVAE with 
different designer requests. 
On the right are the three chairs 
from the dataset with the least 
different L2-norms compared 
to the generated output. 

Augmenting Design ahraman  on  rachen er  inderspacher  
Zechmeister, Oguz, Menges
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MoVAE and MoGAN to solve complex, multi-objective design 

problems was demonstrated in this research. It illustrates 

the ability of neural networks to generate novel patterns in 

outputs by drawing from existing data. It further exempli-

fies how such a data driven approach can allow desi ners 

to externalize the task of parameterization to focus on 

curating the data and using their holistic understanding of 

the design process. The series of studies are intended as a 

proof of concept of using MoVAE and MoGAN to model the 

generative process in design problems. The usefulness of 

neural networks’ ability to understand abstract criteria is 

demonstrated, and a method to incorporate these criteria 

into the formulation of the design object is established. 

Generating such vast quantities of various novel outputs 

as demonstrated in the results is unthinkable for human 

designers in such short time frames. With the proposed 

frameworks, neural networks quickly conduct trial and 

error processes as they learn from the data and generate 

a vast array of designs. However, these methods are not 

immune to problems. As mentioned earlier, the instability of 

GANs, the increased dimensionality and the limited amount 

of available data resulted in the failure to generate satis-

factory 3D chairs using the MoGAN framework. 

As mentioned in the Methods section, gathering and manip-

ulating multiple sources for the ratings should be included 

in future research as they would allow a tailored analysis 

of how the machine is able to interpret the convergence of 

multiple customized preferences. As another future direc-

tion, a 2D generation problem with more complex criteria 

can e added to the hard and eas  difficult  pro lems 

that were tackled in this study. Finally, making these tools 

widely accessible to designers is another important future 

direction. While the development of an interface where the 

designer can interact with the computer in a more intuitive 

manner remained out of scope in this work, this subject 

needs to be addressed in order to make these tools acces-

sible to designers outside the computational design domain. 

NOTES
1. Github page for relevant codes and appendix: 

https://github.com/krz2020/.
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11 Some interesting examples of 
the chairs found in the latent 
space of various networks 
trained for the following criteria: 
A) High stability, leisure chair. 
B) Low stability, leisure chair. 
C) High stability, work chair. 
D) Low stability, work chair. 
E) High stability, aesthetically 
unpreferred, leisure chair. 
F) Low stability, aesthetically 
preferred, work chair. 
G) High stability, leisure chair. 
H) Low stability, aesthetically 
unpreferred, work chair.

12 Some 3D printed chairs that 
were designed by the networks. 
For the second and fourth 
chairs, isosurfaces were 
created from voxel represen-
tations using the Chromodoris 
plugin for Grasshopper
(Newnham 2016).
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1 Families of generated solutions 
for a single site show a range 
of characteristics based on 
compromises and trade-offs 
in optimization across multiple 
fitness parameters
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Generative Multi-Objective Performance 
Design Scenarios

ABSTRACT
Generative design offers the possibility to heuristically explore data-driven design iter-

ations durin  the desi n process  his ena les performance informed feed ac  and the 

possi ilit  for explorin  via le options with sta eholders earlier in the desi n process  

Since architectural design is a complex, nonlinear process that requires trade-offs and 

compromises amon  multiple re uirements  man  of which are in conflict with each other  

a multi-objective solver provides a spectrum of possible solutions without converging 

on a sin le optimi ed individual  his ena les a more informed desi n possi ilit  space 

that is open to colla orative decision ma in  his paper descri es the development of 

a custom multi o ective enerative desi n wor flow to visuali e families of possi le 

future building typologies with a focus on the impact of site, form, envelope performance, 

and la in  hree future desi n scenarios are enerated for three ur an  locations 

projected to grow and where progressive environmental performance stretch codes 

have een adopted  rivers such as plausi le site  procurement  financin  value chain  

and construction typology inform possibilities for built form, envelope technologies, and 

performance in relation to local codes  environment  and occupant health are trans-

formed into design inputs through urban, spatial, and environmental simulation tools for 

a “building design generator,” or a multi-objective optimizer tool that produces an array of 

possi le uildin  massin  and schematic envelope desi n options  he paper concludes 

with pointing out some of the gaps in data of current evaluation tools, the need for interop-

erability across platforms, and this points to multiple trajectories of future research 

in this area  
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INTRODUCTION
Buildin  desi n decision ma in  is an inherentl  complex 

process that requires the consideration of myriad factors 

alanced relative to each other  his process is charac-

terized by a combination of design possibility afforded by 

the site, program, and budget; the vision of the designer; 

informational input from various sta eholders ran in  

from engineers to contractors and material suppliers, to 

clients and users, to building authorities; and tacit domain 

nowled e on the part of the architectural  en ineerin  

and contractor team  terative development in form 

and aesthetics during the early design stages typically 

means that building performance software has primarily 

been used for later-stage analysis and reporting versus 

earl sta e development and feed ac ased desi n 

decision ma in  ecent software advances are ena lin  

earlier heuristic performance assessment for design 

aspects such as massing, structure, daylighting, shading, 

and climate anal sis  Built in rapid simulation en ines  

such as the recentl  launched limate tudio s adiance 

processor (Solemma 2021) and accessible user inter-

faces are ena lin  faster evaluation to e underta en  

designers, versus the time-consuming brute force methods 

of the previous eneration of simulation software  he 

majority of simulation software, however, is still typically 

designed to evaluate and optimize one to two primary 

parameters at a time, such as structural performance, or 

da li htin  and thermal anal sis  his ma es it difficult 

to be able to rapidly assess the trade-offs and balancing 

across parameters that the desi n decision ma in  

process t picall  entails  ecentl  computational desi n 

researchers and software developers have begun to turn 

toward evolutionary solvers as a way to simulate and 

inform complex decision ma in  for uildin  plannin  

and desi n performance  volutionar  solvers are a le to 

generate families of solutions with characteristics based 

on trade offs across sometimes contradictor  fitness 

parameters  hat is compellin  a out evolutionar  solvers 

is that the spectrum of possible individuals is open-ended, 

in that it leaves decisions to be made by the design team, 

rather than converging on single optimal solutions (Figure 

 his points to a reali nment in future desi n wor flows 

that ecome more inclusive of nowled e domains across 

different scales, and ultimately to a more holistic approach 

in ener  and car on reduction for uildin s  

his paper descri es the experimental development of a 

multi o ective enerative desi n wor flow and su se uent 

design scenario generation development that combines 

site-level massing with daylighting, ventilation, and basic 

ener  anal sis  he research was underta en within the 

context of research in alliance with Guardian Glass called 

he esi n colo ies of lass  his explorator  research 

aims to investi ate the most si nificant decision ma in  

drivers, paradigm shifts, and transformations within the 

ecology of building design, delivery, and real estate that 

will impact new building envelopes and future building 

typologies, with a focus on the potential impact of high-

performance la in  he wor  that follows descri es 

one thrust of the larger research efforts wherein the team 

developed a custom multi-objective generative design 

wor flow in order to speculate on and demonstrate what 

factors could drive future building typologies and, in turn, 

uildin  envelope desi n and performance   

hree different desi n scenarios were enerated in three 

ur an  locations pro ected to row in the future 

and where progressive building performance stretch 

codes i e  uildin  performance codes that surpass 

the national energy code) have been adopted: Austin 

exas  inneapolis innesota  and ashin ton   

he scenarios speculate on a plausi le site  procure-

ment  financin  value chain  and construction t polo  in 

exploring possibilities for built form, envelope technologies, 

and performance in relation to local codes, environment, 

health  and other occupant drivers  hese drivers were 

transformed into design inputs through urban, spatial and 

environmental simulation tools in the form of a “building 

design generator,” or a multi-objective optimizer tool that 

produces an array of possible building massing and sche-

matic envelope desi n options  ach scenario descri es 

and illustrates a family of possible building types for each 

cit  and then focuses on one to develop in more detail  he 

building design scenarios remain at a highly schematic 

level, their value being in the description of the process and 

assem l  of parameters and decision ma in  drivers  as 

opposed to the particular desi n outcome  

STATE OF THE ART: EVOLUTIONARY SOLVERS
he team chose to explore evolutionar  solvers for the 

scenario studies for two primar  reasons  he first was 

that our previous research has indicated that this type 

of multi o ective decision ma in  will ecome increas-

ingly prevalent in early design development, especially as 

desi ners will e as ed to meet multiple ener  perfor-

mance and financial pro forma oals simultaneousl  

durin  preliminar  desi n i ure  he second is that 

an evolutionary computational model has the capability to 

reduce idiosyncratic design bias on the part of the authors, 

and our hypothesis was that developing a tool to generate 

design possibilities would allow us to rapidly explore more 

“generic” options as well as the possibility that the genetic 

al orithm mi ht e a le to find  solutions that ma  e 

unexpected or counterintuitive
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An evolutionary solver is a computational tool that can 

e used to reach conclusions for complex pro lems  he 

concept was first developed  ohn  olland in his 

Ada tation in Natura  and Artificia  S stems olland 

 and advanced  ohn ra er in his seminal oo  

An o utionar  Architecture ra er  he underl in  

logic of evolutionary algorithms is inspired by processes 

of biological evolution, where the inheritance of genes 

and genomes, and the randomness of mutation, drive the 

evolution of a species toward a form that is best-suited to a 

particular ecolo ical niche  his process can e simulated 

for an  num er of tas s   assi nin  varia les to a model 

and then iteratin  throu h different instances of that model  

n theor  there is no limit to the complexit  of these models  

although in practice, primarily due to limits in computa-

tional power  it can ecome extremel  difficult to account 

for the accelerating complexity of a model as more vari-

a les are introduced utten 

volutionar  solvers mi ht e classified as sin le o ective  

or multi o ective  with the e  differences etween these 

methods being how input data is prepared and how the 

optimi ed results are returned to the user  n a sin le

o ective optimi ation tool  all fitness o ectives are 

com ined into a fitness function returnin  a sin le value  

his is an e uation com inin  all the optimi ation o ec-

tives alon  with all necessar  wei htin  coefficients and 

any additional variables, and produces a single, compound 

fitness value that accounts for all the enome parame-

ters  and t picall  conver es on a sin le  optimi ed value  

Because a single-objective solver typically returns a single 

solution, or several very similar solutions, there is a major 

dependence on the quality and accuracy of the model to 

return useful results  his results in scenarios where it is 

plausible that data bias, faulty assumptions, or unconsid-

ered varia les mi ht s ew the results with less opportunit  

for the human authors to ma e informed decisions a out 

the results

n contrast  a multi o ective optimi ation solver sidesteps 

the challen e of authorin  a sin le fitness function  

accommodatin  several fitness values  he solver searches 

the desi n space for the most fit  enot pes  e innin  

with a pool of random combinations and re-evaluating over 

2 Diagram illustrating the current 
paradigm of an incremental 
approach to simulation and 
optimization (left) and a sche-
matic diagram illustrating 
the proposed method, with an 
inte rated wor flow and simul-
taneous optimi ation ri ht

A simple representation of a 
two-parameter search-space 
evolution, where optimal 
solutions have a high Z-height 
as a function of their X- and 
Y parameters  

4 he search space visuali ation 
from the evolutionary solver, 
with a single instance selected 
from the Pareto front (illus-
trated with a grey mesh on the 
scatter plot  his instance is 
also plotted against three axes 
to illustrate its relative values as 
a set of trade offs  

4
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subsequent generations to converge towards a spectrum 

of increasingly optimal solutions, some of which may opti-

mize one variable at the expense of all others, and some of 

which might attempt to satisfy all criteria to a lower stan-

dard i ure  his multi o ective optimi ation is ased on 

a concept ta en from economics nown as areto efficienc  

or the areto front or frontier  n theor  all the solutions 

that exist along the Pareto front are equally optimal, absent 

an  external su ective preferences ierlin er  

Because the solver returns a range of solutions along this 

optimal boundary, it requires an external decision to eval-

uate which of the collection is the most appropriate for the 

specific situation  and as such returns a enc  ac  to the 

desi ner as decision ma er i ure 

na led  cloud computin  and the maturation of machine 

learning algorithms, driven by increasingly complex 

performance requirements as well as the need to engage 

sta eholders in the earl  process of desi n development  

parametric generative design software is emerging as a 

way for designers and developers to explore data-driven 

options for design possibilities while optimizing for multiple 

pro ect re uirements and constraints ilson  n the 

past several years, a number of generative design engines 

have emerged, with several geared toward site develop-

ment and earl sta e desi n space  hese include the cout 

software developed  architecture firm ohn edersen 

ox https ui pf com scout  utodes s ro ect efiner  

Beta www autodes com campai ns refiner eta  

ensler s enerative esi n ool for odular Buildin s 

www ensler com ri enerative desi n tool for modu-

lar-buildings), the startup generative site design engines 

pacema er www spacema erai com  par www

h par io  and i ital Blue oam www di ital luefoam com  

and idewal  a s  recentl  launched enerative ur an 

desi n software called elve www sidewal la s com

products delve  elve  for example  uses machine learnin  

to generate and assess the impact of “millions of design 

possi ilities for a iven pro ect   optimi in  across finan-

cial, environmental, and quality of life indicators so that 

urban development teams can “discover” best performing 

site desi n options for pro ects hena  iven that 

all of these evolutionary solvers were still in early stages 

of commercial software development at the time this wor  

was started in early 2020, and since few incorporated 

energy modeling and advanced envelope design parame-

ters, the team developed its own custom tool and interface 

that could combine building massing and typology with 

schematic envelope  climate  and da li htin  performance  

METHODS: SCENARIO AND EVOLUTIONARY 
SOLVER DEVELOPMENT
Design Scenario Selection and Parameters

A scenario-based design research approach was adopted 

for this stud  cenario plannin  is a disciplined method 

for imagining possible futures” that is capable of exploring 

combined impacts of multiple uncertainties and various 

factors, are able to capture elements that “cannot be 

formally such as new regulations, value shifts, or inno-

vation,” and “organizes those possibilities into narratives 

that are easier to grasp and use than great volumes of 

data  choemacher   his method is valua le 

in its ability to generate an array of future possibilities, 

stemmin  from the identification of asic future trends 

and uncertainties  as well as their ac round parame-

ters  his ma es for an accommodative research method 

that is conscious against possible bias toward any one or 

particular set of drivers  he primar  oal of the scenarios 

is not to predict the future but instead to challenge mind-

sets and assumptions about how the future might unfold in 

addition to sponsoring curiosity, learning, and anticipatory 

decision ma in

Buildin s are specific to their particular site  ur an  and 

regulatory context and order to develop the scenarios, 

specific sites in  cities were chosen  ossi le ur an 

locations for testing out the design impacts of the 

concerned drivers were identified  overla in  data 

on growing residential and commercial construction 

mar ets in the  with that of municipalities with nota le 

comprehensive ur an development policies  specificall  

those concerned with advanced uildin  ener  efficienc  

codes and health standards  s such  three cities  ustin  

inneapolis  and ashin ton   were selected  with a 

twent  ear future hori on of  hese cities were 

also chosen for their respective variability in climatic 

and geographic conditions relative to each other, and for 

different transformations in the context of climate chan e  

he team chose possi le development site options  iden-

tifying underutilized or undeveloped land in growth areas 

identified  the cities  respective ur an masterplans  e  

parameters guiding the design development across the 

three sites include the building program, procurement 

and ownership model, developer and design consultancy, 

mar et se ment  and construction technolo   host of 

other drivers also participated in the design process and 

are summari ed in i ure  ll speculative uildin s are 

either in the mid- or high-rise category, and all antici-

pate some level of pre-manufactured component-based 

construction  he latter construction method was priori-

tized based on research and indicators that prefabricated, 

modular, and factory-built construction is projected to 
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5 Summary of scenario design 
drivers for Austin, Minneapolis, 
and ashin ton 

grow, especially in multi-unit residential construction 

prioritizing low-cost and high performance project delivery 

Bertram et al  

Evolutionary Solver Tool Development

his research prompted the development of a demonstra-

tion wor flow to explore the three desi n scenarios  he 

wor flow is uilt in the hino rasshopper  envi-

ronment for its high degree of customization and a rich 

ecosystem of plugin tools for both design optimization and 

uildin  performance simulation  he pro ect demanded a 

degree of architectural elaboration and formal differenti-

ation, so while the fundamental logic of the tool remained 

consistent across all three site proposals, the generative 

logic of massing geometry was tuned to meet the proposed 

building typologies, site scales, and proposed construction 

methods  fter eneratin  a uildin  massin  iteration  the 

tool processes the geometry for quantitative evaluation 

usin  three primar  evaluation tools  he method uses the 

ad u  and one ee oudsari et al   plu ins for 

climate and thermal behavior simulation, which connect 

rasshopper  to ner lus  adiance  a sim  and 

pen tudio  hese were selected over other availa le 

environmental tools for their high degree of customization 

and flexi ilit  in confi uration  ro ust support resources  

and ualit  of visual output  he tool uses the ctopus 

multi-objective solver for the evolutionary optimization 

of massin  schemes erlin er  uantitative infor-

mation about a selected scheme was aggregated and 

displa ed in a visuali ation dash oard within the hino 

modeling environment using Proving Ground’s Conduit 

software iller  he immediate feed ac  a out the 

relative enefits of a particular scheme is well suited to the 

early-stage, scenario-based comparative study that the 

research anticipates will be an increasingly important step 

in data informed desi n practice i ure 

his pro ect posed several challen es in terms of compu-

tation re uirements as existin  tools ta e different 

approaches  ome solutions simpl  run intensive simu-

lations for each iteration and accept the cost of high 

computin  time  thers sometimes pre compute values 

and then call on a stored database during optimization as 

a wa  to accelerate the process   third approach is to 

use metrics based only on model geometry, rather than 

additional simulation data generated with a plugin engine 
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6 Multi-optimization tool 
wor flow  Base eometr  
from the hino wor space is 
fed into Grasshopper, where 
it is anal ed with ad u

one ee via ner lus idf 
files  hese simulations are 
logged in the Octopus solver, 
which directs the process to 
repeat toward a convergence 
alon  a areto ront  he infor-
mation about these optimized 
solutions is displayed in the 
wor space via a visuali ation 
dash oard usin  onduit

(using distances of points to planes, tallying vector inter-

sections  etc  ur own demonstration tool applies each of 

these methods in different cases when appropriate: some 

solar simulations are calculated in real time, some thermal 

simulation values are calculated ahead of time and stored 

in a data set, and some measurements are produced based 

on internal model eometr

ather than produce a conclusive optimal  solution for 

each design site, we present several solutions within 

the Pareto optimal family to demonstrate how a range of 

solutions can supply designers with quantitative analysis 

a out the su ective desi n decisions ein  made  he 

fitness oals for each site were selected to e adversarial 

and demand trade-offs from one another, in order to better 

visualize the constraints of the solution search space 

ilson  he fitness oals that were incorporated 

in the models varied slightly for each site relative to local 

climate and heating versus cooling priority, and included  

uildin  densit   orientation and views  massin  solar 

exposure  da li htin  and envelope area  he  are listed in 

more detail in the results and discussion for each scenario  

DESIGN SCENARIO RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Austin Design Scenario

he chosen scenario desi n site is located ad acent to 

the campus of the niversit  of exas at ustin  suita le 

for mixed use housin  and commercial use  he devel-

opment scenario chosen is a fully vertically integrated 

design, development, construction and property manage-

ment company leveraging volumetric, prefabricated 

modular residential unit construction through advanced 

construction technologies towards mass customization of 

residential units  he choice of modular construction has 

definitive impacts on the possi le solutions produced 

by the generative design tool due to the inherent con-

straints of the modules

he desi n scenario for ustin explores desi n options 

with a high surface area and plenty of opportunity for 

self-shading and natural ventilation, responding through 

ph sical means to the hot and dr  climate of southern exas 

i ure  he selected fitness o ectives for this site are

• Maximize adequate daylight

• Minimize glare

• Maximize naturally ventilated thermal comfort 

in summer months

• aximi e units with views of campus landmar s

he input parameters allow for a randomi ation of massin  

strategy based on a gridded aggregating method, where 

prefa ricated modular units can e stac ed around the 

perimeter of the podium, as well as subtracted to create 

“punches” through the facade to encourage wind-driven 

ventilation to the inner court ards  he window to wall 

7 Families of individual massing prioritizing different performance 
optimization: the most viable options evolve from compromises
across parameters
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9

ratio of the desi n is  with factor installed  

triple-pane glass with operable units to maximize the 

opportunity for natural ventilation in the hot and dry Austin 

climate  he court ards and stac in  strate  also provide 

ample accessi le outdoor space for residents  iven 

the modular prefabricated construction technique, this 

model developed and analyzed each separate unit type for 

daylight and thermal comfort and this data could then be 

called up during the optimization sequence and fed into 

the algorithm as proxy data based on the parameters of a 

iven solution  ach unit t pe was also assi ned a vari-

a le shade alcon  component  nits with a hi h solar 

exposure were assigned deep shading geometry, while 

units with low solar exposure were assigned shallow 

8

8 hese four individuals from the 
pareto front illustrate some of 
the variations and trends within 
the solution set for the Austin 
scenario

9 Solution Z chosen for further 
development in Austin: a color 
coded floor plate wireframe 
shows different programs 
corresponding to the output 
data in the toolbar at left (left); 
and schematic design develop-
ment of self-shaded envelope, 
interior courtyards and terraces 
(right)
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shadin  eometr  e also proposed a simple s stem to 

randomize facade offsets to contribute to the effects of 

self-shading as a method to reduce incident solar radiation 

at the la ed facade surfaces  he results from this stud  

demonstrate the competin  oals i ure 8  olutions with 

high numbers of north-facing units have high scores for 

da li ht ualit  solution  while solutions with primaril  

east-facing windows have poor daylight quality but clear 

views of the niversit  campus solution  olutions 

with a high proportion of single loaded units tend to have 

the best scores for natural ventilation, particularly when 

the massing is oriented to allow access from the prevailing 

southern wind  olution  has a ver  hi h patial a li ht 

Autonomy (SDA) score, at the expense of also having high 

lare  olution  is a compromise across oals  with low 

envelope solar exposure, some views toward the campus, 

and a alance etween sufficient da li ht and overlit lare  

his was chosen to e developed to a hi her resolution 

i ure 

Minneapolis Design Scenario

he chosen scenario desi n site is sf rownfield at 

the urban periphery and targeted by the city’s master plan 

as a future medium to high density transit-oriented devel-

opment area  ollowin  the inneapolis  development 

uidelines www minneapolis com  we explored a 

catalo ue of uildin  t polo ies and ur an loc  confi u-

rations  ere  the construction t polo  selected is heav  

timber highrise with panelized prefabricated envelopes that 

can e craned into place and assem led with uic  sin le

pass construction practices  he selected fitness o ectives 

for this scenario are:

• inimi e total eat oss orm actor

• Maximize street level solar access

• Maximize greenhouse solar access

his desi n scenario has enerall  tried to propose 

buildings with a high level of compactness as a method 

for reducin  winter heat loss  his can e uantified as 

eat oss orm actor  or the ratio of floor area to thermal 

envelope area  e explore this pro ect as a promisin  

application for speculative  hi h performance triple

pane glazing, and that with this high-quality envelope the 

minimally-conditioned greenhouse spaces might prove 

occupiable as winter gardens even in the cold Minnesota 

climate  he residential volumes of the pro ect have a 

window to wall ratio of  in line with the inneapolis 

development uideline

Different building types each host a different greenhouse 

typology: some greenhouses sit on the main podium, some 

are nested onto terraces, and some sit within the primary 

mass of a tower  he script isolates the eometr  of the 

greenhouse spaces and evaluates their solar exposure 

independently of the rest of the building geometry as a way 

to test the alance of useful solar radiation i ure  

Overall, it was found that many of the solutions with the 

est scores for sufficient solar exposure at street level 

were the solutions with low scores for useful greenhouse 

radiation  primaril  ecause of the terrace confi urations 

solutions  and  Buildin s which terrace towards the 

south and provide sufficient space for useful reenhouses 

will e taller at their northern face and will loc  more 

sun at the pedestrian ones to their north  onversel  a 

building which terraces down to the north will offer more 

sunlight to the pedestrian zone, but this massing strategy 

will introduce unproductive self-shading at the spaces 

which require solar radiation to be most effective and 

efficient solution  hese sacrifices and compromises 

are visi le in the selected solutions presented in i ure  

he iteration at the ur an scale a re ation which est 

demonstrated compromise etween fitness oals solution 

 has een developed further i ure 

Washington, DC Design Scenario

he chosen scenario desi n site in ashin ton   is 

located within the downtown commercial urban core 

in close proximity to the Convention Center and other 

prominent commercial and federal landmar s  he devel-

opment scenario selected is a large commercial real 

estate developer, manufacturer, and property operator 

and the construction typology is hybrid construction with 

prefa ricated uniti ed lass facades  iven the primaril  

commercial and office uses  the proposals for this scenario 

inte rate  standards www wellcertified com  for 

holistic, human-oriented building performance into a quan-

titative framewor  for optimi ation  he fitness o ectives 

we selected for this study are:

• inimi ewor space area within  of windows 

 tandard 

• aximi e exterior terrace area  tandard 

• Maximize exterior view quality

• Minimize building envelope area

he uildin  mass enerations are produced throu h 

a carving/subtraction logic as a way to both introduce 

daylight into the depth of the building and as a way to 

enerate outdoor terraces a ove the round plane  his 

pro ect has a hi h window to wall ratio of  which is 

accommodated with the use of speculative  super 

hi h performin  vacuum insulated la in  units  his 

envelope system enables a reduction in lighting demand 
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11

without an increase in coolin  ener  expense  he facade 

system proposes a typical cassette dimension across the 

facade  within which the confi uration of the la in  lites 

is variable depending on the orientation of the unit and 

its expected solar exposure  acade units facin  to the 

east and west tend to feature vertical shading to reduce 

morning and afternoon glare, while units facing South have 

more horizontal shading to protect from midday overhead 

solar ain  Between these two conditions is a spectrum 

of possi le confi urations which produces a radient of 

glazing units and contributes to a more coherent architec-

tural aesthetic

10 hese four solutions ener-
ated from the design engine 
show the preferences of some 
solutions and some of the 
possible compromises for the 
Minneapolis scenario

11 Solution Z chosen for further 
development in Minneapolis:  
the solver produces color 
coded surfaces to rapidly 
assess massing and program 
distribution (right); based on this, 
schematic facades are devel-
oped, driven by logics of heavy 
timber structure and panelized 
modular construction (right)
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(solution “Z”) balances these criteria; the scenario attempts 

to balance the compactness of the building’s massing to 

reduce conditionin  demand  with the need to rea  up the 

building mass for both daylight access and as a response to 

an architectural need for thoughtful and responsible urban 

desi n i ure  arved voids and terraces introduce 

outdoor space through the building while also helping to 

he results from the solver tool su est several formal 

trends i ure  olutions which prioriti e compact-

ness typically do so at the expense of view quality and 

window access solution  olutions with a hi h score 

for window access and view quality tend to feature more, 

smaller cuts to the building mass with a high envelope area 

solutions  and  he solution selected for the  site 

12

12 hese four possi le solutions 
generated by the solver show 
the preferences of some 
solutions and some of the 
possible compromises for the 

ashin ton   scenario

Floor plate view mode of the 
solver illustrates the spatial 
relationships of different 
program areas, paired with 

uantifia le feed ac  metrics 
(left); schematic envelope devel-
opment elaborates on the high 
performance variable cassette 
glazing units that create a 
continuous visual aesthetic 
across the facade (right)
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improve daylight access to the interior and aesthetic 

effects are produced by the variable cassette window 

eometr  

REFLECTIONS AND CONCLUSION
he multi o ective desi n decision ma in  wor flow and 

the design scenarios simulated through this research 

aim to simultaneously explore future tools for design 

decision ma in  and  usin  these tools  develop a frame-

wor  for speculation for how future uildin  t polo ies 

might be impacted by advances in envelope technology, 

combined with advances in  design and construction 

value chains, in the context of  increasingly strin-

gent local codes for energy performance and human 

health and well ein  he development of a pre alpha  

generative multi-objective design solver allowed our 

team to not only explore how various drivers might 

impact building design typologies and high perfor-

mance envelope decision ma in  in the future  ut also 

to understand the aps in nowled e and data for the 

future of enerative solvers themselves  

Of these various drivers assessed within the project, 

the most impactful with regard to building typology and 

built form continues to in fact be the building site, closely 

followed by the structural and construction system 

used  ith re ard to the former  compact ur an sites 

provide far more constraints on formal possi ilities  

n the latter  prefa ricated  modular  and mass tim er 

construction s stems which are anticipated to row 

due to their ability to deliver high energy performance 

and construction quality with decreased construction 

time and cost have clear implications on uildin  form 

possi ilities due to their dimensional and tectonic lo ics  

hese potential differences and their opportunities are 

demonstrated across the three scenarios, which each 

model different degrees of prefabricated and modular 

construction s stems  

onstruction cost  a si nificant ma or driver in uildin  

design, was not able to be explored in the scenarios due 

to the distance in the future, the volatility in construction 

mar ets and suppl  chains ein  currentl  experienced  

and the ver  specific and fra mented domain nowl-

edge of the construction industry that has not been 

a le to produce relia le data on construction costs   

future evolutionary solver tied to real procurement and 

cost data from the contractor’s side would represent a 

revolution in the uildin  desi n process  hat said  the 

cost of the building envelope, whether glass or other, 

will continue to be one of the highest costs of a building, 

and thus minimi in  the envelope to floor area ratio will 

continue to e a ma or driver for clients and developers  

hile computational desi n and performance simulation 

can generate and evaluate complex building geometries 

with reater ease and efficienc  simpler eometries are 

anticipated to continue to be preferred from an energy 

efficienc  and cost aspect  still prioriti in  rectilinear and 

modular uilt forms

Overall, this research anticipates that the future of design 

decision ma in  will increasin l  depend on complex 

informational models  hese models are however onl  as 

accurate as the information and data they contain, and at 

the moment there are enormous gaps in data available to 

desi ners  his ran es from data on material performance  

to construction costs, to life-cycle assessment, to post-oc-

cupanc  s stems performance  or example  at the outset 

of the project, the team had also hoped to include embodied 

car on  or whole uildin  life c cle assessment B  

as a parameter in the multi optimi ation software  owever  

further investigation of possible tools revealed gaps in reli-

a le data for current tools errero arcia  as well 

as a specific lac  of data for some of the ma or materials 

our team was investigating such as emerging triple-glazed 

and  envelope units  he more accurate and detailed 

information for various building systems can be, the more 

effectivel  it can e inte rated into decision ma in  and 

performance evaluation platforms  rovided the ri ht infor-

mation, generative tools allow the interrogation of multiple 

models in a rapid se uence  arametric tools desi ned to 

test the material properties of a project allow designers to 

find appropriate solutions for an  iven t polo  n conclu-

sion it can be stated that the continuous development of 

hi hl  flexi le desi n tool sets that adapt uic l  to as wide 

a possible variety of given conditions allow design teams to 

respond to future environmental and societal needs
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ABSTRACT
Understanding the qualitative aspect of space is essential in architectural design. However,

the development of computational design tools has lacked features to comprehend archi-

tectural quality that involves perceptual and phenomenological aspects of space. The

advancement in machine learning opens up a new opportunity to understand spatial

qualities as a data-driven approach and utilize the gained information to infer or derive

the qualitative aspect of architectural space. This paper presents an experimental unsu-

pervised encoding framework to learn the qualitative features of architectural space by

using isovist and deep learning techniques. It combines stochastic isovist sampling with

Variational Autoencoder (VAE) model and clustering method to learn and extract spatial

patterns from thousands of floor plan data. The developed framework will enable the

encoding of architectural spatial qualities into quantifiable features to improve the comput-

ability of spatial qualities in architectural design.
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INTRODUCTION
Spatial Recognition in Architecture

While the notion of space and spatial qualities has been

central in architectural design, the development of archi-

tectural computational tools has lacked features to

comprehend such abstract spatial qualities and weigh

itself into a more concrete geometric representation of

the architecture (Bhatt, Schulz and Huang 2012). The

recent development in spatial recognition and informatics

has attempted to address the problem and provides a

foundational agenda to create a human-centered compu-

tational design. By borrowing machine vision and spatial

recognition techniques, we propose a framework to make

architectural space machine learnable and searchable,

thus assisting the computability of architectural space.

This research investigates computational encoding tech-

niques to identify, extract, and compare architectural

spatial qualities using isovist representation and deep

learning methods. Isovist is defined as a set of all points

visible from a given point in an environment as a repre-

sentation of perception of space (Benedikt 1979). Isovist

representation offers a reading of machine learnable

architectural patterns that encompass phenomenological

and morphological aspects of space. Deep learning algo-

rithms are developed to identify the hypothetical statistical

structures from the data, called manifolds, to automatically

perform actions or inferences (Goodfellow, Bengio, and

Courville 2016).  It is assumed that the spatial properties

can exist in such manifolds for machines to learn and utilize

the information to infer or derive particular architectural

qualities without the need for high-level formalization.

Deep Learning Isovist

Although research on utilizing isovist in architectural and

urban analytics has been well developed for a couple of

decades, deep learning techniques for isovist encoding

are still relatively rare. A notable study is a work of (Leduc,

Chaillou, and Ouard 2011), which couples isovists field with

digital signal processing technique, Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT), to express isovist as a sum of its periodic compo-

nents. As such, a clustering algorithm could be performed

to classify a pedestrian surrounding space based on the

discrete Fourier analysis of isovist data. Nevertheless,

the authors suggest that the proposed encoding method

perhaps will not yield much differentiation for a more

complex environment and propose extending the research

with a more significant number of sampling and a more

complete Fourier analysis function.

The advancement of machine learning opens up a new

episode of spatial analysis in architecture. One of few

attempts in architectural research is the use of gener-

ated labeled 2D depth map images of 3D isovist from a

set of spatial prototypes for training a deep convolu-

tional neural network classifier using purely supervised

learning (Peng et al. 2017). The classifier can then identify

several predefined spatial patterns in a particular area

of analyzed architecture. Supervised learning assumes

assigned classes from which the neural networks are

trained to automate the classification. On the other hand,

unsupervised learning aims to discover the emerging

classes that reflect similarities and differences in the data.

Unsupervised classifiers in isovist spatial analysis can lead

to new typologies that integrate the perceptual, phenome-

nological, and programmatic aspects of space (Derix and

Jagannath 2014).

Some architectural relevant experiments of unsupervised

machine learning of isovist are found in the domain of

machine vision to provide a shared machine-human spatial

for autonomous mobile robots. Sedlmeier and Feld (2018)

construct and apply an unsupervised clustering algorithm

to 6-dimensional feature vectors of isovist descriptor,

as described in Benedikt (1979), and extract meaningful

spatial structures from a building floor plan such as rooms,

corridors, and doorways. An unsupervised deep learning

application in isovist data can be found in Feld et al. (2018),

which uses VAE and isovist representation to learn the

semantically meaningful encoding of spatial-temporal

trajectory data. The works above demonstrate the possi-

bility of learning meaningful spatial patterns from isovist

representation using deep learning methods. However, the

data used in the experiment was still minimal; expanding

the study using a larger dataset will leverage the capacity

of deep learning models for architectural analysis. This

research aims to extend the research of deep learning of

isovists in extracting the significant qualitative aspects

of architectural design by establishing a workflow that

consists of the sampling, learning, and clustering of isovist

data.

2
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METHODS: 
REPRESENTATION LEARNING OF ISOVIST
This study developed a framework for unsupervised

encoding of architectural space by learning the spatial

representation of isovists using deep learning techniques

(Figure 3). The framework aims to extract meaningful

spatial patterns from the given dataset. The experiments

employ various tools for respective stages of (a) isovist

sampling, (b) representation learning, and (c) fingerprint

modeling. The dataset preparation and isovist sampling

are conducted using custom Grasshopper scripts. The

consequent stages are conducted in a Python local envi-

ronment. A custom TensorFlow implementation of the VAE

deep learning algorithm is used to learn and encode the

isovists into a 16-dimensional feature vector. Scikit-learn

implementation of -means clustering is used to cluster and

classify the encoded isovists and floor plan data (Pedregosa

et al. 2011).

Isovist Sampling

As experimental data, a publicly available dataset of

approximately five thousand floor plan drawings of house

apartments from the Finland region is used (Kalervo et al.

2019). The dataset is comprised of scaled, annotated floor

plan drawings in SVG format. The wall and floor infor-

mation are extracted from the dataset, divided into 85%

training set, 10% evaluation set, and 5% test set. A custom

Grasshopper script is used to sample the isovists from

the defined floor area stochastically. The isovist size and

sampling density determine the amount of information

sampled from the given data on an architectural scale. In

this case, we assume an isovist radius of 5m and density

of one sample point per 1 m2 as pragmatic human scale

(Turner et al. 2001). For transforming the isovist samples

into machine learnable features, discretization of isovist

in polar coordinate with a regular angle (Figure 4) is used

to create a function of radial distances. In this experiment,

the isovists are sampled into 256 radials that give enough

spatial resolution in architectural scale (Leduc, Chaillou,

and Ouard 2011).

4

3 The workflow of unsupervised deep learning for architectural spatial pattern recognition

4 Isovist sampling
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Representational Learning

Unsupervised machine learning algorithms extract the

spatial information from the isovist features and cluster

the captured spatial patterns. The results of the clus-

tering process will be used as a semantic index for isovist

sampling and provide a base for spatial fingerprints

modeling.

The first step of representation learning is the extraction

of spatial patterns from isovist samples using autoen-

coders. Autoencoder is an unsupervised artificial neural

network designed to learn the encoding of input data in a

lower-dimensional internal representation and reconstruct

it back to match the input data (Goodfellow et al. 2016).

Autoencoders are designed to learn a specific internal

representation from the data by enforcing particular

constraints during encoding and decoding data. As such,

autoencoders are forced to learn the features needed

the most to reconstruct the input, and are thus poten-

tially effective in learning meaningful features from the

data. Variational Autoencoders (VAE) is a more advanced

implementation of autoencoders that assume continuous

probabilistic distribution in the internal representational

space, thus improving the learning results' generalizability

(Kingma and Welling 2014). In this experiment, the VAE

model is trained to learn the compact representation of

isovists. After training, the encoder of the trained VAE is

thus being used to encode the isovists into 16-dimensional

feature vectors (Figure 5).

K-means clustering algorithm is used to cluster the

encoded isovist. The number of clusters is determined by

using an elbow method by increasing the number of clus-

ters while measuring the variation within the clusters. The

elbow point of the curve occurs when having more clusters

will not significantly decrease the variation of data in the

clusters, thus indicating the optimum number of clusters.

This experiment uses an automatic curve’s knee detection

to determine the number of clusters (Satopaa et al. 2011).

As the algorithm groups similar data to a cluster, the

resulting clusters capture recurring spatial patterns from

the floor plans and provide semantic vocabulary for spatial

indexing.

Fingerprints Modeling

The clustering results from the previous stage are used as

the index to label each floor plan in the dataset, providing

spatial semantic that can be used to compare different

floor plans (Figure 6). There are two strategies of spatial

fingerprints modeling that are envisioned from the resulting

isovist clusters. The first strategy is to create a feature

vector for each plan by using the weighted mean of the

corresponding cluster to represent the general morpho-

logical characteristic of the plan (Figure 6b). Comparing

the floor plans can be done by measuring the distance

between the feature vectors. This simple strategy will not

accurately result in finding similar floor plans but rather

provide analogical results that expand to different floor

plans that potentially share similar morphological charac-

teristics. A clustering of floor plans has been done by using

5 Encoding Isovist Features.
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these feature vectors; the results will be discussed in the

following section.

The second strategy is to combine the isovist semantic

with the graph of isovist co-visibility (Figure 6c). Both the

topological and morphological information of the plan will

be incorporated into one fingerprint model. The possibility

of decomposing and clustering the graph into subgraphs

allows the discovery of spatial patterns from different

granularity in which isovist semantic nodes will be essen-

tial to introduce a morphological aspect to graph-based

spatial fingerprints. A set of graphs with semantic from

isovist clusters has been extracted from the data. Further

work will develop on the embedded information to identify

the spatial pattern by using graph matching (Langenhan

et al. 2013), graph clustering (Schaeffer 2007), and graph

embedding (Goyal and Ferrara 2018).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: TOWARD MACHINE 
UNDERSTANDING OF SPACE
Encoded Isovists

From the VAE encoding and K-means clustering process,

16 unlabeled clusters of isovist are identified as spatial

prototypes (Figure 7). These spatial prototypes represent

the basic spatial elements that correspond to certain

spatial morphology and qualities. The clusters will provide

a semantic basis for spatial classification and recognition

in the next stage of research. By decomposing the morpho-

logical features of architecture, these spatial prototypes

can be used as a building block for generative modeling

that uses spatial qualities as its defining parameters.

Further work will expand the generative potential of these

decomposed spatial elements and leveraging its emerging

semantic classification.

6

7

6 Spatial fingerprinting:
the isovist classes are used
as a feature vector and semantic
node of the topological graph.

7 Clustering of isovists based
on its encoding
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8 T-SNE visualization of floor plan clusters based on its feature vector
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Data-driven Typology

The floor plans are classified by using the K-means clus-

tering algorithm of the weighted mean of occurrences for

each spatial prototype as floorplan fingerprints in which

the number of clusters is determined by the elbow method.

The visual observation of the plan shows some recurring

spatial pattern that characterizes each cluster, such as

orientation, the geometry of the spaces, and configuration

complexity (Figure 8). The clustering result indicates the

possibility of unsupervised architectural spatial recognition

from isovist representation without prior semantic labeling.

This approach could offer a computational approach to

allow an empirical, data-driven understanding of architec-

tural spatial patterns. Furthermore, the extracted pattern

could provide a robust spatial fingerprint that relies less

on human-made semantic labels that reduce labor in orga-

nizing architectural spatial information.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study proposes a framework for unsupervised

encoding of architectural space by learning the spatial

representation of isovists using deep learning techniques.

The work contributes to developing and investigating

computational encoding techniques to identify, extract,

and compare architectural spatial patterns that reflect

space's phenomenological and morphological features.

The framework, therefore, provides a basis for further

investigation of perceptual space that is machine learnable

and searchable. The results obtained from the experi-

ment show the potential use of the developed techniques

to extract different architectural spatial patterns without

prescribed semantic labels. Therefore, the framework aims

to improve the computability of spatial qualities to be inte-

grated into architecture design and analysis.

Work in progress consists of incorporating semantic

nodes from isovist clusters with their topological informa-

tion to compare spatial quality in different granularity. By

combining the topological structure of isovist co-visibility,

graph-related techniques such as graph clustering, graph

matching, and graph embedding can be implemented to

improve the classification and spatial pattern recognition

task. Since the VAE algorithm only learns the recurring

spatial pattern from isovist data, the salient and unique

properties are left out in the encoding process. Some

research in deep learning has addressed this issue, and

future implementation is envisioned. Possible extension of

the developed framework to 3-dimensional architectural

space is also anticipated in the future work of the study.
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Machine learning digital dataset creation 
for robotic pottery fabrication

1

ABSTRACT
Clay is one of the foundational materials in art and architecture, traced in the development 

of mud walls and adobe structures, and showcased in utilitarian and ornamental pottery. 

Wheel throwing is the process of shaping clay mainly into symmetrical objects, a complex 

craft in which the master potter has the knowledge and skill to manipulate the clay into the 

fi nal design of various physical objects. This project explores how machine learning can be 

used to translate the richness and complexity of wheel throwing for digital fabrication. 

In this paper we present a surrogate digital dataset for robotic fabrication and geometric 

prediction used to train neural networks and provide a bridge between digital fabrication 

and handcraft. We report on the parametric model that abstracts wheel throwing as the 

interaction between a rotating mass and a given set of forces, as well as on data wrangling 

methods, dataset composition considerations, and training methodology. We present two 

models, one in which geometry is predicted based on a given set of forces, and a second 

in which forces are predicted based on a given geometry. Lastly, we give a critical assess-

ment of the predictions of both networks and discuss future steps. 
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INTRODUCTION
Clay is a natural material that has been used in architec-

ture for centuries due to its plasticity, formal variability, 

and structural strength gained after firing. Reinforced 

concrete became the building material of choice during the 

modernist era, hence historicizing clay bricks; nonethe-

less, clay has resurfaced in contemporary practice with 

renewed design potential attached to the ceramic module 

(Keuning 2007). It is, however, not only in modularity but 

also in material plasticity that clay offers a solution to 

contemporary designs of complex geometric expression 

(Sabin 2010). With the rise in use of digital tools for fabri-

cation, different methods to interact with clay have been 

developed—from extruded 3D printed buildings, as seen in 

the work of Rael and San Fratello's Casa Covida (Rael and 

San Fratello 2020) or Mario Cucinella and WASP’s TECLA 

housing prototype (Cucinella 2021), to optimization of brick 

modules through wire cutting (Andreani and Bechthold 

2014), or pairing of oscillating wire cutting with adaptive 

pick-and-place production for brick panel assemblies 

(Rossi et al. 2021). Many of these projects showcase hard-

ware and software advances to print with clay and all the 

incongruences that this process presents. Sabin goes as 

far as to explore the outer edges of 3D printing by changing 

from orthotropic layer deposition to woven-like extrusions 

that cure on pre-formed plaster molds. In so doing, Sabin 

explores a live feedback loop that allows the user/designer 

to actively interact with the printing path, and therefore 

introduce “human error” or a “maker’s mark” (Sabin et al. 

2018). 

Our project expands on the idea of the maker’s mark 

outside of the world of 3D printing. Rather than program-

ming a robotic arm to interact in an additive or subtractive 

manner, our project aims to recreate the clay throwing 

process, based on the analysis and translation of a pottery 

wheel into a parametric model. This makes the creation 

of continuous smooth surfaces that carry the mark of the 

maker. By challenging the typical 3D printing operation, 

we free forms from design constraints that lack advanced 

material intelligence (Chronis et al. 2017) and create a path 

that can best interact with the material and all its strengths. 

In doing so, we provide a critical response to the short-

comings of clay 3D printing and aim to enhance knowledge 

inherited from craftspeople. As a point of departure, our 

project first considers the material properties of clay, as 

taught to us by master potters, and then develops a method 

of emulation of their craft.

Wheel throwing utilizes rotational kinetic energy in combina-

tion with manual forces, an action in which various phys-

ical phenomena have an impact. Parameters considered 

include the velocity of the wheel, the moment of inertia as 

the clay distributes its mass around the central axis, and 

the distinct and multiple manual pressures applied with one 

or two hands. As master potters pull upwards or push side-

ways, altering the thickness of the surface, they compact 

the clay changing its molecular arrangement and, in so 

doing, improve its tectonic performance (Roux and Corbetta 

1989). Nordmoen's humanMADE robot uses Machine 

Learning, a genetic algorithm, and a single silicone human-

like finger to generate novel designs on the pottery wheel 

(Nordmoen 2021). Nordmoen’s project is focused on ques-

tioning the notions of unique and handmade in opposition 

to machine-made, limiting its scope to the replacement of 

human creativity. In contrast, our project builds on human 

creativity, analyzing it, and developing the initial stages of 

a manufacturing process that can expand into architec-

tural application. A primary shortcoming of human-made 

pottery is in the scale of the manufacturing—for example, 

controlling the thickness of the pot’s walls becomes expo-

nentially more difficult as the pot grows in width and height, 

and the width and height of the pot is limited by the potter's 

arm length. A new method of robotic fabrication will provide 

a path to overcome these shortcomings. 

Our project considers multiple forces interacting, both 

in the axial movement of the wheel and in the combined 

forces of both hands, resulting in the simulation of 

geometric and tectonic transformation of clay. An initial 

attempt to collect data through film and hand tracking 

with the OpenCV library yielded two hours of recordings 

and ten original physical pots. However, this method of 

data collection proved to be inadequate since the potter 

at times would obstruct the view for hand tracking, and 

hands became covered in clay which further obfuscated 

the process. By translating the wheel thrower’s action into 

a parametric model, the potential for creating synthetic 

datasets with numerous samples occurs, as it is needed for 

neural network training. Furthermore, a digital surrogate 

dataset allows for the creation of samples without human 

constraints such as pot size, wall thickness, or the need to 

physically make all the samples and digitize them a poste-

riori. Time and physical scale constraints are removed from 

the data collection process, and a feedback loop calibrating 

the dataset to reality could become feasible by continuing 

the project into the robotic fabrication stage.   

In addition, a digital dataset provides the possibility for 

the neural network to learn what forces are needed to 

generate a given geometry, and what geometry may be 

generated from a given set of forces. With the surrogate 

dataset, we can train models at multiple scales to predict 

geometries for robotic fabrication parameters, and in so 
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doing, we are not proposing to replace human craft but 

rather to augment it through digital fabrication.

Machine learning has proven capable of translating 

complex fabrication systems and crafts into robotic tool-

paths, as shown by Rossi and Nicholas’s work with the 

English Wheel (Rossi and Nicholas 2018) as well as the 

work of Brugnaro and Hanna with wood chisels (Brugnaro 

and Hanna 2017). This research project pushes the state 

of the art of training a neural network for robotic fabrica-

tion by using a surrogate digital model rather than directly 

analyzing the motions of a master craftsperson or digi-

tizing produced samples. In general, synthetic datasets are 

useful for machine learning tasks, particularly in the fields 

of architecture, where there is a lack of available data-

sets, and the material constrains of existing ones make the 

process unsustainable and time-consuming. In contrast, 

this proposal's research of a parametric model produces 

a synthetic dataset with controllable sample complexity 

and data distribution. In creating a digital parameter space, 

data collection is easily accessible and is geometrically rich 

and varied, ridding ourselves of data augmentation tech-

niques and their implied biases.

DATASET DESIGN
Time-based Parametric Model

A Grasshopper script was developed to abstract and simu-

late the clay throwing process. A cylinder (the clay) rotates 

along a central axis (the wheel) and forces are applied (the 

hands of the potter). The script makes use of action loops 

using the Anemone plugin for Grasshopper, and it is orga-

nized so that the forces can be given a location, length, and 

rotation angle as inputs. The centered cylinder has an orig-

inal height of 15cm, and a diameter of 10cm, becoming a 

constant starting value, and it is transformed by the forces 

as it rotates along the central axis (Figure 2). The resulting 

digital wheel is an iterative time-based simulation, where 

each wheel rotation further modifies the original geometry 

as the forces interact with the cylinder.

In the initial development phase, the script showed the 

step-by-step transformation of each pot, and the user 

interacted with the pot by changing the position and angle 

of the hands through Grasshopper number sliders. This live 

user input allowed to validate the accuracy of the script by 

visually examining the result in the form of a pot. Once the 

script was tested for accuracy, the ‘hand’ positions were 

automated by providing a series of multipliers that would 

alter the angle and force applied to the lump of clay at each 

iteration, and a total of 9,500 unique pots were generated 

over 24 hours, with total of 19 parameters were extracted 

from each as seen in Figures 3, 4 and 5. 

2 Step-by-step explanation of the parametric model

3 Elevation view (top) and corresponding top view (bottom) 
of a subsample of pots generated using the parametric script.
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Analytical Dataset Composition

The recorded parameters were divided into two catego-

ries: (A) Robotic Fabrication Parameters, and (B) Geometry 

Parameters as shown in Figure 5. Robotic Fabrication 

Parameters (Figure 5A) included information on the central 

axis rotation iterations and speed, as well as force values, 

rotation angles, length, and friction values. Geometry 

Parameters (Figure 5B) are specific points at the cross-sec-

tion line of each individual pot from which the complete 

geometry can be reconstructed. In dividing the parameters 

into two categories, we designed a two-avenue ML training, 

whereby we either predict the resultant geometry based 

4 Orthographic view of pots generated using the parametric script.

on a given set of forces, or alternatively predict the forces 

needed to create a desired cross-section. 

Our dataset had multiple iterations, and each ran through 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Exploratory Data 

Analysis (EDA). The original dataset included 11 robotic 

fabrication parameters and 60 geometry parameters. We 

decreased the geometry parameters by assigning constant 

values on the x- and z-axis of our cross-sections, and only 

measuring deviation from zero on the y-axis. Moreover, the 

robotic parameters were only kept insofar as they were 

deemed necessary for robotic fabrication. The final dataset 

consisted only of 10 robotic fabrication parameters and 9 

geometry parameters.

Geometry Parameters Data Encoding

The data encoding for the geometry parameters required 

simplicity and accuracy, since the success of the neural 

network predictions is reliant on them. On the first try, each 

cross-section point was given an x, y, and z value. This 

tripled the number of values needed per point and made 

it difficult for the neural network to recognize patterns for 

prediction. The solution was to place the original cross-

section at point 0,0,0 and maintain constant values for 

the x and z coordinates of each point as seen on Figure 6.

This way, the transformed cross-section of each pot was 

encoded as the distance between the original and final 

points. This method of data encoding allowed for ease of 

training, as well as a simple and precise method to compare 

predicted versus true values visually and numerically.

5 Recorded parameters and time-based script parameter space
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PREDICTING GEOMETRY PARAMETERS FROM 
ROBOTIC FABRICATION PARAMETERS
Neural Network Architecture

The first neural network model trained used (A) Robotic 

Parameters to predict (B) Geometry Parameters and was 

named the AtoB predictor. As with the work of Brugnaro 

and Hanna, this presented a regression problem with back-

propagation learning (Brugnaro and Hanna 2017). 

The deep neural network is a double funnel of 10-18-52-27-

18-9 neuron architecture, predicting 9 parameters based 

on 10. The hidden layers use ReLu activation, while the 

input and output layers are Sigmoid activated. Important 

to note is the use of two types of scaling methods for our 

data from the SciKit-Learn library, MinMax Scaler for the 

Geometry Parameters (in which we did not expect many 

outliers), and Standard Scaler for the Robotic Fabrication 

parameters, which had a normal distribution. This model 

proved efficient, as it required only 20 epochs to train at an 

above 90% success rate.

Data Pipelines 

The neural network training was outsourced to a free 

cloud-based GPU in Google Colab, providing an easy 

collaborative environment. After training, the model was 

migrated to a local computer to be integrated into Rhino/

Grasshopper. The methodology included the coordination 

between the native Grasshopper component Hops, Visual 

Studio Code, a development environment for Python, and 

a local server. With this workflow, the Hops component 

becomes the host of a trained AI in the Grasshopper 

environment to which number sliders can be connected, 

representing (A) Robotic Parameters, transforming the 

design space into a de facto control panel for prediction 

of (B) Geometry Parameters and digital fabrication. 

6 Graphic explanation of Geometry Parameters data encoding, where X and Z are constant values, and Y is a measure of displacement.

7
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9 Subsample of pots selected to analyze deviation values

Result Evaluation

Having migrated the AI into the parametric space, visual 

geometric comparison of predicted versus true values was 

possible by superimposing the cross-section of the resul-

tant geometries and their deviation (Figure 7). 

This visual comparison is especially important in the design 

field since the usual tools of loss and accuracy graphs for 

neural networks do not show the margins of error for each 

individual pot (Figure 8). Imperfection is an inherent part 

of craft and, in this case, algorithmic deviation can provide 

space for exploration. It is in this visual evaluation of 

7 Neural network architecture 
and model loss function during 
training on free cloud-based 
GPU

8 Set of 500 pot subsamples 
selected to analyze deviation 
values. The blue line represents 
the ground truth cross section, 
while the red represents the 
predicted one.

8

results that we see the potential to use neural networks 

as a bridge between handcrafts and digital fabrication. 

The AI model recalibrates at every iteration, without 

having the final configuration explicitly preprogrammed, 

converging towards an approximation that is deemed good 

enough, yet not error-free (Rossi and Nicholas 2018). 

A subset of 500 pots were selected to analyze deviation 

values. While the neural network validation accuracy 

showed 0.99, and validation loss showed 0.0029, the devi-

ation values in the visual comparison ranged from 1.78 to 

23.7 cm with an average value of 7.16 cm.
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10 Neural network architecture 
and model loss function during 
training on free cloud-based 
GPU

10

11

PREDICTING ROBOTIC FABRICATION 
PARAMETERS FROM GEOMETRY PARAMETERS
Neural Network Architecture

The second neural network model trained used (B) 

Geometry Parameters to predict (A) Robotic Fabrication 

Parameters, the exact inverse of the first model, and was 

named the BtoA predictor. Again, an ANN regression model 

was used with backpropagation. However, this second 

model proved to be more complex. 

The PCA analysis showed that we did not need as many as 

9 parameters to run the prediction; however, lowering the 

number of cross-section points would lower the resolution 

of the resultant geometry. Instead of sacrificing resolution, 

the decision was to increase our training iterations as well 

as further complicate the neuron architecture. 

The neural architecture became a deeper double funnel 

of 9-18-27-52-27-18-10, where the hidden layers were 

once again ReLu activated. The input layer was Sigmoid 

activated, while the output layer was Elu activated. For our 

training, the epoch iteration had to be increased between 

1,000 and 2,000, as well as increase the batch size. Overall, 

this second model proved more difficult to arrive to a satis-

factory precision.

Data Pipelines

Using the same methodology as with the first model, we 

ran the training on a cloud-based GPU and then migrated 

to a local computer. The Grasshopper-

native Hops component for this model 

became a host for the AI prediction in 

the same way as for the first model. In 

addition, however, this second Hops 

component was a summary of the para-

metric script originally created, and it 

negated the need for non-native Grasshopper components 

or plug-ins.

Result Evaluation

Following the same method, a subset of 500 pots was 

selected, the cross-sections of the predicted versus ground 

truth pots were overlapped, and the deviations measured 

(Figure 11). On this second model, the validation loss was 

0.56, and the validation accuracy was 0.3272. Graphic devi-

ation values ranged from 2.18 to 16.53 cm, with an average 

deviation of 7.95 cm, a 0.8 cm difference from the first 

model. The deviation between prediction and ground truth 

was present but acceptable. Greater deviation values were 

observed towards the top of each pot, which can be due to 

a dataset bias where a majority of pots showed a wider top.

11 Set of 500 pot subsamples 
selected to analyze deviation 
values: the blue line represents 
the ground truth cross section, 
while the red represents the 
predicted one
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12 Subsample of pots selected to analyze deviation values

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented an initial attempt at using surro-

gate digital parametric scripts for the modelling of craft 

processes. The development of synthetic datasets became 

the bases for novel manufacturing methods without the 

need of time consuming and expensive physical experi-

mentation, thus creating a path of accessibility for future 

designers. The development of a synthetic dataset has 

allowed us to ideate a feasible path towards robotic fabri-

cation that can explored as a next step.

By using a time-based parametric model that generates a 

synthetic dataset to abstract the process of clay throwing, 

we engage with the renewed design potential attached to 

the clay module and further develop the use of material 

intelligence associated to clay’s molecular composition. 

While our model certainly carries built-in imprecisions and 

biases, improvements can be made by physically testing 

and calibrating through fabrication experiments.

We also presented a conceptual workflow for the encoding 

of geometric data into datasets for machine learning. While 

the average deviation in the geometric results for predic-

tions AtoB and BtoA was around 7 cm, we believe that 

future steps for improvement could be made by including 

further variety within our dataset. It is possible that the 

deviation values are caused by the machine learning algo-

rithm memorizing and giving preference to one kind of pot 

over the other, specifically as related to the top of each pot. 

We also foresee that additional features might be neces-

sary to represent the effects of different clay types on the 

form finding process. 

Learning from handcrafts using machine learning requires 

rigorous analysis, experimentation, and an expandable 

dataset. Surrogate digital datasets are a way to make use 

of machine learning for complex fabrication processes, 

allowing us to expand, contract, and test various datasets 

with our neural networks. They also allow control via the 

equal distribution of representative features, a crucial 

aspect to the success of the predictive model as well as 

making thousands of samples at no physical cost of time 

or resources. New methods of performance evaluation 

beyond loss values graphs are needed for proper evalua-

tion of design-based predictions; therefore, we presented 

an integrated computational workflow for visual evaluation 

of the predicted imaginary pots that focuses more on quali-

tative assessment rather than the numerical. 

Finally, we believe that the key to enabling further uses of 

ML in architecture is dataset availability, combined with 

open-source code. This positions computational design as a 

tool of accessibility for designers and enables collaborative 

workflows.
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With fl ashy renderings dominating news feeds and high-fl ying drones fi lming from other-

wise inaccessible vantage points, our encounters with the built environment increasingly 

involve perspectival views, but not necessarily those experienced fi rsthand. As tools for 

image production and consumption evolve, so too will methods for studying historical 

precedents.

Crooked Captures treats this proliferation of digital images as fertile ground for photo-

grammetric explorations into how two-dimensional imaging techniques can infl uence 

three-dimensional form. While photogrammetry, the process of determining spatial 

measurements of physical objects from photographic inputs, has been an area of investi-

gation for almost two centuries, the technique’s potential has blossomed with increased 

access to high quality cameras. Typical photogrammetric applications couple high-fi delity 

scanning and computing to produce faithful digital copies of physical artifacts and scenes 

for measuring and surveying. Leading photogrammetry software packages promise 

accuracy and precision, touting the exact replication of physical forms in digital space—

so-called reality capture—as an indisputable virtue. 

Crooked Captures is a multimedia exhibition composed of three-dimensional architectural 

scenes processed with Autodesk ReCap, one such photogrammetric software package. 

The project utilized frames taken from drone footage of New York City found on the internet 

as raw material for a two step process. First, image processing operations performed on 

1 Crooked Captures Exhibition. M Gallery, CICA Museum, Seoul, Korea. January 27-31, 2021 (Photo by Mingi Lee, 2021)
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the video stills extracted, emphasized, and exaggerated 

qualities only attainable through computation. Second, 

respatialization of the images through photogrammetric 

processing generated three-dimensional scenes that the 

manipulated frames could possibly depict. The result is a 

series of anamorphic landscapes in which recognizable 

images give way to mutations revealed through orbits 

and zooms. 

These computer vision methods produce readings and 

misreadings that become a basis for abstraction as blurs, 

streaks, bumps, and folds arise from purely computational 

operations. While the human eyes and brain may work in 

tandem to identify each individual component when viewing 

an architectural photograph, the computer “sees  these 

input images completely differently as it parses through 

flattened pixel matrices. Here, distinctions between discrete 

elements fade away as components melt into each other 

and buildings blend into their sites. This process reduces 

precedents to repositories of spatial data at the mercy 

of tools that capture, store, and distribute information. 

Circumstance, therefore, determines much of the interpre-

tation, as contingent qualities of color, light, and perspective 

allow representation to supersede the lost notion of an 

original. By remaining willfully ignorant of the as-built 

physical geometry of precedents, the project reinforces the 

subjectivity inherent in the perception of architectural form.

Technologies supposedly simulating exact virtual replicas 

of the physical world have long provided opportunities to 

speculate on glitches and misreadings, as in the unsteady 

recordings of a static GPS receiver in Laura Kurgan’s You 

Are Here: Information Drift (Kurgan 1994). Within this 

history, the uncanniness of photogrammetric distortions 

arises from the complexity of visual landscapes that are 

increasingly realistic and inhabitable, yet still decidedly 

warped. In Crooked Captures, intentional modification of 

the input data set hindered recognition of the original phys-

ical artifacts, making the photogrammetric operation less a 

reconstruction and more a construction. These assemblies 

emerge not from the orthographic marks of architectural 

drawings but rather from the gradients of pixel values 

2 Process: Image Input; drone footage widely accessible on the internet is 
used as the input source material for processing

3 Process: Pixel Parsing; pixels within a selected range of brightness, 
hue, and saturation are filtered to select a given building’s facade

4 Process: Pixel Sorting; pixels in each vertical column are sorted 
by brightness value

5 Process: Image Stitching; the original and new images are merged 
by replacing the original pixels with sorted pixels
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7 Distorted perspective

6 American Telephone  Telegraph Building. 3D Scan constructed from manipulated images from found drone footage (the Dronalist 2020c)
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8 461 Fifth Avenue. 3D Scan constructed from manipulated images from 
found drone footage (the Dronalist 2020a)

9 130 William. 3D Scan constructed from manipulated images from found 
drone footage (Kalucci 2020)

across digital videos (as well as in the biases solidified 

within the programming of photogrammetric software). 

While many design computation software packages 

promise greater precision and control over new geome-

tries, Crooked Captures surrenders some authorial 

agency as it looks past the limits of the designer’s own 

mind and searches instead for architecture as a product 

of unplanned computational processes. The works seen 

here anticipate new methods of production of both images 

and tectonics, anticipating new relationships between 

human experience and computer vision in physical and 

digital artifacts alike.
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10-11   Legible Perspective: Each piece contains relatively coherent views among the otherwise deformed scenes, achieving an anamorphic effect 
as the photogrammetric software attempts to identify the original vantage points
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12 Distorted perspective

13 Distorted perspective
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14 - 17   Exhibition Photographs: The project was exhibited at a gallery to share with a larger audience (Photo by Mingi Lee, 2021)

18 Physical Model: The three-dimensional scene was materialized into a physical model via color 3D printing
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ABSTRACT
This research aims to explore the quantitative relationship between urban planning 

decisions and the health status of residents. By modeling the Point of Interest (POI) data 

and the geographic distribution of health-related outcomes, the research explores the 

critical factors in ur an plannin  that could influence the health status of residents  t also 

informs decision-making regarding a healthier built environment and opens up possibil-

ities for other data-driven methods. The data source constitutes two data sets, the POI 

data from OpenStreetMap, and the CDC dataset PLACES: Local Data for Better Health. 

After the data is collected and joined spatially, a machine learning method is used to select 

the most critical urban features in predicting the health outcomes of residents. Several 

machine learning models are trained and compared. With the chosen model, the prediction 

is evaluated on the test dataset and mapped geographically. The relations between factors 

are explored and interpreted. Finally, to understand the implications for urban design, the 

impact of modified  data on the prediction of residents  health status is calculated and 

compared. This research proves the possibility of predicting residents’ health from urban 

conditions with machine learnin  methods  he result verifies existin  health  ur an desi n 

theories from a different perspective. This approach shows vast potential that data could in 

future assist decision-making to achieve a healthier built environment.
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INTRODUCTION  
Health and POI Data
Healthy living is a goal of many 21st century cities. The 

World Health Organization's Healthy Cities project has 

identified ur an plannin  principles supportin  health 

and example cities whose development can be learned 

from uhl and anche   he definition of health in 

the constitution of the WHO is a state of complete physical, 

mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence 

of disease or infirmit  elle  8  ealth is  therefore  

a social issue that needs to be addressed systemically 

and not only from a medical care point of view. 

tudies show that a out  of people s health depends 

on their lifest le and the environment chroeder  n 

contrast  onl   of nited tates health expenditure oes 

into public health activities. The U.S. has a higher health-

care expenditure as a percentage of GDP than any other 

developed country but the lowest healthcare performance 

Battisto and ilhelm  his ma es us uestion the 

effectiveness of the policy to shape our healthcare system 

through the lens of medical care rather than through that 

of more encompassing public health. 

Bi  data anal tics  artificial intelli ence  and other 

emerging technologies make it possible to understand 

and evaluate the effect of the built environment on resi-

dents’ health quantitatively. The available data source, 

data processing procedures, and interaction technologies 

are poised to revolutionize urban management (Engin et 

al   B  learnin  from data  solutions that enefit 

the community in the long term could be discovered and 

communicated. Data-driven process empowers the local 

community with the evidence they need to make better 

decisions for their city and neighborhoods.  

Research Background
The link between the built environment and health has long 

been acknowledged. Research shows that there is interde-

pendence between environments and individual behavior 

acint re  llawa  and ummins  rimaril  there 

are three domains where urban planning can most effec-

tively focus support for health and wellbeing—physical 

activity, community interaction, and healthy eating—since 

these domains address some of the si nificant ris  factors 

for chronic diseases ent and hompson  But the 

limitation of the traditional urban research method is 

relying on qualitative methods, sometimes without hard 

evidence. 

To estimate the obesity rate, one of the machine learning 

models, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), has been 

used to anal e the satellite ima e ewton et al   

Analysis of the convolutional layers suggests which visual 

features are more critical for a low obesity rate. The limita-

tions of the imagery method are the amount of computing 

it requires and the obscurity of the conclusion due to the 

restriction of the dataset and the black box effect of the 

algorithm. Street view imagery is also used as a source of 

data to measure visual wal a ilit  hou et al   his 

approach considers the human perception of the built envi-

ronment. The amount of data processing and redundancy 

could be the problem. 

The use of OpenStreetMap (OSM) data to generate socio-

economic indicators and urban crime risk has been studied 

and testified eldme er et al   ichos   he 

data processing method can be used for reference, and it 

showcases that POI data can be a good indicator of urban 

conditions and activities. Urban POI data analysis can also 

be integrated with other methods of data collection. POI 

data, location-based service positioning data, and street 

view images are used in conjunction to measure greenway 

suitability and give suggestions on greenway networks 

plannin  an  et al   

Objectives
This research aims to explore using open-source city Point 

of Interest (POI) data to predict the health status of the 

residents using machine learning methods. By modeling the 

Point of Interest (POI) data and the geographic distribution 

of health-related outcomes, the research evaluates the key 

factors in urban planning that support the residents’ health 

and wellbeing. The data processing and modeling methods 

inform decision-making to support a healthier built envi-

ronment and open up possibilities for other data-driven 

methods.

METHODOLOGY
he wor flow of this research follows five steps  n the 

first step   data from pen treet ap for the stud  area 

were collected and spatially joined with the health-related 

outcomes data within the census tract boundary. Second, 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and correlation anal-

ysis were conducted after some initial data cleaning. Third, 

a set of machine learning models were trained, and feature 

importance was calculated for feature selection. Fourth, 

the selected features were used to train machine learning 

models, and the results evaluated. Finally, the effect of 

modification of input varia les on output varia les was 

interpreted. 

Data Source
The data source constitutes two data sets, the POI data 
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from pen treet ap  and  ities ro ect dataset from 

the  he test re ions are within the five most populous 

states of the United States—California, Texas, Florida, New 

York, and Pennsylvania—and are a compromise between 

data availability, handling capacity, and statistical accuracy. 

•  ities  ocal ata for Better ealth   ities is a 

project that provides city and census tract-level small 

area estimates for chronic disease risk factors, health 

outcomes, and clinical preventive services use for the 

lar est five hundred cities in the nited tates  

n d   ities ro ect  he dataset is enerated with 

an innovative peer-reviewed multilevel regression and 

poststratification  approach that lin s eocoded 

health surveys and high spatial resolution population 

demographic and socioeconomic data. The twenty-eight 

measures include four unhealthy behaviors, fourteen 

health outcomes, and ten prevention practices. The 

measures include major risk behaviors that lead to 

illness, suffering and early death related to chronic 

diseases and conditions, as well as the conditions and 

diseases that are the most common, costly, and prevent-

a le of all health pro lems  n d  laces  he 

population size of each census tract is also included 

as a column in the dataset as well as the census tract 

boundaries. These small area estimates allowed cities 

and local health departments to understand better the 

geographic distribution of health-related variables in 

their jurisdictions and assisted them in planning public 

health interventions.  

• OpenStreetMap is an open-source database with 

volunteers mapping geographic elements of the world. It 

1 Sample area and spatial 
distribution of population

1

represents physical features on the ground using tags 

attached to its basic data structures (its nodes, ways, 

and relations  eldme er et al   he research 

uses Overpass API to query the database by tags to 

get the geographic location of certain features. Fifty 

features were initially selected—based on the relation 

with physical wellbeing and the abundance of data 

points—and can be categorized into food, healthcare, 

transportation, community service, leisure, tourism, 

building, nature, and shop. Since the OpenStreetMap 

is user-generated data, there are various levels of 

completeness and accuracy of features. Overall, the 

data quality in the U.S. is good enough for POI analysis 

dham utta ien  Barrin ton ei h and illard

Ball  

The two datasets are spatially joined within the boundary of 

each census tract  here are in total 88 rows  namel  

88 census tracts were sampled  s i ure  shows  the 

sample area consists of the major cities within each state. 

Most census tracts have a moderate population while some 

have a substantial population. 

Two columns are added—a column describing the total 

count of POI and another column describing the total 

number of POI categories available within each census 

tract—to get a better understanding of the density and 

diversity of POI points. 

Feature Extraction

POI Data Exploration and Preparation
Some initial data exploration showed that there are rows 
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with zero or minimal data points. The lower quartile of rows 

with a total number of POI less than 12 were dropped from 

the dataset since it provided little information. The reason 

for lacking data points could be due to the completeness of 

OSM or fewer activities within the area. The model perfor-

mance improved after dropping this part of the data. 

A boxplot (Figure 2, upper left) shows that most census 

tracts have a moderate number of POI while there are also 

many outliers with a large number of POI, representing 

larger and denser census tracts.  

Considering the different sizes and densities of the census 

tracts, we divide the POI count by population and area and 

get the POI counts per capita and per unit area. A principal 

component analysis (PCA) shows different patterns of 

cumulative explained variance for each data manipulation 

method (Figure 2, upper right, lower left and right). For the 

original total POI count data, a few features can explain 

most of the variance  he curve is flatter for the per unit

area data, which means that variance is more spread out. 

The per-capita data has the best balance between redun-

dancy and bias. It is more suitable for feature selection. 

It also makes more sense to evaluate the number of POIs 

serving the designated population. 

Health Data Exploration and Preparation
A boxplot (Figure 3) of the test data shows that the health 

data have different ranges, including some outliers. 

Since there are no explicit patterns, we use Tukey's rule 

to remove outliers and set the outer range to three-

interquartile range (IQR). The outliers are assigned either 

to the upper fence value or lower fence value. 

A mapping of the health outcome shows that there are 

some spatial patterns  s in i ure  the prevalence of 

coronary heart disease is higher in Florida, where there is 

a higher percentage of older population. The prevalence is 

lower in New York City, where there are more young people 

(United States Census Bureau n.d.).

Correlation Analysis
 earson correlation coefficient heat map  as on i ure 

5, showed correlations among input variables both 

within and among categories. The category of food has 

a strong correlation within itself. It also correlates with 

public transportation, bike parking, hotels, and shops. 

The healthcare category does not connect with other 

features. The transportation category has some correla-

tion within itself and with leisure and tourism categories. 

Leisure has some correlation within itself except for the 

swimmin  pool criteria  as a cate or  it correlates with 

transportation, tourism, and moderately with nature. There 

is some correlation between commercial, industrial, retail, 

and apartment buildings, and the building categtory does 

not correlate with other categories. Water correlates with 

wetland within the nature category. Shops correlate with 

food services and moderately with transportation. 

Hierarchical clustering groups similar objects into clus-

ters and helps us to understand the relationships among 

2

3

2 Upper left: Distribution of 
total  counts  pper ri ht  
Cumulative explained variance 
for  counts  ower left  
Cumulative explained variance 
for POI counts divided by popu-
lation  ower ri ht  umulative 
explained variance for POI 
counts divided by area.

3 Distribution of health data 
before and after removal 
of outliers

Spatial distribution of 
prevalence of CHD
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features. As shown in Figure 6, there is a similarity 

between building_retail and building_commercial. They 

also belong to the same cluster with building_apartment 

and building_industrial, indicating the building density of 

an area. Food_restaurant and food_cafe have similari-

ties, and they also belong to the same cluster with other 

food services and shop_clothes, which might indicate the 

prosperity of retail in the area. Diversity, sum, and trans-

portation_parking belong to the same cluster, indicating the 

overall abundance of POI. Transport_platform, transport_

stop position, and transport_station are within the same 

cluster, indicating the accessibility by public transportation. 

There is also a similarity between community_post _box 

and transport_bicycle_parking. Nature_wood and nature_

water belong to the same cluster, which might indicate 

natural resources. Leisure_pitch and leisure_park have 

similarities that might indicate the recreation and outdoor 

activities within an area. 

Among the output variables, there is overall a strong 

correlation  as shown in i ure  Bad health outcomes 

correlate positively within themselves and unhealthy behav-

iors and negatively with prevention measures. However, 

cancer seems to have a negative correlation with some bad 

health outcomes while positive with preventions. Within 

the prevention group, taking blood pressure medicine and 

routine checkup in previous years positively correlates 

with harmful health outcomes, while others correlate nega-

tively. Within the unhealthy behaviors group, binge drinking 

correlates negatively with bad health outcomes and posi-

tively with preventions, which might indicate a correlation 

of etter health and socioeconomic status  

Machine Learning
An initial model training was conducted for model selec-

tion. We implemented six machine learning models, as 

follows. A Random Prediction model is implemented with 

random values within the test data range are gener-

ated. Then a Linear Regression is conducted as a basic 

statistical prediction. A Decision Tree model is a simple 

non-linear machine learning algorithm, where the data is 

continuousl  split accordin  to a specific parameter  he 

Random Forest model is an ensemble learning method that 

operates by constructing many decision trees at training 

time  nearest ei h ors al orithm is a non parametric 

classification method that returns the avera e values of 

nearest nei h ors  rtificial eural etwor   is a 

deep learning method that digitally mimics the human brain 

to predict values. A 5-layer neural network is used in the 

research  and a trainin  step of  achieves the est 

accuracy. 

5

6

5 Correlation heatmap of input 
variables

6 Hierarchical clustering of input 
variables

Correlation analysis of output 
variables
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ince the data were standardi ed into the ran e of  to  

the mean absolute error could represent the performance 

of the model. The median accuracy was calculated for each 

model with the test dataset. An average accuracy rate for 

the 8 predictions is calculated as the output

Furthermore, as there are correlations among features, 

a permutation method is used for calculating the feature 

importance of the Random Forest model instead of 

the built-in impurity method of sklearn. The idea is to 

permute the values of each feature and measure how 

much the permutation decreases the accuracy of the 

model. Therefore, the respective importance of correlated 

features will not be shared with one another, and scores 

will not e reduced tro l et al  

We selected the features that had an importance score 

over  and retrained the model from the result of the 

feature importance calculation. The performance of the 

model improved slightly. We also did an R-squared score 

analysis for each of the output variables to evaluate to what 

extent the model's variance can be explained. Moreover, 

a partial dependence plot was used to understand the 

relation between deciding features and the output variable. 

The plot was implemented with sklearn plot_partial_depen-

dence. We also mapped the prediction accuracy to see if 

there is any spatial pattern for prediction accuracy. Lastly, 

input variables were changed by a certain percentage, 

and the effect on the output variable was measured and 

compared. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Model Evaluation
As can be seen from Table 1, before feature selection, the 

Random Forest model has the lowest mean absolute error 

and highest median accuracy. 

After feature selection, the ANN model’s performance 

has increased the most because of removing irrelevant 

features and avoidin  overfittin  he performance of 

ei h ors e ressor increased  a little  he version of 

Random Forest Regressor stays the same and still has the 

best performance among all the models. The performance 

of Decision Tree Regressor, Linear Regressor, and Random 

Prediction decreased by a little, probably because of fewer 

input variables. 

A plot of different models’ performance on each output 

varia le i ure 8  shows that machine learnin  models 

8

9

Model Mean Absolute Error

(Before/After)

Median Accuracy (%)

(Before/After)

Random Prediction 0.2567/0.2572 77.20/77.09

Linear Regressor 0.1154/0.1151 90.62/90.53

Decision Tree Regressor 0.1359/0.1368 89.51/89.425

Random Forest Regressor 0.0961/0.0961 92.33/92.34

K-Neighbors Regressor 0.1129/0.1111 90.85/90.99

Artificia  Neura  Net or 0.1003/0.0987 91.98/92.26

Table 1 Model Performance before and after feature selection

8 Model Performance on All the 
Output Variables

9 Outperformance over Random 
Prediction and R-squared Score 
of Random Forest Model on All 
the Output Variables
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perform better than random prediction for all health 

outcomes. The Random Forest model has the best perfor-

mance on all the output variables.

The overall R-squared score for Random Forest Model is 

88  which means that the model could explain a out 

one-third of the variance of the health outcomes. This result 

is in line with the perception that part of people’s health 

depends on their lifestyle behaviors and environmental 

exposure. As on Figure 9, a plot of the R-squared score 

on each output variable shows that the model could best 

explain the variance for the prevalence of obesity, which 

has an s uared score of  

As in the bar plot part of the right image of Figure 9, we 

calculated the percentage of the increased model perfor-

mance of the Random Forest model compared to random 

prediction. The model has better prediction accuracy for 

health outcomes than prevention and unhealthy behaviors, 

especially for the prevalence of cancer, asthma, coro-

nary heart disease (CHD), chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease (COPD), diabetes, chronic kidney disease, and 

stroke.

A mapping of the difference of prediction for CHD from 

ground truth shows that most of the prediction is close to 

the round truth  as is shown in i ure  here is no clear 

pattern of overestimation or underestimation spatially.

Feature Importance
As shown in Figure 11, the permutation feature importance 

of the Random Forest model shows that community_

worship has by far the highest importance, followed by 

area, food_cafe, leisure_swimming pool. The next tier 

includes building_apartments, transport_bicycle_parking, 

food_restaurant, transport_platform, population, POI 

diversity, natural_water, and POI sum. The other features 

that influence the model accurac  are transport par in  

building_retail, building_industrial, transport_stop_posi-

tion, building_commercial, transport_fuel, leisure_park, 

community_post_box, leisure pitch, community_police, and 

natural_wood. 

By adding the feature importance score of each category, 

as shown in Figure 12, we can see that community service 

has the highest cumulative feature importance, followed by 

food, leisure, transport, building, and nature. In contrast, 

tourism, health, and shop categories have little impact on 

the model’s accuracy. Also, apart from places of worship, 

the rest of the community category does not have a lot of 

impact on the model’s accuracy. 

11

12

Spatial distribution of prediction 
difference from ground truth for 
CHD

11 Feature importance of random 
forest regressor for CHD

12 Accumulated feature impor-
tance for eight POI categories
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The four most important categories support the theory 

that physical activity, community interaction, and healthy 

eatin  could est support health and well ein  ent and 

hompson  Buildin  densit  and use have some 

influence on health outcomes  Because the sample area 

is primaril  within the ur an context  nature s influence is 

relatively small. It is counterintuitive to see that the health 

category has little prediction power on residents’ health. 

Partial Dependence Analysis
The heatmap of selected input data and output data (Figure 

13, left) shows no apparent correlation between the input 

and output data. A slight positive correlation between 

community worship per capita and bad health outcomes 

compared to many other features has a slight negative 

correlation with bad health outcomes. Previous research 

shows that religions are relevant for poverty. More 

churches in the community might indicate lower socioeco-

nomic status, which is relevant for worse health outcomes, 

especially as a source of normativity and motivation. The 

twofold influence is particularl  exercised in the three 

areas of usiness and finance   politics and culture  educa-

tion  and health edma  

A partial dependence plot (Figure 13, right) depicts how 

the predictions partially depend on values of the input 

varia les of interest ri ht 8  n this case  we plot the 

relationship of the prediction of obesity and the six features 

with the highest feature importance scores. The prediction 

prevalence of obesity increases as places of worship per 

capita rise and decreases as the number of cafés, swim-

ming pools, and restaurants increases. However, not many 

data points with large values are available, so the reliability 

of the estimates decreases in those areas. The prediction 

13 eft  orrelation etween selected features and output varia les  i ht  artial dependence plot of ma or input varia les and prevalence of o esit

decreases as the number of stop positions increases, 

impl in  that pu lic transportation has a health enefit  he 

prediction decreases and increases as the number of plat-

forms increases, indicating a difference in urban landscape 

related to railways.

Modification of POI data and the Change of Prediction
hen we modified several  features and made the 

prediction again. By decreasing the number of places of 

worship, we got a new prediction for the prevalence of 

o esit  on the test set  s shown in i ure  most predic-

tions o down while some predictions o up  which reflects 

the non-linearity of the model. On average, the predic-

tion of the prevalence of o esit  decreased   B  

increasin  the num er of caf s   percent  the avera e 

prediction decreased   and  increasin  the 

num er of swimmin  pools   the avera e prediction 

dropped   he effect of increasin  the amount of 

stop positions was to move the prediction down   

The result is in line with that of the partial dependence plot. 

he influence of the num er of places of worship is still 

greatest, followed by the number of swimming pools, cafés, 

and stop positions. We think that it is a result of both the 

socioeconomic status and the lifestyle that these features 

indicate elormino et al   lthou h there is no direct 

causality established, it is noticeable that these factors are 

not related to the medical care system as usually expected. 

Urban planners could use this machine learning predic-

tion as a tool to evaluate quantitatively which measures 

potentially have the best return on investment. It is also an 

effective way to create a consensus among participants on 

what aspects of the built environment could be improved to 

support residents’ health. 
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This research explores a method to predict the health 

outcomes of residents by using the POI data available from 

OSM, thus exploring the linkage between the built envi-

ronment and the health of residents. Different machine 

learning methods were used and evaluated. The result 

shows that the Random Forest model strikes the best 

balance between prediction accuracy and ease of imple-

mentation. The interpretation of the machine learning 

model suggests some critical features that potentially 

influence residents  health  he result supports as well as 

complements the existing healthy urban design theory. 

This research showcased the possibility that big data 

anal sis could enefit the ur an desi n process  r an 

planners could use this method to discover and support 

ideas that improve the health status of residents. With 

the increasing availability of data and computational 

resources, there is considerable potential that data could 

change how a healthy city is designed and become common 

ground for decision-making. 

For the next step of research, a more comprehensive 

analysis of different urban characteristics would be 

helpful, for instance, the building code, density, vehicular 

and pedestrian traffic environments  and medical state 

enefits  omparin  other countries would also ive a more 

complete picture of the most important factors for resi-

dents’ health within different contexts. 

One of the challenges of this research is the data source. 

Although the quality of OpenStreetMap data in the U.S. 

is relatively good, it is not complete everywhere (Idham 

utta ien  he relia ilit  of  data can affect the 

final result  n the future  if we have more comprehensive 

and real-time data, predictions could be more accurate. 

Another challenge is to understand the correlation and 

causality between built environment and health. The built 

environment results from socioeconomic factors, and it 

also shapes the wa  people live illiams et al   t is 

essential to have a case-by-case understanding of how a 

specific feature influences the health status of residents  

As more relationships between the built environment and 

health may be established through data, there is a chal-

lenge and an opportunity for traditional urban planning 

practice. By making data more explicable, the deci-

sion-making process could become more transparent. 

The community would be empowered to make healthier 

decisions for themselves in the long run. 
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Data Driven Acoustic Design 
of Diffuse Sound  elds

1 3D visualization of a portion 
of GIR Dataset's diffusive 
surfaces demonstrating possible 
geometric variations. For scale 
reference, a human is placed at 
the bottom left part of the image.
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ABSTRACT
The paper demonstrates a novel approach to performance-driven acoustic design of 

architectural diffusive surfaces. It uses unsupervised machine learning techniques to 

analyze and explore the GIR Dataset, an extensive collection of real impulse responses 

and acoustically diffusive surfaces. The presented approach enables designers to explore 

many alternative acoustically-informed material patterns with various diffusive properties 

without requiring expert knowledge in acoustics. The paper introduces the computational 

pipeline, describes the used methods, and presents two use-cases in the form of design 

experiments. Finally, the paper discusses the challenges of developing such a method, its 

advantages, limitations, and future work.
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INTRODUCTION
During the design phase, architects examine a wide range 

of alternative design ideas. Early-stage design decisions 

significantly impact the final design’s performance, 

whereas late-stage design modifications can rarely 

compensate for poor early-stage choices. In fundamental 

building components such as structure or façade, perfor-

mance is an integral design driver, which is included 

early on. Usually, this is done in close collaboration with 

experts in an iterative process where a design is analyzed, 

evaluated, and adjusted to meet the desired performance 

criteria. This process has become a standard practice 

for most architectural projects because architects are 

trained to understand these topics (e.g., structural design). 

However, room acoustics are rarely included in the early 

design process, even though they significantly impact our 

perception of space and well-being. Apart from cases 

where sound quality is critical (e.g., concert halls, audi-

toriums), acoustics are either not included in the design 

process or come as an afterthought relying on standard-

ized solutions in the form of absorbent or diffusive panels.

The acoustic quality of a room is determined by its geometry 

and the structure or pattern of its surfaces. Slight manipu-

lations of the surface geometry could yield significant gains 

in acoustic quality (Cox and D’Antonio 2004). Currently, 

through computational design and digital fabrication, 

architects already design, visualize, and fabricate surfaces 

with complex geometries. While these geometries are 

not designed with acoustics in mind, they could act as 

sound diffusers, enhancing the room’s acoustic qualities. 

Diffusive surfaces reflect sound in multiple directions 

and, by doing so, reduce echoes, standing waves, and 

sound coloration while promoting spaciousness. Suppose 

acoustics were included as a design criterion. In that 

case, these complex geometries could be an integral part 

of architectural elements and combine multiple acoustic 

properties, targeting the acoustic needs of their immediate 

surrounding.

To employ acoustic performance as a design driver, we 

must be able to quantify and interpret the acoustic 

effects of our geometric design choices. In a classical 

design process, architects have no starting point for an 

acoustically performative design of surfaces as they lack 

expert knowledge. Different computer simulation software 

(Odeon,1 Pachyderm,2 CATT-acoustics3) can be used to 

analyze and characterize the acoustic performance of 

digitally designed geometries. Nevertheless, this paradigm 

relies on the premise that the user is knowledgeable in 

room acoustics and knows what adjustments need to be 

made to achieve the desired goal. As a result, architects 

are discouraged from using such software to evaluate 

their design, especially early on. Furthermore, no CAD 

nor acoustic simulation software exists that proposes a 

geometrical solution to an acoustical question. Further 

effort is needed to increase acoustic performance aware-

ness in architecture and provide architects with simple and 

accessible workflows for designing diffusive surfaces.

Machine Learning (ML) has enabled significant break-

throughs in automated data processing and pattern 

recognition within various fields (Voulodimos et al. 2018; 

Arulkumaran et al. 2017; Niu et al. 2019). Architecture and 

engineering have also seen an increase in research on how 

to employ ML techniques in performance-based design 

(Tamke, Nicholas, and wierzycki 2018), style transferring 

(Steinfeld 2017; Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2015), and 

clustering (Saldana Ochoa et al. 2020). In ML techniques, 

the quality and size of the dataset heavily influence the 

ML model’s final quality (Mirvis 2002). Although a larger 

dataset is desirable—as it makes for a more confident 

prediction—the larger the dataset is, the more challenging 

it is to navigate, especially for non-expert users. Given 

its success in other fields, ML is also used in acoustics 

research, mainly as a predictive tool. Datasets built for 

this purpose could also be explored as a knowledge base 

of known acoustic properties. This paper combines data 

clustering techniques with a large dataset of geometries 

and impulse responses. It provides an exploratory design 

tool for diffusive surfaces, bringing acoustic perfor-

mance-based evaluation earlier into the design stage.

BACKGROUND
Acoustics

In recent years, significant research has been carried 

out on acoustic performance-based design. Shtrepi et al. 

(2020) presented a design process that provides architects 

and designers with rapid visual feedback on the acoustic 

performance of diffusive surfaces. Peters (B. Peters 2015; 

Isak Worre Foged 2014) demonstrated methods that 

allow tuning acoustic performance while geometry and 

materials change. Badino et al. (Badino, Shtrepi, and Astolfi 

2020) presented the state-of-the-art of acoustic perfor-

mance-based design application in practice using nineteen 

built projects. Most of these projects were conducted by big 

architectural firms in collaboration with expert acoustic 

consulting groups but were only geared towards spaces 

intended for music performance. Several computational 

tools exist that enable the design and optimization of acous-

tically diffusive surfaces. However, their primary focus 

is phase grating surfaces (stepped diffusers, quadratic 

residue diffusers, primitive root diffusers) (Cox and 

D’Antonio 2000), based on sound diffusers introduced by 
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Schroeder (Schroeder 1975). Although these tools simplify 

the acoustic design process, the generated diffusers have 

particular and limited geometries, a substantial thickness, 

and a dedicated placement according to acoustic criteria. 

These factors make them unattractive and difficult to 

integrate into an architectural design that is not purely 

focused on music performance.

Machine Learning 

The main ML applications in room acoustics have focused 

on characterization, information extraction, or classi-

fication. For example, ML has been used to extract the 

Reverberation Time and the Early Decay Time of a room 

from music signals (Gamper and Tashev 2018) and the 

room volume (Genovese et al. 2019). Peters et al. and 

Papayiannis et al. (N. Peters, Lei, and Friedland 2012; 

Papayiannis, Evers, and Naylor 2020) presented methods 

to identify the room type from an audio recording.

Most of the contributions above used supervised learning, 

which generally requires large amounts of labeled data. 

Data such as impulse response, absorption and scattering 

coefficient, early decay time, and many more are primarily 

quantitative in nature, therefore, hard to evaluate by 

non-acousticians. Moreover, architectural design is often 

focused on qualitative measures that depend on the appli-

cation context and the designer’s personal preferences. 

Alternately, unsupervised learning allows the extraction of 

information from data even when no labels are available. 

For example, dimensionality reduction organizes high-

dimensional data samples in a lower-dimensional space— 

also known as embedding—by clustering similar samples 

together. A high-dimensional space contains data samples 

with multiple attributes; for example, an image with a 

resolution of just 100 by 100 pixels is a 10000-dimen-

sional sample if we view each pixel within the image as an 

attribute. Classical dimensionality-reduction techniques 

include Principal Component Analysis (Wold, Esbensen, 

and Geladi 1987), t-SNE (Van der Maaten and Hinton 2008), 

or Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) (Kohonen 1982). SOMs 

have been successfully employed in several fields such as 

environmental studies (Gorgoglione et al. 2021), cancer 

research (Mazin et al. 2021), chemistry (Motevalli, Sun, 

and Barnard 2020), structural design (Saldana Ochoa et al. 

2020), and architectural design (Kobayashi 2006). SOMs 

are particularly useful in this context. They use unsuper-

vised training to create a nonlinear data transformation 

of a high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional space 

(usually a two-dimensional map) while preserving the 

topological relationships of the original high-dimensional 

space (Moosavi 2017). Topology preservation implies that 

if two data points are close in the high-dimensional space, 

they must also be near each other in the new low-dimen-

sional space and, therefore, belong to the same cluster. 

This reduction in complexity makes it possible for designers 

to associate a qualitative measure on the embedding.

Dataset

As mentioned in the introduction, the success of ML tech-

niques relies heavily on the quality and size of the dataset 

they use. Several acoustic datasets exist containing room 

impulse responses (IRs), but their main application is in 

the field of speech enhancement and speech recognition: 

AIR,4 BUT ReverdDB,5 RWCP6 (Jeub, Schafer, and Vary 

2009; Szoke et al. 2019; Nakamura et al. 2000); acoustic 

environment characterization, ACE Corpus7 (Eaton et al. 

2017); or for smart-home applications, DIRHA8 (Ravanelli 

et al. 2015). Furthermore, these datasets do not contain 

any three-dimensional geometrical data. The open-sourced 

GIR Dataset9 ( ydis et al. 2021), an extensive collection 

of three-dimensional diffuse surfaces and their corre-

sponding real impulse responses, was recently released. 

It can be used for ML applications to predict the acoustic 

properties of three-dimensional surfaces.

METHODS
As highlighted in sections 1 and 2, acoustic performance 

criteria are mainly considered in projects where spaces 

host music performances. Furthermore, current methods 

mainly focus on design optimization and heavily rely on 

expert knowledge in acoustics. This research presents 
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a workflow that enables architects to explore several 

possible design solutions, given specific acoustic perfor-

mance criteria (energy per frequency band). It uses the GIR 

Dataset for its unique set of three-dimensional surfaces 

and the high number of real IRs per surface. Machine 

learning techniques and specifically SOMs are used to 

cluster the surfaces based on acoustic performance 

criteria.

The GIR Dataset

The GIR Dataset contains 873,496 real impulse responses 

from 296 surfaces (2951 per surface), spread in three 

layers (Figure 2). Layer 0 contains 36 measurements in 

a 6x6 grid and is the closest to the surface at a distance 

of 1 meter. Layer 1 and layer 2 contain 25 and 16 

measurements in a 5x5 and 4x4 grid at a distance of 

1.9 meters and 2.8 meters, respectively. The IRs were 

captured inside a semi-anechoic room and time-windowed 

only to contain the first reflections. The surfaces of the 

dataset resemble architectural material systems and are 

arranged in nine typologies such as brick walls, stone 

walls, and more (Figure 3). The geometry of each surface 

is composed of a microstructure and a macrostructure. 

The first defines the typology and the second its overall 

shape. Several typology-specific material and construction 

characteristics are coded in the geometry generation 

algorithm and used to create different material patterns. 

The brick dimensions, its rotation along the z-axis, its shift 

along the macrostructure’s normal vector, and the width 

and depth of the mortar are used for the brick typologies. 

3

2 The measuring grid in front of a 
surface. Red represents the source 
position and blue the selected 
receivers’ layer. The source is 
located in the center of the surface 
and 4.5 meters away from it. The 
receivers’ layer (layer 1) is approx-
imately 1.9 meters away from the 
surface.

3 A sample of different surface 
typologies. From top left to bottom 
right: Polygonal rubble stones, PRD 
diffuser, IDL, Stretcher bond bricks, 
Coursed ashlar stones, Primitives, 
IDL, Flemish bond bricks.

4 Micro-macrostructure. Left: A 
surface with only a microstructure 
(Stretcher bond bricks). Middle: A 
surface with only a macrostructure. 
Right: A surface that combines the 
micro- and macrostructure.4
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The number of stones per square meter is used for the 

stone typologies, along with the surface roughness and the 

joint depth between them. The macrostructure enhances 

the low-frequency diffusion by significantly increasing the 

depth variation (Figure 4).

PR P SED DESIGN RKFL
The proposed design workflow contains three main steps: 

data preparation, clustering, and design exploration 

(Figure 5). We use the impulse responses of the GIR Dataset 

to compute the primary performance criteria for our 

method. The large size of the dataset dictates the need 

for data reduction strategies. We use the open-sourced 

MiniSom Python library (Vettigli 2018) and create several 

custom data visualization algorithms for the clustering step. 

These algorithms provide an easy and understandable way 

to visualize complex and high-dimensional data and validate 

the quality and performance of several steps of our work-

flow. Finally, we describe using the trained SOM to explore 

design options based on given acoustic criteria.

Data Preparation

The principal challenge when constructing a low-dimen-

sional embedding using a SOM is the size of a sample. 

Given that each of the patterns contains 2951 impulse 

responses of 400 float numbers, the total size of the raw 

feature vector is 1,180,400 (Figure 5a). We use three steps 

to reduce this large dimension. First, a source position 

is selected from the measuring grid, which yields 83 

measurements spread across the three grid layers (Figure 

5b). In the second step, we use the post-processing pipeline 

from Rust et al. (2021) to build low-dimensional feature 

vectors from the selected IRs. This pipeline removes the 

direct sound from the IR, retaining only the reflected sound 

coming from the surface. A custom-designed band-pass 

filter is used to split the above-mentioned acoustic descrip-

tors into five frequency bands, with center frequencies 

at 250Hz, 500Hz, 1kHz, 2kHz, and 4kHz.10 As a last step, 

we use the provided functions to convert the IR into total 

normalized cumulative energy11 (TNCE). This step effectively 

reduces each IR’s 400 samples to 5 numbers (Figure 5c). 

Finally, we concatenate the features of each pattern and 

obtain feature vectors of size 36x5, 25x5, 16x5 for layers 0, 

1, and 2, respectively (Figure 5d).

Clustering

Clustering operations aim to group various design 

options into sets with similar features (in this case, TNCE). 

Analogous to the clustering methods used by (Saldana 

Ochoa et al. 2020; Fuhrimann et al. 2018), this paper 

proposes a method to cluster multiple design options 

based on their acoustic performance. Therefore, one can 

expect similar acoustic performance for all the designs 

of the same cluster. Such clustering can be used as a 

data-driven catalog that enables designers to explore the 

available design space based on acoustic criteria. The SOM 

algorithm organizes all the patterns on a two-dimensional 

plane. Figure 6 shows the embedding of 296 patterns based 

on TNCE values. As highlighted with the colored outline, the 

macrostructure is one of the most discriminative features 

for the SOM.

Design E ploration

Using the two-dimensional SOM described in the previous 

subsection, designers can get a fast and precise overview 

of possible design options. Each cell of the SOM contains 

a group of design options clustered based on the acoustic 

performance feature selected by the designer (e.g., TNCE). 

The hypothetical examples described below are used to 

illustrate the proposed design workflow.

5 Data preparation pipeline

Data Driven Acoustic Design of Diffuse Sound elds Xydis, Perraudin, 
Rust, Lytle, Gramazio, Kohler
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We imagine a generic meeting room where one of its walls 

may be freely designed to improve the room’s acoustical 

properties. For our performance criterion, we choose 

the TNCE values of layer 1 because they are located very 

close to the center of the room. Because the IRs contain 

only early reflection information (see the GIR Data Set), 

the TNCE values also contain only the energy from these 

early reflections. Although the form of the room does not 

influence our method, for simplicity, the meeting room has 

a shoebox shape measuring 5 meters wide, 6 meters long, 

and 4 meters high. We consider the reflected energy of a 

flat surface as our 100 percent reference (maximum spec-

ular reflection). The criterion is the reflected energy of the 

desired surface, represented as a ratio of the flat surface’s 

energy. Values higher than 100 percent represent amplifi-

cation and lower values energy reduction.

Scenario A does not have a specific material system in 

mind, but scenario B assumes designers have already 

decided on a material system, specifically, a brick wall. 

These different decisions result in two different sets of 

panels for the SOM training. Scenario A uses all the dataset 

typologies, resulting in 279 surfaces, and scenario B only 

the brick wall typologies, resulting in 146 surfaces. For the 

SOM training, the MiniSom library requires us to provide 

values for the following arguments: map dimensions (x, y 

number of neurons), training iterations, the neighborhood 

function, the sigma, and the learning rate12 (Table 1). Sigma 

defines the spread of the neighborhood function in number 

of neighbors. The appropriate value for sigma varies by 

map dimensions. When the sigma value is too small, the 

samples cluster near the center of the map; when it is too 

large, the map exhibits several large empty areas towards 

the center (Hearty 2016). The learning rate defines only the 

initial value of the learning rate for the SOM. With every 

training iteration, the learning rate adjusts according to the 

following function:

learning rate(t) = learning rate / (1 + t / (0.5 x iterations))

We iterated over different training values to achieve an 

optimum embedding (Figures 7 and 8). A SOM with many 

neurons has enough space to arrange the data samples. 

When multiple very similar samples exist, the SOM 

neurons iterations neighborhood 
function

sigma learning rate training time

x y

scenario A 10 10 100,000 Gaussian 0.8 1.5 28 sec

scenario B 7 7 100,000 Gaussian 1.0 2.5 22 sec

Table 1:  SOM training values

6 An SOM of 296 surfaces based on the TNCE values of layer 1. The displayed surfaces are colored from violet to orange to represent their depth 
and the colored outline indicates their macrostructure.
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8 3D Visualization of option 1 from scenario A (panel 0100 0) 9 3D Visualization of option 3 from scenario A (panel 0082 0)

7 Left: The 10x10 SOM for Scenario A. The black outline indicate the best matching cell acording to the desired energy values.
Right-top: The surfaces of the best matching cell. Right-bottom: Energy ratios of all matching surfaces.

algorithm places these samples in the same cell; thus, the 

resulting embedding can have several empty cells. On the 

other hand, a SOM with a very small number of neurons 

may not have enough space to arrange the samples. This 

constraint will force the algorithm to place less similar 

samples on the same cell, resulting in a less representative 

data embedding.

Scenario A

This scenario aims to design a surface that, compared to 

a flat reflective surface, lowers the specularly reflected 

energy in the whole spectrum, emphasizing the mid- and 

high-frequency bands. This emphasis will make the room 

sound softer by reducing the often harsh high-frequency 

specular reflections. Combined with the overall reduction 

in reflected energy, the person speaking will sound more 

clear.  To achieve the desired energy goal, we input the 

following values: 80, 80, 70, 60, 60 , and the SOM cell 

with the closest matching values is displayed (Figure 7). 

Selecting the cell reveals all the surfaces with similar 

values in descending order, from the closest to the least 

matching option. Nevertheless, because of how the SOM 

clustering algorithm works, even the least matching option 

is very close to our desired acoustic criterion. Figure 7 

shows the energy ratios of all matching surfaces compared 

to the desired energies and their close-up views. Option 

1 (panel 0100 0) and option 3 (panel 0082 0) are also 

visualized inside the room to evaluate them based on 

aesthetic qualities. At this point, the architect decides which 

surface best suits their design idea.

Data Driven Acoustic Design of Diffuse Sound elds Xydis, Perraudin, 
Rust, Lytle, Gramazio, Kohler
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11 3D visualization of option 1 from scenario B (panel 0104 1) 12 3D Visualization of option 2 from scenario B (panel 0036 1)

10 Left: The 7x7 SOM for Scenario A. The black outline indicates the best matching cell acording to the desired energy values.
Right-top: The surfaces of the best matching cell. Right-bottom: Energy ratios of all matching surfaces.

Scenario B

Like the previous scenario, the performance criterion is 

again the TNCE values of layer 1. Figure 10 shows the cell 

with the best matching values, the close-up views of the 

associated surfaces and  their energy ratios. In this case, 

the SOM cell contains only three surfaces. Contrary to 

scenario A, these surfaces happen to have a macrostruc-

ture, making them more spatially expressive. Options 1 and 

3 are from the same typology and have very similar designs 

and energy values; therefore, we focus on options 1 and 

2. Panel 0036 1 lowers the energy by five to ten percent 

more than the desired energy goal in all frequency bands. 

Although panel 0104 1 also lowers the energy a little 

more than the set goal in the two lowest frequency bands 

(250Hz, 500Hz), it matches the desired goal in the 1kHz and 

4kHz frequency bands (see Figure 10). Therefore, option 1 

better matches our desired acoustic performance criteria.

RES LTS AND DISC SSI N
We have proposed a novel and fast workflow for a 

performance-driven acoustic design of diffusive 

surfaces. We described its components and how each 

of them contributes to the entire workflow. We have 

demonstrated its application with two design experiments. 

These experiments showed that thanks to its visual and 

intuitive implementation, users need little acoustic expert 

knowledge to specify and explore early design options 

compared to traditional room acoustic surface design 

processes. When no predefined typology is chosen, the 

design proposals could include several different typologies. 
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This approach could inspire or drive the designer’s choices 

and could also be used as a basis for discussion and 

further refinement with acoustic experts. Compared to 

sometimes days of computing time when using numerical 

modeling algorithms (B. Peters 2015), our method needs 

only 20 to 30 seconds13 to train the SOM depending on 

the dataset size (See Table 1). Then, computing the closest 

matching designs requires less than a second. Although 

the presented workflow is based on the GIR Dataset and 

a panel’s precise TNCE values, one could use any other 

acoustical descriptor from the GIR Dataset (impulse 

response, frequency response, cumulative energy, and 

more). Furthermore, the presented methodology is not 

limited to the GIR Dataset. It can be adapted and applied 

to any other acoustic dataset..

The two design scenarios have shown that both flat-like 

(scenario A) and spatially varied surfaces (scenario B) 

are considered options. Flat-like surfaces are more likely 

to have uniform TNCE values across points of the same 

layer, and are more likely, therefore, to be the closest 

matching sample in the SOM. Nevertheless, the design 

workflow is not limited to a single set of desired energy 

values. We can assign different values to each layer, assign 

individual values to each grid point of a specific layer, and 

finally, assign a few values at desired locations and let the 

algorithm interpolate the in-between values. The fewer sets 

of energy values one uses as a performance criterion, the 

more likely it will result in a flat-like design.

Li itations

Although the presented design workflow proposes 

material patterns based on desired acoustic performance 

criteria, these patterns can only be from the GIR dataset. 

Nevertheless, the dataset can be expanded to include more 

patterns for a specific typology or introduce an entirely 

new typology. Furthermore, because the measurements 

were not according to the ISO standard, they cannot be 

used to derive standard acoustical descriptors such as 

absorption and scattering coefficients. Therefore, the 

clustering can only be done using the descriptors provided 

by Rust et al. (2021) (e.g., cumulative energy, normalized 

cumulative energy, tonal normalized cumulative energy). 

Nevertheless, we believe that total energy values (TNCE), 

split into five filter bands, are metrics most users can 

understand or quickly get familiar with.

Future or

The proposed design workflow provides initial ideas or 

inspiration for a more acoustically informed design direc-

tion. However, choosing the desired acoustical parameters 

for the different frequency bands may still require some 

basic understanding of acoustics or initial consultation 

with an acoustics expert. Therefore, predefined acoustic 

use-cases should be implemented. These cases will trans-

late qualitative intentions into quantitative parameters. 

Currently, the design workflow can be used via a Jupyter 

notebook, and it is available as an open-source code in 

https://renkulab.io/gitlab/ddad/ddad-renku/. The interface 

can be further streamlined and possibly integrated as a tool 

within existing CAD software or a stand-alone web-based 

application.
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NOTES
All website were accessed on October 8th, 2021.

1. http://www.odeon.dk.

2. http://www.orase.org.

3. http://www.catt.se.

4. https://www.iks.rwth-aachen.de/forschung/tools-downloads/

databases/aachen-impulse-response-database/

5. https://speech.fit.vutbr.cz/software/

but-speech-fit-reverb-database.

6. http://research.nii.ac.jp/src/en/RWCP-SSD.html.

7. https://acecorpus.ee.ic.ac.uk/.

8. http://dirha.fbk.eu/English-PHdev.

9. https://renkulab.io/projects/ddad/gir-dataset/.

10. The geometries and frequencies in the data set are in 1:10 scale.

11. The TNCE is the last value from the NCE list, representing the 

total energy arrived at the receiver position.

12. Further documentation can be found on MiniSom’s Github 

repository. https://github.com/JustGlowing/minisom.

13. On a 2.9GHz 6-core Intel i9 cpu and 32GB 2400MHz DDR4 RAM.
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to Create Diverse Geometries by Thinking

ABSTRACT
MindSculpt enables users to generate a wide range of hybrid geometries in Grasshopper 

in real-time simply by thinking about those geometries. This design tool combines a non-

invasive brain-computer interface (BCI) with the parametric design platform Grasshopper, 

creating an intuitive design workfl ow that shortens the latency between ideation and 

implementation compared to traditional computer-aided design tools based on mouse-

and-keyboard paradigms. The project arises from transdisciplinary research between 

neuroscience and architecture, with the goal of building a cyber-human collaborative tool 

that is capable of leveraging the complex and fl uid nature of thinking in the design process. 

MindSculpt applies a supervised machine-learning approach, based on the support 

vector machine model (SVM), to identify patterns of brain waves that occur in EEG data 

when participants mentally rotate four different solid geometries. The researchers tested 

MindSculpt with participants who had no prior experience in design, and found that the tool 

was enjoyable to use and could contribute to design ideation and artistic endeavors.
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INTRODUCTION
Abraham Maslow is credited with formulating the “law of 

the instrument,” which is commonly summed up with the 

quotation: “If all you have is a hammer, everything looks 

like a nail” (Maslow 1966, 15). This phrase reminds us 

that the tools we use in design will inevitably affect our 

perception and workflow, and thus contribute to shaping 

the resulting design products. In the age before powerful 

computers, designers such as Antoni Gaudí and Frei Otto 

developed physical prototyping tools to help them better 

visualize the complex forms taking shape in their minds. 

The primary purpose of these tools was to provide timely 

feedback so that the designers could evaluate their visions 

and make improvements. As the computer era advanced, 

design workflows based on the WIMP paradigm (Windows, 

Icons, Menus, and Pointers) became the new standard 

(Caetano et al. 2020; Shankar et al. 2014). These tools were 

meant to enable a more intuitive technological interface 

for people without programming backgrounds (Sutherland 

1964). However, multiple empirical studies have indicated 

that using WIMP-based computer-aided design tools can 

impede design ideation and the conceptual design process. 

Compared to old-fashioned sketching, WIMP-based design 

has been shown to discourage the generation of diverse 

ideas (Stones et al. 2007; Alcaide-Marzal et al. 2013), to 

mislead designers to focus excessively on details and 

neglect the big picture (Ibrahim et al. 2010; Charlesworth 

and Chris 2007), and promote premature design fixation 

and constrain designers’ capabilities due to the unintuitive 

interface (Robertson and Radcliffe 2009).

Some researchers have put forth plausible theories 

and principles for tools that can better support design 

creativity (Hutchins et al. 1985; Shneiderman et al. 2006). 

For example, according to Hutchins’s direct manipulation 

theory, design tools should seek to minimize the “gulf of 

execution,” which is the mental gap or delay that occurs 

when computer users have to translate their intentions into 

linear and sequential machine-understandable commands. 

A significant gulf of execution will lead to high latency 

between idea generation and realization, interrupting the 

intuitive process of visualization and design feedback. One 

of the main problems with WIMP-based design tools is that 

they have relatively significant gulfs of execution, partic-

ularly for users who are not yet fully fluent in the relevant 

software and input technologies.

To address the deficiencies of WIMP-based computer 

interfaces during the design ideation phase, we devel-

oped MindSculpt. This new design tool directly translates 

the user’s imagination of different forms into high-fidelity, 

real-time digital prototypes in common design software 

platforms, without the need for pointing and clicking 

(Figure 1). MindSculpt is based on a machine learning 

algorithm that has been trained to identify brain signals 

associated with the user’s visualization of different solid 

geometries. This technology is a work in progress, and the 

output is currently quite fluid and, in some cases, difficult 

to control, mirroring the complex nature of thinking itself. 

Overall, the feedback from our test participants has been 

quite positive, indicating that MindSculpt has potential for 

application in design ideation.

BACKGROUND
Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) are capable of translating 

a user’s brain activities into messages or commands (Lotte 

et al. 2018). Previous studies have demonstrated the possi-

bility of classifying EEG signals associated with the mental 

visualization of complex geometries and shapes (Esfahani 

et al. 2012; Rai and Akshay 2016). Furthermore, the mental 

rotation of objects has become a common task used in 

the BCI field to demonstrate the technology’s potential for 

good binary classification scenarios (Friedrich et al. 2013; 

Jeunet et al. 2015). Using mental rotation may accommo-

date a wider range of task difficulties and offer users more 

flexibility when using BCI (Gardony et al. 2017). 

1 Traditional CAD tool feedback loop vs. the MindSculpt feedback loop
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BCI applications include writing by selecting letters on a 

screen (Farwell and Donchin 1988; Yi et al. 2012; Yin et 

al. 2013), or imagining handwriting movements to create 

sentences (Willet et al. 2021). Users have been also able 

to control a computer cursor on a screen (Blankertz et 

al. 2007; Wolpaw and Birbaumer 2002). Although the 

majority of BCI applications are oriented toward clinical 

scenarios, especially for physically disabled people (Abiri 

et al. 2019), the use of BCI technology in art and design has 

also been explored (Nijholt 2019, 104-111). Users used BCI 

to control a group of robots in an art installation (Ulrike 

1991). Through motor imagery, BCI users had been shown 

to compete in an electronic ping-pong game (Babiloni 

et al. 2007) and ‘Connect Four’ (Maby et al. 2012) using 

only EEG-measured brain activity. Other studies explored 

mental activities acquired by BCI as a metric to evaluate the 

design or environment in the Generative Design and Smart 

Environment frameworks (Barsan-Pipu 2019; Cutellic 2018; 

Yu-Chun 2006). More recently, artistic and social explo-

rations of BCI in music performance (Mullen et al. 2015; 

Rosenboom and Mullen 2019), digital drawings (Wulff-

Abramsson et al. 2019; Kübler et al. 2019), digital modeling 

(Shankar et al. 2014) and responsive built environments 

(Todd et al. 2019; Kovacevic et al. 2015) have motivated the 

field to engage in new forms of brain-interface applications.

In many of those studies based on non-invasive BCI, the 

applications created intriguing external visualizations 

of brain signals and have the capability to customize the 

relationship between the user’s mental imagery and the 

output. However, the type of brain activity linked to various 

BCI outputs was often tangential or even counterintuitive. 

3 Geometry generation using osterior probability 
allows for the creation of hybrid figures

2 Different brain patterns associated with the mental rotation 
of each geometry for Participant 1
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One system has mapped motor activities such as eyeblinks 

to commands such as “draw a circle” (Shankar et al. 

2014). One system made icons flicker to decode where 

the user attended to (Kübler et al. 2019). Another explo-

ration used brain activity to evaluate and influence an 

autonomously developing design rather than to exert 

active, dynamic control (Barsan-Pipu 2019; Yu-Chun 2006). 

Here, we provide an experience to the user where a BCI 

is used to create an intuitive and instant feedback loop 

between the ideation of geometric forms and their external 

representation. 

The MindSculpt project used a machine learning approach 

to identify neural signals associated to the mental rota-

tion of different solid geometries, and then represented 

those same geometries on the screen via common design 

software programs (Figure 2). Discrete classification para-

digms seemed insufficient to satisfy the need for design 

exploration during the ideation and conceptual design 

phases. The approach that we adopted for MindSculpt used 

the posterior probability score as the output of the machine 

learning model, and pixelated the 3D geometries based on 

the probability score. As a result, MindSculpt was able to 

provide a wide spectrum of complex geometries beyond the 

four basic shapes. When the user hesitated between a cube 

and a pyramid during the ideation process, MindSculpt 

would generate a hybrid geometry that was in-between a 

cube and a pyramid (Figure 3).

METHOD
During the MindSculpt project the researchers first deter-

mined the best approach to creating the BCI, and then 

conducted a pilot study with non-designer participants to 

test the system.

Hardware and Software Setup

The current set-up of MindSculpt included an EEG headset, 

Openvibe (Renard et al. 2010), Matlab, and Grasshopper 

(Figure 4). EEG data were collected using a non-invasive, 

128-channel, gel-based Actiview System (BioSemi Inc. n.d.) 

with Ag/AgCl active electrodes. Openvibe is an open-source 

BCI platform that can acquire real-time EEG data and 

transfer the results to Matlab through the Lab Streaming 

Layer (Kothe et al. 2014). Matlab was used to pre-process 

the EEG data, train the participant-specific machine-

learning model, predict the subsequent geometries that 

users visualized, and send the target class posterior proba-

bility scores to Grasshopper to visualize the outcomes in 

real-time.

MindSculpt Workflow

Using MindSculpt was a three-stage process (Figure 4): 

preparation, training, and real-time experimentation. 

Previous studies have shown that BCI self-regulation 

involves learning psychological factors—including cognitive 

states experienced by the users in a given session 

(e.g. motivation, concentration, flow)—and experiencing 

4 Experiment protocol and data processing pipeline of MindSculpt
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external factors at the time of measurement (Roc et al. 

2020). For distinct participants, these factors could affect 

the EEG-data mental imagery representation of the same 

abstract object during different sessions. Therefore, we 

built a personalized ML model for each participant (Shah et 

al. 2021; Wang et al. 2021). The training session was meant 

to calibrate the BCI for different users and optimize the 

performance. 

During the training, each participant viewed a video in 

which each of the four pre-selected geometries appeared 

on the computer screen for 10 seconds in a randomized 

sequence (50 seconds per class in total). Those geometries 

were a cube, a pyramid, a square torus, and two cubes 

combined diagonally (“union cubes ). When any geometry 

appeared, users were asked to perform a rotation of the 

image in their minds, which helped to create a strong 

mental visualization of the figure (Friedrich et al. 2013). This 

process continued until each figure had been shown five 

times.

As the participants viewed and visualized these solid 

geometries, EEG data were recorded at 256 Hz that enabled 

enough resolution for robust band-power estimation 

(Thomson 1982). Raw EEG data were preprocessed to 

bandpass the preferred frequency band (1~40 Hz), and 

remove bad channels with poor contact with the scalp. 

We applied artifact subspace reconstruction (Mullen et 

al. 2013) to remove noisy channels and artifactual power 

bursts (sd threshold = 15). Then, we visually inspected 

and removed EEG spikes caused by motion artifacts such 

as blinking, clenching, and body movements because they 

would cause confusion for the ML model to classify mental 

rotation of different geometries. 

Linear classifiers such as Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(LDA) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) are the most 

popular types of classifiers for EEG-based BCIs (Lotte et 

al. 2018). Although deep learning approaches have shown 

promising results in EEG signal classification (Craik et al. 

2019), SVMs often outperform other classifiers (Lotte et al. 

2018; Nahmias et al. 2020). 

Power-spectral density band-power features in the theta, 

alpha, and beta bands have shown to have robust discrimi-

native power in motor-imagery classification (Herman et al. 

2008; Oikonomou et al. 2017; Ravindran et al. 2019; Cruz-

Garza et al. 2020). BCIs using linear SVMs for classification 

have been successfully implemented to classify between 

imagined movement (Song et al. 2013; Nahmias et al. 2020; 

You et al. 2020; Astrand et al. 2021), including multi-class 

motor intent detection (Yi et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2012).  

Spectral band-power based BCIs are effective to extract 

relevant motor intent information, and reduce complexity 

for real-time BCI applications (Bhattacharyya et al. 2021). 

Furthermore, band-power based features have been imple-

mented for EEG signal classification in contextually rich 

real-world environments (Kontston et al. 2015; Kovacevic et 

al. 2015; Todd et al. 2019).

Sensorimotor rhythms are associated with preparation, 

control, and executing volitional motor intent, particu-

larly close to brain areas associated to such cognitive 

processes. The alpha (8-12 Hz) at central electrodes, 

named my-activity when recorded from central electrodes, 

is typically found to desynchronize (less power) when a 

motor action is imagined or executed. The beta band (13-30 

Hz) is associated with higher order cognitive processes 

during motor imagery (Pfurtscheller et al. 2000; Fu et 

al. 2019). The alpha and beta bands in frontal-parietal 

electrodes are also predictive of video-game play in partic-

ipants in freely-behaving settings (Ravindran et al. 2019). 

Patterns of connectivity between frontal and posterior 

electrodes have been associated to complex motor inten-

tion task that involve the human creative process, such as 

creative writing (Cruz-Garza et al. 2020) and observation 

of art pieces in a real-world museum (Kontston et al. 2015). 

In virtual reality environments the theta band has been 

recently found to be involved in and salient form recognition 

(Kalantari et al. 2021) from parietal regions, and aesthetic 

assessment of shapes (Banaei et al. 2017) from frontal 

regions, which makes it an interesting candidate to explore 

in form-making BCI systems. 

Based on those rationales, band-power features were 

obtained at 2 second time windows for the theta (4-7 Hz), 

alpha (8-12 Hz) and beta (13-30 Hz) bands (Kontston et al. 

2015; Cruz-Garza et al. 2017). 

Band-power features were obtained for 2 second data 

windows, with 0.5 second overlap, resulting in in 96 data 

points per class. The frequency bands selected were the 

theta, alpha, and beta. We used Minimum Redundancy 

Maximum Relevancy (mRMR) (Peng et al. 2005) algorithm to 

select the most salient features out of 384 features (Figure 

2). We defined the minimum number of selected features as 

16 to increase the robustness of the subsequent real-time 

performance because the data of any channel could be 

affected by unpredicted events such as fierce movements 

from the user in real time. To obtain robust classifica-

tion models, the EEG data from the training session was 

divided into a 5-fold cross-validation scheme—where 80% 

of the data was selected for training the model, and 20% 

for validation—and repeated 5 times. The best-performing 

MindSculpt Yang, Cruz-Garza, Kalantari
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(validation accuracy) cross-validation model was used for 

subsequent analyses. The resulting participant-specific 

linear SVM model was used for the real-time test set classi-

fication subsequently.

At this point, the participant could begin using MindSculpt 

to visualize hybrid shapes in real-time. During our pilot 

study, participants were asked to visualize two-class 

combinations of the sample geometries. These combina-

tions included [cube + pyramid], [union cube + torus], and 

[pyramid + union cube]. The participants were also asked 

to visualize one four-class combination, in which all of the 

sample geometries were combined to create a final shape. 

They were not only told to create these hybrid geometries 

however they wished, but also encouraged to consider 

mental rotations and mergers of the sample shapes and 

to work on each hybrid geometry for at least 3 minutes. 

The trained machine-learning model, in turn, would assign 

weights to those four pre-defined geometries that were 

directly proportional to the posterior probability that a 

data sample belonged to each class. The hybrid geometry 

derived from the EEG data was represented on a computer 

screen by Grasshopper in real-time (Figure 3). Users were 

able to press a button to pause the reception of brain data 

and save the displayed geometry if they liked the design. 

They were then able to use the same button to resume 

the data reception and real-time visualization to continue 

exploring their mental control of the system. After the 

experiment, the researchers conducted a brief, semi-

structured debriefing interview to obtain each participants’ 

feedback about the MindSculpt system performance.

Participant

For the feasibility pilot study, we recruited seven 

participants using a convenience sampling method (word-

of-mouth and announcements on departmental e-mail lists). 

None of the participants had prior experience working 

or studying in design fields, nor did they have prior BCI 

experiences. All of them were undergraduate university 

students. Each participant gave informed written consent 

before participating in the experiment, and the overall study 

protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board 

prior to the start of research activities. All of the experi-

ment sessions took place at the same physical location.

RESULT
For the seven participants in the pilot study, we reached 

82  mean classification accuracy for the training set 

2-class models (SD = 4%, n = 7), and 78% mean off-line vali-

dation accuracy (SD = 3%, n = 7) by iteratively using 4 trials 

to train a Linear SVM classifier and 1 trial as the validation 

set (Figure 5). 

We also asked participants to self-report their sense of 

control over the represented hybrid geometry on a scale 

from 1 (low) to 10 (high). Five out of seven participants’ 

data were collected. Although some participants reported 

a high sense of control when using MindSculpt, we 

observed a wide range of perceived performance for the 

2-class models (min = 1.67, max = 7.3, M = 4.93, SD = 2.29, 

n = 5). The high variance of self-reported performance in 

this study matched the observations from previous BCI 

research (Jeunet et al. 2015).

5 Classification, Validation Accuracy, and ROC curves 
for Three 2-class Models
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More alpha power was observed in frontal and poste-

rior regions of the scalp for the simple geometries (cube, 

pyramid) and suppression for more complex geometries 

(union, torus) (Figure 2). The observations resonated with 

previous findings (Michel et al. 1994; Rie ansk  et al. 2010; 

Gardony et al. 2017). In terms of selected EEG features, 

23 features were selected on average for all 2-class 

models (SD = 6.83, n = 21). The feature selected showed 

that the validation accuracy reached a plateau (or 

decreased) after 17 to 23 features selected. More features 

would potentially impair real-time performance. Selected 

features for each model varied among different partic-

ipants (Figure 6), but comprised a network of frontal, 

central, and parietal regions.  

The most relevant features for classification, as obtained 

with mRMR, showed distinct patterns of channel relevance 

when participants were mental rotating geometries with 

different complexity (Figure 6). In the alpha band (8-12 Hz), 

central regions (close to motor regions) showed consis-

tently most relevance and least redundancy to predict the 

mental imagery, although the spatial location of the elec-

trodes was broad. The theta (4-7 Hz) and Beta (15-30 Hz) 

frequency bands also provided relevant information for 

classification performance, including relevant channels in 

midline frontal and parietal areas (Gardony et al. 2017). 

During the experiments, we noticed that almost all of the 

participants were willing to spend much more time than 

the required 3 minutes to explore each hybrid shape. 

Three participants reported that they were motivated to 

try different thoughts other than mere mental rotation and 

combination to generate geometries. For example, one 

participant explored thinking about rectangular objects and 

tested if a cube could be stretched accordingly.

In the interviews, all participants described the tool as 

“inventive” and “interesting.” They said that they felt moti-

vated to explore different shapes, and reported that the 

instant real-time feedback was helpful for their thinking 

process. However, one participant mentioned that they 

had difficulty concentrating on their internal visualization 

while also watching the changing real-time feedback on 

the screen. One participant indicated that he preferred to 

close his eyes and think, then open them briefly to check 

the outcomes. Five participants reported difficulty and 

high mental workload in continuously maintaining focus 

on the geometric shapes. When asked explicitly about the 

relationship between the MindSculpt BCI and conventional 

WIMP-based computer-aided design, three participants 

indicated that we should use both techniques in the future. 

When asked about the limitations of MindSculpt, the most 

common concern was the BCI’s lack of accuracy in clearly 

capturing the user’s mental model on the screen. When 

the EEG-based representation failed to match participants’ 

intentions for what seemed like a long period of time, three 

participants experienced feelings of confusion, frustra-

tion, or annoyance. We even observed one participant 

self-blamed for not thinking hard enough, although the 

participant is not at fault.

6 Feature selection for all participants based on mRMR 
of Cube vs. Pyramid model

MindSculpt Yang, Cruz-Garza, Kalantari
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce BCI to the architectural design 

field and explore its potentials in design ideation by devel-

oping MindSculpt. MindSculpt aims to shorten the feedback 

loop from design ideation to design implementation, so that 

practitioners can get instant, high-fidelity feedback and 

external visualization and recording of their ideas. The 

study involves recording participants’ brain activity using 

a 128-channel EEG headset and developing a machine-

language classifier to reflect the users’ mental rotation 

of solid geometries. Adding to the previous study that uses 

mental imagery tasks to classify different geometries 

(Esfahani et al. 2012), MindSculpt demonstrates a novel 

alternative to classify geometries with different complexity 

by asking user to conduct mental rotation tasks. To test 

the performance of the interface, a feasibility study with 

7 participants is conducted. The results indicates that this 

approach to human-computer interaction has potential, 

though the reliability of the system degenerates when 

users are confused by the instruction and not sure what 

to imagine, or distracted during the training session.

The current proof-of-concept study indicates the value of 

the MindSculpt approach, and lays the groundwork for 

approaching more complex design scenarios and longer-

term interactions between users and the system. We 

believe that MindSculpt opens new avenues for the applica-

tion of BCI to design research and practice.

Limitation

MindSculpt is limited by the prescriptive geometry 

generation algorithm. While linear combinations of four 

geometries provided many fascinating outputs (Figure 

7), increasing the number of base shapes would allow 

the system to much more closely approximate the many 

possible geometries that an architectural designer would 

want to explore. More fundamental works are needed to 

determine how much variation in a user’s brain patterns 

can be expected from day to day, and whether or not it may 

be possible for MindSculpt to accommodate such vari-

ations and adapt closer to a user over time. On the user 

experience side, setting up the EEG headset and conducting 

training session each time when the user intends to use 

the BCI can be time-consuming, and current MindSculpt 

offered a relatively low refresh rate (2 Hz) in Grasshopper 

due to the latency of real-time data processing, which 

may interfere the fluent interaction. Finally, the current 

pilot study relied strongly on user feedback to evaluate 

the viability of the tool. While the strong positive reception 

and interest in using MindSculpt is a valuable indication 

of the system’s potential, more work is needed to consider 

objective measures such as the visual similarity between 

user sketches, quantity and diversity of the MindSculpt 

output, as well as the practical effectiveness of integrating 

MindSculpt into actual design workflows.

Future Directions

To expand the possible design space of MindSculpt, we 

expect more fundamental studies that help us understand 

the association between the physiological indicators and 

design intentions including but not limited to EEG. 

While MindSculpt provides a new BCI modality in design, 

it is not likely that the traditional mouse and keyboard 

paradigm, or traditional sketching and prototyping, will 

soon disappear. One likely path forward in design will be 

the combination of BCI with other interfaces. Thus, future 

work in this area will need to evaluate the optimal uses 

of BCI during the design process. What design tasks are 

best implemented through BCI, and how can the use and 

output of these interfaces best be integrated with other 

aspects of the workflow  For example, BCI could be used to 

choose between a “Boolean Union” vs. “Boolean Difference” 

relationship while other modalities are used to conduct 

“selection” or “changing position” commands.

7 Wide spectrum of geometries generated by MindSculpt
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Making mistakes and encountering situations when 

design outcomes fail to match the original intention is 

common during design processes. When this happens, 

designers should be able to readily correct those mistakes 

or discover new directions embedded within them. The 

participants in the current study expressed some frustra-

tion when the outcome of the MindSculpt system diverged 

from their intent and could not be readily brought into line. 

Future work in this area will benefit from investigating 

the issue of error correction and non-BCI feedback in the 

system. A related issue is the steep learning curve of the 

BCI tools, which should be addressed by the development 

of clear guidebooks and interactive tutorials (Lotte and 

Camille 2015).

Future studies in this area may also want to attend more 

closely to the paradigms of passive, reactive, and active 

BCI (Nijholt 2019, 5-7). Reactive BCI requires users to 

attend to a stimulus (for example, a flickering segment of 

the displayed model) to select and alter that area. This type 

of BCI has higher accuracy but involves less voluntary 

thinking. Passive BCI monitors users’ brain waves and 

triggers specific actions based on metrics such as stress 

levels. Though those paradigms are not precisely “doing by 

active thinking,” they may have some potential for design 

applications. For example, one may imagine using passive 

BCI to evaluate and calibrate design options generated 

by active BCI so that increasing user frustration would 

trigger a shift in the system’s responses. As for active BCI, 

brain signals associated with various body movements of 

even emotional feelings could be used to create inspiring 

design processes. Future researchers could also focus 

more overtly on the value of BCI-based tools for designers 

who have motor disabilities or other limitations in using 

conventional WIMP-based computer interfaces. Attending 

specifically to this population will provide opportunities to 

evaluate and improve the overall utility of the technology 

and will help to expand its adoption.
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ABSTRACT
Curved-crease origami design is a novel area of research with applications in fields such 

as architecture, design, engineering, and fabrication ranging between micro and macro 

scales. However, the design of such models is still a difficult task which requires preserving 

isometry between the 3D form and 2D unfolded state. This paper introduces a new soft-

ware tool for Rhino/Grasshopper for interactive computational curved-crease origami 

design. Using a rule-line based approach, this tool has two functions: rigid-ruling bending 

of a flat sheet, and a patch-by-patch additive construction method for cylindrical and 

conical surfaces along curved creases.
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1   INTRODUCTION
Developable surfaces are surfaces that can be obtained by 

bending a planar sheet without stretching or tearing. Such 

surfaces have various applications due to their aesthetics, 

ease of fabrication, and cost efficiency (Lawrence 2011). 

Examples include structural elements (Lienhard 2014), 

architecture facades (Glaeser and Gruber 2007), boat hull 

making (Chalfant 1997), and furniture design.

Developable surfaces can be folded along curves, resulting 

in so-called curved-crease origami. Shapes with curved 

creases provide structural stiffness, have less mate-

rial offcut, and are easier to transport in their flat state 

(Demaine et al. 2015, Maleczek et al. 2019, Bhooshan et al. 

2014). 

Several computational algorithms have been proposed 

to deal with developable surfaces and simulate curved 

folding. Kilian et al. (2018) digitize scanned curved crease 

folding through an optimization-based approach. Solomon 

et al. (2012) guide interactive modelling of discretized 

developable surfaces with a discrete mean curvature 

bending energy. Developability constraints are imposed 

on the control points of a spline surface by Tang et al. 

(2016). Rabinovich et al. (2018, 2019) use discrete geodesic 

orthogonal nets to approximate developable surfaces. 

However, methods for computationally designing curved 

crease models are still limited. In particular, for designers 

including architects, it is crucial to be able to design para-

metrically, allowing for adjustments as discussed in Foschi 

et al. (2021). Mitani (2011) implements a parametric soft-

ware that explores shapes that can be obtained by planar 

reflection; however, the family of curved folding geometry 

is limited. Maleczek et al. (2021) construct curved crease 

shapes by rounding the edges of a polyhedral surface and 

adding curved creases around the polyhedron’s vertices.

In this paper, we present a novel digital toolbox called Lotus

for Rhino/Grasshopper, based on the methods described 

by Mundilova (2019), see Figure 2. Our tool allows the user 

to design developable surfaces and implement certain 

types of curved folding in a parametric design environment. 

Since the toolbox is provided as a set of components for 

Grasshopper, the users can freely arrange and concate-

nate the components to obtain a large family of shapes with 

multiple curved creases. The algorithms have the benefit 

of being constructive and do not require any optimiza-

tion. Thus, the parametric inputs lead to fast feedback 

suited for interactive design of complicated shapes with 

multiple curved creases. Lotus aims to be accessible to 

users without a strong knowledge in computational origami 

theory, and it has been tested in multiple architecture 

courses.

The first component in Lotus assists in the design of 

developable surfaces by pulling a planar surface into 3D. 

Given one planar surface patch and one point in 3D above 

the plane, the component bends the surface isometrically 

with rigid rulings to intersect the point while one curved 

boundary remains in the original plane. As the input 

point moves around, the constrained edge of the solution 

surface has the effect of sliding back and forth in the plane, 

giving the name SlidingDevelopable. SlidingDevelopable

is universal, that is, it can locally construct any devel-

opable surface including cylinders, cones, and general 

tangent developables. This construction allows users to 

design developable surfaces by rigid ruling bending of 

their developments. Consequently, if the input surface 

does not contain singularities (edge-of-regression), neither 

will the constructed surface. The implementation of 

SlidingDevelopable is discussed in Section 3.2. 

The second set of components are for folding developable 

surfaces. These take a developable surface as an input 

and compute the curved crease that connects the given 

surface with a new cylinder or a cone patch. The geometry 

of the second surface is specified by the cylinder’s profile 

curve base plane or cone apex point. Two components offer 

unique interfaces to Mundilova (2019); the user may either 

prescribe two points on the crease curve or one point and 

one incident tangent direction. These components go by the 

names PatchToCylCone(3pt) and PatchToCylCone(tan). The 

background theory is described in Section 2, and the imple-

mentation is described in Section 3.3.

The final component, UnrollDevelopable, computes the 

development of a developable surface, a subroutine of the 

2 Lotus Grasshopper components: SlidingDevelopable (top left), 
UnrollDevelopable (top right), PatchToCylCone(3pt) (bottom left), 
PatchToCylCone(tan) (bottom right) 
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folding algorithms, which was found to be an independently 

useful component.

The combination of sliding developables and the patch-

to-patch folding constructions enables a wide variety of 

curved folded design. By serially connecting patch-to-patch 

folding steps, we obtain parametric design of curved-

crease folding with multiple creases. In Section 4, we show 

case studies of versatile designs using our tool.

2   THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1  Developable Surfaces

Developable surfaces are surfaces that can be obtained 

by bending a planar sheet without stretching or tearing. 

A developable surface is a combination of one or more of 

these basic types of surfaces: planes, cylinders, cones, and 

tangent developables (Pottmann et al. 2010, Chapter 15). 

Geometrically, these surfaces contain a family of lines, the 

so-called rule lines, along which the surface tangent planes 

are the same. Consequently, developable surfaces allow a 

parametrization S(u,t) where parameter t follows the rule 

lines with normalized direction R(u) that are attached to a 

curve C(u) on the surface, that is,

  S(u,t) = C(u) + t R(u).

If the surface is a cylinder, the rule line directions are 

parallel and thus R(u) is constant. If the surface is a cone, 

the curve C(u) may degenerate to a point, the apex of the 

cone. 

The development of a developable surface is its planar 

counterpart, obtained by unbending the surface without

 stretching or tearing. Similarly, it can be parametrized by 

  s(u,t) = c(u) + t r(u),

where the small letters indicate the respective 2D coun-

terparts. In the following, we will assume without loss of 

generality that |R(u)| = |r(u)| =1, and that the speed of the 

parametrization of the curves is the same.

2.2  Patch-to-cylinder and Patch-to-cone Construction

A curved crease is a curve in 3D space that joins two devel-

opable surfaces and maintains that the combined surface 

is also developable. From a construction approach, given 

two independently developable surface patches, in general, 

joining them together along a curve will typically not result 

in a developable seam; the development will contain a gap 

or an overlap. 

The special case where the two developments do fit 

together is referred to as a curved-crease folding, as 

the folded model can be obtained from a flat sheet. In this 

section, we briefly review patch-to-patch construction 

concepts by Mundilova (2019), which computes crease 

curves on a given first developable patch such that the 

computed second surface patch is either a cylinder or a 

cone constructed from a cylinder’s profile curve base plane 

or cone apex in 3D and 2D. 

In both cylinder and cone cases, we assume that the crease 

curve F(u) and its developed counterpart f(u) can be 

parametrized as

F(u) = C(u) + l(u) R(u)     and     f(u) = c(u) + l(u) r(u),

that is, we can reach a point on the crease curve by firstly 

following the curve on the surface and then going l(u) 
units in the ruling direction (see Figure 3). The distance l(u) 
depends on the type of the second surface. In the following, 

we discuss the ruling-by-ruling computation of l(u) from 

distance constraints. 

Patches to cylinders. Let S be the parametrization of a first 

surface. Recall that a profile curve P(u) of a cylinder lies 

in a plane perpendicular to the cylinder’s ruling direction. 

As unfolding preserves the angles between curves on the 

surface, the development p(u) of a profile curve is a line 

orthogonal to the developed ruling direction. We specify the 

second surface by the base plane Ε and base line ε of the 

cylinder’s profile curve or line in the development, respec-

tively (see Figure 3). Let D ∙ X = K be the Hessian normal 

form of Ε with unitized normal vector D, and d ∙ x = k the 

normal form of ε with unitized normal vector d. We assume 

3 Illustration of the notation in Section 2; Left: Patch-to-cylinder 
construction; Right: Patch-to-cone construction
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that the profile curve of the cylinder can be parametrized 

by 

P(u) = F(u) + lp(u) D        and       p(u) = f(u) + lp(u) d,

with an initially unknown distance function lp(u), the 

distance between the crease curve and the base planes. 

Constraining P(u) and p(u) to Ε and ε results in two linear 

constraints for the unknown functions l(u) and lp(u), that is, 

K = P(u) ∙ D = C(u) ∙ D + l(u) R(u) ∙ D + lp(u),
k = p(u) ∙ d = c(u) ∙ d + l(u) r(u) ∙ d + lp(u),

solving for the two unknown functions l(u) and lp(u) yields

Patches to cones. Let S be the parametrization of a first 

surface and let the second surface be a cone specified by 

the normalized 3D and 2D apices V and v (see Figure 3). As 

the lengths on a developable surface are preserved when 

unfolding, a point on the crease curve F(u) has the same 

distance to the 3D apex V as its developed counterpart f(u)
to the 2D apex v, that is,

| F(u) − V |2  =  | f(u) − v |2 .

The quadratic terms in this quadratic constraint on the 

length function l(u) cancel out and solving for l(u) results in

2.3  Valid Surface Patch Combination

The length function l(u) above gives the location of the 

crease curve as the intersection of developable surfaces. 

The intersection of two surfaces and pairwise split results 

in four patches (see Figure 4). There are two combinations 

of two patches which create a developable combination 

of surfaces, resulting in a model that can be constructed 

by folding as it has no overlap in the development. This 

combination is found by selecting one patch from either 

side of the crease curve, choosing one from each surface. 

A natural extension of Maleczeck et al. (2020) gives a math-

ematical description. Namely, the valid patch combination 

is encoded in the denominator of the length function,

D(u) = r(u)∙d  R(u)∙D  or  D(u) = r(u v c(u R(u V C(u))

for cylinder and cone, respectively. Specifically, if we want 

to combine the second surface patch containing the profile 

curve or the apex, we rebuild the compatible first surface 

by extending the 3D and 2D crease curves in RD(u) and rD(u) 
directions, where

RD(u) = u)) R(u)      and    rD(u) = u)) r(u),

as illustrated in Figure 3.

3   IMPLEMENTATION
Lotus was written in C# and leverages the geometry 

primitives in the RhinoCommon library. Each component in 

Lotus requires the input surface to be a developable NURBS 

surface of degree 1 × n where n , with 2 × m control 

points where m (quads do not have a defined rule line 

direction). Note that Lotus can also take polyhedral surface 

patches as input. 

3.1  Discretization

Each component begins by discretizing the input surface 

into a strip of (almost) planar quads or triangles. We eval-

uate the rule lines of the developable surface and connect 

them appropriately to an (almost planar) quad or triangle 

mesh that will be used for the subsequent computations. 

The rule line sampling density for the discretized mesh can 

optionally be adjusted by the user (see Figure 5).

Furthermore, if the input surface is not planar, we compute 

a development by laying out the quads and triangles in the 

4 Intersecting developable surfaces along a curved crease and their devel-
opment (top); two developable and two non-developable surface patch 
combinations (bottom)
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plane. For convenience, Lotus provides a custom unrolling 

component, UnrollDevelopable, specifically tailored for 

developable surfaces.

3.2  Sliding Developables

The SlidingDevelopable component takes as input a 3D 

point P and a planar ruled surface s (see Figure 6). Such a 

surface can be generated in Rhino by extruding a planar 

curve in-plane or lofting two curves that are in the same 

plane. In the following, let s be positioned in the xy-plane. 

The input point P is expected to be positioned in such a 

way that its projection to the xy-plane p lies inside s. The 

component constructs a surface S whose development is s, 

such that one of the surface’s curved boundaries lies in the 

xy-plane and P’s development as a point on S is p. Only the 

curved boundaries of the surface patch can be constrained 

to lie in the plane. Generally, there are two such curves, but 

in the case of a cone it’s possible that one curve degen-

erates to a point. In case of two curved boundaries, the 

SlidingDevelopable component provides a Boolean input to 

select one. Note that the desired S may only exist for points 

in a small neighborhood of s, see Section 3.4.

In this algorithm, illustrated in Figure 6, we first deter-

mine which quad or triangle contains p by orthogonally 

projecting into the plane (1). We then place this quad or 

triangle in 3D space by bringing p to P while anchoring 

the selected boundary edge e in the xy-plane. We reduce 

the number of ways to position the incident face to two by 

selecting a point q on the boundary e of s and set Q to be 

the point on the segment pq with distance p,q) to P (2a 

and 2b). Finally, from these two solutions we pick the one in 

which the boundary direction is closer to the corresponding 

direction of s (2a). After we solve one face, we can find a 

solution for its neighbor face(s). The common ruling of a 

positioned face and its neighbor acts as an axis of rotation 

for the placement of the neighbor face. In general, there will 

be two configurations that place the appropriate boundary 

edge in the xy-plane (3a and 3b); we pick the configuration 

in which the planes enclose a larger dihedral angle (3a). 

If there is no valid configuration, P is too far from the input 

surface and the algorithm returns only a partial result. 

We repeat this process to both sides of the initial face (4). 

In our suggested use, we start with point P near the center 

of the surface, incident to it, and slowly move the point 

upwards orthogonal from the surface. This is the area least 

likely to have issues and will usually return a solution. We 

explore the space of valid solutions by moving the point 

both away from the surface, and sideways towards each of 

the edges of the surface.

3.3  Patch-to-patch Implementation

Lotus offers two components, PatchToCylCone(3pt) and 

PatchToCylCone(tan), which implement the patch-to-patch 

construction method of Mundilova (2019) as outlined 

in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Both components construct the 

crease between a user-specified general developable 

surface patch and a cylinder or cone, and upon success 

return the generated surfaces and their development.

Component PatchToCylCone(3pt) has three input points: 

P1, P2 and V (see Figures 7 and 8). The first two points 

are expected to lie on the surface, and if a crease curve 

5 Different levels of discretization 
of a developable surface and 
their developments

5

6

6 Sliding developable construction 
process

p e

P

q
Q

(1) (2a)

(2b)

(3a)

(3b)

(4)
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7

is returned, it will pass through P1 and P2. If the second 

surface is a cylinder the 3D ruling direction is P1V, and 

V will lie on the base plane x of the profile curve of the 

cylinder. If the second surface is a cone, the 3D apex posi-

tion will be V. 

Component PatchToCylCone(tan) has two input points, P1 

and V, and one input angle  (see Figure 9). The point P1

is expected to lie on the surface, and if a crease curve is 

returned, it will pass through this point. Furthermore, the 

tangent of the crease curve and the ruling of the input 

surface will enclose the user specified angle. The func-

tionality of V is analogous to the PatchToCylCone(3pt)

component.

Both components contain a Boolean toggle to allow 

switching between valid patch combinations, as shown in 

Figure 4.

Each component’s unique set of inputs finds the 3D and 

2D profile curve’s base plane or cone apices necessary 

for the formula in Section 2, but because the components 

only operate on the 3D model without knowledge of the 

2D developed state, the inputs vary from the inputs in the 

equations. Each component’s approach to obtaining the 

2D profile curve’s base plane or cone apex is discussed in 

detail in the following paragraphs.

Both algorithms begin by discretizing the input surface and 

unrolling it to the xy-plane. We compute p1 and if applicable, 

p2, the locations of P1 and P2 on the unrolled surface. We 

find the location of the 2D profile curve’s base line ε or apex 

position v by computing the 2D counterpart v of V. In case 

of the patch-to-cylinder construction, the base line ε has 

normal vector p1v and contains v. In case of the patch-to-

cone construction, v is the location of the developed apex.

PatchToCylCone(3pt) – Cylinder. As the distances between 

points on surfaces in 3D and their developed counterparts 

must be the same, we have 

P1 Ε p1 ε      and      P2 Ε p2 ε

Thus, ε is a common tangent of the two circles c1 and c2

centered at p1 and p2 with radii P1 Ε  and P2 Ε , 

respectively. In general, there are two suitable solutions 

for the outer tangents, candidates of ε on opposite sides of 

p1 and p2, which determine two solutions for v as their base 

point of p1. We choose ε such that {p1,p2,v} are positioned 

counterclockwise. 

9

7 Input of the PatchToCylCone(3pt) - Cylinder component

8 Input of the PatchToCylCone(3pt) - Cone component

9 Input of the PatchToCylCone(tan) component
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PatchToCylCone(3pt) – Cone. As the distances between 

points on surfaces in 3D and their developed counterparts 

must be the same, the location of v is constrained by two 

distances, 

P1,V p1,v)      and      P2,V p2,v).

Thus, v is an intersection point of two circles c1 and c2  

centered at p1 and p2 with radii P1,V) and P2,V), 

respectively. In general, there are two solutions for v on 

opposite sides of P1 and P2. Again, we choose the solution 

such that {p1,p2,v} are positioned counterclockwise. 

PatchToCylCone(tan). After finding the location of p1, we 

compute its 3D and 2D incident rulings. We then recon-

struct the 3D tangent line in the incident tangent plane and 

2D tangent line as we are given the counterclockwise angle 

that they enclose with the ruling. Let  be the angle between 

P1V and the 3D tangent. As developing a surface preserves 

angles and distances, we find v as the endpoint of the line 

segment of length P1,V) enclosing the counterclockwise 

angle  with the 2D tangent line. 

Finally, after PatchToCylCone(3pt) or PatchToCylCone(tan) 

determines the 2D ruling direction or apex position, we 

apply the formulas in Section 2.2 rule line by rule line. 

First, we build the second surface containing the cylinder’s 

profile curve and cone apex. We then build the compatible 

first surface according to Section 2.3.

Note, that the crease curve can exceed curved bound-

aries of the input surface (see Figure 10). In addition, it 

is possible for the profile curve of the second surface to 

intersect the crease curve (see Figure 7). In both cases, the 

corresponding surfaces need to be appropriately extended. 

On the other hand, some inputs can result in crease curves 

with large amplitudes, potentially exceeding the cones 

apex, such that extending the surfaces would be undesir-

able. In this case, the plug-in returns without result. If the 

input surfaces are smooth, we interpolate the appropriate 

surface pair’s sampled points to return smooth surfaces.

Note that we choose v such that {p1,p2,v} are positioned 

counterclockwise. Exchanging the order of P1 and P2 

changes v to the other location.

3.4  Limitations

Lotus requires sensible input from the user, as not all input 

configurations provide a desired result. Common unreal-

istic inputs are as follows:

SlidingDevelopable:  If the input point is further than the 

valid range from the base plane, a 3D configuration does 

not exist. Beyond the trivial case where the distance is 

longer than the ruling length, there is a geometric limit 

resulting from the shape of the slide curve of the input 

patch. For explicit limits see Mundilova (2019).

PatchToCylCone(3pt):  For some configurations of the input 

points, finding the location of ε or v might not be possible. 

In the cylindrical case, if the input is such that one of the 

two circles c1 and c2 is contained in the other, computing 

the common outer tangent ε will fail. In the conical case, if 

the input is such that the circles c1 and c2 do not intersect, 

computing their intersection v will fail.

PatchToCylCone(tan):  For input angles  close to 0 mod , 

the crease curves tangent direction will be close to the inci-

dent ruling direction. This may cause large absolute values 

of the length function and large extensions of the surface. 

Furthermore, Lotus does not check whether surfaces inter-

sect (see Figure 11). Once a model is completed, it falls to  

the user to double check that no surfaces are intersecting. 

4   DESIGN STUDY
Finally, we present some usage examples of our method 

and show works of students and colleagues using Lotus.

11

10
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4.1  Reconstruction of Susan Latham’s Vesica Piscis

Susan Latham’s sculpture “Attraction  (Santa Fe, 2008) 

consists of two folded Vesica Piscis. One of the shapes is 

obtained by folding flat material in the shape of two over-

lapping disks, which are positioned such that the center 

of one lies on the boundary of the other. These two over-

lapping disks are folded along their inner circle segments, 

such that the outer circle segments can be glued together. 

Mundilova and Wills (2018) prove that the resulting shape 

consists of two cones and a cylinder. The developed apex of 

the cones coincides with the center of the overlapping disks, 

and the cylinder’s ruling direction is perpendicular to the 

line along which one circle would be rotated onto the other. 

We can reconstruct the Vesica Piscis with Lotus as follows 

(Figure 12):

• Step 1: Construct a unit circle segment in the xy-plane 

centered at {½,0,0} and trim it with the y-axis. Extrude 

the circular arc to a planar cone with apex {0,0,0}.

• Step 2: Position a point at {0,0,¾} and use it together 

with the planar cone as input for the SlidingDevelopable

component. This results in a 3D cone. 

• Step 3: Evaluate the cone at its uv-parameter  to 

obtain P1. Construct  V = P1 + {0,0,-½}.  

• PatchToCylCone(3pt): Evaluate the cone at {0,1,0} 
to obtain P2. Use PatchToCylCone(3pt) to obtain a 

cylinder with this input.

• PatchToCylCone(tan): Alternatively, use 

PatchToCylCone(tan) with angle  to obtain a 

cylinder with this input.

• Step 4: Mirror the cylinder and cone on the xy-plane to 

obtain the closed folded Vesica Piscis shape.

4.2  Mosely’s Bud

Jeanine Mosely’s “Square-Based Origami Bud  is an 

intricate design whose curved crease elements can be 

approximated by a series of cylinders (Lang 2018). We 

reconstruct this shape, shown in Figure 13, by twice 

iterating PatchToCylCone(3pt)’s cylinder-to-cylinder 

construction to compute an eighth of the design. We chose 

the input points so that the first and third cylinders’ profile 

curve base planes enclose an angle of . By reflection on 

these planes, we obtain a closed 3D shape.

4.3  Living Room Table

The table’s structure in Figure 14 was designed by Duks 

Koschitz (Professor at Pratt Institute, New York) by using 

PatchToCylCone(3pt) twice consecutively. Beginning with 

the upper cylindrical surface, based on an elastica in 

section, the sides were added by a patch-to-cone construc-

tion and were then connected to another cylindrical 

surface. Both cylindrical surfaces have parallel rulings that 

result in a common symmetry plane for the generation of 

the hollow tube. While the upper surface is joined as one 

continuous surface, the dove-tail-shaped joint is located on 

10 Crease curve exceeds boundary of input surface (top) and crease curve 
intersects profile curve of cylinder (bottom); in both cases, the surfaces 
need to be appropriately extended

11 Illustration of intersecting surfaces generated by the Lotus component

12 Left: Susan Latham s sculpture “Attraction  (2008); Right: Step-by-step 
reconstruction of Susan Latham s sculpture with Lotus

13 Jeanine Mosely s bud reconstructed with Lotus

12

13

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

P1

P2 V
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the bottom surface. The straight edges are folded over to 

give the overall shape more stiffness.

4.4  Curved-crease Pavilion

During a course taught by Maleczek and Mundilova at the 

University of Innsbruck, students had the opportunity to 

develop designs with a beta version of the Lotus plug-in. 

Lucy Czarnecka used the plug-in to develop a curved folded 

pavilion on a pentagonal base with curved walls that has 

inward-folded openings and a roof with five lenses. After 

digitalization of her paper studies (see Figure 15), she 

adapted her design so that development of the structure 

could be fabricated from a single edge-connected compo-

nent. The design uses 19 consecutive creases for the roof 

with five lenses, all computed with the PatchToCylCone(3pt)

component. The parametric setup allowed her to experi-

ment with the design and develop variations.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that Lotus is a ready to use 

plug-in for Rhino/Grasshopper that provides tools for 

generating parametric curved folding. Lotus handles both 

discretized and non-discretized geometries and offers a 

parametric interface for interactive design. We explained 

its implementation and functionality, and highlighted its 

versatility and user-friendliness for a general audience 

without a deep knowledge of curved folding. Looking ahead, 

this component can be extended to incorporate details 

about materials and fabrication, such as material thickness.  
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Introduction

Arbor is a data spatialization of the urban forest of Palo Alto, California. The sculptural 

installation consists of 120 ribs arranged radially within King Plaza fronting Palo Alto City 

Hall. It uses the database of over 45,000 public trees in the city’s Open Data Portal (City 

of Palo Alto, n.d.) as the basis for a collective, three-dimensional map of one aspect of the 

city’s ecology. The installation performs like a compass, with each rib corresponding direc-

tionally to a respective “pie slice” of territory raiding outwards from City Hall. The trees are 

represented by bumps on the outer edge of each rib, so the zones with more trees result in 

ribs with more relief. The ribs are arranged in a circle, gradually changing in height, profi le, 

and color to create a dynamic form that is different from each side.  

Data Spatialization and Environ ental Representation

Arbor looks to historical examples of optical devices that operate radially, such as the 

zoetrope and the cyclorama, both of which use radial geometry to create novel and 

immersive environmental representations. Just as these devices use conventions of 

optical abstraction such as perspective, trompe-l’oeil, and depth of fi eld to represent 

spatial environments (Crary 1990), Arbor employs techniques of data-driven analysis, 

design computation, and digital fabrication to produce an alternative representation of 

the city—one premised on its inventory of trees. This approach—data spatialization—

expands computation’s purview beyond technical concerns like effi ciency and performance 

optimization to include more qualitative capacities of public engagement and ecological 

PR D CTI N N TES

Architect: Adam Marcus / 
 Variable Projects

Client: City of Palo Alto

Status: Built 
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1 View of Arbor
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awareness (Marcus 2014; Marcus, Dean, Kim, and Reichert 

2017).

Design Process

The Open Data Portal contains granular data for each of the 

45,000+ trees in the city’s public realm; parameters include 

geolocation coordinates, species, trunk diameter, trunk 

height, and canopy diameter, among many others (Figure 2). 

The design process began by developing a custom script 

using Grasshopper (Rutten 2019) to parse this data and 

translate it to a parametric design environment that 

allowed for creative iteration in producing three-dimen-

sional form and tectonic assemblies. The model positions 

the site  in  la a  within the field of trees  represented 

as points located at the coordinates derived from the tree 

geolocation data (Figure 3, Figure 4). Using City Hall as a 

2 Screenshots of the Palo Alto’s Open Data Portal, which contains a geolocation database of every tree in the public realm

3 Mapping study translating the tree location data to a three-dimensional 
design environment

4 Lines connect the project site, City Hall, with each of the 45,000+ 
public trees in the city
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5 This diagram explains how tree location data from the city’s Open Data Portal was translated into three-dimensional form. The map of Palo Alto shows the 
city divided into radial slices, with the center located at City Hall. The slices, numbered from 1 to 120, correspond to the ribs in the installation, which are 
also numbered according to the plan drawing on the outer edge of the diagram. The circular dots for each rib measure the trees in that particular area of 
the city. Each dot corresponds to approximately 15 trees. The more trees, the more dots, and the more bumps in that particular rib.

6  Assembly drawings showing the different component types
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7  Exploded axonometric and connection detail drawings

center point, 120 lines extend radially, creating 120 slices 

of territory. The quantity of trees within each slice corre-

sponds directly to the quantity of bumps on each of the 

structure’s 120 vertical ribs; the more trees in a particular 

region, the more bumps on that particular rib (Figure 5). 

he script allows for fine tunin  of the scale and num er 

of bumps on each rib, maintaining the proportional distri-

bution sourced from the tree data. 

Tectonic Contingencies

The installation is designed to produce maximum spatial 

effect with a minimum amount of material that nonethe-

less maintains structural integrity as a long-term public 

artwork. 120 primary ribs fabricated from laser-cut, 

powder coated  a  steel with inte ral stiffenin  flan es 

are supported by 1/4 in. steel base plates, and connected 

by a series of staggered horizontal 16 ga. ribs (Figure 6). 

All connection points consist of a tab bent from the 

vertical rib that is mechanically fastened to the horizontal 

rib (Figure 7, Figure 9). A recursive scripting operation 

negotiates the joint locations with both the global varia-

tion in height across the vertical ribs and the variation of 

the data-driven relief pattern cut into each rib; the script 

calculates the joint location, generates the tab and slot 

geometry, ensures that the joints conform to structural 

constraints, accounts for fabrication and assembly toler-

ances that were determined by full-scale prototypes, and 

automatically produces the two-dimensional fabrication 

files  his al orithmic ne otiation produces a tectonics 

of contingency between the ecological data and the mate-

rial assembly, whereby the form, texture, and effect 

of the installation are resultant from both but irreducible 

to neither.

Computational Publics and Ecological Engagement

As an experiment with techniques of data spatialization, 

Arbor demonstrates one way to leverage computational 

processes for purposes of public and ecological engage-

ment. Visitors to Arbor can enter the installation, use the 

didactic diagram mounted on the ground in the center to 

locate themselves spatially and in relationship to their 

homes  and understand how one of the cit s most si nifi-

cant communal ecological resources—the urban forest—

is distributed throughout the public realm. In a more 

abstract sense, the installation itself evokes a grove of 

trees, changing throughout the day and in different lighting 

conditions, producing dappled shadow patterns, and even 

sometimes gently swaying in the wind. As computational 

processes become ever more powerful and data-driven 

tools become increasingly associated with extractive and 

exploitative protocols (Benjamin 2019, Crawford 2021, 

Zuboff 2020), Arbor reminds us that design technology 

can take on more positive, public-oriented capacities that 

increase engagement with our broader environment.
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10 Detail view of Arbor

9 Detail view of Arbor

11 Detail view of Arbor
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In-situ Design Reviews in Uncontrolled Environments

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new system that enables an eXtended Reality (XR) collaborative 

design review process, by augmenting an existing physical mockup or environment with 

virtual models at 1:1 scale in situ. By using this new hybrid approach, existing context 

can be extended with minimal or no base physical structure through a simulated VR/AR 

environment to facilitate stakeholder design collaboration in a manner that was previously 

either cost prohibitive or technically unfeasible. Through combining real and virtual in this 

way, the sense of realism can be enhanced, increasing engagement and participation in the 

design process. An approach to apply AR/VR to uncontrolled environments is described, 

allowing it to overcome challenges such as tracking and mapping, and allowing users to 

walk around freely in situ.

Two examples are presented where the system has been used in live project environments, 

one as a design tool for client review and engagement, and the other as part of a public 

planning process.
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INTRODUCTION
Physical and virtual mockups are two of the most powerful 

ways of understanding and experiencing buildings before 

they are built. Whilst both can provide part of the sensory 

experience of a real building, neither can fully replicate it. 

Physical mockups can provide a very strong and intuitive 

tactile experience but are generally static and expensive. 

Virtual mockups can provide strong visual and auditory 

experiences and the ability to rapidly evaluate multiple 

options at minimal cost. However, they lack the intuitive 

navigation and human collaboration of the real world.

The aim of this investigation was to create a collaborative, 

intuitive and multi-user XR platform for design and plan-

ning reviews that allows the creation of realistic spatial 

experiences of design proposals in both large controlled 

indoor environments and large uncontrolled outdoor 

environments.

STATE OF THE ART
The rising need of participatory and collaborative design 

reviews sets demands on how communication between 

stakeholders, architects, managers, and end-users should 

be conducted and facilitated.  

Physical mock-ups and prototyping are common practice, 

can provide si nificant experiential insi hts and readil  

engage a diverse set of project stakeholders. However, 

considerable time, effort, and cost is spent in their 

construction  iven finite pro ect resources  onl  a limited 

size and number of these may be possible. Adding to this, 

mock-ups are usually discarded after they have served 

their purpose, contributing to single-use construction 

waste.

Current technological approaches are often based on 

existing tools that do not have straightforward solutions 

to improve communication in design reviews. However, 

collaborative and participatory virtual environments are 

being explored and deployed to overcome several prob-

lems that are critical to the creation and progression in a 

social creative design review (Arias et al. 2000, Fischer et 

al. 2005, Xue et al. 2012, Sunesson et al. 2008, Faliu et al. 

2018). The use of XR systems has also been discussed for 

extending the capability of the shared virtual environments 

and improving the communication between users in design 

processes (Xue et al. 2012, Du et al. 2018).

XR has been widely explored in the AEC industry as an 

evaluation tool to support stakeholders, architects, and 

end-users in the evaluation of the proposed design to 

feed back into different design phases. Several authors 

claim that immersive virtual environments can be used 

as an approach for end-users to evaluate and validate 

the proposed design with the sense of presence in phys-

ical mock-ups (Bardram et al. 2002, Dunston et al. 2007, 

Eastman et al. 2008, Loyola et al. 2019) and improve the 

communication between architects, engineers, and stake-

holders (Maldovan, Messner and Faddoul 2006, Wagner et 

al. 2013). Current XR systems mainly rely on two types of 

tracking technologies: outside-in and inside-out tracking 

systems. Outside-in XR Head Mounted Displays (HMD) 

are trac ed  external stationar  sensors or fixed infra-

structure; inside-out XR HMDs are based on Simultaneous 

Localization And Mapping (SLAM) and are less constrained 

 fixed infrastructure

AR has been examined in outdoor and indoor environments 

with the advance of the inside-out tracking and improved 

the design process (Azuma et al. 1999, Moeslund et al. 

2003, Kieferle and Wössner 2003, Piekarski, Smith and 

Thomas 2004, Chung et al. 2009). However, AR devices have 

their limitations in the AEC industry. For instance, handheld 

tablet AR devices have their limitations on the size of the 

display; AR HMDs focus on superimposing digital content on 

the displa  with a limited field of view  and their displa s are 

often insufficientl  ri ht to wor  in outdoor settin s due to 

the external lighting conditions.

Current application scenarios for VR primarily focus on 

providing end-users with a user-perspective experience 

of design alternatives in small scale rooms and controlled 

environments. Several authors have claimed that the use of 

VR technologies has often been a product of the outside-in 

tracking technologies required for room-scale VR to be 

undertaken, which is a problem when transferring the 

methods to outdoor public projects (Schneider et al. 2013, 

Loyola et al. 2019). Although large indoor VR environments 

for commercial and academic uses are possible (UNC 

Tracker Project 1997, VOID 2016), these require dedicated 

spaces and infrastructure that are not feasible in uncon-

trolled outdoor environments, where ongoing activities 

would conflict with fixed  trac in  infrastructure and 

would be cost-prohibitive for AEC use cases. 

A promising but less explored realm is the use of VR appli-

cations to review design proposals in uncontrolled outdoor 

environments, allowing users to freely explore the projects 

on the real site. Although, inside-out VR HMDs generally 

have been designed to work best in small scale environ-

ments and suffer from tracking issues, they differentiate 

themselves from the outside in trac in   the need of fixed 

infrastructure. Nevertheless, most of the applications of VR 

in the outdoor environments are not applied to changing 
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altitudes and inclinations and do not have out-of-the-box 

solutions to register and align virtual content to the real 

world. Several solutions for navigating users in VR to 

avoid collisions with objects and wormholes have been 

introduced. For instance, an inside-out tracking system 

could simultaneousl  retrofit a virtual environment to the 

physical world and dynamically redirect the user towards 

the chosen destination by mounting extra sensors on the 

headset, which allows users to navigate in large spaces 

when fully immersed (Marwecki et al. 2018, Cheng et al. 

2019, Yang et al. 2019). Other navigation techniques allow 

users to intuitively navigate in VR and AR (Psarras et al. 

2019, Spatial.IO 2021), or use customized hardware to give 

the multi-sensory impression of motion in virtual environ-

ments (Knight and Brown 2001). 

METHODS 
User Experience

The aims of this research were to put people and user expe-

rience at the forefront in determining technical solutions to 

apply to project scenarios and to enable the most objective 

decisions possible.

he est fit of technolo  to user experience was esta -

lished through a cyclical evaluation process with design 

teams who, from their project experience, are best placed 

with an intuitive understanding of the various stakeholder 

requirements. Through this engagement, the following 

re uirements were identified

• Freedom:  The ability to walk anywhere in the whole 

space at scale as if the design were physically in front 

of them.

• Collaborative Environment:  The ability to engage with 

other users to facilitate discourse.

• Objective:  The process should enable objective 

decisions to be made rather than the process itself 

becoming the focus.

• Intuitive:  Individuals should intuitively know how to 

interact with the experience and movement/interaction 

should feel instinctive.

• Fidelity:  The visual rendering quality and display 

resolution should be maximized to create a realistic, 

immersive and engaging experience.

• Safety:  The process should be safe, and everyone 

should be comfortable using the technology. This was 

particularly important given the range of stakeholders, 

various site conditions and COVID-19 implications.

Project Requirements

wo live pro ects influenced the development of these 

tools, which whilst both being large scale environments, 

had contrasting environments and project requirements 

(Figure 4).

Tower Lobby Mock-Up

This project extended a full-scale mockup of a proposed 

building lobby in a warehouse measuring approximately 

100x30m (Figure 2). Constructed in timber, the goal was to 

give the client an understanding of the scale of the space, 

to allow the entrance arrangements to be physically tested, 

and to evaluate stair design options (of which only half of 

each option were constructed). The space was digitally 

extended to allow the full-size lobby to be experienced 

complete with li htin  materials finishes  and switcha le 

stair options.

Public Realm Planning Project

The goal of this project was to demonstrate the impact of 

a tower and its public realm intervention by overlaying it 

digitally on top of the existing site, measuring approximately 

2 Warehouse site conditions (pre mock-up construction)

3 Tower site conditions
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4 Summary Project Requirements

Lobby Mock Up Tower and Public Realm Planning Project

Dimensions • 100m x 30m warehouse interior • 100m x 100m public plaza

Environmental 

conditions

• Interior space

• Daylit top and sides 

• Direct sunlight at open ends

• Construction site task lighting

• Outdoor public plaza

• Uncontrolled lighting ranging from bright 

direct sun to overcast/dull 

• Variable weather

Site setup 

constraints

• Tight project timeline

• Active construction site until client review

• Setup and testing occurred in parallel with 

construction activities

• Minimal set up time available

• Access to site over extended period

• Minimal set-up time due to varying weather

• Random varying obstacles (furniture, people)

Proposed 

vs. built

• BIM model as ground truth (reality)

• Ground truth consistent with proposed design 

(with exception of set extension and stair 

options)

• Deviations from the design model and what 

was built arose from construction tolerances/

error and design changes from mock up being 

used as design development tool

• 3D laser scan of site as ground truth (reality)

• Ground truth differs from proposed design; 

proposal makes fundamental changes to site

• Deviations from reality and proposed design 

needed to be mapped against physical site 

conditions and physical differences compen-

sated for

Tracking 

system 

constraints

• An external tracking system whilst possible, 

would have required a complex setup to cover 

full extents of space

• Project timeline required a system to be setup 

within a day

• An external tracking system was not feasible 

as the systems required would need to have 

been installed on adjacent buildings, across 

streets etc., which would adversely impact the 

wider public realm

Hazards and 

risk

• Construction site

• Physical stairs and stair option changes

• Physical urban context

• People

• raffic

• Level changes (eg. pavement edges, steps)

• Obstructions (eg. furniture)

• COVID-19

Additional 

requirements

• Digital extension of existing mock-up

• Comparison of physical and digital design 

options

• Comparison of real with proposed

• Collaborative presentation and review
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100x100m (Figure 3). It was to be presented by the archi-

tect to stakeholders as part of a planning inquiry, allowing 

them to engage with sensory nature of the context, expe-

riencing the project as if it were built. The project team 

sought to also use this as a comparative tool, comparing 

the existing to the proposed by live swapping the experi-

ence and reality.

IMPLEMENTATION
The system allows for a broad set of hardware devices and 

platforms. To create an optimal user experience, several 

AR/VR technologies were evaluated based on capabilities 

and user-experience feedback. These included:

• Tablet AR:  Use of a tablet such as an Apple iPad to 

overlay digital content to a live camera view from the 

device’s camera.

• Optical see-through AR Headset: Use of an AR 

headset to overlay digital content directly on top 

of an individual’s direct view of reality.

• Video see-through AR Headset:  Use of an immersive 

VR headset to overlay digital content on top of a live 

video feed of reality approximating an individual’s 

view of reality.

• VR Headset:  Use of an immersive VR headset to display 

replace an individual s field of view with a virtual 

environment.

Tablet AR, whilst accessible, did not offer the desired 

immersion. Optical AR headsets were promising, but 

the  were limited  field of view or used optical displa s 

best suited to darker indoor environments. The video 

see-through AR headsets available at the time also 

required external tracking systems, limiting the scale of 

space a user could freely navigate. A fully VR solution was 

adopted as it also solved situations where physical levels 

differed from the virtual, and adjustments to a user’s virtual 

location were required where a disconnect from reality 

would be evident using an AR approach.

Coupling a backpack VR PC and a high-resolution VR 

headset with inside-out tracking offered the best balance 

of raphical fidelit  immersion  and field of view for the 

project goals (Figure 5). It allowed for freedom to physically 

walk through a physical environment without requiring an 

external tracking system or a cable tied back to a PC in a 

fixed location  he hi h resolution displa  allowed sta e-

holders to understand the fine detail of the pro ects  which 

was favorably received by the design team. A standalone VR 

headset was also evaluated; however, the advantage of a 

lighter hardware trade-off was not offset by the graphical 

fidelit  of the tethered  headset

7 Multi-user interaction

6 Spatial alignment and reality compensation

5 VR backpack and hardware

An Extended Reality Collaborative Design System Gillespie, Qin, Aish
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Because of its accessibility, Tablet AR was developed in 

parallel, and while it was not as immersive, it formed a 

fallback to address any concerns over user reticence in 

wearing a VR backpack and headset .

Both versions used a custom in-house system called 

Glaucon, which was developed on top of a games engine. 

Marker tracking libraries, additional cameras, and custom 

mounts were combined to implement the extended VR 

tracking.

Spatial Alignment and Reality Compensation

In order for users to experience the virtual space on site 

together in the correct location, a method for spatial align-

ment was re uired  his was achieved  first creatin  a 

ground truth model of reality that aligned with the design 

models, allowing for correspondence to be established 

between physical reality, ground truth modelled reality, and 

the virtual design proposal.

Building upon this correspondence, a practical way to align 

a user in physical reality to the corresponding position 

in virtual space was required. Several techniques were 

investigated that used known consistent locations between 

reality and virtual design, such as known start positions, 

VR motion controllers for anchor points, and camera 

marker tracking. Camera marker tracking was settled 

upon, as it was deemed to require the least user input, 

achieved an acceptable level of precision, and was least 

prone to user error. From a user experience perspective, 

camera marker tracking required users to simply look at 

a specific o ect in their ph sical environment to tri er 

the alignment. Given the errors inherent in the VR tracking 

systems, the marker alignment process created a simple 

wa  that user misali nments could e rectified durin  the 

review process.

nstances where proposed floor levels differed from actual 

reality created discrepancies between where the user’s 

eye position was in reality and where their desired view 

should have been in the virtual design model. To address 

this, a reality compensation system was developed that 

allowed for localized offset of a user’s height during marker 

alignment. This in effect created zones of particular heights 

in the space; where a user could align at a position at one 

level, walk across the space to another space and arrive 

at an incorrect height, a simple marker realignment in that 

one would fix it  ther techni ues for d namicall  adaptin  

a user’s height as they walked over the space were tested; 

however, in most cases additional data on the users’ height/

pose was required (such as from foot/ankle tracking), 

for instance  to sufficientl  differentiate etween a user 

crouching down with no reality compensation offset and 

a user who had already been offset by 1m. Therefore, the 

approach taken to combine marker alignment and reality 

compensation was deemed the best overall balance given 

the available technology (Figure 6).

Whilst not automatic, from a user experience perspective, 

the point where a user would need to pause to realign was 

integrated to facilitate design discourse. Working with the 

design team, markers were located across the environ-

ment in such a way as to ensure that these realignments 

occurred in natural conversational spots encouraging 

conversation whilst complimenting technical need.

Tracking in Uncontrolled Environments and Precision

Correct user alignment in both physical and virtual envi-

ronments is important when using VR as a comparative 

tool:  switching between current reality (headset off) and 

proposed reality (with headset on). This was particularly 

important in the Public Realm project where incorrect 

alignment could make the difference between experiencing 

the design as it would be on site or being incorrectly situ-

ated and unable to make the necessary value judgement.

Because inside-out tracking systems had inherent drift—

and where lighting conditions could also adversely affect 

this—camera markers were positioned relative to key 

viewpoints so that spatial alignment and key comparison 

points could coincide  his allowed a sufficientl  accurate 

correspondence and opportunity for realignment for users 

to make design review decisions.

Multi-User Interaction

Multi-user interaction was implemented as a represen-

tational and presentation tool, and to aid gesture-based 

physical communication between users. Care was taken 

to ensure user head orientation mapped to those of 

their avatars facilitating convincing user interaction and 

abstracted body language between physical and virtual 

(Figure 1).

Spatial alignment between users allowed one to physically 

and virtually follow another walking around the space. 

Navigation mapped the action of physically walking to 

movement in VR, and simple pointing using hand control-

lers allowed parts of the design to be highlighted using a 
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virtual pointer. As users were in the same physical typically 

in close proximity to one another, there was no need to 

provide an audio communication system. A display screen 

was provided on the back of each VR backpack to aid inclu-

sion for non-VR users. The experience was also shared 

remotely, both using standard online collaboration tools 

and its own remote collaboration functionality 

(Figure 7).

Hazards and Risk

Hazards in the physical environment such as abrupt level 

changes and obstructions pose a heightened risk in VR, 

where users may not be aware of their surroundings and 

in situ, unplanned, and dynamic obstacles also play a factor. 

iven the ris  profile of site ha ards to the participatin  

parties, a human “bodyguard” was considered the best 

approach accompanying each VR user around the space. 

This was essential where reality differed substantially from 

the virtual space, such as with the virtual stair options in 

the warehouse mock-up, on curbside edges adjacent to a 

road, or where the real and proposed levels differed.

A COVID risk assessment was also conducted incorporating 

hardware redundancy to reduce risk of exposure from 

shared devices. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
User Experience and Feedback  

The system was successfully tested by at least thirty users 

from a broad range of demographics and experiences of XR 

systems. Due to most of these tests taking place as part of 

larger formal design reviews, it was not possible to perform 

a systematic assessment or use questionnaires to eval-

uate users’ experiences. However, the general feedback 

from users has been extremely positive, with many of them 

describing it as the most realistic VR experience they had 

ever used, and very strongly encouraging their colleagues 

to try the system. Factors that are considered to support 

that feedback are described below. 

Ergonomics and Immersion

The VR backpack system did not prove overly onerous 

for users to wear, and the quality of experience strongly 

outweighed any physical constraints. Streaming technology 

was considered, but at the time, wired HMDs had higher 

resolution than wireless ones. They were very few reports 

of motion discomfort compared to other more static VR 

systems, and almost all users found walking in VR to be 

an intuitive experience. Some users wore the system for 

extended periods (up to 30 minutes) without prompting and 

walked considerable distances. The combination of virtual 

visual, physical tactile, and augmented auditory experi-

ences was found to be very immersive.

Collaboration and Participation

The multi-user collaborative aspects of the system proved 

effective, with users interacting and communicating in a 

natural way.

Avatar representation was evaluated with end users to 

understand their preferences on visual style, interper-

sonal interaction, and intuitive design. A range of visual 

representations were considered from photorealistic to 

fully abstracted. A human representation that allowed 

realistic body language to be expressed—whilst abstracted 

to a point that it was not distracting itself—was received 

most favorably. Several approaches to capturing human 

motion were tested, with a head driven system providing a 

good balance between quantity of data (to infer a reason-

able pose for effective communication) and ease of use 

by the end user. Through use of head and shoulder body 

movement inferred from physical HMD transforms to 

maintain consistent eye lines between real and virtual 

users, together with the ability to physical point at objects, a 

correspondence was established between the real and the 

virtual that facilitated an effective means of communication.

Switching between real and proposed environments by 

lowering and raising the HMDs was found to be a very 

useful comparative tool. Because of the strong correspon-

dence between real and virtual—buildings and people 

were accurately aligned across both, and social cues such 

as body language and conversation were preserved—

the natural flow of the colla orative experience was 

maintained.

The system also created opportunities for more stakeholder 

participation—other parties in the reviews and planning 

inquiry could see the users’ experiences via a screen on the 

rear of the backpacks or use iPads. The overlay of real and 

virtual allowed challenge and response to design decisions 

and issues. The system was generally considered by users 

to be accurate and objective .

Use of VR in situ at 1:1 scale also brought to the fore poten-

tial accessibility issues, and this reinforced the authors’ 

ongoing investigation into the use of VR and AR for more 

inclusive design. The tablet AR system was less immer-

sive but proved very useful during lockdown to keep the 

planning process going, and enabled participation for users 

An Extended Reality Collaborative Design System Gillespie, Qin, Aish
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who felt uncomfortable using full VR. Overall, participants 

in the planning process considered the system very useful 

and indicated they though it should be used more widely 

in future. It was also observed that the system had great 

potential as a storytelling tool and as a means for designers 

to truly understand and communicate their design.

CONCLUSION
The use of collaborative XR at 1:1 scale in situ has found to 

be both feasible and highly effective in real world projects. 

The combination of physical mockups and environments, 

augmented with realistic digital models, provides spatial 

experiences that are more immersive than their individual 

parts. At a broader level, the use of multi-user XR design 

collaboration systems can enhance inclusivity and partici-

pation in the design and planning processes.

Future work could include increasing the robustness 

of outdoor tracking, enhancing multi-user collaboration 

through further research in avatar representation and 

user interaction, and integrated design and analysis tools. 

Inclusion both from a technical (VR and non-VR user) and 

socioeconomic perspective could be improved by future 

hardware that would be cheaper, faster, lighter, and wire-

less compared to current hardware. The overall system 

could be further extended to gather objective measures of 

diverse user experience, and thus could better inform both 

participatory design processes and built design outcomes.
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Ti er De Standardized

1 Left to Right: Physical prototype 
at 1:1 scale, digital model, and 
structural feedback model 
visualized with mixed reality 
tools
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of Irregular Tree Log Structures

ABSTRACT
Timber De-Standardized is a framework that salvages irregular and regular shaped tree 

logs by utilizing a mixed reality (MR) interface for the design, fabrication, and assembly 

of a structurally viable tree log assembly. The process engages users through a direct, 

hands-on design approach to iteratively modify and design irregular geometry at full 

scale within an immersive MR environment without altering the original material. A digital 

archive of 3D scanned logs are the building elements from which users, designing in 

the MR environment, can digitally harvest (though slicing) and place the elements into a 

digitally constructed whole. The constructed whole is structurally analyzed and optimized 

through recursive feedback loops to preserve the users’ predetermined design. This iter-

ative toggling between the physical and virtual emancipates the use of irregular tree log 

structures while informing and prioritizing users’ design intent. To test this approach, 

a scaled prototype was developed and fabricated in MR.

By creating a framework that links a holographic digital design to a physical catalog of 

material, the interactive workfl ow provides greater design agency to users as co-creators 

in processing material parts. This participation enables users to have a direct impact on 

the design of discretized tree logs that would otherwise have been discarded in standard-

ized manufacturing. This paper presents an approach in which complex tree log structures 

can be made without the use of robotic fabrication tools. This workfl ow opens new oppor-

tunities for design in which users can freely confi gure structures with non-standardized 

elements within an intuitive MR environment.   
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INTRODUCTION
Environmental Observation

Presently active forest management and responsible 

harvesting practices have been employed to reduce the 

carbon footprint of timber, one of the most common and 

sustainable materials for building construction. However, 

the manufacturing and production process of timber 

products can affect and pollute its surrounding environ-

ments and ecosystems (Adhikari and Ozarska 2018) such 

as sawmilling industries, the use and production of glue 

toxins, the process of transportation, etc. Furthermore, the 

manufacturing process to produce dimensional lumber and 

plywood products requires the standardization of logs into 

straight members (Belly et al. 2019). These manufacturing 

processes also create enormous amounts of waste in the 

form of tree branches, off-cuts, sawdust, bark, and juvenile 

trees. As Adhikari and Ozarska (2018) reported in Nigeria: 

"Out of every 1 m3 of tree that is cut and removed from the 

forest, about 50% goes to waste in the form of damaged 

residuals, followed by abandoned logs (3.75%), stumps 

(10%), branches (33.75%), and butt trimmings (2.5%)."

The waste produced from tree harvesting is primarily 

comprised of irregular shaped logs and branches that 

cannot be standardized for manufacturing and conse-

quently cannot be used for standardized applications. 

Therefore, the use of non-standard tree geometry has 

the potential to mitigate the carbon impact of industrial 

dimensional lumber manufacturing processes by salvaging 

the wood material that is presently considered to be waste. 

Though the irregularity of the waste produced from tree 

harvesting is incompatible with standard applications, the 

irregularity of the wasted tree geometry is easily work-

able in 3D user interfaces of augmented and mixed reality 

platforms.

A Framework

Timber De-Standardized is a framework that demonstrates 

how non-standard materials in the form of irregular tree 

logs can be salvaged and repurposed to create a tree log 

assembly through the integration of 3D scanning, mixed 

reality, and several iterative stages of structural analysis 

and optimization. Designing with non-standard materials is 

fundamentally more complex than designing with stan-

dard materials because each element is discrete. However, 

designing in virtual and augmented realities (3D user 

interfaces) does not privilege one geometry over another; 

each element is equally compliant because the interac-

tion between geometries is strictly in accordance with the 

user’s intuitive gestures. The intuitive familiarity of working 

in a 3D user interface (UI), as compared to a 2D UI, has the 

opportunity of making the UI more accessible to a broader 

audience of non-expert and expert users alike. Salvaging 

non-standard tree logs necessitates the cataloging of such 

elements with a 3D scanner in order to link the digital 

mesh derived from the 3D scan with each discrete physical 

member. Timber De-Standardized creates a platform that 

utilizes what would otherwise be considered as discarded 

tree logs to democratize design through the employment of 

a mixed reality environment. Mixed Reality (MR) enables the 

interaction between human, computer, and one’s imme-

diate place through immersion of both physical and digital 

interfaces (Microsoft 2020). In order to test the framework, 

a MR-designed spatial tree log assembly is analyzed and 

optimized to reduce structural deformation as a scaled 

prototype that was originally proposed for a conceptual 

housing project. The MR environment initiates the use of 

virtual instructions for the fabrication and assembly of the 

prototype. For the purpose of contextualizing and testing 

this framework, the research goals were to (1) establish 

desi n and structural parameters specific to wor in  

with irregular tree logs, (2) develop an interactive work-

flow for users to manipulate the tree lo s for desi n and 

fabrication between the mixed-reality, digital, and physical 

environments, and (3) to develop an optimization process 

that would prioritize the users’ design intent. Timber 

De-Standardized is a framework that utilizes MR to initiate 

a platform that aims to democratize design agency through 

several iterative design and structural analysis stages 

followed by the provision of direct fabrication and assembly 

instruction, all of which are linked to a physical catalog of 

salvaged non-standard tree logs.

STATE OF THE ART
Digital Log Constructions

Recent projects such as the Wood Chip Barn (Self et al. 

2016), Limb (Von Buelow et al. 2018), Branch Formations

(Alner et al. 2021), and torinosu (Eri Sumitomo Architects 

2020) explore the potential of repurposing irregular 

tree geometries for structural applications in architec-

ture. Wood Chip Barn at Hooke Park was revelatory in 

its wor flow etween scannin  trees  selectin  trees  

and indexing ‘Y' shaped members to design a truss with 

selected members, structurally evaluating these members, 

and finall  to fa ricatin  a Tree Fork Truss (Mollica and 

Self 2016). Limb continued the exploration of the tree 

bifurcations as it relates to shell structures, (Von Buelow 

et al. 2018), while Branch Formations also studies similar 

tree bifurcations, this time with regard to structures 

derived from a tetrahedral based recursive aggregation 

algorithm (Allner et al. 2019). Because of the irregularity 

of the non-standard members selected for design, each of 

these three projects relies on robotic fabrication for the 

construction of their final assem lies  till reliant on the 
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process of 3D scanning, Aki Hamada and Eri Sumitomo 

led a team on the repurposing of irregular tree logs into 

a reciprocal frame in torinosu (Eri Sumitomo Architects 

2020).  Instead of relying on robotic fabrication, the team 

utilized an augmented reality interface for the manual 

fabrication and assembly of torinosu. Augmented reality 

(AR) is a composite view of the real world and a virtual 

scene that is digitally generated for the perspective of the 

user (Nakata et al. 2012). In recent years, AR has become 

an increasingly popular tool for architectural practices to 

project virtual instruction into a real environment (Song et 

al. 2021).

A Familiar Environment

AR has become an increasingly popular area of research 

in architectural based design practices (Song et al. 2021), 

as it has shown to enhance education and increase student 

participation (Arici et al. 2019). AR offers a number of 

affordances as a user interface (Bowman et al. 2006) 

and as a tool for digital construction (Abe et al. 2017). As 

a user interface (UI), there is a greater degree of ‘unnat-

ural’ interaction through a 2D interface as opposed to a 

3D interface when orienting, transforming, or otherwise 

manipulating 3D information (Alaikseyeu et al. 2012). In 

other words, 3D information can be more fully represented 

and communicated through a 3D UI (Alaikseyeu et al. 2012). 

With AR, virtual models made digitally can be displayed and 

seen in physical space through the live view of a computer 

device (Nakata et al. 2012). Similar to AR, MR is the inter-

section between virtual and physical realities with which a 

haptic stimulus is also presented (Skarbez et al. 2021). This 

becomes a powerful design tool as it gives the user control 

of how digital models are placed, oriented, and perceived 

with respect to the physicality of their environment. 

These tools create new approaches in design and fabrica-

tion where, what would otherwise be considered complex 

digital models, can be made without robotic-based fabri-

cation techniques through the instruction provided in a 3D 

UI. This concept was explored in the Woven Steel Pavilion

(2018) (Jahn et al. 2019) during a workshop at the 2018 

CAADRIA conference in Beijing, in which researchers from 

Fologram tested their mixed reality designed interface as 

a tool for metal rods bending instruction. The users were 

able to accurately bend each rod in several multi-axial 

directions as informed by the MR environment (Jan et al. 

2019). As inferred through this project and other projects 

such as torinosu, MR becomes highly relevant in the manip-

ulation, reorientation, and communication of the multi-axial 

nature of irregular tree logs through the 3D UI visual 

instruction. 

Through the hybridity of human input and MR technologies, 

design can become an iterative and generative tool for 

engaged users. When informed by immediate structural 

simulations, the processes of fabrication and assembly 

can become a localized educational instruction manual for 

the users. With the added stages of structural simulation 

to a MR environment, Timber De-Standardized enables a 

participatory and iterative approach by providing the user 

with immediate structural feedback throughout the design 

process. The further active participation in such a frame-

work enhances the design agency of the participant from 

user to co-creator of custom non-standard log components. 

The spatialization and tangibility of an AR environment 

(similar to the proposed MR setup) empowers users to 

interact with 3D information through an authentic learning 

environment (Cheng and Tsai 2012).

METHODS 
Design Approach

The prototype is part of a three-story housing complex that 

explores innovative uses of ash wood. The housing complex 

is composed of three twisted rectangular volumes that 

enclose a central courtyard. The voids created from the 

corners of the twisted volumes infer the bounding geometry 

from which the tree log assembly is derived. The voids also 

serve as the continuation of the adjacent circulation corri-

dors and facilitate the movement of the inhabitants across 

the complex. The prototype for Timber De-Standardized

is a portion of one of the voids at the entry to the housing 

complex (Figure 2). The volume is a triangular pyramid 

with a circulation corridor at each level. In this conceptual 

housing complex, each level of the structure is laterally 

supported with fixed connections at the round level  

However, for the purpose of the prototype, the structure 

is self supported and the ase connections are not fixed  

These aspects of the housing complex are the driving geom-

etry that informs the tree log assembly designed in MR 

from irregularly shaped logs.

Workflow

Timber De-Standardized is a framework that enables an 

iterative process of design through several recursive 

2 Housing complex with structure
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stages of structural analysis in a MR environment (Figure 

3). For the purpose of this prototype and the demonstration 

of this framework, irregular tree logs were (1) sourced 

from a local groundskeeping entity,  and (2) cataloged and 

indexed using a 3D scanner. Next, the tree logs were used 

as the (3) ‘building blocks’ to design a tree log assembly in 

the MR environment. The resulting structure was imme-

diatel   anal ed for its structural via ilit  as the first 

structural loop. From this, (5) the second structural loop, 

in which the user can continue to modify the design in MR 

according to the results observed from the structural 

anal sis feed ac  loop  nce the user completes the modifi-

cations, (6) the third structural analysis ‘jitters’ the model to 

find the optimum orientation and ali nment of the mem ers 

placed by the user, then (7) the resulting structure is re-in-

dexed. The automatic re-indexing (8) instructs the user on 

how to proceed with the following fabrication steps (cutting 

the members and drilling holes for their joinery) in the MR 

environment. Finally, (9) the MR environment continues to 

e utili ed as each mem er is assem led  he final struc-

ture is the derivative of an iterative process of MR design, 

structural simulations and a low-tech fabrication and 

assembly process enabled by the MR environment. This 

framework serves as a participatory and educational plat-

form for the design and construction of structures sourced 

from irregular tree logs. 

Cataloging

As previously mentioned, irregular, discarded tree logs 

were sourced from an already existing local stockpile. 

 wide variet  of profiles from the stoc pile were selected 

and scanned using Scanner - Structure SDK, a mobile 

application for iPad and iPhone by Occipital, Inc. with the 

associated accessory hardware, Structure. Each tree 

log was indexed independently as a digital mesh. The 

centerlines from each tree log (Figure 4) is derived by 

first contourin  the lo  to et a series of cross sections 

that were connected together at their center. In the case 

of tree logs with one or more bifurcations, duplicate lines 

were removed. Each log, its centerlines, and respective 

cross sections were catalo ed with a uni ue file name  

so that an  one or several files could e referenced into 

a sin le li rar  file i ure  sin  olo ram  a mixed 

3 or flow dia ram 

4 Computational analysis of individual log
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5 Whole log catalog

6 Mixed reality interactive 
wor flow dia ram

7 Initial bounding parameters

5

7

6

physical space. Once the digital tree meshes are positioned 

in the MR environment, the user can use the ‘slicer,’ a plane 

for slicing the digital tree log meshes, to determine the cut 

locations for each log. In this process, after each ‘slice’ 

operation, a copy of the whole tree log mesh is created in 

order to re-index the part to the whole during the fabri-

cation process. This immersive process engages the user 

work iteratively according to their own intent and design 

exploration (Figure 6). The user can modify and make 

unique parts without altering any of the discretized physical 

tree lo s until the final desi n is set

When designing in the MR environment, it was necessary 

to illustrate the design parameters of one of the voids 

from the conceptual housing project to guide the user in 

their desi n  s such  floor sla s  structural uides  and 

a corridor were visibly represented and served as the 

guiding principles for the user (Figure 7).

Structural Feedback Loop_A (Real-Time Visualization)

The structure was designed in Fologram with HoloLens 

accordin  to the desi n parameters defined  the user  

However, this method of working does not presently allow 

for the centerlines of the mesh to automatically snap 

together. In order to test the structural viability of the 

augmented reality designed structure, each tree mesh 

was evaluated as shell structures, while the assumed 

dowel joint connections between each tree mesh were 

evaluated as beam elements using Karamba 3D (Preisinger 

and Heimrath 2014), a parametric engineering plugin for 

Grasshopper 3D and Rhino 3D. The location of the dowel 

joint connection was determined by both the size and 

location of the slicer  n the first structural loop  tructure 

Loop_A, the user can see the structural parameters as well 

as deformation and utilization in the Fologram environment.

Structural Feedback Loop_B (User Modification)

Based upon the information visually communicated to the 

user, additional members can be manually added by the 

reality software for mobile devices and Rhino 3D and 

Grasshopper 3D (digital modeling softwares by Robert 

McNeel & Associates), with HoloLens, a mixed reality pair of 

smart lasses  icrosoft  the li rar  file is the platform 

through which the user can select tree branches from 

the digital catalog to modify and manipulate within the MR 

environment.

Mixed Reality Design

The Fologram environment with HoloLens easily allows 

the user to move, orient, and position the scanned logs 

in space as desired. This enables the user to design and 

prototype at scale, while giving the user an accurate sense 

for the actual size of the building components in relation to 

Timber De-Standardized Lok, Samaniego, Spencer
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8 Resulting structural analysis 
at Structure Loop_A,B, & C

9 Structure Loop_C

8

9

geometry from the model is then optimized with 

Galapagos, an evolutionary solver for Grasshopper 3D, 

by realigning and rotating each member around its local 

x, y, and z axes to reduce the total deformation of the 

model. Additionally, the ‘slicers’ used to split the digital 

tree meshes in the MR environment are able to transition 

and reorient in their local x, y, z axes. Each connection 

derived from the ‘slicer’ is referenced as a beam element 

in the Karamba 3D model. Structure Loop_C utilizes 

the Galapagos solver to adjust variables with the goal 

of reducing the total deformation in the model. Figure 9 

illustrates the differences between Structure Loop_B and 

Structure Loop_C.

Re-Indexing

he final transformation of each tree mesh is recorded 

and applied to each of the elements associated with the 

tree mesh, i.e. center lines, cross sections, layer, and 

object attributes, etc. This method allows for the reorien-

tation of each part to its original whole according to the 

orientation of the derivative optimization before the parts 

were split by the ‘slicer.’ The members are also refer-

enced to the associated members in the physical catalog. 

This allows the user to see the updated cut location for 

each tree branch as well as the location to drill the holes 

after each tree branch is cut (Figure 10).

Fabrication

The fabrication for each individual log required stra-

tegic planning and the use of standard power tools as 

guided by the HoloLens. In order to align the digital tree 

log meshes with their respective physical tree log, it was 

crucial to orient the digital tree log mesh to the natural 

resting position of the physical tree log in Rhino 3D. 

user using the MR environment to reduce the total defor-

mation of the model. This is the second structural loop 

(Structural Loop_B). In this prototype, the user added 

five mem ers and removed two from the previous itera-

tion. Figure 8 illustrates the reduction of the deformation 

between Structure Loops A, B, and C. 

Structural Feedback Loop_C (Realignment)

Upon completing the second iteration of design, the 
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with each member being either an end-to-end connection or 

a side-to-end connection. Two different dowel dimensions 

are used in the prototype. Most members use two dowels 

per connection to mitigate any type of local x or y rotation. 

The wearer of the HoloLens instructed the other two users 

as to the assembly of the members and often directly posi-

tioned the members to ensure the angles of each member 

were accurate to the digital model (Figure 15). The use of 

a MR environment was necessary because of the complex, 

multi-axis nature of each non-standard element. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Final Structure

The built prototype demonstrates the possibilities of 

working and designing with irregularly shaped logs at the 

intersection between MR and structural optimization. The 

prototype serves as a proof of concept highlighting key 

design decisions made by the user. This is evident in the log 

selection, the unique log segments created by slicing loca-

tions, and the placement of each individual member with 

the thicker logs placed towards the bottom and the thinner 

ones placed up top. 

11

12

13

For this task, Kangaroo (Piker 2013), a built-in physics 

simulation plugin for Grasshopper 3D, was utilized to 

simulate the lo s  natural restin  position on a flat surface  

which could then be viewed in the MR environment. One by 

one, the digital logs were positioned on a table and were 

then overlaid with the ph sical lo s until oth profiles 

matched (Figure 11). With the assistance of the MR envi-

ronment, section cuts were visibly displayed on the logs. 

or safet  purposes it was decided to first mar  and trace 

these section cuts with a marker and then have the logs cut 

with a chainsaw. The same process would be followed for 

the location of the joints. However, because the joints used 

for this prototype are dowelled connections made from 

dowel rods, there were instances where the connections 

between logs occurred at different angles. To accommodate 

this, the MR environment was used to visualize the location 

and angle in which the drill bit had to enter (Figure 12). 

Assembly

After pre-drilling each hole for the dowel-based connec-

tions, the large, upright log at the base was selected to be 

the first mem er to uide the assem l  of the rest of the 

members. The prototype uses dowelled joints (Figure 14) 

10 Re-indexing

11 Digital log simulated in natural 
restin  position on a flat surface 
to overlay with the physical log

12 Fabrication of joint locations

13 Dowelled joints connecting 
two members10

Timber De-Standardized Lok, Samaniego, Spencer
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he final protot pe is a self supportin  structure  

measuring 9 feet in height and covering an area of 11 

square feet. The structure uses a total of 16 salvaged 

tree logs cut into 18 members (Figure 15) with 28 dowel 

connections. The time required to complete the assembly 

was seven hours.

Reflections

Throughout the three phases of this project, several 

findin s were made re ardin  the  wor flow  here are 

multiple advantages to the interactive design process: the 

MR technology provides intuitive commands that render the 

interaction with digital models almost physical. This analog/

digital approach towards design enables the user to freely 

design and physically explore structural designs according 

to their intuition, without the actual weight of the log. Unlike 

designing through a 2D UI, the MR environment allows the 

user to truly understand the scale and context in which the 

design will be situated. As for the fabrication process, MR 

provides a platform where irregular shaped logs can be cut 

and drilled fairly accurately according to the information 

provided by the 3D UI. 

The framework performed well for the purpose of this 

prototype, however, due to the limitations of the MR 

interface, the constant switch between HoloLens and the 

computer (for the purpose of referencing various logs) 

si nificantl  slowed the desi n process  nother chal-

lenging aspect that emerged from working in MR was the 

issue of holographic drift, which tended to complicate the 

alignment and precision between the physical and digital 

tree logs and the resulting cut lines and drill locations. 

Advanced drift correction has recently been implemented 

in Fologram’s 2021 sibling program Twinbuild and could be 

tested in future experiments.

urthermore  the  wor flow discussed in this paper 

assumes that users have a basic foundational knowledge in 

design and construction. Due to the intuitive nature of the 

wor flow  almost an one can operate and desi n within the 

mixed reality setting. However, someone with the appro-

priate knowledge and understanding of structure is better 

suited to work and design with the material. 

Future Investigations

The next series of investigations will focus on improving the 

precision of the joint connections within the mixed reality 

framewor  B  uildin  upon the interactive wor flow  the 

joinery-making process could be further developed beyond 

simple dowel connections. 

The scale of the prototype was manageable and parts were 

easy to assemble. However, moving forward, working with 

larger logs could present additional logistical challenges 

during the assembly process, as large machinery will be 

required to move members into position. The downside to 

scaling up is that part of the direct user implementation 

will be relegated to machinery coordination. Moving up in 

scale presents additional design parameters that were not 

factored into the structural analysis of this prototype.

CONCLUSION
Key Contributions

he  wor flow reali ns environmental  technolo -

ical, and social aspects within the construction industry. 

Natural logs that were once considered waste can now be 

repurposed and utilized for new opportunities in design 

and construction. Along with these new opportunities is 

the reduction of the carbon footprint of the manufacturing 

process. With the use of mixed-reality tools, the design, 

fabrication, and assembly of complex irregular structures 

can be accessible without the use of robotic infrastructure. 

The process engages the user through a direct, hands-on 

design approach to iteratively manipulate, slice, modify, and 

assemble their customized non-standard kit-of-parts at 

full scale within an immersive environment. This approach 

realigns users’ interaction and design agency with a 

computationally and digitally driven protocol. The unique-

ness of the  wor flow is that it preserves the desi n 

aesthetic set by the user despite the structural optimiza-

tion phase. The end result is a structurally viable, spatial, 

non-standard, log assembly that maintains and facilitates 

the design intent originally predetermined by the user 

(Figure 16).

Future Value/Potential

ue to the flexi ilit  and adapta ilit  of the framewor  

Timber De-Standardized can be utilized to design custom 

structural systems. Furthermore, it presents the construc-

tion and environmental viability of using non-standard 

building material. The approach can be expanded to 

14 Prototype assembly
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innovate irregular building envelopes made from wood 

or the use of small round wood elements to create viable 

conventional structural systems such as trusses or space 

frames  dditionall  the  wor flow provides an inti-

mate interactive platform between users and the building 

material  he h ridi ed wor flow ta es the ph sical act 

of making and combines it with immersive technological 

tools, to create a computational platform that can be used 

and en a ed  almost an one  he hands on wor flow 

within the MR environment provides a new experience, 

one that gives the user a greater sense of design author-

ship. Moving forward, there is potential in exploring how 

the wor flow can en a e multiple users to coordinate and 

work together as a team in the MR environment. A team 

dynamic would restructure and introduce new variables to 

the current framework. 

Timber De-Standardized realigns how we interpret and 

utilize timber in our current design and construction 

models. More importantly, it presents a viable minimum 

infrastructure solution to our environmental crisis 

regarding the manufacturing and processing of lumber 

based products. 
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Augmented Feedback 

1 Scanning Aruco markers on the 
installation. Live stream between 
Rhino and the HMD to bring the 
tracked points back into a 3D 
environment.

Garvin Goepel
CUHK

Kristof Crolla
HKU

A case study in Mixed-Reality as a tool for assembly 
and real-time feedback in bamboo construction

ABSTRACT
Augmented Reality (AR) has the potential to create a paradigm shift in the production 

of architecture. This paper discusses the assembly and evaluation of a bamboo proto-

type installation aided by holographic instructions. The case study is situated within the 

framework of AR-driven computational design implementation methods that incorporate 

feedback loops between the as-built and the digital model. The prototype construction aims 

to contribute to the ongoing international debate on architectural applications of digital 

technology and computational design tools and on the impact these have on craftsman-

ship and architecture fabrication. The case study uses AR-aided construction techniques 

to augment existing bamboo craftsmanship in order to expand its practically feasible 

design solution space. Participating laypersons were challenged to work at the interface of 

technology and material culture and engage with both latest AR systems and century-old 

am oo craft  his paper reflects on how  trac in  can e used to create a constant 

feedback loop between as-built installations and digitally designed source models and how 

this allows for the real time assessment of desi n fidelit  and deviations  he case stud  

illustrates that this is especially advantageous when working with naturally varying 

materials, like bamboo, whose properties and behavior cannot be digitally simulated 

straightforwardly and accurately. The paper concludes by discussing how augmented 

feed ac  loops within the fa rication c cle can facilitate real time refinement of di ital 

simulation tools with the potential to save time, cost, and material. The augmentation 

of skills available onsite facilitates the democratization of non-standard architectural 

design production.
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INTRODUCTION
AR in Fabrication and Construction 

Integration of digital and robotic fabrication techniques 

in typical production chains and construction processes 

is often hindered by a lack of dexterity—otherwise found 

in human interaction—that limits their ability to adapt 

to the often-unstructured nature of onsite construction 

tasks (Kyjanek et al. 2019). In addition, a strong dichotomy 

exists between the increased architectural design agency 

offered by digital tools today and the affordances given 

by many construction contexts, especially building envi-

ronments in developing countries with limited available 

means (Crolla 2018). Mixed-Reality has the ability to bridge 

this gap by taking physical measurements for on-site 

alignment to overlap holographic information on top of 

the physical fabrication area (Fazel and Izadi 2018). AR 

holographic instructions can reduce construction time, 

increase skill development, and increase the participations 

of non-experts in construction processes (Jahn et al. 2019). 

Conventional 2D drawings and physical templates can be 

replaced by an overlay of holographic instructions with 

clear, intuitive, and contextualized on-site information (Jahn 

2020). In doing so, augmented construction techniques 

enable the democratization of skill through simple and intu-

itive holographic instructions of people that do not require 

professional training (Goepel 2019). 

There is an exponential increase in the implementation 

of AR in fabrication and construction disciplines, with a 

strong focus not only on AR for 3D holographic instruction 

for assembly and fabrication, but also for AR as an immer-

sive design tool (Song, Koeck and Luo 2021). Projects from 

peers have showcased the implementation of AR instruc-

tions in, among others, the assembly of complex brick walls 

(Jahn 2020; Mitterberger et al. 2020), the fabrication and 

assembly of a steam bend plywood (Jahn, Wit and Pazzi 

2019; Jahn et al. 2019), a bent steel structure (Jahn et al. 

2018), and a bamboo split art installation (Goepel and Crolla 

2020). 

AR immersive design techniques have been used to alter 

design shapes in real-time by the control of points through 

an  interface Betti  i  and on  to influence 

digital simulation through gesture recognition and hand 

gestures (Hahm et al. 2019), and to adjust to dynamic 

structural performance simulations by tracking the move-

ment of a structure’s control points (Forren et al 2019). 

Mitterberger et al. (2020) applied an “eye-in-hand” system 

(Schmalstieg and Höllerer 2016) with an object tracking 

and registration system that estimates the deviations 

between the as-planned and the as-built model in real-time 

for the assembly of a fair-faced brickwork facade. Qi et al. 

 investi ated a feed ac  driven adaptive wor flow  

using computer vision algorithms through sensory scanned 

data by a depth camera to compensate for deviations in 

a bamboo pole structure by 3D printing joint connections 

on the fl  

This study aims to expand the practically feasible design 

solution space of existing bamboo craftsmanship by 

augmenting onsite skill through the use of AR-aided 

construction techniques. Rather than shifting construc-

tion complexity to automated pre-manufacturing, which 

reduces the onsite need for human labour skill, this setup 

enables digital laypersons to participate in complex building 

processes.

Bending-active Bamboo Gridshells

Bending-active bamboo gridshell construction systems 

cannot rely on hyper-precision, but must adapt to inevitable 

and s stem specific indeterminacies that occur onsite  

The choice of natural, unprocessed bamboo as a material 

implies working with unpredictability as each culm has 

naturally varying properties that directly affect the struc-

tural behavior when bent. These factors include variance 

due to each culm’s species, age, and moisture content and 

its diameter, which changes along its length. 

This paper discusses a strategy for the practical, onsite 

handling of such variance through a demonstrator 

2 Fabrication Sequence; Left: Cut to length, 
Middle: Layout and connection of grids, Right: Assembly of parts
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case-study which was developed in preparation of a larger 

future bamboo installation based on this tectonic system. 

The study tests the bamboo’s perceived bending behavior 

and evaluates it in relation to its digital simulation. AR is 

used to inform both the construction sequence and the 

evaluative feedback system.

METHODS
The prototype’s design consisted of a number of equidistant 

bamboo grids—with no shear rigidity—that were prefab-

ricated on the ground and were then interconnected and 

ent into the final shape i ure  he s stem included 

four equilateral pentagonal cells that connect the column 

to the top rid  hese could e fa ricated flat on the round 

but had to be pre-assembled in a bent state (Figure 3). 

The fabrication sequence relied on three-dimensional AR 

instructions for cutting culms, aligning the grid, assem-

bling the components, and for the tracing of the as-built 

structure for comparison with the digital source model. 

Fologram (Jahn, Newnham and van den Berg 2020), a third-

party plugin for McNeel’s NURBS modeller Rhinoceros 

3D (Robert McNeel & Associates 2021), was used to 

stream this digital information directly from the proce-

dural modeller Grasshopper (Rutten 2021) to the multiple 

HoloLenses and mobile devices used onsite to visualize the 

fabrication instructions. 

he holo raphic pro ections  overlaid onto the uilders  field 

of vision, acted like three-dimensional stencils that had to 

be transferred from the digital into the physical space. For 

the grid assemblies, different colors indicated the different 

pole layers and their orientations (Figures 4, 5).

The prefabricated components were then manually bent 

and connected to the top grid. This step required the top 

grid and column to deform into shape. Participants wearing 

the Head-Mounted AR Devices (HMD)—the “holographic 

instructors”—aligned the components in the correct posi-

tion while assistants without HMDs held the poles together 

and fixed them with standard ip ties  urin  construction  

an image target was used to align the holographic projec-

tion of the di ital model with the protot pe as it defined 

location of the di ital file s ori in in ph sical space

Once completed, a series of Aruco trackers, measuring 

mm  mm  were fixed to the structure at the intersec-

tion points of the bamboo poles (Figure 1). These trackers 

could be detected by the HoloLens in real time, producing 

a virtual 3D point cloud in Rhino3D and placed in refer-

ence to the model space s ori in  which was defined in the 

real world using an image target tracker (Figure 1). Once 

detected by the HoloLens, a semi-transparent, purple holo-

graphic cube was generated on each tracked Aruco marker 

to visually inform the participant wearing the HMD about 

the success of the detection. Another participant simulta-

neously followed the progress live in a Rhino3D viewport to 

help to identify untracked markers. This allowed the auto-

mated digital remodelling of the physical structure and the 

consequent study of deviations between both (Figure 6).

RESULTS
Successful Holographic Fabrication

The case study’s main objective was to demonstrate it is 

practically feasible to expand the design solution space of 

4 5
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3 Assembly of bent components

4 Grid layout and marking through holographic guidelines

5 Laid out grid with holographic guidelines

6 Feedback loop

existing bamboo craftsmanship by augmenting onsite skill 

through the use of AR-aided construction techniques.

The installation was completed within two working days 

 fifteen participants  articipants too  turns to use 

the three available Microsoft HoloLens HMDs. The “holo-

graphic instructors” collaborated with participants without 

holographic guidance. Participants stated that it was 

easy to grasp the design and scale of the project from the 

beginning, since the holographic display would continu-

ously provide guidance in the working space. As no onsite 

measuring was needed, components could be cut and 

assembled more easily and quicker than when using tradi-

tional analog methods. 

While the participants reported that the holographic 

uidance for the fa rication of the flat rids was intuitive  

helpful, and clear, the more complex bent components were 

challenging to align, as the physical bent outcome did not 

always align with the digital simulated bending behaviour. 

Here, the AR 3D holographic guidelines helped to assemble 

the parts by placing the holographic projection in reference 

next to the physical model, rather than exactly on top of the 

to-be-assembled physical components. 

Challenging Creation of Holographic Feedback 

The detection of the Aruco markers by the HoloLens 

required the HMD to be in close proximity to the markers 

and needed the participant to move their head in front of 

the trackers multiple times. Problematic shifts and offsets 

frequently occurred during this tracking, resulting in the 

necessary resetting of the AR origin by reorienting the 

di ital file in ph sical space with the ima e tar et  

Additionally, the number of Aruco markers that can be 

trac ed simultaneousl  within one sin le di ital file is 

predefined and limited  the olo ram software to  in 

order to reduce error between the codes. As we needed 

more  trac ed points had to e internali ed in the di ital file 

so that identical ID Aruco markers could be reused for the 

scanning of additional intersection points. Doubly tracked 

points could  however  e easil  identified  ere we detected 

small deviations of identical ID points, caused by shifts that 

occurred due to offsets in the trac in  hese could e fixed 

by rescanning following a reorientation as per above.

The main deviation between the as-built and digital model 

was found in the middle area of the column where the 

tectonic s stem was most flexi le and the predicted 

possible deviations were the largest. An additional tension 

rope was added and wrapped around the column to tighten 

its radius to reduce flexi le movement there  his allowed 

calibration of the overall shape to more closely match the 

di ital file  

Smaller deviations were detected at individual intersection 

points. These deviations, however, did not cause any issues, 

as they were absorbed by the integrated system and fell 

within the overall tolerance/allowance. These deviations 

were caused by multiple factors: Aruco markers could 

have been placed slightly off the intersection point, zip ties 

could inhibit the correct placement of the Aruco markers, 

6
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and pole intersection points could have slipped and shifted 

slightly throughout the assembly, etc. The digital simu-

lation, however, maintained a perfectly equidistant grid 

throughout the deformation. 

Studying the as-built deviation can inform designers to 

adjust digital parameters as to more accurately simulate 

real-world behaviors. These parameters can be changed 

in real-time during the feedback loop, which enables the 

ad ustment of the di ital ase file to these indeterminacies 

found onsite. 

A test to extract useful as-built 3D mesh data from the 

HoloLens spatial mapping failed: the Hololens’ current 

scannin  resolution does not provide sufficient detail and 

resolution to allow for the tracking of poles of diameters 

of 3cm. Our case study, however, did not require such an 

object detecting system, as the orientation in space of each 

pole can easily be derived from the intersection points. The 

Aruco marker tracking method was computationally fast in 

comparing physical points to virtual points as opposed to 

comparing scanned mesh geometries with digital simulated 

curves or meshes. 

CONCLUSION
This case study demonstrated how, for bamboo archi-

tecture design and construction, the integration of AR 

in construction can lead to the augmentation of existing 

craftsmanship and the expansion of its associated practi-

cally feasible design solution space. It additionally showed 

how an augmented feedback loop within the fabrication 

c cle can help to refine di ital simulation tools in real time  
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ABSTRACT
Architectural education faces limitations due to the tactile approach to learning in class-

rooms supplemented by existing 2D and 3D tools. At a higher level, Virtual Reality provides 

a potential for delivering more information to individuals engaged in design learning. This 

paper investigates a hypothesis establishing grounds towards new research in Building 

Information Modeling (BIM) and Virtual Reality (VR). The hypothesis is projected to deter-

mine best practices for content creation and tactile object virtual interaction, which 

potentially can improve learning in architectural and construction education with a less 

costly approach and ease of access to well-known buildings. We explored this hypothesis 

in a step-by-step game design demonstration in VR by showcasing the exploration of the 

Farnsworth House and reproducing assemblage of the same with different game levels of 

diffi culty that correspond with varying BIM levels of development (LODs). The game design 

prototype equally provides an entry way and learning style for users with or without a 

formal architectural or construction education seeking to understand design tectonics 

within diverse or cross-disciplinary study cases. This paper shows that developing 

geometric abstract concepts of design pedagogy, using varying LODs for game content and 

levels—while utilizing newly developed features such as snap-to-grid, snap-to-position 

and snap-to-angle to improve user engagement during assemblage—may provide deeper 

learning objectives for architectural precedent study.
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INTRODUCTION
The integration of interactive building anatomy modeling 

into the construction education system improves learning 

while enabling effective knowledge transfer to learners 

ar  et al   he  pandemic proved educa-

tion’s overreliance on the classroom to be inadequate. 

Adaptation to future demands is overdue. Researchers indi-

cated in previous works that interactive gaming improves 

learnin  and motivation harvari and hl  and it 

is also acknowledged that BIM provides the framework 

for developing 3D geometric data that can be used in the 

generation of levels and maps in games (Yan, Culp, and Graf 

2011). Virtual Reality (VR) on the other hand is technology 

that is fast gaining adoption, however, with limitations 

based on extra work required to visualize BIM models 

(Zaker and Coloma 2018).

We used an empirical research method by developing a 

simple demonstration to test the hypothesis. The overall 

objective is to study how building anatomy modeling 

process combined with varying levels of development 

s  help the process of learnin  architectural prec-

edents. Evidence shows that using this anatomical 

approach var in  s provided in eometric form

holds a potential to improve interaction and overall 

learnin  his demonstration shows the si nificance of 

new features for improved engagement in VR.

STATE OF THE ART
VR provides full scale perception of spaces while 

accurately representing materiality in deeper levels 

of immersion when compared to desktop screens and 

projection systems (Angulo 2015). The common use of VR 

is to enhance walking experiences inside and around a 

virtual structure; however, it has been used to evaluate 

form and design of a building (Abdelhameed 2013).

Increasing the feeling of presence has been determined 

to improve overall VR experiences, which must be accom-

panied with an increased level of realism within VR (Du et 

al   utside environment realism  there are limita-

tions of accessibility to data from BIM environments, 

re uirin  improvement ieferle and oessner  ur 

research towards amification aims to help users create 

and manipulate objects within the VR environment thereby 

limiting dependence on the BIM environment for new 

objects generated in a game scene. Designing and providing 

content and interface design, alongside with coding and 

pro rammin  are some of the identified issues to over-

come (Maghool, Moeini, and Arefazar 2018).

VR + Architectural Education

The exploration of existing architectural projects, prec-

edents, or case studies is at the core of architectural 

education. Design students are generally expected to 

provide clarity of understanding of such precedents’ 

abstract principles and tectonics before tendering design 

proposals during studio sessions. Visiting architectural 

precedents can become very costly for students and insti-

tutions depending on various factors. Additionally, there are 

no layers of interactivity involved in local visits, and there-

fore concept retention varies between students (Bourdakis 

and haritos  harvari and hl 

earnin  within irtual nvironments s  can e devel-

oped to create a foundation for learning about Virtual 

environment design. Pushing learning in VE further within 

tutored environments  is proven to enefit oun  archi-

tects on their first step towards understandin  the essence 

of architecture” (Kamath, Dongale, and Kamat 2012). The 

speed of learning in architectural education has been 

attributed to students’ ability to detect their errors faster 

and learn from them vo  et al   delhameed 

2013). Moloney indicated that “the advantages of working in 

a real-time environment where early design iterations can 

be tested from multiple points of view” has been established 

alongside limitations of communicating while wearing a VR 

device (Moloney and Harvey 2004; Milovanovic et al. 2017).

VR + Construction Education

The study of building composition in construction education 

is limited by teaching strategies. The Interactive Building 

Anatomy Modeling (IBAM) research has indicated that an 

anatomical approach can deliver better learning outcomes 

in construction education via assem la e and amified 

techniques (Park et al. 2016; P. Wang et al. 2018 ). This 

motivates our research idea for a virtual precedent study 

environment combined with BIM to provide an avenue 

where students apply their education to solve real prob-

lems. However, various settings for VEs require testing in 

order to determine which situation provides flexi ilit  as 

well as improve virtual construction learning (Ghosh 2012). 

Gamifying construction learning is one method of continu-

ously engaging the younger population (Generation Y) who 

have difficulties in en a in  with traditional educational 

methods (Goedert et al. 2011). 

The combination of building models in VR alongside a game 

process for learning may hold considerable impact on 

learning when applied to education. Wang, Newton, and 

owe  indicated that learnin  in  provides an expe-

riential outcome which is obvious in the learner’s behavior.
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METHODS
Gamification for Studying Architectural Precedents

arious classifications for irtual ealit   in ducation 

have een esta lished ote le  and lpa   hese 

are:  purpose of the application, technology of delivery, 

user interaction, user experience, system interaction, and 

amification t pes  amification is lar el  unexplored for 

developing learning experiences of architectural prec-

edents. Beyond the conventional methods, this paper 

showcases new techniques for exploring architectural 

pedagogy through a new lens, i.e. Virtual Reality. To achieve 

cross disciplinar  simplified learnin  for users without 

prior design knowledge, we utilized varying levels of devel-

opment s  his stud  see s to answer the uestion 

“What are best game design practices recommended to 

enhance playability in a BIM and VR game development?”

Pre-Game – Prototype Development

A prototype development provides an extensive tool for 

teachin  var in  s from concept desi n to final detailed 

design. Users explore a collaborative virtual environment 

and embark on design activities thereafter. For this study, 

we used the Farnsworth House.

Stage 1/Modeling:  Detailed modeling of the building 

was completed in Autodesk Revit as a basis for studying 

(Figure 1). Abstract concepts are modeled in Rhinoceros 

and merged in Unity Game Engine (Unity 2021b) using the 

SteamVR (Valve 2021) plugin for gameplay and interactions.

Figure 2 shows different concept schemes that provide 

learning opportunities about underlying design pedagogy.

Stage 2/Precedent Exploration:  Users are introduced to 

the architectural precedent and allowed 10 minutes for 

exploration (Figure 3). 

Thereafter, users proceed to the game area for an assem-

blage exercise to test their knowledge.

Stage 3/Studio Setup, Practice Areas:  In the VR environ-

ment, we developed a studio setup comprising an in-game 

projector screen that played a video narrating the archi-

tectural precedent while the game player explored the 

precedent and environment including interacting with 

abstract concept models in one case. The practice area in 

evel  allows the pla er to et accustomed to o ect inter-

action and manipulation techniques required for the game 

challen e in evel 

Stage amification  e e  e e o ment   Borrowing 

1

2

3

1 Completed detailed model 
of the building in Autodesk Revit

3 Precedent exploration 
in First Person View 
in the VR environment

2 Abstract concept modeling of the 
Farnsworth House showing top 
left to bottom right, (a) full geom-
etry, (b) structure, (c) lighting, 
and (d) circulation respectively

4 tairs    left  
and   ri ht
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4

5

6

from universall  esta lished B  evel of evelopments 

standard classifications rue   ame levels 

were desi ned to correspond with increasin   or the 

purpose of this research  we have classified the uildin  

construction components into game artifacts via two 

classes of s  he lowest  used is   approx-

imate eometr  represented   while the hi hest 

 used is   precise eometr  of the uildin  

 was used ecause of its eometric simplicit  and 

popularity for low detail geometry assemblage. The clas-

sifications are created specificall  for this ame ased on 

eometric complexit  and similarit  to universal B   

definitions  sers are presented with each ame level to 

complete assemblage tasks after the precedent explo-

rations and pre-exercise stages. The assemblage task 

comprises of components with varying level of development 

(Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6). 

ame evel  features the pla er  assem lin  the uildin  

8 Game Challenge in progress 
for  

7 ompleted ame evel  
with  

8

5

5 teel tanchion    left  
and   ri ht

6 loor la    left  and 
  ri ht

7

with   construction components enerated from 

Mecabricks (Mecabricks 2020), a web-based application 

with  parts i ure  pon completion  the pla er 

proceeds to evel  where the  complete the assem la e 

with   components i ure  which represent 

precise geometry.

In-Game – Implementation and Prototype Testing

ur in la  demonstration involved two pla ers  e received 

immediate feedback on playability, implemented features 

and overall comfort within the VR environment. Player 1 

explored the game with a studio environment setup, an 

in-game video narrative, and was presented with the 

assemblage task. Player 2 explored the game with all the 
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ompleted ame evel  with  

10 Game scene showing the base model and geometric abstract concepts 
irculation to use and atural i htin  in the exploration mode

features from Player 1’s experience including interacting 

with the geometric abstract concepts (Figure 10). A new VR 

object-snapping feature developed for the game allowed 

both players to complete the tasks with the same levels 

of difficult  ach pla er spent  minutes explorin  the 

precedent and 10 minutes assembling the parts in the 

exercise area. The game was live demonstrated to a team of 

researchers at a college symposium (Anifowose 2020).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Feedback was collected from the two demonstration 

players based on four categories namely player experience, 

user behavior, level of object interaction, and knowledge 

retention. We observed that the game players were enthu-

siastic to learn about the architectural precedent. Player 2 

had si nificant shorter time to reproduce the assem la e 

while also reporting a higher level understanding and moti-

vation for learning and reproducing the building than Player 

1. This indicates that having abstract concepts in precedent 

study virtual environments other than only the building 

geometry provides an opportunity for better knowledge 

retention. Players also indicated increased depth of 

understanding with the voice/video narration during the 

exploration stage. Especially important given the ongoing 

travel restrictions due to the pandemic, the BIM+VR 

prototype developed in this research—using virtual game 

development modalities—provides a less costly approach 

and improved accessibility to well-known architectural 

precedents with a potential for learning and engagement. 

Institutions may adopt this strategy to provide rich learning 

objectives for both design-related and cross-disciplinary 

studies.

To improve user interaction and overall engagement, new 

game features were created that increased the intuition 

level for interacting with the assemblage components and 

increased the users’ abilities to complete the assemblage 

tasks. By developing an object-spawning system (Figure 11) 

using the Bolt Visual Scripting tool (Unity 2021a), the depen-

dence on importin  heav  B  files is drasticall  reduced  

thereby increasing adoption possibilities of this game’s 

approach to learning in Virtual Reality. This tool was used in 

developing the embedded features saving time beyond the 

conventional C# scripting tools. This demonstration enabled 

us establish a case scenario for application within the 

design and construction education environment. As shown 

in i ure  the B     ame research is rouped 

into four ma or sta es of wor  he first two sta es and a 

portion of the third stage are reported in this paper. 

CONCLUSION
Virtual Reality can potentially eliminate the need for local 

and international travel in architectural studies. This 

paper investigated the possibilities of using BIM+VR in a 

amified  test case as a wa  of increasin  effective 

learning objectives in architectural forms and tectonics. 

Feedback from the demonstration indicated that higher 

understanding of the main architectural precedent could 

be gained by studying the developed abstract concepts in 

eometric form with var in  s inside the ame efore 

attempting the assemblage task. In diverse cases where 

the user has no previous knowledge of architecture or 

construction, the BIM+VR approach provides a learning 

alternative beyond reading technical drawings, a task 

t picall  difficult for the ma orit  potential users in other 

fields of stud  eveloped features such as snap to rid  

snap-to-angle, and snap-to-position are also necessary to 

improve user engagement during the assemblage phase 

of the ame  B  enerali in  results  we can confirm that 

this approach could provide a deeper knowledge of archi-

tectural precedents while simulating a design studio and 

modelin  environment inside virtual realit  imitations 

10

BIM LOD + Virtual Reality Anifowose, Yan, Dixit
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experienced included difficult  in eneratin  custom 

scripts and retention of BIM geometry data inside the Unity 

software while converting objects from native Revit to 

game objects. More challenges were faced in developing 

mechanics for improved game performance. This was over-

come by developing object spawning systems.

A larger scale experiment is currently being developed for 

construction education to enable researchers to answer 

questions as to (1) how effective learning can occur using 

B  and  with var in  s and also to  determine 

which amification features enhance interaction while 

contributing to effective learning. This will be carried out as 

a full study with a larger group of human subjects. With the 

findin s in this research  amification is expected to ma e 

its way into Architectural and Construction Education both 

in the classroom and in the field  
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Reconnecting...

1 Point cloud scan of fountain 
detail at the Querini Stampalia

2 “Der Knoten” from Gottfried 
Semper, Der Stil, 1860

Nic  Safl ey
Kent State University

Reconceptualizing Details with 3D Scanning 

1

ABSTRACT
This design research reimagines the architectural detail in a postdigital framework 

and proposes digital methods to work upon discrete tectonics. Drawing upon Marco 

Frascari's writing “The Tell-the-Tale Detail” (Frascari 1996), the study aims to reimagine 

tectonic thinking for focused attention after the digital turn. Today, computational tools 

are powerful enough to perform operations more similar to physical tools than in 

the earlier digital era. These tools create a “digital materiality,” where architects can 

manipulate digital information in parallel and overlapping ways to physical corollaries 

(Abrons and Fure 2018, 185-195). To date work in this area has focused on materiality 

specifi cally. This project reinterprets tectonics using texture map editing and point cloud 

information, particularly reconceptualizing jointing using images. Smartphone-based 

3D digital scanning was used to captured details from a series of Carlo Scarpa s infl u-

ential works, isolating these details from their physical sites and focusing attention upon 

individual tectonic moments. As digital scans, these details problematize the rhetoric of 

smoothness and seamlessness prevalent in digital architecture as they are discretely 

construed loci yet composed of digital meshes (Jones 2014, 29-42). Once removed from 

their contexts, reconnecting the digital scans into compositions of “compound details  

necessitated a series of new mechanisms for constructing and construing not native to 

the material world. Using Photoshop editing of texture-mapped images, digital texturing 

of meshes, and interpretation of the initial material constructions, new joints within and 

between these the digital scanned details were created to reframe the original detail for 

the post-digital.
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2

WHY STUDY DETAILS NOW?
Details occupy a murky territory between isolated cultural 

o ects and the vast continuum of the material in the 

world. In the pioneering treatise, The Four Elements of 

Architecture, Gottfried Semper insisted that the threading, 

twistin  and nottin  of linear fi ers were amon  the most 

ancient of human arts, from which all else was derived, 

includin  oth uildin  and textiles  n emper s wor  the 

most fundamental element of oth uildin  and textiles 

was the knot (Ingold 2013). For Semper, a knot was both 

part of and separate from the world  existin  as part of the 

chord (material world) but not simply due to the chord's 

materiality. Knots are neither autonomously authored 

nor a result of inherent material forces. In the postdig-

ital era, architects question the networked continuity, 

smoothness, and focusless logic of much of the digital age 

and its practitioners, who found parallels to the knot and 

chord in emper s writin  he renewed need for cultural 

expression and perceptual focus drives s epticism of the 

detail's demise at the hand of computational tools and data 

management via the computer. By reengaging the historic 

pre-digital notions of tectonic, we can situate details in 

wa s which neither re ect nor fetishi e the material or 

digital realms.

Practically, when we can effortlessly create and manage 

vast amounts of data outside of our mind via the computer, 

we must curate, organize, and then reconnect isolated 

chunks if we aim to focus our limited attention. Today, 

ubiquitous digitality makes this necessary for both the 

discipline of architecture and, more importantly, for larger 

cultural practices. What would otherwise be an ocean 

of information, overwhelming in volume and too big for 

comprehension, needs to be isolated for discussion and 

practice. By creating working methods to focus attention 

and relate areas of concentration, one can strategically 

bound information to solicit new meaning. Contrary to early 

postmodern narratives of meaning, this method of recon-

necting asks for attention as cognitive participatory labor, 

not stable embodiment or a prescribed narrative.

BACKGROUND
As within Semper's illustrations of knotted chords shown 

in Figure 2, details can be isolated moments. In both—the 

illustrations of knots and mundane technical drawings 

of details—only parts of the material world are shown, 

removed via convention or technique from their surround-

ings. In technical drawings, notation and graphic location 

relate details to one another, but creating such isolation 

requires different tools and techniques in physical reality. 

The questions of how to isolate and focus attention were 

at the heart of Marco Frascari's “The Tell-the-Tale Detail,” 

where the locus of detailin  was in material ointin  

(Frascari 1996, 498-513). In his historical description of 

this process  candles and flashli hts were the tools used 

to focus a sensin  su ect who visited the uildin  site in 

the dar ness of ni ht  hile carpa s desi ns were holistic 

pieces of architecture, he found it necessary to study, 

during design and construction, the details in isolation from 

the larger work. Details viewed in perceptual isolation func-

tion much more like miniature worlds and stand in stark 

contrast to arrays of parametric connections standard in 

digital design work. For Frascari—in a process he terms 

the mind s e e each detail re uired a suspension of 

contextual continuit  and as ed for the o server s mental 

participation relating an individual detail to the details and 

organization of the same built work.  

While this analysis will focus on how we can adapt 

rascari s thin in  to a postdi ital context  it is worth 

outlining other interpretations of details. Edward Ford is 

one of the only scholars writing upon this topic, and in his 

work The Architectural Detail, he outlines four types, or 

ways, of thinking about details to which we will add two 

terms. Ford categorizes details as either motific, a repre-

sentation of construction and an expression of material 

oints  or as autonomous from the larger work as a whole 

(Ford 2011). To this list, architect Nader Tehrani adds grain

or the directional organization of a surface to address 

materialit  in computational terms  ehrani s addition 

moves away from the discrete detail, opening the tectonic 

to progressive geometric shifts and gradients required 

in field conditions ehrani  rain defines details 

throu h eometric variation and not t polo  is definition 

is the le ac  of the di ital pro ect in material fa rication 
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and furthers ord s anal sis to conceptuali e the computa-

tional surface itself.

t the time of rascari s writin  in the earl  8 s  he 

sought to frame the detail as the generator of design, yet 

he also identified the detail as ill defined  e proposed the 

definition of details to e the union of construction and 

construin  onstruction  in this definition  results from the 

logos of techne or thoughts of making. Construing, on the 

other hand, results from the techne of logos or the making 

of thou hts  hrou h his definition  the detail could ecome 

the vehicle for communication and narrative. Today, we 

remain ri htfull  s eptical of the detail s capacit  to si nif  

direct meaning. Yet, the relationship between construc-

tion, as an act of material organization, and construing, as 

the appearance of the material once organized, remains 

a helpful structure. In light of evolving digital culture, the 

proliferation of images, and easy movement of visual 

information between the digital and physical world, one new 

detail t pe needs to e added to rascari s list  his detail 

type directly addresses the space between our updated 

version of constructing and construing. Details in the work 

that follows address digital tools, techniques, and construc-

tion in an effort to find places to create oints in the di ital 

substrate—what contemporary thinkers Adam Fure and 

Ellie Abrons term “postdigital materiality” (Abrons and 

Fure 2018, 185-195). This detail type could be referred to 

as the image detail  which exists not purel  as a material 

oint  or ani ation of a surface condition  or grain, but uses 

ima e ased di ital information and hi h fidelit  eometric 

approximations of material to construe the ualities of 

physical material unrelated to the underlying construc-

tion  o politel  orrow rascari s term  the construction 

and construing do not have the same “logos” (reason), 

instead privileging the autonomous image as that which is 

construed, with material construction purely in its service. 

METHODS
Scarpa made a practice of visiting the building site during 

the ni ht for verification with a flashli ht  e there  

controlled the execution and the expression of the indi-

vidual details. In normal daylight, it would indeed be 

impossible to focus on details in such a selective manner. It 

is also a procedure whereby the indirect vision becomes a 

critical process in design decisions.

he flashli ht is a tool  which is achieved an analo  of 

oth the process of vision and the e e s movement in its 

perception field with onl  one spot in focus and the e e 

darting around).

—Marco Frascari, “The Tell-the-Tale Detail”

Today, isolation of details from architectural works is 

possible in a similar way using digital 3D scanning. This 

process mimics the use of light in a dark environment 

to control the extents of individual vision  ense scans 

comprised of captured color data points are organized in 

artesian space  closel  matchin  the eometric extents 

of the original detail. The data that comprises the scans 

constitute information curated not ust  the human e e  

but in collaboration with the digital scanning technology. 

Further, the connecting of details does not simply need to 

rely upon indirect vision, the spatial and mental connection 

of details experience individuall  to find connections  he 

collections of details can be shared readily with others in 

geographically distant locations and viewed collaboratively. 

3 4
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astl  the flattenin  of carpa s initial details into a 

common “digital material” comprised of mesh point loca-

tions and color information can be used to speculate upon 

new means of connecting detail previously distinct from 

one another. 

Scanning

i ital scannin  in this pro ect  utili es inexpensive photo-

grammetry via the iPhone app Capture (Standard Cyborg 

 to created isolated details from uilt pro ects  

Carlo Scarpa. The scanning process is analogous to the 

flashli ht ased methods that carpa used in his construc-

tion verification visits  he small phone ased scanner 

allowed the capture of pro ects that would have otherwise 

required a special permit or occured only within institu-

tions that allow photography. This lack of access does not 

affect the rhetoric of the pro ect  ut it is worth mentionin  

as an influence on the details curated  cans of the details 

were created  slowl  movin  the phone s camera over 

and around the area of interest while watching the phone 

screen to chec  the fidelit  of the scan  he apture app 

generates point clouds, each with a Cartesian location in 

model space that has a central 0,0,0 origin. This technical 

fact has ideological implications as the detail, once scanned, 

is quite literally the center of its universe. Color informa-

tion is encoded into the point cloud also and is later used to 

enerate a texture mapped mesh  

onceptuall  each scan s creation parallels carpa s 

pro ects  ach of his details and each of the scans func-

tion alone as discrete information and also in con unction 

with other details to create the lar er whole of the pro ect  

Marco Frascari describes the part to the whole relation in 

carpa s wor  

hile it is whole  carpa s architecture cannot e charac-

terized as complete. An architectural whole is seen as a 

phenomenon composed of details unified  a structurin  

device  a structurin  principle

—Marco Frascari, “The Tell-the-Tale Detail”

In digital scans, discrete parts, themselves composed of 

points, work in the service of a larger image of the scanned 

detail. This process is nearly identical to the way Frascari 

posits that details work in relation to the built whole in 

carpa s wor  his conception of the part to whole rela-

tionships does not neatl  fit neatl  within the either ord s 

or ehrani s expanded list of detail cate ories  ere details 

are semi-autonomous, working discreetly to construe an 

ima e without specific meanin  themselves  he computa-

tional modeling software used to collect and combine the 

scans functions as a new platform, whereby the scanned 

3 Scanning Process using smart phone at Carlo Scarpa's 
San Sebastiano Gate

4 Enlarged cut stone stepped detail of San Sebastiano Gate

5 op to Bottom  oint loud  i ital esh eometr  and esh can 
with olor nformation as exture ap

5
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details are combined independent of the human body or 

the physical the built environment. Using the computer to 

act upon scanned details allows architects to work collec-

tively and collaboratively with other human and nonhuman 

su ects to create architectural wholes

Collecting

Collecting requires the capability to remove something 

from its context  istoricall  architects have used collec-

tions to frame theoretical ar uments and expose those 

unable to travel far distances to seminal works of architec-

ture. During the nineteeth century, drawings and plaster 

castin  were a relativel  expedient means for circulatin  

works of architecture to those who could not physically 

inha it or experience it firsthand  t the end of the nine-

teenth century, photography began to replace drawings, 

but the three-dimensional quality of plaster castings, albeit 

free of color, contained information not compressible or 

transfera le in two dimensional media endin   s 

such, the plaster cast occupies a unique position in archi-

tectural history and discipline. One to one in scale, plaster 

casts of entire pro ects were not practical or technicall  

possible due to the realities of transportation and physical 

access to built works. Details sized so they could be placed 

in crates, handled, and shipped made their way from the 

world s far corners into the collections of museums located 

in European centers of colonial power and the United 

tates  ollectin  these details involved complex political  

economic, and ethical relationships, which have generated 

a od  of scholarship and ma  inform this pro ect in the 

future. For this research, we will narrowly view this casting 

practice as the collection of detail fragments and purely 

as a technical process of curation. Once collected, many of 

these casts found themselves on displa  in spatial proximit  

unimaginable in situ, and their intention as pedagogical 

tools aside, the capriccio-like collections were immersive 

material compositions. The current practice of handheld 3D 

scanning addressed in this research has given the collec-

tion process an ease similar to that of photography, and 

one might imagine the educational intent of earlier plaster 

casting taking place not in physical galleries but in an online 

viewable database or search engine.

his pro ect uses a method of pullin  apart and collectin  

built work by its details, like detail casts in the Carnegie 

Gallery at the Pittsburgh Museum of Art, or other archi-

tectural plaster galleries. New negotiations between the 

individual fragments replace polite voids in the museum. 

i ure  expresses this  conceptuall  oinin  with the 

work of another Venetian, Piranesi, who interestingly also 

explored details  as fra ments of lar er wor s  in dar ness 

 candleli ht  he curatorial displa  of the scans also finds 

a counterpoint to plaster casts. Historically, casting was a 

way to appropriate distant history and cultures from which 

one created rooms to display the power of the collecting 

nation. As a method to be updated via new technology 

and worldviews, collecting details in a digital format can 

be a means of reimagining the material world through an 

expanded conception of tectonics and not simpl  as a colo-

nial endeavor. 

Reconnecting

he pro ects whose details were collected come from recent 

histor  and elon  to a sin le architect s od  of wor  

ounter to museums  historical collections  the collected 

details are not displayed as detail fragments encrusting 

a preexistin  room  which serves as a container  frame  

and method of unification  nstead  the scanned details a 

digital parallel to portable plaster castings—are combined 

into compound detail o ects without an accessi le interior  

6
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6 Fragments of the Marble Plan of Ancient Rome, Giovanni Battista Piranesi,  
Le antichita romane (The Roman Antiquities), 1756

Digital image (created using the photomerge command in Photoshop) 
shows seamlessl  oinin  fra ments

8 Compound detail created from scans of the Castelvecchio

9 Compound detail created from scans of the Brion Tomb

10 Compound detail created from scans of the Querini Stampalia

In this way, the newly designed compound details are their 

own context  and each collection of details from carpa s 

work are only reconnected with scans from the same initial 

pro ect  

ore specificall  collections of scanned details are 

composed and organized into new architectural wholes 

utilizing qualities found in the digital point cloud scan. 

Qualities—such as similar color, point cloud shape, 

point cloud densit  mesh direction  and fidelit  of the  

scan or ani e the new o ects as compound details  

Once located, the scanned details were collapsed into 

one dataset and the resulting point cloud was meshed 

via the open-source software MeshLab (Cignoni 2009). 

Automatically created meshes and numerically averaged 

color information fill in the aps etween what e an as 

separate scans  he spaces etween scans are exemplar  

of the image detail discussed earlier, connecting the digital 

construction of the mesh into a seamless o ect  hat 

differentiates the image detail from surface-based connec-

tions is that the new o ect is construed as a collection of 

materials from the initial material details but without clear 

ed es or ph sical oints

his research pro ect com ines scans from three pro -

ects into a series of o ects  thou h scans from a much 

lar er od  of carpa s wor  exist for future research  he 

astelvecchio in erona  carpa s lar est wor  is included 

as it has the most range of detail scale, bridging spatial 

or formal oints li e stairs  with overtl  material oints li e 

doorknobs. The Querini Stampalia is quite different from 

Castelvecchio and is primarily composed of surface linings 

of an existin  uildin  he scans here were much smaller  

more discrete, and composed of surfaces, putting more 

pressure upon the composition and ad acenc  etween 

them to define an enclosed volume  he last pro ect used 

for this research is the Brion Tomb, whose archipelago of 

small pavilions uxtaposes the m riad of stepped concrete 

motific details  rom all the pro ects scanned  these three 

8

9

10
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most exemplif  the narrative of rascari  nce the sites 

are visited and scanned, his narrative and rhetoric are 

problematized by the reality of the material construction. In 

many cases that which is being construed places material 

in the complete service of form, something Edward Ford 

explains

the realit  of carpa s wor  is that if it lac s a conceptual 

structure  it has no shorta e of formal unit  the excess of 

typical Scarpa motifs is, if anything, oppressive in its unity 

in wor s such as the Ban  of erona in erona tal   

or the Brion Cemetery. It cannot be said that there is no 

system to the use of these motifs. The step-like echelon 

motif at Brion is used at the ends of all planes of concrete 

and stone. It is not the absence of a system that is problem-

atic here; it is that the system is primarily a decorative one 

indifferent to material and function  and used to excess

—Edward R. Ford, The Architectural Detail, 124

While Ford seems to be ethically chastising Scarpa, his 

comment is a possible direction for contemporary work to 

operate  carpa s motifs presuppose collections of thin s 

that simply look alike, and the image as a formal architec-

tural device. 

aterial oints in oth the Brion om  and the  scans of 

material details unify the appearance of multiple materials 

ne otiated usin  ph sical oints into sin le plastic material  

either concrete or the “digital material” of the scans. Now 

that 3D printing in various materials and with integral color 

allows for the recreation of the digital scans in physical 

reality, the space between Scarpa and contemporary digital 

techniques nearly collapses. Today, architects can operate 

on the aps and oints construed etween isolated mate-

rials themselves, as these materials do not necessarily 

need to match the construction. Images transgress the 

oundaries of detail fra ments  oints ecome expanded in 

their scope and can ecome o ects or areas that ne otiate 

between parts through image yet continuous as material. 

We can organize details loosely and create negotiated 

material compositions in what otherwise has remained a 

ap or oint

espite the motific character of the carpa uildin s  

the details take on an autonomous character. They are 

autonomous narratives of construction in buildings 

otherwise unconcerned with construction.

—Edward R. Ford, The Architectural Detail, 255

 second desi n exercise of this research explores a more 

traditional notion of ointin  as the discontinuous ne otia-

tion between material parts. As seen in Figure 13, a single 

11 Stepped motif in the endwall of the Brion Tomb; material layers are 
implied in the plastic material

12 exture map of di ital mesh detail scan in i ure  

13 Combined mesh detail of two fountains at the Querini Stampalia, 
with edited texture map applied and oints created around 
color areas

11
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mesh resolution. Color information can only be hand-

painted onto plaster casts, while 3D scans work more like 

photographs displayed on the 3D mesh surface. In the .jpeg 

file, tools within Adobe Photoshop (Adobe 2019) operate 

upon the texture map, and the results suggest material 

tectonics, joints, and organizations not native to traditional 

tools and their related materials.

Interestingly, the automated 3D scan process generates 

seams between the image fragments accessible in the 

mesh texture map. Gradient fills that negotiate pixel infor-

mation, surface texture joints that do not cohere to the 

initial material logic, and finishes created via visual pixel 

manipulation challenge traditional jointing tectonics. With 

these and other tools, new tectonic thinking can connect or 

reconnect anything once digitized. 

Once details are scanned or more generally isolated from 

their context, we can create a blueprint for new architec-

ture. This process is familiar to the discipline of analytique 

drawings, where details were collected onto a single 

drawing as delineations by the architect to be interpreted 

and executed by skilled craftsmen. Further, the spaces 

between the details are omitted, to be either collaborated 

upon during construction or interpreted, truly making the 

architect the team leader of a skilled collective. The real 

and virtual categories are much more overlapping in the 

postdigital computational environment, if not a false binary. 

Details can be collaboratively joined in a similar process to 

that of a knowledgeable craftsperson as an automatic or 

inferred process originating in the computer program code. 

scanned detail is broken into parts unrelated to its initial 

material configuration. The texture map of the digital mesh, 

which contains the color information related to the material 

in the initial detail scanned, is overlaid with a simple tile 

pattern. This subdivision of the image into four parts maps 

to the 3D scan in unpredictable ways due to the automated 

methods the meshing software used to texture map. These 

areas, shown as brightly colored patches, are then treated 

as differing materials and joints created between the color 

patches. In both example processes, the texture map as an 

image is the site of tectonic operation. In the color jointing 

example, an autonomous narrative of detail construction 

is used in the scanned detail, which is unconcerned with 

construction.

RESULTS AND REFLECTION
Scanning Scarpa’s works, removing, isolating, and 

collecting details is a colonial endeavor to find an opti-

mistic outlook for digital technologies. Like plaster casting, 

3D scanning as technology and technique envelopes and 

approximates material joints from the initial material 

construction as an image joint with no material neces-

sity and pure expression. The scan is not a copy but an 

approximation with image qualities consistent enough to 

allow correlation. Material joints from the initial detail are 

only approximated and sometimes captured in the texture-

mapped image. In the texture mapping of detail scans, we 

find the most significant difference between plaster casting 

and scanning. While both techniques create forms in media 

with a high degree of granularity, for plaster, the granules 

are actual plaster granules, and for scans, it is the digital 

12 13
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Craft in construction stands in contrast to the drawing or 

mediated construction documentation, which assumes 

little, or at least less, knowledge of the person constructing 

the detail. A shared commonality, or culture, is assumed 

between architect and craftsperson. A similar relationship 

with the person or people who developed the computer 

code can be considered in the latter, as both utilize an 

assumption of a known but collaborative outcome. Encoded 

software operations can here function more like motifs or 

images, placing them in closer parallel to the knowledge of 

the preindustrial craftsperson than of draftsperson. 

So, what then is the architect's position and role in this sort 

of design practice? Firstly, automation of connections still 

requires collaboration, not necessarily the type of crafts-

person Scarpa notoriously collaborated with, but instead 

their contemporary corollaries, programmers writing 

code and fabricators controlling digital making processes. 

Second, in controlling the desired perception of the design, 

the architect is still responsible for its organization. In the 

postdi ital era  the perception of the desi ned o ect is also 

not limited to that of the human od  directl  experiencin  

the physical material world. Instead, at stake is the entirety 

of the mediation of the desi ned o ect  he variet  and 

scope of this meditation form the new responsibility of the 

architect, no matter the sort of collaboration, craftsperson 

or digital code. The location and organization of the constit-

uent parts in this proposal closel  parallel that of rascari s 

phenomenological discussion of Scarpa. 

Collocation is the composing by place, that is, the functional 

placement of the details. The function in this case not only 

is limited to the practical and structural dimensions but it 

embodies, as well, historical and aesthetic dimensions. The 

placing of details, then, is deeply related to the other two 

re uirements  num ers and analo ies  he detail in this 

manner is not defined  scale  ut  rather  the scale is the 

tool for controlling it. The geometrical and mathematical 

construction of the architectural detail is in no sense a 

technical question. The matter should be regarded as 

falling within the philosophical problem of the foundation of 

architecture or geometry, and ultimately within the theories 

of perception.

—Marco Frascari, The Tell-the-Tale Detail

Curation, location, and organization then become the 

design choices of the postdigital architect. Proposed is 

not a totalizing or total design process desired in some 

early modern practices and reappeared in a high degree 

of digital customization fabrication enabled in the early 

2000s. We do not design to produce totalizing environ-

ments ut instead discrete o ects that solicit colla oration 

during construction and during their mediation. There is no 

desire to recreate the overwhelming conditions Adolf Loos 

outlined for his “poor little rich man,” who had no space to 

imagine. Our task is to create a collaborative relationship 

in which the desi ned o ect solicits interaction with the 

viewin  su ect  ects made for this pro ect reframe the 

title of rascari s essa  ere tale mi ht etter e spelled 

tail. The narrative character of the detail is superseded 

by the detail as a character, as a thing with an agency in 

and of itself  his definition wa s the a enc  of the detail 

from being a repository of human speech, embodied or 

otherwise  to functionin  as a uasi su ect  authored  

the architect, but needing the viewer's consistent labor in 

trying to make an array of narrative tales. This process 

im ues the o ect with life  or somethin  li e it  as the 

viewin  su ect s attention literall  places it there  his 

process is further pushed with the automated connections 

etween details found in the compound detail o ects  ach 

is created, not by the architect, but by the relationships the 

architect places the details in that allow for collaboration. 

hese desi ned o ects are composites of vital moments  

both in their scanned details, those of the computer's labor, 

and from the meanin  creatin  su ect

CONCLUSION
While the research for this grant was conducted in the 

summer of 2019, its fruition took much longer. The global 

Covid-19 pandemic placed this research on the back 

burner as teaching and navigating social isolation domi-

nated. Strangely, there could have been no better time to 

esh connection oinin  a series of scanned details from 
the Querini Stampalia

Reconnecting... afle
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focus upon topics of isolation and how computational tools 

can—and do—allow for created connections. Details have 

a life of their own when removed from their in situ location 

ut cannot construe in isolation  econnectin  and refi -

uring the material world as a social one via digital tools 

means that we can use the past to imagine an optimistic 

future with the material world. A postdigital tectonic hopes 

that we find a social relationship with one another and 

social relationship in equal part with the material in which 

wor  i e nots  details as material constructions exist 

within the larger ecology of the planet, and at the same 

time, a locus of attention for tectonic thinking. A postdigital 

flattenin  of the hierarch  etween the material world and 

the di ital realm expands our focus further  ollo uiall  

this gives us more rope to hang ourselves as we are able 

to mana e lar e sums of information without specific 

locations of commonality. The postdigital detail uses our 

perception in con unction with technical devices to remove 

areas of focus from the larger world to construe digital 

constructions of a common world. 
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ABSTRACT
The paper describes the fi ndings of the applied research project by Institute Integrative 

Design (currently ICDP) HGK FHNW and ERNE AG Holzbau to design and manufacture 

prefabricated wooden façades in the collaborative design manner between architects 

and industry. As such, it is an attempt to respond to the current interdisciplinary split 

in construction, which blocks innovation and promotes standardized ineffi cient building 

solutions. Within this project, we apply three innovations in the industrial setup that 

result in the integrated design-to-production process of individualized, cost-effi cient, and 

well-crafted façades. The collaborative design approach is a method in which architect, 

engineer, and manufacturer start exchange on the early stage of the project during the 

collaborative design workshops. Digital design and fabrication tools enable architects 

to generate a large scope of façade variations within the production feasibility of the 

manufacturer, and engineers to prepare fi les for robotic production. Novel multi-robot 

fabrication processes, developed with the industrial partner, allow for complex façade 

assembly. This paper introduces the concept of digital craftsmanship, manifested in a 

mixed fabrication system, which intelligently combines automated and manual produc-

tion to obtain economic feasibility and highest aesthetic quality. Finally, we describe the 

design and fabrication of the project demonstrator consisting of four intricate façades on a 

modular offi ce building, inspired by local traditional solutions, which validate the developed 

methods and highlight the architectural potential of the presented approach.

* Authors contributed equally to the research
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INTRODUCTION
Although integration within the building industry has been 

discussed for years (Kolarevic 2009), it has still not become 

a common practice. Currently design, engineering, and 

manufacturing function as disconnected disciplines with 

individual interests that are often misaligned. This situation 

leaves architects to pursue design with limited fabrica-

tion understanding, which in turn leads to higher planning 

costs, fabricators’ disregard of architects’ intentions, and 

incline towards standardized solutions (Correa, Krieg, and 

Meyboom 2019). As a result, contemporary cities offer 

mostly serialized, unattractive, and anonymous urban 

frontages. Within this project, we aimed at improving our 

built environment on a larger scale by facilitating interdisci-

plinary communication within the construction process and 

combining novel digital technologies with local traditional 

woodcraft techniques.

We believe that the convergence of design and manufac-

turing, as well as constant interdisciplinary feedback, can 

trigger the true potentials of technological innovation. Thus, 

one of our goals was to strengthen this link through the use 

of digital means. In this paper we present the outcomes of 

an applied research project between IID FHNW and ERNE 

AG Holzbau that introduces three innovations in the indus-

trial setup—(1) the collaborative design approach, (2) digital 

design and fabrication tools, and (3) novel multi-robot fabri-

cation processes—that result in a fluid process to design 

and fabricate wooden façades that are individualized, 

well-crafted, and cost-efficient. Combining an integrated 

design-to-fabrication model based on the mastery of craft 

(Correa, Krieg, and Meyboom 2019) with bringing the archi-

tect closer to making, this solution introduces the concept 

of digital craftsmanship as a new value in the industrial 

realm. Finally, the paper describes the implementation of 

this process in a constructed demonstrator: four bespoke 

façades on the temporary office building (Figure 1).

STATE OF THE ART
Robotics in Timber Construction

Examples are broad where academic research applies 

experimental robotics in complex timber structures. At 

the ETH Zürich, it was explored and applied with 2-dimen-

sional stacking process on the ITA roof (Apolinarska et al. 

2016) and spatially assembled constructions (Zock et al. 

2014; Helm et al. 2012). Following those examples, several 

other academic institutions engaged in this topic (Williams 

and Cherrey 2016; Søndergaard et al. 2016; Robeller and 

Weinand 2016; Johns and Foley 2014; Schwinn, Krieg, and 

Menges 2013; Dank and Freissling 2013). The non-indus-

trial approach to working with non-engineered lumber 

is represented by the Wood Chip Barn project (Mollica 

and Self 2016), where robotic fabrication and computa-

tional process informed by real-time data led to optimized 

tectonics that maximized the natural structural properties 

of wood. The multi-robotic assembly of wood construc-

tions remains a relatively unexplored field. During recent 

years this topic was researched in fields like metal folding 

(Saunders and Epps 2016), hot wire cutting (Rust et al. 

2016), or filament winding (Parascho et al. 2015), and led to 

either increased production speed, bigger size of the built 

object, or increased design possibilities. Further develop-

ments in robotic cooperation were applied in support-free 

spatial structures made of metal rods (Parascho et al. 

2017), bricks (Parascho et al. 2020), or timber (Thoma et al. 

2019). These projects resulted in reduced waste and cost 

and time of production by the renouncement of substruc-

ture but required complex path-planning. The proposed 

solution makes use of two robots—working within clearly 

defined regions to eliminate collision—during the auto-

mated assembly process. 

Despite the intense academic research, the building-scale 

robotic timber construction is almost solely applied to 

prefabrication of standardized building elements. Given the 

impressive amount of developed knowledge at universities, 

the next step should be to integrate it into a real construc-

tion workflow.

Design and Production of Prefabricated Wooden Façades

Even though the façade is the most prominent element 

of a building (Koolhaas 2018), constructing a non-stan-

dard building envelope is a highly demanding task. While 

standardized building parts are assembled mostly automat-

ically, wooden prefabricated façades are still constructed 

manually (Ackermann 2018). This time-consuming process 

generates high costs and often limits the design possibil-

ities to simple, modularized solutions. Moreover, the lack 

of communication between architects and manufacturers 

requires additional detailing by the façade planner, engi-

neer, or manufacturer, which further prolongs the planning 

phase. Overall the disciplinary disconnection, as well as low 

levels of automation in industrial production, leads to either 

higher manufacturing costs or inclination towards stan-

dardized façade solutions.

Collaborative Design in the Construction Industry

Collaboration in the design process between various 

fields is seen as a mainstay of efficiency improvements 

(Mehrjerdi 2009). That is why concepts such as integrated 

design, integrated practice, and integrated project delivery 

(IPD) have recently gained more prominence in an archi-

tectural practice that faces growing complexity within 

the building industry (Kolarevic 2009). Most efforts in that 
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domain are focused on building information modelling (BIM), 

which, however, do not bridge effectively different perspec-

tives of various stakeholders (Çıdık, Boyd, and Thurairajah 

2017) and require digital-integration-driven organiza-

tional change (Dossick and Neff 2011; Harty 2008; Whyte 

and Lobo 2010; Whyte 2011) that is often hard to control 

(Çıdık, Boyd, and Thurairajah 2017). Moreover, basic BIM 

software does not enhance the design and production of 

customized building components, and additional tools have 

to be introduced (Wang 2021). An alternative approach 

is a custom digital-to-fabrication platform developed 

by a project team for one specific project. Such highly 

sophisticated solutions are mainly applied in academically 

driven projects, such as the BUGA Wood Pavilion (Alvarez 

et al. 2019), and are usually impossible to be scaled up 

to broader industrial applications. The main challenge of 

integration is thus to avoid closed systems and to keep inte-

grative tendencies as open as possible, conceptually, and 

operationally (Kolarevic 2009).

METHODS
Generative Design and Fabrication Tools

The main objective for the development of the digital design 

and fabrication tools was to provide maximal flexibility for 

architects to design and for engineers to produce a wide 

variety of façades with minimal necessary changes in the 

code needed. These tools were developed independently 

as they had different users and purposes. The integrated 

design tool (Tool 1) allows generating various façade geom-

etries according to the company’s internal standards and 

the material properties of wood. It is a basis for a discus-

sion between an architect and a manufacturer during 

collaborative design workshops, when a skilled compu-

tational designer adapts it to the aesthetic preferences 

of the architect. The fabrication tool (Tool 2) is operated 

by trained engineers. It translates the B-rep (boundary 

representation) geometry of the façade to fabrication data 

for two robotic units. The base geometry for Tool 2 can 

originate from Tool 1 or a different design software, as no 

special data encoding of individual elements is required. 

As such architects work in their preferred way without 

limiting their design freedom. Both tools were written in the 

Grasshopper plugin (Rutten 2020) for Rhinoceros (Robert 

McNeel & Associates 2020) with custom Python compo-

nents. Tool 2 additionally uses KUKA|Prc plugin (Braumann 

2020) for planning of robotic paths.  

Tool 1: Generative Design Tool

The Generative Design Tool allows architects to playfully 

explore the design options of various façade types (Figure 

2). The external wall panels and windows are fed to the 

script as planar polygonal curves. Users can control façade 

geometry with a plethora of geometrical, numerical, and 

choice-based parameters. Those define the general char-

acteristics of the façades (e.g. angle of the slats, sequential 

pattern of the beams, framing of the windows, and wrap-

ping of the slats around the openings), relationship between 

the elements (e.g. gap size between the elements, split of the 

beams along the length), or geometrical properties of indi-

vidual elements (e.g. width, depth, bottom angle). Firstly, the 

script generates axes of beams and then 3D B-rep geom-

etry, which includes bottom and top angled cuts of the slats 

enabling uninterrupted water flow. This geometry is subject 

to further deformations, depending on individual aesthet-

ical vision of architects and chosen fabrication process 

(e.g. milling). The script provides direct feedback about the 

estimated production time and cost of the designed façade 

per m2 based on the number of elements, volume of the 

material, and average time needed for a robot to assemble 

each element. This feature enhances transparency in 

communication with manufacturers and enables architects 

to make more informed design decisions.

2 Variety of geometries created with generative design tools:  a) plate-based façades (parameters: width, length, bottom shape, and direction of plates), 
b) beam-based façades (parameters: gap size, sequential pattern, angle, length, and width of the slats), c) mixed façades (parameters: number of layers, 
pattern, rhythm, and typology of elements)
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Tool 2: Fabrication Tool

The fabrication tool is a highly flexible prototypical software 

to prepare files for automated robotic processing and 

assembly of a wide variety of wooden façades. Based on the 

geometrical input of a façade panel and settings of robotic 

toolheads, the fabrication tool generates commands for 

two robots in the form of .src files. Communication between 

the robots is described in the next section. The software 

automates various operations, as illustrated in Figure 3. To 

avoid collisions between the gripper and the already fixed 

façade slats, the assembly order plays an essential role 

and depends on the spatial relationship between individual 

elements, façade type, and user-defined order strategy 

(Figure 4). The fabrication-relevant attributes for each 

façade element are the gripping plane, both-end cut planes, 

positioning planes on the façade panel, and screw planes.

The picking position of a slat from a correct disposer is 

solved automatically based on the element bounding box 

3 Fabrication process: Kuka 
KR240 (R1) (1) picks a timber 
slat from one of the disposers, 
(2) cuts it on a table saw, and (3) 
positions it on the façade panel, 
and (4) Kuka KR6 (R2) screws 
the elements to the preassem-
bled substructure from behind. 
(Optional) R1 slat manipulation 
with circular saw or milling 
spindle.

4 Different assembly strategies 
for different façade types: 
a) shingle façade, assembly 
from the bottom right corner; 
b) board-on-board façade, 
assembly in layers from the top 
left corner. The different colors 
symbolize two grippers: blue 
lines - vacuum gripper; magenta 
lines - asymmetric gripper.

and predefined dimensions of the beams in the disposers. 

The cutting planes can be perpendicular, angled, or parallel 

to the slat’s axis. For short elements that are cut on both 

ends, the program automatically incorporates the regrip-

ping of the elements in-between the cuts to avoid collision 

between the gripper and a saw.

According to the company’s internal standards, all the 

screws are inserted from behind the panel to avoid any 

visible connections. The screw planes are calculated in 

regard to material and engineering requirements of indi-

vidual façades. Depending on the façade type, the screws 

can be placed either on the intersection between slats 

and substructure (beam façades) or between overlapping 

elements (shingles or mixed structures). For slats that are 

wider than 60mm, at least two screws on each intersec-

tion are required to prevent elements from bending. The 

number of screws per element is dependent on its length 

and width but cannot be smaller than two.

Multi-robotic Fabrication

Robotic setup at the industrial partner’s facility consists of 

one robotic arm KR240 on the rail equipped with a milling 

spindle, circular saw, and a custom tool for assembling 

the standard façade panels. To expand the design possi-

bilities, we established innovative multi-robot fabrication 

processes for complex façade assembly. The new setup 

consists of the vertically positioned wooden assembly 

frame of the size 2600mm x 1800mm (WxH) that can be 

3

a) b)

4
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5 Robotic setup with a wooden 
assembly frame separating 
regions of operation for 
two robots and generalized 
sequencing and operations 
between R1 and R2 robots.

6 Asymmetric gripper: construc-
tion and functionality.

7 Manual operations performed 
before robotic assembly: a) 
assembly of the substructure, b) 
feeding of the log dispenser.

5

accessed from two sides by each robotic arm (Figure 5). 

Two robots work simultaneously within clearly defined 

regions that exclude their collision during the automated 

assembly process. KR240 (R1) is responsible for multiple 

operations of picking, handling, processing, positioning, 

and temporarily stabilizing of façade wood elements, while 

the statically positioned KR6 (R2) robot screws them to 

substructure on the other side of the frame. The size of 

the frame is a result of limited reachability of the R2 robot 

and the estimated limits of the façade panel weight, which 

should not exceed 50kg when carried by two persons. 

We employed additional hardware, including a stand-

alone table saw with 100mm blade radius and manually 

adjustable tilt angle, and a robotic screw gun handling the 

screws between 35mm and 50mm lengths. Newly devel-

oped wood picking tools consist of vacuum gripper for 

plates of the tested width (60mm to 400mm) and length 

(200mm to 1700mm), maximal tested weight (10kg), and 

an asymmetric gripper allowing to pick up beam elements 

of varied widths (25mm to 115mm), lengths (300mm to 

2500mm) and depths (20mm to 90mm). The slat’s size 

diversity was obtained through special tool construction 

with five guided drive actuators placed in two orientations: 

two vertical ones pressing the beam towards substruc-

ture to guarantee the tight screw connection, and three 

horizontal ones allowing for gripping and straightening of 

wood beams pressed against an 8mm steel plate (Figure 

6). The use of such an asymmetric construction allows to 

minimize the gaps between the beams to 10mm and for 

the diverse depths of slats in one panel, which would be 

impossible with the use of parallel grippers. Apart from the 

mentioned equipment, we developed two types of custom-

ized dispensers depending on the proportion of logs. Plates 

and wider beams were organized in vertical stacks of 

maximum number of ten to minimize the material accumu-

lated error while gripping. On the other hand, the narrow 

and deep beams required separated rails to prevent them 

from tipping over and to additionally help to keep the beams 

straight. Depending on the façade type, different amounts 

of dispensers were used: two for the shingle façade, seven 

for the board-on-board façade, and ten for the beam-based 

façade.

6

7b7a
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8 Workshops with architects at 
the beginning of the project. 
Fifteen invited architects from 
eleven offices designed façades 
in an experimental manner, 
and the workshop consisted 
of lecture, discussions, and 
hands-on digital and physical 
experiments with small-scale 
wood-based façade systems.

8

The robots’ communication is based on the I/O signal 

exchange to hand over the sequences grouped by consecu-

tive slats starting with R1 and the following with operations 

by R2 (Figure 5). We introduced a double signal exchange to 

prevent the unexpected skipping of the signal and unde-

sired jumping to the next sequence.

The developed fabrication system was a combination of 

a majority of automated procedures with a few manual 

operations for prep- and post-processes. These included 

log surface treatment, material preparation, removing the 

façade panel from the frame, feeding the log dispensers, 

and installing the new substructure elements on the frame 

(Figures 7a,b). This mixed fabrication, in which a workspace 

is partly shared by a craftsperson and a robot allowing 

for contact when the robot is not operational, presents a 

medium level of human-robot collaboration and was driven 

by industrial safety and efficiency requirements. At the 

same time, it maximized the flexibility of the overall process.

Collaborative Approach

We base our research on the concept of collaborative 

customization (Salvador, Martin de Holan, and Piller 

2009), in which the needs of the customers inform the 

manufacturing processes. Secondly, we also rely on 

collaborative design strategies (Achten 2002) which aim at 

enhancing each participant’s contribution by incorporating 

their inputs at the early design stage. Our collaborative 

approach is manifested in three areas: 

• Researchers, Industrial Partner, and Architects: 

In order to understand architects’ expectations towards 

prefabricated façade systems, we started the research 

with a workshop with eleven architectural offices 

(Figure 8) as well as conducted an online survey. The 

findings guided subsequent research developments.

• Researchers and Wood Engineers: The exchange with 

the company’s engineers during the project guided the 

development of the digital design tool in regard to struc-

tural, material, and construction requirements.

• Industrial Partner and Architects: Each new project 

starts with collaborative design workshops, where 

architects’ expectations are enhanced with custom 

parametric design tools and confronted with the compa-

ny’s engineering guidelines. This early exchange allows 

for the development of custom designs variants that are 

informed with manufacturing capabilities of ERNE and 

are optimized in terms of material use and price.

Digital Craftsmanship

The project explores how the concept of craftsmanship 

enhanced through digital means can be reintroduced in 

the timber industrial setup. It can be observed on multiple 

levels. Firstly, the design space developed during the 

project is related to the local woodcraft tradition. Three 

most typical façade families—beam-based, shingle, and 

board-on-board systems—have been aesthetically reinter-

preted and digitally encoded while their original logic was 

preserved.

Secondly, each of the developed systems required a 

different set of production and assembly methods. During 

the project, we adjusted and expanded the manufac-

turing infrastructure of the industrial partner by building 
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10 Architectural concept of demonstrator. Four unique façades, where front 
and back create the architectural frame for two side façade

9 Three façade types inspired by local traditional carpentry solutions: a) Shingles, b) Beam-based façade, c) Board-on-board system

a) b) c)

several custom robotic tools and processes that allowed 

for production of a wide variety of façades. These were 

designed as a set of diverse and independent components 

that can be rearranged to answer different production and 

assembly requirements. To that end, the developed fabrica-

tion setup follows the logic of “flexible automation” (Löfving 

et al. 2018), where the machines can be quickly and easily 

re-tasked for multiple façade families. 

Thirdly, the design and fabrication were carried out in 

parallel through experimentation and prototyping. Such a 

model is close to the traditional notion of craft, where the 

result is born out of a dialogue-based interaction between 

maker and objects through material and tools (Gramazio, 

Kohler, and Langenberg 2014). 

An additional level of flexibility was obtained by deliber-

ately giving up on full automation and “lights-out-factories” 

scenarios, which in many industrial cases result in poor 

system performance (Endsley 1997; Endsley and Kiris 

1995). The developed system intelligently shares different 

tasks of the production chain among automated and 

manual procedures. While the robotic processes improve 

precision, efficiency, and speed of construction, the mate-

rial quality and surface finishes are ensured by manual 

skills of the ERNE’s carpenters. This quality control takes 

place at the very beginning and end of the production chain 

without interrupting the automated robotic tasks to obtain 

high production efficiency and aesthetic quality at the 

same time. 

Lastly, the proposed process is a first step to bring archi-

tects closer to making. By using integrative digital tools and 

through a close collaboration with an industrial partner, 

they expand the palette of fabrication solutions and have 

the chance to take a more active role in the construction 

process.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Project Demonstrator

Project demonstrator are four unique façades on a 

1-storey-high temporary office building, with a total area of 

220m2, constructed in November 2020 (Figure 10). These 

intricate claddings are reinterpreting three most common 

traditional Swiss façade types (Figure 9) presenting 

different construction logic and challenges.

Shingles

Shingle façade is characterized by the dynamic, attrac-

tor-based pattern applied to the bottom of the plates (Figure 

12). A robot equipped with a vacuum gripper assembled 

1,341 unique elements, cut from the plates of 165mm x 

500mm x 20mm and split to 24 panels of maximal size 

of 1.8m x 1.4m. Its design required an individual double-

sided cut for each plank on the table saw with a 45° tilted 

blade. The front cut had the aesthetic purpose to expose 

the irregular pattern of the façade, while the back cut 

ensured that the rain flowed smoothly on the panel and was 

rooted in the internal quality standards of the company. 

Each shingle was screwed from behind in four points, two 

to the substructure and two to the shingles beneath. The 

fabrication process is depicted in Figure 11. To maximize 

the efficiency, we focused on reduction of processing time 

Parametric Design and Multirobotic Fabrication of Wood Facades 
Augustynowicz, Smigielska, Nikles, Wehrle, Wagner
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per element. An average of 70 sec was achieved by opti-

mizing the robotic path, shortening the distance between 

the disposers and production frames, and placing the 

substructure manually.

Bea-based Façade

Beam-based façades systems were applied to the front 

and back elevation of the demonstrator (Figure 13) and 

constructed with 38 and 32 panels, respectively. Each 

panel consisted of four different slat dimensions 25mm x 

50mm, 50mm x 25mm, 75mm x 25mm, 25mm x 75mm. Each 

type was pre-ordered with three different length values 

to optimize the amount of material waste during robotic 

cutting. Therefore, this system required the most complex 

disposer organization. 

The façade was assembled with an asymmetric gripper, 

which picked the slat from one of ten disposers, adjusted 

its length on the table saw, and positioned it on the façade. 

During the screwing, the asymmetric gripper was slid to 

force the element to the correct shape. Consequently, the 

difference along the length between the slats is within 1mm 

to 1.5mm margin, which is comparable to tolerances in 

manually produced façades.

Horizontal organization of elements was based on a 

10-digit-long pattern. The irregular cuts along the slats and 

vertical pattern were controlled with multiple closed curves 

defining the regions with different applied effects to choose 

from: creating a gap between the elements, removing it or 

changing its size.

Board-on-board Façade 

The last constructed façade was a mixed, plate-beam 

system, inspired by traditional board-on-board solutions 

(Figure 14). It consisted of three layers of plates and beams 

that were screwed on the top of each other and divided 

into 22 panels of maximal size of 2m x 1.5m. The plates 

were of two geometrical types (150mm x 1600mm x 22mm 

and 180mm x 1000mm x 20mm) and slats (40mm x 80mm 

x 1000mm) had three types of angled cut from the back, 

creating a dynamic shading pattern. This complex façade 

required working with two grippers: vacuum gripper for 

the two bottom layers, and asymmetric gripper for the top 

beams. Each element on the middle and top layers was 

individually cut by the robot to the correct length on the 

table saw. Due to the complicated overlapping between the 

panels, the pattern of the façade and panel division was 

partially driven by the assembly requirements. To simplify 

11

1412 13

11 Fabrication of shingle façade: 
a) manual assembly of substruc-
ture on the frame, b) placing 
plates in disposer, c) gripping 
plates with vacuum gripper, d) 
double cut of plates with a table 
saw, e) placing of the element on 
the frame, f) screwing from the 
back by KR6, g) manual finishing.

12 Close up of shingle façade 
depicting a dynamic pattern of 
bottom cuts

13 Close up of beam-based facade

14 Close up of board-on-board 
facade
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and optimize the production time, we decided to perform 

most of the repetitive geometrical manipulation on the 

individual elements manually before the actual robotic 

fabrication. As a result, the average time per panel was 

reduced to 35 minutes (Table 1). Therefore, this façade 

proved to be the most cost-efficient in our demonstrator 

but also the most prone to human error.

Other Applications

Besides the office façades, we have produced other 

physical artefacts, like 15 samples of 1:1 façade mock-ups 

(Figure 15), presenting various design and assembly 

variants, G-Box depicting seamless connection between 

vertical beam panels and two mock-ups for the exhibition 

purposes, each of the size 1.2m x 0.8m x 2m.

Discussion

The proposed system is a response to the growing need 

for flexibility and adaptability in the construction industry, 

while keeping the high quality of the final product. Where 

manual manufacturing technique would either be impos-

sible to implement or require custom-made formworks 

and complicated individual treatment of each element, the 

described computational and fabrication methods proved 

Table 1 The comparison of the production processes and average manufacturing time of panels and elements in each façade type

15 Physical mock-ups representing 
design potential of the devel-
oped process: a) uneven gaps 
between the slats, b) different 
widths, c) non-repetitive pattern, 
d) different depths of elements, 
e) different orientations, f) non- 
repetitive division along the 
slats, g) non-repetitive width, 
length and depth, h) plate-based 
façades, i,j)  shingle façades, 
k,l,m) multi-layered façades, n,o) 
façades with milled pattern

Parametric Design and Multirobotic Fabrication of Wood Facades
Augustynowicz, Smigielska, Nikles, Wehrle, Wagner
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to be effective in designing and fabrication of a large 

variety of custom wooden façade panels that are both well-

crafted and cost-efficient. This distinguishes the developed 

system from individualized expensive façade solutions 

available on the market. 

The collaborative work between architects and industry 

was adjusted to the architects’ demands formulated at 

the beginning of the research. The design tool was initially 

dedicated for designers to actively use within their archi-

tectural practice as a stand-alone-software. However, 

we decided to keep it on the level of a flexible prototype 

handled by a computational specialist during an interdisci-

plinary design workshops at the beginning of each project, 

as architects expressed no interest in learning new design 

tools. It was also impossible to generalize the vast design 

space while maintaining a clear and understandable user 

interface. Although this solution allows architects to gain 

understanding of the production process and make more 

informed design decisions, it requires further improve-

ments to enable them more independent design control.

The production based on the medium level of human-robot 

collaboration proved to be valid in the timber industry. 

Higher level of collaboration would be impossible to 

achieve without compromising either safety, efficiency, or 

flexibility of the overall system. 

Due to its applied character, this research project guar-

antees the direct implementation of its content into the 

company’s infrastructure and thus, might improve the 

aesthetic quality of our urban environment on a larger 

scale.

CONCLUSIONS
Contributions

The project’s strongest contribution lies in the introduction 

of design-driven flexible automation strategies embedded 

in the industrial setup. This is facilitated through (1) flexible 

digital design tool, (2) flexible robotic asymmetric gripper 

allowing for tight assembly of wooden slats of varied 

depths, and (3) overall reconfigurable fabrication setup. 

Additionally, the findings of the initial workshop with archi-

tects directly guided the research directions, which only 

brought the results closer to original intentions—allowing 

architects more design freedom.  

Outlook

The developed fabrication system and digital design tools 

have been incorporated into ERNE infrastructure and the 

proposed process has been integrated into the company’s 

communication plans for 2021. The innovative content of 

this research led the company to start a new production 

line for robotically assembled building elements in 2021-

2022 and to purchase a second robot on a linear axis, 

which will enable production of larger façade elements 

(up to 3.5m x 1.5m) on a lower cost. 

Additionally, the process is applied on a large-scale project 

with the local architectural office. The collaboration 

started in April 2020 and will result with 265,5m2 of frontal 

façade of a five storey residential building. The assembly is 

planned for spring 2022.
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ABSTRACT
This research demonstrates the development of a hybrid FRP-timber wall and slab 

system for multi-story structures. Bespoke computational tools and robotic fabrication 

processes allow for adaptive placement of material according to specifi c local require-

ments of the structure thus representing a resource-effi cient alternative to established 

modes of construction. This constitutes a departure from pre-digital, material-intensive 

building methods based on isotropic materials towards genuinely digital building systems 

using lightweight, hybrid composite elements. Design and fabrication methods build upon 

previous research on lightweight fi ber structures conducted at the University of Stuttgart 

and expand it towards inhabitable, multi-story building systems. Interdisciplinary design 

collaboration based on reciprocal computational feedback allows for the concurrent 

consideration of architectural, structural, fabrication, and material constraints. The 

robotic coreless fi lament winding process only uses minimal, modular formwork and 

allows for the effi cient production of morphologically differentiated building compo-

nents. The research results were demonstrated through Maison Fibre, developed for the 

17th Architecture Biennale in Venice. Situated at the Venice Arsenale, the installation is 

composed of thirty plate-like elements and depicts a modular, further-extensible scheme. 

While this fi rst implementation of a hybrid multi-story building system relies on established 

glass and carbon fi ber composites, the methods can be extended towards a wider range 

of materials ranging from ultra-high-performance mineral fi ber systems to renewable 

natural fi bers.
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INTRODUCTION
Urbanization and growth of the global population repre-

sent two major demographic mega-trends. Estimates and 

projections of urbanization indicate that the future growth 

of the human population can be accounted for almost 

entirely by a growing number of city dwellers. By mid-

century, around 68 per cent of the world’s population will 

be living in urban areas (United Nations 2019). The need for 

new buildings and infrastructures is already posing one 

of the most important ecological and social challenges to 

society. Construction has become one of the most mate-

rially intense and environmentally detrimental human 

activities: as it is currently operating, this sector can be 

held responsible for solid waste production, greenhouse 

gas emissions at global scale, high-energy utilization, 

external and internal pollution, profound environmental 

impact and resource exhaustion (Ortiz, Castells, and 

Sonnemann 2009; Melchert 2007; Zimmermann, Althaus, 

and Haas 2005). The manufacturing, transportation and 

use of all construction materials for buildings resulted in 

energy and process CO2 emissions of 3.5 Gt in 2019, or 

10% of all energy sector emissions (IEA 2020). Moreover, 

driven by a rapid increase in demand from various sectors 

of economy, with the construction sector ahead, between 

1980 and 2010 the global production of steel nearly 

doubled, while the cement production more than tripled 

(Van Ruijven et al. 2016). The current building paradigm, 

which prioritizes simple and standardized construction 

processes over saving material and resources, seems 

no longer sustainable. Computational design methods, 

workflows and tools, employed to design with specific 

classes of materials, as in this research fibrous composite 

materials, could offer a viable alternative to disrupt such 

paradigm. Composite materials, with particular regard 

to glass and carbon fiber reinforced polymers (G/CFRP), 

occur as a potential backup to the more conventional 

structural materials, such as concrete and steel. In the 

case of CFRP, this is mainly due to their high strength-to-

weight ratio, low thermal expansion, and high fatigue and 

corrosion resistance (Fitzer 1985). Their use in architec-

ture and construction is not entirely novel, dating back 

to the second half of the 20th century (Bakis et al. 2002), 

an early iconic example being Matti Suuronen’s Futuro 

houses (Menges and Knippers 2015). G/CFRP applica-

tions also span from large-scale structural elements, as 

in the BMW Guggenheim Lab (Schittich 2014), to façade 

tiles as in the SF Moma (Sterrett and Piantavigna 2018). 

However, considering that commonly used manufacturing 

processes (molding processes and pultrusion) rely on 

special molds or dies, and involve significant amounts 

of material cut-offs and production waste (Bader 2002), 

G/CFRP’s adoption in the field of construction remained 

limited and discontinuous over time as it proved to be not 

always economically viable for the production of large-

scale one-off components like the ones often encountered 

in buildings. Alternative approaches to the use of composite 

materials in architecture and construction, based on 

the study of fibrous systems in nature, have been inves-

tigated by the Institute for Computation al Design and 

Construction (ICD) and the Institute for Building Structures 

and Structural Design (ITKE) of the University of Stuttgart. 

Since the logic of CFRP and GFRP is quite closely related 

to that of natural fibrous systems (Menges and Knippers 

2015), integrative computational design and simulation 

methods (Reichert et al. 2014) and novel manufacturing 

processes for G/CFRP—which facilitate automated tailored 

fiber placement in terms of quantity, direction, and orienta-

tion while also keeping the production costs relatively low 

(La Magna, Waimer, and Knippers 2014)—were developed 

by ICD and ITKE researchers. Such methods were then 

applied to the realization of demonstrators that would 

showcase principles of locally adapted fiber layups in a 

single layer shell structure (Knippers et al. 2015), as well 

as in a composite segmented shell with highly differentiated 

components (Parascho et al. 2015). Further developments 

have subsequently led to the introduction of  specific 

design features allowing an interface with other parts of a 

building (Prado et al. 2017) and the development of an full 

architectural scale novel fiber composite building system 

(Dambrosio et al. 2019). The following sections illustrate 

the design and development of the Maison Fibre project. 

Realized in occasion of the 2021 Venice Architecture 

Biennale and made possible by the use of new integrative 

co-design processes, this project represents the first built 

example that utilizes a novel FRP-timber hybrid building 

system (Figure 1) for multi-story inhabitable applications in 

architecture, which starts challenging current paradigms 

in construction.

METHODS
System Conceptualization and Demonstrator

The FRP-timber hybrid system presented in this paper aims 

to create a novel building system for multi-story applica-

tions in architecture consisting of horizontal structural 

elements and vertical load-bearing wall elements. The 

horizontal elements or slabs combine the advantageous 

aspects of coreless wound FRP components—lightweight, 

high potential for adaptability, and minimal production 

waste (Dambrosio et al. 2019)—with a thin LVL plate. By 

creating a walkable surface, the LVL takes the live load, 

providing compression resistance to the system, and 

transfers these forces to the fiber structure that caters 

to structural depth. In order to keep the timber as thin as 

possible, the supports or connections between LVL and 
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fiber structure are designed for the maximum span that the 

target thickness of the timber can withstand. This became 

one of the driving design factors for the fiber structure and 

allowed the hybrid system to be lighter and performative.

The research challenges associated with such building 

system are:

• Development of a suitable fiber layup for the horizontal 

structural elements that can successfully interface with 

the LVL plate.

• Development of fiber layup for the vertical load-bearing 

perimeter elements that can effectively connect the 

slabs and generate a stiff box-like structure.

• Structural modeling, testing, and validation and estab-

lishing a data exchange protocol and subsequent 

feedback loop with the design modeling platforms.

• Implementation of a relevant fabrication setup with 

winding frame that enables the production of every 

designed fiber component at reasonable costs.

• Interfaces and connection details development.

Such challenges were thoroughly investigated by the 

research team in the design and implementation of a 

specific case study: the Maison Fibre.

Developed for the 2021 Venice Architecture Biennale and 

located in the Corderie of the Arsenale, the installation is 

composed of thirty plate-like components, divided into ten 

slab, ten ceiling, and ten wall elements. Additionally, four 

screens were designed and fabricated to provide enclo-

sure on the first floor, and thirteen skirts were used on the 

ground floor as an envelope to the base, also alluding to the 

virtually possible vertical repetition of the system in a truly 

multi-story configuration (Figure 2).

Integrative Design Approach—Interdisciplinary 

Collaboration

The fiber layup of each component is developed in recip-

rocal relation to the structural simulation. The structural 

performance of a fiber element is a decisive aspect of the 

design process and is directly linked to the component’s 

geometry and the fiber layup. Important factors for struc-

tural performance are the fiber interaction of individual 

fiber layers—depending on the amount of pressure the 

currently laid fiber exerts on previously deposited fibers 

and their subsequent bonding strength in order to create 

structurally active, surface like formations—and the 

cross-section of fiber bundles and its buckling length 

in lattice-like structures. To control and evaluate those 

factors, computational design methods act as interfaces 

and enable interdisciplinary data exchange. The employed 

digital workflow simultaneously considers the logic of the 

winding sequence, the component aesthetics, structural 

analysis, and robotic fabrication constraints. Bespoke 

computational tools enable direct data exchange and 

rapid feedback from finite element method (FEM) simu-

lations derived from surface and beam based structural 

models, guiding and evaluating the design development of 

all fiber layers (Figure 3). 

In addition, this workflow was supported by the full-scale 

structural testing representing both the timber and the 

fibers of a single hybrid module. The evaluation of each 

iteration of the test informed this computational interdisci-

plinary loop, resulting in the optimization of the fiber layup 

and the reduction of the amount of material in less loaded 

areas (Gil Pérez et al. 2021). A purpose-built interface 

containing all fabrication relevant data in tabular form 

allowed for platform- and manufacturer-independent 

1 2
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exchange of production data and facilitated the cyclical 

interaction with industry partners during prototyping and 

production.

Structural Design

The structural design of the Maison Fibre installation was 

realized with a multi-level approach as the final fiber layup 

of the components is not defined from the early stages 

of design (Gil Pérez et al. 2020). After a few preliminary 

models to evaluate the overall stability of the system, 

the FEM became more detailed with the evolution of the 

structural design and the component prototyping. Once the 

volumetric geometry of the components was better known, 

it was used to model walls and slabs as surface elements. 

The distribution of forces and stresses within the compo-

nents, as well as the connection forces between them, were 

better studied with this iteration. In the last level of model-

ling, the carbon fiber layup of each wall and slab component 

was represented by beam elements (Figure 4). The models 

were checked for buckling, deflection, and maximum 

forces in the fibers in an iterative process between design 

and structural analysis (Gil Pérez et al. 2021). In parallel, 

to verify the structural safety and further optimize the 

composite components design, a full structural test of one 

of the slabs was designed. The test represented the real 

boundary conditions of the final installation for a single 

slab component element including both fiber composite 

and timber plate (Figure 1). A total of three iterations were 

performed resulting in the optimization of both fabrication 

and structural design.

Fabrication Setup

The fibrous wall, slab, and ceiling elements were manufac-

tured using the robotic coreless filament winding process 

developed by the project team. This process employs a 

robotic arm to lay fibers on a very minimal linear frame-

work equipped with winding pins. The initially set fibers 

become the mold in the winding process, allowing the 

elimination of the core or mandrel, and therefore mini-

mizing the production waste to almost zero. The process 

is enhanced by the ability to tailor material orientation and 

quantity to structural, geometrical, and aesthetic require-

ments. This feature allows for locally load-adapted design 

and alignment of the fibers, thus enabling an extraordinary 

lightweight construction: the code-compliant, load-bearing 

fiber structure of the upper floor weighs just 9.9 kg/m . 

The wall elements are even lighter. An eight-axis robotic 

fabrication system was used to manufacture the fiber 

components, consisting of a six-axis industrial robot arm 

and an external, two-axis positioner. The two-axis posi-

tioner extends the kinematic system of the robotic setup 

and carries the winding frame, enabling optimal reach-

ability of all anchor points during the fabrication process. 

Bundles of six glass fiber rovings and eight carbon fiber 

rovings are impregnated with epoxy resin during manu-

facturing in a drum-type resin bath. A mechanical tension 

control system maintains constant fiber tension throughout 

the fabrication process and ensures consistent material 

quality (Figure 5).

System Flexibility—Modular Winding Frame

Slab, ceiling, and wall components were designed to 

specific load cases and followed two main levels of differ-

entiation. At the geometrical level, they were defined by the 

boundary conditions resulted from component-component 

interface and/or component-existing building interface. 

The slabs were divided into three boundary types, the 

ceilings in two types, while the walls only had one. At the 

material configuration level, each component was designed 

to perform its structural function through a precise and 

locally load-adapted design and alignment of the fibers. 

As for screens and skirts—since they mainly serve an 

enclosure function rather than a structural one—both 

geometrical boundaries and syntax were defined to fit 

their positioning and address the fiber continuity mostly 

from a visual aspect, therefore exhibiting a low level of 

differentiation. The proposed modular system and both 

3

4

1 Diagram of stress distribution in a prototypical FRP-timber hybrid 
slab element

2 Exploded view of construction elements making up the full installation

3 Model showcasing the integrative design approach

4 Fiber finite element method (FEM) beam model
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edge that allows walls and slabs to meet was translated 

(in terms of frame configuration) into overlapping long and  

short edges. The orientation of the tapered edge was also 

considered, facing up or down, to differentiate the slab 

from ceiling elements. For the creation of the interface 

between slab elements and steel vertical supports, the 

quadrant winding frame attachment was used to generate 

the relevant quadrant cut out into the fiber elements, 

which would then enable the connection to the steel ring 

surrounding the existing columns. Inner anchor points 

were placed in the same position for all the slab and ceiling 

elements. Different syntaxes informed the positioning 

of double or single anchors, with different washer sizes. 

Considering the presence of inner winding pins and their 

necessary reachability during the initial winding stages, 

the frame was designed as two parts to be combined at 

a specific moment during fabrication, in a multi-stage 

winding process. The lower level contained the boundary 

edges with external winding pins, consisting of a bolt-

sleeve-washer system, and vertical profiles responsible 

for holding the inner anchor points and for supporting the 

upper level. The upper level was configured as a mirrored 

version of the lower one (Figure 6).

Component Development and Manufacturing

The slab components represent significant innovation 

in coreless filament winding, as they for the first time 

form inhabitable fiber surfaces. Building up on previous 

research, the acquired knowledge to create modular 

structural building components (Prado et al. 2017) was 

expanded towards a high performance, ultra-lightweight, 

FRP-timber hybrid component. While carbon and glass 

fibers efficiently transfer the occurring loads, maintaining 

high material efficiency, a 27mm thin sheet of laminated 

veneer lumber (LVL) provides an inhabitable surface and 

adds to the component’s structural capacity. The slab 

components consist of two substantially different fiber 

layup typologies: a hyperboloidal inner and outer ring, each 

consisting of glass fiber body, carbon fiber reinforcement, 

and a radial reinforcement layup. The radial reinforcement 

is wound first, and its primary task is to support the timber 

at its inner area and to transfer forces to the outer ring 

fibers. It is composed of four different fibers sub-layers 

that establish structural carbon fiber bundles of about 12 

mm and incorporate a set of four infield points, acting as 

support for the LVL decking sheet. The inner and outer 

ring create the components characteristic aperture and 

enclosure along its perimeter (Figure 7). There are three 

different slab types—their geometry was specifically 

designed for the use case at the Arsenale in Venice and 

allows for the integration of the Arsenale’s historic columns 

into the installation by introducing quadrant cut outs into 

5

5 Fabrication setup diagram, with winding frame configured for the 
first winding stage

6 Modular winding frame, with highlighted add-ons that allow the 
fabrication of all the typologies of elements with minimal and reversible 
adaptations of the frame itself

7 Winding steps of a slab element: a) Anchor points along the component’s 
perimeter and infield points, b) radial reinforcement syntax, c) hyperbo-
loidal inner ring syntax, d0 hyperboloidal outer ring syntax

6

levels of differentiation were directly reflected in the frame 

development. In order to fabricate six different component 

types (three slab types, two ceiling types and one wall type), 

a modular frame was designed, allowing the use of one 

core and few attachments. Since the screens needed a 

specific pin orientation, with anchors normal to the winding 

surface, an additional lighter frame was developed for their 

fabrication. The main winding frame core was composed 

of waterjet cut steel plates and rectangular steel profiles 

forming a T-shape. Specific edges presented connection 

plates in which different attachments could be connected. 

According to the specific boundary conditions of each 

component type, the attachments were designed to provide 

the necessary interface between components. For example, 

in the case of wall-slab interface, the 45-degree chamfered 

Maison Fibre Dambrosio, echmeister, Duque Estrada, Kannenberg, 
Gil Peréz, Schlopschnat, Rinderspacher, Knippers, Menges
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two slab types. To facilitate connections with wall elements, 

the connecting edges of slab and wall components exhibit 

45-degree chamfers. This avoids the introduction of more 

infield points and maintains a visually clean edge. Owing to 

the flexibility of the fiber syntax and the minimal boundary 

geometry of the winding frames without depending on any 

mandrel or mould, the geometrically different slab types 

could be economically manufactured with only minimal 

adaptations of the fabrication equipment. In total, 747m of 

carbon, and 890m of glass fiber bundles were used for the 

production of one slab element, which results in a weight of 

only 63kg.

The ceiling elements depict the installation’s enclosure 

towards the top and structurally act as horizontal bracing. 

Similar to the slab elements they are FRP-timber hybrid 

components and follow similar logic in terms of fiber syntax 

configuration. Due to the reduced structural requirements 

of the ceiling elements, the material expenditure can be 

significantly reduced compared to the slab elements. By 

adjusting the material amount to the specific local struc-

tural needs, a high degree of material differentiation is 

achieved, reducing redundancy and thus saving material 

and weight.

The wall elements are used for the vertical connection of 

the slab components, and together with the screens they 

form a spatial closure on both floors of Maison Fibre. There 

are ten wall elements in total, two on the lower floor and 

eight on the upper floor, and they are formed into modular, 

axially symmetrical pairs. Regarding its design, a single 

wall element consists of a total of fourteen fiber layers in 

different fiber bundle thicknesses, depending individually 

on the components’ simulated structural performance. 

To ensure a frictional overlay of the fibers, wide-span 

and narrow-span circular glass fiber rings for each wall 

component were developed. Both rings are used as scaf-

folds for long-spanned structural carbon fibers. These take 

the connection points from the interface with the carbon 

fiber layers of the ceiling and floor components and connect 

them along both radial rings, emphasising a direct force-

flow between top and bottom slab elements. With a dead 

weight of 61kg for the walls of the lower floor, and just 48kg 

for the components of the upper floor, the wall elements 

are among the lightest high-performance components of 

the entire installation.

To provide enclosure and safety, the walls and the two 

open sides on the first floor were equipped with glass fiber 

screens. The screens of the wall components were inte-

grated as their first layer, while the screens for the open 

sides were manufactured and attached separately, as two 

pieces that connect in the center of the opening. To mini-

mize the visual impact and provide for uniformity all around 

the structure, a mostly vertical pattern was chosen.

Interfaces

Maison Fibre is conceived as a self-standing, structurally 

autonomous installation. The inclusion of the Arsenale’s 

historical columns into the volume of the installation 

permitted the maximization of the floor area while high-

lighting the flexibility of the proposed building system and 

its capability to adapt to given pre-existing conditions. 

Moreover, no contact or load transfers between Maison 

Fibre and the historical structures of the Arsenale were 

allowed. Therefore, four vertical steel U-profiles were 

placed around each column, horizontally braced by circular 

quadrant steel elements, forming a cage-like structure. 

The quadrant steel elements were designed to nest into 

the quadrant cut out of slab and ceiling elements, allowing 

them to be mechanically fastened to the fiber components. 

These vertical steel supports were then responsible for 

redirecting the loads coming from the FRP-timber struc-

ture to the ground. Loads are then evenly spread on the 

Arsenale floor through a steel frame that extends under-

neath the podium of the Maison Fibre.

7
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To connect the ceiling-to-wall and wall-to-slab compo-

nents and transfer the forces between them, custom steel 

connection interfaces were developed. These bespoke 

steel parts were connected to the anchor points of the 

load-bearing carbon bundles. While the lateral connection 

between neighboring slab components could be achieved 

by directly bolting their anchor points together, the ceiling- 

to-wall and wall-to-slab connections required custom 

steel brackets. These brackets also providing assembly 

tolerances and reachability. The timber plate that sits on 

top of the slab was connected to the fiber component with 

90-degree custom steel brackets on the perimeter of the 

component. The central area of the plate was directly 

bolted to the infield points. Resting on top of the slabs and 

ceiling, the plates allowed the distribution of loads from 

the timber into the fibers (Figure 8).

Due to the alignment of their anchor vectors, the ceiling 

components that connected to the walls received 

45-degree brackets for the timber on the inner perim-

eter, while the components themselves could be directly 

connected on the outer edge. This alignment of the anchor 

vectors is beneficial for the fiber direction, as collisions 

between the fibers and the edges of the winding frame 

during the fabrication process can cause uncontrolled 

thinning of the fiber bundles’ sections, and consideration 

of the anchor orientation can improve the structural 

capacity of the FRP components (Gil Pérez et al. 2019).

DEMONSTRATOR AND CONCLUSION
Principles for material-saving and resource-efficient 

design, enabled by computational co-design methodolo-

gies, translate into a unique architectural experience in 

the Maison Fibre. With its base orthogonal grid rotated 45 

degrees in the relation to the main axis of the Arsenale’s 

Corderie, the structure opens up towards the visitors, 

inviting them to experience an inhabitable space made 

solely of fibers (Figure 9).

When observing the structure from afar, the accentuated 

vertical orientation of the fibers of the screens constituting 

the façade provides for a perceivably unifying element. 

While approaching the installation, the same screens start 

to visually vanish, allowing visibility through the filigree 

structure and offering glimpses of the first-floor spatial 

qualities. At the ground level, looking up towards the slab, 

the force flow of the structure is emphasized by the dense 

black carbon fiber bundles departing from the columns, 

thinning out towards the perimeter, and seamlessly flowing 

into the wall and ceiling, where they become denser once 

again in proximity of the columns.

A custom-designed stair takes the visitor to the first floor. 

Once there, one is immersed in a diaphanous fibrous space 

that communicates aspects of extreme lightness and dema-

terialization. For safety in the sections of the installation 

that are not enclosed by walls, a dark monolithic volume 

continues the balustrade of the stairs (Figure 10).

The structure covers a floor area of around 63 square 

meters, repeated over three levels separated by a clear 

distance of 2.4 m. Between the supports it achieves a 

free span of 5.6 m. Calculated for a live load of 4 kN/sqm 

in accordance with the regulation for public exhibition 

spaces (BSI 2011), the primary load bearing structure is 

made from thirty bespoke elements, twenty of which are 

FRP-timber hybrid with an average weight of 23.7 kg/sqm 

(9.9 kg/sqm considering the composite portion only), which 

makes it approximately twenty times lighter than a generic 

reinforced concrete slab.

OUTLOOK
The project demonstrates how co-design strategies, 

considering architectural, structural engineering, and 

fabrication instances, can lead to the development of a 

novel FRP-timber hybrid building system oriented towards 

an efficient use of resources. The combination of fibrous 

composite materials with LVL plates seems also very prom-

ising for the expansion of the scope of such hybrid system: 

from slab-based towards more long-span applications, as 

well as for the realization of strong yet lightweight modules 

that can be used to build extensions of the existing building 

stock. Moreover, the compactness of the fabrication setup 

Maison Fibre Dambrosio, echmeister, Duque Estrada, Kannenberg, 
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together with that of the material stocks, open up scenarios 

where small production units could be deployed directly 

on site, reducing costs and emissions—deriving from 

transportation of massive construction elements—and the 

overall impact of the building. Lastly, the building method 

investigated in the project shows potential for being used 

for a wide range of materials. While the project still uses 

glass and carbon fibers, a possible expansion of the mate-

rial spectrum is already emerging, ranging from mineral 

fibers that can withstand extreme temperature stresses, 

to natural fibers that with an annual growth cycle render 

construction methods even more resource-efficient.
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1 The fi nal prototype: (left) aggre-
gated and (right) disaggregated. 
While the interlocked struc-
ture remains stable at room 
temperature, it can be entirely 
resolved by actively heating it up 
with a heat gun. 
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ABSTRACT
Autonomously shape-changing granular materials are investigated as architectural 

construction materials. They allow the embedding of different mechanical behaviors in the 

same material system through the design of their component particles. Granular materials 

are defi ned as large numbers of individual elements larger than a micron. Since they are 

not bound to each other, only contact forces act between them. The design of individual 

particles affects the behavior of a granular substance composed of such materials. The 

design process involves the defi nition of the form and materiality of the particle in relation 

to the desired function of the granular material. If shape-change materials are deployed 

in the making of the particles, the granular material can have more than one designed 

behavior, for example, both liquid and solid phases. Autonomously shape-changing gran-

ular materials have seldom been explored in either architecture or granular physics. Thus 

their exploration is both a relevant and a novel contribution to the fi eld of granular archi-

tectures in specifi c and computational architectural design in general.

This article outlines the fi eld of autonomously shape-changing granular materials and 

embeds them in the current state. Experimental and simulation methods for the develop-

ment of shape-changing particles and granular materials are introduced. A case study 

on the development and testing of autonomously shape-changing particles made from 

a bimetal is also presented. Further research is outlined with respect to the practical, 

methodological, and conceptual development of an autonomously shape-changing 

designed granular material.

1
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INTRODUCTION
Autonomously shape-changing granular materials are 

designed for architectural construction. Apart from being 

entirely reversible and reconfigurable, they allow the inte-

gration of more than one mechanical behavior in a single 

material system, such as the ability to be pourable during 

construction and to interlock once a structure is set in 

place. Therefore, they are highly pertinent as a sustainable 

approach to architectural construction (Figure 1). 

Granular materials consist of extremely large numbers 

of elements, that is, particles larger than 1 micron. There 

are no permanent bonds between particles, and they 

interact only through contact forces (Law and Rennie 2015; 

Andreotti et al. 2013; Duran 2000; de Gennes 1999, 1998; 

Jaeger et al. 1996a, 1996b). Sand, gravel, or snow are 

examples of such material systems (Law and Rennie 2015; 

Andreotti et al. 2013; de Gennes 1999, 1998; Jaeger et al. 

1996a, 1996b).

Designing matter or materials denotes the interrelation 

of form and function in a material across all length of 

scales (Reis et al. 2015). The area of designed materials is 

explored across several disciplines such as architecture, 

materials science, and engineering, and one of the key 

claims is the abolition of machines in favor of autonomous 

matter (Reis et al. 2015; Fratzl et al. 2013).

Designed granular materials are examples of such 

substances, of which the form and materiality of a particle 

or group of particles is defined to achieve the desired 

behavior (Dierichs and Menges 2016, 2017; Miskin 2016; 

Keller and Jaeger 2016; Jaeger 2015; Reis et al. 2015; 

Athanassiadis et al. 2014; Miskin and Jaeger 2013, 2014; 

Hensel et al. 2010; Hensel and Menges 2006a, 2006b, 

2006c, 2008a, 2008b). If a shape-change material is used 

in particle fabrication, more than one behavior can be 

achieved in a granular material consisting of such particles 

(Dierichs et al. 2017; Dierichs and Menges 2016; Keller and 

Jaeger 2016; Jaeger 2015). Autonomy is understood as the 

absence of external—mostly electrically driven—machines 

for the system assembly and disassembly. This autonomy in 

assembly and disassembly is driven by the shape-change of 

the individual particles. This is embedded in the larger field 

of research on autonomous construction systems, particu-

larly those based on large numbers of small and frequently 

simple robots or units (Petersen et al. 2019; Tibbits 2017; 

Andreen et al. 2016).

Granular materials have properties distinct from solid, 

liquid, or gaseous states (Jaeger et al. 1996a, 1996b). 

The transition between such states is entirely reversible. 

Owing to these characteristics, they are both recyclable 

and reconfigurable (Aejmelaeus-Lindström et al. 2016; 

Keller and Jaeger 2016; Dierichs and Menges 2012, 2016; 

Hensel et al. 2010; Hensel and Menges 2008a, 2008b). 

Custom-designed particles in a granular material widen 

the spectrum of possible characteristics and allows the 

development of granular materials specifically suitable 

for architectural construction (Keller and Jaeger 2016; 

Dierichs and Menges 2015, 2016; Jaeger 2015; Hensel et al. 

2010; Hensel and Menges 2006a, 2006b, 2006c).

CURRENT STATE
The current-state review of the designed granular mate-

rials includes research conducted for both the architecture 

and granular physics. Both non-variable and variable—also 

called shape-changing—particle geometries, are consid-

ered. While variable particle geometries directly relate 

to the research presented here, non-variable ones give 

relevant information on possible behaviors that can be 

obtained by a specific particle shape and that can then be 

considered in the design of a shape-change. This review 

evaluates the initial versions of shape-changing particles 

and possible non-variable particle geometries that can be 

integrated into variable geometries. The following review 

was previously presented in greater depth (Dierichs 2020). 

Initial projects on designed granular materials were 

conducted by Kentaro Tsubaki at Cranbrook Academy of 

Art, Eiichi Matsuda at Diploma Unit 4 at the Architectural 

Association School of Architecture (AA) as well as Anne 

Hawkins and Catie Newell in a GPA studio project at Rice 

University (Hensel et al. 2010; Hawkins and Newell 2008; 

Matsuda 2008; Tsubaki 2008, 2009, 2012; Hensel and 

Menges 2006b, 2006d, 2008a). Tsubaki’s approach was 

further pursued by Richard Peterson at Tulane University 

(Peterson 2014); and the approach by Matsuda was also 

taken on in the AA’s Emergent Technologies and Design 

program by Kyle Schertzing and Selim Bayer (Hensel et 

al. 2010). Gramazio Kohler Research at the Swiss Federal 

Institute of Technology (ETH) urich and the Self-Assembly 

Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 

developed research on granular materials, more specif-

ically on “Jammed Architectural Structures.  Granular 

materials from industrially produced particles were also 

investigated in the early stages of this project (Aejmelaeus-

Lindström et al. 2017a; Aejmelaeus-Lindström et al. 2017b; 

Aejmelaeus-Lindström et al. 2016; Fauconneau et al. 2016). 

Another project by Gramazio Kohler Research at the 

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) urich used 

custom-made particles to investigate structures made 

of projectiles (Dörfler 2018; Dörfler et al. 2014; Piskorec 

2014; Gramazio and Kohler 2014a, 2014b). At the Institute 

for Computational Design and Construction, the research 
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field of “Granular Architectures  was established, and a 

wide range of particle shapes were tested, ranging from 

convex over non-convex to double non-convex—hook-

shaped—geometries (Dierichs 2020; Dierichs and Menges 

2016). In this study, some initial shape-changing particles 

for architectural applications were developed (Dierichs et 

al. 2017; Dierichs and Menges 2016, 2015).

The following review of the designed granular mate-

rials used in physics that are relevant for architecture 

is based on previous reviews by Heinrich M. Jaeger and 

collaborators, Scott V. Franklin and collaborators and 

Robert P. Behringer and collaborators (Keller and Jaeger 

2016; Murphy et al. 2016; hao et al. 2016; Jaeger 2015; 

Athanassiadis et al. 2014; Franklin 2014; Gravish et al. 

2012). A detailed version of this review is provided in the 

doctoral thesis by the last author (Dierichs 2020).

(i) Convex geometries range from spherical to prolate 

shapes. Albert P. Philipse of the Van’t Hoff Laboratory 

for Physical and Colloid Chemistry at Utrecht University 

investigated granular materials which are composed of 

rod-like particles (Philipse 1996). Joshua Blouwolff and 

Seth Fraden from the Complex Fluids Group at Brandeis 

University investigated the coordination number of gran-

ular cylinders (Blouwolff and Fraden 2006). Alan Wouterse, 

Stefan Luding and Albert P. Philipse conducted research 

on granular materials composed of rods at Van ’t Hoff 

Laboratory for Physical and Colloid Chemistry at Utrecht 

University and at Multi Scale Mechanics at the Universiteit 

Twente (Wouterse et al. 2009). Melissa Trepanier and Scott 

V. Franklin of the Rochester Institute of Technology explored 

cylinders composed of granular materials consisting of 

rods (Trepanier and Franklin 2010). The Jaeger Lab at the 

University of Chicago and the Sibley School of Mechanical 

and Aerospace Engineering at Cornell University explored 

the impact of particle shapes—also including convex 

geometries—on the behavior of the respective granular 

materials under confining pressures (Athanassiadis et al. 

2014; Murphy et al. 2019; Murphy and Jaeger 2018).

(ii) Non-convex geometries have tended to be explored in 

the form of particles with arm extensions. In this group 

of particle shapes, a collaboration between the MoSCoS 

School of Mathematics and Physics at the University of 

ueensland, CSIRO Exploration and Mining, the Golder 

Geomechanics Center at the University of ueensland, 

and the Grupo de Simulaci n de Sistemas F sicos at the 

Universidad Nacional de Colombia aimed to establish a 

molecular dynamics (MD) model that allows the character-

ization of granular materials consisting of such particles 

(Galindo-Torres et al. 2009). Another collaborative project 

of LCD, SP2MI, and UPMC explored the transport proper-

ties of granular materials consisting of “spiky  particles 

(Malinouskaya et al. 2009). Non-convex geometries have 

also been explored in the aforementioned study by the 

Jaeger Lab at the University of Chicago and the Sibley 

School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at Cornell 

University (Athanassiadis et al. 2014; Murphy et al. 2019; 

Murphy and Jaeger 2018). A research group composed 

of the Department of Mechanics Engineering at the South 

China University of Technology and of the Department of 

Mechanics and Aerospace Engineering at Peking University 

investigated “maximally dense random packing (MDRP)  of 

“intersecting spherocylinders  (Meng et al. 2017; Meng et 

al. 2016). In another cooperation with the Electric Power 

Research Institute of Guangdong Power Grid Cooperation, 

the same team of South China University of Technology 

focused on particle shapes fabricated by deforming 

or assembling rods (Meng et al. 2018). A collaboration 

between the Laboratory of Energy Science and Engineering, 

the Department of Mechanical and Process Engineering 

and the Institute of Energy and Process Engineering at 

the ETH urich and the Swiss Federal Laboratories for 

Materials Science and Technology (Empa) investigated the 

correlation between the morphology of 2D and 3D pack-

ings of non-convex particles and the contact forces in such 

granular materials (Conzelmann et al. 2020).

(iii) Double non-convex geometries include hook-shaped 

particles. Among other geometries, they were explored in 

the form of “u-shaped  particles in a collaboration of the 

School of Physics and the School of Mechanical Engineering 

at Georgia Institute of Technology and the Department of 

Physics at Rochester Institute of Technology (Gravish et 

al. 2012). Scott V. Franklin in the School of Physics at the 

Rochester Institute of Technology continued this research 

into such particles (Franklin 2014). At the Jaeger Lab at 

the University of Chicago, Kieran A. Murphy and collabora-

tors  investigated granular materials consisting of a group 

of particle shapes which were termed “ ,  “U,  and “ 90  

based on the rotation of two arm extensions in a backbone 

(Murphy et al. 2017a; Murphy et al. 2017b; Murphy et al. 

2016). 

Another approach to the design of granular materials is the 

“inverse  modeling of particle geometries using evolutionary 

algorithms (EAs) (Miskin 2016; Miskin and Jaeger 2013, 

2014). 

Shape-changing particles appear to be comparatively 

seldom explored. A group from the Martin Fisher School of 

Physics, Brandeis University observed the collective motion 

of molecular motors in microtubule filaments (Sanchez 
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et al. 2012). The departments of Biomaterials and Colloid 

Chemistry at the Max Planck Institute of Colloids and 

Interfaces, the Helmholtz- entrum Berlin for Soft Matter 

and Functional Materials, the Department of Physical 

Chemistry at the University of Chemistry and Technology in 

Prague and the Institute of Physics at Humboldt-Universit t 

zu Berlin explored the entanglement of “porous poly(ionic 

liquid) (PIL) membrane actuators  ( hao et al. 2015). A 

team from the Institute for Multiscale Simulations (MSS) at 

the Friedrich-Alexander-Universtit t Erlangen-N rnberg 

explored the use of “Vibrots  as a granular material, trans-

lating linear motion into rotational motion, and helping 

simulate collective motion patterns (Scholz et al. 2021; 

Scholz et al. 2018; Scholz et al. 2016). 

A wide gamut of particle shapes for designed granular 

materials—used in the architecture and granular physics 

fields—have been explored, ranging from convex to 

non-convex and double non-convex. These shapes are 

mostly non-variable in geometry, and variable, that is 

shape-changing, geometries have been relatively little 

explored with examples that investigate interlocking and 

motion though a change in shape.

The novel contribution of this article is an in-depth inves-

tigation into the possible geometries of autonomously 

shape-changing particles used in architecture. In addition, 

bimetal is introduced as a suitable material for the fabrica-

tion of particles because it has a range of actuation beyond 

regular temperature fluctuations and high mechanical 

properties, as well as material homogeneity for repro-

ducible results. Furthermore, a full-scale architectural 

demonstrator is presented to validate the research.

METHODS
The methods applied include a simulation of the individual 

particles, as well as experiments with individual parti-

cles and many particles forming a granular material. The 

following section provides an overview of the respective 

layouts of these simulations and experiments.

Simulation

The geometries of individual particles were developed 

using a parametric modeling interface. The particles were 

designed in a non-actuated closed state. Their behavior 

during actuation was simulated using a dynamic relaxation 

in a parametric modeling environment. To approximate the 

geometry of the actuated open particle, an equal force is 

applied on its mesh in the direction of the low-expansion 

bimetal side. To verify the accuracy of the simulations, the 

results were compared with the behavior of the actuated 

particles during heating and cooling.

Experimental Methods

Particles

The particles were digitally designed and fabricated using a 

waterjet cutter. Their behavior during actuation were simu-

lated, and the geometries were optimized to maximize the 

achieved shape-change. The particles are made of bimetal 

and assembled using various types of rivets in a series of 

spiky screwed rivets

10 particles = 36 g 1000 
particles = 3.6 kg 8000 

particles = 28.8 kg

flat screwed rivets

10 particles = 32 g
1000 particles = 3.2 kg

8000 particles = 25.6 kg

flat permanent bond rivets

10 particles = 26 g
1000 particles = 2.6 kg

8000 particles = 20.8 kg

2 Weight comparison for different rivets. Three different types of rivets were considered: two screwed rivet types—spiky and flat—and flat permanent bond 
rivets. Flat permanent bond rivets had the lowest weight and were chosen to avoid increasing the loading through self-weight of the structure.
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different experiments. Rivets were used in the final demon-

strator to minimize the weight of the structure (Figure 2). 

The particle sets were heated simultaneously from the top 

and bottom through a grate and cooled.

Particle Mixtures

Setup

A 50 cm  50 cm  10 cm hollow wooden frame was built 

and fixed on a perforated metal sheet. This setup was 

anchored between two tables to leave the bottom and top of 

the frame free of solid surfaces during the heating process. 

The camera was placed on top of the wooden frame aligned 

to its center, and the camera lens was parallel to the frame 

to minimize distortion (Figure 3). 

Pattern

Three patterns were developed involving single (S), assem-

bled (A), and mixed (M) particles—called pattern S, pattern 

A, and pattern M, as follows. Pattern M comprised single 

and assembled particles at a ratio 1 to 1. For each pattern, 

the test was conducted over 12 iterations. The same parti-

cles were repeatedly used to evaluate the life cycle of the 

material empirically.

Test Protocol

Both sides were simultaneously heated from the top and 

bottom. Therefore, all the particles open simultaneously 

and interlock. To form a solid surface, it is crucial that the 

particles are heated equally.

For each test, particles were left to equalize at 24.5 C for 

10 minutes. They were then brought to the testing room, 

manually poured into a wooden frame and evenly distrib-

uted on the surface. A double-sided heating strategy was 

developed to ensure that all particles were heated at the 

same time and opened up as much as possible to achieve 

maximum interlocking. The heating process was executed 

with two people moving the heat guns simultaneously, 

corresponding to the same point: one at the bottom of 

the frame, the other on top. Starting from the bottom-left 

corner of the frame, the heating was carried out in five 

rows over a course of 5 minutes. Each row took 1 minute, 

and the rows were completed in opposite alternating 

directions for continuous heating. Once the heating process 

was finished, the interlocking was recorded for 10 minutes, 

and the aggregation was removed from the frame for 

evaluation. 

RESULTS
The results are presented with respect to the particle 

design, particle fabrication, particle mixtures, and final 

demonstrator. To conclude, these results are discussed 

with respect to the key parameters that affect the design 

and construction processes they allow..

Particle Design

The design parameters for a single particle are closely 

related to the behavior of the particle system. The system 

has two states: liquid and solid. Therefore, the particle also 

has two states: open and closed. 

4

5

heating path 
top

particles

wooden frame

heating path 
bottom

3
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The closed position is the “normal  state. The open position 

is the “transitional  state. In both liquid and solid system 

states, the particles are closed. They open for a short 

period of time, actuated by a temperature change in the 

environment, and allow the system to transition from one 

state to another. In the liquid state, the particles have not 

yet been actuated. After heating for the first time inside a 

frame or mold, they interlock and form a solid structure. 

To disassemble the structure and turn it back to the liquid 

state, the particles need to be reheated without using a 

mold. Reheating them inside the mold can strengthen and 

weaken the structure, depending on the heating technique. 

In the following sections, both the material and different 

geometric approaches to a particle design are outlined.

Material

An important criterion for choosing the metal alloy—with 

MnCu18Ni10 as the high-expansion side and FeNi36 as 

the low-expansion side—was its operating temperature 

of maximum 350 C. This allows for controlled actuation, 

where the material is not affected by sun exposure or small 

fluctuations in the room temperature. Although the material 

thickness of 0.115 mm is one of the biggest limitations for 

the size of the particle, the material has to remain as thin as 

possible to allow the desired shape-change. Another limita-

tion of the size of the particle is the width of the 195 mm coil.

Particle Geometry

The following experiments were carried out to determine 

the geometry and size of a single particle (Figure 4).

Volumetric particles: Three volumetric particle geometries 

were designed for an experiment on the initial particle 

behavior: a tetrahedron, an icosahedron, and an ellipsoid 

(Figure 5). Each particle had a volumetric shape with cuts 

on its sides to allow it to open and close. To ease and speed 

up the assembly process, their geometries were made out 

of as few flat components as possible and were joined by 

aluminum rivets.

The length and angle of the cuts are the two most important 

parameters for manipulating the behavior of the particles. 

The longer and thinner the cuts, the more the parti-

cles opened, and the better they interlocked with their 

neighbors.

A second set of tests was carried out to determine whether 

a set of 10 ellipsoid particles could form an aggregation. 

The particles were poured into a glass cylinder and heated 

for 3 minutes. After cooling for 5 minutes, the cylinder was 

removed. This cycle was repeated 10 times. In all repe-

titions, the particles failed to form a single aggregation 

and instead formed clusters. Particles in the middle of the 

aggregations were often crushed during heating because 

they did not have sufficient space to expand inside the 

cylinder.

Strip particles: Strip particles were developed for another 

test series. Their geometry allows them to change their 

3 Experimental setup of particle 
mix testing. The particles are 
poured on top of a perforated 
metal sheet and then heated 
simultaneously from top and 
bottom in sinusoidal curves.

4 Overview of particle geome-
tries. All particle geometries 
were simulated and tested 
experimentally using bimetals 
cut with a water jet.

5 Volumetric particles, the geom-
etries of which are based on a 
tetrahedron, an icosahedron, 
and an ellipsoid. These basic 
geometries are used to design 
shape-changing particles with 
parts that unfold to interlock 
with the neighboring particles.

6 Simulation and image of a 
single strip particle. A single 
strip particle and an assembled 
strip particle are simulated 
and tested experimentally. The 
experiments in this case serve 
to validate the simulation.

6
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shape from a convex three-dimensional ring—the closed 

state—to a non-convex strip (Figure 6). The length and 

width of the strips were the two most important parame-

ters for achieving a good interlocking behavior. In a set of 

10 repetitions, 10 particles with a flat strip length of 100 

mm  10 mm were poured and heated for 3 minutes in a 

glass container. After cooling for 5 minutes, the container 

was removed. In all test repetitions, the particles formed 

tight knots. To disassemble them, the knots were reheated 

for 1 minute.

Strip particle size study: Assembled strip particles were 

developed for another experiment. Its goal was to deter-

mine the appropriate particle size based on the material 

thickness. Each particle was made out of two single strip 

particles that were perpendicularly attached to each 

other at their midpoint using a rivet. They changed shape 

from a convex three-dimensional ball—a closed state, into 

a non-convex -shape—an open state. To speed up the 

fabrication and assembly process and reduce the cost, 

the particles had to be as large as possible. Four sets of 

different sizes were tested: 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm in diam-

eter. Each consisted of five particles. The larger the particle, 

the less stable it was. Particles from the 40 and 50 mm sets 

were too weak to form a solid aggregation. The 20 and 30 

mm specimens exhibited promising interlocking behavior 

and formed well-interconnected aggregations. Because 

the 30 mm particles were the largest to show a prom-

ising interlocking behavior, they were chosen for further 

experiments. 

Volumetric versus strip particles: Although volumetric 

particles interact with their neighbors, the connections they 

form are usually too weak. This interlocking problem can 

be solved by adding thinner cuts to their surfaces. However, 

this would slow down the fabrication and assembly 

processes and increase the cost. 

Single and assembled strip particles exhibited much 

greater potential for forming stable, well-interconnected 

aggregations on a large scale. They were also faster to cut 

and assemble than volumetric particles.

Particle Fabrication

The single and assembled strip particles were built in 

two and three steps, respectively. The strips used for 

both types were identical and cut using a waterjet cutter. 

Single particles consisted of a single strip rolled into the 

form of a ring. Assembled rings were made of two single 

rings that were attached perpendicularly to each other 

at their midpoint using a rivet. The strips were rolled 

without using any heat to ensure that they were always 

7 Aggregation sequence of all 
three patterns showing a 
heating sequence. The top row 
shows the loose particles after 
pouring into the wood-frame. 
The middle row shows the 
aggregated and cooled down 
particles. The bottom row shows 
the particles remaining in the 
formwork after the aggregated 
particles have been lifted out.

8 All ten probes of the mixed 
pattern (pattern M). Although 
all probes interlocked, the 
individual probes display a high 
degree of difference owing to the 
fact that granular materials are 
chance-based systems where 
contacts between particles are 
randomly formed.
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9A

in a closed—convex—state when cold, and were opened 

up to their strip—non-convex—state when heated. The 

assembly of single and assembled particles take 15 s and 

50 s, respectively.

Particle Mixtures

Single (pattern S): The average weights of the single and 

assembled particles were calculated as 1.177 and 2.605 

g/particle, respectively. The weights of both were approx-

imated by measuring 50 particles of each genre on a 

precision scale. Before activation—that means in a liquid 

state—all patterns formed a loose surface of approximately 

3 cm in thickness within the 50 cm  50 cm wooden frame 

with a volume of 7500 cm . Based on this stipulation, 1274 

single particles of 1500 g in total, 384 assembled particles 

of 1000 g in total, and 600 mixed particles of 1135 g in total 

were used for patterns S, A, and M, respectively.

Particle aggregation expanded during heating and 

contracted during cooling. The large number of single 

particles resulted in denser surfaces than those formed 

by the assembled and mixed particles. Owing to the density, 

the particles were not evenly connected throughout the 

surface. Pockets of loose particles or small clumps were 

formed within the surface. After removing the aggregation 

from the frame, particles that failed to connect to the struc-

ture were found at the bottom (Figure 7).

Assembled (pattern A): Assembled particles formed 

surfaces that were less dense than those formed by the 

single particles. Although they did not create pockets, they 

formed clusters of particles and areas that were discon-

nected from one another. Therefore, their aggregations 

were weaker and easier to break off than the aggregations 

of single particles. In some of the experiments, the clusters 

were completely detached from one another and failed to 

form a single surface (Figure 7).

Mixed (pattern M): Mixed particles were most likely to form 

a stable, well-interconnected surface. Their aggregations 

were not as dense as the aggregations formed by the single 

particles and had fewer particle pockets. The assem-

bled particles in the mixture allowed for a lower density, 

whereas the single particles helped to form better connec-

tions (Figures 7 and 8).

FINAL DEMONSTRATOR
The final prototype with a length of 3.20 m, a thickness of 

0.06 0.15 m, and a width of 1.0 m was built using a mixture 

of approximately 5000 single and 5000 assembled parti-

cles. Eight separate components were assembled. Each 

was heated from the top and bottom simultaneously using a 

9B

9 Full view (A) and details (B) of final demonstrator. The final prototype was 
suspended from steel cables. Compared to previous architectural struc-
tures made from designed particles which can display a wall thickness 
of up to 0.30 1.00 m, it is relatively thin with a thickness of between 0.06 
and 0.15 m.
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wooden frame as a mold with dimensions of 50 cm  50 cm 

 10 cm. The interlocked particles were placed next to each 

other to form the final design. The spaces between them 

are filled with loose particles. The same method of heating 

from the top and bottom was used to reheat the edges of 

each surface and loose particles in between. After cooling, 

the surfaces formed a larger aggregation that was lifted 

up to a height of 2 m using a cable system. To disassemble 

it, the structure was heated from the bottom, allowing the 

particles to detach separately (Figure 9).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The main parameters influencing the design and behavior 

of autonomously shape-changing particles made out of 

bimetals were the material thickness, size of the coil, and 

width and length of the particle parts that were free to 

move. A mixture of assembled and strip particles is the 

most suitable for creating a stable, well-connected surface. 

The assembled particles created a volume, and the single 

strip particles made strong connections. Another crucial 

parameter is the initial thickness of the liquid particles 

before actuation. To assemble or disassemble a surface, all 

particles are heated simultaneously. Heat can also be stra-

tegically used in the assembly process to actuate parts of 

the structure that need to be changed, as well as to attach 

or detach the components.

Autonomously shape-changing granular materials allow 

the builder to make both local and global changes to the 

system. The aggregations they form can be split into 

separate components—particle clusters—and joined back 

together through local changes. Global changes switch the 

state of the entire system from solid to liquid. Therefore, 

global actuation is used to either assemble or disassemble 

the entire particle system. Although other granular mate-

rials allow the construction of different aggregations using 

the same set of particles, it is often impossible to partially 

disassemble them and change the structure. Splitting them 

into components that can later be rejoined is also extremely 

difficult. The shape-changing characteristic of a material 

enables the building of structures that are temporary, 

completely reversible, and easily changeable. 

CONCLUSION
Future research into autonomously shape-changing 

granular materials needs to address developments at the 

practical, methodological, and conceptual levels.

Practical developments will focus on the development of 

tools that will ease the particle and system fabrication and 

assembly processes. A robot arm can be used to distribute 

the particles and create areas with different densities and 

thicknesses throughout the system. This allows for better 

control of the properties of the structure. Although the 

robot can precisely distribute particles in the mold, it is 

impossible—and also not necessary—to control the exact 

position of each particle during actuation. Therefore, the 

border between different areas in the system is a thick 

strip of mixed particles. 

Methodological developments will focus on creating 

digital tools to accurately simulate not only the behavior 

of a single particle, but also the entire particle system 

while being poured, actuated, and cooled, helping create 

a library of possible particle geometries corresponding 

to different material behaviors. It will also facilitate the 

process of finding the most suitable particle mix for the 

desired system behavior.

Conceptual developments will investigate the notion of an 

autonomous material and its relevance to the construction 

industry. 
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ABSTRACT
Recent decades have seen the development of increasingly powerful digital modeling and 

fabrication tools applied to the creation of molds or formwork for cast or formed mate-

rials. Many of these processes are highly customizable but resource intensive, singular 

in geometry, and disposable. This paper introduces pillow forming as a customizable, 

reusable forming system aimed at minimizing the resource intensity of construction and 

capable of producing both standardized and unique curved molded panels. The apparatus 

consists of a fi eld of pneumatic pillows that infl ate to form a complex curved surface with 

which various materials can be formed or cast. The design and construction of the system 

is discussed, including the modular infl ation system, pneumatic and electronic control 

systems, control software run through Rhinoceros, Grasshopper, and Arduino, as well as 

the standard operation procedure. The system is demonstrated through the production 

of Homegrown, an architectural installation built of pillow-formed biomaterial aggregate. 

Various limitations and opportunities of the system are discussed and analyzed, and oppor-

tunities for future development and applications in sustainable construction are posited. 
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INTRODUCTION
Computer-aided industrial manufacturing has seen the 

proliferation and refinement of automated approaches to 

both subtractive and additive manufacturing, resulting in 

the viability of constructing customizable, complex forms in 

a variety of materials. This paper addresses the limitations 

of current widespread molding processes by proposing an 

automated method for reformable molds. The fabrication 

of molds typically relies on subtractive processes such as 

CNC milling, foam cutting, and carving of EPS, MDF, and 

other petroleum- and wood-based materials, with each 

mold used to produce only a single unique geometry. This 

results in waste throughout the fabrication process: offcuts 

are produced in the creation of each mold, multiple molds 

must be produced for non-repeating geometries, and 

ecause mold eometries are fixed  the  cannot e reused 

for subsequent construction projects, leading to their 

disposal. This waste of valuable resources and the envi-

ronmental impacts associated with disposal create a need 

for molding techniques which are reusable rather than 

single-use.

The need for reusable molding materials has been explored 

for both the production of repeating and customizable 

forms, resulting in a number of new formwork materials: 

fabric (West 2016; Chandler and Keable 2009); sand (Hollis 

2021); earth (Ensamble Studio 2010; Tippet Rise Art Center 

n.d.); and even ice (Sitnikov et al. 2019). Each of these 

techniques leverages materials which are both easier to 

obtain locally and to reform than typical petroleum- and 

wood-based materials, reducing the environmental impact 

of these processes and offering new aesthetic effects in the 

cast output.

Building on such work, pillow forming, the ground-up, 

modular forming system described in this paper, advances 

variable over repetitious form allowing for the production 

of serial unique forms through a malleable process—the 

injection and removal of air—therefore eliminating the 

waste intrinsic to standard means of mold production 

i ure  Because the inflation process is reversi le  

repeatable, and adaptable to various surface geometries, 

many different forms can be molded without the need for 

multiple molds, effectively avoiding the creation of dispos-

able molds and the offcuts associated with their production. 

A key advancement of this system is its modularity: pillow 

formin  is composed of a field of pneumatic units pillows  

that are individually operated. The modular nature of the 

system means that it is scalable, overcoming physical 

limitations such as CNC bed size, robotic arm reach, and 

others presented by typical mold production equipment. 

Pillow-formed wall or ceiling panels can also be assembled 

edge-to-edge, producing continuous surfaces many times 

larger than the apparatus itself, without using any addi-

tional material except that which constitutes the finished 

product.

STATE OF THE ART
Aiming to address the challenge of creating customized 

formwork, the project responds to and builds upon past 

works in three categories: actuated surfaces, malleable 

forming, and adaptable formwork.

Actuated Surfaces

The modular surface, composed of a grid of individually 

operated units, is a strategy explored in shape changing 

interfaces such as inFORM, developed at the MIT Tangible 

Media Group (Leithinger et al. 2015). In this project, a 

surface is physically modeled by individually actuated 

pixels. The calibration of movement of each pixel to create 

a single continuous global surface is achieved through the 

control software. While inFORM is applied as a physical 

display surface, its creation of an actuated, reformable 

pixel-based system shares similarities to the customizable 

molding system described in this paper.

Other methods for controlled actuated surfaces have been 

explored using textiles to program various surface defor-

mations and curvatures  nitflata le and neuma nit each 

explore the programing of geometry into knitwork which 

is inflated  producin  controlled forms Baranovs a a et 

al. 2016; Ahlquist et al. 2017). In these projects, emphasis 

is placed on the desi n of a nit pattern that inflates into a 

specific three dimensional eometr  while the actuation 

itself consists of onl  three fixed states inflated  partiall  

inflated  deflated  rather than varia le eometries  ore 

similar in approach to inFORM are Barkow Leibinger’s 

(2014) Kinetic Wall and Asif Khan’s (Khan 2014) MegaFaces. 

Both were exhibited as large scale architectural surfaces 

in 2014 and employ actuated pistons to map three-dimen-

sional data across reformable fabric surfaces.

Malleable Forming

Recent efforts are expanding in the area of malleable 

forming, in which material is not subtracted (CNC milling), 

or added (3D printing), but physically manipulated, often 

through some combination of pressure and/or heat.

Incremental sheet metal forming creates three-dimen-

sional surfaces through the application of pressure along 

a toolpath, gradually deforming a growing area of the 

sheet metal. Such processes have been applied using 

robotic arms and a sturdy clamping apparatus (Kalo and 

Newsum 2014). While such examples of incremental sheet 
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forming are conceived as fi nal outputs, it is feasible that 

the resulting surfaces could be used as molds. However, 

the incremental toolpath necessary would require a long 

production time, and there would likely be a limit on the 

degree to which the sheet could be reformed depending on 

material ductility.

Several projects reimagine plastic thermoforming oper-

ations, abandoning the traditional physical mold for a 

pressure chamber under the surface to be thermoformed 

(Schumann and Johns 2019; Mueller et al. 2019). Selective 

robotic heating makes the surface malleable, while 

positive or negative air pressure deforms it up or down. It 

is possible to apply the thermoforming method to create 

reformable molds, though like incremental sheet metal 

forming, the degree to which the sheet can be reformed 

would likely be limited.

Adaptable Formwork

Various precedents exist in which molds are created from 

reformable or reconfi gurable materials. 

Pneumatic formwork has been explored in several proj-

ects at ICD Stuttgart, in which infl atable volumes are used 

to create voids within an assembly of granular aggregate 

units, or as a scaffold on which a robotically applied fi ber 

composite surface can be constructed (Rusenova et al. 

2016; Vasey et al. 2015). Like pillow forming, these proj-

ects involve pneumatic surfaces against which material is 

molded or placed; however, the infl ated forms are fi xed in 

geometry, and must be reconfi gured manually rather than 

through programmable actuation.

In several P_Wall projects by Matsys, an adaptable 

formwork is created by positioning a series of dowels 

in a fi eld condition and draping them with a stretchable 

fabric surface onto which plaster is cast (Kudless 2011). 

The molds are manually reconfi gurable, and the resultant 

forms are a negotiation between dowel placement and the 

sagging of fabric under the weight of the plaster.

Zero Waste Free-Form Formwork, developed at ETH Zürich 

similarly explores reconfi gurable formwork for material 

molding, but works to overcome material irregularities 

with a robotically positioned surface (Oesterle et al. 2012). 

A robotic arm is used to manipulate a series of linear 

pistons arrayed to scaffold a fl exible surface. This surface 

is used to produce a wax mold for concrete casting in a 

lost wax process. The repositionable surface and recycling 

of wax similarly reduce material waste in the mold making 

process. While the ambitions of pillow forming are perhaps 

most closely aligned with this technique, a principal differ-

ence in approach taken with pillow forming is a shift to a 

standalone system that does not rely on a robotic arm to 

accurately position the surface, enabling mold surfaces 

larger than the arm’s reach to be created, and the use of 

the system in the fi eld away from industrial robots. 

Zero Waste Free-Form Formwork proposes a closed-loop 

material cycle, in which the wax used to produce one 

mold is melted down and formed into the next. Similarly, 

IceFormwork creates cast concrete elements using blocks 

of ice CNC milled in a subtractive process as molds (Sitnikov 

et al. 2019). The creation of an ice mold that can be cast 

2

3

Pillow Forming Schumann, MacDonald
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upon, melted, refrozen, milled, and cast upon again demon-

strates the possibilities for a formwork materiality that 

is easy to source, demold, and reuse. Pillow forming also 

proposes a closed-loop material cycle, but instead elimi-

nates the need for mold material to be recycled by casting 

directly on an actuated surface.

METHODS
Pillow forming is demonstrated through the construction 

of a fully functional apparatus used to fabricate an archi-

tectural installation. The apparatus consists of a physical 

inflation s stem  pneumatic control s stem  electronic 

control system, and control software (Figure 2). These 

systems are described herein, along with the typical oper-

ation procedure.

Physical Inflation System

he ph sical inflation s stem consists of a ri id pl wood 

surface reinforced with a pl wood waffle rid on which 

a rid of one foot cu ic inflata le pillows is mounted  he 

pillows are made of clear vinyl sheet, which is reinforced 

through mechanically sewn seams and made airtight with 

a vinyl adhesive applied over these seams. Each pillow can 

e inflated independentl  expandin  upwards as it fills 

with air. Each pillow has an extra strip of material along 

the perimeter of the top and bottom faces, with which the 

pillows are attached to each other and to the rigid plywood 

backing. Attaching the pillows to each other at the corners 

and midpoints of the top edges allows for a continuous 

surface to be maintained, regardless of discrepancies 

etween inflation hei hts of nei h orin  pillows i ure  

he final lar e scale apparatus measures  feet   feet 

and consists of thirty individual pillows.

Pneumatic Control System

The pneumatic system consists of a standard air 

compressor, attached with two air hoses to a custom pneu-

matic control system. Air coming from the compressor is 

first run throu h a filter re ulator and a desiccant air dr er 

filter to remove moisture and prevent condensation from 

building up in the hoses and pillows (Figure 4). It then runs 

throu h a flowmeter with a ran e of  to  standard cu ic 

4

5

2 Pillow forming apparatus

3 Pillows are connected along 
the top edges to create a single 
continuous surface

4 Pneumatic control system

5 Electronic control system
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feet per minute (scfm) that allows the airflow to be precisely 

controlled. This is important for calibrating pillow inflation, 

as discussed further below.

Next, a series of manifolds splits the line into thirty indi-

vidual air supply hoses, each operated by an electronic 

solenoid valve controlling a single pillow. Push-to-connect 

fittings are used throughout to enable easy replacement or 

reconfiguration of parts.

A pair of manually operated valves allows the user to 

switch between inflation and deflation modes. When 

switched to deflation mode, the compressed air is run 

directly through a venturi valve, generating vacuum and 

allowing the pillows to be emptied at the end of each infla-

tion cycle.

Electronic Control System

The machine is controlled with an Arduino Mega (Banzi et al 

2020), which provides enough digital output pins to wire all 

thirty solenoid valves, one to control each pillow (Figure 5). 

The solenoid valves are 12v, so a separate power source is 

used to convert 120v AC to 12v DC. The Arduino operates 

at 5v, powered via USB from a computer, which is also used 

to prepare and upload the control software and monitor the 

system during use.

A control pendant houses three push-button switches, the 

operation of which is described in the following section, as 

well as a small indicator light which will be illuminated if the 

Arduino is powered and successfully running the uploaded 

program.

Control Software

The machine is simple to operate, beginning with a 

Rhinoceros (Robert McNeel & Associates 2018) model. 

Once the user has digitally modeled the desired surface, it 

is input through a Grasshopper (Rutten 2018) script that 

analyzes the surface and converts the surface height to 

inflation times for each individual pillow.

In Grasshopper, the input surface is divided into a one-foot 

square grid, corresponding with the size of the pillows. 

Simply reading the height at the center point of each 

square produced less than desirable accuracy. Instead, the 

average height of each pillow is calculated by measuring 

the height at intervals every two inches and dividing by the 

total number of measurements (Figure 6).

Once the average pillow height is found, it is converted to 

an inflation time for each pillow. To determine this conver-

sion, a series of inflation tests were conducted using a 

single pillow (Figure 7). With an input flow rate of 1 scfm, 

the pillow was repeatedly inflated, increasing the inflation 

time by one second intervals. It was determined that the 

pillow height increased at a fairly constant rate of one inch 

per second of inflation time, resulting in a straightforward 

conversion of pillow height to inflation time: average height 

(in inches) multiplied by 1000 to achieve the desired units 

(milliseconds).

6

6 Analyzing the digital surface to determine average pillow heights

7 Overlay of single pillow inflation tests for calibrating inflation timing

7
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These millisecond time values for each pillow are compiled 

into Arduino-ready code using a series of concatenate 

components in Grasshopper, producing a text panel which 

is copy-pasted directly into an Arduino script. This can be 

accomplished automatically, but the manual step of copying 

the values over affords the user an opportunity to verify 

that the input surface was read correctly and that there 

are no null or otherwise extreme values. Once the values 

are pasted into the prepared Arduino code, it is uploaded to 

the machine via USB cable.

Operation

The machine is operated through a pair of aforementioned 

manual valves to switch between positive and negative 

pressure air supply, and a control pendant with three phys-

ical push-button switches that begin the inflation sequence 

(green button), run a vacuum sequence to deflate all pillows 

(yellow button), or cancel the currently running operation 

(red button).

A digital readout is provided on the computer through the 

Arduino serial monitor. This readout provides reminders 

for the operator to manually switch the air supply from 

positive to negative pressure when beginning the inflation 

or vacuum sequences and provides values for inflation/

vacuum times for each pillow and a total time value at the 

conclusion of each sequence.

When the operator has uploaded Arduino code and is 

ready to begin, the green button is pressed to initiate the 

inflation sequence, and a reminder is provided via Arduino 

serial monitor to manually switch to the positive pressure 

air supply. Once this is done, a second press of the green 

button begins inflation, with times provided on screen as 

each pillow inflates, until the inflation sequence is complete. 

The process for deflation is very similar but using the yellow 

button, and the red button can be used at any time to stop 

the current process—this functions as a hard reset on the 

Arduino, which maintains the current software upload but  

the interrupted sequence needs to be restarted from the 

beginning.

Once the inflation sequence is complete, the surface is 

ready to be used for forming or casting, as discussed in 

the following section. Since the solenoid valves operating 

the pillows are closed when unpowered, the apparatus will 

hold its form for many hours, but may eventually deform 

due to any small air leaks that may exist in the seams of 

the pillows. This is true even if it is disconnected from the 

air supply, electrical power, or the control computer, any 

of which can be done to make it easier to manipulate the 

apparatus as needed for forming or casting.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pillow forming was successfully demonstrated in the trans-

lation of digitally modeled undulating surfaces into physical 

molds and formed architectural wall panels through a 

temporary installation, Homegrown. The work revealed 

several opportunities for improvement in future iterations, 

as discussed below.

Application

Pillow forming is conceived as a low-waste, reusable mold 

for sustainable construction. After prototyping, the applica-

tion of the machine is demonstrated at full scale by forming 

a biomaterial wall panel assembly realized for the Knoxville 

Museum of Art (Figure 8). The design of the installation 

focuses on how addition rather than subtraction can elim-

inate the production of offcuts—in this case, reimagining 

how biomaterials like wood are reduced at harvest, at the 

factory, and on the construction site into an appropriate 

unit size, that then becomes a unit within a larger assembly. 

In contrast, the installation uses invasive plant species 

and landscaping waste as its raw material and aggregates 

discrete parts into additive formed panels.

The installation consists of four wall panels shaping an 

exterior room measuring 10 feet by 10 feet. Each panel is 

flat on the exterior surface and undulating on the interior 

surface—the side made via pillow forming. The panels are 

composed of a selection of biomaterial including the inva-

sive species kudzu and golden bamboo, as well as forestry 

waste including sticks, twigs, and pine needles (Figure 9).

The plant materials are coated in a liquid bio-based adhe-

sive binder and arranged on a flat surface. Once the 

material is laid out, the code is prepared using a digital 

surface geometry, and the pillow forming apparatus 

is inflated, inverted, and pressed down onto the panel, 

compressing the material and conforming it to its final 

surface geometry. A series of wood legs are placed around 

the perimeter of the plywood base of the forming apparatus 

to maintain overall thickness as determined in the digital 

model. Weights can be added on top as needed to compress 

the cast material down to this point. A thin layer of natural 

rubber is placed between the cast material and the vinyl 

pillows to ensure that they are not adhered to the final 

product, and that they stay clean to be reused again for 

the next panel. The natural rubber sheet likewise remains 

clean and reusable.

Several of the wall panels needed for the installation 

exceeded the size of the 3 foot by 10 foot apparatus, 
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measuring 10 feet wide by 6 feet tall (Figure 10). Therefore, 

they required two sequential forming operations. The line 

at the center of the panel where the edge of the apparatus 

meets in the two forming operations is essentially invis-

ible in the completed wall, demonstrating that two distinct 

edges can be made accurately with separate inflations to 

produce a continuous surface larger than the area of the 

arrayed pillows.

Inflation Sequence

The pillows need to be inflated with particular sequencing. 

Before the inflation sequence is run, the pillows are entirely 

deflated with vacuum, and since the solenoid valves are 

closed, they are held fully deflated. If the first pillow is 

inflated to its full amount immediately, the neighboring 

deflated pillows will prevent it from expanding, and the 

resulting tension can rip the pillows apart at their connec-

tions. To prevent this, the pillows need to be inflated evenly 

a bit at a time. This can be accomplished by opening all 

solenoids at once and closing them as needed, but the rate 

of air flow into the pillows will be different depending on 

how many solenoids are open at any given time. Instead, the 

inflation time for each pillow is divided by 3, and the pillows 

are all inflated to one third of their final height, then another 

third, then fully inflated. This produces a more gradual 

rising between adjacent pillows and excessive stress is 

mitigated.

Surface Limitations

The surface physically formed by the pillow forming 

apparatus can accommodate a range of possible curva-

tures that are limited by the ways in which any given 

pillow geometry can move. The surfaces are essentially 

2.5-dimensional in definition, as no cantilevers or fold 

overs are possible. The surface must be smooth and 

continuous given the attachment of the pillows to one 

another, producing a single surface. If the pillows were to 

be selectively detached at their tops, steps in the surface 

could be achievable. The resolution or degree of undulation 

possible in the surface is related to the area of the pillows, 

constructed in a 1 foot by 1 foot grid. Narrower pillows with 

smaller surface areas can be used to produce more tightly 

undulating surfaces, as discussed in the following section.

Pillow Variations

Variations in the design and aggregation of the pneumatic 

Standard Room Surface Curves Surface Geometry

Thickened Walls Subtracted Volumes Carved Room

8 Installation modeling process.
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pillows have the potential to alter the range of possible 

inflated surfaces. Changing the current square grid of 

pillows to a triangular, hexagonal, or other grid could 

smooth transitions across the surface in different ways. 

Altering the height of the fully inflated pillow, or its internal 

structure—several stacked or interconnected bladders 

instead of one large volume, for example—would affect 

how the pillows inflate and rise and how much weight they 

can support. Such iterations will be developed and tested 

in future work.

CONCLUSION
The ability to create a complex physical surface from 

a digital model accurately and with a reusable system 

creates opportunities for fabrication in a variety of mate-

rials. While the pillow forming apparatus is tested in the 

production of a small installation, scaling the molding 

process toward a more traditional architectural appli-

cation such as facade paneling is conceivable. In the 

demonstrated application, material is formed through 

compression by the pillow forming apparatus. Future 

work will explore alternative material strategies, including 

surface-applied materials such as fiberglass and shotcrete, 

and cast materials such as concrete and plaster. While cast 

materials will present a few challenges in terms of adding 

temporary sides around the pillow forming apparatus to 

create a sealed, castable mold, the ability to accurately 

form complex three-dimensional surfaces, either repeat-

able or unique, suggests that it would be possible to mold 

panels that can be added together to create large and 

continuous surfaces. Such applications might include 

custom wall or ceiling paneling or unique tilt-up concrete 

wall slabs.

Pillow forming advances techniques of adaptable formwork, 

toward the larger aim of minimizing the resource intensity 

of construction—in particular, custom mold produc-

tion. While the materials against which molded materials 

are formed have typically been costly and petroleum- or 

wood-based, the forming system described in this paper 

demonstrates the potential of air as an economical mate-

rial that does not need to be harvested, refined, stored, or 

transported. In contrast to the fixed, heavy, disposable 

molds typical of construction, the pillow forming apparatus 

is light, reformable, and highly customizable.

9 Detail of a pillow formed surface in biomaterial aggregate.
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INOCULATED MATTER looks towards new possibilities for designing and making 

architectural elements with living organisms, upcycled waste, and 3D printing technologies. 

This research project, which is currently ongoing and has been developed over the past two 

years, includes a series of multi-scalar mycelium bio-composites, as a means of redefi ning 

material, water, and energy in the face of changing scales of manufacturing and resource 

cycles. Our methods build on previous methods of fungal based, bio-based, materials [1] 

and 3D printed assembles for microbial transformation [2], with a different focus on bio-

techniques for fungal growth in waste substrates in order to advance inoculated mycelium 

waste based extrusion pastes to 3D print product design objects, furniture, and interior 

design modular systems (Figures 1, 3). By upcycling domestic and industrial waste (e.g. 

coffee grounds, sawdust, cardboard, etc.), our team has developed 3D printable pastes 

that can be inoculated and used as a substrate for growing mycelium, the vegetative part of 

fungi (Figures 2, 4). The elements are computationally designed and 3D printed, allowing for 

the production of complex, customized parts, that are diffi cult to achieve using traditional 

mold-making and casting methods (Figures 5, 6). The mycelium hyphae networks grow 

within and on the paste, creating a naturally strong bond and solidifying the 3D printed 

layers into a cohesive whole. Microscopy and computational simulation techniques are 

used to better understand the behaviors and characteristics of the hyphae networks 

(Figures 7, 8). The mycelium is grown for approximately seven days in a sterile environment 

to avoid contamination, at which point it is removed to stop its growth, followed by a drying 

and baking process, to remove any additional moisture. The dried mycelium surface 

1 Designed objects 3D printed with upcyled waste and mycelium (© bioMATTERS LLC, 2021)
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and ecologically positive material processes. It prompts 

rethinking methods in how individuals, neighborhoods, and 

cities address waste, and seeks to improve sustainable 

practices, raise ecological awareness, and promote 

ecological ‘tuning’ [3]. By working in tandem with living 

organisms and taking measure to integrate upcycled waste, 

we can take measures to reduce the amount of materials 

that end up in landfills and find alternative wa s to replace 

certain objects that are made out of plastics and other 

environmentally harmful materials. INOCULATED MATTER

seeks to address these topics through applied research, 

and the development of techni ues and wor flows that 

demonstrate alternative biologically based methods for 

designing and making architecture.

reflects a ualit  similar to a soft  velvet li e texture  

producing a unique and inviting haptic experience. These 

designed objects serve as a proof-of-concept for 3D 

printing parts that can be grown with waste materials and 

natural binders. These elements, while strong and durable, 

will eventually biodegrade, promoting circular economies 

and ecological design strategies, as opposed to synthetic, 

non-biodegradable products and material systems.

In line with the 2021 ACADIA conference theme, 

INOCULATED MATTER reflects a reali nment in practice  

a paradigm shift in making and fabricating architecture 

in collaboration with living systems. This realignment 

opens up new possibilities for architectural design, 

fabrication, and speculation, and challenges traditional 

and conventional methods of design and making in a post-

human world to advance interspecies communication. The 

project seeks opportunities for architectural design to 

shift from ‘systems thinking’ to ‘living systems thinking’. 

The project questions cultural attitudes towards debris, 

by valuing waste contributing to circular material cycles 

2 Various substrates and mycelium strains (© bioMATTERS LLC, 2021)
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A Material Monitoring Framework

1 Behavior control of 
cellulose-based biopolymer 
3d printed components offers 
potential for architectural 
applications
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Tracking the curing of 3d printed cellulose-based biopolymers

ABSTRACT
Through 3d printing, cellulose-based biopolymers undergo a two-staged hybrid fabrication 

process, where initial rapid forming is followed by a slower secondary stage of curing. 

During this curing large quantities of water are evaporated from the material which 

results in anisotropic deformations. In order to harness the potential of 3d printing biopoly-

mers for architectural applications, it is necessary to understand this extended timeline 

of material activity and its implications on critical architectural factors related to overall 

element shrinkage, positional change of joints, and overall assembly tolerance. This paper 

presents a fl exible multi-modal sensing framework for the understanding of complex mate-

rial behavior of 3d printed cellulose biopolymers during their transient curing process.

We report on the building of a Sensor Rig that, using a mix of image-based, marker-based, 

and pin-based protocols for data collection, interfaces multiple aspects of the curing of our 

cellulose-slurry print experiments. Our method uses timestamps as a common parameter 

to interface various modes of curing monitoring through multi-dimensional time slices. In 

this way, we are able to uncover underlying correlations and affects between the different 

phenomena occuring during curing. We report on the developed data pipelines enabling 

the Monitoring Framework and its associated software and hardware implementation. 

Through graphical Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) of three print experiments, we demon-

strate that geometry is the main driver for behavior control. This fi nding is key to future 

architectural-scale explorations.
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INTRODUCTION
Industrialization has focused architectural production 

on materials, extracted from the geosphere, that present 

standardized behaviors and hold poor end-of-life possibil-

ities  efinin  wa s of wor in  with iospheric materials 

that are inherently regenerative and biodegradable are 

important steps for future sustainable building practice. 

Cellulose, our material base, and one of many abundant, 

inexpensive and renewable bio-based materials (Pattinson 

and art  can e mixed with different inders  fi er 

reinforcement  and fillers into d printa le slurries  

However, 3d printed biopolymers undergo radical changes 

in their material performance and geometry as they tran-

sition from the wet to dried state. This paper reports on 

the Predicting Response research project investigating 

how the inherent heterogeneity, temporal plasticity, and 

anisotropy of biopolymers can be characterized in order 

to build advanced computational models that predict their 

behavior in turn enabling their usage as materials for 

the built environment. This paper reports on the develop-

ment of the methodological steppingstones to enable such 

modelling practices: the making of a Monitoring Framework 

and Sensing Rig to characterize material behavior during 

fabrication. 

Data-driven Understanding of Biomaterials

Technological advancements increasingly allow architects 

to interface fabrication and design to the material prop-

erties of their artefacts (Ramsgaard Thomsen 2012). By 

combining this material design approach to new methods 

of data collection, we can develop new forms of analysis 

and modelling (Del Signore et al. 2021). Sensor-based 

data-driven principles in computational design research 

have focused on three information-rich domains where 

data atherin  is tracta le  he first is in ur an and cit  

studies where big data is gathered using city-scale sensor 

networks or live satellite images (Kang et al. 2020; Najari et 

al. 2020). The second is cyber-physical robotic fabrication, 

where sensors are used to measure real-time parameters 

punctually or via the cloud and adapt the robotic motion on 

the fl  Bru naro et al   ase  et al  8  ossi and 

icholas 8  icholas et al   he third is the case 

of monitoring material behavior, where time-based thermal 

sensor measurements of both samples and their environ-

ment as well as image-based captures to monitor visual 

properties are re istered aircloth et al  8a  

Our research sits within a growing interest in additive 

manufacturing of biopolymer composites. While casting 

might provide a high-volume production method of modular 

elements, 3d printing allows for a larger design space not 

only through geometrical freedom which has performance 

and formal drivers (Goidea et al. 2020), but also allow for 

material recipe grading (Mogas-Soldevila et al. 2015), and 

on the fl  online adaptation  owever  this potential does 

not come without complex manufacturing considerations: 

3d printing of cellulose-based slurries is a two-staged 

hybrid fabrication system presenting an initial rapid 

forming, followed by a slower curing and hardening phase. 

The curing phase is characterized by the evaporation of 

the slurry’s water content, allowing the slurry to acquire 

strength properties but resulting in large-scale shrinkage 

and warpage of the printed geometry. While geometric 

considerations and manipulations of curvature and edge 

condition matching (Goidea et al. 2020) or corrective 

models that overcompensate the printing toolpath to 

obtain as close dried target geometry as possible can be 

used to obtain consistent printed results (Dritsas et al. 

8  anandi a et al  8  these applications limit their 

investi ation of the element to a inar  initial wet  and final 

“dry” state. We go beyond the state of the art by studying 

the transient curing process at different scales and across 

different phenomena using multidimensional feature 

vectors across time. By using a multi-modal sensing regime 

on this extended timeline of material activity, our aim is 

to better characterize the complexity and interactions 

between the curing environment and the resulting transfor-

mation thereby enabling a stronger control of the behavior 

of slurry biomaterials (Ramsgaard Thomsen et al. 2021), 

a more precise component assembly and paving the way 

for predictive behaviour models using Machine Learning 

algorithms.

In this paper we present a Material Monitoring Framework 

(Figure 2) for tracking the curing of 3d printed cellulose 

iopol mer  e first contextuali e our sensin  approach 

with respect to industry state-of-the-art curing monitoring 

techniques. We describe the development of our frame-

work using IOT: a Sensor Rig which combines multiple 

sensors, markers and image devices, as well as data 

management protocols and cloud-based data storage. Our 

method utilizes the timestamp to bring together various 

modes of curing monitoring and uncover underlying 

correlations and affects between different phenomena, 

thanks to the multiple data point structure of time slices. 

Using Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), we report on three 

printing experiments and showcase how within a controlled 

curing environment, geometry is the main driver for the 

complex ehavior of cellulose slurr  curin  his findin  

central to architectural and design consideration, will be 

our main guide for the next steps of our research.

CONTEMPORARY SENSING PRACTICE
Architectural Sensor-Material practice is deeply embedded 
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in contemporary construction contexts. Powered by the 

rise of IOT, sensors are used for punctual quality control in 

pre-fabrication (Stavropoulos et al. 2013) where they are 

specificall  desi ned for low variet  lar e volume sensin  

Another usage of sensors is lifetime tracking and safety 

monitoring of completed structures (Zhang et al. 2021) 

or of construction processes such as concrete casting. 

Commercially available systems, such as Sensohive’s 

concrete monitoring [1] or the Built2spec [2] sensors can 

measure temperature, humidity, and CO2 concentration. 

To give insights about the curing state. These products 

are limited in terms of high costs, and data analysis and 

s nthesis customi ation  he  are often sacrificial to the 

structure they monitor and cannot be reused. A low-cost 

cloud-based plug-and-play sensor network for architec-

tural application has been developed by KieranTimberlake 

named “Pointelist” [3]. It is employed to sense the building 

envelope giving a real time feedback loop of the indoor level 

of comfort. Composed of a Wi-Fi integrated node and a 

Raspberry Pi microcomputer, the system uploads data from 

different humidity and temperature sensors, and thermal 

imaging to a web interface where data can be analyzed. In 

the Buildin   case aircloth et al  8  the data made 

it possible to predict the thermal behavior and the expected 

material properties of the non-insulated facade. This 

example confirms the via ilit  of our data driven approach 

for material monitoring.

METHOD
Studying the curing of 3d printed cellulose slurry requires 

monitoring of multiple phenomena across the duration 

of the curing process which, depending on the size of the 

print and the thickness of the print beads, lasts 7 to 15 

days. In our research context, the Sensing Rig cannot be 

sacrificial ut rather reusa le  since we need to repeatedl  

monitor the curing of many material probes and analyze 

and compare the collected data. The Sensor Rig also needs 

to be replicable and able to accommodate an open-ended 

range of sensors. As the 3d prints are fragile when still wet, 

the sensors should be as non-intrusive as possible. These 

criteria necessitate remote and vision-based sensors. We 

utilize timestamp tagging as a tool to interface and compare 

data incoming from different sources. This creates a 

multiple-data-point time slice which we use to uncover 

data patterns and correlate phenomena driving the curing 

process.

Sensing Hardware

The Monitoring Framework includes the monitoring of the 

following phenomena: (1) weight (sensor: 5 kg bar-type 

load cells HX711); (2) temperature of material surface for 

tracking of evaporation (sensor: measurement and false 

color imaging with FLIR Lepton 3.5 radiometric camera); (3) 

humidity in material interior (sensor: SEN00114DFROBOT  

resistive soil moisture sensors); (4) overall geometry 

sensor  ntel eal ense i   position of specific 

points in space (sensor: Motion capture with Optitrack 

rime  and  exture  olor and oo  sensor  B 

imaging with PiCamera). This print local sensing is further 

framed by environmental sensing (sensor: relative humidity 

and temperature of the environment with AM2315 Sensor).

The Sensing Rig (Figure 3) sits on a board for easy repo-

sitioning. The scale is mounted using a 3d printed spacer 

to correct the strain. A 300 mm x 300 mm wooden frame 

holds the printed sample. The two camera tracking systems 

pi amera and thermal camera  are fixed at  mm 

distance from the sensing plate. Material humidity sensors 

(SEN00114DFROBOT) are inserted into the sample to track 

the gradual evaporation of water. To sense changes in 

geometry, we have explored the possibility of integrating 

an Intel RealSense LiDAR scanner to record a pointcloud 

that can be transformed into mesh in a CAD environ-

ment; however, the usage of punctual markers to track 

the motion of specific points of interest proved etter  e 

use eight Optitrack PrimeX13 cameras set up around the 

drying station, for this task. The cameras are calibrated 

using Wanding on Motive [4] to 0.1 mm tolerance. Camera 

feed mas in  ensures the sta ilit  of the reflective mar er 

trac in   avoidin  inference from reflective matter in 

the setup such as the humidity sensors. We use Motive’s 

loopback streaming for marker position broadcasting. 

Simultaneously, we are monitoring the temperature and 

2

A Material Monitoring Framework Rossi, Chiujdea, Colmo, ElAlami, 
Nicholas, Tamke, Ramsgaard Thomsen
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humidity around the sensing station using two Raspberri 

Pis placed at opposite sides of the room.

Data Pipeline

We develop custom upload and download data pipelines to 

fit with our custom sensin  hardware setup  and to accom-

modate for different data types from multiple sources. We 

use the cloud ased service of nflux B  an open source 

time-series database for storing our monitoring data. Their 

p thon ased  client  defines the ine protocol for 

data upload: a measurement is assigned to a timestamp 

and can e referenced usin  ta s and fields  which allow 

for ease of query and analysis later. Measurements are 

ta en ever  five minutes  or each experiment  an um rella 

ta  is created with su fields  he ptitrac  motion capture 

data is streamed using our custom version of the NatNet 

C++ client [7], and we upload xyz positions for every marker 

at 0.1 mm precision. Different measurements from the RPi 

sensing hardware are formatted into the Line protocol and 

uploaded tagged by measure, under the same experiment 

tag. Environment monitoring of the room temperature and 

humidity condition is uploaded as a separate tag. Finally, 

RGB color image and a false-color thermal image are time 

stamped and uploaded to a Google Drive storage using 

their thon  8  nce the curin  is complete  the data 

is parsed for anal sis  B  usin  the influx B  we run 

custom queries and compile a Pandas dataframe, which 

allows the processing of data into meaningful information. 

Normalization is an important step of data processing: for 

instance, the timestamp is translated into curing time, the 

Optitrack marker coordinates are translated into distance 

2 Material Monitoring Framework for tracking 3d printed cellulose: closeup on our Sensing Rig; weight and moisture sensors and image and thermal 
cameras are connected to a asp err i  while the ptitrac  reflective mar ers are trac ed  ei ht surroundin  cameras

ia ram showcasin  the multiple devices that constitute the ensin  i  and the data flux etween it and the cloud

3

from the initial wet point, and the weight of the sample is 

translated into weight loss percentage. With this method, 

we create a dataframe for each experiment and use graph-

ical Exploratory Data Analysis to understand the curing 

process.

CURING EXPERIMENTS SETUP
In-house variations of the cellulose slurry recipe devel-

oped at CITA (Chiujdea and Nicholas 2020) have shown 

the impact of varying proportions and ingredients on print 

behavior. The recipe used for all prints here reported 

optimi es no le flow and inter la er adhesion  developed 

by our DTU partners (Rech et al. 2021a; Rech et al. 2021b). 

t lends cellulose floc  wood flour  l cerol  xanthan um  

calcium chloride and water (72% of the total weight). The 

material is packed into an acrylic tube which feeds to 

our custom extruder end effector. Due to the material’s 

viscosit  a pneumatic pressure of  ar is sufficient to 

move the material to the printing head. Here a motor driven 

screw ensures consistent flow of material durin  extru-

sion. Using an ABB140 arm, we print at 25 mm/s speed, 

with a 9 mm nozzle and 4 mm layer height. The samples 

are printed on a perforated mesh which aids their later 

curing process (Figure 4). 

The goal of the experiments is to isolate, for a given recipe 

and curing environment, the role of the print geometry in 

driving the curing process. We report on three prints below:

• Experiment 1 (Figure 5a) examines a cylinder as a 

baseline to the behavior of the material. The hypothesis 
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4

4 Print setup with ABB 140: using the perforated mesh as a print bed allows air to circulate through the sample during curing, thus avoiding molding

5 Digital printing toolpath of the three experiments; the toolpaths are spiralized to guarantee print stability

is that all material is equidistant from the center, and 

therefore, equally exposed to evaporation. Our sample 

is 100 mm in diameter and 74 mm high. It is monitored 

using a weight scale, two humidity sensors (one near top 

layer, one near bottom layer), and a 3x3 grid of Optitrack 

markers and thermal imaging.

• Experiment 2 (Figure 5b) aims to understand how 

material distribution affects evaporation, and there-

fore curing behavior, where larger exposure to 

evaporative surface would lead to faster curing. It 

comprises two “sine wave” samples 240 mm long: a 

constant 55 mm wave-length sine wave and a varying 

sine wave with 35 mm and 55 mm wavelengths, both 

50 mm wide amplitude.

• Experiment 3  (Figure 5c) expands this understanding 

to volumes, with particular focus on the joints and 

assemblies. The hypothesis is that the density of the 

infill would differentiate the curin  of the oint  e print 

two component samples of si e  x  x 8 mm fitted 

with the same male joint. Both present the same outer 

surface area 8  mm2) but a varying inner evapora-

tive surface area: a dense component with 240,000 mm2  

inner surface and a li ht component with  mm   

inner surface. The experiment questions how evapora-

tion affects the deformation of the component and its 

assembly joint.

RESULTS
Experiment 1 “The Cylinder”

e represent the findin s of our multimodal sensin  

through graphical Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), see 

i ure  which shows that the c linder print reaches a 

drying plateau on day 5. The sample loses approximately 

 of its wei ht  s water evaporates  we o serve a drop 

in humidity registered by the moisture sensors. In the 

graph we can see that there is a one day delay between 

the sharp drop in humidity at the top sensor (at 15% weight 

loss) and at the bottom sensor (at 30% weight loss), indi-

cating that the print dries from top to bottom. However, 

the slight increase in the bottom sensor reading indicates 

that water travels downwards during the print process 

due to ravit  his h pothesis is confirmed  the thermal 

imagery: the sample is initially all blue (10 degrees) and 

slowly transitions downwards into red as it dries and 

reaches room temperature (20 degrees). We also observe 

that  of the shrin a e occurs over the first 8 hours of 

curing. The travel distance of the Optitrack markers, as well 

as their travel speed is higher for the markers placed at the 

top of the sample (20 mm which in this case represent 30% 

of the total sample height), and relatively small for those 

placed at the bottom (approximately 2 mm). We can there-

fore formalize a baseline curing behavior: with all material 

equally exposed to an evaporative surface, a mostly vertical 

shrinkage occurs, with water travelling through the sample 

due to gravity. 

5
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6

87

6  Graphical EDA of Experiment 1: the curing behaviour of a 100 mm diameter cylinder; Multi-Sensor data is overlaid in the graph, and thermo-imagery 
vignettes showcase the curing state every day at 13:00

7 Graphical EDA of Experiment 2: the simultaneous curing of a regular and a graded sine wave prints; the key legend shows the placement of moisture 
sensors of the sample

8 Monitoring of the gradient sine wave drying using thermal imaging; notice the left “tight  side of the print drying later than the right “wide  side
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Experiment 2 “The Sine Wave”

We compare the curing process of the two sine waves 

samples over five da s i ure  e o serve that while 

both samples lose water at the same rate, the localization of 

this humidity loss is different. The humidity sensor read-

ings show that in the case of the regular wave geometry, 

both left and right humidity sensors register a moisture 

loss on day 2, but in the case of the varying wave geom-

etry, the humidity sensor on the wide wave side registers 

the drop early on day 2, but the one on the tight wave side 

only registers it on day 4. This geometry-driven differential 

curin  ehavior h pothesis is confirmed  the thermal 

ima er  captures over the five da s i ure 8  where we 

see that on day 2 the wide side of the sine wave presents a 

surface temperature of 20 degrees—meaning it is dried— 

while the cavities of the tight part of the wave are still at 14 

degrees—meaning they are still humid. We also observe 

that the vertical shrinkage is more accelerated on the wide 

side than on the tight side. We conclude that evaporative 

surface exposure—in this case the sine wave period— 

allows the acceleration or slow-down of the drying.

Experiment 3 “The Modular Component”

The two volumetric components are monitored over ten 

days. Through graphical EDA (Figure 9), we observe that 

the light component, the top moisture sensor registers 

a humidity drop already on day 1, while the bottom one 

only registers it on day 5. This is different from the dense 

sample, where both sensors start to register a drop 

between day 3 and 4. This implies that the airiness of the 

infill allows water to leave the material faster  xaminin  

the minimum temperature at the joint, which has been 

placed facing the thermal camera, we can see that for both 

samples it rises steadily from 17 degrees to 24 at the same 

rate, while following the temperature cycles within the lab 

space. The central part of the joint  remains colder on the 

dense component than the airy one. We also observe that 

the dense sample presents less fluctuations  e assume 

that this is because it has 30% more material mass and can 

therefore better retain the heat.  Analyzing the Optitrack 

markers via graphical EDA (Figure 10 a/b) shows that 

drying does not occur equally across the samples. While 

Experiments 1 and 2 dried explicitly from top to bottom, in 

xperiment  we o serve that the denser the infill  the more 

the drying will also be from edges to center. We can see 

that in the case of the light component (Figure 10a), all the 

marker points at the top layer start to move at the same 

time and at similar rates, no matter if it is the joint or the 

central or lateral part of the lattice. However, for the dense 

component (Figure 10b), it is the joint that starts shrinking 

first  followed  the lattice ed es  and finall  the lattice 

center starts to shrink as well. This is due to the way the 

infill structure forms evaporative cavities  ur flexi le data 

pipelines allows us to visualize this data in different plat-

forms: in addition to graphical EDA, we can also reconstruct 

and visualize the Optitrack travel data in Grasshopper/

Rhino (Robert McNeel & Associates 2021) environment to 

understand the spatial implications of the curing process. 

In Figure 10 c/d we show the location of the Optitrack 

markers over 5 timestamps: 0, 500, 1000, 1500 and 4000 

minutes after curin  his representation confirms that the 

motion of Optitrack markers, and therefore the shrinkage 

of the components, does not occur equi-temporally. 

9 Graphical EDA of Experiment 
3: measurements in red relate 
to the light component, in blue 
relate to the dense compo-
nent, and in gray to the curing 
environment in which the 
components are left to dry

10 Plotting of the Optitrack Marker 
displacement across time for the 
light (a) and dense (b) compo-
nents reveals the speed and 
amplitude of the shrinkage; 
in (c)(d) we spatially represent 
the geometric deformation 
across five curin  moments  
markers on the dense compo-
nent (d) dry at unequal rate if 
compared to the ones on the 
light component (c)

9
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the development and testing of 

a aterial onitorin  or flow and ensin  i  which 

provides deeper insight into the complex curing behavior 

of 3d printed cellulose-based slurries. Our Sensing Rig 

hardware has been developed following an accessible 

approach that can be easily replicated using readily 

available components and open-source protocols. While 

initial setup and calibration of these components and data 

wrangling processes can be laborious, since sensors are 

prone to data outliers and spikes, overall, the data quality 

produced  our ri  is sufficient for our research  where 

the change of measured data over time is more important 

than the absolute precision of a single data point. Our 

framework’s decentralized architecture with local micro-

computing power and reliable cloud database provides a 

stable base for continuous sensing of many probes, where 

sensing can continue, while changing numbers of rigs are 

10

added, maintained, and removed. Additionally the sensors 

on each ri  are plu and pla  and their confi uration can 

e tailored to specific experiments needs  

The experiments we have described, through their asso-

ciated sense data, have revealed important aspects of 

material behavior during curing that have crucial impli-

cations on critical architectural factors driving design 

and fabrication, related to element shrinkage, positional 

chan es of oints and fits which would affect a final 

assembly. We demonstrate that the curing process follows 

a specific non linear timescale across the samples and 

occurs at a changing rate. Printed elements shrink in height 

(-25%) more than in print plane. The impact of gravity on 

the drying, as water moves downwards across the layers, 

is minor and may improve interlayer bonding. Moreover, 

while the drying phase extends up to ten days, the fact that 

nearl  all water loss and shrin a e occurs within the first 
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three days implies that a printed object could be positioned 

and left to finish dr in  in place after this initial sta e  as its 

geometry and density then remain relatively stable. 

Our experiments have also revealed that geometry is the 

main driver for surface evaporation. Open geometries that 

expose more surface area to airflow dr  more uic l  and 

more evenly, therefore, will be less affected by warping. 

By intentionally grading the airiness of the sample, one can 

therefore dictate the drying “sequence” of the piece, and 

control not onl  the final tolerances of the piece  ut also 

chose to dry more robust or more fragile parts before 

others. This can also be used strategically to control 

interlocking joint tolerances, which would guarantee the 

feasibility of an architectural assembly using these 3d 

printed components. Initial material characterization is 

currently underway, and points to the possibility of this 

material being used for interior partitioning, furniture 

scale, and thermal and sound insulation. Taken together, 

these insights point to ways in which a cellulose-based 

biopolymer could be graded, or a production environment 

confi ured  to mana e  counteract  or speed the natural 

curing process, and reveal opportunities for steering 

and control that are missed by a binary ‘before and after’ 

approach. Further experiments will be made to unpack this 

fabrication and assembly strategy unique to two-staged 

hybrid fabrication processes, with focus on male/female 

oint warpa e driven  the infil of the components  and 

explore design strategies that negotiate material distri-

bution between the need for airyness versus structural 

stability. 

Finally, from a conceptual point of view, we report that the 

timestamp is a successful method of combining multiple 

data streams from multiple sensor sources. Through minor 

data wrangling and normalization operations, we can use 

graphical EDA mapping of monitoring data to understand 

and theorize the behavior of these components. Formatting 

data as a time series also offers advantages for the next 

stages of this research, where we use statistical analysis 

tools such as Principal Component Analysis to backward 

engineer the design of our Sensor Rig and choice of sensed 

phenomena. Lastly, next stages of this research will also 

take advantage of the developed formatting pipeline, and 

build a library of curing samples over time, to interface with 

Machine Learning models and predict time-varying data 

readings on our next printed samples. 
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Nesting Fa rication

1 By using the nesting fabrication 
method, the arrangement of 
fourteen custom-designed 
modules created a self-
supporting arch without 
the need for mortar or 
complementary mechanical 
connectors

Alireza Borhani
California College of the Arts

Negar Kalantar
California College of the Arts

Using Minimum Material & Production Time 
to Deliver Nearly Zero-Waste Construction 
of Freeform Assemblies

ABSTRACT
Positioned at the intersection of the computational modes of design and production, 

this research explains the principles and applications of a novel construction-informed 

geometric system called nesting fabrication. Applying the nesting fabrication method, the 

authors reimage the construction of complex forms by proposing geometric arrangements 

that lessen material waste and reduce production time, transportation cost, and storage 

space requirements. Through this method, appearance and performance characteris-

tics are contingent on fabrication constraints and material behavior.  In this study, the 

focus is on developing design rules for this method and investigating the main parameters 

involved in dividing the global geometry of a complex volume into stackable components 

when the fi rst component in the stack gives shape to the second. The authors introduce 

three different strategies for nesting fabrication: 2D, 2.5D, and 3D nesting. Which of these 

strategies can be used depends on the geometrical needs of the design and available tools 

and materials. Next, by revisiting different fabrication approaches, the authors introduce 

readers to the possibility of large-scale objects with considerable overhangs without the 

need for nearly any temporary support structures (Figure 1). After establishing a workfl ow 

starting with the identifi cation of geometric rules of nesting and ending with fabrication 

limits, this work showcases the proposed workfl ow through a series of case studies, 

demonstrating the feasibility of the suggested method and its capacity to integrate produc-

tion constraints into the design process.
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INTRODUCTION
More than just facilitating the creation of unorthodox build-

ings and atypical structures, digital fabrication techniques 

minimize material waste and production time due to the 

level of sustaina ilit  and efficienc  the  provide  owever  

this expectation is not full  satisfied when the moderation of 

waste pla s a su ordinate role to fulfillin  the demand for 

freeform architecture (Lavery 2013; Craveiro et al. 2019; 

delmohsen and assa   oreover  in some cases  

the links among material waste, capital expenditure, and 

affordability are not particularly clear. For the last decade, 

to stren then fa rication efficac  and sustaina ilit  and 

optimize material usage and production processes, the 

authors have endeavored to find new opportunities for 

creating tectonic links between construction and design.

BACKGROUND
Nesting is widely employed in the industry to optimize 

material usage in 2D and 3D environments (Nee et al. 

1986; Lam and Sze 2007; Lutterset al. 2012; Struckmeier 

and e n  or example  if the  fit well to ether  the 

term “nesting” refer to a cluster of 2D drawings used for 

cutting in sheet metal manufacturing (Lutters et al. 2012). 

To improve the productivity and cost-effectiveness of 3D 

printing, especially in binder jetting and laser sintering 

techniques, it is common to nest as many complex parts 

together as possible per build. Typically, the printer build 

volume is filled via two nestin  techni ues  oundin  ox 

and parts geometry. In this research, though the presented 

method is not entirel  associated with the definition and 

practices of nesting currently available in the industry, 

the authors use the term because its main intention is 

minimizing fabrication waste when creating compact 

arran ements of parts  ere  nestin  implies a eometrical 

process and fabrication technique for creating succes-

sive parts that shape a stackable volume with freeform 

geometry. Representationally, the nesting method can be 

compared to a set of Russian nesting dolls of reducing size, 

positioned one inside the other (Jacobson 2017) (Figure 2). 

Despite its relevance and applicability to the construction 

of complex forms, in architecture, design cases related to 

nesting are rare. Examples include Kudless's Zero/Fold 

Screen completed at the University of Calgary in 2010 

(Kudless 2010; Forward and Taron 2019). And the 2011 

method of making freeform shells from precast stackable 

components presented by Cepaitis and team (Cepaitis et al. 

2011; Enrique et al. 2016). Rene van Zuuk Architects (2016)

presented an i loo shaped house named ettle  e 

used a hot wire cutter machine to cut a block of expanded 

polystyrene while creating nested rings.

NESTING FABRICATION METHOD
In this research, the term “nesting” indicates the geometric 

process of transforming a freeform volume into stackable 

components, allowing them to be fabricated, assembled, 

and transported with ease. In a nested assembly, the whole 

volume is first su divided into identical et interrelated 

pieces. Then, when reorganized, these neighboring pieces 

nest together, either side by side (horizontally) or on top of 

one another verticall  formin  a stac  of snu l  fittin  

parts (Figure 3). In such cases, every piece in a stack is 

part of a larger whole, as one side is compatible with the 

other side of the next. This work introduces three nesting 

methods that levera e three parametric definitions   

2.5D, and 3D.

2D Nesting Method

2D nesting is a design and fabrication strategy for creating 

undulating walls (or ceilings) out of parallel rib-like compo-

nents. During CNC or laser cutting, the components are cut 

from flat sheets with minimum waste  ere  the ri  curva-

tures are interrelated, as are the geometries of the front 

and back sides of the walls (Figure 4). Prior attention to 

the sheet dimensions pla s a si nificant role in minimi in  

material use. By specifying only a few input parameters 

such as the material’s thickness, number of ribs, and 

preferred gap between them, an in-house parametric 

definition in rasshopper can enerate a  model and the 

re uired  cut files  

To minimize material waste, all neighboring ribs must be 

lined up next to one another, with the front side of one rib 

serving as the rear side of the previous. Consequently, the 

cuttin  la out is composed of several ad acent profiles with 

shared edges and no gaps in between. Other than the mate-

rial cutoff due to the cutting tool’s width, nothing is taken 

from the adjacent pieces when cut. Since just three cutting 

operations produce every two ribs, the matching time is 

also lessened. 

2 Placement of one ring of a nested volume inside another to obtain a 
compact stack and deliver nearly zero-waste construction of freeform 
volumes.
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4

2.5D Nesting Method

The subdivided components of an object should nest inside 

one another to form a stack. As a result, the components 

must be organized consecutively, one after the other, with 

the inside of one component concurrent with the outside of 

the next i ure  ot onl  should the first nested compo-

nent shape the second, it should also be possible to slide 

the second component out from the first without collision  

Objects with both open and closed geometries can be 

nested via the 2.5D nesting method. Different opportunities 

and limitations must be considered when dealing with these 

types of objects. The opportunities and limitations associ-

ated with each type are discussed below:

Closed Geometry—An object with a closed geometry has a 

continuous closed enclosure with space in between. When 

dividing the object via the 2.5D nesting method, a stack of 

closed ring-like components is achieved. Since the stack 

rings maintain their continuity, they offer certain advan-

tages, such as using less storage area (due to the maximum 

stack density) and easy and speedy assembly. To retain all 

of the components in a centric stack while also providing 

proper thickness for each ring, it is essential to deal 

with a volume with tilted surface bodies. Steeper angles 

for the surfaces provide more thickening opportunities 

5

for the stac ed components  owever  the necessit  of 

having angled surfaces may result in some limitations. For 

instance, a general limit associated with these object types 

is dissimilar thicknesses of the components in the stack. 

o include the components in a sin le stac  the aussian 

curvature of the object surface should be constant, with 

either negative or positive values. Some objects may have 

re ions of oth ne ative and positive aussian curva-

tures chan ed  a curve of points with a ero aussian 

curvature oldman  hen the curvature direction 

changes, it is necessary to split the object from those 

points. Such a division results in more than one stack to 

eliminate the collision possibility of the components in areas 

with different aussian curvatures i ure 

Open Geometry—An object with an open geometry has 

an expandable enclosure, without taking up any enclosed 

space from its environment. Contrasting noticeably with the 

former category, when an object with an open geometry is 

nested, its stack is no longer centric. Therefore, the overall 

thickness of the components can be the same, producing 

the est custom fit pieces with the desired depth  lso  

all components can be made in one uninterrupted stack, 

re ardless of the aussian curvature value of the o ect 

surface angles (Figures 7, 8). More importantly, unlike the 

3

3 Breaking the main geometry into 
stackable components

4 2D Nesting method: producing 
an undulating volume with no 
waste when the front of the first 
rib and the back of the second 
one are identical

5 2.5D Nesting method when the 
inner part of the lower volume is 
congruent with the outer side of 
the upper
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6 2.5D Nesting method of a 
volume with a closed geometry: 
producing more than one stack 
due to the curvature direction 
changes

7 2.5D Nesting method of a 
volume with an open geometry: 
producing all components in one 
continuous stack

8 2.5D Nesting method of a 
freeform volume with an open 
geometry

6

previous category, it is unnecessary to have an object with 

slanted surfaces. 

3D Nesting Method

3D nesting was developed to construct geometrically 

complex large-scale building elements without trade-offs. 

Relying on producing a series of three dimensional parts 

with complementary geometries, a freeform volume is 

tessellated into stackable components for ease of assembly, 

transportation  and stora e  or to allow for a specific fa ri-

cation process (Figure 9).

The governing principles of nesting permit components with 

different shapes to be fabricated alongside or on top of one 

another. In this fabrication method, it is possible to make 

more compact stacks when dealing with more complex 

components (Figure 10). Depending on the fabrication tools 

and materials, the 3D design process for a nested object 

requires more attention. 

In the 2.5D nesting method, the volume is sliced with 

parallel planes. Thus, the components have two parallel 

7 8

sides when assembled. In the 3D nesting method, non-par-

allel planes subdivide the volume to produce wedge-shaped 

or voussoir pieces sittin  flan  to flan  i ure  ince 

the eveled shape of voussoirs helps them fit to ether to 

transfer the thrust of mass from one component to another, 

the stability of the structure and angle of the cut planes are 

interdependent. Depending on the geometry, the volume can 

be tessellated via an array of cutting planes with different 

angles and orientations. These planes might be conver-

gent, divergent, rotated, twisted, or slanted to adapt to the 

volume geometry. To create a compact stack, it is essential 

to consider the spatial relationship between these planes 

as they pull apart or compress.

POSSIBLE 2.5D & 3D FABRICATION 
NESTING METHODS
The main advantage of the nesting method is to generate 

smaller and lighter components during transportation, 

storage, and assembly, as opposed to dealing with mono-

lithic pieces. Consequently, large-size tools are not required 

to produce the components. This may impact the neces-

sary space dedicated to fabrication and reduce the total 
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investment. Also, using smaller tools can enhance fabri-

cation tolerance. Different fabrication strategies and tools 

can be exploited depending on the positioning of nested 

components within the stack and their global geometry. 

ere  two fa rication strate ies are reviewed  su tractive 

and additive fabrication approaches (Figure 12).

Subtractive Strategies

A single block of material can be sliced via sequential cuts 

in predefined directions to ma e a nested assem l  i ure 

13). For this process, a variety of materials can be consid-

ered such as stone, wood, steel, or foam. Different tailored 

cutting techniques can be utilized in conjunction with a 

robotic arm, including waterjet, diamond wire saw, wire 

EDM, chainsaw, plasma arc, and hotwire cutter. The cutting 

techni ues applied define the level of surface complexit  

generated in the slicing process. Since most of the tools 

mentioned above belong to the family of line-form cutting 

tools, they slice the block into different ruled surfaces via 

multiple straight lines. In general, such ruled surfaces 

reduce the complexity of the geometry of the original 

surfaces. Since the ruled geometry of cutting surfaces 

impacts the shape of the final assem l  proper attention 

should be given to the difference between the initial and 

attainable cutting geometries. A CNC router can transform 

9

11

10

9 3D Nesting method: the inner and outer components support one another 
during fabrication, transportation, and storage

10 Producing wedge-shaped or voussoir pieces to transfer loads

11 Showcasing the potential of the 3D Nesting method to create any freeform 
surfaces, including twisted, bowed, slanted geometries; showcasing 
the potential of the 3D Nesting method to create any freeform surfaces, 
including twisted, bowed, slanted geometries

12 Two possible fabrication strategies to produce nested volumes

13 Showcasing the potential of line-form cutting tools to create freeform 
shells out of a block of material with no waste

12

13

Nesting Fabrication Borhani, Kalantar
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a stock of material into a desired shape, but it produces 

si nificant waste and dust and ta es a reat deal of time  

Compared to the CNC milling scenario in which plenty of the 

material is cut off, the amount of waste is minimum when 

slicing because line-form cutting tools remove the least 

amount of kerf in the material. Another advantage of this 

method is production speed; two pieces are made with just 

three cutting passes. The proposed method can be consid-

ered an alternative to  machines when more flexi ilit  

speed, and reachability are demanded (Figure 14). When 

moving along cutting paths, cutting tools should go all the 

wa  throu h the loc  owever  dependin  on the tools 

and material thickness, once the depth of the cut increases, 

the possibility of undesirable results should be considered 

(e.g., undercutting, thermal distortion). Also, based on the 

shape of the pieces and specifications of each cuttin  tool  

creating lead-in and lead-out cutting at the entry and exit of 

the cutting paths may be required before cutting.

To examine the feasibility of the method mentioned above, 

in 2018, two self-standing modular interlocking vaulted 

structures were built using robotic hotwire cutting tech-

niques (Figure 15). The modules were produced out of 

lar e expanded pol st rene loc s  with fifteen cuts per 

structure. The size of each foam block was 48" x 48" x 36" 

for each structure (Figure 16). Consisting of a 1:1 scale 

section, all of the modules were cut with a minimum of 

material waste when all edges were concurrent within the 

block boundary. The interlocking modules were assembled 

without an  scaffoldin  or specific tools  n approximatel  

twent  minutes  five people completed the entire assem l  

process. In this project, a track-mounted ABB 4600 

industrial robot arm was used to control the hotwire end 

effector’s cutting sequence. Fabrication of both structures 

with a single line-form cutting tool revealed how nesting 

principles could reduce material expenditure while also 

enhancing production time (Figure 17). The principle of 

nesting can be extended to inform a cost-effective form-

work strategy for casting concrete shells. For instance, a 

block of foam can be subdivided into pieces with differing 

geometries via successive cuts. Later, these stacked pieces 

can e split up with a specific space in etween to create 

the proper void for casting. Applying the nesting method 

to the formwor  desi n allows for maximum flexi ilit  and 

minimal cost.

14

15

16

17

14 Comparing CNC milling and line-form cutting to save more resources

15 Using the 3D Nesting method to create two self-standing interlocking 
structures with nearly no waste

16 After taking down the components of vaulted structures, they nested 
together to occupy minimum space for shipping and storage.

17 Instead of using CNC milling, the constraints of a line-form cutter were 
intentionally chosen to reduce the material waste and increase the 
production time
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Additive Strategies

There are still challenges to 3D printing large-scale build-

ings. Some stem from the behavior of printed materials. 

The rheological behavior of concrete freshly mixed  for 

3D printing should be adjusted to be easy to pump and 

extrude  rovidin  enou h fluidit  to o tain a printa le mix 

contradicts the stability of concrete to withstand the weight 

of the material layers above (Roussel 2018). Despite the 

increasing popularity of concrete 3D printing, it remains 

difficult to use cementitious materials in their fresh state 

for printing overhanging objects with no support (Wei 

et al. 2019). Due to the lack of effortless approaches to 

making temporary support structures out of concrete 

and removing them during post-processing, the chal-

lenges to transforming any freeform design (with features 

suspended in midair) into a desired concrete volume have 

yet to be fully overcome. Consequently, the application of 

concrete printing is mainly restricted to creating extrud-

ed-like volumes with self-supporting walls that do not lean 

too much from the vertical when additional scaffolding or 

wooden planks are not used to hold subsequent printed 

layers in place. Even in Rudenko’s 3D Printed Concrete 

Castle, the walls’ maximum slope angle was designed to 

create a row of connected walls for a closed structure 

olitch ou  n this case  ever  two ad acent over-

hangs support one another to avoid structural collapse.

Pushing the boundaries of what is possible with large-

scale 3D printing, the nesting fabrication method can 

si nificantl  reduce or even eliminate the need to produce 

support materials for a single type of building material 

when a series of complementary pieces are printed in 

stacks. Using this method allows different components of 

a nested stack to be printed side by side or on top of one 

another. Depending on the geometry of the nesting, one of 

the following approaches is possible. 

PRINT on PRINT—When the nested components make 

a vertical pile, the lower parts in the stack serve as a 

substrate for the upper (Figure 18). If needed, a temporary 

support structure is printed to hold up the first compo-

nent. After 3D scanning the top printed surface, the printer 

head begins moving over the surface to make the next 

component (Figure 19). In the case of robotic printing, the 

components are not restricted to a planar material depo-

sition with uniform or discrete layers and the staircase 

effect (Aniruddha 2019; Mansoori et al. 2018, Farahbakhsh 

et al   Besides savin  a si nificant amount of support 

material, this approach substantially reduces the build 

time, as compared to separately printing each component. 

Also, this approach can lessen the post-processing phases 

to eliminate the need for supports. 

18

19

20

21
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PRINT in PRINT—When a series of nested components 

sit horizontally side by side, the inner parts can serve as 

a support structure for the outer, and vice versa. Thus, 

it is important to understand the respective impacts of 

the inside-out and outside-in printing options for compo-

nents with steep overhanging angles. When support is not 

needed, the components in the stack are simultaneously 

printed to increase the speed of production.

Printing nested stacks can expand the potential of clay 

and concrete printing. In 2020, with the PRINT in PRINT 

fabrication approach in mind, one tower-like volume was 

made out of nested concrete parts that came together in 

two horizontal stacks, with corresponding inner and outer 

surfaces (Figure 20). In this project, nesting principles not 

onl  informed the character of the final artifact  ut were 

also used to establish a novel strategy of making removable 

formwor  for concrete castin  fter finali in  the compact 

geometry of the nested parts in the stack, only the outer 

surfaces of these parts were 3D printed with clay. In this 

case, the printed clay shells served as formwork, later to 

e filled with concrete mix  fter pourin  and solidification 

of the concrete mix, the clay shells were then removed. 

In this way, the nested components were built to form the 

concrete pieces  n this pro ect  the  o otics plu in for 

rasshopper and o ot tudio were used to enerate and 

simulate the printing toolpath and robot movement. Proper 

perforations can be printed inside each component in a 

stack, after accounting for the passage of post-tensioning 

steel wires (Anton et al. 2019). Once temporarily assem-

bled, the tendons can be stressed to keep the component 

held tightly together. Once the wires are anchored to the 

structure ase  each nested component pushes firml  

against the surface of adjacent pieces and uniformly 

conducts loads.

RESULT
The nesting method is a rational approach to transforming 

fabrication restrictions into geometric propositions. In a 

nested assembly, the geometry of the constituent compo-

nents drives formal choices. Still, the geometric principles 

of nesting can be tuned to the intrinsic characteristics of 

the tools and materials being used, depending on the most 

favorable dimensional tolerances. As a playground for the 

exploration of nesting design, the authors have created 

several structures in different forms and on a variety of 

scales. The constituent components of these volumes stack 

in a nested fashion, mainly to be 3D printed. The nesting 

method provides more opportunities to create large free-

form objects with substantial overhangs that need nearly 

no temporary support when printed or subtracted (Figure 

21). Moreover, the advantages of the proposed method are 

three-fold: 

• he method saves a si nificant amount of material that 

would otherwise be wasted making temporary struc-

tures. Such a material reduction is a step towards more 

sustainable construction. 

• In additive manufacturing, this method liberates the 

final print from the time consumin  and la or intensive 

process of removing support material. 

• The method helps boost production speed, since the 

fabrication tools directly make the primary parts 

without spending extra time making supports. Thus, 

the method improves the tools' lifespan and minimizes 

required maintenance costs, while also reducing unnec-

essary movements of mechanical parts. Moreover, since 

the expected components in the stack are not scattered 

in different locations, the tools can perform in a clus-

tered zone. This will increase the printing speed while 

reducing the printer dimensions and setup time.

REFLECTION
In a 3D nested assembly, components’ wedge-shaped 

surfaces impact how the thrust of one voussoir counter-

acts the thrust of its neighbors. Thus, to force the voussoirs 

together instead of apart, the proposed design’s global 

geometry and structural behavior should be incorporated 

in the component shapes and dimensions, taking advan-

tage of the compressive strength of components in their 

final assem l  n the future  to fulfill specific fa rication 

requirements (for instance, clay printing) and negotiate 

among various formal and structural needs, an integrated 

parametric model will be developed to evaluate the whole 

geometry of the nested design, as well as the dimension of 

components and their final stac s  lso  durin  structural 

analysis, the minimum thickness of components should be 

calculated to achieve the least possible material consump-

tion and structure wei ht  urin  the final assem l  

nested components may require temporary scaffolds 

from below until they are set in place (Figure 22). Using an 

interloc in  method for connectin  the pieces is enefi-

cial because it minimizes the use of scaffolds and reduces 

waste generated on the construction site. Based on the 

authors’ previous experience fabricating two full-scale 

18 Eliminating support materials for large-scale 3D printed components

19 PRINT on PRINT: When printing on top of a previous piece, the lower 
piece is used as a bottom support or substrate for the next piece 
produced; therefore, the geometry of the upper piece in the stack is 
supported by the lower

20 PRINT in PRINT: When printing side by side, the surface of each piece 
supports the adjacent printed parts, 3D printed by Mehdi Farahbakhsh

21 Advantages of the proposed nesting fabrication method
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vaulted structures with topological interlocking compo-

nents, it is feasible to eliminate the use of any temporary 

scaffolds or formworks. To complete this line of research, 

in the future, the parametric model will be further devel-

oped to generate the required interlocking parts with 

proper mechanical properties, buttressing the thrusts and 

conducting them into the structural supports. The series of 

cases shown here employs the nesting method to present 

how a given freeform volume can be fabricated via stack-

able components and with minimal waste.  In the future, 

the authors will make more prototypes on a larger scale to 

bring together tool parameters, production speed, material 

optimization, shipping, and assembly concerns, with the 

eventual goal of more sustainable construction.

CONCLUSION
By establishing a profound connection between formal, 

structural, and manufacturing advances, the nesting 

fa rication method  as a strate  for material efficienc  

addresses challenges in the construction of large-scale 

freeform volumes. Employing simultaneous innovation 

and an integrated approach to both geometry and manu-

facturing, the proposed method will improve construction 

productivity by reducing fabrication time and cost on a 

broad scale. More importantly, this method creates a 

new realm of possibilities for the design and parametric 

modeling of complex forms. Although the nesting fabrica-

tion method is more intrinsic and correlative to fabrication 

constraints, it encompasses more than just technolog-

ical translations of material and tool restraints into a 

form  s a new explorative method in form findin  this 

process emphasizes fabrication as an expressive way to 

generate architectonic forms when opening new possibil-

ities for craft. Traversing from pragmatic to geometrical 

concerns, the approach discussed here offers an inte-

grated approach supporting functional, structural, and 

environmental matters important when turning material, 

technical, assembly, and transportation systems into 

geometric parameters. The nesting method explores and 

develops the tectonics by which built forms are realized. By 

incorporating the competence of material and time, as well 

as assembly concerns such as tolerance and seams, the 

logic of nesting becomes a part of the structure’s aesthetic 

and tectonic qualities, and not something to be disregarded. 

These qualities are not indifferent to the processes that 

deliver them.
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ABSTRACT
Shellular Funicular Structures (SFSs) are single-layer, two-manifold structures with 

anticlastic curvature, designed in the context of graphic statics. They are considered as 

effi cient structures applicable to many functions on different scales. Due to their complex 

geometry, design, and fabrication of SFSs are quite challenging, limiting their applica-

tion in large scales. Furthermore, designing these structures for a predefi ned boundary 

condition, control, and manipulation of their geometry is not an easy task. Moreover, 

fabricating these geometries is mostly possible using additive manufacturing techniques, 

requiring a lot of supports in the printing process.

Cellular funicular structures (CFSs) as strut-based spatial structures can be easily 

designed and manipulated in the context of graphic statics. This paper introduces 

a computational algorithm for translating a Cellular Funicular Structure (CFS) to a 

Shellular Funicular Structure (SFS). Furthermore, it explains a fabrication method to 

build the structure out of a fl at sheet of material using the origami/kirigami technique as 

an ideal choice because of its accessibility, processibility, low cost, and applicability to 

large scales. The paper concludes by displaying a structure that is designed and fabri-

cated using this technique.
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1 Shellular structures in nature, architecture and engineering: (a) cross-section through a sea urchin skeletal plate (Lai et al. 2007); (b) Frei Otto’s physical 
form findin  usin  soap film assel  c  rid e over the Basento  er io usmeci ilan  d  shellular structure s application in an aero-
space tur ine en ine lahinos and ara 

INTRODUCTION
Shellular Structures

Shellular (shell cellular) structures are a category of 

cellular structures in nature, composed of single, contin-

uous, smooth-curved shells (Figure 1). Their geometry 

includes surfaces fillin  the space with the least amount 

of material, called minimal surfaces (Meeks and Perez 

 an et al   inimal surfaces in nature e  

soap film  have inspired man  architects and en ineers 

to design lightweight structures on large scales for many 

ears assel  onsiderin  k1 and k2 as the prin-

cipal curvatures of a minimal surface in each point, these 

surfaces have zero mean curvature (H = (k1 + k2) / 2 = 0) 

and negative Gaussian curvature (G = k1 × k2 < 0  il ert 

and Cohn-Vossen 1990). Recent studies show that due to 

their specific morpholo  and hi h surface to volume ratio  

these structures have better mechanical performance 

compared to the other cellular structures, such as strut-

ased cellular structures an et al   an et al  

Graphic Statics

Graphic statics as an intuitive method of structural design 

has been used to design and analyze structures for many 

ears axwell 8  an ine 8  ulmann 8  

remona 8  Be hini et al   his method allows 

the designer to design a structure by exploring its form 

and force simultaneously. Using reciprocal diagrams, one 

is a le to control the internal flow of force and external 

loading scenario while designing the structure. Three-

dimensional raphic statics  as an extension of  

graphic statics, enables the designer to design three-di-

mensional and axially loaded structures in equilibrium 

in which no endin  occurs ar adeh  c o ie 

 onstantatou et al   acunto et al   

Akbarzadeh et al. 2021). In this method, there is a clear 

relation between the form and force diagrams as a pair 

of reciprocal diagrams linked through simple geometric 

constraints  n  a closed pol hedron can represent 

the equilibrium of a three-dimensional node (Figure 2a). 

Each edge ei or force fi in the form diagram is perpendic-

ular to the corresponding face fi
† in the force diagram. 

The form diagram represents the geometry of the struc-

ture combined with the reaction forces and applied loads 

(Figure 2, bottom), while the force diagram represents the 

equilibrium of internal and external forces (Figure 2, top). In 

this paper, the form is denoted by Γ and the force diagram 

by Γ†. Furthermore, all the topological elements related to 

the force diagram are denoted by † superscript.

Topologically speaking, these diagrams consist of vertices 

vi, edges ei, faces fi, and cells ci. Each vertex, edge, face, and 

cell (vi
†, ei

†, fi
†, ci

†) in the force diagram corresponds to a 

cell, face, edge, and vertex (vi, ei, fi, ci) in the form diagram 

i ure  ar adeh  ince these dia rams are 

reciprocal and the faces of the force diagram (corre-

sponding to the form diagram’s edges) are planar, the form 

diagram’s faces (corresponding to the force diagram’s 

ed es  are planar as well ar adeh 

 closed and convex force dia ram si nifies a compres-

sion tension onl  structure in e uili rium  urthermore  

the magnitude of the force fi in each strut member in the 

form diagram is proportional to the area of the corre-

sponding face A(fi) in the force diagram (Figure 2a) 

ar adeh  his theor  can e simpl  proved 

ased on the diver ence theorem tro es  Based 

on this theory, the sum of all area-weighted normals of a 

pol hedron is ero  s a form findin  techni ue  su di-

viding the internal space of the force diagram results in a 

variety of topologically different structures, designed for a 

defined oundar  condition and loadin  scenario i ure  

ar adeh  ari et al   ddin  thic ness to 

each edge of these form diagrams proportional to the area 

of its corresponding face in the force diagram results in a 

strut-based cellular funicular structure (CFC) (Figure 2). 

Increasing the number of subdivisions in the force diagram 

results in a form diagram with smaller edges and distrib-

uted forces in the members (Figure 2a-f). This increase 

can finall  result in the ed es with near ero len th  

approximatin  a surface as a form dia ram  pecific 

su division techni ues in  can approximate surfaces 

with synclastic or anticlastic curvatures as form diagrams 

ari et al   i ure a displa s a tetrahedron as a 

force diagram corresponding to a node in equilibrium with 

two forces upward and two downwards as a form diagram 

(a node with an anticlastic curvature). This tetrahedron is 
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generated by connecting the end points of the two skew 

lines l†
i and l’†i. Dividing l†

i  and l’†i into equal segments 

and establishing a tetrahedron between each two skew 

segments from each line subdivides the force diagram into 

multiple tetrahedrons, resulting in a discrete anticlastic 

surface as a form dia ram  as shown in i ure a d ari 

et al. 2019). Two lines l†
i and l’†i play the role of subdivi-

sion axis in the force and the curvature axis in the form 

dia ram i ure d  hese lines are parts of two connec-

tivity graphs, named labyrinths, connecting two segregated 

regions, divided by the anticlastic surface (Fischer and 

och 8  sin  the anticlastic su division techni ue  

one can design an anticlastic polyhedral surface, named a 

Shellular Funicular Structure (SFS). The labyrinths, as the 

subdivision axes in the form and the control handles in the 

force, facilitate the design process and manipulation of the 

 form findin  techni ue ari et al  

Origamizing Polyhedral Surfaces Using Tuck-folding

ri ami  as an art of foldin  a flat sheet of material to the 

desired shape without cutting or stretching, has been 

investi ated for man  ears  n the other hand  iri ami is 

the com ination of cuts and folds on a flat sheet of mate-

rial in order to result in the desired geometry (Castle et 

al   uc foldin  as an ori ami method can desi n 

an  freeform surface from flat sheet material  tuc in  

and hiding the unwanted areas of the paper (Tachi 2009). 

In this process, the Origamizer software can be used to 

enerate the foldin cuttin  pattern emaine and achi 

2017). The input is a polyhedral mesh and the output is 

the folding pattern with edge tucking molecules (ETM) and 

vertex tuc in  molecules  added i ure  ach  

is a quadrilateral with a crease pattern, inserted between 

a pair of edges in the pattern, corresponding to an edge 

on the reference mesh i ure  ach  is an on 

surrounded   ed e tuc in  molecules  corre-

sponding to a vertex on the reference mesh. Despite the use 

of more materials, tuck-folding has many advantages over 

regular folds. It is easier to fold for complex geometries 

(especially with anticlastic curvatures) as the fold angle is 

embedded in the cutting patterns. Furthermore, the ETMs 

provide extra stiffness and stability to the folds compared 

to regular folds. This technique includes three steps, 

cutting to a disk, mapping surface polygons, and generating 

the crease cut pattern achi  as follows

• Cutting to a disk: To map the surface’s polygons to a 

2D plane, one needs to construct a polygonal schema, 

a pol hedral surface homeomorphic to a flat dis  that 

covers the ori inal surface i ure  

• Mapping the surface’s polygons: ext  the pol he-

dral mesh is decomposed into individual polygons 

and isometrically mapped to a 2D plane. In isometric 

mapping, the edge lengths and the polygon’s angles will 

e preserved i ure 

• Designing the folding/ cutting pattern: urface flattenin  

is the problem of generating a 2D pattern from a given 

2 Different types of force diagram’s 
su divisions in  result in new 
form diagrams: (a, e) a closed cube 
as a force diagram represents a 
node in equilibrium; (a-d) internal 
subdivision of a force diagram 
without subdividing the global faces; 
(e-h) subdivision of a force diagram 
while subdividing the external faces 
and extruding inside

Different types of force diagram’s 
iterative subdivision of a tetrahedron 
as a force diagram approximates 
a discrete surface with anticlastic 
curvature (a-d) as the form diagram: 
using this subdivision between 
specific la rinth raphs  one can 
design a shellular funicular struc-
ture (e) and use the labyrinths as 
control handles to manipulate the 
structure (f)

Origamizing a polyhedral surface 
using tuck-folding technique

2
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 shape usin  an isometric mappin  fter addin  

ETMs and VTMs between the mapped polygons, using 

specific e ualit  and ine ualit  conditions achi  

the method ensures that each ETM is an isosceles 

trape oid and each  is a closed convex pol on  B  

foldin  a valle  crease defined in the middle of each  

the ETMs convert to an edge with a hidden tuck in the 

folding state. Considering the thickness and stiffness of 

the material, VTMs are cut out as holes, combining the 

kirigami and origami techniques to facilitate the folding 

process (Liu et al. 2019). In the goal mesh, the angle 

between the vertex axis and the edge (i.e., ß) is equal to 

the angle between the VTM’s and the ETM’s edge (Figure 

 his an le is defined as the tuc  an le which assures 

us that the curvature of the goal mesh in each vertex is 

equal to the one in the reference mesh.

Problem Statement

lthou h s are considered as efficient structures 

applicable to different functions in many scales, due to their 

complex geometry, their process of computational modeling 

and fabrication are quite challenging, limiting their appli-

cation in large scales. Furthermore, designing these 

structures for a predefined oundar  condition  control 

and manipulation of their geometry are not easy tasks. 

Moreover, fabricating these geometries is mostly possible 

using additive manufacturing techniques, requiring many 

supports in the printing process. Recently, Akbari et al. 

  proposed different form findin  techni ues 

to design Shellular Funicular Structures in the context of 

graphic statics based on designing the labyrinths’ graphs 

and appl in  anticlastic su divisions in etween  But these 

techniques lack a robust computational algorithm to trans-

late a Cellular (CFS) to a Shellular Funicular Structure (SFS). 

urthermore  due to the specific criteria that need to e 

satisfied in each step  desi nin  the la rinths  raphs as 

an intuitive process is not an easy task (Akbari et al. 2020). 

Moreover, due to their complex interwoven geometry, their 

fabrication process using digital manufacturing techniques 

on large scales is challenging. This paper seeks a robust 

computational method for the design and fabrication of 

these structures to facilitate their application in macro 

scales.

Objectives

The main objectives of this paper are to explain a 
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computational algorithm for translating a Cellular Funicular 

Structure (CFS) to a Shellular Funicular Structure (SFS), 

and descri in  a fa rication method to uild s out of flat 

sheets of material usin  the ori ami iri ami techni ue  s 

a proof of concept  a structure s eometr  with its foldin

cutting pattern is designed and fabricated using the SFS 

and tuck-folding techniques.

METHODS
The methodology for designing and fabricating SFSs is 

two fold  he first section explains the computational al o-

rithm behind the process of translating a CFS to an SFS and 

the second one describes the fabrication process, inspired 

by the tuck-folding technique.

Computational Design Process

To translate the geometry of a Cellular Funicular Structure 

(CFS) to a Shellular Funicular Structure (SFS), one needs to 

subdivide the corresponding force diagram, such that each 

vertex vi, connected to the group of edges ei converts to an 

anticlastic patch, consisting of a group of vertices vi, faces fi

and edges ei with smaller lengths, approximating a discrete 

surface i ure  ateriali in  the new form dia ram 

by adding faces between the edges (instead of adding 

thickness to the edges) results in a Shellular Funicular 

Structure. It is important to notice that the labyrinths li

and li’ in the force diagram, overlay on the edges ei and ei’, 

corresponding to the faces fi and fi’ in the form diagram 

i ure a   hile materiali in  the form dia ram in the 

 form findin  process  the faces in the form corre-

sponding to the labyrinth edges in the force should not be 

materialized. Removing these faces results in a 2-manifold 

eometr  i ure 

Although one can use this technique to design an SFS, 

designing the labyrinths’ graphs intuitively is not an easy 

task. This section describes a computational algorithm for 

translating a CFS to SFS. The main objective of this algo-

rithm is to find proper three dimensional la rinths  raphs 

in the form and the force diagrams (inputs) and using them 

to desi n the shellular structure i ure  his al orithm 

receives a form and the force dia ram i ure a  that are 

designed using Polyframe e ur and ar adeh  

After converting the force diagram to a group of tetrahe-

drons tetrahedrali ation  i ure  the al orithm finds the 

possi le la rinths  raphs in the force dia ram i ure c  

and remove the corresponding faces to these labyrinths in 

the form diagram to result in a 2-manifold geometry (Figure 

he form findin  flowchart 
left  and the wor flow ri ht  

representing the algorithm for 
translating a CFS to SFS in the 
context of graphic statics.

Different tetrahedralization of a 
cube as a force diagram, e.g., into 
six a   and five c  d  tetrahe-
drons, results in different types of 
the labyrinths' graphs. 

7 he process of findin  a la rinths  
graph in a tetrahedralized force 
dia ram a f  and  different t pes 
of graphs resulting from this algo-
rithm (g, h, i). 

From Design to the Fabrication of Shellular Funicular Structures 
Akbari, Lu, Akbarzadeh
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d  inall  the smooth version of the form dia ram will 

be visualized using the Catmull-Clark subdivision (Catmull 

and Clark 1978), and the main shellular load-path will 

e constructed usin  the anticlastic su division in  

i ure e  ari et al   n the  desi n process  

there are three main principles that need to be considered:

• each pair of labyrinths in the form diagram (e.g., lj,1 and 

l’j,1) should form a tetrahedron in between (e.g., cj,1), 

corresponding to an anticlastic node (e.g., vj,1) in the 

form dia ram i ure c

• the force diagram includes two sets of labyrinths (l†
j,1

and l’†j,1) and each tetrahedron in the force diagram (e.g., 

c†
j,1), should only include one labyrinth edge from each 

set which is in a s ew position to the other i ure c

• each labyrinth’s edge in the force diagram can be 

connected to the labyrinth edges from the same set, 

assuring that the resulting surface (form diagram) will 

divide the space into two su spaces i ures d  e

Tetrahedralization

ccordin  to the first principle mentioned a ove  each 

force diagram should only include tetrahedrons, resulting 

in valenc  nodes nodes that are connected to  ed es  

in the form diagram, representing an anticlastic curvature. 

The polyhedron tetrahedralization function decomposes 

a  pol hedron into a set of non overlappin  tetrahedra 

whose vertices are chosen from the vertices of the poly-

hedron oussaint et al    convex pol hedron in  

7

can always be tetrahedralized without adding new vertices 

(Steiner points) by connecting any vertex of the polyhedron 

to all the other vertices (Lennes 1911). Therefore, there 

might be multiple solutions for tetrahedralizing an input 

force dia ram i ure  

Unfortunately, the minimum-complexity triangulation 

pro lem is complete Below et al   ence  in 

this algorithm, the authors provide part of the possible 

solutions  usin  the user s preference i ure  n 

this process, each input vertex (e.g., v †
i,1 , v †

i,2) will be 

connected to all the other vertices in the polyhedron, 

resultin  in a roup of tetrahedrons i ures a   n 

some examples like a cube, there might be different 

techniques resulting in fewer tetrahedrons and new laby-

rinths  raphs i ures c  d  ince this su ect is e ond 

the scope of this paper, it is going to be studied further in 

future researches.

Finding the Labyrinths’ Graph

After tetrahedralizing the force diagram, two edges from 

each tetrahedron, as the edges of the labyrinths’ graphs, 

need to be selected. Figures 7a-f displays the process for 

findin  the la rinths  raphs in a cu e partitioned into six 

tetrahedrons, as the force diagram.

This process starts with selecting a random cell c†
i,1 (Figure 

7b). Selecting one of the edges l†
i,1 of this tetrahedron as a 

labyrinth’s edge (Figure 7c) determines the skew edge l’†i,1
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as the other labyrinth’s edge (Figure 7d). The edges l’†i,1 and 

l†
i,1 have specific topolo ical relations to each other and 

are called the dual of each other. The algorithm proceeds 

through the four neighbors of the tetrahedron cell c†
i,1. Each 

neighbor (e.g., c†
i,2) has a face with three edges and three 

vertices in common with the previous cell c†
i,1 (Figure 7e). 

Among these edges, only one edge is already recognized as 

a labyrinth edge (i.e., l†
i,1). If l’†i,1 is the dual of l†

i,1 in cell c†
i,1, it 

is the dual of l†
i,1 in the cell c†

i,2 as well (Figure 7e). Similarly, 

the algorithm marches through all the cells in the force 

dia ram and finds the dual la rinth ed es of the previous 

cell (Figure 7f), until all the cells are passed. In this process, 

each cell has a pair of labyrinth edges, and the force 

diagram has two labyrinth graphs l†
i, and l’†i, (Figure 7g). 

he resulted la rinths  raphs are the first t pe of possi le 

graphs for a force diagram. Since there is a possibility 

of choosing three different pairs of labyrinth edges in a 

tetrahedron out of  ed es  choosin  different pairs in the 

first cell c†
i,1 (Figure 7d) as the labyrinth edges will result in 

different labyrinths’ graphs for the force diagram (Figures 

 h  i  ence  accordin  to this al orithm  there are three 

geometrically different labyrinths’ graphs for a force 

diagram.

Singularity

n some situations  due to the specific ed e cell connectivit  

(when a labyrinth edge is connected to the odd number of 

cells, e.g., Figure 8a), the algorithm explained above has 

only one solution (instead of three). Figure 8a displays a 

tetrahedrali ed force dia ram with  cells and possi le 

labyrinths’ graphs l†
i and l’†i. Figure 8b shows an attempt to 

find the second pair of the possi le raphs  n cell c†
i,1, two 

labyrinth edges l†
i,1 and l’†i,1 are selected. After selecting the 

labyrinths’ edges of to the next cells respectively (c†
i,2, c†

i,3,, 

c†
i,4, c†

i,5), the algorithm faces the cell c†
i,5 with two edges 

l†
i,1 and l’†i,3 from the same set of labyrinth’s graph which is 

against the main principles of the SFS’s technique (Figure 

8c  avin  two la rinths in the cell c†
i,5 will eliminate two 

neighbor faces of the edge ei,1 in the form diagram (faces 

are marked with blue), resulting in the edge ei,1 connected to 

one face (Figure 8c). In this situation the cell c†
i,5 is called a 

singular cell. This issue happens when an edge in the force 

diagram is connected to an odd number of cells. To solve 

this issue, one may subdivide the singular cell into two cells 

and add the new edge as one of the labyrinths’ edges (e.g., 

l†
i,3) (Figure 8d).

Eliminating the Extra Faces

Each of the labyrinths’ graphs corresponds to a group 

of faces in the form diagram (Figures 9b, g, l). Eliminating 

these faces from the form diagram results in a 2-manifold 

discrete surface (Figures 9c, h, m).

Visualization and Subdivision

There are two ways to generate a smooth curved surface 

from the discrete surface resulted in the previous section. 

he first solution is to appl  a atmull lar  su division  

eneratin  a i cu ic uniform B spline surface to visu-

alize the smooth anticlastic surface and to compare the 

geometry of different structures (Figures 9d, i, n) (Catmull 

and Clark 1978). To result in a smooth form diagram in the 

context of raphic statics  and findin  the correspondin  

load path, one needs to apply the anticlastic subdivision 

technique (explained in the Introduction) to each tetra-

hedron cell between each pair of labyrinths (Figures 9 

e, j, o). Using this technique, one can intuitively design a 

ellular unicular tructure  for a specified oundar  

condition and loading scenario (e.g., a connection, a 

column, or a bridge) and translate it to its counterpart, a 

Shellular Funicular Structure (SFS) (Figure 10). It is worth 

mentionin  that in raphical form findin  methods  the self

weight of the structure is not considered. To consider the 

self-weight, one needs to assign mass to each to each node 

in the s stem and appl  numerical form findin  methods 

e  mass sprin  or force densit  to find the new form in 

e uili rium driaenssens et al  

Fabrication Process

Shellular Funicular Structures (SFSs) comprise planar 

faces resembling a polyhedral surface (Introduction). 

Therefore, they are a genuine candidate to be fabricated 

ased on ri ami iri ami techni ues usin  flat sheet 

material. Tuck-folding can be used as a fabrication method 

to design the folding pattern of these structures. Using this 

technique, one can either fabricate a shellular system as a 

8  force dia ram comprisin   tetrahedrons a  an attempt to find the new la rinths  raphs  findin  the sin ular cell c  
and resolving the singularity by subdividing the cell (d)

From Design to the Fabrication of Shellular Funicular Structures 
Akbari, Lu, Akbarzadeh
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discrete single-layer structure, or a double layer formwork 

for pouring a structural material like concrete (Figures 

a   his method finds the foldin  pattern of a pol he-

dral surface out of a flat sheet of material  with hidden 

tucks instead of constructing the exact faces (Figure 11). 

Furthermore, the edge tucking molecules (ETMs) provide 

extra stiffness and stability to the folds compared to 

regular folds. This section explains the process of fabri-

cating a shellular geometry with the tuck-folding method 

introduced in the introduction (Tachi 2009; Liu et al. 2019).

Fabricating a Shellular Funicular Structure Using the 

Tuck-folding Technique

A shellular geometry with a bounding box dimension of 

mm  mm  mm as a part of the shellular 

funicular bridge displayed in Figure 9 is generated using 

the proposed algorithm for a trial fabrication (Figure 12). 

his eometr  is cut and flattened into four cuttin  patterns  

and each pattern has a bounding rectangle dimension 

of mm  mm  or the purpose of reducin  the 

shippin  cost and the level of foldin  difficult  each cuttin  

pattern is further split into seven smaller parts (Figure 12).

After examining the durability, mechanical properties, and 

folda ilit  of different materials  mm stainless steel 

sheet is selected as the material for fabrication, and an 

industrial laser cutter is used to cut steel sheets to the 

target patterns. To mark the fold lines and increase the 

ease of manual folding, dash line cuts are added to the 

cutting patterns. The design parameters of the dash line 

cuts include material density, cutting interval, and dash 

9 Three types of possible labyrinths’ graphs for a force diagram (a, f, k) and their reciprocal form diagram with faces correspond to the labyrinths’ edges 
(b, g, l); removing these faces results in a 2-manifold geometry (c, h, m) which can be converted to a smooth surface by either Catmull-Clark (d, i, n) or anti-
clastic su division in  e   o

line width i ure  aterial densit  is defined  the 

percentage of material left on a folding hinge after dash line 

cutting; cutting interval means the distance between two 

neighboring dash line cuts; dash line width indicates the 

width of the dash line cuts  which confines the endin  area 

along the fold lines. Lower material density, smaller cutting 

interval, and larger dash line width lead to easier folding, 

however, small cutting interval also impairs the material 

stren th alon  the hin es  Based on a series of ph sical 

experiments i ure  the cuttin  interval is determined 

at mm  he dash line width has more complex impacts on 

the folding behavior as too small a width may incur a larger 

size in the folded geometry, while excessive width increases 

the folding error. Those parameters are designed in such 

a way that all folds can be easily achieved by hand, and the 

dimensions of the folded geometry are as close as possible 

to the ori inal i ure  o secure the tuc foldin  a 

pair of circular cuts are also added to each edge tucking 

molecule which are later ali ned and fastened usin   

screws and nuts after foldin  i ure  hen considered 

as a frictionless hinge and rigid face system, each folding 

pattern has only one degree of kinematical indeterminacy, 

meaning that all the folding lines need to be folded at the 

same time i ure  fter foldin  each part  the shellular 

structure is assembled and secured using screws and nuts 

(Figures 17, 18). 

Results and Discussion

In this research, the authors proposed a robust compu-

tational algorithm to translate a CFS to a SFS. Using this 

al orithm  one can desi n an  compression tension onl  
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10 The examples of the translation 
of force and form diagrams of 
CFSs (a, c, e) to SFSs using the 
SFS’s computational algorithm 
(b, d, f)

11 Fabricating an SFS using the 
tuck-folding technique as a 
discrete single-layer structure 
(a), or double-layer form-work 
for pouring concrete (b)

12 The shellular geometry for trial 
fabrication and the fold pattern 
developed using the Origamizer 
software (Demaine and Tachi 
2017)

The design parameters of dash 
line cuts

Securing the tuck-folding using 
scews and nuts

shellular structure for a defined oundar  condition  from 

meso-scale (e.g., columns and beams) to macro-scale (e.g., 

a building or a bridge). From the fabrication point of view, 

due to the interwoven geometry of SFSs which neces-

sitates lots of supports in the printing process, additive 

manufacturing techniques may not be considered as 

an efficient process on a lar e scale  n the meantime  

flat sheet materials are an ideal choice ecause of their 

accessibility, processibility, low cost, and applicability 

to lar e scales  ence  the second part of the research 

focused on the fa rication process of s out of flat metal 

sheets. This method facilitates the use of these structures 

on the large scale, as a single-layer structure or a double-

layer formwork for pouring concrete (Figures 17, 18). 

Thanks to the proposed design methodology, the strctures 

that are designed using this technique can be consid-

ered as self supportin  structures  desi ned for specific 

loading scenarios. Moreover, adding thickness to the 

edges of the structures in the fabrication process results 

in a stiffer system, increasing the structural capacity of 

the formwork.

CONCLUSION
Using the proposed technique, shellular funicular struc-

tures can be designed and fabricated for macro-scale 

applications. Future researches include implementing 

interactive software for the design and manipulation of 

SFSs and investigating the effect of different tetrahedral-

ization on the results. In the fabrication process, there is 

a need for improving the process of designing the folding 

pattern. Controlling the with widths of ETMs using the 

Origamizer software is not an easy task, resulting in a large 

waste of material. Adding ETMs with different widths to 

the structure (proportional to the force distribution in the 

s stem  results in an efficient s stem in terms of the mate-

rial usage with constant stress distribution. It is important 

to notice that the structures that are designed using 

this techni ue are alread  in e uili rium for the defined 

boundary condition and adding non-uniform thickness in 

the materialization process only yields constant stresses 

in them.
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Mortarless Co pressed Earth 
Bloc  D ellings

A Low-Cost Sustainable Design and Fabrication Process

ER  IMAGE

This project develops a template design and an adaptive fabrication process for sustainable 

Compressed Earth Block (CEB) dwellings for low-income countries. Most existing projects 

(Wilton et al. 2019; WASP 2021) on sustainable dwellings involve high-tech equipment or 

skilled workers on-site. This project integrates digital technologies into the design and 

fabrication processes to reduce these requirements and make the design compatible with 

conventional construction methods that are actively adopted in low-income countries using 

minimum infrastructure, skilled labor, and investment.

The template design is a single-story CEB dwelling (Figures 1, 2, 3) consisting of a small 

number of interlocking brick types (Figure 4). The transitioning geometry, as shown in 

Figure 5, is optimized for structural effi ciency as well as a practical architectural fl oorplan. 

The dwelling can either be built as a single-room house or form a multi-room house and 

complexes according to needs (Figure 6).

To enable a mortarless and stable assembly during construction, interlocking features, 

including left-right interlocking and top-bottom interlocking, are embedded into the brick 

design (Figure 4). The interlocking nature of the bricks acts as a guide to locate and orien-

tate the bricks so that specialist construction knowledge and training are not required, 
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2 A 3D-printed dwelling model

3 A CEB dwelling consisting of eight interlocking brick types 4 Eight brick types and their designs
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6 wellin  units can e used in a flexi le la out  interconnectin  them to form multi room houses

5 Zones of the CEB dwelling
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7 The compressed earth block (CEB) press with the default steel mold

8 Example of a brick mold model and its 3D-printed copy

ena lin  access for low s illed and first time uilders  

However, this interlocking brick design, together with the 

overall geometry design of the structure, makes it chal-

len in  to fit the ric s into the tar et eometr  without 

any gaps or overlaps. This problem is solved by rigorously 

computing the trigonometric relationship and developing 

a parametric design tool that generates feasible designs, 

including block geometry and layout. 

As shown in Figure 4, the brick dimensions, yielded from the 

aforementioned computational design, are not standard-

ized. Thus, this project proposes a fabrication process for 

customized interlocking bricks that applies to most of the 

CEB press machines existing on the market. The press this 

project started with is the Auram 3000 manual CEB press, 

with the default steel mold Plain 240 (Figure 7). However, 

the proposed method can adapt to presses with or without 

replaceable steel mold/chamber by 3D-printing a set of 
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9 The earth material is loaded into the 3D-printed mold 
before closing the lid of the press

10 An assembled section (a corner of the square to octagon 
zone) of the structure

Mortarless Compressed Earth Block Dwellings Zhang, Tatarintseva, 
Clewlow, Clark, Botsford, Shea

9

10
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embedded molds for the customized brick geometries 

i ure 8  such that it refrains from an  modifications to 

the original steel chamber/mold.      

The brick fabrication process is similar to the conventional 

CEB process except that a 3D-printed mold is put into the 

steel chamber. Then the raw earth material is loaded into 

the 3D-printed mold (Figure 9) and compressed. After 

demoulding, the earth brick is placed on a rack for drying. 

To complete the sustainable approach, linseed oil is used 

for waterproofin  and no further additives e  cement or 

lime  are used  which allows for infinitel  reusin  the ric s 

or recycling the raw earth material. Figure 10 shows an 

assembled section of the structure.

By not modifying the press itself, this method drastically 

expands the application to almost any CEB press, espe-

cially low-cost presses in developing countries without 

replaceable chambers. Compared to other existing projects 

that use customized steel molds, the proposed method 

requires less equipment and lead time for mold making. 

Moreover, the 3D-printed molds are lightweight, portable, 

and economical. All the digital processes, i.e. computa-

tional design, 3D printing, and structural analysis, can be 

conducted offsite  which si nificantl  reduces the re uire-

ments on the construction site, e.g. no need for skilled 

personnel, high-tech and high-cost machines, and elec-

tricity. The next step is to build a full-size demonstration 

dwelling in the correct climatic and social context. 
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A Digital Approach to Increase Relia ility on Reclai ed Materials

The project develops pre- and post-demolition digital assessment protocols in order to 

better inform reclaimed material implementation in new projects. The application of the 

protocols are demonstrated in a pavilion constructed of reused timber (Figure 1). By facili-

tating the data capture, analysis, identifi cation, and characterization of available secondary 

raw materials, and creating database systems for pre- and post-demolition sites, it 

promotes gains in high quality upcycled materials for new construction projects. Modern 

reality capture technologies allow for collecting high density and quality Construction and 

Demolition Waste (CDW) data, presenting the opportunity to also increase the reliability and 

trust in upcycled materials by data specifi cally structured to relevant actors.

PR D CTI N N TES

Status: Built

Site Area: 97 sq. ft.

Location: Barcelona

Date: 2021

1 Optimized and data-integrated structure from reclaimed wood battens
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Pre-demolition Digitalization and Assessment 

A digitization-based decision support system was created 

for managing pre-demolition sites, integrating digital reali-

ty-capture tools and processes (photogrammetry scanning, 

scan-to-BIM, and CV classification) that aid in defining the 

most sustainable and economical deconstruction and reuse 

strategy for a building.

This process is divided into five steps: building inspection, 

geometric reconstruction, material localization and classi-

fication (Figure 2), BIM integration (Figure 3), and planning 

interfaces (Figure 4). The results show that it is possible 

to automatically quantify and locate recoverable mate-

rials into material reports using imagery-based machine 

learning techniques. The resulting output assists the 

mapping of material flows and the potential for reuse and 

recycling of products from buildings undergoing renova-

tion, redevelopment, or deconstruction into new projects. 

Once the results of the information gathered about each 

material is validated with a harvest expert, the value 

and security of upcycled material supply can potentially 

improve, reducing the time spent on manual classification 

and quantification.

Post-demolition Digitalization and Assessment

Once the materials are registered, it is necessary to 

fulfill the reentry of these recovered materials into new 

construction, wherein a “form follows availability” design 

strategy is explored, from a sparse quantity of reclaimed 

material. It develops a database from a trial post-demoli-

tion site, and the consequent extracted material (Figure 5) 

is cataloged and stored before being matched and used for 

a new demonstrator construction. Each recovered element 

is imaged, scanned, geometrically analyzed, and weighed to 

create a unique material health indicator (Figure 6-7). The 

associated retrieval tool can provide reliable information 

about each element for an architect or planner, increasing 

confidence in the usability and applicability, and allowing 

for pre-filtering for different levels of structural neces-

sity (Figures 8, 9). The final step of the system matches 

designed components using multi-objective optimization 

(Figure 12) from a parameterized surface-following design 

2 Stacking and integration of several material classification methods at 
different levels of detail.

3 Integrating 2d material maps with 3d site geometry 4 Top view of a reconstructed site in the web interface and perspective 
view of an interior
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system with relevant stored materials by their generative 

design requirements (Figure 10).

Design Demonstrator

Results from the demonstrator and proposed itera-

tions aimed to optimize repurposed material utilization 

and fabrication efficiency (Figures 13, 16). By extracting 

multi-dimensional data on each wood batten and 

presenting their relevant indicators in a user-friendly 

interface, it is possible to create a dialogue between 

the designer and irregular shapes, augmenting the 

widespread use of reclaimed materials in structurally 

predictable assemblies. The predictability of the system 

is verified by a 10mm maximum deviation (Figure 15) 

between the as-designed and the as-built structure (Figure 

14), where 85% of all the material was matched and found 

by the presented method.

Continuing, the research will demonstrate the potential 

for constructing big digitally availale datasets of reusable 

materials for facilitating material harvesting and promoting 

their incorporation in new construction. Expanding mate-

rial and element types can be directed to reuse actors, 

promoting the circular economy in a short loop. Finally, 

integration with design tools will simplify the architects’ 

process for designing with and specifying these materials, 

affecting the overall environmental costs of the industry at 

multiple levels.
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5 Post-demolition assessment on wood battens
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6 The user interface shows useful indicators characterizing the material 7 Perspective view of a digital item displaying the mesh skeleton curvature

9 Web interface: orange circles indicate defects like nails

11 Digitally augmented construction assistance with fabrication information 
projected onto physical inventory

8 Web interface to visually inspect the digital inventory; zoomed view

10 Length-matching flexibility embedded in the design logic
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12 Matching strategy and design interface for optimizing the available materials; a graph on the left side indicates how much material is matched 
based on the design parameters

Digital Deconstruction and Design Strategies from Demolition Waste 
Gordon, Vargas Calvo
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14 Photograph of final structure
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15 Views of structure digitally scanned after construction, indicating 
measured deviation from design geometry

13 Connectors for fabrication, optimized for a robotic cutting process

16 Photograph of the robot cutting process for the connectors
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A Polyhedral Timber Space Frame System Manufacturable 
by 3-Axis CNC Milling Machine

1

ABSTRACT
Space frames are widely used in spatial constructions as they are lightweight, rigid, and 

effi cient. However, when it comes to the complex and irregular spaces frames, they can be 

diffi cult to fabricate because of the uniqueness of the nodes and bars. This paper pres-

ents a novel timber space frame system that can be easily manufactured using 3-axis 

CNC machines, and therefore increase the ease of the design and construction of complex 

space frames. The form-fi nding of the space frame is achieved with the help of polyhedral 

graphic statics (PGS), and the resulting form has inherent planarity that can be harnessed 

in the materialization of the structure. Inspired by the traditional wood tectonics, kerf 

bending and zippers are applied when devising the connection details. The design approach 

and computational process of this system are described, and a test fabrication of a single 

node is made via 3-axis CNC milling and both physically and numerically tested. The struc-

tural performance shows its potentials for applications in large-scale spatial structures.
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INTRODUCTION
Space frames are widely used in spatial constructions as 

they are lightweight, rigid, and efficient. Despite the fact 

that the systematic development of specialized production 

methods and digital fabrication technology has enabled 

the construction of timber structures to reach a new level 

(Lennartz and Jacob-Freitag 2015), the fabrication of such 

spatial structure is still not easy due to the uniqueness 

of bars and nodes, and always involves robotic fabrica-

tion, multi-axis machining, 3D printing as well as casting. 

The diverse nodes of some branching wooden structural 

systems are produced by flip-milled on a CNC router 

(Lamere and Gunadi 2019), and other spatial wooden struc-

tures introduce steel sleeve anchor or tension rods to help 

construct the nodes (Momoeda 2017; Teeple 2015).

To reduce the complexity of the design and fabrication 

of space structures, this paper presents a novel timber 

space frame system that blurs the boundary between bars 

and nodes and can be milled simply by 3-axis CNC milling 

machines. This system incorporates the traditional manu-

facturing techniques of kerf bending and dovetailed joints 

and introduces a new connection using zippered wood. The 

form-finding process is achieved with the help of polyhe-

dral graphic statics (PGS) as the inherent planarity of the 

resulted form is required for developing the structural 

details.

Kerf-bending and Zippered-wood

In practice, there are many techniques to bend a piece of 

wood into the desired curvature. One way to easily create 

the precise bending wood surface is the relief-cutting 

process known as kerfing (Mansoori et al. 2019). It is a 

well-established carpentry technique for producing curved 

wooden pieces in a wide range of applications. By cutting a 

series of deep notches (or kerfs) at the bending area allows 

for in-plane expansions and compressions perpendicular to 

the cutting lines (Figure 2). If the two edges of each kerf on 

the compression side are tightly attached, a mathematical 

relationship can be found among the angle of bending, the 

thickness of the wood, and the dimension of cutting slots.

The zippered wood connection was inspired by dovetailed 

joints which provide interlocking between the components 

while hiding the connection details. A series of ‘pins’ cut 

to extend from the end to interlock with a series of ‘tails’ 

from another board (Figure 3). This connection can not only 

accommodate the orientation change of the bars but also 

achieve the desired curvature and twisting (Satterfield et 

al. 2020).

2 Kerf-bending technology allows 
the rigid wood to bend by the 
desired angle when the pair 
of edges of each kerf is tightly 
attached

3 Dovetail joint manufactured 
using classic technology, 
highlighted are fraction 
surfaces

4 (a) A spatial structural joint in 
equilibrium, and the reciprocal 
relationship between polyhe-
dral form and force polyhedron 
(Akbarzadeh et al. 2019); (b) the 
first built structure designed 
by using 3D Graphic Statics 
methods (Akbarzadeh et al. 
2017; Bolhassani et al. 2018)

Polyhedral Graphic Statics

Geometric structural design methods depend on 2D recip-

rocal diagrams are regarded as a compelling design tool 

that has long been studied and practiced. The geometric 

interrelation between force and form was initially proposed 

by Rankine (1864), and Maxwell (1870) formulated the 

topological and reciprocal relationship as reciprocal form 

and force diagrams. The development of 3D graphic statics 

(3DGS) further increased the ease of designing complex 

spatial structures. In the realm of 3DGS, the method uses 

polyhedral reciprocal diagrams, usually referred to as 
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polyhedral graphic statics (PGS), has recently been devel-

oped and extended (Akbarzadeh 2016; Akbarzadeh et al. 

2015a; McRobie 2016). It provides methods to find the 

equilibrium of structure in 3D by enforcing the closeness 

of the global force polyhedron and nodal force polyhedrons, 

and the reciprocity is built by projecting form polyhedrons 

to force vertices, form faces to force edges, form edges 

to force faces, form vertices to force polyhedrons, where 

the force magnitude of each edge in the form polyhedron 

is equivalent to the area of the corresponding face in the 

force polyhedron (Figure 4). The inherent planarity of the 

polyhedral geometries has the potentials to be harnessed 

for efficient construction processes.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
This research is an ongoing investigation in the design 

and construction of timber spatial structures designed 

by polyhedral graphic statics. The design approach built 

upon the reciprocal form and force diagrams of PGS will be 

explained in this section. The computational model is imple-

mented using Rhino Python.

Form-finding through PGS

This timber space frame system is developed upon polyhe-

dral forms as the intrinsic planarity helps develop the detail 

of kerf bending. PGS is used because it allows manipulating 

the form while being aware of the internal force distribu-

tion. PolyFrame (Nejur and Akbarzadeh 2018), an efficient 

computational PGS plugin for Rhinoceros (Robert McNeel 

& Associates 2020), together with its underlying half-face 

data structure (Nejur and Akbarzadeh 2021) are used 

throughout the design process.

To start the form-finding process, a set of closed poly-

hedrons is made as the force diagram, followed by the 

generation of its corresponding form diagram. The simplest 

frame with one node is used here to demonstrate the 

adjustment of the form as well as the organization of the 

geometrical and topological data (Figure 5). Through the 

half-face data structure, fast queries of needed information 

are made possible (Figure 6).

75

5 The form can be manipulated by 
changing the force diagram

6 Fast queries of geometric and 
topological information are 
made possible through the 
half-face data structure

7 (a) Spatial node with four bars; 
(b) edges and faces; (c) trian-
gular section profile for one 

edge determined by connected 
three faces; (d) aligned view for 
the edge section; (e) side face 
perpendicular to the corre-
sponding input face; (f) all side 
faces perpendicular to their 
corresponding input faces; 
(g) Spatial node with five bars; 
(h) tetragonal section profile 
for one edge determined by 
connected four faces; (i) final 
generated parts
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Materialization

After getting the form diagram (Figure 7a), the edges are 

materialized into timber bars. The cross-section of each 

bar is determined by both the connected faces of the 

8 (a) One part of the frame with 
kerf-bending portion and zipper 
teeth; (b) the part after bending 
with the edge pair of each kerf 
tightly attached

9 (a) The logic of generating 
zippered ‘tooth’ and the mode of 
patterns for triangle and quad-
rangle cross-section; (b)(c)(d)(e) 
details for the three-directional 
zippered part

8

corresponding edge and the magnitude of its force. Taking 

one edge from the form diagram, the number of sides of the 

profile is determined by the count of the connected faces; 

the direction of each side is determined by the normal of 

the corresponding face; the area of the profile is propor-

tional to the internal force of the edge. For instance, if the 

edge connects to three faces, the profile will be triangular 

(Figures 7b–7d); if the edge connects to four faces, the 

profile will be quadrangular (Figures 7g 7i).

Later, a smooth singly curved blend is generated for each 

pair of bar sides that are connected and sharing the 

910

11

12

10 The assembly sequence

.

11 The connection between two 
neighboring joints

12 (a) The force diagram of a table; 
(b) the form diagram of the table; 
(c) the force diagram of a shell; 
(d) the form diagram of the shell
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same face, forming the kerf bending node that joins all 

the connected bars (Figure 7e). Then, the side extrusions 

of each bar as well as the zipper teeth are made along 

the corresponding edge, whose details will be described 

later.  Finally, all the geometries that are associated with 

each face will be grouped and fabricated as one part. As 

a result, this simple spatial structure with four bars and 

one node can be made by only six parts (Figure 7f). Since 

both the extrusion and kerf bending portions of each part 

are perpendicular to the same face, it can be unrolled and 

fabricated from flat material (Figure 8).

The zippered teeth are located on the interior side of the 

straight segment of each part, serving as the mechanism 

that interlocks all side parts that compose each bar.

As a further description of the interlocking zipper teeth, 

the generation of the tooth patterns for one bar is illus-

trated as follows (Figure 9). First, the length of the bar is 

evenly divided into a number of segments. Then, the profile 

of the bar is split into triangles by connecting its centroid 

to all corners. Next, the centroid of each triangle is succes-

sively used as the new splitting point for the tooth pattern 

13

14

15

13 Renderings of a funicular shell 
and a desk

14 Assembly process of the teeth 
of a bar

15 (a) one part; (b) three parts 
after assembly; (c) cross-
section of a bar

Kerf Bending and Zipper in Spatial Timber Tectonics Liu, Lu, Akbarzadeh
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of the segments, and consequently, the interlocking teeth 

are created.

For kerf cuttings, the cutting depth, cutting width, and 

kerf count are the three key parameters that determine 

the curvature of the bending. They need to be calculated 

accordingly such that the two exterior edges of each kerf 

are tightly pressed together after bending (Figure 9b).

The material properties and fabrication constraints are 

also considered parallel alongside the geometrical develop-

ment of the space frame system. Timber is selected as the 

construction material because of its sustainability and ease 

of processing. All geometries of the structural parts are 

generated in the way that only the table saw and 3-axis 

CNC milling machine are needed for rapid fabrication, 

where the table saw cuts the kerfs and the 3-axis CNC 

milling machine carves the teeth. It is also manufacturable 

by a 3-axis CNC milling machine only with flip milling tech-

nique. The assembly of the frame is illustrated in Figure 10, 

and a bonding agent is required on the interface between 

the parts.

The Application in Multi-Node Polyhedral Forms

With a connection devised between every two neighboring 

nodes, the workflow described above can also be applied 

to complex polyhedral space frames with more bars and 

nodes. As shown in Figure 11, the two adjacent nodes 

share the same bar. By varying the contact location of the 

sides, an interlock is created between these nodes, and 

the contact area is increased. As case studies, a compres-

sion-only funicular shell and a table are generated using 

the workflow proposed above (Figures 12 13).

FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTS
The strength and stiffness of the proposed system need 

to be carefully investigated as the bending part is made 

vulnerable due to the kerfs. To evaluate its structural 

performance, a frame prototype with four bars and one 

node is fabricated, assembled, and tested through both 

physical and numerical methods. The overall fabrication 

process would use the 3-axis CNC milling machine for the 

zippered shape and table saw for cutting the wood.

Fabrication

The simple frame is built within the 450x400x360 mm 

bounding box, and 3/4 inch thick plywood is used. 

16 18

17

16 One whole joint after assembly

17 Details of the kerf-bending part

18 (a) Set-up for load test (b) top 
view of the set-up
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Although each part is manufacturable as a whole, the 

zipper teeth of each part are separately made and glued 

back in this prototype for a faster fabrication (Figure 14, 

Figure 15a). For the kerf-bending part, the slots are cut by a 

1/8 inch table saw. For the zipper teeth, appropriate toler-

ances need to be left to ensure the tight interlocking. Figure 

15a shows one part of the assembly, and Figures 15b and 

15c show one assembled bar by interlocking and bonding 

three parts together. As explained before, all the exterior 

edges of each kerf are pressed together after the assembly, 

and bonding agents are applied to fix the curvature and 

strengthen the structure (Figures 16 17).

Physical Test

Due to the limited accessibility of testing machines, a simple 

loading test is conducted to study the strength and stiff-

ness of the prototype. The supports are 3D-printed and 

screwed on a wood panel to confine the three bottom bars 

from any lateral movement (Figure 18). The self-weight of 

this prototype is 857 grams, and after applying a total load 

of 90 pounds on the top bar, there is no visible buckling or 

deformation, which shows the potentials of its load-bearing 

capacity (Figure 19). To further understand its structural 

performance and limit, a universal testing machine will be 

used for the next step to complete an accurate experiment.

Numerical Simulation

The Autodesk Fusion 360 is used to simulate the stress 

distribution and displacement of the prototype under 

heavier loads. A total load of 1 KN is applied to the top bar 

while the bottom three bars are fixed at the end. The result 

shows stress concentrating on the exterior side of the 

kerfs, where the maximum stress is 34.93 MPa and the 

maximum displacement is 0.006mm (Figure 20).

CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a novel timber space frame system 

by combining kerf bending with zippered wood, which can 

be easily manufactured by accessible tools like 3-axis CNC 

milling machines. The assembly is also made easy since no 

jig or locator is needed. This system greatly facilitates the 

design and fabrication of complex timber space frames and 

allows for rapid fabrication and construction. A compu-

tational pipeline is also developed based on PGS for fast 

modeling and user-friendly parameter control. 

The outcome of both the physical test and numerical simu-

lation show promising structural performance in terms of 

the little deformation under the heavy loads. It also contrib-

utes towards the applications of polyhedral graphic statics 

in materialization and construction.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses recent developments on the geometric construction and fabrica-

tion techniques associated with large-scale surface disclinations. The basic concept 

of disclinations recognizes the role of “defects” in the composition of materials, the 

strategic placement of which shapes the material by inducing curvature from initially 

planar elements. By acknowledging the relationship between geometry and topology that 

governs disclination based form-fi nding and material prototyping, this work consciously 

explores its potential at the architectural scale. Basic geometric fi gures and their topo-

logical transformations are documented in the context of digital modeling and simulation, 

fabrication, and a specifi c material palette. Specifi cally, this work builds on recent 

efforts by focusing on three particular areas of investigation: a) enhancing the stability 

of surface disclinations with a synthetic fi brous layer, b) aggregation via periodic tilings, 

and c) harnessing snap-through instability to increase bending stiffness in thin surfaces.  
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2

2 Disclinations in hexagonal
lattices (clockwise rom top
left): Buckminster Fuller (1954),
Iijima et.al (1992), Terrones and
Mackay (1993), W. Harris (1977)

3 Left: [+60°] and [-60°] wedge
disclinations (wd) in thin sheets
(W. Harris 1977); Right: [-360°]
wedge disclination (wd) in a thin
sheet

4 Left: [+180°]wd plywood
prototype, and Right: [-288°]
wd plywood prototype

3

4

INTRODUCTION
The work presented in this paper builds on methods that

were developed in 2019 and subsequently explored in a

second sponsored graduate research studio conducted

early 2021, as a design-build educational exercise resulting

in refined digital modeling and fabrication strategies and

new knowledge associated with surface disclinations. Here,

the term more broadly refers to the topological concept

that introduces angle deflections in sheet materials

resulting in out of plane buckling, while a more specific

term, wedge disclinations (wd) refers to a particular variant

that topologically induces elliptic or hyperbolic geometry in

elastic surfaces and lattice structures (Harris 1977; Weeks

1985; Bruscia 2020).

The notation used here to describe this variant is [+/-x°]

wd, referring to the overall sector (or wedge) of inserted

material into the original shape as a rotation angle—

otherwise described as “angular excess” (producing

negative curvature) or “angular deficit” (producing positive

curvature) (Terrones and Mackay 1993). An additional

terminology used in this paper, “2-circle” or “3-square,”

describes a [-360°]wd or [-720°]wd respectively. This

casually refers to the overall amount of surface area,

while the degree notation refers more specifically to the

inserted amount. The physical form-finding process for

surface disclinations involves the rotational bending of

pre-cut sheet materials whose edges reconnect back

upon themselves. Strain is introduced to the sheet, and

the sheet bends in reaction. The strain is then releived and

distributed evenly across the now stable surface (Harris

1977). Nothing is added, but the surface takes on a new

form; in a sense, it is reacting against it’s own natural

tendency to become flat again. The term “self-reaction” is

used here to describe this behavior.  

Wedge disclinations are found in various sculptural

and woven work. In architecture, Buckminster Fuller’s

geodesic dome is a two-dimensional hexagonal framework

with several wedge disclinations occurring as well-

placed pentagons (deWit 1971). Surface and lattice

transformations caused by placing singularities within

tri-axial meshes (Ayres et al. 2020) share common

references in the natural world; the defect in the molecular

arrangement of carbon molecules are present in thin

periodic structures such as virus shells, the pattern of

fingerprints, and in the pelts of striped animals (Harris

1977). Because carbon atoms are arranged into a

hexagonal arrangement, it is possible to build complex

molecular structures with curvature using disclinations,

as demonstrated in the work on controlled shape change

in graphite by Terrones (1993), Mackay (1985), and
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5 Gauss-Bonnet bending of a 90° equilateral triangle (Harriss 2020) 6 Gauss-Bonnet bending through curved and serrated seams (Delp 2011)

7 Basic geometric construction and bending simulation of a 2-circle [-x°]wd

Iijima et al. (1992) (Figure 2). The observation of the

effect of disclinations in thin surfaces was illustrated by

crystallographer William F. Harris (1977), from which this

work adopts the general concept, terminology, and notation

(Figure 3).

Previous work demonstrated that [+x°]wd produced a

variety of conic shells with positive global curvature, and

[-x°]wd gave rise to a variety of saddle-like shells with

negative global curvature. Both were prototyped at a

large scale; the [+x°]wd forming a tilted conic shell, and

the [-x°]wd resulting in a 8-sided saddle-like form, found

by combining two pentagons (Bruscia 2020) (Figure 4).

Although the prototypes showed that topologically induced

bending using the disclination method could scale, the

shells were only moderately stable and were subject to

shearing during the assembly process. The advancement

of this work had three primary goals intended to address

these shortcomings; a) surface reinforcement, b) expansion

via tiling, and c) stability via snap-through buckling, all of

which are discussed in the following sections.

STATE OF THE ART
Disclination topology may be described more formally with

the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, and we find related work in

mathematics and sculpture. Paper strip models are used

to teach mathematical concepts such as discrete Gaussian

curvature, face-defects, and angle deflections; the paper

model as a tool to demonstrate them. For example, we

can look to Ilhan Koman’s developable sculptures to see

how angle deflections describe local bending behavior

in surfaces (Akleman and Chen 2006). Inversely (and

serendipitously), we have discovered the connection in our

work to these mathematical concepts by first exploring

surface disclinations intuitively. Mathematician Edmund

Harriss provides a clear explanation of Gauss-Bonnet:

that the sum of the angles in a triangle is 180°, and by

changing the corner angles of the triangle, it must bend

into positive or negative curvature (Harriss 2020). For

example, consider that the corner angles in an equilateral

triangle are 60°. By increasing the corner angles to 90°,

we increase the overall sum. Constructing this triangle

from paper strips will force it to buckle with positive

curvature, and eight of them constructed the same way

will create an octahedral sphere (Harriss 2020) (Figure 5).

Paper bending visually demonstrates this transition from

Euclidian to elliptic and hyperbolic polygons by combining

them into spherical platonic solids or minimal surface

approximations (Akleman et al. 2010; Harriss 2020).

Another example is seen in the work of Kelly Delp and Bill

Thurston (2011), whose technique pushes the curvature

away from vertices and into the edges. Considering again

the equilateral triangle, a 30º sector of a circle replaces

each side, forming a ‘fat octahedron’ when the curved

seams are forced to connect. Meandering profiles along

the curved edges are added, forcing the parts to bend and

interlock, evenly distributing the curvature across the seam

and smoothing the polyhedron into a sphere (Figure 6).

Simply forcing the profiles to come together without gaps

automatically determines the localized bending and global

curvature. The method is easily adapted to create models
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8 Geometric construction techniques for a 2-square [-x°]wd (left) and a 3-square [-x°]wd (right)

of negative curvature and combinations of both, as shown

in a variety of their models (Delp and Thurston 2011). The

serrated profiles presented in this paper were designed to

evenly distribute bending forces across the seam, but they

themselves do not induce the curvature. In the discussed

prototypes, serrated seams function to combine smaller

parts into structures with dimensions that exceed off-the-

shelf materials. However, both the techniques introduced

above, as well as the disclination techniques described

below, result in surfaces that are formed automatically

during assembly. The wooden surfaces are not steam-

bent or forced into molds; they begin flat, and are shaped

entirely by disclination topology and active bending forces.

DESIGN AND FABRICATION METHODS
While it can be argued that the [-x°]wd can itself be

discussed as an efficient method for fabricating curved

surfaces from developable sheet materials, the specific

application of those surfaces remains one of the goals

of future work. Instead, this work is concerned with the

methods for developing sculptural shell structures that are

intended only to demonstrate how the potential structural

qualities of surface disclinations translate to a larger

scale. Recent developments in the modeling and simulation

of surface disclinations are discussed below, paying

particular attention to the geometric construction of base

mesh topologies.

Geometric Construction of Disclination Topology

Three techniques to digitally construct and simulate

surface disclinations were studied previously (Bruscia

2020). Of the three, the “double-cone intersection”

technique has shown to be the most versatile, especially

when used in combination with the “expanded concentric

polylines” technique for added control over the result

(Figure 7). Initially devised to prove that the surfaces are

made up of strings of conic sections and thus maintaining

their developability on-screen, new variations of this

technique can now accommodate a wider range of

base geometric figures. The subsequent mesh bending

simulation is useful to arrive at more “natural” digital

representations.  

Bending simulation is achieved using a physics simula-

tion platform, for example Kangaroo2 (Piker 2013) which

models physical behavior qualitatively on triangle meshes

using a 3-point approach. The following sections focus

on the geometric approximations of disclination topology,

with the assumption that a variety of platforms may be

used to apply bending simulation. The work in this paper

was developed by using default algorithmic sequences for

mesh bending in Kangaroo2 as a proof-of-concept. Once

the mesh topology is modeled correctly, the concentric

mesh edges are assigned a numerical input to dynamically

change their length. The radiating mesh edges are forced

to remain at their original lengths as the concentric edges

shrink or grow, forcing the mesh buckling to increase

or decrease. For example, a numeric range to adjust the

amount of curvature could be [0.5 < 1 < 2.0] with 1 refer-

ring to the original length. The amount of material insertion

based on the differential growth of mesh edges depends on

the initial state of the mesh. Assuming that the geometric
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construction shown in Figure 4 produces a surface that

is an exact approximation of the 2-circle [-360°]wd, the

angular excess can be found by simply multiplying the edge

length factor (x) by 360. If x=0.25, the angular excess is 90°.

The following paragraphs include few examples to illustrate

the relationship between the desired geometric profile and

the digital modeling process.  

Topology Based on the Circle and Ellipse

The simplest geometric construction intersects two

spheres (one large, and one small) with two double-cones

whose apices meet at the same point. The intersections

form circles that can be split using the tangents between

the cones. Selecting every other circle segment will string

together the inner and outer profiles of a 2-circle [-360°]

wd. The profiles may then be used to draw a ruled surface

and/or a quad or triangle mesh between them. The exact

process can also be used to model a 3-circle [-720°]wd

by adding one more double-cone to the cube, such that

a circular cone base is drawn along each of the cube’s

6 faces. Geometrically constructing the topology for a

surface disclination based on the ellipse generally follows

the same process. Instead of a cube to organize the cones,

the faces of rectangular prism organizes the cones which

are intersected with ellipsoids instead of spheres. As an

alternative to the rectangular prism, a hexagonal prism

may be used to construct a 3-ellipse surface disclination

with 3-fold symmetry.

Topology Based on the Square

Square-based surface disclinations follow the same

topologically induced bending behavior as the circle and

ellipse, but a different arrangement of cones is needed to

model the 3-dimensional cubic profile. Both 2-square and

3-square structures begin with mirrored sets of vertical

cones that touch along a straight tangent line (Figure 8).

The method chosen to ensure tangency will determine

input parameters that may be numerically controlled

to dynamically change the outer edge tilt and overall

proportions. For example, we begin with three circles

whose center points rest at the vertices of an equilateral

triangle, and whose radii are the distance between the

triangle vertices and the triangle center point. Three cones

are drawn from the base circles, whose intersections

create the apices of three opposite cones. For both 2-

and 3-square [-x°]wd, it is advantageous to cut the set of

cones with horizontal planes that are equidistant from

the cone apices. This will prevent the structure from

self-intersecting, and spacing them apart to the same

distance as one side of the equilateral triangle will ensure

more cubic proportions. The tangent lines between the

set of 6 cones are used for the outer, rectilinear edges of

the surface. The center profile is drawn from a separate

process, however, for instance the profile of a 3-square

circle disclination may be used and centered among the

set of vertical cones. Finally, the center and outer profiles

are connected as meshes or NURBS surfaces for further

development.

Topology Based on the Triangle

Triangle-based surface disclinations are unique because

they tend toward a stable state that appears twisted,

and in a sense, incomplete. Between states, when the

bending forces are at their highest and the surface is

trying to release its energy by rotating back, is when the

2-triangle [-x°]wd has the appearance of being stable due

its perceived symmetry. After many attempts to discover

how to repeat and control this behavior, it was eventually

9 Counter-reactive stability by combining (2) opposing 2-triangle [-x°]wd modules forced to connect between their stable states

Surface Disclination Topology in Self-Reactive Shell Structures Bruscia
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harnessed as a strategy for increasing the overall stiffness

by connecting two opposing surface disclinations at their

mid-way and most unstable position, thereby maximizing

the self-reaction (Figure 9). The simulation of such behavior

remains an area of interest for future investigation as

it could hold interesting potential in the design of thin

and lightweight sheet materials in larger structures.

The geometric construction borrows the same cone

arrangement as the 2-square [-x°]wd, but with two major

differences: to find the inner profile, folded planes are

intersected with the cones, and to obtain the outer profile,

planes are extended off of the cones from where they meet

tangentially.

Fabrication and Assembly

Three large-scale prototypes were constructed from rotary

cut 4ft x 8ft x 1/8in (3mm thick) 2-ply sheets of Okoume

BS 1088 Lloyds approved marine-grade plywood, and

rotary cut 4ft x 8ft x 1/8in 3-ply sheets of bendable barrel

grain exterior grade Lauan plywood. To maintain bending

continuity throughout the entire surface, each prototype

consists of two layers of material for a total thickness

of 1/4in (6mm). The 2-layer approach avoids awkward

lapping such that all seams have the same visual hierarchy

and each side of the surface is smooth (Figure 10). Deeply

serrated edges allow the material to bend evenly, although

a very small area of single-layer thickness remains where

the seam terminates at the outer edge. A relief hole is

placed in these locations to distribute the bending forces

deeper into the 2-layer surface. The prototypes were

assembled as a sequence of parts that were gradually

bent and forced into position, automatically taking shape

as parts are connected. The form emerges naturally as

a result of the topologically induced bending, and the

10 (Left) 3-square [-x°]wd modules blended into two continuous layers with staggered seams; (Right) CNC cut-sheets and grain orientation
of the 2-module, 4-triangle [-x°]wd

seams between parts are located so that each part can

be cut from a single 4ft x 8ft sheet and with a desirable

grain direction that is assigned based on whether it is

advantageous achieve a tight bending radius or to locally

increase the stiffness. Each of the three demonstrators

represent a different base geometry, aggregation, and

stiffening strategy, but all demonstrate the topologically

induced bending process of [-x°]wd.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Disclination based on the Ellipse

The 2- or 3-circle [-x°]wd is perhaps the most clear

demonstration of disclination topology, but its stability

varies depending on proportions, surface depth and overall

dimensions, and seemingly requires the most additional

stiffening after assembly. The studio sought to test the

limits of this disclination variant, and a form finding study

based on the ellipse led to the design of a free-standing

ribbon that stands 9ft (3m) tall (Figure 11). The total surface

area of material used is about 199 square feet, including

both layers of 1/8in Okoume plywood for a total weight of

approximately 56 lbs.

Smaller scale investigation revealed that the self-reactive

bending could not provide enough stability for the structure

to resist its own weight. This was addressed by adding a

carbon fiber exoskeleton that increases the structural

depth of the surface, allowing it more quickly spring back.

The structure easily carries its own weight and wiggles

confidently under minor loading, and has remained

symmetrical without tilting or sagging several months after

completion. The exoskeleton consists of ~1125 ft of 12k

T700 carbon fiber roving impregnated with epoxy resin

cured in room temperature. The fibers are looped around
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792 nylon threaded rods that extend 20mm from each

side of the surface, holding fibers approximately 7mm to

15mm away. Fiber roving may be added to further reinforce

specific areas of the surface and the threaded connections

can vary in length to create a gradient of deep and shallow

areas along the surface. The lightweight CFRP roving

ensured that the materials work as a uniform system,

assisting and not overtaking the active bending.   

Disclination based on the Square

Polygon-based surface disclinations are able to more

easily aggregate due to their points and edges. Aligning

modules by overlapping edges gives rise to periodic

tilings of disclination modules, shifting the focus from

the development of the singular object to that of larger

structures.  The studio aimed to provide a clear example

by tiling the 3-square [-x°]wd disclination both horizontally

and vertically. The 3-square disclination is particularly

conducive to tiling due its 6 “sides”—three curves along

the ground plane, and 3 above rotated 60°. 3-square

modules may thus be arranged in a hexagonal tiling and

easily stacked in the z-axis. Three modules centered

at the vertices of an equilateral triangle will form a

cylindrical space, however the aggregate surface is always

continuous and open. The finished prototype stands at 8in

tall and consists of ~430 square feet of material including

a combination of 1/8in Okoume and barrel grain Lauan

plywood fastened together with 3/16in (4mm) aluminum

rivets and #10-32 SS bolts along demountable seams

(Figure 13).

Given the overall footprint, this structure is extremely

stable. However, a stiffened proof-of-concept was built

using a single 2-square module. 3in wide carbon fiber tape

was manually applied to the surfaces after bending into a

completed assembly, consisting of 5.7oz IM2 unidirectional

layers, topped with a layer of 3K carbon and fiberglass

biaxial tape. The pattern was manually drawn onto the

surface using a strip of PETG that was pinned between

CNC-cut holes and laid out along the geodesic path.  

Disclination based on the Triangle

Interestingly, the 2-triangle [-x°]wd is more conducive to

tiling periodically when in the tensed state. This provided

a key opportunity to harness the structural potential of

disclination topology; in order for one 2-triangle module

to hold its position, a second module must counter the

natural tendency for it to rotate/twist. The second module

is designed with identical geometry but with the tendency

to rotate in the opposite direction. When connected, the

two modules balance each other by providing an equal and

opposite reaction, as observed in both small scale models

and the larger prototype that blends the modules into a

single, continuous surface. While the prototype maintained

this mutually self-reactive behavior, the simulation requires

a different approach to demonstrating the natural tendency

toward a state that differs from its initial form. Some

work has been done to experiment with adding ‘bias’ to

the meshes by introducing diagonal edges in opposing

directions, but as of the writing of this paper this remains a

work-in-progress.

1211
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The approximately 8ft tall, 2-module (4-triangle) prototype

was designed and built as a blended counter-reactive

surface (Figure 12). Twenty-six parts assemble into the

2-layer plywood surface that is ~145.6 square feet of

total material weighing ~41lbs. The parts and layers are

manually sewn together simultaneously using braided

Spectra twine through a CNC drilled hole pattern. This

method has shown to be the most successful in maintaining

layer adhesion without air gaps, while having enough

flexibility in the joint to allow the layers to adjust while

bending. In-depth analysis of fibrous joints applied to

segmented timber shell structures is documented in

Bechert et al. (2016) and Garufi et al. (2019).

Partially assembled portions exhibited the tendency to

twist as expected and canceled each other out in the

finished assembly. The structure is confidently stable

and the internalized counter-reaction seems evident in

the way it resists external forces pushing on it. While this

prototype was intended to test the structural potential of

counter-reactive bending, a portion of the surface was

built separately as a proof-of-concept for additional fiber-

reinforced stiffening, experimenting with 2in wide, 9oz

T700 unidirectional carbon fiber tape topped with a layer of

biaxial tape of the same specification.

The tendency for the surface to rest in multiple semi-

stable states reveals a particularly interesting strategy for

increasing the overall stiffness of the structure by using

characteristics inherited from surface self-reaction. By

attempting to understand what determines this behavior,

11 3-ellipse [-x°]wd prototype with
standoff CFRP roving for added
stability

12 2-module, 4-triangle [-x°]wd
prototype

13 6-module, 18-square [-x°]wd
tiling prototype, with 2-square
[-x°]wd CFRP tape test

13

we recognized that surface disclinations exhibit snap-

through buckling, always maintaining a degree of increased

stiffness between stable states. It has been observed

throughout this research to date that physical models will

behave differently under subtle changes, for example upon

which side the material overlap occurs, assembly sequence,

and accidental material “training” or fatigue that results

from forcing the card stock to buckle and bend. This has

not been a hindrance to larger scale prototyping however,

and the counter-reactive assembly studied in the triangle-

based prototype has inspired continued investigation into

“functionalized instability” for increasing the structural

capacity of very thin sheet materials (Schleicher et al.

2015).

CONCLUSION
In summary, the work outlined in this paper shows

the continuation of research focused on developing

new fabrication and form-finding techniques based on

the topological and geometrical properties of surface

disclinations. Yet to be explored at this scale previously, the

results illustrate the feasibility of applying this particular

form of topological bending at a large scale, and point

toward paths forward that have both educational and

material value. Specifically, the results demonstrate how

the goals of this phase were addressed by demonstrating

proof-of-concept approaches to: a) adding stability by

integrating a lightweight carbon fiber reinforcement

b) periodic tilings by blending disclinations into larger

surfaces, and c) how snap-through instability may be

harnessed to pre-tension disclination modules and
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increase the overall bending stiffness in planar, off-the-

shelf building materials.  

In addition to the exercise of enacting disclinations from

an architectural point of view, the work may contribute

to a variety of contexts that are also seen here as areas

of future improvement: (1) moldless shell fabrication

wherever developable materials are advantageous,            

(2) the discourse on bending-active shell structures

from thin sheet materials, (3) the geometric construction

of base mesh topologies for computational analysis

and simulation, and (4) design-based exploration of the

relationship between mathematics, materials, and form.

Linking the surface disclination fabrication technique

with the Gauss-Bonnet formula is also a desirable area

of further investigation, as it may open the door to a new

design technique that expands the disclination repertoire

to include spherical portions to the catalog of conic

segments, and lead to a mathematical application of

surface disclinations in architectural form rationalization

and construction.
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ABSTRACT
The research presented in this paper proposes a bespoke digital machine-material system 

for architectural assembly. The research aims to contribute to the body of work in digital 

material systems and single-task construction and fabrication robotics. Specifi cally, the 

system proposes a digital material system based on the icosahedral quasicrystals accom-

panied with a bespoke assembling robot capable of locomotion along the material as well 

as manipulation of discrete material units. Through a set of locomotion and pick-and-place 

routines, the robotic system is capable of construction and reconfi guration of the material 

system. 

In proposing a digital machine-material system, the presented research argues for the 

development of design, fabrication, and robotics strategies wherein hardware, geometry, 

material, and software are developed in parallel in an interdependent co-design process. 

Such approach of considering parameters across the spectrum of design tasks allows 

to develop systems that are well suited for their specifi ed application while maintaining 

minimum complexity and increasing accessibility of fabrication systems.  
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INTRODUCTION
Digital fabrication processes inherently rely on two inter-

dependent parameters: machine and material. Calibration

of the two towards a balance of matching variables is at the

core of a successful fabrication process. Conventionally,

as the field of digital fabrication in architecture builds

upon appropriation of available industrial machinery and

equipment, the aforementioned calibration of machine

and material parameters is often a one-way process: the

machine is a given, while the material system is adapted or

fit within the machine’s work envelope. This methodology

can also be described as one that dictates a clear boundary

between the machine and the material parameters. This

linear approach begins to shift when the fabrication

equipment becomes more specialized through augmen-

tation of existing machines (Felbrich et al. 2017; Keating

et al. 2017) or development of entirely new task-specific

ones from scratch (Peek 2016; Wood et al. 2019). Task-

specificity of robotic hardware affords a revisiting of the

conventional one-way machine-to-material relationship,

and consideration of both as interdependent parts of one

machine-material system resulting from one integrated

design process (Yablonina et al. 2021). Presented research

contributes to the discourse of machine-material systems

by proposing a bespoke digital material and a matching

task-specific robotic assembly system (Figure 2).

Digital material, a term coined by Neil Gershenfeld and

George Popescu, presents a convenient match to the notion

of machine-material systems (Popescu 2007). The discrete-

ness of parts and joints is well suited for repetitive robotic

assembly, affording processes where precision and accu-

racy is achieved through combination of customized robotic

hardware and the designed indexing of material joints.

Discreteness in material organization also suggests an

ability to transpose between physical and digital. The struc-

tured environment consisting of digital material building

blocks becomes a perfect substrate for the robotic loco-

motion and operation and suggests a system for temporal

change rather than a finite state.

BACKGROUND
The research presented in this paper builds upon precedent

work in two primary areas of investigation: digital materials

and task-specific fabrication robots.

Digital Material

The notion of digital material emerged along with “mechan-

ical computing, self-replicating machines and transition

from analog to digital communication systems” (Tibbits

2012). There are three components that define digital

material: finite set of parts, finite set of joints, and assembly

process that fully controls the placement of each compo-

nent (Popescu 2007). Current research in digital material

covers a variety of assembly logics, geometries, and joint

methods. Assembly logics can be categorized by design

approach: top-down or bottom-up design. Within the

top-down approach, the designer defines a target geometry

and populates it with digital material parts at the required

resolution (Leder et al. 2020). Within a bottom-up approach,

the designer defines the aggregation rules that define the

outcome (Werfel et al. 2014).

Geometry of parts defines the number and the orientation

of possible connecting units, thus establishing the design

morphospace for the local and the global assembly. The

part geometries can consist of homogeneous (Sanchez et

al. 2014; Leder et al. 2020; Retsin 2019) or heterogeneous

components (Retsin 2016). Variation of part geometries

within one system affords increased variability of assem-

blies and increases the complexity of the design and

assembly processes.

Geometry of digital materials can be further categorized as

periodic and aperiodic. Periodic geometry and its derived

assembly logic naturally fulfills the criteria for digital mate-

rial, as seen in various projects both in 2D and 3D (Sanchez

et al. 2014; Leder et al. 2020; Rossi and Tessmann 2017;

Wood et al. 2019; Jenett and Cheung 2017; Papadopoulou

et al. 2017). In this scenario, the ordered aggregation

comes with the ease of fabrication, while the assembly

logic and subsequent formal variety is constrained by the

periodic nature.

Meanwhile, projects that utilize non-packing geometry

focuses on combinatorial logic and functional variety

(Sanchez 2016; Retsin 2016; Retsin 2019; Leder et al. 2019).
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Here, intricate assembly logic guides the form generation

and entails custom assembly procedure.

Further categorization by joinery methods (Tibbits 2012;

Gershenfeld et al. 2015; Sanchez 2014), as well as fabrica-

tion material (Popescu 2006) such as 3D printed plastics

(Gershenfeld et al. 2015), solid casting (Leder et al. 2020),

lightweight forms (Willmann et al. 2012), timber (Leder et al.

2020), wound filament (Wood et al. 2019) and strategy are

possible; however, they currently remain outside the scope

of this paper.

Quasicrystal

The presented research focuses on a digital material

system based on icosahedral quasicrystal—a three

dimensional aperiodic crystalline structure that exhibits

ordered aggregation but is never repetitive. The geometry

set exhibits both ordered aggregation of periodic structure

and local variability of aperiodic structure. Its quasicrys-

talline system departs from conventional lattice structure

and suggests new modes of space configuration while

achieving perfect packing. Its unique structure has been

explored in art and science due to novel material property

and aesthetic qualities (Levine and Steinhardt 1984; Bursill

and Ju Lin 1985; Aranda\Lasch 2018).

Single-task Fabrication Robots

The field of robotic fabrication in architecture that initially

emerged through appropriation of industrial robotic

equipment is rapidly expanding through the introduction

of single-task robots. These fabrication machines are

generally designed and developed along with the design

and development of the material and fabrication system,

allowing to minimization of robotic hardware and control

complexity while fully leveraging the properties of the

fabrication material. Single-task fabrication robots have

been proposed for a variety of materials and fabrication

methods, including 3D printing (Jokic et al. 2014), filament

winding (Kayser et al. 2019), strut assembly (Leder et al.

2019; Melenbrink et al. 2017), as well as digital material

assembly (Wood et al. 2019; Jenett and Cheung 2017;

Gershenfeld et al. 2015; Werfel et al. 2014). Additionally,

some examples of machine-material systems where robotic

actuation is embedded in the material part itself have been

explored (Spyropoulos 2013); however, the cost efficiency

and maintenance requirements of such systems seem to

outweigh the benefits.

Examples of systems that combine single-task robotics and

designed digital materials clearly demonstrate the benefits

of the approach. The robotic system’s simplicity afforded

by its limited functionality makes it more accessible and

deployable in various non-lab scenarios. In turn, digital

material systems, unique in their reversibility and ability to

be configured, benefit from a single-task robotic assembly

approach that offers possibilities for temporal reconfigu-

ration of the assembly. Finally, the digital machine-material

system opens space for speculative discussion of the

co-design approaches (Knippers et al. 2021) and automated

futures of the architectural practice (Claypool 2019).

METHOD
The presented research demonstrates a digital

machine-material system that consists of designed digital

material parts and custom single-task robots capable of

assembly of structures based on designer defined target

geometry. The research spans five areas of investigation:

digital material geometry, aggregation logic, robotic hard-

ware design, assembly sequencing, and robotic control

and path planning. It is critical to highlight that while the

3
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following section describes each of the areas separately,

the development has been conducted in parallel following

a co-design strategy wherein emerging parameters of one

aspect inherently become input variables for others.

Geometry

Four types of golden zonohedra are employed in this

research based on Socolar-Steinhardt tiling (Socolar and

Steinhardt 1986). Golden zonohedra are further decom-

posed to one subunit pair: obtuse golden rhombohedron

and acute golden rhombohedron (Figures 3, 4).

Aggregation

The technique used in this research to achieve aperiodic

tiling follows Madison’s approach using inflation/deflation

and subsequent decoration (Madison 2015). This approach

allows us to only consider geometric aggregation without

relying on other methods such as higher-dimensions or

strip-projection of the Ammann grid which is beyond the

scope of this research (Socolar and Steinhardt 1986).

The method is based on quasicrystal’s fractal nature

and self-similarity: any arbitrary “finite quasicrystalline

fragment” (Madison 2015) can generate infinite icosahe-

dral tiling through subdivision. Here, the substitution rule

or decoration describes a specific organization of smaller

scale units that can pack 3D space face-to-face and without

gaps between the larger scale units (Figure 5). Using the

proportion between parent and child, a cube of golden ratio,

the inflation/deflation technique is an alternative of the

fractal method without infinitely getting smaller. Following

the proposed decoration procedure, the infinite aperiodic

aggregation was achieved.

Within the selected aggregation method, the development

of a joint system became crucial for the successful imple-

mentation of robotic assembly. As the system consists of

two types of parts (Figure 4), joints must be arranged such

that they match in any aggregation scenario (Figure 7).  

Moreover, the joints serve as connectors for the robotic

end effectors, and thus must meet the criteria of minimal

degrees of freedom of the robotic assembler. Passive

magnetic connectors were installed at the joint points to

ensure ease and self-alignment of the assembly process.

Robotic Hardware Design

The design criteria for the development of the assembly

robot were its ability to pick up, carry, locate, and attach

units within the digital material system. Additionally,

minimizing the number of actuators while maintaining the

outlined functionality was the main priority in the design

process. The geometry of the kinematic system of the

developed robotic assembler mirrors the geometry of the

material system: a two-link kinematic chain, wherein the

links match the distance from joint point to the edge of the

material surface (Figures 7, 8, 9).

Assembly Sequencing, Path Planning, and Control

The robotic assembly process consists of a sequence

of locomotion and placement routines, each in turn

composed of a sequence of motor actuation commands

(Figures 10, 11).

To calculate the global sequence of locomotion and place-

ment routines necessary to assemble a target geometry,

5

6

4 A) Acute golden rhombohedron, B) Rhombic dodecahedron,
C) Rhombic icosahedron, D) Rhombic triacontahedron, E) obtuse
golden rhombohedron and acute golden rhombohedron

5 First, the unit cell is inflated by the factor of the cube of golden
ratio; then, the cell is deflated into original size and decorated
to the special orientation

6 Quasicrystal counterpart of the Standford Bunny; any geometry
can be transposed to quasicrystal clusters in various resolution
using culling method

4
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10

11

7

98

10 A) Initial bend away from first attachment point; B) Rotate along the top
plane using second attachment point; C) Bend towards the third attach-
ment point; D) Next bend using the third attachment point; E) Rotate along
the right plane using third attachment point; F) Bend towards the next
attachment point

11 To add a new material unit to the assembly, the robotic system picks up
the material unit, navigates to the desired attachment location, and places
it in the assembly; at its current stage of development, the system relies
on the human operator to supply the material to the robotic system

12 Aggregation, assembly sequence calculation, and robotic control output
workflow diagram

13 Assembly sequence calculation of 20 units

7 The point at the intersection of two tangents from neighboring
edges was identified as a promising joint location providing
a stable two-point connection at each surface and allowing
for a 3-degree of freedom robotic assembler

8 The kinematic chain is equipped with a rotational end effector
and an electromagnetic gripper that allows to pick, carry, and
place material units within the assembly that is suitable in the
domain of small-scale prototype

9 Work envelope diagram

a custom computational tool was developed (Figure 12).

The tool consists of three operations: assembly sequence

calculation, simulation, and robotic command output. First,

the assembly sequence of unit placement is calculated

based on the user-defined target geometry of the overall

assembly (Figure 13). The core criteria for the assembly

sequence calculation were to avoid closed path loops which

result in singularities. The calculation was performed iter-

atively for each unit: first, one of the units at the periphery

of the assembly is selected as the starting point; then all

neighboring units are evaluated to determine which one

would require the least amount of robotic locomotion

steps to be reached. Once the second unit is identified, the

operation repeats for its neighbors to identify the third unit

in a sequence. Once the path is calculated, a list of motor

commands for robotic locomotion and placement routines

can be calculated. Robotic poses can then be simulated

digitally and confirmed by the user prior to being sent to

the robot control microcontroller. Once the sequence is

confirmed, the motor commands for each individual routine

are sent to the microcontroller line-by-line, requiring oper-

ator confirmation at each step.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed machine-material system was designed,

prototyped, and evaluated at the scale of a three-unit

12

13

assembly with one single-task robot. The physical robotic

system has successfully performed locomotion and place-

ment commands based on the control sequences generated

Discrete Quasicrystal Assembly Kang, Hoban, Yablonina
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by the design tool. Physical tests of robotic locomotion and

placement routines were performed in a semi-autonomous

mode with operator confirmation required at every routine

sequence (Figures 14, 15). Future development—in integra-

tion of real-time sensor feedback to close the gap between

the simulation and fabrication—is necessary to afford

a higher degree of autonomy of the fabrication process.

Further, cooperation between more than one machine

is required to further streamline the material feeding,

delivery and assembly sequence. Specifically, a material

feeding routine is the next logical step in the development of

this project.

Digital material system using icosahedral quasicrystal

geometry was explored in both digital and physical space

(Figure 16). The complexity of its geometrical construct

successfully harmonized with the parallel development

process. However, shortcomings include fabrication of

mathematically pure part geometries, weak structural

stability in vertical load cases due to angular connections,

and complexity in assembly procedure. Future development

calls for a new material using underlying mathematical

logic that can balance between ease of fabrication and its

unique characteristic.

The computational design and robot command generation

system was tested and evaluated with assemblies of up

to 20 units and was identified to be successful. Assembly

sequences generated by the computational design tool

were evaluated in simulation. While some sequences

appeared to be counterintuitive at the first glance, they

proved to be more efficient compared to human designed

options when evaluated according to robot operations per

unit criteria.

OUTLOOK
The presented research contributes to the discourse of

robotic fabrication with digital materials by suggesting a

co-designed machine-material system wherein robotic

hardware and material system match each other’s affor-

dances and counteract the limitations. This integrated

approach to geometry, material, robotic hardware, and

software design poses an alternative to the approach of

tool conversion from industry to architectural research

tasks. Although the presented robotic system is not

proposed to compete with a generic robotic arm or a 3D

printer, it does expand the possible design space in digital

fabrication, affording a process that would be hard if

not impossible to execute with conventional equipment.

Future development and integration of machine-mate-

rial and single-task robotic systems has the potential to

further expand the design space of digital fabrication in

architecture, especially regarding systems designed for

reconfiguration, adaptation, and reuse such as temporary

public structure.

Small single-task robotic system clearly has its draw-

backs: low payload, low reach, limited degrees of freedom.

However, when combined with the material system that is

explicitly designed to leverage the machine’s properties,

14 Physical test of the robotic system’s locomotion routine

15 Physical test of the robotic system’s assembly routine
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the limitations become beneficial to the overall system.

For instance, lightweight material in combination with a

low payload machine are a perfect match for a fabrication

process that can happen in situ, in parallel with human

activity in the space: something for which an industrial

machine would be completely unsuitable.
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ABSTRACT
Bi-stable auxetic structures, a novel class of architected material systems that can trans-

form bi-axially between two stable states, offer unique research interest for designing a 

deployable stable structural system. The switching behavior we discuss here relies on 

rotations around skewed hinges at vertex rotating connectors. Different arrangements of 

skewing hinges lead to different local curvatures.

This paper proposes a computational approach to design the self-interlocking pattern of a 

bi-stable auxetic system that can be switched between fl at and desired curved states. We 

build an algorithm which takes a target synclastic polyhedral surface as input to generate 

the geometrical pattern with skewing hinges. Finally, we materialized prototypes to validate 

our proposed structures and to exhibit potential applications. 

0
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INTRODUCTION
Deployable structures are widely applied across many 

different disciplines, such as antenna design or emergency 

shelter construction (Häuplik-Meusburger 2011; Shah et 

al. 2019). From the architectural perspective, increasing 

demand for geometrically complex architecture pushes 

innovations of efficient building formworks to save fabrica-

tion time, labor, and cost. Deployable structures, which can 

transform from a flat state to the desired target geometry, 

are plausible solutions and have thus received intensive 

research interest for many decades. 

Although many designs of deployable structures have 

focused on regular patterns and repetitive mechanical 

joints in the past, recent work has leveraged geometric 

knowledge and advanced manufacturing technology to 

produce more sophisticated systems to create free-form 

target geometry. By compositing material with different 

mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness, expansion ratio) or 

designing mechanical linkages, structural systems can 

transform from the original fabricated state to a target 

configuration state by simply applying an external trigger.

This investigation is inspired particularly by two earlier 

studies: Rafsanjani and Pasini (2016) presented a family 

of bi-stable auxetic mechanisms that have homogeneous 

expansion rates; Ou et al. (2018) identified how to design 

spatial transformation unit based on skewed rotational 

axes.

Contributions—We introduce a fully automated algorithm 

to generate parameterized bi-stable auxetic patterns for 

target synclastic geometry. We investigate a hinge-based 

deployable structure systems to achieve bi-stable shape 

reconfigurations from flat to curved state. We achieve 

the flat-to-curved transformation by skewing hinge direc-

tions (Figure 1). The resulting pattern in flat configuration 

includes cutting paths along 2D curves with various inclina-

tions. We further show the geometric constraints brought 

by the bi-stable and auxetic mechanisms, especially within 

the design of a vertex star, where one skewing hinge 

directly constrains the design of its neighborhood hinge 

along a corresponding edge. Our computational method 

is tested and validated through various input surfaces 

(Figure 2).

RELATED WORKS
We survey previous research projects featuring deployable 

systems in this section with a special focus on work exhib-

iting external hinge systems as well as the latest research 

progress on bi-stable auxetic systems.

Kinetic-based Reconfiguration

Researchers have focused on the kinetic behavior of 

mechanical systems. They applied linear and spherical 

hinge joints, which respectively allow 1 and 3 degrees 

of freedom (DoFs). Origami is perhaps the most famous 

reconfigurable system involving linear hinges (Tachi 2011). 

For the making of more free-form surfaces, cuts or slits 

can be introduced to the origami folding system. The result 

is called kirigami. Researchers have demonstrated its 

ability to make any free-form surfaces by programming 

the patterns properly (Liu et al. 2018, 2019; Jiang 2020). 

Rotational ball hinges can provide more DoFs in trans-

formation, making it easier to achieve target free-form 

geometry. For instance, Konakovi  et al. (2016) presented 

how to design a free-form surface using the triangular 

auxetic pattern from conformal mapping and geometry 

optimization.

Bi-stable Mechanism

Mechanical bi-stability is a system that is also termed as 

snap-through buckling (Vahidi and Huang 1969). The term 

reflects on the features of how the system is switched from 

one stable state to another. From an energy point of view, 

1 A 3D-printed prototype for proposed system which combines flat pattern 
from Rafsanjani and Pasini 2016 and spatial rotational axes from Ou et al. 
2018 

2 Three different input target geometry surfaces and their generated 
bi-stable auxetic patterns

1 2
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as illustrated in Figure 4 with the basic bi-stable unit, the 

stable states correspond to the local minimum points of the 

system’s energy-displacement graph. When an external 

force applies to the system, two members begin to deflect. 

Until the external load passes the critical point, the unit will 

suddenly deviate from critical state to the alternative state. 

After the force is removed, elasticity will bring material 

back to its rest length, resulting in mirrored geometry to 

its starting state. To make full use of this geometry feature, 

the hinges should ideally store no energy in the rest state. 

In this paper, all the hinges are assumed to behave ideally, 

in order to design bi-stable mechanisms with geometric 

principals.

Bi-stable Auxetic System

Recent research has considered auxetic behavior in the 

bi-stable system, resulting in useful functions to explore 

a wider range of reconfiguration system. Rafsanjani and 

Pasini (2016) have shown a surface with periodic bi-stable 

units that can also be auxetic with a Poisson’s ratio of 1. 

Chen et al. (2021) used parametric cells with different 

expansion ratios to achieve the curved bi-stable auxetic 

surface at a fixed boundary. The primary difference in our 

research is that all the panels can spring back to their orig-

inal shapes without significant residual strain. We put our 

primary focus on the geometry of the start and end config-

urations. Our work guides the deployed state towards a 

designed shape by adequately arranging the rotation axes. 

We see our work as a novel demonstration of an inverse 

algorithm for designing the bi-stable deployable surface 

system.

METHOD OVERVIEW
This section introduces the fundamental approach and 

basic design workflow of our deployable system. The whole 

transformation process can be divided into two hierar-

chical perspectives: 1) in local reference frames, where two 

adjacent panels rotate against their corresponding virtual 

axis to achieve a target dihedral angle; 2) in the world 

reference frame, where a network created by connecting 

all the virtual axes goes through an isometric transfor-

mation, such as with a mirror relationship to the original 

stable stage. Combining the two transformations together 

will deliver a collection of flat faces to a curved configura-

tion. Reversely, an inverse transformation dispatch faces 

from a curved mesh to discrete pieces in a plane.

The critical principle of deployment in our approach is to 

program dihedral angles between adjacent panels through 

out-of-plane rotations from rotating connectors around 

each vertex. After we generate the layout of different faces 

in the plane, we can program the hinge locations and 

directions at each rotator according to the corresponding 

dihedral angle and the positional constraints from neigh-

boring rotators. This algorithm will be further explained in 

the Co utational or o  section. 

Figure 3 illustrates the general workflow of our inverse 

design method. In the first step, the facets of the polyhedral 

mesh are distributed onto a plane. Each face can rotate 

around an axis in a network which lies outside the plane. 

In a mesh where Gaussian curvature at each vertex is 

positive, the network exists and is called a ‘neutral surface’ 

3 General workflow of designing 
bi-stable auxetic patterns: We 
first take a polyhedral surface 
with synclastic curvature as 
input, then compute the virtual 
axes network that each face 
will rotate against. The rotary 
network satisfies the condition 
of ‘neutral surface’ to the input 
geometry so that rotation at 
each edge will have bi-stable 
properties. Subsequently, we 
compute skewing hinges at 
each rotary vertex to generate 
resulting patterns. Finally, the 
geometry with such patterns will 
push back to curved state given 
external forces.

3
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(Chiang 2019). In the second step, we map the hinge loca-

tions and directions based on the layout faces in a plane. 

A group of hinges around one vertex forms a rotating 

connector. If the vertex has positive Gaussian curvature, 

the rotating connector is a truncated pyramid; if it has 

negative Gaussian curvature, the rotating connector is 

a truncated tetrahedron. We calculate the shape of the 

rotating connector on each vertex and propagate the result 

from a central vertex to everywhere in the map. These 

rotating connectors naturally define the shape of panels, 

by defining either full hexagonal gaps or seams or half 

hexagonal seams (Figure 5). In the final step, an external 

pulling or pushing force actuates all the panels to rotate 

around their rotating connectors towards their second 

stable stage.

GEOMETRIC DEMONSTRATION
Kinetics of Bi-stable Auxetic Pattern

We analyze the geometry and kinetics behavior in auxetic 

bi-stable tiling first proposed in Rafsanjani and Pasini 

(2016) in Figure 6. The auxetic deformation behavior 

emerges due to the rotation of the colored squares; thus, 

we call them ‘rotating connectors’, and we call the rest of 

the components ‘panels’. The proposed patterns create a 

hexagonal void for each edge. Two ends of the hexagonal 

void are two “anchor  points that define the mirror axis of 

the void. This mirrored relationship echoes the nature of 

bi-stability from a geometric perspective in our previous 

section.

In planar transformation, like the cases in Rafasanjani and 

Pasini (2016), all the rotation axes are along the normals of 

the planes. Jifei et al. (2018) propose that skewing the rota-

tion axis in space produces out-of-plane rotation. Inspired 

by this, we replaced the homogeneously repeated pattern 

and the perpendicular cuts with a heterogeneously graded 

pattern and tilted cuts for flat to curved reconfiguration. By 

this method, two adjacent panels will form a dihedral angle 

when the void opens or closes, corresponding to the expan-

sion or contraction stage in the auxetic transformation. The 

following sections will discuss the geometric behavior of 

this mechanism.

Edge Transformation: Hexagonal Void with Virtual Hinge

We refer to the research by Chiang et al. (2018), which 

achieved a target dihedral angle by a bi-stable mech-

anism system through a configuration of skewed 

hinges. The author demonstrated important properties 

of spatial bi-stable transformation within a unit of two 

adjacent panels: the generalization of the prismatic 

voids in Rafsanjani and Pasini (2016) into non-prismatc 

voids. The generalized voids still have heptagonal basis 

and are symmetric, but are capable of delivering spatial 

(i.e. non-translational) transformations (Figure 7). The 

connecting panels have different rotating arms at the top 

and bottom surfaces, leading to different displacements 

at the two surfaces. The length of the rotating arms is 

proportional to the distances from the rotation axis, so is 

the displacement.

4

4 The reconfiguration process of the idealized bi-stable mechanisms and 
their load-displacement response from Chiang (Chiang 2019)

5 By defining hexagonal gaps (bottom part), or half hexagonal seams 
(top part), the bi-stable auxetic pattern can be actuated through 
expansion or compression

6 Bi-stable unit in plane contains a set of 'rotating connectors' (green) and a 
set of 'panels' (yellow), initially studied by Rafsanjani and Pasini (2016) 

Patterns for expansion
Rotating connectors

Patterns for compression
‘Neutral surface’

5

6
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To inversely design the hinges of two given adjacent panels 

(i.e., the dihedral angle is given), we might need to encounter 

the displacement by extending, trimming, or offsetting 

the face of some panels. If the two faces stay at the orig-

inal design position, the virtual hinge lies precisely on the 

bisecting plane of this dihedral angle to make sure that the 

flattened result will stay in the same plane. When one of the 

faces is offset along the normal, the virtual hinge no longer 

lies in the bisecting plane of two faces.

Vertex Transformation: Frustum Connector

When we reassemble the hexagonal voids along each edge, 

there are rotating connectors along vertices. In the case 

by Rafsanjani and Pasini (2016), all the rotating connec-

tors were right prisms since all the hinges are parallel and 

orthogonal to the plane. In the case of Figure 7, a virtual 

hinge exists in each hexagonal voids between two faces. 

Therefore, the connectors are frustums (i.e., truncated 

pyramids), and the local convexity defines their shapes. 

Figures 8 and 9 exhibit different types of rotating connec-

tors at the vertices. Each pair of hinges in the connector 

will intersect at a point either above or below the frustum, 

depending on the dihedral angle that its corresponding 

hexagonal void maps to. When the discrete Gaussian curva-

ture at one vertex is positive, its connector is a frustum, as 

all hinges around meet at an apex. The scenario is more 

complex when the dihedral angle around one vertex has 

different signs, leading to negative Gaussian curvature. In 

the case that the vertex is at a valence of 4, its connector is 

a truncated tetrahedron.

Constraints in a Vertex Star: Simultaneous Rotations

 The designers must consider the constraints between 

interrelated hexagonal voids and the connector to arrange 

the hexagonal voids around a vertex. Each hinge affiliates 

to two successive hexagonal voids from the relationship in 

two configurations. Consider the design of a vertex star in 

Figure 10. Observing the angles around one hinge point in 

open and closed states gives us two equations: 

                      n n n n-1            (1)

                   n n (2)

where  is the interior angle of the rotating connector,  is 

the angle of the panel attaching to the connector, while 

and  are the obtuse and acute angle of the hexagonal void, 

respectively. Subtract equation (2) from equation (1), we 

deduct the following equation which describes the angle 

agreement between the two successive voids:

                         n n (3)

Equation (3) connects the degrees of freedom around a 

vertex. It means the geometry of a hinge is affected by the 

adjacent ones. In the meantime, the coplanar condition 

and dihedral angle correspondence given by the Edge 

Transformation subsection also limit the position of the 

hinge by the adjacent hinge in its neighborhood vertex.

To make our system more manageable, we introduce the 

method of unrolling a conical mesh (Liu et. al. 2006; Chiang 

et. al. 2018) as a guide for those rotating polygons. The 

conical mesh has nice properties as each vertex has a 

7 Edge transformation is illustrated as closing the gap of a hexagonal void; 
the closing/ opening reconfiguration is equivalent to rotate against a 
virtual hinge

8 Vertex transformation is illustrated as rotating around a polyhedron 
connector: (left/right) open(flat)/closed(curved) stage with a connector 
at an anticlastic vertex

9 (Left/right) Open(curved) /closed(flat) stage with a connector 
at a synclastic vertex

7

8

9
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normal axis intersected by all the bisector planes of the 

dihedral angles between surrounding facets, which can 

be taken as an offset direction for generating our virtual 

hinges. We will set up the computational workflow based on 

the conical surface input.

COMPUTATIONAL WORKFLOW
The previous section analyzed the mechanism and 

geometric features of bi-stable auxetic reconfigura-

tion. Here, we discuss how to automate the design of 

each hexagonal void and rotating connector. This paper 

focuses solely on the situation where each virtual rotation 

axis stays on the same side of the input polyhedral mesh 

(i.e., synclastic surface). Under such circumstances, the 

Gaussian curvature is positive, and all hinges around a 

rotating connector meet at a common point, forming a 

pyramidal frustum (see Geometric Demonstration section). 

Therefore, all the virtual axes can form a network with a 

shared point to each vertex, making it easier to compute 

their positions from the target surface mesh. Figure 11 

demonstrates the basic computational workflow for our 

algorithm which we will explain in detail through the 

following three parts (Algorithm A in the Appendix).

Computation of Virtual Rotation Axes

The aim of the first part of our algorithm is to compute the 

location of all the virtual rotation axes during the reconfig-

uration. To ensure all the polygons stay in the same plane 

after unrolling, the network of virtual axes must follow 

the edge directions in the ‘neutral surface’ to the original 

conical mesh, as demonstrated by Chiang (2019). All the 

normal vectors of the mesh face on the ‘neutral surface’ 

have half as many polar angles as their corresponding 

faces in a polar coordinate system whose z-axis points 

towards the common plane after face unrolling. Here we 

provide an algorithm to compute the neutral surface, which 

expands and augments the original research (Algorithms B 

and C in the Appendix).

After computing the neutral surface, we can mirror 

it against the plane defined by the z-axis of the polar 

coordinate system to get its reference position after recon-

figuration. Since the relative positional relationship stays 

unchanged in the reconfiguration, we can then unroll each 

polygon from the target surface to separate planar posi-

tions by orienting through its virtual rotational axes.

Computation of Skewed Hinges 

The second part of our algorithm is to locate the hinges 

in the rotating connectors. The hinges will transform the 

unrolled panels that are computed in the first phase. The 

hexagonal voids created by those rotators bring all scat-

tered panels in the flat configuration back to the initial 

curved configuration.

Figure 13 shows how we locate the aligned hinge positions 

at a vertex through an internal loop. The loop cycles depend 

on the vertex valence. Each hinge should also pass through 

the merged point on the neutral plane. All the hinges 

should also be limited in the bisector plane to the reference 

rotation angles centered at the merging point to glue each 

unrolled vertex together. Recall the angle constraints in 

Equation (3). Since n is equivalent to the dihedral angle 

of the associated edge at curved stage due to the desired 

edge transformation, we can get  for each hexagonal 

void. With each hinge fixed to the bisector plane, once we 

know the location of one hinge, we can compute the adja-

cent hinge by finding a direction from its constrained plane 

so that this hinge connects the calculated hinge and its 

associated edge at the ‘neutral surface’ to a dihedral angle 

n. Algorithm D in the appendix shows how we compute it 

through linear algebra. As we loop through to the last hinge, 

the same operation should bring that hinge to the exact 

position at the starting point.

However, this looping algorithm may need different input 

variables to execute, subject to the DoFs limited by the 

vertex’s neighborhood condition. The initial input without 

external constraints has three DoFs: two for pivot vector 

direction and one for angular coordinates at the bisector 

plane. Each time we fix a vertex’s rotation connector, 

we eliminate one DoF of its neighborhood. Figure 14 

explains the different cases of this input with DoFs at 3,2,1, 

respectively. 

10 Internal angle constraints for hinge positions within a vertex star
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To assume a vertex will never have a zero-input variable, 

we apply a spanning tree to consecutively fix the hinge 

positions at each vertex across the mesh. The propaga-

tion follows a very straightforward approach by placing 

neighborhood vertices in the candidate bag and removing 

executed vertex from the pool (Algorithm E in the Appendix). 

It is noticed that the boundary vertices come at the very last 

step of this enumeration because they have fewer limits to 

constrain the hinge directions.

Computation of Final Configuration States

The final part of our algorithm is to form the patterned 

panels by connecting the designed hinges. We can design 

two patterns from the same set of skewed hinges based 

on whether the flat stage is open or closed, as shown in 

Figure 15. If we want to actuate the system by compressed 

stress, the flat pattern should be open with hexagonal voids. 

Here we can mirror each edge of the rotating connectors 

to evaluate the resting positions for those hinges after 

the bi-stable transformation phase and connect adjacent 

hinges and resting positions along corresponding edges 

to form those hexagonal voids and thus all the panel 

geometries. In the other situation where an open curved 

configuration is desired, we connect the hinge positions 

in an orthogonal way and leave no gap in the flat pattern. 

After we get those panels, we use the transformation 

introduced in Geometric Demonstration section to move the 

patterns from the plane to the curved configuration.

This section presents the computational methods to design 

bi-stable auxetic patterns for a target synclastic polyhedral 

surface. We provide a pivotal diagram showing the relation-

ship between the reference polyhedral geometry, virtual 

axes, and our designed results (Figure 12).

RESULTS
Evaluation and Optimization

The proposed workflow has been tested on several archi-

tectural surfaces as shown in Figure 2. Important criteria 

to evaluate the performance of our workflow are the offset 

distance at each panel edge from its original edge and the 

acute angle at each hexagonal void. Those two values are 

subject to the influence of both intrinsic geometric proper-

ties and the input variables in our algorithm. We introduce 

a non-linear optimization strategy, namely through the 

guided projection method (Tang 2014) to adjust those vari-

ables to better design the patterns.

11 12
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11 Computational workflow of 
bi-stable auxetic design

12 Correspondence between target 
and reference geometry and the 
bi-stable auxetic patterns

13 Looping algorithm to align 
hinge positions inside a rotating 
connector. (Left to right) (1) 
Determine isosceles triangles by 
pivot direction; (2) draw bisector 
planes of the tip angle, deter-
mine direction of the starting 
hinge; (3) get next hinge direction 
according to the constraint; and  
(4) loop (n-1) times (n = vertex 
valence) to get all the hinge 
positions

14 Different DoFs in a rotating 
connector design

14

Fabrication Results

We used CNC milling to materialize the pattern generated 

by our algorithm. We paid careful attention to the drilling 

width as a design factor. The diameter of the drill bit leads 

to round corners for acute angles of those hexagons, 

resulting in unwanted gaps between voids. Hence, we offset 

the edges so that the drill can create usable living hinges 

(Figure 16). Parameters are scripted and tested before 

finding the proper hinge width values at 0.3mm and offset 

distance at 1.0 mm to fabricate 1/8in-thick polypropylene 

sheet. The final prototype model fabricated by a 6-axis CNC 

machine is shown in Figure 17.

DISCUSSION
Structural Behavior

During the process of reconfiguration, all the hinges will 

endure high centralized stress and strain. However when 

the second stable state is reached, all the panels spring 

back to their resting length. Particularly, when the curved 

state is in contraction (Figure 15a), beams of each panel 

will touch on their neighborhood due to the well-designed 

mirrored features in our algorithm. Therefore, all of its 

self-weight can pass through those contact surfaces, If the 

target geometry is a compression-only shell, this system is 

capable of large gravitational loads, such as freshly poured 

concrete. This feature makes our system viable to serve 

as potential flexible, lightweight,economical and deployable 

formworks.

Architectural Speculation

Our proposed system can be applied in various architec-

tural conditions. Importantly, it can serve as a deployable 

13

formwork, as it fits the structural behavior we just 

discussed. This type of system has been of recent interest 

in research, including knit-cable systems (Popescu et 

al. 2018) and inflatable systems (Panetta et al. 2021). 

Compared to the knit-cable and fabric techniques, 

which can only serve for minimal surfaces, our system 

provides solutions for compressive structures with posi-

tive-Gaussian curvature. Uniquely to those approaches, 

our system provides a network of repetitive geometric 

motifs. The interlocking pattern functions mechanically as 

a deployable system and provides its unique aesthetic qual-

ities. Figure 18 shows the workflow of building a concrete 

shell structure through our formwork system. The volumes 

with gaps can be prefabricated in the factory as an injec-

tion mold, into which an elastic material like silicon rubber 

can be poured to fabricate the large-scale molding cast. 

On the construction site, a wheel-track system can provide 

actuation. The mold in flattened configuration becomes a 

curved vault after its anchor points are dragged inward. 

Mortar and structural concrete are then poured on the top 

of it, leaving the Guastavino-like interlocking texture in the 

bottom. This elastic formwork can be removed after giving 

cuts alongside the four mirror axes and flattened individu-

ally. Thus, the molding can be recycled for reproduction.

Another interesting application is to build more efficient 

responsive screens. Our adaptive system allows for the 

production of unit components that can be switched from 

flat to various curved shapes. More importantly, with the 

bi-stable mechanism in our system, energy is only needed 

during the transformation phrases. This is a significant 

advantage over the lengthy actuation process for most 
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patterns with other passive elements. This could help 

increase the scaling ranges and application possibilities.

CONCLUSION
We introduce geometric properties and a method for the 

design of bi-stable auxetic patterns. Such patterns are 

formed by linear hinges allowing out-of-plane rotation 

and thus enable the system to be actuated into shape with 

desired dihedral angles at each edge. Thanks to a proper 

propagation approach, we can generate the patterns 

and overcome the complex geometric condition around 

each vertex star. We then provide a tool for designing 

free-form synclastic geometry and use prototypes to 

showcase different fabrication and material. Our proposed 

system has potential to be widely used for architectural 

applications as a novel strategy for bi-stable deployable 

structures.

existing kinetic façade or rooftop systems. For more 

general purposes, our system also serve as an alternative 

option for emergency or disaster relief shelters and as 

demonstrators in pavilion design (Figure 19).

Limitations and Future Work

Our research work gives primary focus on to geometrical 

features at start and end states, assumes all the hinges 

rotate freely during the reconfiguration process. The 

system needs extra design on hinges to resolve the stress 

concentration for large-scale applications. In the future, it 

may be helpful to add simulation and FEA analysis focusing 

on the hinge detailing, dynamic effects during the transfor-

mation, and structural performance in the deployed stated.

Although we demonstrated that the vertex transformation 

can cover both positive and negative Gaussian curvature, 

the nature of a ‘neutral surface’ limits our reference virtual 

hinges to the one side of our target geometry. Thus, our 

algorithm can only apply to synclastic geometry, It would 

be useful to generalize the condition of ‘neutral surface’ 

to a broader context as a network of curves with special 

curvature relationships to the target mesh so that we can 

automate the bi-stable auxetic patterns for all free-from 

geometries.

Currently all the edges in our pattern are bi-stable. This 

means a significant amount of external forces are needed 

to actuate the whole system, which may be inappropriate 

especially when we scale it up to an architectural context. 

For that application, we could instead mix bi-stable edge 
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APPENDIX

Algorithm A : The main bi-stable auxetic pattern algorithm.

INPUT: conical mesh K(V.E.F) h  X C|V|

ψ

S

S’

1: procedure BISTABLE_AUXETIC_PATTERN(K,h,X,ψ)

α

Kn

Kn' n)

M n n')

ω, s n')

T n')

h, p n'

S, S'

return S,S'

11: end procedure

Algorithm B : Computes the virtual rotating axes as a neutral mesh.

INPUT: conical mesh K(V.E.F), h

OUTPUT: new mesh Kn

1:  procedure K,h)

G K)

Vn

f

v

for i G do

if i do

f f, v, h)

add f to Vn

else

for j G[i do

f G[i][j]

for each vx f

v vx if Vn vx

break

f f, v, 0)

add f to Vn

end for

end if

end for

Kn K,Vn)

return Kn

23:  end procedure

Algorithm C : Computes vertex positions on a face of the neutral surface

INPUT: a mesh face f v f h

f

1: procedure f, v, h)

Vi f)

θ Vi .X 2 + Vi .Y 2), Vi .Z)

θ θ / 2

ω Vi .Y, Vi .X)

N θcosω, sinθsinω, cosθ)

fi fv + h v)

for each ij f do

dij ij v)) × N

dh dh)

k ij) · dh

fj fi + k * dh

end for

return fijkl

15: end procedure

Algorithm D: Computes all hinge directions at a vertex based on the starting 

direction.

vi t

h_v θ c p, 

n d

h

1: procedure vi , t,  h_v , θ, c, n, d, p)

h

v vi

add d to h

sort v starting by h_v(n if

delete v[0] from v

for each vn v do

z v'n  – v'i
y z × d , y y)

x y × z , x x)

ω π θn+1/2 

a ω y + cosω x

bisector ci
n  – v'i p

new_dir bisector × a
d new_dir

add d to h

end for

return h

19: end procedure

Algorithm E : Computes the traversal tree of a mesh given any starting vertex.

K(V,E,F)

T(V/E/F)

procedure K): 
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Al Janah Pavilion Jason Carlo
American University 
of Sharjah

ABSTRACT
This pavilion project was built as an outcome of an undergraduate design studio and design 

practicum at the American University of Sharjah in the UAE. The research methodology for 

the studio included case studies of various traditional building types to understand how 

traditional architecture in the MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region has been intelli-

gently shaped by desert climate and Islamic culture over hundreds of years. Understanding 

and analysis of the precedent projects helped students to formulate climatic, structural, 

and material strategies for their design endeavors. Of the thirteen conceptual building 

envelopes developed by thirteen students in the design studio, the Al Janah scheme was 

chosen for development and construction. 

The pavilion is inspired by one of the most unique elements in Islamic architecture, muqa-

rnas. Traditionally, muqarnas are featured on the underside of domes and vaults to create 

a three-dimensional, decorative transition between the ceiling and the supporting walls. 

Muqarnas are geometrically abstracted in this project by creating an open framework that 

uses only surface edges, composed of arching line segments, to reinterpret the tradi-

tional ceiling form as a structural frame. A parametric model was built enabling student 

designers to adjust and visualize a number of design constraints. The project uses design 

computation to bring cultural signifi cance and structural performance of architectural 

forms and precedent outside the typical canon of contemporary architecture in the West. 

PR D CTI N N TES

Client: ARADA

Status: Built

Site Area: 30,000 sq. ft.

Location: Sharjah, UAE

Date: 2019-21

1 Al Janah Pavilion
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The research and design explorations for this built project 

were part of an undergraduate architectural design studio 

for a site located in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The 

research methodology for the studio included case studies 

of various traditional building types to understand how 

traditional architecture in the region has been intelli-

gently shaped by desert climate and Islamic culture over 

hundreds of years. Within the context of the Gulf region, 

where contemporary building facades are often deco-

rated with geometric surface patterns meant to suggest a 

connection with Islamic architecture or Arabic culture, the 

studio aimed to create prototypes for a better performing 

building envelope, and an architecture with significance 

that is more than skin deep. In line with the conference 

theme, “Realignment,” the project uses computation to 

bring cultural significance and structural performance 

of architectural forms and precedent outside the typical 

canon of contemporary architecture in the West. How might 

the pedagogy of a computational design/build course 

be “realigned” for greater cultural inclusivity through the 

choice of more regionally appropriate project precedents?

Building types selected for investigation in the course 

included Bedouin tents, Musgam huts, pigeon towers, as 

well as wind towers from across the Middle East region. 

The projects were chosen to introduce a broad set of issues 

related to thick, performative roof systems and building 

envelopes. Understanding and analysis of the precedent 

projects helped students to formulate climatic, structural 

and material strategies for their design endeavors. Of the 

thirteen conceptual building envelopes developed by thir-

teen students in the design studio, the Al Janah (meaning 

‘wing’ in Arabic) scheme was chosen for development and 

construction.

The Al Janah Pavilion is inspired by one of the most unique 

elements in Islamic architecture, muqarnas. The design 

of this contemporary interpretation combines traditional, 

Islamic geometries with advanced 3D modeling tech-

niques to create a complex, self-structural shading canopy. 

2 Triangular canvas panels clip into the structural steel space frame to create a shaded public space
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4 Pavilion shadow patterns at mid-day

3 Arches and columns were adjusted parametrically to conform to footpaths on site

5 Digital shadow studies
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7 Digital models show how key points can be adjusted parametrically

Traditionally, muqarnas are featured on the underside of 

domes and vaults to create a three-dimensional, decorative 

transition between the ceiling and the supporting walls. In 

traditional use, they transmit “an optical effect of orthogo-

nality, layering, granularity and rotundity” (Moussavi 2014, 

333). Muqarnas are geometrically abstracted in this project 

by creating an open framework that uses only surface 

edges, composed of arching line segments, to reinterpret 

the traditional ceiling form as a structural frame.

A parametric model was built using Rhinoceros 3D (McNeel 

2010) and Grasshopper (Rutten 2014) modeling platforms 

that enabled student designers to adjust and visualize a 

number of design constraints. The model enabled students 

to locate eight important three-dimensional points within 

the structure to set a base geometry; four footprint loca-

tions and four cantilevered endpoints. Those eight points, 

generally determined by the context of pathways on the 

site, could be adjusted in three dimensions to increase 

or reduce structural spans and cantilevered lengths of 

rooftop. Adjustable parameters within the Grasshopper 

script included vertical height and vertical offset distance 

between the two surfaces of the space frame, grid density, 

structural member profile (depth, width, and thickness), as 

well as the curvature of the individual arches that repre-

sent the muqarnas.

In comparison with the advanced, parametric modeling 

tools used in the project design, more analog struc-

tural design methodologies and fabrication technologies 

were employed in the project analysis and construction. 

Structural steel members were fabricated by analog 

cutting and rolling processes and members were assem-

bled and welded manually. Despite some difficulties during 

the fabrication process brought about by the realities of 

analog construction of a very precise, digitally-designed 

form, the parametric model was an invaluable tool for 

student designers to negotiate project form and nodal 

geometry at the complex joints with project engineers and 

fabricators. Digital design and computational analysis offer 

new possibilities for the contemporary reinterpretation 

of traditional Islamic building forms into parametrically 

adjusted, self-structural, site specific architecture.

6 Al Janah’s steel structure
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8 Pavilion Elevations
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11 Al Jadah Pavilion from above

Jason Carlow is Associate Professor at the American University 

of Sharjah where he teaches architecture and interior design. His 

recent work is focused on using digital design and fabrication as a 

lens to investigate building typologies, building component systems 

and compact interior spaces related to dense, urban environments.  
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Cocoon  D Printed Clay 
For or  for Concrete Casting

1 The resultant cast of 3D-printed 
clay formwork: the horizontal 
seams register the pour height 
from the incremental process; 
the vertical seams display 
the location of ‘Void’ and ‘Rib’ 
support structure

Mac enzie Bruce
University of Michigan 

Ga rielle Clune  
University of Michigan
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University of Michigan

Sal a Mozaffari
ETH Zurich

Arash Adel
University of Michigan 

1

ABSTRACT
Concrete, a material widely used in the construction industry today for its low cost 

and considerable strength as a composite building material, allows designers to work 

with nearly any form imaginable if the technology to build the formwork is possible. By 

combining two historic and widely used materials, clay and concrete, our proposed novel 

process, Cocoon integrates robotic clay three-dimensional (3D) printing as the primary 

formwork and incrementally casting concrete into this formwork to fabricate nonstandard 

concrete elements. The incremental casting and printing process anchors the concrete 

and clay together, creating a symbiotic and harmonious relationship. The concrete’s fl uidity 

takes shape from the 3D printed clay formwork, allowing the clay to gain structure from 

the concrete as it cures. As the clay loses moisture, the formwork begins to shrink, crack, 

and reveal the concrete below. This self-demolding process produces easily removable 

formwork that can then be recycled by adding water to rehydrate the clay creating a nearly 

zero-waste formwork. This technique outlines multiple novel design features for complex 

concrete structures, including extended height limit, integrated void space design, toler-

able overhang, and practical solutions for clay deformation caused by the physical stress 

during the casting process. The novelty of the process created by 3D printing clay form-

work using an industrial robotic arm allows for rapid and scalable production of nearly 

zero-waste customizable formwork. More signifi cant  research implications can impact 

the construction industry, integrating more sustainable ways to build, enabled by digital 

fabrication technologies.

* Authors contributed equally to the research. 
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INTRODUCTION
Cocoon focuses on the creation of concrete elements using 

3D printed clay formwork [Figure 1]. Typically, formwork 

involved in creating complex geometry requires extensive 

machinin  time and post finishin  a material  and la or in-

tensive process (Kudless et al. 2020). Recent research 

advancements in concrete fabrication have incorporated 

3D printing technologies to create parametrically designed 

concrete columns with little formwork. Materials seen as 

suitable for 3D printing shelled formwork include Polylactic 

Acid (PLA), Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA), wax, and clay (Burger et 

al. 2020). This research seeks to advance manufacturing 

processes of 3D printed formwork by incorporating clay 

as a viable material for fabrication. The process allows for 

creating complex geometries that are challenging, if not 

impossible, with other methods [Figure 2]. Demolding these 

complex geometries requires little labor, and the demolded 

formwork can be easily recycled, strengthening its viability 

as a sustainable construction process. 

Reinforced concrete is a fundamental building material 

that has dominated the construction industry, making it the 

second most consumed material on earth, contributing to 

8% of global human-made carbon emissions (Lehne and 

Preston 2018). Concrete’s ability to take on any form imag-

inable pushes innovation of the formwork. The formwork 

used to create complex geometries is incredibly wasteful 

(Kudless et al. 2020). Methods for producing these complex 

shapes use technologies, such as hotwire cutting Expanded 

Polystyrene (EPS) foam, which are toxic and wasteful in 

their creation (Zhang et al. 2012). While these environ-

mental effects are widely known, reducing its use proves 

difficult  

Today, designers have challenged this notion of what is 

possible in concrete fabrication with digital technologies, 

allowing the creation of formwork for complex geometries. 

Common approaches to this issue of freedom of shape 

resort to subtractive methods like Computer Numerical 

Control (CNC) milling (Gardiner 2017). These methods 

are both time-intensive and materially wasteful. Additive 

manufacturing allows for increased freedom of form while 

reducing material waste in the formwork manufacturing 

process  pecificall  the development of  printin  

technologies allowed the creation of forms in a nearly zero-

waste process. Large-scale Fused Deposition Modeling 

(FDM) printing technology is continuously advancing, 

creating a process that can be applied to architecture 

by integrating industrial robotic arms (Hack and Lauer 

2014). The progression of 3D printing technologies gives 

freedom of form to designers not previously executable at 

this printing scale. Not only is it thought of as a process for 

2 The resultant casts of 3D printed clay formwork, stacked, create 
a geometrically complex concrete column 2m in height

printing building-scale components, but as the formwork 

for casting these components with traditional cementitious 

building materials such as concrete (Burger et al. 2020). 

Combining a high-tech process of 3D printing and low-tech 

materials such as clay and concrete would potentially 

enable pragmatic innovation within the construction 

industry to emerge. 

his research see s to explore the h pothesi ed enefits of 

using clay as formwork. We see clay to have several poten-

tial advantages, most notably its sustainable nature. Clay 

is a low-tech and natural material, with its use dating back 

to prehistoric times, making it one of the oldest building 
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materials on earth (Gillott 1962). It is commonly understood 

that clay gains its plasticity when wet and becomes hard 

and brittle when dry. Due to the shrinkage of the clay as 

it dries, can the clay begin to self-demold, creating a fast 

and easy demolding process (Figure 3)? Can the clay then 

be recycled by adding water to rehydrate and create a 

zero-waste process? The plasticity of the clay allows it to 

be extruded for 3D printing of the material in a continuous 

bead, similar to the traditional process of clay coil pots 

(Gürsoy 2018). If the clay is easily removable once dried, 

branching or merging structures could be created using 

the 3D printing process while maintaining a continuous 

print bead. To mitigate deformation while casting nonlinear 

geometries, which increases the irregular hydrostatic 

pressure, additional support must be generated. Can this 

process address the building scale and accommodate for 

geometries not previously feasible to be printed with clay 

due to geometry limitations such as overhangs and scale?

STATE OF THE ART
Extensive research has been conducted on the topics of 

concrete, clay, and 3D printing. This section overviews 

the most relevant research, examining the potential of 

such processes related to the previously stated research 

questions.       

“Concrete Choreography” (Anton et al. 2020) has explored 

concrete 3D printing, which utilizes a large bead, reducing 

the time required to erect the structure. The research 

involves the development of a fast-settling concrete mix 

that ena les the prints to achieve si nificant element 

heights. While aesthetics are explored through the articu-

lation of surface and form, the process integrates internal 

functional features such as space for reinforcement, align-

ment details, lighting channels, and rainwater drainage. 

Compared to using subtractive manufacturing, which 

cannot integrate the interior functionalities, concrete 3D 

printin  is a nearl  ero waste process and efficient in time 

from design to completion. Concrete printing allows for 

geometric freedom without the formwork but comes with 

issues such as structural layer adhesion (Zareiyan and 

Khoshnevis 2017). The extrusion process requires aggre-

gates for the mix, which is more carbon-intensive when 

compared to coarse aggregates of concrete used in tradi-

tional cast construction (Xiao et al. 2018). The forms are 

limited in their overhang geometry as the process does not 

allow for structural support of the concrete while printing, 

which traditional FDM polymer printing can accommodate 

(Burger et al. 2020). 

Alternative 3D printing techniques have been explored to 

create complex geometries with concrete while reducing 

formwork waste. As polymer 3D printing advances to 

larger scales, it becomes a viable method for 3D printing 

formwork for concrete casting. Eggshell, a novel process, 

explores the challenges of 3D printing thin shell formworks 

(Burger et al. 2020). Because of the thinness of the form-

work, demolding can be done with a heat gun, peeling away 

the plastic as it melts. While the process creates minimal 

waste, the plastic may not be suitable for reuse or recy-

cling due to contamination from the concrete particles. If 

the plastic can be recycled, a labor-intensive process to 

remove concrete particles that remain on plastic formwork 

might be necessary. While polymer FDM printing begins to 

tac le issues of formwor  waste and efficienc  of complex 

forms, we ask: can clay 3D printing create a process that 

is easy to demold due to the fragility and shrinkage of the 

dried clay, as well as nearly a zero-waste formwork due to 

the reusability of clay? The increased bead size of clay is 

comparable to that of other concrete 3D printing processes, 

which would allow faster printing speeds as the clay does 

not have to cure while printing. 

3
3 Sequential images showcase clay formwork, self-demolding dried clay and resultant cast. 
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“Clay Robotics” explores the use of clay as formwork for 

concrete casting (Wang et al. 2016). The research examines 

the potential for using clay as formwork and addresses 

some of the challenges involved in the process. The process 

explored in this study is sequential, allowing the clay to dry 

before casting into the mold. A key area of exploration of 

this process was determining the precise dryness level of 

the clay to begin casting. It was found that the clay could 

not be cast into a bone-dry state as it absorbs the water 

from the concrete, weakening its strength. Limitations to 

the print height were also observed as the print struc-

turally fails after a certain height and with changes in 

geometry. Print length is limited due to the size of the tube 

that can be used for extrusion, creating a discontinuous 

process   concrete column results  printin  five separate 

sections, stacking these together, and sequentially casting 

the column in one pour. This research lays the foundation 

for further investi ations of this process  notin  difficulties 

found such as print height and deformation of the clay due 

to the hydrostatic pressure and hoop stress. Future work 

looks to create a more continuous process for printing and 

casting. 

Cocoon builds on advancements in materials and tech-

nology. It develops an incremental 3D printing and casting 

process that works with the limitations of the clay and 

concrete, allowing the materials to work in conjunction with 

one another to offset the challenges innate with each mate-

rial. This process overcomes limitations of scale previously 

associated with clay 3D printing.

METHODS
Cocoon’s novel fabrication process aims to reduce the 

environmental impact of complex concrete formwork. The 

introduction of incremental casting and development of a 

fast-setting concrete mix allows the clay formwork to reach 

scales previously unachievable (Figure 4). Issues of hydro-

static pressure must be addressed, requiring a continuous 

casting process using accelerators to give strength to the 

concrete as it rapidly cures, thus providing stability for the 

formwork. The process requires the concrete and print to 

work together to allow for the scalability of the process. 

Neither the concrete nor the thin shell print would be able 

to self-support without the other. The devised fabrication 

method combines the high-resolution material articulation 

of 3D-printed concrete with advanced concrete casting 

developed through Smart Dynamic Casting (SDC, Lloret-

Fritschi et al. 2018). By printing the clay formwork instead 

of 3D printing the concrete form itself, Cocoon’s process 

allows for intricate detail, undercuts, and void generation, 

creating a wider range of geometries achievable. 

his novel process re uires the investi ation and fulfillment 

of several key interrelated research objectives: a suitable 

fabrication setup, material formulation of a fast-hardening 

concrete ideal for working with clay formwork, develop-

ment of a custom computational toolpath generator, a 

sequential clay 3D printing, incremental concrete casting 

process, and a demolding process. To investigate the objec-

tives discussed above, this research focuses on physical 

protot pin  informin  the development and refinement of 

Cocoon’s fabrication process, coupled with computational 

design experiments and simulation studies. Subsequently, 

the potential for building-scale manufacturing of architec-

tural elements is validated by fabricating a geometrically 

complex case study component. We will discuss each of 

these topics in the following sections.

Fabrication Setup

The fabrication setup has been developed at the University 

of Michigan Taubman College of Architecture and Urban 

Planning (Figures 5 and 6). The setup comprises a 6-axis 

industrial robotic arm with a clay extrusion end effector. 

he extruder re uires the cla  tu e to e refilled after 

250m of print, a crucial factor in the development of this 

process as the print needs to stop and start for a tube 

chan e  ixin  and cla  fillin  stations are located ad acent 

to the print wor  cell to allow continuous fillin  and mixin  

he orchestration of the printin  mixin  and cla  fillin  

create an incremental process that works with the limita-

tions of the current setup.

Initial Experimentation

The research was conducted in several phases, building 

up to a case study that applies the developed process to an 

architectural element  he first phase compared the defor-

mation of a cylinder 100mm in diameter and 250mm in 

height using terracotta clay. Three prints with varying bead 

heights were extruded and subsequently cast into. Bead 

heights of 1mm, 2mm, and 3mm were compared, and it was 

found that the cast with 1mm bead height observed the 

least amount of deformation  ur test confirms the results 

of past research (Wang et al. 2019), where the bead height 

was tested and compared for deformation. 

The second phase of the research looked to compare the 

plasticity of clay types as related to deformation. Clay 

types with high plasticity were sought after because it was 

hypothesized its strength would limit deformation in the 

cast. Two porcelain clays with varying material composi-

tions were selected due to the material’s high plasticity and 

workability. Terracotta, a clay with lower plasticity, was 

tested against the porcelain clays. An increased print height 

of 450mm necessitated introducing the incremental casting 
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process, which will be discussed in the next section. The 

experiment resulted in a negligible difference in defor-

mation between the clay types, although further testing is 

needed to evaluate this more accurately. Also, it was found 

that the surface finish of the cla  varied in each of the 

casts  with terracotta ieldin  the cleanest finish  so it was 

ultimately chosen as the clay to move forward with. The 

terracotta stains the concrete, exposing a trace of how it 

is fabricated, creating a connection between the geometry 

and material articulation of the formwork.

The next phase of the research consists of a rigorous 

testin  process to fine tune three main factors in defor-

mation control of the clay; print height, concrete mix, and 

casting timing. 

Deformation Control

Incremental casting is a process that learns from SDC, 

pouring concrete in several increments and allowing the 

concrete to begin to cure as the next section is poured 

(Lloret-Fritschi et al. 2018). This control of the curing 

process is done using an accelerator in the concrete 

mix. The accelerator amount, the pour height, and timing 

between sections become a balance of factors explored 

in this phase of the research. The goal of the incremental 

casting is to allow for two sections of the print to bond while 

not affectin  the earlier sections  ore specificall  the first 

section will e cast  then a second a specified time after 

(for instance, 20 minutes). These sections will bond as the 

concrete has only partially cured. The third section of print 

aims to bond with the second section while not affecting the 

first  to control the h drostatic pressure of the concrete  

thus limiting deformation. 

The primary driver in the design of concrete formwork is 

the control of hydrostatic pressure. Limiting the pour height 

controls the amount of hydrostatic pressure and there-

fore  decreases the deformation in the final cast  oncrete 

with the same density will have the same pressure on the 

formwork based on the height, not volume or weight. An 

additional stress on the formwork result from the hoop 

stress, which causes further deformation on the circum-

ference of a cylindrical form as the material will elongate 

in proportion to its length (Roylance 1996). Hydrostatic 

pressure can be controlled through variations in the print 

height. For this set of experiments, the cylindrical form 

is again used for consistency maintaining a diameter of 

100mm. Heights of 100mm and 135mm are then used to 

compare the deformations. 

The base concrete formula consists of cement, ground 

silica  silica fume  water  pol mer  superplastici er  fine 

4 The combination of robotic clay printing and manual concrete casting 
creates a co-working environment with the human and robot 

5 The fabrication setup, including 6-axis robotic workcell with clay 
extruding end effector

4

5

Cocoon Bruce, Clune, Xie, Mozaffari, Adel
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sand  and lass fi er reinforcement  creatin  a lass 

Fiber Reinforced Concrete (GFRC) mix. The formula is 

mixed in small batches using an industrial mixer. Two 

minutes before casting, an accelerator is added to 

the GFRC. The use of 1.7% and 2.6% accelerators are 

compared in this study (Figure 7). The percentages are 

considered high compared to SDC, which must accommo-

date tube changing and printing times due to the longer 

timing between the casts. As mentioned, timing is an 

essential factor in this process as it relates to the mix and 

fabrication setup. A minimum of 15 minutes is required 

between casts to allow the regular tube-changing during 

the setup. 

This phase of tests was conducted by creating cylindrical 

columns measuring 800mm in height. Combinations of 

parameters were tested in a rigorous set of experiments 

to develop a process balancing the timing, mixture, and 

section height. Limiting the section height to 100mm 

and accelerator to 1.7% while extending the timing to 20 

minutes resulted in minimal deformations while maintaining 

layer adhesion between the two sections. 

The Cocoon

n the final phase of the research  to prove the via ilit  of 

3D printed clay formwork for concrete casting, a case study 

experiment is designed to overcome the challenges of the 

process. Ease of fabrication, customization, and scalability 

are considered as the driving factors in the prototype. The 

minimal surface showcases the potential of the intricate 

detail, undercuts, and voids, accommodating nonlinear 

surfaces.

n the first protot pe  the concrete castin  caused relativel  

large deformations and resulted in formwork failure due to 

large overhangs combined with unachievable pour heights. 

6 The fabrication setup utilized 
a 6-axis robotic arm with clay 
extruding end effector; stations 
for mixin  tu e fillin  and cla  
recycling are supplemental to 
the cell

6

The exterior formwork of this test created a concave vessel. 

The hydrostatic pressure and futility of the concrete pushed 

the formwork to failure, proving the need for a more rigid 

formwork. So, improvements including casting height, 

minimal surface design, additional scaffolding support, 

and a thinner wall depth were investigated in our next 

prototype.  

Although the 3D printing cylinder tests enabled informed 

selection of clay type and fabrication parameters through 

physical prototype analysis, they did not showcase the 

achievable geometric complexity. The cylindrical test 

purpose were to investigate the effects of hydrostatic 

pressure on the malleable formwork. To prove the viability 

of the 3D-printed clay formwork, complex form testing was 

necessary.  

By implementing computational design into the fabrication 

process, a continuous toolpath generator is created using 

Grasshopper, a visual algorithmic editor integrated into 

Rhinoceros’s 3D modeling tools (McNeel 2020). The custom 

toolpath generator provides the boundary for concrete and 

creates a minimal surface supporting branching structures 

known as ‘Void Support’ (Figure 8). Moreover, to improve 

the rigidity of the formwork, an additional support system 

named ‘Rib Support’ is added to the clay printing toolpath. 

Compared to printing two layers around the circumference 

of the geometry, Rib Support conserves clay and provides 

additional strength to the formwork only where it is needed, 

reducing print times (Figure 9). The Rib Support was gener-

ated, providing additional support buttresses to points of 

failure or deformation observed during initial tests. Due 

to the increased hydrostatic pressure from the complex 

geometry, pour heights were adjusted from 100mm to 

50mm between the casts. Integrating computational tool-

path generation demonstrates the potential for optimization 
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of the concrete casting process and clay formwork struc-

ture. Furthermore, both the Rib Support and Void Support 

do not create a break or overlap in the toolpath, which 

could create a seam vulnerable to failure.  

Demolding

After the fabrication, the resulting concrete and clay struc-

ture is self-supporting. Over 1-3 days, the clay formwork 

begins to self-demold. As form loses moisture, the clay 

starts to shrink, creating fractures within the formwork. 

This phenomenon is directly linked to the inherent material 

qualities of the clay and is unique to Cocoon’s novel tech-

nique. The remaining formwork is then removed with ease 

with no additional tools (Figure 10). The clay can then be 

reh drated  filtered  and rec cled internall  his displa s 

the potential of clay formwork to be a viable low-waste 

option. More testing is necessary to verify the material 

deterioration of this process.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The initial experiments aimed to incrementally cast 

concrete forms without failure, while the deforma-

tion-controlled experiments aimed to improve the methods 

and techniques used in fabrication. Using 10 grams of 

the accelerator, six pours at the height of 135mm per 

cast created a concrete cylinder reaching a height of 

810mm without failure. This test did have visible defor-

mation (Figure 11). With an additional 5 grams, a test was 

conducted using 15 grams of the accelerator, six pours at 

the height of 135mm per cast. Although the deformations 

were si nificantl  reduced  the disadvanta e of addin  

more accelerator was less layer adhesion. In contrast, by 

lowering the height of each cast, fewer deformations were 

observed, and layer adhesion was maintained. 

A third experiment using 10 grams of the accelerator 

and eight pours at the height of 100mm per cast created 

a concrete cylinder reaching a height of 800mm. This 

experiment was conducted three times to gain data on the 

replicability of the process. The accuracy of each cast was 

calculated by incrementally measuring the circumference 

of each cast. On average, the circumferences of the 

resulting casts were within a millimeter of accuracy 

(Figure 12).  

The investigation of the cylindrical tests illustrated two 

main factors in increasin  the deformations  first  the 

increase in the height caused higher hydrostatic pressure; 

second, the increase in the diameter resulted in higher 

circumferential hoop stress. This research determined 

a alance etween these tested factors for this specific 

geometry. Although helping in understanding the limitation 

of clay formwork, the cylinder deformation testing results 

are only applicable to this particular geometry. 

The results of this experimentation set up a framework for 

applying this process to different geometries. As seen in 

the case study experiment, the geometry was tested and 

adjusted to accommodate a complex form. The successful 

process of fabricating the case study not only determined 

Cocoon as a viable process but created an experimental 

setup that has the potential to be adjusted and applied to 

many geometries.     

The overall height of the resulting case study element was 

1.3m. The incremental casting process consists of 13 clay 

prints with 26 consecutive concrete pours.  This process 

took a total of 9 hours to print and cast for the overall 

geometry.

CONCLUSIONS
Cocoon investigates the use of 3D-printed clay as form-

work for concrete casting that eliminates waste in the 

process of creating complex forms. The developed incre-

mental casting process allows clay printing to reach a 

previously not achievable scale by having the concrete 

work together with its formwork to hold the structure. 

This novel process reduces the environmental footprint of 

creating complex concrete forms by minimizing the mate-

rial waste. The process enables the integration of voids and 

overhangs due to the ease of removability of the formwork, 

mitigating constraints of concrete 3D printing. Overall, 

7 Concrete mix formulations 

Cement

562.5g

562.5g

562.5g

562.5g

Silica Fume

75g

75g

75g

75g

Ground Silica

150g

150g

150g

150g

Water

195g

195g

195g

175g

Accelerator

0g

10g

15g

10g

Polymer

37.5g

37.5g

37.5g

37.5g

Super Plasticizer

7.5g

7.5g

7.5g

7.5g

Sand

562.5g

562.5g

562.5g

562.5g

Glass Fiber

22.5g

22.5g

22.5g

22.5g
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Cocoon seeks to challenge conventional methods and mate-

rials for 3D-printed formworks, demonstrating the ability to 

reduce the environmental impacts of concrete construction 

without compromisin  the complexit  and time efficienc  of 

bespoke architectural elements. 

Future Work

The current fabrication setup has projected multiple 

opportunities for concrete formwork production; however, 

it is limited in scale due to the tube volume of the clay, 

requiring frequent tube changes, thus slowing down the 

process for larger-scale production. The integration of 

mud printing using a pump, a technology that had been 

recently developed for large-scale earth printing for 

architectural assemblies, would allow the process to jump 

to the production of building-scale architectural elements 

(Gomaa et al. 2021). For this process to be applicable 

at that scale, reinforcement must be integrated. We are 

looking into developing a fabrication setup that situates 

the print bed between two industrial robotic arms, one 

equipped with clay printing and the other rod bending. The 

ability to integrate the robotic rod bending process into 

the overall process mitigates the structural scale issues. 

This multi-robotic fabrication cell allows for cooperative 

coordination of the placement of reinforcement during 

the incremental printing process. Future work looks to 

integrate this collaborative process of rod-bending rein-

forcement and pumping concrete into the formwork using a 

tool that can mix accelerator into the concrete at the nozzle 

for the most consistent results. 
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8 The plan of toolpath generation at alternating concrete pour heights 
displaying location of the support structure based on geometry

9 Pour heights as they relate to geometry and time. Overall, the 1.3m
structure was printed in 9 hours and 6 minutes
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11 The deformation tests: (From left to right) 100mm pour height 10g acc; 
100mm pour height 10g acc; 100mm pour height 15g; 135mm pour 
height 15g acc; and 135mm pour height 10g acc

12 The deformation relative to pour height for 100mm diameter cylinder
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Co putational Design

1 Full-scale 3D-printed inner core 
for casting insulation material 
entails pillow-like detailing to 
minimize concrete construction
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Reinforced Thin Shell System Formwork 
for Sandwich Concrete Walls

ABSTRACT
Three-dimensional (3D) printing offers signifi cant geometric freedom and allows the fabri-

cation of integral parts. This research showcases how robotic-fused deposition modeling 

(FDM) enables the prefabrication of large-scale, lightweight, and ready-to-cast freeform 

formwork to minimize material waste, labor, and errors in the construction process 

while increasing the speed of production and economic viability of casting non-standard 

concrete elements. This is achieved through the development of a digital design-to-

production workfl ow for concrete formwork. All functions that are needed in the fi nal 

product—an integrally insulated steel-reinforced concrete wall and the process for a 

successful cast—are fully integrated into the formwork system. A parametric model for 

integrated structural ribbing is developed and verifi ed using fi nite element analysis. A case 

study is presented which showcases the fully integrated system in the production of a 

2.4m tall x 2.0m curved concrete wall. This research demonstrates the potential for large-

scale additive manufacturing to enable the effi cient production of non-standard concrete 

formwork.
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2 The schematic diagram shows the actual cost of the in-place structure. 
dapted from o ert  a  r   a  

INTRODUCTION
oncrete formwor  pla s a si nificant role in the cost of 

concrete construction, the form of a concrete structure, 

and the amount of concrete used in a uildin  structure  

Typically, parts designed to use minimal material entail 

complex geometries that require geometrically complex 

formwor  haei ei odi et al   and  owever  

the construction of such formwork is usually associated 

with additional la or  costs  and construction waste  he 

cost of typical formwork amounts to anywhere from 40% 

to 60% of the cost of a concrete structure—exceeding the 

com ined total cost of concrete  reinforcement materials 

and la or a   or example  cast in place structural 

concrete formwork material accounts for 6%, and form-

wor  la or accounts for approximatel   of the total 

cost of a concrete structure a   i ure  he cost 

is even higher for irregular concrete parts with complex 

geometries. Thus, most concrete structures are massive, 

use unnecessary amounts of concrete, and are designed 

as rigid and orthogonal forms to serve the constraints of 

formwor ompared to su tractive fa rication methods  

additive manufacturing places material only where it is 

needed  reducin  waste si nificantl  ur a ilit  to di i-

ti e formwor  construction and increase its fa rication 

freedom can si nificantl  reduce the cost  la or  waste  and 

material use of concrete construction.

Additive manufacturing technologies can open new oppor-

tunities for concrete formwor   ena lin  the fa rication 

of geometrically complex formwork economically and 

minimizing waste. In recent years, researchers have inves-

tigated different additive manufacturing technologies and 

approaches for non-standard formwork. Two technologies 

used for formwor  production are Binder et and thermo-

plastic extrusion  which can e further characteri ed as 

fused filament fa rication  or fused ranular fa rica-

tion  Binder et technolo  is used to ind sand  la er 

 la er  and fa ricate sandstone formwor  orel and 

chwart   haei ei odi et al   haei ei odi 

et al   haei e odi  Binder ettin  with sand 

offers the most si nificant level of eometric freedom  

precision  and resolution on a lar e scale  ut the resultin  

formwork is relatively heavy and fragile to handle on the 

construction site. Thermoplastic extrusion technology, 

which is of interest to this research  has een used to fa ri-

cate lar e scale ultra thin thermoplastic formwor  eters 

 ipa et al   escho  and illen ur er  

haei ei odi et al   Bur er et al    printin  

of thermoplastic ena les the fa rication of li htwei ht and 

rec cla le formwor  he existin  research has focused 

on 3d printing ultra-thin plastic formwork and developing 

concrete casting approaches that prevent the formwork 

from cracking under hydrostatic pressure when casting 

eters  ipa et al   Bur er et al   

The common challenge in thermoplastic extrusion 3D 

printed plastic formwork, especially at a larger scale, is 

the h drostatic pressure exerted on formwor   fluid 

concrete durin  castin  drostatic pressure is the force 

per unit area transmitted  the freshl  placed concrete 

perpendicular to the formwork. The hydrostatic pressure 

that is exerted on each point of the formwork is determined 

 the hei ht and the densit  of the castin  fluid a ove that 

point. 

An approach to overcome the hydrostatic pressure has 

een to su mer e the formwor  in a ed of sand when 

castin  the formwor  ipa et al   escho  and 

illen ur er  haei ei odi et al   ere  the 

sand acts  to partially cancel the hydrostatic pressure 

from the concrete  nother approach proposed in shell 

research has een to use a set on demand  accelerated 

concrete mix (Burger et al. 2020). In this approach, the 

h drostatic pressure is reduced si nificantl   castin  

concrete in incremental volumes with an added acceler-

ator  which causes a rapid ain in ield stren th efore the 

next atch is cast  

While these solutions to overcome hydrostatic pressure 

are valid  the  ma  e challen in  to scale for real world 

construction. Using sand (potentially mixed with other 

dense materials such as calcium car onate  entonite  and 

water to form a slurry) to counter pressure hydrostatic 

pressure mi ht e scala le for prefa rication ut not for 

onsite fa rication  ven for off site fa rication  s stems 

must e developed to pour sand at a similar rate as castin  

the concrete mix  otherwise  it will rea  the formwor  

inward. In a “set-on-demand” approach, the construction 

process requires complex pumping and mixing equipment 

to proportion the accelerator. This approach also requires 

custom concrete mix desi ns that differ su stantiall  from 

industry-standard self-consolidating concrete (SCC). 
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METHOD
This research expands on existing research into FFF 3D 

printin  of li htwei ht formwor   developin  fa rica-

tion methods ased on  pellet extrusion  rather than 

 filament extrusion  to speed and scale the fa rica-

tion process  t proposes to o e ond merel   printin  

ultra-thin shell formwork to 3D printing the formwork 

as a structurall  optimi ed  ri stiffened shell formwor  

s stem  he inte ration of reinforcement ri s into the 

thin shell will provide adequate strength and stiffness to 

retain newl  cast fluid concrete in place  he inte ration of 

reinforcement ri s is not a new concept  for example  the 

in ection molded B  formwor  of eri entails a waffle li e 

rid of ri s to overcome the h drostatic pressure durin  

the casting process. Nevertheless, this research will not 

develop a standard and repetitive waffle li e ri  s stem ut 

a customized, structurally optimized reinforcement system 

that minimi es the formwor  s stem s material usa e  

printin  support material ased on the local h drostatic 

pressure in the mold.

Robotic FGF 3D Printing for Integrative Formwork 

  printin  via extrusion is limited  several factors  

such as the maximum material deposition rate, the 

maximum machine feed rate along the toolpath, and the 

maximum cooling rate of the deposited material, which 

further relates to geometric constraints. The maximum 

material deposition rate is controlled  factors such 

as the maximum melting rate of the polymer as well as 

process specific factors such as the maximum force 

which can e applied to the filament in the case of filament 

extrusion systems) or the maximum die pressure, which 

can e achieved in the case of pellet extrusion s stems  

FFF printing with nozzle diameter less than 1mm is limited 

to a theoretical maximum uild rate of 8 cc hr  which 

would translate to approximatel  hr with  o et 

al   ommerciall  availa le pellet extrusion s stems 

with no le diameter mm are availa le with uild rates 

of more than hr  he existin  experimentation shows 

that pellet extrusion can e faster than filament extrusion 

for lar er o ects  his research utili es a pellet extrusion 

system using a 3mm nozzle diameter that can print approx-

imately 5kg of material per hour. At the component scales 

investigated in this research, the material extrusion rate is 

rarely the limiting factor. FGF 3D printing via extrusion also 

imposes constraints on the geometry of printed compo-

nents, particularly related to unsupported overhangs. In 

particular  the a ilit  to cantilever the toolpath proves to e 

heavil  dependent on the print ead width and print speed 

parameters  he coolin  ehavior of the specific pol mer 

used also has a si nificant effect on the a ilit  to cantilever  

hrou h protot pin  we identified the eometric limitations 

of the FGF and printing setup. For the optimum print speed 

of m s with a ead width of mm and thic ness mm  

we could achieve a maximum cantilevering angle of 35°. 

The cantilever constraint was further integrated into the 

computational design method to ensure the generation of 

printa le forms

Concept of Integrative Formwork System 

for Concrete Sandwich Wall

he eometric complexit  offered   printin  can e 

levera ed to desi n and fa ricate complex formwor  

systems with multiple cavities and precise detailing. In this 

research, a formwork system with three cavities for three 

layers of material is developed—one cavity is for casting 

insulation material (the central cavity) and two outer cavi-

ties for castin  concrete  he inte rated reinforcement fins 

that help resist hydrostatic pressure and the detailing for 

re ar installation are printed simultaneousl  to the castin  

surface (Figure 4). The integral insulation layer acts as the 

core of the system and allows the outer layers of concrete 

to e exposed  he formwor  s stem was desi ned to allow 

for rapid installation of the insulation and re ar efore 

castin  uch a formwor  s stem allows the fa rication of 

an insulated cast-in-place concrete wall in a single pour. It 

increases precision, reduces waste and material consump-

tion in construction.

Robotic Pellet Extrusion haei ei odi  rane  c ee
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3 o otic   printin  setup and 
in house desi ned and uilt 
extrusion system for printing 

 thermoplastic pellets

4 The integrative formwork 
system comprises six layers of 
3D printed vertical surfaces that 
define three cavities  two la ers 
of the structural-reinforcement 
systems, and the detailing for 
installing the wythe ties and 
detailin  that holds re ars in 
place. 

4

Integral Computational Design of Structurally Informed 

3D-Printed Formwork

This research expands on the existing research into 3D 

printin  thermoplastic concrete formwor   inte ratin  

fins as structural support into the formwor  desi n 

and printing them as an integral part of the thin-shell 

formwork to withstand hydrostatic pressure without 

deformation. A computational design approach was devel-

oped to minimize formwork waste, which generates and 

sizes structural supports only where they are needed. 

his approach utili es structural finite element anal sis 

 to the computational desi n model that enerated 

the formwork and its details. Thus, generating formwork 

variations with minimal material usa e at the allowa le 

deflection  nother set of feed ac  loops etween proto-

typing and computational design models was created to 

identif  the most efficient eometries for providin  stiff-

ness while minimizing thermoplastic and material used in 

3D printing the concrete formwork.

Parametric Model of the Formwork 

The developed computational design procedure optimizes 

the formwork’s geometry in response to hydrostatic 

pressure and deformation  ere  a parametric model 

of the overall formwork system was linked to a struc-

tural anal sis solver  which measures the deflection of 

the formwork under load. The data from the structural 

anal sis was directl  fed ac  into the al orithm that 

enerates the fins  

he al orithm e an with the input of a B  surface 

representing the desired form of the concrete wall 

element i ure  his input B  surface was su di-

vided into ad oinin  vertical surfaces each discreti ed 

surface is continuous from the ase to the top of the 

formwork—to enerate vertical fins tan ent to the outer 

formwor  elements  ach su surface represents the tri -

utar  area of one load earin  formwor  element to which 

we refer as a fin  he fins act as a eam transferrin  the 

load of the liquid concrete (hydrostatic pressure) to the 

formwor  ase

he width and depth of each fin element was controlled 

parametricall  and was limited  the deflection of the 

thermoplastic formwork at the casting surface (Figure 

  was used to determine the deflection value under 

hydrostatic pressure, and the results were fed to an 

al orithm that enerated each fin s width and depth  hen 

calculated across the len th of the fin  the resultin  eom-

etry is a tapered triangular prism with the most profound 

cross-sectional depth occurring at the lowest part of the 

formwork.

Maximum Fin Width Calculation

he maximum fin width was calculated usin  the followin  

e uation  which assumed a uniform distri uted load case 

on a simpl supported eam i ure  
FORMULA 1

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = �384𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿���/5𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯4

Where,

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =  maximum fin width (m)
𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿��� = maximum acceptable deflection along fin width (m) 
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 = uniform distributed load, as determined by hydrostatic  pressure (N/m)
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = Young's modulus of thermoplastic material parallel to toolpath direction (pa)
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = area moment of inertia of thermoplastic cross-section (m4) 

FORMULA 2

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

Where,

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = pressure (N/m2)
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = density of concrete (kg/m3)
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = acceleration of gravity (m/s2)
𝜌𝜌 = vertical distance between top of find and midpoint of beam segment (m)

Equations for ACADIA
Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:18 PM
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nce the maximum fin width had een identified  the 

measurement was input as a parameter into the generative 

al orithm  and the surface was su divided into individual 

fins  he newl  enerated fin surfaces were anal ed usin  

 as descri ed in the followin  section

Tapered Fin Deflection Analysis Using FEA

o address the complexit  of varia le loadin  and 

cross section eometr  alon  the len th of each fin   

was used to determine an accepta le depth profile for 

each fin  he anal sis was performed usin  aram a  

for rasshopper reisin er   utten  he 

followin  parameters were necessar  for creatin  the  

model   fin span and cross sections   fin supports at 
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5 Diagram of the generative 
desi n process  eft to ri ht  
1) Input NURBS surface; 2) 
surface su division   fin si in  
and surface loft; 4) resulting 
concrete cast

6 ross section profile of a fin 
element  fins are tan ent to the 
casting surface with parametric 
depth and width

Diagram of a simply-
supported eam used to define 
the maximum fin width 

8 ia ram of the eam under 
hydrostatic pressure with one 
fixed support and two roller 
supports

ia ram of the same eam  
ut with rationali ed loadin  

for  model simulation
5

the top and ottom of each fin   loadin  from h drostatic 

pressure, 4) material properties of the orthotropic thermo-

plastic  print  he  model was then used to measure 

deflection alon  the len th of each fin and optimi e the 

tapered fin cross section to minimi e the amount of ther-

moplastic used while maintainin  an accepta le deflection 

value.

in pan and ross ection  the deflection of each fin was 

simulated usin  the vertical centerline of the fin surface  

his curve was divided into  e ual eam se ments  with 

each segment having a different cross-sectional depth. 

The depth of each triangular cross-section was assigned 

 dividin  the values etween the ase and upper section 

depth parameters across the len th of the fin  his method 

rationali ed the linear taper of the fin desi n into a stepped 

eam of similar performance for the sa e of processin  

time. 

The user assigns the input parameters representing the 

upper and lower section depths. The width of each trian-

ular section is determined  the maximum fin width 

calculation  n this case stud  the cross section profile 

was given a thickness of 5 mm - the wall thickness of the 

thermoplastic print.

upports  oad ransfer  the loads carried  the form-

work are transferred to a support at the top, middle, and 

ase of each fin  he ase support was modeled as a 

simple fixed support and the top and middle supports were 

modeled as roller supports i ure 8

oadin  h drostatic pressure was the predominant load 

simulated in the  al orithm  n a wall condition  the 

ravit  loadin  was ne li i le and was not included in the 

 anal sis  he h drostatic pressure was calculated and 

applied individuall  for each of the  eam se ments alon  

the len th of the fin  he followin  e uation was used to 

calculate the hydrostatic pressure:

FORMULA 1

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = �384𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿���/5𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯4

Where,

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =  maximum fin width (m)
𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿��� = maximum acceptable deflection along fin width (m) 
𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 = uniform distributed load, as determined by hydrostatic  pressure (N/m)
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = Young's modulus of thermoplastic material parallel to toolpath direction (pa)
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = area moment of inertia of thermoplastic cross-section (m4) 

FORMULA 2

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

Where,

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = pressure (N/m2)
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = density of concrete (kg/m3)
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = acceleration of gravity (m/s2)
𝜌𝜌 = vertical distance between top of find and midpoint of beam segment (m)

Equations for ACADIA
Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:18 PM
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he resultin  values were multiplied  the fin width  

and the uniform linear loads were applied to their corre-

spondin  eam se ments  s previousl  mentioned  this 

rationali ation of the eam loadin  i ures 8   was 

carried out in order to reduce the processing time for 

simulatin  usin  the  model

Material Properties of Orthotropic 

Thermoplastic 3D Print

n order to accuratel  simulate the deflection of the form-

wor  in the  model  mechanical testin  was performed 

on printed material specimens. The material properties 

were measured in accordance with the ASTM standard, 

8  tandard est ethod for ensile roperties of 

lastics  nternational  he outer formwor  is 

printed usin  a short fi er mm  car on fi er reinforced 

 his material provides for oth increased mechan-

ical properties in the printed part and faster print speeds 

due to a faster transition from the molten state to the rigid 

state  he stiffness and ield stren th of the car on  

is hi hl  anisotropic due to preferential fi er ali nment in 

the extrusion direction. Samples were produced with the 

print (extrusion) direction aligned to the tension direction, 

as well as with the layer (Z) direction aligned to the tension 

Robotic Pellet Extrusion haei ei odi  rane  c ee
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direction. The modulus of elasticity of the aligned samples 

averaged a fourfold increase over the nonaligned samples.

he  printed thermoplastic material exhi ited orthotropic 

properties, with the Young’s modulus value dependent on 

the orientation of each print layer relative to the loading 

direction, which is measured and indicated using the 

s m ols  and   represents the oun s modulus 

parallel to the la er direction of the  print  while  

represents the Young’s modulus perpendicular to the layer 

direction. In addition to the Young’s moduli, the following 

were also calculated and input as parameters in the 

aram a   model  oisson s ratio nue  transverse 

shear modulus parallel to the layer direction (G31), trans-

verse shear modulus normal to the layer direction (G32), 

ield stren ths f   f  alues for the in plane shear 

modulus  a specific wei ht amma  and coefficients 

of thermal expansion alpha   alpha  were ta en from 

the manufacturer’s product data sheets of an equivalent 

car on  thermoplastic product  

Fin Cross-section Depth Sizing

he final depth dimensions of each tapered fin were deter-

mined using an iterative process. An iterative process was 

used due to the loadin  forces on each fin ein  uni ue 

to its shape and orientation he two varia les upper and 

lower fin depths  were input as inte ers ran in  from 

mm to mm  he upper fin depth representin  the 

minimum fin thic ness remains static  while the lower fin 

depth is increased from the mm until the simulated fin 

deflection value is elow the accepta le deflection value  

his process is repeated for each fin  resultin  in a series 

of fin eometries optimi ed for minimal material use  while 

still meeting the requirements for construction. After the 

optimization process is complete, the resulting geometry 

was contoured, and a toolpath was extracted from the algo-

rithm. This toolpath was then input into SuperMatterTools 

and exported into  to e printed usin  the ro otic pellet 

printing process.

Case Study 

To produce cast-in-place concrete sandwich insulated 

walls with reusa le  formwor  we developed an 

integral computational design method. The development of 

the formwork system involves the computational design, 

structural simulation, and optimization. The following goals 

guided the design of the prototype:

1. Structural deformation of the 3D printed formwork 

under its own dead load and while casting; integration 

of steel reinforcement

2. Minimizing concrete consumption 

3. Minimizing formwork material usage

4. as  on site assem l  and formwor  removal 

processes

5. Improving the thermal performance of non-planar 

concrete walls

Integrative and Load Bearing Formwork Assemblage

The developed cast-in-place formwork system for concrete 

sandwich insulated wall comprises several parts: remov-

a le outer formwor s  an insulated core element  re ar 

reinforcement  and w the ties  he w the ties are water et 

cut with notches that fix the re ar elements in place for 

the duration of the castin  process  hen full  assem led  

these components ecome the formwor  for two concrete 

w thes approx  mm in thic ness  connected   rods 

that penetrate through the insulative core. The overall 

finished wall is mm in depth

The Outer Layers of the Formwork Assemblage 

he outer parts of the formwor  s stem pla  two ma or 

roles: resist hydrostatic pressure of the concrete mix 

durin  pourin  and produce the surface finish of the 
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12

10 printed tapered fin element  
(left) view from the top; (right) 
view from the ottom

11 ross section profile anal sis 
for fin desi n

12 printed  protot pes  
(left) untreated casting surface; 
ri ht  filled pol ester resin 

coated casting surface

13 arameter stud  of fin la out

14-15  eflection scale x  
     for clarity

11

concrete cast  hese parts are ro oticall  printed  

usin  a pellet extruder with car on fi er reinforced  

drostatic pressure is addressed throu h a fin ased 

reinforcement system that is integrated into the thin shell 

of the printed formwor  ach fin follows the surface 

curvature of the casting surface while spanning from top 

to ottom  thus transferrin  the load of the h drostatic and 

gravity forces to the ground. The vertical edges also pick 

up additional loads throu h a milled pl wood profile at 

the two ends of the formwork, secured to the ground plane 

with fasteners and adhesive.

Several iterations of formwork reinforcement systems 

were considered throughout the research. Iterations 

explored different shape profiles  spacin  depth  and orien-

tations of the fins i ures     trian ular profile 

provided geometrical stiffness using a minimal amount of 

material  ach fin consists of a trian ular profile  which is 

smoothed into a continuous NURBS curve for increased 

accuracy and speed in the 3D printing process. While the 

extrusion system in use is positionally synchronized with 

the ro ot motion  smoothin  the toolpath allows the ro ot to 

maintain a smoother velocit  profile and  therefore  a more 

consistent ead width  his effect of smoothin  on path 

accurac  is a complex  non linear pro lem  ut for form-

wor  applications  surface finish is of hi h importance and 

this is improved  smoothin  dditionall  the fin profile 

tapers corresponding to the reduction in hydrostatic pres-

sure from the ottom to the top of the formwor  

When left untreated, the surface of the 3D-printed 

car on reinforced  formwor  is rou h with small 

ridges forming at each layer of the printed toolpath at 

approximatel  mm spacin   surface finish test was 

conducted comparin  untreated castin  surfaces  sanded

polished casting surfaces, and polyester resin-treated 

casting surfaces (Figure 12). Surface prototypes were 

waxed prior to castin  and removed after 8 hours  he 

untreated surface re uired si nificant force to remove  

while the sanded surface (although smooth to the touch) 

left a visual indication of the toolpath layers. The polyes-

ter coated finish resulted in a smooth finish that re uired 

the least amount of force to remove. Coating the mold 

surface has clear enefits for the reusa ilit  of the mold  

ut potential draw ac s affectin  the rec cla ilit  of the 

formwork.

The Internal Insulative Core

The internal core was designed to serve two purposes. 

irst  it provides an insulative thermal rea  in the interior 

of the concrete wall  and secondl  it supports the re ar 

reinforcement during the casting process (Figure 16). 

Robotic Pellet Extrusion haei ei odi  rane  c ee
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The parametric design of the core system was developed in 

a way to increase the insulative performance and reduce 

the volume of concrete in the concrete wall. The overall 

geometry of the core follows the form of the wall and 

suspends a lattice of re ar approximatel  mm from the 

exterior casting surfaces. A grid of pillow-like forms in the 

core s stem protrude etween individual cells of the re ar 

lattice,  displacing the concrete mixture while still main-

tainin  the code mandated re ar covera e for concrete 

structures (American Concrete Institute 2014). The 

resultin  eometr  is a waffle li e la er of pol urethane 

foam—varying in thickness from 50mm to 100mm—which 

reduces the la er of concrete  8 8  over a traditional 

smooth surface insulative core  ne half inch diameter 

 w the ties protruded mm from each side of the 

core, spaced roughly 600mm apart. The wythe ties hold 

to ether oth sides of the concrete wall and resist shear  

ach tie was notched to carr  re ar in oth the vertical and 

horizontal directions. The location of these wythe ties were 

indicated using a marker in the printed toolpath.

Unlike the outer formwork, this printed core element 

remained permanently in the wall. It was printed from 

standard  which is more economicall  priced than the 

car on infused variant  and acted as a sta in place form-

wor  for a pol urethane foam cast  nce the foam cured  

the re ar was clipped into the  w the ties and tied 

to ether with standard re ar ties  hile castin  concrete  

this insulative core  with installed w the ties and re ar 

elements, was attached to the ground plane with adhesive 

and secured with form ties from a ove to prevent floatin  

or shifting during the concrete pouring process.

RESULTS
For this case study, a 2.4m tall x 2.0m wide lofted, freeform 

NURBS surface was input (Figure 14). The formwork 

solution needed to resist up to m  of h drostatic 

pressure  with a maximum allowa le deflection value 

of 3mm along with the height of the formwork and 1mm 

across the width of each fin

he calculated maximum fin width span value of mm  

results in 8 fins on each side of the wall formwor  ue 

to the inputted B  surface ein  a ruled surface  all 

individual fins share ver  similar cross sectional profiles  

taperin  from a mm deep ase to a mm deep top 

profile i ure 

The amount of thermoplastic material was calculated 

for oth sides of the m x m form  ith a total 

surface area of m2, the casting surface accounted 

for m3 of thermoplastic material or approximately 

8  he fin support structure amounted to m2 of 
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16 Internal core formwork with 
pillow-like geometry as a stay in 
place formwork for foam (left). 
Notched wythe ties that hold 
re ars in two directions and 
keep the two concrete wyths 
together. 

Full-scale 3D print of the inner 
core for casting insulation 
materia

8 ssem led formwor  with insu-
lative inner core and re ar

16

8

surface area  re uirin  8 m3 of thermoplastic mate-

rial  or approximatel   of material  he ratio of 

casting surface to support material is 1:2.2. The overall 

outer formwor  re uires approximatel   of car on 

 thermoplastic material

o otic   printin  usin  allowed for assem l  of an 

integrative, ready-to-cast formwork with insulation and 

steel reinforcement i ure 8  hile the resultin  form-

work appears to satisfy the requirements for successful 

casting at construction scales, several challenges related 

to large-scale pellet extrusion remain. Due to the large 

aspect ratio hei ht vs  depth  of the prints  sta ilit  of 

the part during printing is a challenge. In the case of the 

external walls of the formwork, the addition of the stiff-

enin  ri s desi ned to overcome h drostatic pressure 

assists with sta ilit  durin  printin  owever   in the 

insulative cavit  which has no ri in  the lac  of support 

while printing led to issues with warping and part removal 

from the heated ed  uture wor  will explore the addition 

of internal ri s to help sta ili e this component  nother 

nown challen e is the a ilit  to print complex eome-

tries at hi h speeds  hile pellet extruders are capa le of 

high-speed extrusion, the motion control platform, in this 

case  a seven axis industrial ro ot  is limited in its a ilit  

to maintain high speeds around sharp corners. In general, 

cooling of the part during printing is an ongoing challenge 

that limits oth the maximum printin  speed as it sets a 

“minimum” layer-to-layer time) and causes issues with 

accuracy due to asymmetric cooling and warping. While 

smaller scale printers address this via heated uild cham-

ers  this is challen in  to deplo  at the volumes re uired 

 full scale construction molds

CONCLUSION
he result is a novel  di ital desi n to fa rication wor flow 

for producing freeform formwork that allows cast-in-place, 

thermally-insulated concrete sandwich panel walls. The 

integration of computational design and structural optimi-

ation com ined with  printin  provides the potential to 

rethin  concrete formwor  s stems  esi nin  and uildin  

a structurall  optimi ed  ri stiffened shell formwor  

will allow the fa rication of non uniform concrete forms 

economically and with minimal material waste. The inte-

ration of assem l  details and supports further reduces 

the la or re uired to assem le the molds and place steel 

reinforcement. Future research is planned to determine the 

overall geometric limitations of the process, as well as to 

further optimi e the overall desi n to fa rication wor flow  

Robotic Pellet Extrusion haei ei odi  rane  c ee
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Assembly Typologies for Dry Joints

ABSTRACT
Digital fabrication technologies and additive manufacturing techniques opened new oppor-

tunities and new challenges for the construction industry. Particularly, Concrete Extrusion 

3D Printing (CE3DP) introduces valuable opportunities for large-scale architectural 

elements. However, segmentation and assembly strategies have not been developed, and it 

remains a limiting factor for the expansion of concrete 3D printing to an industrial scale. 

In this context, the present research focuses on the design and fabrication possibilities 

of assembly interfaces, an essential topic for scaled-up 3D-printed concrete components. 

Therefore, dry assembly interfaces in different printing orientations are prototyped to 

investigate characteristics and limitations of connection options.
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3D PRINTED CONCRETE TECTONICS
Introduction

Concrete Extrusion 3D Printing (CE3DP) can be defined as 

the process of joining the deposited concrete layer upon 

layer to create pre-designed objects from digital data. The 

emergence of CE3DP technology introduces new possibil-

ities to the construction field and changes the paradigm 

of how architects can conceptualize, design, and build. 

However, the collective body of assembling such elements 

had so far been limited due to fabrication constraints 

specific to CE3DP. This paper describes a research project 

with the primary goal of exploring the tectonics of dry joints 

in 3D concrete printing in light of specific fabrication and 

design parameters.   

The architectural term tectonics is described as the art 

of joining (Frampton et al. 2007). It refers not just to the 

activity of making the materially requisite construction that 

answers certain needs but rather to the activity that raises 

this construction to an art form (Maulden 1986). Today, 

tectonics is taking on another dimension with the rise of 

advanced digital fabrication techniques. With the introduc-

tion of CE3DP in architectural practice, a quest to redefine 

new tectonic expression starts (Wolfs and Salet 2016).

State of the Art

Recently, several bridges have explored potential oppor-

tunities and challenges with 3D-printed concrete tectonics 

(Salet et al. 2018). One of the latest 3D-printed concrete 

projects is the topology optimized prestressed 3D-printed 

concrete where the concrete segments (Figure 3) were 

brought together through the planar interface of each 

end (Valdivieso 2019; Vantyghem et al. 2020). The same 

assembly method was applied in the Baoshan pedestrian 

bridge project (Figure 4) (Xu et al. 2020). Both bridges 

underline the current state of the art with regards to the 

assembly strategy of 3D-printed components, where the 

assembly interfaces are commonly planar because of 

printing on a flat surface.

Another assembly approach was joining 3D-printed 

components at the surface’s sides. This approach provided 

noticeable geometrical freedom at the interfaces as it’s 

not confined to the planarity of the printing substrate. An 

example of this can be seen in the 3D-printed double-

curved concrete shell structure (Figure 5) (Schipper et al. 

2017). The printed segments inherited the surface geom-

etry of the supporting double-curved mold, which allowed 

for an intricate interface to be realized. Cohesion Pavilion

demonstrates an assembly strategy where the interface 

between components is informed by the outer geometry 

(Figure 7) (Grasser et al. 2020). A similar assembly strategy 

4

3

5

2 3D-printed concrete columns, DBT, ETH Zurich (Anton et al. 2020)

3 Flat assembly of 3D-printed concrete components of the Topology 
optimized bridge (Valdivieso 2019)

4 Flat assembly of 3D-printed concrete components of the 
Baoshan bridge (Xu et al. 2020)

5 Sideway assembled components of the 3D-printed double-curved 
concrete shell structure (Schipper et al. 2017)

2
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was implemented in the 3D printed concrete house (Carra

and Stabile 2018), where the 3D printed walls are joined

sideways (Figure 6). In the previous examples, an opti-

mized 3D printing process is crucial to achieving controlled

surface quality and precise interface for an efficient side-

to-side assembly.

To previous work, concrete 3D printing offers more geomet-

rical freedom, and this has led to realizing complex bespoke

designs. Nevertheless, assembly logic and connection inter-

faces of 3D-printed concrete components are still bound

to certain limitations of the printing technique, such as the

horizontal printing, slicing, and segmentation of elements,

printing path, precision, and quality control of surfaces.

In this research context, we find potential in rethinking

3D-printed concrete tectonics and developing a new design

language of connection interfaces with CE3DP.

METHODS
The research methodology intertwines the design and

fabrication processes. The key elements of the meth-

odology are design research, file to production digital

workflow, fabrication set up, prototyping, and a full-scale

demonstrator.

Design Research

The design investigated the existing assembly typologies in

concrete 3D printing. Based on the advantages and draw-

backs of each strategy, categories of assembly strategies

were drawn from the precedent works and the prototypes

developed in this research.

File to Production Digital Workflow

A comprehensive parametric workflow of design geom-

etry generation, geometry validation, and analysis were

developed to ensure the printing feasibility of the design

geometry according to the material constraints, 3D geom-

etry slicing, and printing path generation. In addition, the

digital tools provided data such as printing path length

and approximate concrete volume required for material

preparation.

Fabrication Setup

The robotic fabrication setup shown in Figure 8 (Anton

et al. 2021) consists of a 6-axis robotic arm on an over-

head 3-axis gantry system, concrete pump, accelerator

pump, and an online communication station. At the robotic

arm end effector, a concrete mixing and extrusion tool

is attached with two segregated material inlets, one of

which is connected to the concrete pump through a hose

while the other inlet receives the accelerating admixture

from a small pump via a thin plastic tube. The two compo-

nents are mixed in the top part of the tool and extruded

through through a nozzle of 15mm diameter opening. The

two pumps are running continuously during the printing

process. As a result, the print path must be continuous and

due to the to the low initial yield stress of the filament, the

cantilevering freedom is limited. This CE3DP process is

described by ETH Zurich researchers (Anton et al. 2021),

and the online communication system uses COMPAS-FAB

(Rust et al. 2021) and COMPAS-RRC (Fleischmann et al.

2021).

Prototypes

Full-scale 3D-printed concrete prototypes were fabri-

cated to assess the assembly typology with reference to

the fabrication parameters, material behavior and printing

tolerance. To set a framework for prototyping, fixed values

for design and fabrication parameter, which evolved

from previous CE3DP projects were set. For design, the

inclination angle of any surface was maintained to a

maximum of 15°. As for fabrication, the compositions of

both the concrete and accelerator mixtures were fixed,

and the speed of the robotic arm was set to 350mm/s. The

assembly typologies explored in this research (Figure 9)

includes two main interface types. The difference between

them is the direction at which the elements join. The

7

6

6 Sideway assembled components of the 3D printed concrete house
(Carra and Stabile 2018)

7 Sideway assembled components of the Cohesion Pavilion
(Grasser et al. 2020)

3D Printed Concrete Tectonics Shaker, Khader, Reiter, Anton
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first interface type is where elements are joined along the normal of the printed layers,

throughout the paper, this will be referred to as the End-to-End interface. Inversely, the

second interface is where components are connected perpendicularly to the normal of

the printed layers, this type is referred to as the Side-to-Side interface. As the nature of

the vertical printing process does not allow for non-planar interfaces on both ends of the

printed components, a hybrid interface type of End-to-End and Side-to-Side was sought

after. This paper addresses side-to-side interfaces and hybrid interfaces.

Assembly Typologies: Side-to-Side Interface

Interlocking Components—In this approach, the limitations on the geometry of the surface

where the interface occurs are very minimal: it can be a planar, single, or double-curved

surface. A two-part prototype of a U-shaped interface (Figure 10) was printed to under-

stand the potential of this interface type in terms of fitting accuracy.

Keyway Interface—There are two distinct differences in this subtype from the previous

one. First, the number of layers at which the components meet is less. Second, the compo-

nents touch each other rather than fitting inside one another.

8 Diagram of the fabrication
setup used in the project: (a) dry
mix silo; (b) concrete mixer; (c)
concrete pump; (d) accelerator
mixer; (e) accelerator pump;
(f) 3-axis gantry; (g) robot manip-
ulator; (h) extruder tool; (i) work
object; (j) computer; (k) teach
pendant (Anton et al. 2021)

9 Assembly typologies

8

9
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12

This problem is resolved in the Keyway subtype due to

the significant reduction of the contact surface to a small

number of printed layers. This increases the probability of

having better-fitting printed components. This specific logic

can be applied to different geometries while maintaining the

technique’s advantage.

Assembly Typologies: Hybrid Interface

Nested Components—Moving gradually towards upscaling,

a temporary stand-alone structure of half an arch was

designed and broken down to multiple components. The

nested approach (Figure 11) emerged as a solution to

connect the 3D-printed components in a predefined position

through designing one part with a wider cross-section than

the other to allow for partial or full nesting. A tolerance gap

of 10mm was provided between all assembly faces.

The varying width of the cross-section of each component

provides an external surface to conceal the assembly

detail, which leads to an overall homogenous reading of the

assembled form (Figure 13). Moreover, the function of the

internal geometry shown in Figure 12 is performance-

oriented. To elaborate, the internal geometry provides a

surface for the soft timber wedges, shown in Figure 14.

Together, the internal geometry and the timber wedges

allow for an adequate load transfer that takes advantage of

the great compressive strength of concrete, while reducing

the potential tension build up within the nested structure.

Moreover, the timber wedges form an inclined plane that is

necessary to build up the overall inclination in increments.

Half-lap Interface—The research investigated connecting

two components by creating a two-level interface (Figure

15) as a workaround for the technique’s limitation of having

at least one flat end.

Results—The full-scale assembled Half-Lap prototype

shows that the End-to-End interface requires a very accu-

rate printing quality and does not allow for imprecision in

the orthogonality, which remains a main repercussion of

this fabrication technique. Significant vertical deformation

at the end of the two segments can be seen in Figure 16,

creating mismatching geometries. Furthermore, as only

one interface per element can be printed, it is limited to

joining two elements.

Final Demonstrator

The goal of the final demonstrator, a segmented 3D-printed

concrete bar, is to showcase an assembly strategy applied

to a design suitable for 3D concrete printing. The bar

stretches 7.5 meter in length and 40 centimeters in depth.

The bar was segmented to five parts, three long segments

11

10

1413

Results—In the interlocking prototype, it was observed

that the provided tolerance gap of 10mm was sufficient for

a smooth fitting. In all the experiments the tolerance was

determined as half of layer width. However, successful

interlocking can only happen in the case of a highly

precise print along the entire length of contact surface.

3D Printed Concrete Tectonics Shaker, Khader, Reiter, Anton
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of self-intersecting geometry and two connecting keystones (Figure 17). The decision to

work with side-to-side connecting interfaces was motivated by the connection aesthetics,

segmentation strategy, and printing orientation of the porous structure. During the

assembly process (Figure 18), the long segments were rotated 90° to a vertical position and

aligned next to one another. Afterwards, the keystones were lowered into place to create a

continuous 7.5m surface (Figure 19).

CONCLUSION
The results of the experiments carried out in this research have shown that various

assembly typologies for 3D concrete printed components are possible through investi-

gating design and fabrication parameters that are informed by the 3D printing process.

Segmentation and assembly strategies are design-specific and need to be developed

together with the printing strategy. For example, choosing a layer orientation different

to that of the final position of the printed part extends design and fabrication spaces for

CE3DP, especially in prefabrication setups. As explored in the Compound Fabrication

project by MIT (Zivkovic and Battaglia 2018), post-processing methods such as 3D scan-

ning and CNC milling could be implemented to create a refined surface quality along the

interface which will overcome the local inaccuracies of the printed layers. An enhancement

to the fabrication setup could be another approach to address the quality and precision

of the printed object. Researchers at ETH Zürich have experimented with printing on a

formwork surface instead of a regular planar printing bed (Anton et al. 2020). Furthermore,

the research delivers a promising outlook for further development in 3D concrete printed

tectonics. While designed as a dry connection, the proposed solutions highlight precision

requirements and are applicable to masonry-type connections with the interface materials

being mortar for permanent assemblies, or soft materials such as mats or wood wedges

(Figure 10) for temporary joining. In addition to compensating some printing inaccuracies,

an interface material also reduces local stress concentrations between the elements by

distributing the load transfer through the connection to a larger surface, reducing splitting

risk. To summarize, there are several approaches to address the imperfections resulting

from the fabrication process of concrete 3D printing. These approaches allow for the load

transfer between components including permanent assemblies through introducing

a mortar-like material that compensates for surface imprecision, post process the

superficial area of the printed parts, and use precise formworks during printing in the

connection areas.

10 Interlocking prototype

11 Nested components

12 Optimized internal geometry

13 Nested components

14 Diagram section through four
3D printed components of the
arch: (1) hollow cavity inside the
component; (2) CE3DP porous
infill; (3) outer shell section;
(4) inclined plane used for
assembly; (5) component edge
that hides the assembly detail

15 Half-Lap interface

16 Half-Lap prototype

17 Keystone component

1615 17
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18 Components assembly process
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ABSTRACT
Research in the fi eld of additive manufacturing with concrete has gained enormous 

momentum in recent years. In practice, the fi rst fully functional and habitable buildings 

have been realized. While these lighthouse projects have proven the general feasibility 

of 3D printing in construction, in the future it will be a matter of further expanding the 

potential of 3D printing, addressing important topics such as functional integration 

(reinforcement, piping, fasteners), material gradation (load-bearing, insulating) as well 

as disassembly and reuse.  

As part of an international competition organized by LafargeHolcim Ltd. and its partners 

Witteveen & Bos, COBOD, and Fondation des Ponts which focused on realigning a tradi-

tionally manufactured residential building to concrete 3D printing technology, a team of 

students and researchers have developed a concept for a modular, function-integrated 

panel system for individualized wall and ceiling elements. The system is characterized 

by the fact that the integrated modular structures are printed fl at on the fl oor and 

precise connections and structural joints are subtracted while the concrete is still in its 

green state.
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INTRODUCTION
While the emergence of large-scale 3D printing processes 

introduced considerable opportunities for a sustainable 

and efficient construction industry (Delgado Camacho et al. 

2018; Paul et al. 2018; Lu et al. 2019), 3D printed concrete 

structures face a series of challenges that need to be 

investigated such as structural reinforcement, integration 

of functions, surface quality and transportation of elements 

(Salet and Wolfs 2016; Raval and Patel 2020; Panda et al. 

2018). Today, most construction-scale 3D-printed concrete 

structures are produced in situ and tend to be monolithic 

and monofunctional due to fabrication constraints related 

to the printing process. In addition, the printed structures 

inherit an undifferentiated surface texture as a result of 

the deposited concrete layer upon layer which limits the 

freedom of surface expression. Moving beyond monolithic 

and monofunctional structures requires investigating 

aspects of assemblability, functional integration, and 

accessibility of future maintenance of the 3D-printed 

concrete components.

As part of an international competition that focused on 

rethinking 3D-printed concrete housing, a novel solution for 

individualized 3D-printed concrete structures was explored 

through examining two main fabrication aspects. Firstly, the 

functional integration using Shotcrete 3D Printing (SC3DP); 

and secondly, the surface finishing using Green-State 

Concrete Milling (GSCM).

With SC3DP technique the concrete is sprayed with pres-

sure in order to build up three-dimensional and free-form 

concrete structures. SC3DP enables enhanced layer adhe-

sion (Kloft et al. 2020), controllable material addition and 

spatial printing freedom. This technique is then followed 

by GSCM, which can be described as the post-processing 

of the printed concrete in its green state, meaning it has 

set but has not cured completely. Such process allows for 

controlled surface quality as well as precise detailing for 

joints and connection points. 

In this context, this paper presents a new possible 

automated fabrication approach that integrate several 

functionalities that are essential in the realization of 

customized 3D-printed concrete structures on the 

construction-scale.

STATE OF THE ART
Functional Integration in 3D Concrete Printing

Recently, several 3D-printed projects have broadened 

the range of functional integration. An example of this 

can be seen in the in situ two-story residential building 

developed by PERI GmbH in collaboration with COBOD and 

32
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2 Integrated insulation into the printed, double-shell cavity walls

3 Integrated empty pipes and electrical sockets

4 & 5 Integrated chimney and kitchen substructures

6

7

6 The Bridge Project, Studio michiel van der kley & TU Eindhoven

7 Tsinghua University 3D-printed concrete bridge

8 3D-printed concrete bridge components, BAM Infra & TU  Eindhoven

8
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Mense-Korte engineers + architects, Germany (PERI GmbH 

2020). The building consists of triple-skin cavity walls, 

which are filled with an insulating compound. The printing 

process considered functional integration of reinforce-

ment, pipes and connections (water, electricity, etc.) and 

also multi-use substructures (Figures 2-5). This project 

demonstrates the potential of comprehensive execution of 

3D-printed concrete structures through functional inte-

grative fabrication process. One noteworthy point here is 

that most of the functionally integrated 3D-printed concrete 

structures tend to not only be monolithic but they also 

share similar design typology due to fabrication limitation of 

the 3D extrusion-based technique. 

Prefabrication in 3D Concrete Printing

Another crucial area of exploration for an efficient and 

sophisticated 3D-printed concrete structures is off-site 

prefabrication. One building typology that illustrates 

the potential of prefabricated concrete structures are 

3D-printed concrete bridges (Figures 6-8). Similar as in 

conventional concrete construction, 3D printing also offers 

the possible assembly of complex geometries from smaller 

prefabricated objects. These projects (Bos et al. 2019; Xu et 

al. 2020; Salet et al. 2018; Prior 2021) proved that prefabri-

cated concrete components allow for more design freedom, 

efficient use of materials and controlled fabrication 

environment (Menna et al. 2020; Anton et al. 2021). What 

remains necessary to further improve the performance of 

prefabricated 3D-printed concrete structures is the dimen-

sional accuracy and precision of the connecting interfaces.

Design for Disassembly and 

Subtractive Manufacturing in Green State

In addition to the previous scope of manufacturing, 

methods of CNC milling 3D-printed concrete structures are 

being recently explored to enable controlled surface quality 

and precise geometric feature. This was illustrated in the 

projects of Adaptive Modular Spatial Structures (Figure 

9) and the Dry Joint Column (Figure 10 ) at the Institution 

of Structural Design in TU Braunschweig where a digital 

fabrication system was developed using SC3DP process 

with the focus on segmentation and jointing of elements 

(Hack et al. 2019; Kloft et al. 2019). In this project, a robotic 

CNC milling process was introduced to post-process the 

printed concrete structure in order to create a precise dry 

joint. Another hybrid robotic 3D printing and milling process 

has been developed at the University of Loughborough and 

the university of Sheffield to allow for precise production of 

3D-printed concrete parts (Kinnell et al. 2021).

METHODS
According to the design brief to develop solutions for faster, 

more material-efficient and less geometrically constrained 

buildings, a 3D printing workflow for the production of 

adaptive panels was developed. Instead of printing verti-

cally from ground up, here previously introduced strategy 

was chosen in which the panels are printed flat on the 

ground, allowing full freedom of shape in two-dimensional 

space. Printing on a flat, level surface (Figure 11) creates 

a high quality contact surface enabling dry-jointing two  

individual panel layers without the need of post-processing. 

Furthermore, placeholders for precise recesses and 

concrete anchors can be placed in order to create connec-

tion details on the panel. Vertical layering also provides the 

opportunity to embed functional components across the 

entire panel surface between the layers. Another advan-

tage of printing flat on the ground is that the process is 

fast and that multiple elements could be printed at once, as 

there are no high parts to interfere with the robot. In order 

to be able to connect several panels laterally, the perimeter 

of the elements was subtractively machined before the 

concrete had cured (Figure 12). This GSCM process saves 

energy and abrasion and is also faster compared to milling 

the fully cured concrete. To simplify the assembly and 

disassembly of the panels, a joining system was developed 

that works only with dry connectors and allows the parts to 

be lifted using the same connection points.

Computational Design Generation 

The overall architectural system was based on a reference 

9

10
9 Milling and smoothing in the green state of the concrete, 

ITE, TU Braunschweig

10 Post processing 3D-printed concrete column, ITE, TU Braunschweig
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building given within the Hackathon: a villa in Eindhoven, 

Netherlands (Houben/Van Mierlo Architects 2011-2016). 

After architectural analyses of the villa, a specific part of 

the villa was selected for subdivision. Thus, a three-dimen-

sional grid was extracted and equalized digitally to create 

a unified cell size, suitable for creating a modular system 

(Figure 13). 

Based on this, a design loop was developed to create the 

actual panel as a module: the design intent was developed 

as a simple planar surface that could be designed freely 

to any imaginable outline. The basic panel was designed 

as an adaptive C-shaped element. In order to save mate-

rial, representative sections of 1:1 panels were chosen 

for production, containing all important details such as 

connection points and reinforcement layer. Each panel 

consist of two parts, an inner loadbearing wall and an outer 

facade wall. The load bearing part connects the modules 

together and is slightly shorter to provide a support for 

ceiling panels. The outer part is longer to cover the entire 

facade. the shape of the parts is slightly different to empha-

size aesthetic freedom and create a recess for windows 

(Figure 14). 

The panels were analyzed and optimized according to 

the force flow using Karamba 3D (Preisinger 2020) for 

Grasshopper (Rutten 2014). The algorithm provided infor-

mation not only about the deformation and offset of the 

component at a defined force but also about the distri-

bution of the compressive and tensile force flows within 

the facade panel. The iteration with the lowest structural 

offset was then minimized in material thickness by topology 

optimization; the optimal force flow depending on support 

points was determined and added as ribs to the panel, 

saving material where it is structurally not needed. The 

connection points were later subtracted from the finished 

geometry. The recesses were placed in such a way that 

concrete anchors served at the same time as transport 

hooks and connection points for the subsequent connec-

tors. At the connection points, apart from the turnbuckles 

for connecting two modules, the structural and the facade 

layers also came together at this point. 

For the robotic path, two different approaches were 

investigated: first was an equal offset of the input surface 

outline, the second (and more force flow oriented version) 

was a tween of the two length side curves of the surface.

This type of path planning is accompanied by varying path 

widths and takes advantage of the spray cone of SC3DP; the 

closer the nozzle is directed to the baseplate, the narrower 

the printed path becomes and vice versa (Figures 16-17). 

With a nozzle distance of 300mm, a path width of 100mm 

was measured; with a halved nozzle distance of 150mm, a 

path width of 50mm was measured. In order to change the 

concrete flow rate accordingly, the speed of robot move-

ment was parametrically coupled to the nozzle distance; if 

the distance is halved, the speed doubles at the same time 

and thus balances out the concrete flow rate. Thus, the 

robot speed varied from 6.000mm/min to 12.000mm/min. 

For simulating the robots movement, the plugin Robots for 

Grasshopper was used (Soler and Huyghe 2017). The coor-

dinates and the tool speed were translated into a G-code 

legible for the Siemens Sinumeric, which controls the robot 

and CNC mill.

Fabrication

For fabrication the unique Digital Building Fabrication 

Laboratory (DBFL) of the Institute for Structural Design 

11

12

13

11 Shotcrete 3D Printing (SC3DP) on a flat surface

12 Green-State Concrete Milling (GSCM) to define the outlines 
of a flat element

13 Redesigned part of the reference villa and selected section for 
demonstation
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14 Exploded isometric view of the Demonstrator

15 Machines used at Digital Building Fabrication Laboratory (DBFL)

16 Path planning: Low nozzle distance for narrow paths

17 Path planning: High nozzle distance for wide paths

(ITE) at TU Braunschweig was used. The DBFL is a large 

scale robotic fabrication facility consisting of a gantry 

system with two independently controllable manipulators, 

firstly a 6-axis St ubli T  200 robot, and secondly a 3-axis 

Omag milling application. The overall cooperative build 

space embraces 10.5 x 5.25 x 2.5 meters. As such, the DBFL 

facilitates the production of largescale structures, both 

by subtractive machining, as well as by additive manufac-

turing processes (Figure 15).

Before the actual component was printed, all parts that 

were later to be embedded are pre-produced: place-

holders, technical units such as pipes, and reinforcement 

mats. The placeholders were used to form small recesses 

where the connectors would later be placed. They also 

fixed the necessary concrete anchors in the right places. 

The placeholders consisted of several layers and were 

stacked like Legos® in the printing process, only to later 

be removed again. The layers were necessary because 

embedded elements such as concrete anchors and rein-

forcement mats are fixed to the placeholders and would 

create a spray shadow if they were placed as a package all 

at once. Because of the layers, placeholders were always 

pressed into the fresh concrete layer and covered in a 

good bond without a spray shadow. Since the connection 

points could always look the same regardless of the shape 

of the component, the placeholders could be reused. In 

this experiment, they consist of multiplex boards that were 

simply screwed together.

First, a wooden baseplate was placed in the workspace 

of the DBFL to generate a flat surface for printing. On this 

baseplate, the exact locations where the placeholders and 

anchors were to be placed, were marked. To be as precise 

as possible, a laser pointer was attached to the robot, 

which marked the corner points of the placeholders and 

anchors (Figure 18). These were screwed to the baseplate 

in the next step; the facade part required two concrete 

anchors placed upright, the structural part the first layer 

of placeholders. The printing process began with two base 

layers, each 1cm thick (Figure 19). Subsequently, the first 

reinforcement mat was placed and attached to a second 

layer placeholder and thus could be placed accurately. The 

robotic printing process was paused for any manual inter-

vention like this (Figure 20).

The slimmer facade part of the wall was covered with two 

more layers of concrete and for a total of 4cm thick and 

was ready for post-processing after a short curing.

The structural part of the wall was printed further and the 

reinforcement was covered by four middle layers. Technical 

units such as pipes and cables could be embedded in 

these middle layers as desired. Then the third and last 

placeholder was stacked on top of the previous ones and 

fixed. Concrete anchors were fixed to this placeholder and 

were embedded horizontally into the structural part. The 

1716

15
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reinforcement was directly connected to these anchors, 

which in turn facilitated placement and also created a 

pre-tension in the fiber mat. Once this bundle was placed 

correctly, the last two flat surface layers of concrete were 

sprayed on (Figure 21), followed by the ribs as a single 

sprayed line on top. The structural part of the wall was then 

8cm thick plus 4cm of ribs. The additive printing process 

was completed after about one hour.

Green-State Concrete Milling

To achieve the optimum strength for post-processing, the 

freshly printed parts had to cure until the consistency 

resembled moist soil. It should be hard to the touch but 

possible to press in by hand. In this experiment, it took 

about 1.5 hours for the concrete to reach this state. In the 

meantime, the placeholders had to be removed already 

from the curing concrete so that they did not pose an 

obstacle for the CNC mill. These were taken apart layer by 

layer and detached from the anchors that remained in the 

element. After the waiting time, the subtractive CNC milling 

process was started (Figure 22). The milling was done 

with a diamond milling head with a diameter of 50mm and 

a length of 210mm. This was used to flank-mill the outline 

of each element at a 90 degree angle (other angles are 

possible depending on requirements). Initially with an offset 

of 25mm, the CNC mill approached the original shape in 

three rounds. The smooth edges that result were supposed 

to be suitable for dry joining. Optionally, the surface of the 

printed elements could also be machined. for this purpose, 

a conventional concrete power trowel would be attached to 

the end effector of the CNC mill, which would smoothen the 

concrete surface by distributing it. 

Assembly

When the parts were completely cured, they were detached 

from the baseplate and assembled. The structural part of 

the wall was lifted and erected by crane using its lateral 

concrete anchors. The facade part had its joints on the 

connecting surface and was thus firmly connected to the 

baseplate. Here, the entire baseplate together with the 

element was lifted and erected (Figure 23). 

The component was printed on the baseplate in such a way 

that it could be tilted exactly onto an Euro-pallet and stood 

upright on it (Figure 24). The baseplate was then detached 

from the back of the facade element and removed. Both 

halves of the wall then stood upright together on a pallet 

with freely accessible anchor points and could be moved by 

crane. The side facing the baseplate was smooth for both 

elements, which allowed them to fit closely together (Figure 

25). The placeholders had formed a recess in the structural 

half that fitted onto the concrete anchors of the facade 

18 Placing concrete anchors and placeholders after marking positions 
robotically

19 Spraying initial layer of concrete to embed concrete anchors and 
placeholders

20 Placing carbon fiber mats during printing process between layers

21 Spraying covering layers of the wall parts

22 Removing placeholders and outline milling of the wall parts in green-state

18

19

20

21

22
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23 Lifting structural part by crane 24 Erect facade part with baseplate

side. The two panel layers were first screwed together 

through this recess. The finished wall module, consisting 

of the structural layer and facade layer, could then be 

also connected to other modules. The concrete anchors 

placed on the side of the structural part were used for 

this purpose. They formed the screw connection points for 

turnbuckles commonly used in the precast industry, which 

were placed in the larger recesses of the structural part. 

The milled layers of the wall fitted together butt to butt and 

were bolted tightly by the turnbuckles (Figure 26).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result of the experiment were sections of two wall 

modules, shown in Figure 9, at a scale of 1:1 (Figures 

27-28). The demonstrator measured a total of 800mm x 

900mm x 190mm. The production time without waiting time 

was about 140 minutes, of which 20 minutes was prepara-

tion of the baseplate, reinforcement mats, and placeholders. 

The printing process took about 60 minutes, including 

insertion of the reinforcement mats, placeholders and 

technical units. Surface finishing took about 30 minutes, 

whereas assembling with 2 persons and a crane took 20 

minutes. In terms of scaling, it is expected that the printing 

time for the full-size part would be increased linearly in 

relation to the material weight.

During the experiment, following observations were made. 

Although the placeholders turned out to be a simple means 

of forming the small recesses for the connections, posi-

tioning them by means of a robotically aligned laser pointer 

and manual marking on the wooden board resulted in slight 

inaccuracies in the placement, which only became notice-

able when the modules were assembled.

The layered placeholders themselves were also not yet 

optimal; each layer had to be cleaned after the spraying 

process before being installed on the following layer. 

Fastening by screws is also not ideal, as it is too complex 

for the intended fully automated, robotic process. Both 

problems could be solved by a magnetic system consisting 

of a steel baseplate and magnetic placeholders, as it is 

already used in the precast industry.

During the printing process, inaccuracies in the path height 

of about 6.25mm added up by 8 layers to a deviation in 

thickness of 50mm, compared to its digital twin. This is due 

to insufficient calibration at the beginning of the experiment. 

However, the force-flow-optimized fiber reinforcement and 

ribs should allow a much thinner wall thickness than steel 

reinforced concrete walls. The solid bond of embedded 

functions such as pipes, reinforcement and concrete 

anchors by pressing on and spraying over in the printing 

process was positively noticed. However, complete robotic 

placement remains desirable.

There is also room for improvement in the milled sides, 

which are not yet smooth enough for stable dry-joints. 

Here, a further run with a distribution tool after milling is 

required. On the contrary, the inner contact surfaces of 

the wall layers stand out; the connection of the wall layers 

belonging together was exceptionally tight, as the baseplate 

acted like a formwork for this critical contact side. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This project demonstrated a hybrid manufacturing 

approach for producing functionally integrated 3D-printed 

concrete elements with controlled surface quality. This 

A Hybrid Additive Manufacturing Approach Rennen, Khader, Hack, Kloft
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25 Align smooth contact-sides of both parts against each other 26 Tighten layer connection points and connect modules by turnbuckle

hybrid approach was possible using both SC3DP and 

GSCM and both techniques allowed for a comprehensive 

realization of a precisely fabricated 3D-printed concrete 

wall section that includes structural layer reinforce-

ment, anchor points for an efficient transport, and guided 

assembly and post-processed edges for a precise dry-joint 

connection.

The precision and prediction of the actual printed geometry 

in connection with the required path properties are already 

being investigated and optimized at the ITE. This also opens 

up the applicability of variable path widths for tween path 

planning. Post-processing and fiber-winding are also inves-

tigated in the present, which will make clean and stable 

dry-joints and optimized, light reinforcement possible.

The full automation of the process requires its own 

approach. A system must be developed that automates the 

manual placement of, for example, reinforcement mats and 

placeholders. For this, the placeholders themselves must 

be rethought. If this succeeds, the step of measuring in 

could be completely eliminated. In terms of reinforcement, 

the carbon-fiber-mats used so far should be replaced 

by  the dynamic robotic fiber-winding technique (Hack et 

al. 2021), already prepared and simulated digitally during 

this project, to produce fiber reinforcement optimized for 

specific tensile forces and to strengthen the component 

without adding material. The fiber-winding technique can 

either be applied in pre-production or directly wound into 

the printed component during the process.

In order to exploit the full potential of the separately printed 

wall layers, attempts are being made to use different 

functional materials, e.g. insulating concrete for exterior 

insulation or lightweight concrete lightweight facades. The 

only prerequisites are that the material is sprayable and 

stable enough to allow the geometry to build up. 

The SC3DP approach described in this paper is ultimately 

not limited to walls, but can be applied to other architec-

tural elements such as floor slabs, as the Institute for 

Structural Design at TU Braunschweig has demonstrated 

in an earlier experiment, the “Add-on Printed Slab” (Kloft et 

al. 2019). Since the contact side resting on the baseplate 

is smooth and suitable for use as a floor surface, load-

bearing ribs can be printed on the other side, this method 

is also applicable for this purpose. Moreover, building 

services such as underfloor heating can be embedded in 

the process using the same principles.

In summary, concrete 3D printing is not yet fully developed 

when it comes to embedding functions such as building 

services, reinforcement, and insulation to match today’s 

building standards. There are also still many unresolved 

challenges in terms of modularity and joinability. The inte-

gration of both novel techniques of SC3DP and GSCM opens 

the room for facing challenges related to the concrete 3D 

printing industry. Potentials of realigning design and fabri-

cation parameters related to 3D concrete printing have 

been possible to move towards a more integrated, flexible, 

and modular manufacturing system. Overcoming the limita-

tions of monolithic and monofunctional 3D-printed concrete 

structures can be further explored and investigated with 

such a hybrid manufacturing approach.
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Meristem Wall is a prototype for a 3D-printed building envelope, featuring a dynamically 

controllable network of integrated air channels that allow a fl uid and adaptive relationship 

between inside and outside. The wall integrates functional lighting and electricity, windows, 

and a custom CNC-knitted textile interior. It is fabricated through binder-jet sand 3D 

printing and points towards a climatically performative architecture inclusive of nonhuman 

life in urban contexts.

Based on previous research that demonstrated airfl ow transfer in a reticulated branching 

network (Andréen 2016), the system of channels can be controlled through an embedded 

system of sensors and actuators to enable selective transport of heat and moisture. Their 

tortuosity and narrow diameter limits cross-drafts. The outer part of the wall shifts the 

channels to a nested landscape of intertwined surfaces, providing an extensive biolog-

ical habitat in the building itself. Meristem Wall presents a vision for 3D printing in the 

construction sector (Turner and Soar 2008) and how the technology may come to reshape 

our relationship to the natural and built environment.

Computational Design Model 

The design of the wall is the result of a simulation that is managed through a unifying voxel 

model. Multiple algorithms come together to deliver several functions, negotiating their 

internal relationship through emergent, local interactions (Varenne 2013).

1 Meristem Wall at Time Space Existence, Palazzo Mora, Venice.
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The model self-organizes using a custom particle-spring 

system (PSS). The PSS is defined by the boundary 

constraints of the wall, which includes both its volumetric 

definition as well as dynamic (Kanellos and Hanna, 2008) 

and static connections (e.g. sightlines/windows, plumbing 

and wiring, structural loads) to the surrounding building. 

It incorporates the reticulated transient network which 

forms the base of the Meristem Wall, as well as channels 

and passages that traverse it, carrying global flows, wiring, 

and loads. 

The topological model obtained through the PSS is used to 

define a surface in 3-dimensional space, which is converted 

to a voxel model (Bernhard et al, 2018). The latter is locally 

defined, making it suited for further algorithmic processing 

and fabrication. In Meristem Wall, local adaptations of 

the geometry were made in the model to fit installations 

and fixtures and to provide anchor points for the interior 

textile. Additionally, the bioreceptivity (Guillitte, 1995) of 

the external surface is targeting several scales of growth: 

nests, porous pockets, surface texture and rugosity 

derived from the material print process.

The textile is converging in the computational model of 

the wall. Its main role is to provide a semi-permeable 

membrane to the inside of the wall which allows for the 

passage of airflows. The scale of the knit pattern changes 

locally at the channel inlets to a high density, in order to 

filter out insects and larger particles. The knitted patterns 

vary outside of these to reflect the exterior wall ecology, 

giving different transparencies; at the same time, it gives a 

soft, colorful, and tactile surface facing the internal room.

Digital Fabrication

The wall was fabricated through binder-jet sand 3D printing 

by Voxeljet, and CNC knitted using a seven gage CNC indus-

trial knitting machine (Steiger Libra 1.130). The printing 

process supports high resolutions of sub-millimeter scale 

and complex cantilevered geometries while simultaneously 

accommodating large volumes. Consequently, it would have 

2 Assembly of the wall in Venice 3 The interior is fitted with a custom CNC-knitted fabric 
and integrated lighting
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4 Meristem Wall at Time Space Existence, Palazzo Mora, Venice

Meristem Wall Goidea, Popescu, Andréen
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5 The external wall surface is designed to maximize bioreceptivity 6 Light fixtures and cabling integrated into the 3D-printed structure

8 Longitudinal section showing network integration with wall functions

been possible to be fabricated in one piece, but Meristem 

Wall was fabricated in 21 sections to facilitate transport 

and handling. The fabric was fitted onto the 3D-printed 

elements by attaching to the custom fixtures through 

looping nylon strands integrated as weft in-lays into the 

knit, so the entire installation is dissasemblable.
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10 As well as providing color, tactility, and enhancing acoustics, the knitted 
textile provides a filter over the channel openings
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The following project was created as part of an art residency with the Wellcome Centre 

for Mitochondrial Research (WCMR) at Newcastle University. The WCMR specializes in 

leading-edge research into mitochondrial disease, investigating causes, treatments, and 

ways of avoiding hereditary transmission. Mitochondria is believed to have started off as 

a separate species that through symbiosis came to be the powerhouse of each cell in our 

bodies (Hird 2009). Mitochondrial disease is a genetic disorder that is caused by genetic 

mutations of the DNA of the mitochondria or the cell that in turn affects the mitochondria 

(Bolano 2018). Mitochondria is a hereditary condition and can affect people at different 

stages in their lives. It can affect various organs and has a link to various types of condi-

tions. Therefore, the patient experience is unique to each individual and the elusive nature 

of the condition can make it particularly challenging due to the complexity of the disorder 

as well as the inaccessible scale on which these variations occur (Chinnery 2014).  

The piece that emerged consists of an assemblage of 3D-printed ceramic vessels based on 

a simple geometry that grows and morphs in digital space to create variation. The printing 

process not only captured the intentional expression of mutations but also resulted in 

discrepancy, mistakes, variations due to the consistency of the clay, gravity, or the printing 

process itself. These were welcome factors adding a physical element of making to what 

is often perceived as a purely mechanical process of digital fabrication. All geometries 

PR D CTI N N TES

Designer: Assia Crawford

Client: Wellcome Centre 
 for Mitochondrial 
 Research, 
 Newcastle University

Date: 2021

1 Mitochondrial Matrix installation capturing clusters of genetic material, exhibited at Valence II, Vane Gallery (Assia Crawford, 7.15.2021).

Symbiosis and Variation Through Digital Ceramic Fabrication
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started as a simple sphere, that was pushed and pulled 

and replicated to demonstrate the corporeal aspects of the 

disease. Some created uniform clusters of multiple spheres 

that mould effortlessly together to form a whole, others are 

caught in a state where uncomfortable protruding loops 

occur sporadically, whereas other are completely envel-

oped in those anomalous formations that from a distance 

look quite enticing yet displayed clustered together can 

feel untamed and bordering on the grotesque. This is a 

parallel to microscopy images, that too appear decorative 

and seductive, shown in various stains the lacy structure 

of the spliced samples is somewhat appealing. It is not until 

the cells are viewed as part of a malignant mass that our 

perception shifts. 

Symbiosis is a central theme throughout this project and is 

one of the fundamental principles that positions humanity 

within multispecies entanglements (Liddell and Scott 1940). 

It acknowledges that we are holobionts and as such are 

dependent on other organisms, and so it follows that even 

from an anthropocentric standpoint, we should place 

such partnerships at the forefront of the way we negotiate 

our interactions with nature (Margulis 2001; Paxson and 

Helmreich 2014; Tsing 2017; Haraway 2016). The process 

of designing Mitochondrial Matrix was one of abstraction 

and engagement with an intuitive part of making that has 

permeated my creative practice. Following discussions 

with the scientific team and peerin  into microscop  

images stained in various colors, capturing a perspective 

of the world that is rarely made privy to anyone outside of 

scientific circles   e an to thin  a out how chan es to 

cells, genes, DNA, and mitochondria are visualized from an 

outside perspective. The work is not a biologically accurate 

representation; rather it aims to capture the essence of 

the processes that take place within the human body and 

to mould public perception of humanity as an actor in a 

myriad of partnerships loaded with various challenges. The 

body in this case becomes the hostile landscape alluded to 

2 3D printing a clay vessel using a double wall, created with a 3 mm nozzle.

3  files exported from  tudio ax 8 and imported into lic r 
software and prepared for printin  ooped eometries are modeled flat 
taking into account the effects of gravity on wet clay.

4 la   printed cla  vessels air dr in  in preparation for iln firin  and 
LUTUM® 4.5 clay 3D printer by VormVrij.
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7 he individual vessels capture cell replication and rowth similar to scientific ima es 

5 Bladder cancer cells 6 Early urothelial cancer 10% tumor

Mitochondrial Matrix Crawford
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8 The decorative nature of the geometries speaks to the sinister changes 
that can only be observed in isolation within the lab

9 Cut geometries representing MRI imaging

11 Cells coming together to create healthy tissue

by various scholars (Hird 2009; Sagan and Margulis 1993). 

The objects offer a human scale expression of changes that 

occur on a micro scale, that can be touched and caressed, 

that offer sensations of comfort and continuity or elements 

that feel jarring, out of place and unsettling. The geometries 

range from the sublime to the grotesque where the viewer 

gains intrinsic understanding of the states these objects 

aim to communicate.
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12 Mitochondrial Matrix installation capturing clusters of genetic material, exhibited at Valence II, Vane Gallery
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13 Mitochondrial Matrix installation with video evoking the ritualistic aspects of laboratory practice, exhibited at Valence II, Vane Gallery
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14 Clay 3D-printed vessel representing healthy cell subdivision forming tissue

15 Applying multiple layers of ceramic glazes to mitochondrial vessels 16 Applying multiple layers of ceramic glazes to mitochondrial vessels

Mitochondrial Matrix Crawford
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17 Applying multiple layers of ceramic glazes to mitochondrial vessels 18 Clusters of different grade malignant cells forming, expressed 
as variations in geometry
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19 Clusters of different grade malignant cells forming, expressed as variations in geometry

Mitochondrial Matrix Crawford
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Inkjet printing has become abundantly available to businesses, offi ces, and households 

ever since its commercialization in the late 1980s. Although roughly forty years have 

passed, the desktop printer is still limited to printing on thin fl at surfaces, mainly paper 

(Mills 1998). On the other hand, while larger fl atbed printing technology does offer printing 

on a wide-range of substrates of various thicknesses, it is limited to 2-axis printing and is 

mainly used for large scale commercial applications due to high machine costs.

Motivated by the ambition of printing on irregular surfaces of varied mediums, improving 

upon high price points of existing fl at-bed printing machines, and contributing to the 

public knowledge of distributed manufacturing, the Direct-To-Substrate (DTS) printer is an 

exploration into an integrated z-axis within inkjet printing. To realign a familiar technology 

used by many and hack it for the purposes of expanded capabilities, the DTS allows a user 

to manufacture a three-dimensional artifact and later print graphics directly upon said 

geometry using the same machine. To remain as accessible as possible, the DTS printer 

is a computer-numerically-controlled desktop machine made from common, sourceable 

hardware parts with a tool-changeable end effector, that currently accepts a Dremel tool 

as a router, and a hacked inkjet cartridge.

This project builds upon existing technology and research that has been made accessible 

in the commons of DIY documentation, allowing projects and insights to be open for others 

to use. For instance, the machine skeleton is built upon Zain Karsan’s TinyZ, an at-home 
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Status: Work in progress

Location: Cambridge, MA
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1 DTS Printer
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machine developed for remote digital fabrication (Karsan 

2021). In addition, the hacked print-head of the DTS refer-

ences early contributions made by Nicholas C. Lewis in 

2012 with the creation of InkShield, a kit that controls an 

Hewlett Packard C6602 inkjet cartridge (Lewis 2011), and 

most recently Norbert Heinz’s development of a similar 

hacked print-head (Heinz 2020). The hacking process 

includes configuring homemade hardware to control elec-

trical pulses at the correct voltage and timing, as well as 

customized software to operate the patterns printed from 

the twelve inkjets of the print-head. 

Part of the contribution of the DTS printer was to improve 

on the missing aspects of existing project documentation 

of hacked inkjet printing, integrating an additional axis, 

and making these developed systems reproducible within 

the broadest public possible by using ubiquitous open 

source softwares such as Arduino IDE and CNCJs for inkjet 

control, as opposed to softwares with a steep learning 

curve. Hence, broadening the accessibility of the project 

beyond the tinkerer and maker, being more inclusive of 

communities with minimal electronics and machine building 

backgrounds.

Successful prints were conducted on various materials and 

integrated both additive and subtractive processes, with 

just a few limitations encountered partly due to the dimen-

sions of an off-the-shelf print-head in proportion to the bed 

size. Nevertheless, the current set-up of the machine allows 

for the expansion in either axis by simply changing the 

aluminum frame lengths, creating an at home, lower cost, 

fully integrated 3-axis, flatbed printer-like machine. While a 

printhead could also be applied to something like a robotic 

arm, the expandable frame would more easily empower 

many to address an open design with potentials for scaling 

up the application of the DTS. Printing directly upon larger 

complex geometries lends itself to the implications of 

printing on architectural components such as facades, 

structural elements, and built-ins. Furthermore, other 

abilities were conceptualized, such as printing directly 

upon digitally manufactured parts, eliminating the need for 

instruction manuals. 

2 Tool change demonstration: hacked inkjet

4 Tool change demonstration: Dremel 

3 Text test print with laser for origin placement

5 Process shot: milled foam piece
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6 DTS Printer

DTS Printer: Spatial Inkjet Printing Kaiser, Aljomairi
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7 Printing on different material substrates (wood) 7 This is ACADIA-Figure Caption (photographer name, date, © if applicable).

9 Foam piece with printed topo lines

The DTS printer, therefore, is an exercise in custom 

CNC machine building to explore the further capacities 

of designers redirecting current digital manufacturing 

methods. With the dedication to open sharing and docu-

mentation of the systems developed, it is the firm belief of 

its creators that the access to this public information also 

allows for separate actors to continually build, invent, and 

improve these technologies for the better. 

8 Printing on different material substrates (fabric)
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10 Manufacture and printing of architectural components
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13 Kit manufacture with printed instructions for assembly

12 Close-up of TinyG controller11 Electronics diagram for inkjet control
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Small Robots and Big Projects

1 Semi-autonomous applica-
tion-specifi c robotic system for 
survey and layout of complex 
architectural elements along 
the surface of spatial steel 
structures

2 Layout of the anchor posi-
tions for facade installation 
is complicated by the building 
scale, its overall geometry, and 
the circular section of primary 
structural members (lack of 
existing indexing features along 
the structure)

3 Sequence of structure 
surveying operations at 
various stages of the renova-
tion project: a) initial laser scan 
resulting in a point cloud model 
of the as-built steel structure 
(expected scan tolerance is 
approximately 10-25mm); b) 
secondary high accuracy scan 
with the proposed robotic 
system, relying on total station 
and rigid robot body (adver-
tised total station tolerance 
with selected prism marker is 
1-2mm) (Lienhart 2017)

Maria Yablonina
Daniels Faculty of 
Architecture, 
Landscape, and Design
University of Toronto

James Coleman
A. ahner Company

Automation of Complex Spatial Layouts Onsite

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a custom robotic process for semi-autonomous survey and layout 

of architectural elements for a large-scale renovation project. Specifi cally, the research 

presents a custom single-task robotic device accompanied with software and workfl ow 

methods for surveying, localizing, and marking the positions of fa ade anchors along the 

surface of primary steel members. Enabled by custom robotic locomotion and real-time 

localization, the presented approach offers high-tolerance installation in a low-tolerance 

environment while minimizing dangerous erection steps that would typically be done by 

fi eld personnel. 

The robotic system and the workfl ow are designed, developed, and tailored to the specifi c 

project needs and parameters of the renovated building. For instance, the Halbach 

magnetic locomotion system presented in this paper is custom designed to traverse the 

radius of steel pipes of which the building structure consists. On the one hand, such spec-

ifi city renders the robotic hardware obsolete when applied beyond this project. However, 

the hardware simplicity enabled by its single-task purpose allowed the team to rapidly 

develop and deploy the robotic system on-site within a year, which would have not been 

possible with generic hardware. The paper describes the current stage of development 

of the robotic system and uses the presented robotic workfl ow to outline the benefi ts of 

single-task robotics approach in construction. 
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INTRODUCTION
evelopment and inte ration of computational desi n tools 

and processes in architecture over the past few decades 

have resulted in a radical expansion of desi n possi ilities 

availa le to their users  owever  when a pro ect moves 

from the office to the o  site  the tools used for desi n  

fa rication  and coordination tend to diminish in sophisti-

cation and accessi ilit  n the desi n phase  architects and 

desi n en ineers wield a suite of tools for computational 

modelin  finite element anal sis  simulation  data 

sharin  and  computer aided desi n  visuali ation  

hereas when construction e ins  their counterparts on 

the o  site operate with  documents  tape measures  

levels  strin  and intermittent support from hi h preci-

sion surve in  e uipment handled manuall   a trained 

surve in  su contractor  his separation of parties has 

a two pron ed effect  desi n en ineers and architects in 

the office cannot verif  what is ein  done at the o  site  

and the field crews do not have a full picture of what the  

are producin  his results in iterative loops  of revision 

and expensive rewor  he rea  etween  model 

and onsite wor  renders man  desi ns difficult to uild  

ma in  them expensive and vulnera le to simplification 

and value en ineerin

ne of the most crucial and error prone phases in the 

desi n to construction process is the tas  of translatin  

the  model to the ph sical space of the uildin  site 

la out  he feed ac  loop etween as desi ned and as uilt 

elements is usuall  ad hoc and error prone  he proclivit  

for errors and the diver ence from the as desi ned plan 

ma es deplo in  automation processes either impossi le 

or impractical

rantin  that the separation etween the desi n and uild 

phases of a pro ect is a complex multi faceted issue  the 

presented research proposes a method that removes 

some of the information aps etween the  desi n model 

and on site personnel  providin  a feed ac  loop and 

automated measurement tool for accomplishin  complex 

la outs of structural mem ers  pecificall  this research 

proposes an application specific ro otic s stem for 

surve in  a state of the construction process and autono-

mousl  preparin  a la out for the next sta e directl  on the 

uilt structure  minimi in  the need for additional drawin s 

or documentation and eliminatin  the need for remo ili a-

tion of field crews i ure 

he research is conducted in the context of a construction 

and renovation pro ect of the irforce cadem  hapel  

hapel  an  and itchcoc   i ure  in particular 

the fa ade installation sta e  rchival documentation of the 

ori inal construction process conducted in  clearl  

demonstrates the complexit  of the facade installation 

se uence and assem l  he tools availa le to the ori inal 

erectors alon  with the lac  of onsite documentation of 

as uilt dimensions leave an incomplete picture of what 

was uilt and ma es au mentation challen in  ar e 

amounts of shimmin  lar er than four inches in some 

areas  and welded in place connections were ori inall  

used to compensate for fa rication tolerances and install 

errors  neither of which were documented   primar  chal-

len e for this renovation pro ect is creatin  an envelope 

in the same form as the ori inal for historic preservation  

while ensurin  its hi h performance accordin  to contem-

porar  standards  or instance  aps that were ori inall  

desi ned to accommodate fa rication error are now 

utili ed for parts and infrastructure  leavin  little mar in 

for error durin  installation of the new s stem

he revised hi h tolerance envelope desi n aims to 

eliminate water infiltration of the claddin  panels and 

re uires some  accuratel  positioned anchors 

installed alon  the steel tetrahedron structure at hei hts 

etween  feet in elevation   multista e la out 

process ma es the installation costl  and often dan erous 

for the field personnel  he a ilit  to perform la out tas s 

2
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semi autonomousl  from the round has countless enefits 

and is possi le  the proposed su strate specific mo ile 

ro ot

he renovation tas  presents a uni ue challen e compared 

to t pical construction pro ects where schedule demands 

that the superstructure is erected in parallel with facade 

installation  ere the entire superstructure is complete 

efore an  fa rication ta es place ut is undocu-

mented  tili in   scannin  technolo ies will enerate 

a semi complete low accurac  as uilt model that can 

e planned and modelled a ainst  which is not t pical for 

conventional processes wherein un nown field conditions 

si nificantl  limit the possi ilities of automation  vaila ilit  

of the uilt structure alon  with its accurate representation 

in the di ital desi n space allows the levera in  of oth for 

a ro otic in situ la out process i ure 

BACKGROUND
n proposin  a mo ile ro otic tool for surve  and la out  

this research uilds upon two primar  areas of investi a-

tion and prior wor  automation of surve in  and la out 

tas s in construction  and research and development in 

su strate specific ro otic locomotion and clim in  ro ots

Automated Surveying and Layout in Construction

utomation of surve in  la out  and construction tas s 

is one of the e  areas of interest in academic and indus-

trial research across the fields of ro otics  construction  

computer science  and architecture   variet  of ro otic 

surve in  tools for construction have een developed 

and inte rated  ran in  from stationar  scannin  devices  

to weara le hardware intended to e carried  human 

wor ers  to le ed  aerial  and wheeled autonomous mo ile 

machines  hese ro otic surve in  solutions are mostl  

deplo ed for retrospective tolerance trac in  durin  the 

construction processes  ome examples of autonomous 

ro otic la out solutions do exist ust  o otics  

however  the  primaril  focus on  indoor la outs alon  

a floor sla  

ost of the existin  surve in  and la out devices are well 

suited for a conventional construction process wherein 

floor plates are erected in se uence  each providin  access 

to the scannin  hardware  n the case of the presented 

restoration pro ect  none of the solutions would e appli-

ca le due to the complexit  of navi ation of the truss 

superstructure at the resolution that is re uired for 

successful fa ade panel installation

Substrate-specific Locomotion Systems

u strate specific locomotion s stems and clim in  ro ots 

are a prominent area of research in ro otics and are 

increasin l  common in a variet  of industrial applications  

lim in  ro ots present a convenient solution for surve in  

and maintenance of structures and surfaces that would 

e hard to reach otherwise Berns et al   ir   

or instance  surface clim in  ro ots are developed for 

inspection and fa rication tas s in ship uildin  nche  

ue  and a   and inspection of existin  steel 

4
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Bi et al   and concrete structures aru  owlader 

and attar  as well as infrastructure  air and water 

suppl  pipes and ducts eu auer  ava oli et al  

8  u  et al   pecificall  pipe clim in  inspection 

ro ots are prominentl  applied in the industr  includin  

architectural infrastructure surve  and maintenance tas s 

Bohren et al   dditionall  tas specific clim in  

ro ots have een explored for architectural in situ fa ri-

cation and reconfi uration tas s a ser et al   

elen rin  et al   a lonina et al   eder et al  

n the context of the presented renovation challen e  the 

com ination of a su strate specific clim in  ro ot and 

construction surve in  hardware presents a uni ue oppor-

tunit  to levera e the existin  structure as the locomotion 

su strate for a semi autonomous ro ot a le to navi ate to 

and mar  e  locations for the next phase of the construc-

tion process i ure 

METHOD
he proposed s stem consists of the followin  elements  

espo e ro otic locomotion s stem  locali ation hard-

ware  and the data collection and surve in  wor flow  he 

current iteration of the s stem is developed to e used in 

two sta es  first  for surve in  and enchmar in  of the 

existin  laser scanned di ital model of the as uilt struc-

ture  and second  for la out of the fa ade rac et locations 

alon  the pipe structure for the manual installation in 

the next construction sta e  ll surve in  and mar in  

processes descri ed in this paper occur after decladdin  

cleanup  and scannin  of the chapel uildin  ut prior to 

claddin  panel fa rication

Robotic Locomotion System

he superstructure of the  hapel is composed of struc-

tural steel pipe  ma in  it a complementar  su strate for 

ma net ena led clim in  ro ots  pecificall  we are usin  

a passive ma netic al ach arra  adhesion strate  in 

com ination with wheeled ro otic locomotion i ure 

a netic al ach arra s installed on the ro ot s od  

allow it to relia l  attach and traverse the steel pipe while 

alwa s remainin  parallel to the pipe axis an illan  

on  et al  8  n actuated pivotin  wheel positioned at 

the center of the ro ot s od  and accompanied  an arra  

of four passive wheels allows the ro ot to drive alon  the 

surface of the pipe while maintainin  consistent distance 

etween the ro ot s od  and the surface of the pipe  he 

ro ot is desi ned specificall  for the  steel pipe and is 

capa le of locomotion alon  its len th as well as the diam-

eter i ure 

4 o otic locomotion s stem assem l  dia ram

 o otic locomotion s stem sin le wheel steerin  mechanism  the orien-
tation of the ro ot s od  is alwa s fixed  independent of the direction 
of motion  a  vertical locomotion   dia onal locomotion  c  hori ontal 
locomotion
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Localization System

he ro otic locali ation s stem relies on an external 

metrolo  device eica otal tation and  

rism which ena le locali ation and autonomous navi-

ation ienhart  he total station is a stationar  

laser ased measurement device accompanied with a 

prism mar er that is installed on the ro ot s od  i ure 

 he locali ation s stem can measure the position of the 

mar er in  space within a  mm tolerance ac ner 

and ienhart  dditionall  the ro otic locomotion 

s stem is e uipped with an on oard  sensor that 

reports the ro ot s orientation

t the current sta e of development  the ro ot is piloted 

manuall  from pendant  s the ro ot is driven alon  the 

pipe surface  the total station s auto trac  feature is utili ed 

to follow the ro ot s position and roadcast point data 

over i i  n inte rated autonomous navi ation and ro ot 

control s stem rel in  on real time position reported  the 

total station is currentl  in development

Data Collection and Survey Workflow

he ro ot position is trac ed  captured  and sent via 

 to a thon server  where it is pu lished to a txt file 

which can then e read and plotted into the   model  

he fre uenc  of roadcast can e set  the user  

maximum or on demand  and is cali rated  the complexit  

of the ro ot tas  he position data is then processed in 

the   environment to enchmar  the as uilt di ital 

model  nce the di ital model is updated and verified  

the position information reported  the total station is 

enou h to accuratel  define the ro ot s position on the 

pipe  and the la out sta e of the process can e in  urin  

the la out sta e the ro ot can either rel  on the real time 

position data reported  the total station to autonomousl  

navi ate to desired locations or can e driven manuall  

from a pendant

oints plotted in the   model are then anal ed 

a ainst the theoretical tar et position  Because the offset 

etween the prism center and the ro ot rollers is a fixed 

relationship  the collected points can e used to enerate 

a est fit offset  pipe   least s uared approximation 

method est fit solution  is used to estimate the true 

steel pipe location accountin  for total station tolerance 

and samplin  error i ure 8  ith the true pipe location 

updated in the di ital model  the anchor positions can now 

e calculated for the ph sical la out sta e of the process 

as shown in i ure 8  he outcome of the la out calcula-

tion process includes tar et ro ot position for mar in  of 

the anchor mountin  locations  as well as offset values for 

anchor hardware assem l  that allows for in situ anchor 

position ad ustment

RESULTS
he followin  aspects of the proposed ro otic surve in  

and la out s stem have een successfull  implemented 

and tested at this sta e of research development  on pipe 

Small Robots and Big Projects a lonina  oleman
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ro otic locomotion  manual ro ot control  locali ation 

hardware inte ration  position data recordin  and plot-

tin  in the   environment  and as uild  model 

enchmar in  and update ased on the recorded data  

he tests were performed on the pro ect performance 

moc up i ure  for the  hapel uildin   the 

authors to ether with on site superintendent who provided 

additional expertise and feed ac  uture on site tests 

are planned in accordance with the renovation pro ect 

schedule

urrent iteration of the locomotion s stem successfull  

traverses the pipe surfaces controlled from an oper-

ator pendant  he ma netic locomotion s stem ased on 

al ach arra s and sin le wheel drive has een evalu-

ated  the on site superintendent as effective for the 

proposed application  owever  the followin  flaws of the 

first iteration re uire further development of the hardware 

desi n for the next sta e of the pro ect  he footprint of the 

locomotion s stem is too wide to effortlessl  clear some of 

the narrower areas of availa le locomotion surface due 

to welds and existin  hardware mounts alon  the pipe 

surface  he wheel pivotin  ran e must e increased in 

order to afford more steerin  flexi ilit  and thus improve 

tar et point approach tolerance  nd the complianc  of the 

current pivotin  oint must e addressed as it introduces a 

si nificant drift to the locomotion process

he total station locali ation s stem was successfull  used 

to roadcast ro ot positions for recordin  and su se uent 

enchmar in  of the as uilt model  uture development 

and inte ration of a closed loop data exchan e etween 

the locali ation s stem and the ro otic locomotion s stem 

is necessar  to ena le autonomous ro otic navi ation 

to desired surve in  and la out positions  dditionall  

inte ration of the on oard  sensor would eliminate 

the two step surve  and la out process and perform oth 

operations in one o i ure  t the current sta e the 

 and the total station data collection have een tested 

and evaluated separatel

t the current sta e of development  the surve in  

functionalit  of the proposed ro otic process has een 

developed  tested  reviewed  the site superintendent and 

on site personnel  and evaluated to e successful  n oin  

development of the mar in  hardware  control software 

inte ration  and wor flow for the la out sta e is on oin  as 

promisin  

OUTLOOK
he pro ect presents a real world approach to a la out 

process conducted directl  on the structure  offerin  the 

flexi ilit  to adapt to tolerances and parameters of the 

as uilt o ect  rather than rel in  exclusivel  on partial 

as uilt  models and  documentation  he developed 

process outlines the enefits and the potential of desi nin  

and deplo in  application specific ro otic s stems for 

on site construction tas s  pecificall  the pro ect advo-

cates for a construction automation approach where 

urve  and la out sta es wor flow 
dia ram  as the ro ot traverses the 
pipe  surve in  points for the di ital 
as uilt model enchmar in  are 
collected  once the desired location 
is achieved  the ro otic s stem 
mar s the anchor installation point

ommunication across all on site 
devices happens via the central 
server computer that receives 
information from the total station 
and dispatches new commands to 
the ro otic surve in  s stem  ro ot 
position data reported  the total 
station is processed  the server 
computer to a  update the as uilt 
di ital mo el  and  to validate and if 
necessar  update the pathplannin  
tra ector  to the desired anchor 
location
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents research on designing distributed, robotic construction systems in 

which robots are taught construction behaviors relative to the elastic bending of natural 

building materials. Using this behavioral relationship as a driver, the robotic system is 

developed to deal with the unpredictability of natural materials in construction and further 

to engage their dynamic characteristics as methods of locomotion and manipulation during 

the assembly of actively bent structures. Such an approach has the potential to unlock 

robotic building practice with rapid-renewable materials, whose short crop cycles and 

small carbon footprints make them particularly important inroads to sustainable construc-

tion. The research is conducted through an initial case study in which a mobile robot learns 

a control policy for elastically bending bamboo bundles into designed confi gurations using 

deep reinforcement learning algorithms. This policy is utilized in the process of designing 

relevant structures, and for the in situ assembly of these designs. These concepts are 

further investigated through the co-design and physical prototyping of a mobile robot and 

the construction of bundled bamboo structures. This research demonstrates a shift from 

an approach of absolute control and predictability to behavior-based methods of assembly. 

With this, materials and processes that are often considered too labor-intensive or unpre-

dictable can be reintroduced. This reintroduction leads to new insights in architectural 

design and construction, where design outcome is uniquely tied to the building material 

and its assembly logic. This highly material-driven approach sets the stage for developing 

an effective, sustainable, light-touch method of building using natural materials.
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INTRODUCTION: CO-DESIGNING MATERIAL-
ROBOT CONSTRUCTION BEHAVIORS
Before the industrial revolution, humans relied on their 

experience and intuition of material behavior to build with 

low precision tools and lightly processed materials (Addis 

2007). As the precision and automation of construction 

and fabrication methods grew, materials that are difficult 

to control and predict were discarded in favor of largely 

engineered, standardized, precise, and predictable building 

materials. However, recent research has demonstrated 

how natural materials, that are inherently heterogeneous 

and thus hard to handle and simulate, such as wood, can 

nowadays also be capitalized on to assemble structures 

that are economically, ecologically, and structurally perfor-

mative (Menges 2011).

This research builds upon these examples and integrates 

material behaviors alongside a distributed, mobile robotic 

construction system within a single computational design 

process. By having the behavioral relationship between 

material and machine as the driver for co-design, the mate-

rial behaviors, fabrication parameters and the procedural 

aspects of assembly all equally inform the computational 

process (Alvarez 2019). Such an approach takes a step 

towards unlocking robotic building with rapid-renewable 

materials, whose short crop cycles and smaller carbon 

footprints as compared to industrially produced mate-

rials make them a particularly important inroad to more 

sustainable construction (Ribeirinho et al. 2020; van der 

Lugt et al. 2006; Manandhar et al. 2019). One such material 

is bamboo, which has in the past been used as a building 

material in a range of applications and structures. Of 

specific interest is that bamboo used as raw rods exhibits 

excellent elastic bending characteristics making it ideal 

for structures utilizing active bending (Lorenzo et al. 2020; 

Bessai 2013).

The presented research proposes a newly invented mobile 

robot that learns a control policy for performing one of 

the identified assembly tasks: namely elastically bending 

bamboo bundles into designated configurations. Using 

deep reinforcement learning, the robot is taught to handle 

a range of mechanical properties and assembly scenarios, 

allowing it to operate in a more behavioral manner, not 

having absolute control over the material, but developing 

and using an understanding for how the material behaves 

(Figure 4). This allows it to be more responsive to the 

heterogeneity of the material as well as to other external 

disturbances during the assembly process, both of which 

are major challenges in the field of in situ robotic fabri-

cation (Dörfler 2018). In future work, the intention is to 

introduce a team of these robots to collaboratively build 

full structures with a full range of assembly behaviors 

(Figures 1, 11). This research focuses on only one assembly 

behavior, that of bending bundles to designated positions. 

As such, this research:

• Challenges the linearity of conventional design in 

construction pipelines by proposing a workflow in which 

the architectural design and construction process 

emerges from the relationship between material and 

robotic behaviors. 

• Leverages advances in reinforcement learning and 

sim-to-real methods to facilitate a return to more 

material informed building, enhancing existing prac-

tices of material independent robotic fabrication, and 

questioning the historical lineage of relying on excessive 

force and big machines and instead advocating for a 

light touch approach.

• Forges new avenues towards more sustainable 

construction by reintroducing the usage of non-stan-

dard natural building materials and materials with 

biological variability to the construction industry.

3 4

3 Integration of active bending in plywood strips in a computationally 
designed lightweight structure bent into place onsite by humans, ICD/
ITKE Research Pavilion 2010 (©ICD/ITKE,  University of Stuttgart)

4 Precision elastic bending of glulam wood beams using an industrial 
robot in a prefabrication setup (©ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart)

Methods of elastically bending wood
to assemble structures:
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BACKGROUND
Collective Behavior-based Robotic Construction

By combining robotics, computer science, functional mate-

rials, and building design, collective robotic construction 

(CRC) is a rapidly growing field of research focused on the 

development of multi-robot systems tailored for archi-

tectural construction (Petersen et al. 2019). Successful 

projects have shown the assembly of both discrete building 

elements, such as bricks (Dörfler et al. 2016), and contin-

uous materials, such as carbon fiber (Vasey et al. 2020). 

However, most examples rely on placeholder materials 

that are developed specifically for the respective research 

(Jenett et al. 2019). Furthermore, when materials are 

compliant, amorphous, or unpredictable, issues of mechan-

ical tolerance, structural stability, and architectural design 

are discussed as major limitations (Thangavelu et al. 2020). 

Nevertheless, some research showcases a behavioral 

approach, based on sensor-actuator feedback between 

material and the robot, as a possible way to combat these 

limitations (Brugnaro et al. 2016). However, often the robot 

does not use the material’s behaviors to its advantage and 

rather uses brute force of the machine to manipulate the 

material.

From the robotic platform perspective, off-the-shelf robots, 

including industrial robotic arms and UAVs (unmanned 

aerial vehicles), have been adapted with custom end-ef-

fectors for CRC (Vasey et al. 2020). The development of 

custom machines is a further trend within CRC, in which 

the robot system is created in direct relationship to the 

construction material and construction system. Such 

developments demonstrate how the co-design of material 

and machine leads to CRC systems with high precision, low 

cost, and structural efficiency (Jenett et al. 2019; Kayser et 

al. 2018; Leder et al. 2019; Yablonina et al. 2017). From the 

robotic platform perspective, off-the-shelf robots, including 

industrial robotic arms and UAVs, have been adapted with 

custom end-effectors for CRC (Vasey et al. 2020). The devel-

opment of custom machines is a further trend within CRC, 

in which the robot system is created in direct relationship 

to the construction material and construction system. Such 

developments demonstrate how the co-design of material 

and machine leads to CRC systems with high precision, low 

cost, and structural efficiency (Jenett et al. 2019; Kayser et 

al. 2018; Leder et al. 2019; Yablonina et al. 2017).

Machine Learning

One common application of machine learning (ML) is the 

robotic learning of material manipulation (Zeng et al. 

2019). Reinforcement learning (RL), specifically, is begin-

ning to be used in the context of material manipulation for 

digital fabrication (Brugnaro et al. 2019; Apolinarska et al. 

2021). This requires the learning of intelligent behaviors 

in complex dynamic environments that can then be trans-

ferred to robots in the real world. Robots are therefore 

able to quickly and effectively adapt to new tasks in real-

time (Nagabandi et al. 2018). Adaptation is critical when 

designing robots expected to robustly perform autonomous 

tasks in chaotic environments, such as construction sites.

The adaptability enabled by RL is further emphasized by 

research on robots working with amorphous materials that 

have properties that are hard to predict (Zhang et al. 2020). 

However, examples of such research tend to be conducted 

only with simulation due to the complexity and cost of real-

life training. In this paper, an approach is presented for 

training robots to perform construction tasks using mate-

rials with heterogeneous properties in the real world. 

More specifically we focus on Deep Reinforcement 

Learning (DRL), a subset of machine learning methods adept 

at solving a wide range of nonlinear tasks that require 

learning intelligent behaviors in complex and dynamic envi-

ronments. In contrast to supervised learning approaches, 

reinforcement learning algorithms learn from trial and 

error, making them a fitting method for the proposed 

context, due to the lack of rich and organized databases 

required for supervised learning.

REASEARCH METHODS
This research presents a distributed, mobile robotic 

construction system, capable of partially assembling 

bamboo structures using a control policy learned from 

interactions with the material. The system consists of 

bundled bamboo rods and custom mobile robots that 

assemble the bundles into architectural structures. 

Extensive training in a simulation environment teaches 

the robots to perform one assembly task, bending bundles, 

while dealing with unpredictable mechanical properties 

inherent to bamboo and varying geometric configura-

tions as specified by the designer. Data collected from this 

training process could then be further utilized in designing 

bamboo structures, while the trained policy is used in simu-

lations to determine the feasibility of assembling the design.

Construction System - Bamboo Bundles

The construction system is composed of bamboo bundles, 

metal zip-tie joints, and steel anchors. Bundles are 

created by zip-tying bamboo rods into assembly groups, 

while longer-length bundles are achieved by overlapping 

assembly groups, and further joining those together. The 

structural capacity and bending radius of each bundle 

can be adjusted by adding or removing bamboo rods, thus 

varying the cross-section along the length of the bundle. 

Co-Designing Material-Robot Construction Behaviors
Łochnicki, Kubail Kalousdian, Leder, Maierhofer, Wood, Menges
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Furthermore, this flexibility allows for the typology of 

the structure to be adjusted during the building’s lifetime 

or even serve as temporary scaffolding to be removed 

after assembly.

Bundles can be joined together with two types of joints: 

structural fixing joints, and non-structural assembly joints 

(Figure 5). In a fixing joint, the bundles are joined in parallel. 

Thus, a bundle interpolates its curvature with the other 

bundle it is connected to. In contrast, the assembly joint 

connects two bundles in non-parallel formations, and so 

the connected bundles keep their local curvature. The 

structural strength of the assembly joint is consider-

ably smaller than the fixing joint and is, therefore, used 

to assist in the assembly process and for scaffolding 

purposes. Conversely, the fixing joints efficiently transfer 

loads between bundles and into the steel anchors. The 

combination of these two types of joints can be used in 

many variations to cover a wide range of scenarios and 

structural requirements (Figure 6).

Mobile Robots

The mobile robots were designed with an articulated 

5 Joint types of the construction 
system: fixing joint labeled in 
black circles and assembly 
joint labeled in blue circles 

6 Outlook for a speculative 
bamboo structure as enabled 
by the learned control policy 
and combination of the 
proposed joints

7 Exploded view of the mobile 
robot prototype featuring 
two grippers, 5 degrees of 
freedom, 40 cm height, and a 
weight of 2.3 kg; chassis parts 
were printed with Onyx and 
ABS plastics; prototype runs on 
a Raspberry Pi microcomputer 
and uses Dynamixel MX-64 and 
XL430 motors; approximated 
cost of 1,800 EUR

5

6

7
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morphology comprised of 5 degrees of freedom in order to 

perform the various assembly tasks described in the next 

section (Figure 8). They are equipped with two variable 

diameter claws to grasp various bundle sizes and deal with 

the unpredictable arrangement of bamboo rods within each 

bundle. The robot is also equipped with various sensors 

that monitor and estimate both its state and changes in the 

environment (Figure 7). Localization is achieved with an 

external multi-camera tracking system, while more subtle 

and local corrections could be conducted via computer 

vision algorithms, by processing real-time images from 

the cameras embedded in each claw. Sensor fusion is 

conducted on accelerometer, gyroscope, and magne-

tometer readings to provide orientation and acceleration 

measurements during task execution.

Material-Robot Behaviors

Material-Robot behaviors describe the relationship 

between the two core components of the construction 

system, bamboo, and mobile robot, and serve as the basis 

for the development of the computation design process.

Leveraging the Elastic Bending Behavior of Bamboo

Awareness of the benefits of bamboo, as material, and its 

bending behavior in modern construction is visible in the 

amount and architectural quality of new structures (Minke 

2012). Bamboo is an elastic material and can undergo 

bending deformations in relation to the forces acting on it. 

This bending behavior can be further categorized as static 

bending and dynamic bending, both of which can be lever-

aged to assemble bending active structures from originally 

linear elements (Lienhard et al. 2013). 

Static bending can be achieved by applying point loads in 

specific locations along the length of the material. The robot 

can achieve this by climbing to specified positions along 

the length of the bamboo bundle. This deformation can be 

calculated with force- or position-based models (Suzuki et 

al. 2018) and can be described by the elastica curve of the 

bundle, the robot’s current location, self-weight, and gravity 

vector (Figure 9). Static bending as an assembly process, 

however, is geometrically restrictive, resulting only in 

forms expressive of the elastica curve.

In contrast, dynamic bending allows for higher geometric 

freedom, which, in turn, enables more complex struc-

tures to be designed and built. This can be achieved when 

the forces applied to the bamboo are not aligned to the 

gravity vector (i.e. not self-weight), but instead align with 

the desired bending direction. The robot is capable of 

dynamic bending (Figure 10) by rhythmically swinging its 

appendages and thus introducing directed momentum to 

8

the system. However, such swinging requires an under-

standing of the natural frequency of the bundle, and cannot 

be pre-planned with trajectory optimization algorithms as 

this becomes a nonlinear and partially observable planning 

problem. Nonlinear problems involve solving for a goal 

with changing variables, some of which are unknown or 

unpredictable, such as the exact mechanical properties of 

specific bamboo pieces and the oscillation frequency of the 

bundled bamboo elements. Therefore, in order to perform 

such tasks, we train a neural network policy using deep 

reinforcement learning that controls the robot’s axes in 

relation to the behavior exhibited by the bamboo bundle in 

real-time. This learning method is further elaborated in the 

Deep Reinforcement Learning section.

Manual Evaluation of Secondary Robotic 

o c io  

Locomotion, material transportation, bundle extension, and 

joining are other assembly tasks (Figure 11) that require 

an understanding of the relationship between material 

and robot. Although these tasks have been identified and 

designed, they are linear problems largely unaffected by 

the varying mechanical properties and dynamics of bamboo 

and thus can be solved using existing methods for task 

and motion planning such as trajectory optimization algo-

rithms. Validation of such behaviors is conducted through 

simulation and physical experiments and presented in the 

Results section.

Deep Reinforcement Learning: Learned Knowledge

Deep Reinforcement Learning is used to teach the robots 

how to operate relative to the bending behavior of the 

Co-Designing Material-Robot Construction Behaviors
Łochnicki, Kubail Kalousdian, Leder, Maierhofer, Wood, Menges
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bamboo bundles. The knowledge gathered from this 

learning process is two-fold: first, the robot learns how 

to use its weight and movement to create and direct 

the required momentum to elastically bend a bundle. 

Specifically, the robot learns to match its motion with 

the natural frequency of the bundle and thus is capable 

of altering and amplifying the oscillation of said bundle 

in order to achieve goal configurations. This knowledge 

is used during the assembly process. Second, the robot 

learns how to determine what the material is capable 

of, or in other words, what geometric deformations it can 

undergo. This secondary knowledge is useful in the design 

process (Figure 11).

(PPO) Proximal Policy Optimization

More specifically, this research implements Proximal 

Policy Optimization (PPO) (Schulman et al. 2017). PPO is 

used to train a neural network to approximate the ideal 

function that maps an agent’s observations (its state) to 

the best action an agent can take in a given state in pursuit 

of achieving a goal (i.e. assembly task). All policies are 

feed-forward networks with three layers of 128 units 

each, whose training is kept stable using asynchronous 

gradient descent. 

The PPO algorithm consists of an agent, an environment, 

a set of states, actions, and a reward function (Figure 

13). In this research, the environment consists of the robot 

dynamics and the bamboo physics simulation, which was 

approximated as a discrete chain of rigid-bodies connected 

by damped harmonic oscillators, where the motion of each 

spring depends on the balance of three forces: inertial 

force, restoring force, and a damping force. The state (i.e. 

observations) is the collection of inputs from the robot’s 

sensors (specified as the robot’s orientation in space, a 

vector between its end effector position and the goal’s posi-

tion, the motor joint angles, the angular velocity of the base 

link, and the linear velocity of the base link). The actions are 

the motor movements, resulting in a 5D action space, with 

each dimension relating to one of the axes). A reward is 

given when the virtual robot is able to bend the bundle and 

close its gripper around the goal location, while a penalty 

(negative reward) is given at each timestep in which the 

goal is not achieved in order to encourage exploration. 

The goal is to maximize the reward.

Design and Assembly Strategy

Existing form-finding methods for bending-active struc-

tures (Piker 2013; Suzuki et al. 2018) are not sufficient for 

9 10

11

8 Physical prototype of the mobile 
robotic builder

9 Behavioral experiment 
combining the elastic bending 
of the bamboo bundle and the 
dynamic positioning of the 
robot: the self-weight of the 
robot and its position along the 
bundle can cause static bending

10 Dynamic bending caused by the 
robot rhythmically swinging in 
the desired bending direction

11 Visualization of the bundle 
extension sequence: (1-2) robots 
transport material on ground; 
(3-6) robots transport material 
while on structure; (7-8) trans-
ported material is connected to 
extend the bundle
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the purposes of this research since they do not accommo-

date the integration of assembly-related constraints. The 

modeling workflow developed for the proposed construc-

tion system, on the other hand, allows for close interaction 

between the human designer and the digital twin of the 

robot. The role of the designer is to determine a bundle’s 

shape and position in space by defining stiffness, starting 

position, length, and end position. Robots, in turn, utilize 

the knowledge gathered during the learning process (i.e. 

the trained policy) to assess the feasibility of the desired 

configuration through virtual bending choreographies. 

This serves as crucial feedback for designers, as it 

continuously informs their decision with material and 

assembly-related parameters.

Once the design satisfies structural, architectural, 

and robotic requirements, it is dispatched to the phys-

ical assembly system, which includes information on 

assembly order, joint types, and bundle positions as well 

as successful bending choreographies. This information, 

however, does not constitute a static blueprint but rather 

a rough set of instructions, given that the final geometry is 

highly contingent upon the dynamic relationship between 

material and robot.

RESULTS
For the demonstration and validation of the proposed 

system, a series of experiments were conducted that 

together resulted in the demonstrator structure. All 

bundles within the structure were made from 1.8 meter 

long Arundinaria amabilis bamboo rods, with diame-

ters ranging from 1.0 to 1.8 cm. The cross-section of the 

bundles was designed in a gradient-like manner to control 

curvature distribution. 

Demonstrator Structure (3 Experiments)

The demonstrator structure is the result of three assembly 

sequences, all of which were conducted as individual 

experiments (Figure 14).

The first experiment (Figure 14a) consisted of a 7.5-meter 

long bamboo bundle anchored vertically to the ground at 

one end and free at the other. The goal was to bend the 

initially free end of the bundle into a goal position near the 

ground in order for it to be anchored thus forming an arch.

During the second experiment (Figure 14b), the robot bent 

a shorter bundle, which was fixed at one end to the ground. 

In the final state, the other end connected halfway along the 

length of the bundle from experiment one. 

Experiment three (Figure 14c) involved bending a bundle 

into an arch similar to that of the first experiment. However, 

in this experiment, the bundle is connected to the initial 

bundle of the first experiment with a fixing joint and must 

bend over the bundle placed in the second experiment. 

12 Design and assembly workflow: 
machine learning enables: 
(1) the simulation of the 
assembly process of a bundle 
in a digital environment, which 
is in turn embedded in the 
design process; and (2) the use 
of material behavior knowledge 
during assembly of this struc-
ture on site

13 A screenshot from the simu-
lation and learning process 
(right) as it relates to the 
abstracted reinforcevment 
learning algorithm (left)

14 The experimental setups 
utilized to validate the design 
and assembly workflow: (a-b) 
experiments within the training 
set; (c) experiment outside of 
the training set

12

13
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This scenario is unique in that the properties of multiple 

connected bundles affect the assembly process. As only the 

bending of a single bamboo bundle in isolation was initially 

trained for, this scenario is outside of the training data set 

and served to test the generalizability of training results.

Experimental Results

Five policies, trained with slightly different constraints, 

were tested in all of the above setups. The experiments 

were conducted both digitally (Sim-to-Sim), to test the 

trained policy in simulation during the design process, and 

physically (Sim-to-Real), to evaluate the transfer of knowl-

edge from training to physical assembly. 

In simulation, all results were successful, meaning that the 

robot was able to use its weight and momentum to bend an 

element into the desired position. During the Sim-to-Real 

tests, the best policy enabled the robot to find and match 

its momentum with the natural frequency of the bamboo 

bundle for each setup. The robot could adjust its swinging 

even when the bending response from the material was 

influenced through external means. However, the amplitude 

of the bending was much smaller than the one achieved 

in the simulation. In experiment three, the bending ampli-

tude was even smaller than the previous two experiments 

due to the fact that the bundle from experiment two acts 

like a damper, which was not accounted for in the training. 

To overcome these deviations in the future, creating 

momentum from different positions along the length of the 

bamboo bundles was tested to understand its effects on the 

amplitude of bending for future training.

Evaluation of Secondary Behaviors

Physical experiments of the other tasks necessary for the 

assembly of structures built with the proposed construc-

tion system were also conducted. A hard-coded locomotion 

routine was tested, which allowed the robot to walk along 

the length of the bending bundle by repeating a loop of 

choreographed movements. Material transportation was 

tested by enabling the robot to grab, move, and release 

various bundle subsegments. And finally, the ability of the 

robot to connect bundles was validated by hard-coding 

a robot to grasp and then align a bamboo bundle to an 

already existing bundle in the structure. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The presented research showcases the potentials and 

methodological implications of designing a construc-

tion system driven by a reciprocal relationship between 

material and robot behaviors. Here, designing is no longer 

conceived as an exercise in static material placement or 

isolated geometric exploration, but as an integrated and 

iterative workflow between simulating material behaviors 

and choreographing robot performances. In contrast to 

previous work in the field of Collective Robotic Construction, 

the presented system does not aim to automate construc-

tion processes tailored to human builders, nor does 

it rely on brute machine force enabled by large-scale 

construction equipment. Instead, it proposes an intelligent 

material-centered design-to-assembly process for roboti-

cally building structures made from natural materials.

Digital and physical experiments were conducted to 

validate this way of behavioral designing and building. 

To do so, a full-scale mobile robot was designed, built, 

and programmed. A neural network was trained in order 

to provide the robot with one of the skills necessary for 

assembling bamboo structures. Although this skill was 

successfully tested in both simulation and with physical 

experiments, one identified challenge was the ability of the 

algorithm to exploit the flaws of the physics simulation in 

order to reach its goals. As these sorts of flaws  do not 

occur in reality, some of the policies with such tendency 

had to be discarded. Further research might investigate 

a more physically accurate physics engine in order to 

address this issue (Bousmalis and Levine 2017).

Despite the focus on bamboo structures, the methods 

proposed in this research are not meant to be limited to this 

construction system, but rather to lay the groundwork for 

further exploration of co-designing material-robot behav-

iors and their potential implementations in architecture and 

14
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construction. With this approach, we intend to challenge 

the way in which building materials are currently used 

in architecture, by treating them as active drivers in the 

design, assembly, and lifetime of the construction process, 

rather than as static recipients of form (Menges 2015). 

New possibilities for sustainable architecture arise when 

natural, heterogeneous materials with high degrees of 

biological variation can be robotically assembled into large-

scale structures.
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A fabrication-oriented tool for simulation and control of mobile 
robotic platforms for collaborative earthworks
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ABSTRACT
Recent advancements in robotics empower the exploration of remote construc-

tion methods aimed at reducing the risk for workers. As the global pandemic places 

construction workers and their communities at high risk for disease, the need for remote 

construction methods increases. Such methods depend on the complicated task of 

controlling mobile robotic platforms in real-time. In this context, this paper presents work-

in-progress in development and experimentation with a tool for collaborative earthworks 

using multi-agent unmanned ground vehicles. 

Expanding the fi eld of collective robotic construction, this research simplifi es the use of 

mobile robots and enables their operation using a design platform. Shepherd, a fabri-

cation-oriented tool for simulation and control of mobile robotic platforms is presented, 

and its capacities are demonstrated in an earthworks case study. The case study exem-

plifi es the potential of this approach to change the role of design tools in the operation 

and adoption of mobile multi-robotic platforms, thus contributing to robotic fabrication in 

architecture, landscape architecture, and construction.
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INTRODUCTION
Remote robotic operations currently provide solutions to 

hazardous or inaccessible sites (Ornan and Degani 2013; 

Temtsin and Degani 2017; Queralta et al. 2020). Global 

pandemics create an urgent need to expand these capa-

bilities for conditions that require physical distancing. In 

this context, COVID-19 places workers in the construc-

tion and mining industries at high risk for disease and 

transmitting the disease in their communities (Baker, 

Peckham, and Seixas 2020). This situation contributes to an 

increased interest in remote construction methods capable 

of reducing the risk for workers. Such methods rely on 

controlling robotic tools in real-time and receiving feedback 

on their location, operation, and material and environ-

mental state.

In line with recent research exploring strategies for robotic 

ground forming (Bar-Sinai, Shaked, and Sprecher 2019, 

2021), this paper will present work-in-progress and exper-

imentation with controlling multi-agent ground vehicles 

towards enabling remote manipulation of geomaterials for 

construction (Figure 2). Multi-agent ground vehicles offer 

the possibility to utilize adaptive and scalable systems for 

modif in  environments accordin  to predefined oals  

Mobile robotic platforms such as those used for search and 

rescue  and a riculture present si nificant advance-

ments in their capacity to adapt to natural, unstructured 

terrains and handle unpredictable materials on-site. 

xpandin  the field of collective ro otic construction  this 

research  simplifies the use of mo ile ro otic plat-

forms, (2) enables their operation using a design platform, 

and (3) examines their applicability in earthmoving for 

construction. 

The paper presents the state of the art in robotic earth-

works, parametric robot control, and mobile robotic 

platforms. This section is followed by introducing Shepherd, 

a custom fabrication-oriented tool for collaborative 

construction using mobile robotic platforms on-site. The 

methods and capacities that lie at the tool’s core are then 

detailed, followed by a proof of concept and demonstration 

of the tool’s operation. 

STATE OF THE ART
Robotic Earthworks

Typically, construction begins with extensive preparatory 

earthworks. These works include various forms of soil 

manipulation, such as shifting, leveling, and piling towards 

construction (Peurifoy et al. 2018). Current research on 

large-scale robotic fabrication explores autonomous exca-

vation and landscape manipulation (Hurkxkens et al. 2020). 

Among the on-site preparatory earthworks is the sorting 

of aggregates. Aside from soil and sand, these include 

relocating and arranging stones in various sizes. Recent 

research on in situ robotic fabrication explores utilizing 

irregular rocks found on-site for autonomous construc-

tion, stacking them without mortar by employing a physics 

engine, 3D scanning, and a robotic manipulator (Furrer et 

al. 2017). Alternatively, research examines architectur-

al-scale granular jamming using a 6-axis robotic arm to 

deposit a string in precise patterns between loose gravel 

layers, enabling the construction of a loadbearing struc-

ture without adhesives (Aejmelaeus-Lindström et al. 2017).

2 he ro otic fleet on site and 
the simulated robots using 
Shepherd

2
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Parametric Robot Control

The recent decade has been a fertile ground for the devel-

opment of parametric control and simulation tools that 

enable using robotic platforms for design, manufacturing, 

and research. These tools include KUKA|prc, and Hal, which 

implement KUKA and ABB APIs, enabling robot control 

through 3D modeling platforms such as Rhinoceros 3D and 

Maya (Brell-Çokcan and Braumann 2011; Schwartz 2013). 

owever  this is usuall  limited to wor flows characteri ed 

 offline simulation and a sin le direction of information 

flow  startin  with the desi n and endin  with the ro otic 

manufacturing not incorporating feedback in the process.

Expanding this approach several tools, such as Ex-Machina 

and eflex  ena le incorporatin  real time control and 

feedback in the process of robotic manipulation. In addi-

tion, these tools allow updating the robot action according 

to environmental, spatial, and material changes (Shaked, 

Bar-Sinai, and Sprecher 2020; García del Castillo y López 

2019). However, these tools mainly enable controlling 

industrial robotic arms off-site in lab conditions rather than 

mobile robotic platforms. 

Mobile Robotic Platforms

Recent technological advancements enable exploring 

the use of industrial robots in on-site conditions (Shaked, 

Bar-Sinai, and Sprecher 2020). These conditions require 

mobilizing robots, either by transporting them on-site 

or by incorporating platforms dedicated to their mobility 

(Giftthaler et al. 2017; Petersen et al. 2019). Mobile robotic 

platforms rely on the ability to perform navigation and 

localization. Therefore, such platforms are supported by 

proprietary software or open-source solutions such as the 

Robot Operating System (ROS), a collection of frameworks 

for robot software development (Quigley et al. 2009). As 

 provides a flexi le and scala le solution  it depends on 

native development in various languages and frameworks. 

Therefore, incorporating mobile robots in architectural 

fa rication can enefit from inte ratin  their operation into 

tools for computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided 

manufacturing (CAM).

SHEPHERD
A Tool for Collaborative Construction Using Mobile 

Robotic Platforms On-site

Presented here, Shepherd enables rapid parametric path 

planning, simulation, and real-time control for multiple 

ROS running mobile robotic platforms using a Rhino 3D 

Grasshopper interface (Figure 3). Shepherd is aimed at 

enabling remote ground forming for site preparation and 

construction. This capability can also be expanded to other 

construction tasks on-site such as material handling or 

additive manufacturing. 

Capabilities and Integration

Shepherd is divided into several categories and sub-cate-

gories, which allow:

• Simulating multiple mobile robots in Rhino 3D

• Generating robot paths using primitive Rhino 

geometries

3 The Shepherd plugin in Rhino 3D Grasshopper environment

Goal

GoalShepherd

Robot 1

Robot 2

Robot 3

Location

Location

Goal

Location

Path 2
Path 1

Path 3
Operator

4 Multiple robots control model and three robots moving according to separate paths all controlled using Shepherd

Shepherd Shaked, Degani
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• Controlling multiple robots in the Gazebo open-source 

robot simulator

• Connecting to robotic platforms running ROS

• Driving robots

• Publishing and subscribing to ROS topics

• Performing autonomous navigation between waypoints

• Keeping track of robot positions

• Manipulating external robot joints

• Performing image processing based on input received 

by peripherals such as RGB and depth cameras

Employing a server-client software model, Shepherd 

enables controlling multiple robotic platforms (Figure 

4). In Gazebo this is achieved by implementing the Multi 

Jackal package, an expansion of the Clearpath ROS 

package that allows simulation of multiple mobile robots 

(Sullivan 2018). On the robot side, Shepherd implements 

Rosbridge, a library providing an API to ROS functionality 

for non-ROS programs (Crick et al. 2017), as well as the 

Clearpath library (Clearpath Robotics 2021) for simula-

tion and control of mobile outdoor platforms such as the 

Jackal and Husky, and indoor platforms such as the Dingo, 

Ridgeback, and Boxer.Clearpath is a company specializing 

in manufacturin  field ro otic platforms for research and 

industry. On the server-side, Shepherd implements OpenCV, 

an open-source library facilitating real-time computer 

vision and image processing (Bradski and Kaehler 2008), 

the Xinput API allowing applications to receive input from 

an Xbox Controller (Jocys 2020), and Roslibpy, a library 

enabling robot control using Python and IronPython without 

running a ROS interface on the server (Casas et al. 2019).

Shepherd provides the basic functionality required for 

simulating various Clearpath robots within Rhino 3D 

(Figure 5). In addition, it enables controlling a parallel 

simulation in Gazebo using the Rhino Grasshopper inter-

face (Figure 6). The advantage of simulating the robots in 

the Gazebo environment lies in its ability to generate an 

accurate physical simulation of each platform, its driving 

behavior, and the physical interaction between the plat-

form and its environment (Koenig and Howard 2004). This 

interaction includes the contact of the robotic platform with 

elements in its close vicinity and providing simulated sensor 

data—such as images, depth maps, and 3D laser scans—

about its environment, .

6 The Gazebo simulation incorporating elements simulating aggregates

5 The Rhino Grasshopper robot simulation
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METHOD
The research aims to develop robotic fabrication capacities 

through the presented custom tool by employing control, 

navigation, and path planning for a ROS robot. These 

capacities are supported by computer vision and image 

processing.

Control, Navigation, and Path Planning

Controlling the robot is done in one of three main ways:

• Sending a direct speed and direction command to each 

platform (using a velocity topic)

• avi atin  to a specific location in space usin  a 

goal topic)

• Navigating along a predetermined path by sending a set 

of positions which are performed consecutively

All these operations can be performed using Shepherd, by 

providing either the speed and direction values, a point in 

space for a single position, or a 3D curve used as a path. 

The latter is performed by sending the robot to a series of 

goals iteratively executed as single goals (Figure 7). The 

successful arrival at each position is determined in relation 

to a predefined distance from that point defined here as 

tolerance and measured as a radius from the desired goal). 

Following the arrival to the desired goal, the robot moves to 

the following position in the list (Figure 8).

Shepherd also enables controlling custom robotic joints 

that are not directly related to the moving platform. This 

option can either be used to control a mounted indus-

trial arm (Figure 9) or for a custom-developed tool—as 

lon  as the tool s definition is added to the nified o ot 

escription ormat  in the  launch file  he tool 

presented in the case study is a custom front shovel for 

moving aggregates. 

CASE STUDY: GRAVEL FORMING
In accordance with the state of the art in robotic earth-

works, a case study employing Shepherd is presented. It 

explores the use of multiple robotic platforms mounted 

with custom tools aimed at manipulating aggregates and 

demonstrating gravel forming using a team of two robots.

The case study demonstrates the possibility of autono-

mously shaping an amorphous mass of gravel, supporting 

remote robotic earthworks, site preparation, and construc-

tion  he specific material is ravel with a mm particle 

size, often used in construction for ground stabilizing, 

water accumulation control, and as an additive for various 

kinds of concrete (Bolen 2005). 7 Path navigation produced using simple Rhino curves and their execution 
with a robot using Shepherd

Shepherd Shaked, Degani
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The robotic set-up consists of a team of two Clearpath 

Jackal unmanned ground vehicles (UGV), weighing 17kg 

with a maximum payload of 20kg. Each robot is mounted 

with a custom 50-by-40cm front shovel tool and a Sick 

 outdoor i   hi h definition camera is 

mounted on a 2m tall tripod, monitoring a 5-by-12m area.

ravel is scattered on the floor  and the ro ots are 

instructed to form it into an oval shape. The process begins 

by analyzing the dispersed gravel geometry and producing 

an ad hoc robot motion plan supporting the material 

shaping. The plan relies on two curves, one for each robot, 

divided into nine waypoints (Figure 10). The waypoints 

are converted to quaternions for robot positioning using 

Shepherd (Figures 11, 12). Following the robots’ motion, the 

camera surveys the outcome and outputs a new, updated 

ima e of the final state i ure 

In addition to using Shepherd for controlling the robots, this 

process is conducted by employing two computer vision 

techniques: blob detection and 2D perspective transform. 

Both methods implement real-time computer vision. The 

User Shepherd Robot

3D curve

ROS goals list

Receive goal

Calculate path

Execute path

Report location

Receive location

Yes No
Is within 
tolerance

Get goal

8 The Shepherd activity diagram

9 A Ridgeback omni-drive indoor 
platform simulated using Shepherd 
mounted with a KUKA KR3 indus-
trial robotic arm simulated using 
KUKA|prc

8

9
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first method is used to detect similar propert  re ions in 

the image, thus outlining the gravel’s geometry. 

The second method is used to map the distorted image 

and project a corrected version onto the work area. This 

action is necessary since the camera in the set-up is 

not perpendicular to the floor  therefore  the ima es it 

produces are distorted and require remapping (Figure 13).

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The paper displays work-in-progress, as the tool and 

method are under continuous development. Future work 

10 Gravel forming using two Jackal 
robots mounted with custom 
tools: (left) the path in Rhino 3D; 
(right) the simulated robot model 
on each waypoint

11 Gravel forming Gazebo 
simulation

12 Gravel forming path execution

11

12

10

Shepherd Shaked, Degani
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will, therefore, go on addressing current limitations, as 

well as adding capabilities. While the tool currently enables 

simulatin  six ro ot models  the field can enefit from 

increasing the robot model library with additional platforms 

from various manufacturers. Additionally, as Shepherd 

controls each vehicle independently, future research will 

further expand collaborative capabilities between the 

vehicles. Lastly, there is a need for easing the integration of 

Shepherd with open-source hardware platforms, primarily 

for education and research. 

Regarding the presented case study, the suggested work-

flow can enefit from implementin  an iterative fa rication 

protocol. Such a protocol can increase the accuracy of 

the outcome with respect to the desired shape by incor-

porating feedback from external sensor data. The tool 

can also be examined in other scenarios and use-cases, 

such as additive manufacturing. However, this requires 

a higher degree of accuracy in relation to the robot path, 

requiring more robust validation on the robot position and 

more comprehensive integration with robotic arms and 

3D printing extruders. Finally, while Shepherd increases 

safety by reducing the number of workers on-site, remote 

construction platforms require special skills that support 

shifting from manual labor to platform operation.

CONCLUSION
The global pandemic places construction workers, mining 

laborers, and their communities, at high risk for receiving 

and transmitting disease. In this context, this paper aims 

at reducing this risk by contributing to remote construc-

tion methods. This contribution is achieved by enabling 

the simple operation of mobile multi-robot platforms for 

site preparation and construction. This operation is made 

possible using Shepherd, a custom tool for controlling a 

ROS robot using the Rhino Grasshopper interface. The tool 

enables simulating, driving, and path generating for teams 

of mobile robotic platforms in real-time. These capabilities 

are demonstrated through a case study in robotic earth-

wor s  he case stud  exemplifies the potential of this 

approach to change the role of design tools in the oper-

ation of mobile multi-robotic platforms in architecture, 

landscape architecture, and large-scale construction. 

We hope this research will assist designers in adopting 

multi-robotic platforms, thus contributing to robotic fabri-

cation in architecture.
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ABSTRACT
This work explores the relevance of photogrammetry-generated errors for contemporary 

architectural design. Unlike approaches featuring correction or elimination of such errors, 

this study demonstrates how they can be accommodated in the design process to expand 

exploratory boundaries and emancipate the designer from the need of ultimate control. The 

work also highlights the relevance of software error explorations in the context of modern 

media culture theory and critical discourses on computer-generated imagery.

By exploring the errors of photogrammetry, the study sought to highlight its potential as a 

creative exploration medium instead of a mere representation tool, using new interventions 

to an existing building as an experimental brief. Conducting the explorations within the phil-

osophical framework of Jean Baudrillard’s four orders of the image, and relating them to 

contrasting discourses, allowed to coin their most important creative and aesthetic values. 

It revealed how surplus, leftover, and undesirable data can be harnessed to provide a crit-

ical trajectory, through computation, to fi elds like historic preservation and adaptive reuse.

The study concludes by proposing that photogrammetry errors, although distancing the 

digital representation from an accurate depiction of analog reality, do not deprive it of new 

meaning. Conversely, they generate new aesthetic, spatial and functional qualities that 

uncover alternative, critical ways of architectural creation. Conducting error explorations 

in the context of philosophies debating the value of the real and hyperreal increases their 

discursive potential, legitimizing the agency of software errors in architectural computing.
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INTRODUCTION
In a world dominated by digitally processed images, the 

difference between the analog original and its computa-

tionally transformed replica can be impossible to discern. 

This results in a realization that the content of new digital 

representations is often so greatly affected by the medium 

used to produce them that the traces of the real become no 

longer discernible, forming hyperreal, computer generated 

imagery (Jacob 2018). 

Such a new understanding elevates an awareness that 

these images and objects, although generated from precise 

numerical data, may not be as accurate as commonly 

thought, constituting erroneous approximations rather 

than precise copies of reality (Figure 1). These critical 

issues evoke questions regarding the value of hyperreal, 

erroneous representations in architecture. Should archi-

tectural computing strive to increase authenticity and 

accuracy of these imperfect representations? Alternatively, 

should it legitimize them as natural products of digital 

tooling that require artistic adoption? This study takes a 

positive stance towards the latter question by providing 

examples of creative potentials residing in the errors of 

digital 3D representations, and by demonstrating how such 

errors can open up the architectural design process for 

new aesthetic, spatial, and functional possibilities.

The outcome is an architectural method that harnesses an 

error-prone technique of photogrammetry as medium trig-

gering creative explorations of inaccurate architectural 3D 

representations  he method exemplifies how a seemin l  

accurate digital photograph can trigger software errors. 

In the computational software’s interpretation of reality, 

this photograph becomes integral to a new design process 

that accommodates these errors to expand the exploration 

territory. The anticipation is that the method could serve 

as an alternative in the future architectural design praxis, 

enabling designers to approach projects involving interven-

tions into existing buildings from a new critical perspective.

BACKGROUND
Digital Inaccuracies and Computational Glitches

The interest in errors and inaccuracies among architects 

is not new, tracing back to seminal historical works, such 

as David Pye’s The Nature and Art of Workmanship (1968). 

Therein, arguments highlighting the value of imperfec-

tions in handicraft and mass production were put forth, 

forming a relevant framework for considering errors in 

contemporary digital design. Just like in analog making, in 

digital design software errors can be a source of novel 

architectural effects, both in the design process and in 

materialization (Veliz Reyes et al. 2019). 

A recent example of a collective effort to explore the 

si nificance of such errors is the  8 conference  

featuring a theme called ‘Recalibration: On Imprecision 

and nfidelit  he event resulted in important mappin s 

of these concepts  confirmin  the emer ence of a novel 

research avenue in architectural computing, concerning 

digital imprecision (Anzalone, Del Signore and Wit 2018). 

A study by Austin and Matthews (2018) was one of the 

precedents demonstrating how digital imaging can produce 

deliberately erroneous architectural drawings, exhibiting 

emergent spatial qualities impossible to generate using the 

traditional drawing techniques. Other examples of similar 

research concern digital fabrication, in which errors 

yielded by erratic material phenomena are accommodated 

in the setups of manufacturing processes, to create new 

aesthetic typologies of architectural elements (Atwood 

2012).

This prior work, crucial for developing a multifaceted 

discussion on the si nificance of di ital imprecision  

primarily investigated it from two standpoints: aesthetic, 

focused on coining its new design expressions, and prag-

matic  focused on developin  new wor flows rid in  the 

gap between the physical model and its digital counterpart. 

What is missing, however, is a demonstration of software 

error harnessing as an architectural exploration method. 

his stud  aimed to fill this ap  presentin  a desi n 

method that employs errors of photogrammetry as prereq-

uisites for critical exploration of aesthetic and spatial 

qualities in surfaces, textures, and masses of architectural 

elements and their assemblies.

Photogrammetry in Architecture and Art

Photogrammetry is conventionally used for digitally 

representing physical objects. In architectural computing 

research, its primary developments concern 3D documen-

tation of terrains, cities, buildings, and cultural heritage 

sites (Aicardi, Chiabrando, Lingua and Noardo 2018). As 

such, the mainstream research focuses on achieving accu-

rate 3D object representations through photogrammetry. 

Simultaneously, however, alternative studies focused on 

highlighting the value of imaging errors that accompany 

this technique. For instance, potentials of user interactions 

with photogrammetry-generated erroneous virtual reality 

models were outlined (Schnabel et al. 2016). Previous 

research by one of the authors also demonstrated the 

generative role of photogrammetry errors in driving archi-

tectural surface articulations, using robotic fabrication as 

mediating platform (Zboinska 2019).

In art and experimental design, photogrammetry has been 

probed in a similar exploration-oriented spirit. For instance, 
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Sam Jacob used this technique to develop a new material 

expression for an existing object, by creating its sculptural 

copy endowed with novel textures and coloring (Abrons and 

Fure 2018). Another interesting take was demonstrated by 

artist Mikaela Steby Stenfalk, who employed photogram-

metry to 3D print a scaled replica of an existing historical 

space using photographs from social media, which 

revealed the surprising gap between how people perceive 

that space and how it is shaped in reality (Baek 2020). 

Overall, prior research on photogrammetry in architectural 

computing indicates that its main objective is the documen-

tation of physical objects with high accuracy. However, the 

above-mentioned unorthodox precedents within research, 

art, and experimental design indicate that it could also be 

regarded as an inquisitive medium. Therefore, to contribute 

new knowledge to this latter body of work, in this study 

photogrammetry was probed for its capacity of triggering 

creative endeavors expanding the design exploration space.

METHOD AND THEORY
Design Research Setup

A design experiment was carried out to contribute an 

example of an architectural process driven by software 

errors. In the process, computational tools enabled to 

employ the erroneous features of photogrammetry-gener-

ated meshes as design exploration drivers. The experiment 

brief embraced the development of new interventions to 

an existing historical building, namely the United Kingdom 

Hotel in Melbourne, Australia (today a franchise of 

McDonald’s Corporation), chosen for its strong Art Deco 

features. Furthermore, to explore the robustness of the 

proposed method, an architectural element from another, 

contemporary, building was also included, namely a double-

curved awning of RMIT University Building 22 in Melbourne 

by ARM Architecture. The aim was to explore how an 

element with such a strong contemporary expression could 

enrich the transformations of the existing building, enabling 

its re-articulation through a compositional dialog between 

historical and contemporary stylistic features (Figure 2). 

Digital photographs of both buildings were then 

compounded into digital 3D models using photogrammetry 

software Agisoft Metashape (Agisoft 2021). The fragments 

of the models containing software-based interpretation 

errors were explored usin  surface and mesh modification 

tools in Rhinoceros 3D (McNeel & Associates 2018), with 

support of computational add-ins Grasshopper (Rutten 

2021) and Weaverbird (Piacentino 2009).

Theoretical Framework for Digital Error Exploration

According to architect John May architecture needs to 

acknowledge that an architectural drawing today has been 

completely replaced by a digital image (May 2018). This 

new pixelated representation bears no resemblance to 

the traditional drawing. Therefore, unfolding its qualities 

requires consideration within radically new conceptual 

frameworks. In the study, following May’s arguments, a 

theoretical framework was applied to probe the value of 

digital error explorations in three-dimensional architec-

tural constructs.

The chosen framework originates from seminal work 

Simulacra and Simulations by cultural theorist Jean 

Baudrillard. It outlines four types of modern images, to 

2

2 Objects of study both in Melbourne, Australia: (top) the historical United 
Kingdom Hotel with Art Deco features; (bottom) the contemporary Building 
22 at RMIT University with modern styling by ARM Architecture

3 Exploration process following Jean Baudrillard’s theory of four orders 
of the image

Aligning the Analog, Digital, and Hyperreal Römert, Zboinska
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various extents deprived of their meaning due to the trans-

formations they were subjected to: 

• B   an authentic ima e  truthfull  reflectin  realit  

• B2 - a denatured image with some traces of the real, 

• B3 - a simulated image of reality, masking its absence, 

• B4 - a hyperreal image, with no originator and no 

relation to reality (Baudrillard 1983).

Whereas Baudrillard’s theory predominately concerns 

the two-dimensional image, the aim of this work was to 

explore it in the context of digital architectural design in 

three dimensions  ore specificall  to coin how emplo in  

Baudrillard s four orders of the ima e to define the phases 

of a digital 3D model’s error manipulations affects archi-

tectural qualities generated in these phases. Through this, 

the aim was to challenge Baudrillard's claim that hyperreal 

images carry no value by revealing the dormant qualities of 

the non-real. To further support the authors’ architectural 

articulations, the design inquiry outcomes were discussed 

in relation to discourses countering Baudrillard’s argu-

ments, as presented in the discussion section.

he experimental desi n process first followed the four 

image orders as originally proposed by Baudrillard, to then 

proceed backwards (Figure 3). The result was a gradual 

evolution from a realistic representation in the form of a 

photograph to a hyperreal 3D model, and then back to the 

initial form of representation, complemented with qualities 

and elements discovered in the hyperreal order.

PROCESS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Phase B1 - Reflecting the Real

This research phase addressed Baudrillard’s notion of 

an ima e as the reflection of a profound realit  he main 

historical building as well as the awning of the contempo-

rary building were captured in digital photographs, taken 

from various angles, to enable the creation of their 3D 

digital representations using photogrammetry. Already 

in this phase, errors were intentionally triggered. Namely, 

the photography setups were manipulated to increase 3D 

model accuracy in some areas, aligning the result with 

Baudrillard’s notion of profound reality, and to induce 

model faultiness in other areas, intentionally enlarging 

the gap between the real and its digital representation. 

Accordingly, for the historical building, the height from 

which the photographs were taken was limited to induce 

glitches in the upper parts of its digital model (Figure 4). 

Taking the photos only from ground level at eye height 

forced the photogrammetry software to compensate 

for ima e data deficiencies  ieldin  lar e eometric 

approximations of the upper part of the 3D model. 

Conversely, the lower parts of the model were repre-

sented more precisely, due to more extensive coverage in 

photographs. A similar logic of photography setup manipu-

lation was employed for the contemporary building element. 

It was photographed only from underneath, from a frog 

perspective, to trigger distortions of its photogrammetric 

representation.

Phase B2 - Denaturing the Real

In this phase, Baudrillard’s idea of a denatured image of 

reality was addressed. Photogrammetry software was 

employed to process the digital photographs of both 

buildings into their 3D representations. The previously 

mentioned photography setup restrictions generated 

errors in both digital models. 

Interestingly, and in line with Baudrillard’s notion of dena-

turing, the texture maps automatically applied onto the 

models  the software first concealed these errors  t a 

first lance  the models seemed correct  owever  viewin  

them in wireframe mode and examining their outlines in 

cross sections made the deviations from reality apparent. 

The clear-cut silhouettes of the main building became 

softened and rugged in the digital counterpart (Figure 5). 

Its texture map also contained deviations form reality, with 

4 Photography setups for the main building (top left) and the contemporary 
element (bottom left), including examples of digital images in phase B1
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the originally straight patterns of bricks and stone detailing 

becoming distorted in the digital model. The contemporary 

building element acquired a strongly distorted texture and 

global geometry. In reality smooth, voluminous and globally 

planar, in the digital space it became a furrowed zero-thick-

ness surface that is bent (Figure 6).

Instead of correcting them, all the errors in the 3D models 

were preserved. The main value of this phase resided 

in the liberating possibility of comparing the aesthetic 

features of the erroneous models to their analog counter-

parts, welcoming the gaps between the real and the digital. 

This has shifted the role of photogrammetry models from 

erroneous entities needing correction into repositories of 

aesthetic glitches offering abundant grounds for further 

probing.

Phase B3 – Simulating the Real to Mask Its Absence

This phase addressed Baudrillard’s notion of an image as 

a simulation that masks the absence of a profound reality. 

erein  reflections were tri ered re ardin  le itimac  

originality and how far removed the digital representation 

should be from its original to become its own entity. As 

a basis, several erroneous details of the main building 

model of phase two were selected. To obtain versions of 

these details that simulate and detach from reality, various 

computational modifications were applied  such as surface 

distortion, subdivision, extrusion, extraction and texture 

remapping (Figure 7).

In the process of moving away from the realism of the 

photogrammetry model towards its hyperreal qualities, no 

6

priority was given to the accuracy of the representations 

when appl in  these modifications  his allowed for sta in  

free from the preconceptions tied to the original building 

appearance, shifting focus from comparing the digital and 

the real towards an exploration of architectural qualities in 

the iven di ital representation  he representation flaws 

in the photogrammetry model did not affect the value of its 

explorations in terms of aesthetic outcomes. Conversely, 

the engagement in modifying erroneous model details 

continuously prompted to alter, in diverse ways, the initial 

model features, yielding unplanned design alternatives with 

high aesthetic differentiation (Figure 8). This offered new 

perspectives on the original qualities of existing architec-

tural surfaces, textures, masses and their materiality.

Phase B4 - Creating the Hyperreal

In this phase, Baudrillard’s notion of the hyperreal was 

addressed. The building details transformed in the previous 

phase were explored for their inherent qualities. Firstly, the 

details were studied in isolation. They were assigned into 

architectural component categories, such as walls, roofs 

and floors  o suit the new functions  the  were scaled up 

or down, rotated, copied, and cropped (Figure 9). These 

modifications provided li eration from predefined ideas of 

how the elements should be used, following Baudrillard’s 

notion of the hyperreal having no precedent in reality. For 

instance, what had originally been a wall fragment could 

now become a standalone roof or a façade.

The second part of the process continued to follow 

Baudrillard’s idea that hyperreality is reached when the 

replica is so far removed from what it used to represent 

7

Aligning the Analog, Digital, and Hyperreal Römert, Zboinska
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5 The photogrammetry-derived 
model of the main building (left)
and the erroneous surface 
features revealed in its cross 
section (right)

6 The photogrammetry-derived, 
spatially deformed model of the 
contemporary element (left), 
with erroneous textural features 
shown in its cross section (right)

7 omputational modifications 
applied to an erroneous detail 
of the main building model, 
resulting in multiple alterna-
tives for its material expression 
and form

8 Collection of architectural 
detail iterations, resulting from 
error explorations of phase B3; 
the diagram at the lower right 
shows the original locations of 
these details within the main 
3D model

8

that it becomes its own entity. Accordingly, the components 

of the previous phase were tied into a spatial composition 

to create a hyperreal building. They were transformed 

and altered to such an extent that they lost their original 

form and function  in favor of newl  defined functions and 

aesthetic features, constituting a new building (Figure 10).

This phase evoked new ideas for combining the hyper-

real elements in ways not present in the real building. 

These element assemblies triggered new qualities of the 

new spaces the  defined  causin  the previousl  existin  

element hierarchies and underpinning spatial features to 

dissolve. The representation errors transferred from the 

previous desi n phase  in this step defined novel features 

of new elements, bearing no evident traces of the previous. 

Conceptually, this caused the glitches to become the only 

element not intendin  to reflect realit  which su ests that 

they could be viewed as the most valuable assets in the 

process thus far.

Phase B3 - Simulating the Real to Mask Its Absence

To further examine the emergent qualities of the compo-

nents of the hyperrealistic model of phase four, the 

forthcoming phases followed Baudrillard’s orders of the 

image in reverse. Such a reversed process aimed to chal-

lenge Baudrillard’s notion that there is no meaning in the 

hyperreal, by exploring the possibility of integrating the 

hyperreal elements into the real building. 

Therefore, this phase reversed back to Baudrillard’s third 

order of the image, investigating the gap between what 

appears to be real and what appears to be exaggerated and 

false. The details from the hyperreal model of phase four 

were combined with the photogrammetry-derived details 

of the 3D model from phase two (Figure 11). To expand the 

understanding of their spatial qualities, and to improve 

the credibility of how they could be added to the existing 

building, the hyperreal elements were assigned with mate-

rials. The juxtaposition of the elements instigated questions 

of authenticity in the hyperreal elements, concealing the 

fact that the model from phase two was, in fact, also an 

erroneous representation.

In contrast to the previous phase, where the hyperreal 

elements were perceived as convincingly real but with no 

reference to a context, real or digital, this phase provoked 

to contextualize and verify them. The combined parts of 

models from phase two and four were now examined in a 

scalar and material relation to each other, revealing the 

misalignments, gaps and overlaps of the hyperreal model 

against the imperfect but reality-based photogrammetric 

representation of the original building. Paradoxically, the 

presence of the realistic implants within the hyperreal 

entity allowed for detecting and addressing the discovered 

flaws and misali nments while creatin  an overall impres-

sion that the studied details could be actual, aligning them 

with Baudrillard’s notion of simulated reality, masking the 

absence of the real.

Phase B2 - Denaturing the Real

In this phase, the newfound knowledge of the previous 

phase was applied to further explore the possibilities of 

integrating the hyperreal and the real at the scale of the 
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entire building, to denature reality. Elements from phase 

four were employed to serve various purposes in the 

photogrammetry model, such as reparation implants and 

additions with new functionalities (Figure 12). 

Moreover, the contemporary building element from phase 

two was included to illustrate photogrammetry’s capacity 

of allowing to replicate architecture freely by mixing and 

matching its historical and contemporary instances. Owing 

to the software’s representation glitches, in digital space 

the hierarchies between these historical and contempo-

rary parts dissipated, allowing all elements to be treated 

on equalized terms. This enabled to use them to develop 

a novel spatial and aesthetic articulation resulting from 

this peculiar replication, surpassing mere copying of the 

existing. Accordingly, in the explored design, the contem-

porary building element was multiplied and added to the 

parts of the digital model of the historical building in need 

of an intervention, i.e. areas of the model’s upper part, 

intentionally poorly documented in phase one. Adding these 

elements supplemented the design exploration with an 

additional stylistic layer, comprising an erroneous contem-

porary implanted into an erroneous digital replica of the 

historical.

his phase specificall  hi hli hted the possi ilities of 

applying the proposed method in architectural recon-

struction and refurbishment aided digitally. It offered 

an unorthodox approach to the methods conventionally 

used. The main value of the approach relates to its liber-

ating property of triggering an alternative viewpoint on 

referencing bygone architectural qualities, without directly 

mimicking the past and instead designing additions to 

existing buildings that relate to their original features in a 

contemporary way (Figure 13).

Phase B1 - Reflecting the Real

In this last step of the process, the model representation 

was resumed to its initial form, referred to by Baudrillard 

as a reflection of a profound realit  he di itall  ener-

ated elements of the model from the previous phase were 

combined graphically with the photograph of the building of 

phase one (Figure 14). This made it possible to examine the 

design in comparison to the initial building. The main value 

of this phase resides in this very comparison, because it 

enables to validate the transition from abstract elements, 

only existing in digital space, to elements that serve a 

particular purpose and yield new value. This value is found 

in the new aesthetic language, materiality, functions, and 

representations of the existing building. Since the elements 

are in this final phase shown within the frame of reference 

of reality, it becomes possible to coin and assess the qual-

ities they contribute to the physical architectural context. 

Ultimately, this enables to establish the relevance of the 

elements derived through software error explorations, and 

can increase the credibility of a software-generated glitch 

as a powerful vehicle of architectural exploration.

Discussion of Overall Result

The presented design experiment sought to unfold the 

design potentials residing in a digital 3D model repre-

senting reality in an erroneous way. The results suggest 

10
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9 Hyperreal architectural 
elements derived from error 
explorations of phase B3, 
embodying new esthetic quali-
ties  new spatial confi urations 
and new functions

10 The hyperreal counterpart of 
the physical building developed 
based on photogrammetry error 
explorations

11 Explorative probing and 
validation of new, hyperreal 
architectural features by 
combining them with features 
extracted from the erroneous 
photogrammetry model

11

that such potentials are broad, offering a rich platform to 

explore diverse architectural aspects—surface texture, 

detailing, massing, and building component functions. Jean 

Baudrillard’s framework has proven to be a robust concep-

tual scaffolding for entering a critical design mode, leading 

to a gradual overturn of the original claim that a highly 

transformed, hyperreal image carries no value.

The study highlighted that extensive explorations of 

three-dimensional, hyperreal architectural representa-

tions can, in dissonance with Baudrillard’s claims, generate 

new value. Converting analog reality into erroneous digital 

models and then into abstract architectural assemblies 

unfolds unexpected spatial confi urations and aesthetic 

features. They are not bound to their original purpose, and 

free to generate alternative qualities, functions and, there-

with, also new meaning. Transferring these qualities onto 

further phases of design development gradually legitimizes 

their value. Therefore, if one is to follow John May’s concept 

that architecture needs to align its conceptual and oper-

ational frameworks with the intricacies of contemporary 

digital imaging (May 2017), perhaps the approach under-

taken in this work was one way to achieve this alignment.

By revealing the dormant qualities of the hyperreal, this 

investigation drifts towards alternative philosophies 

arguing for the value of the not-yet-embodied and meta-

physical. For instance, it aligns with Gilles Deleuze’s 

interpretation of Bergsonism, which implies that true 

value and novelty reside beyond the spatial dimension of 

the existing, in the transcendent dimension of what could 

be (Deleuze 1991). Accordingly, an instance of reality is 

only one out of a myriad of possibilities dormant in the 

hyperreal. This can be associated with the vast exploration 

spaces discovered in principally all phases of the discussed 

pro ect from infinite possi ilities of twea in  the photo -

raphy setups, through endless opportunities for exploring 

photogrammetry errors and mixing and matching the 

h perreal elements  to amplified possi ilities of implantin  

elements from other buildings and styles. 

A similar argumentation for the value of the hyperreal 

is provided by Valerio Oligaiti’s idea of non-referential 

architecture, whose highest value—of novelty and critical 

liberation—is established by the lack of referencing to 

the prior and existing (Olgiati and Breitschmid 2018). This 

underlines the value of especiall  phases four and five of 

the presented exploration, in which the existing elements 

ecome  throu h flawed computin  so distorted and 

detached from their counterparts in reality that they can 

be considered anew.

inall  the findin s show the power of photo rammetr  as 

a creative exploration medium, extending its use beyond 

mere documentation. As all digitized buildings, existing 

and bygone, can be composed into new ones, and any 

model or its fragment can be recycled and repurposed, 

photogrammetry becomes a powerful enabler of novel 

critical practices of historic preservation, adaptive reuse 

and architectural design in general. The newly developed 

understanding of how data becomes information and the 

uncovering of where meaning can lay within digital imagery 
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12

13

12 The 3D model representing denatured reality, comprising the erroneous 
main building model complemented with hyperreal elements (bright red)
and elements adopted from the contemporary building (dark red)

13 Photorealistic representation of the denatured reality model

transforms the inaccurate, surplus and leftover data from 

mere faulty information into a valuable source of architec-

tural articulation.

CONCLUSION
he si nificance of the approach proposed herein lies 

in its capacity to critically reexamine the current use 

of digital media in architecture. In relation to precedent 

projects, this study has contributed with a novel example 

of a software error-welcoming approach, exercised using 

photogrammetry as a powerful inquisitive design medium. 

It highlighted the possibilities that lie in exploring the misin-

terpretations embedded in the software. Understanding 

how the misinterpretations between the software and 

reality come into being and how they present themselves in 

the digital space enables to make informed decisions about 

how they could serve as a design exploration medium.

The software-induced errors can act as meaningful stimuli, 

inducing open-ended architectural explorations and 

promoting new perspectives on the qualities of existing 

buildings and cityscapes. Such explorations and perspec-

tives would have een difficult to reali e usin  conventional 

design methods. Assuming that all current and future 

digital software will rely upon erroneous  approximations 

of reality, the approach proposed herein enables to acclaim 

these approximations as a natural feature of new media 

that can be accommodated in architectural design to serve 

creative purposes. 

In the future, this approach could be relevant in archi-

tectural restoration, refurbishment, and reconstruction 

projects involving new digital technologies. As such, it 

would provide critical insight into the ongoing debate on 

new interventions and the grade of their reference to 

existing or bygone architectural qualities. New media could 

be utilized to expand the referencing methodology in ways 

that express the contemporary techno-cultural advances 

within the built environment. The features of existing build-

ings could be maintained by giving them new form, function 

and expression via critical, unorthodox computing, marking 

the genuine traces of the postdigital era.
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1 ARchitect playtest experiment 
with non-architect users; 
images created using Fologram
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An Accessible Tool for the Democratization 
of Architectural Design 

ABSTRACT
This research investigates gaming as a framework for design democratization in architec-

ture, with the end user serving as the key decisionmaker in the design process. ARchitect

is a multisensory game that promotes and explores the educational aspects of learning 

games and their infl uence on end user engagement with house co-design. This combinato-

rial game relies on an augmented reality (AR) application accessible through a smartphone, 

serving as a low-threshold tool for converting architectural drawings into 3D models in 

real time and using AR technology for design evaluation. 

By allowing learning through play, ARchitect provides alternative ways to gain knowledge 

about design and architecture and empowers non-experts to take active and informed 

positions in shaping their future urban environment on a micro-scale, rethinking conven-

tional market relations, and exploring emerging personal and public values. By providing 

free access to the game contents through the ARchitect platform and a playful user expe-

rience for learning design principles, this game will inspire the general public to engage 

in conversation about home design, eventually spreading architectural literacy to less 

privileged communities.
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2 Diagram of fun

INTRODUCTION
The concept of mass customization and design democra-

tization in architecture (in contrast to standardization) 

first appeared in the 1960s and 1970s with the work of 

Friedman and Negroponte. These researchers argued 

that end users are capable of designing their dwellings 

without supervision from architects (Negroponte 1975; 

Friedman 1967). 

Today, the general public experiences ever-increasing 

access to advanced technology. Local production and 

high individualization of output can easily be achieved 

without substantive cost increases and logistical delays. 

However, this drive for customization has not yet taken 

root in architecture. In Mass Customization and Design 

Democratization, Kolarevic and Duarte argue that most 

people are not ready to take an expanded role in design, 

due to a lack of design literacy; thus, there may be signifi-

cant obstacles to mass customization (2019). 

In mass customization, the end user is included in the 

process of creation by “defining, configuring, matching, 

or modifying their individual solution from of a list of 

options and pre-defined components  (Piller at at. 2017).

Such co-design endeavors require toolkits or pre-defined 

systems and associated guidance, rules, and constraints 

that allow end users to participate in the process. Without 

co-design activities for users, mass customization will fail 

to manifest as individualized designs that are affordably 

priced (Piller et al. 2017).

Piller (2017) saw mass confusion as the main obstacle to 

spreading mass customization in business. Existing home 

design customization software such as the Interactive 

Home Designer tool by Smith Douglas Homes or platforms 

such as BuildX by Open System Labs and Combinatorial 

Application by Automated Architecture Ltd. (AUAR) allow 

end users to be hands-on in the design of their homes. 

However, non-architects face substantial issues when 

customizing their dwellings; they often find it difficult to 

understand the “language of architecture,  a condition 

that mostly leads to uninformed decisions (Mytcul 2021). 

Therefore, such applications have become yet another tool 

used by architects and designers instead of the general 

public, failing to solve the problems of mass confusion and 

equality of involvement for end users in house design.

Nevertheless, based on the wide popularity of HGTV shows 

and computer games such as House Flipper, Minecraft, The 

Sims, and Block’hood, the public is indeed very interested 

in house design. In order to overcome user confusion, it 

is important to explore how television shows and sandbox 

genre games make the practice of design accessible to 

non-architects. In conventional participatory design, an 

architect plays an essential role, facilitating the design 

process and translating end users’ design proposals 

and decisions through their personal prism of design 

perception. In contrast, the proposed game system allows 

non-architect players to autonomously produce and access 

design solutions through an embedded computational 

simulation made possible by an AR application, thus giving 

an equal chance to non-professionals to express their 

design vision and become aware of the potential implica-

tions of their ideas.

ARchitect is a low-threshold tool for design democratization 

that combines the best parts of renovation shows, learning 

games, and serious architectural applications, with the 

goals of increasing design literacy among end users, 

bridging the educational gap, and facilitating more fruitful 

design solutions in a playful environment. 

DESIGN GAMES
Sanoff defined gaming as a method of problem solving 

that allows players to experience real situations within 

a particular timeframe. Games help users concentrate 

their attention on crucial aspects of a real-world issue and 

solve them without tangible consequences. Sanoff argued 

that through the experience of making choices, design 

games allow users to reflect on unrecognizable behavioral 

patterns in everyday settings. Not the “win state,  but rather 

the user’s direct experience becomes the main goal of 

learning by playing (Sanoff 1979).

Entertainment is the main purpose of games, but not the 

only reason people play. “When we think of games, we think 

of fun. When we think of learning, we think of work. Games 

show us this is  wrong  (Gee 2007, 43). If several building 
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games can be located within the circle of fun (Figure 2), 

each will have its own specific definition, based on the 

game’s objectives. Some may be more restricted with 

regards to design variety, but easy and relaxing to play (e.g., 

House Flipper, Minecraft). Others may be learning games 

such as SimCity, Cities: Skylines, and Block’hood, which 

provide fun experiences by guiding players to resolve prob-

lems, solve puzzles, and master strategic thinking (Mytcul 

2021). Gee explained that players who enjoy such learning 

games are motivated by a “pleasantly frustrating feeling  

(Gee 2007, 36), which keeps them playing because they feel 

that the challenge is difficult but doable. 

Interface inaccessibility for non-architect users and limited 

freedom with regards to design criteria locate current 

customization tools outside of the “fun circle.  Imagination 

and sketch paper are examples of pathways to limitlessly 

accessible design solutions. However, for a user without 

any background in house design, accurately drawing 

ideas on sketch paper can be challenging, especially for 

individuals without artistic skills. Thus, conceptualizations 

of house customization tools should gravitate toward 

educational building games located somewhere between 

unlimited and overly constrained optionality and feature an 

intuitive interface and mechanics (Mytcul 2021). 

Foldit s another successful example of a learning game 

with real-world implications. The “multiplayer online 

biochemistry game  (Cooper 2010) uses gamification and 

crowdsourcing principles to prompt non-professional 

users to solve computationally difficult protein-folding 

problems. Scientists and game designers were able to 

simplify protein folding into appealing 3D puzzles that are 

approachable by PhD students in biochemistry and non-ex-

pert players alike. Due to a gradual increase in the tutorials’ 

difficulty and the complexity of the game levels, the user 

interface and qualitative feedback provide an comprehend-

ible learning path for nonprofessionals. The game serves as 

a viable precedent for ARchitect, which teaches design but 

is not biased toward 

a particular solution.

METHODS
The ARchitect game is an accessible pedagogical tool designed 

for two players. After playing the game, participants are 

better able to make informed decisions and reflect upon their 

vision of a customized dwelling. The methods employed in this 

research reside on the boundary between game design and 

architectural pedagogy; designing, testing, and evaluating 

were repeatedly employed in the early stages of development. 

This work explores the idea that those with no background in 

design can still learn basic architectural principles by playing 

3

a game and improving their design intuition through the itera-

tive process of trial and error (Mytcul 2021). 

Contents

Players must download and print out the tabletop portion 

4

5

3 ARchitect tabletop game

4 ARchitect room cards

5 Room card anatomy; 3D image created using Fologram

ARchitect Mytcul
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of the game from the ARchitect platform and install the 

ARchitect application, allowing for a mixed-reality expe-

rience (Figure 3). The game consists of three levels: 

tutorials, challenges, and the sandbox. The last level of the 

game, the sandbox, implies that the game can be used for 

actual house design and real-world implementation. Each 

level utilizes “room  playing cards and a series of playing 

boards. The first part of the game involves a set of room 

and context cards (Figure 4). The game library employs 

standardized room layouts that can be updated and 

expanded in the future, responding to each user’s unique 

context. Every playing card has a name, budget value, and 

additional features (such as a “mirror ), coupled with a 

2D representation of the conventional architectural plan 

view with walls, doors, and furniture; together, these are 

transformed into 3D by the ARchitect application (Figure 

5). Fologram was used as a substitution for the AR experi-

ence (Jahn et al. 2021). Each playing card and board has an 

ArUco code that is programmed to transform a 2D drawing 

into a 3D digital model.

Tutorials

To design a house, one needs to understand basic design 

principles and interdependencies. To co-design in a game 

environment, players need constant simplified feedback in 

response to their actions. The game begins with a tuto-

rial intended to familiarize players with the AR technology 

and introduce the game mechanics. Players begin with 

architectural vocabulary and gradually find themselves 

wrestling with the limitations architects often deal with 

during the real-world design process, such as relation-

ships between public and private spaces, context, and 

budget. The tutorials also introduce the game contents, 

switching between the physical and AR environments 

(Figure 6) and offering color-coded feedback in the appli-

cation. Additionally, the tutorials feature a color-coded grid 

base that guides players through the rules of room aggre-

gation and explains how to interpret the game’s feedback. 

The game connects the notion of budget limitations to room 

juxtaposition. For example, a player may need to combine 

6

7

8

9

6 View through the Fologram AR application; 3D image created 
using Fologram

7 Feedback for budget points summary; 3D image created using Fologram

8 Feedback for juxtapositions; 3D image created using Fologram

9 Window addition feature; image created using Fologram
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two rooms for communal use so as not to exceed five 

budget points (Figure 7). 

The game feedback helps with evaluating the juxtaposition 

of rooms as correct or incorrect, as represented by a 

green or red glow (Figure 8). This allows the player to learn 

how to interact with room cards by moving and rotating 

them. Other tutorials explore aggregation of context and 

communal use cards, following the same logic and coupled 

with feedback. The game also gives the player the option 

to control window placement and quantity through simpli-

fied Boolean operations implemented in the game features 

(Figure 9). 

Other tutorials are devoted to learning and visualizing the 

implications of orientation. This is achieved by changing 

the north card from the conventional position (with north at 

90o) to north at 45o (Figure 10), and exploring the influence 

of time on interior qualities (Figure 11) by simulating the 

sun and visualizing shadows. Additionally, by scaling the 

house, players can experience their designs from different 

viewpoints ranging from the aerial view perspective to 

the first-person view. This helps with understanding the 

concept of scale and engages the user in switching among 

various scales.

Challenge Set 

Challenge set objectives are designed to allow users to 

revisit concepts learned in tutorials and practice design 

problem solving through role playing. Context playboards 

with preset design inputs become playgrounds with 

different levels of difficulty, simulating the experience of 

an architect who needs to satisfy their clients during the 

design process (Figures 12-13). 

At the beginning of the challenge level, players randomly 

choose their roles; one becomes an architect and the 

12

13

other a client. The latter takes a random family card that 

lists specific requirements. By choosing options, reaching 

a consensus, and making informed decisions, players 

simulate architect-customer communication and iterate 

architectural concepts from the tutorial set, but within 

a more advanced system of constraints. For example, a 

customer may receive a family card that lists a vampire 

family of three, two adults and one child. The vampire family 

requires no daylight in the bedrooms and no sunset view 

in the living/dining room. Additionally, they have “likes  that 

offer additional bonus points to a finished house, such as 

a courtyard hidden from outside view. Each card also has 

budget constraints. For example, each aggregated house 

for the vampire family should not exceed 20 budget points. 

During each round, the architect’s goal is to help the client 

formulate their needs and preferences and provide them 

with the best design solution out of three house design 

options. The design for every house option should be 

executed in close collaboration with the client, with the 

architect responding to the family’s needs by proposing and 

assessing different design solutions through communica-

tion and AR evaluation. For instance, the architect might 

give a family member several bedroom choices, depending 

on whether the bedroom will accommodate adults or 

children. The AR application is also necessary if the archi-

tect is to evaluate their own and the family’s choices and 

provide informed decisions that will satisfy the family card 

requirements. 

After every house option, the client takes a drama card 

from the pile. The goal of the drama card is to shift the 

narrative in a particular direction that forces the archi-

tect to provide an alternative solution. Drama cards may 

have positive or negative connotations, such as: “Your 

family just inherited five budget points. Use them wisely  

One drama card requires that the players swap roles 

10

11

ARchitect Mytcul
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(Figure 14), allowing players to experience both roles and 

learn the same concepts from different angles and sets of 

responsibilities. The context playing boards allow partic-

ipants to experience different site conditions, such as 

those with existing trees, rooms, and topographies.

The Sandbox

ARchitect endeavors to become a new participatory plat-

form for house design democratization (Figure 15). The 

sandbox gameplay represents this effort as an avenue 

for future development. Players can find actual sites via 

geomapping websites like Google Earth, convert them into 

playing boards, and print them out. By following the same 

logic for design and self-evaluation (through the AR applica-

tion), players can iteratively design houses, convert their 

designs into 2D drawings, and use the aggregated models 

to 3D print their house designs. 

The learning by playing approach has immense potential 

to open up architectural education to the general public. 

The ARchitect platform will contribute to creating a gener-

ation of collective design effort, resulting in projects that 

architects could not produce alone. Players will be able to 

share their design ideas through the resulting open-source 

architectural culture, leading to user empowerment, design 

democratization, and the proliferation of design literacy 

(Figure 16).

Playtesting

Several in-person playtest sessions were conducted 

as proof-of-concept. These took the form of tabletop 

mixed-reality experiences with non-architect players, 

after which each completed a questionnaire. Players 1 

and 2 tested the game three times, while others were 

exposed to the game only once. All testers (except for one) 

had no architectural background and explored ARchitect

via the Fologram application for 1 to 1.5 hours per session. 

14

The first session with two players showed the importance 

of game structure. Instead of starting with the tutorials, 

Players 1 and 2 began the game with the house challenge 

cards. They instantly began to place the room cards on top 

of boards and used Fologram for AR evaluation. Also, each 

participant began playing separately. Figures 17 and 18 

show the difference in room card usage. Player 1 placed 

16

15

10 Influence of orientation and 
context on the same house with 
north at 90  and 45

11 Influence of orientation, context, 
and time (from left to right, 7am, 
12pm, and 5pm) on the same 
house, with north at 90

12 Challenge playboard and its 
transformation in AR (image 
created using Fologram)

13 Topography playboard and its 
transformation in AR (3D image 
created using Fologram)

14 Game mechanics of the 
challenge set

15 Sequence of work using the 
ARchitect platform.

16 ARchitect platform.
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cards on the playboard. In contrast, Player 2 used a desk 

to create a house. 

During the first session, it was difficult for non-architect 

players to read the architectural plans on the room cards 

and understand room functions without any tags. This 

playtest session motivated the addition of color codes and 

tags to room cards, as well as several modifications to the 

tutorial objectives and guidance provided. 

During the second session, the game was tested solely by 

an architect. After completing the tutorials and challenges 

(which they found extremely easy), they began to play the 

game at the sandbox level (Figure 19). In contrast to the 

previous players, the architect revealed new game poten-

tial by creating various room juxtapositions. They flipped all 

of the cards simultaneously and combined them in a linear 

composition using the AR application (Figure 20). Also, 

the player utilized the AR application in a more dynamic 

manner; they kept checking the results from the aerial 

to interior views to better understand the relationship 

between rooms and context. Based on these observations, 

a new adjustable scale for the AR projection feature was 

added to the game to allow players to experience their 

designed spaces from different views and perspectives 

(Figure 21). 

The next session with Players 1 and 2 inspired another 

idea for enhancing player engagement that was rein-

forced by HGTV shows: the roleplaying component of the 

game (Figure 22). The whole experience of architect-client 

roleplaying offered a fun aspect to the game. It added a 

new variable to the gameplay and enhanced play scenarios, 

allowing players to collaborate in the design process by 

discussing the benefits and drawbacks of design proposals.

Results and Discussion

The preliminary results from the ARchitect game showed 

great potential for future development. The author 

believes that the democratization of design education has 

immense potential to increase non-architects’ involve-

ment in enhancing their community environment. Thus, 

it is important to maintain game accessibility and free 

downloading from the ARchitect open-source platform to 

eliminate barriers to spreading basic architectural knowl-

edge. The ARchitect concept challenges the conventional 

approach to design participation and eliminates the archi-

tect as the primary part for translator of an end user’s 

vision. The absence of the “win state,  as well as absence 

of a single correct design solution unleashes players 

creativity and provides a new approach to house design. 

In contrast to the Foldit game, where the main goal is 

contributing to protein folding research through crowd-

sourced puzzle-solving, the ARchitect game primarily 

educates and promotes design democratization through 

the gaming framework. 

It is expected that the game will prompt a much-needed 

conversation between experts and novices, forcing a 

rethinking of architectural solutions for single-family 

housing in response to the standardization of existing 

17

18

17 First playtest experiment with 
non-architect users

18 First playtest experiment with 
non-architect users

ARchitect Mytcul
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dwelling design. Instead of the de-professionalization 

of architecture, user-created content will infiltrate and 

enhance design variety and architectural participation, 

while allowing the act of design to remain in the hands of its 

creators (Sanchez 2021). The ARchitect platform intends to 

prioritize user-generated content in ways similar to plat-

forms such as YouTube, by using it to provide visual content 

for game challenges and tutorials and collecting it in a 

gallery of players’ creations. This will serve to empower the 

general public to engage with one another and help spread 

architectural literacy among less-privileged communities.

The mixed reality game interface will allow users to interact 

with ARchitect on several perception levels. By exploiting 

the idea of a multisensory game, the general childhood 

learning experience is referenced, where different chan-

nels for interaction (e.g., tangible, audial, visual, etc.) 

create comprehensive output. Players learn through 

entertaining experiences that incorporate analyses of 

qualitative and quantitative performances. End users 

learn how to consider environmental forces as beneficial 

constraint-makers and use them as tools to enhance the 

parameters of the design’s performance. The economic 

system for the game is another constraint-maker, requiring 

that players not only understand design in relation to 

budget limitations, but also evaluate and compare design 

options in terms of qualitative parameters (Mytcul 2021). 

In the game, quantitative feedback is delivered visually 

through a qualitative context. For instance, users deter-

mine their preferred spatial quality based on a quantitative 

analysis of natural light. However, the quality of the 

designed house may be subjective, as we see with the 

vampire family discussed above.

During playtesting sessions, non-architect users showed 

unique collaborative engagement, as participants learned 

design ideas and interdependencies not only through the 

narrative but also through role-playing. This experience 

prompted the research endeavor to explore other aspects 

of player-on-player interaction and the ways a game might 

enhance and support the learning experience through 

communication and informed decision-making. This served 

to call into question more traditional ways of learning, 

instead promoting AR technology for new educational 

engagements. ARchitect requires further development of 

the game levels and additional playtesting experiments 

with a larger body of non-architect users in order to depict 

more comprehensive conclusions and discover contro-

versial topics for discussion. In future iterations, a new 

project participant role of the “City  with more code-related 

constraints will be included, providing additional didactic 

guidance and allowing more individuals to participate. 

Substitution of Fologram for the original ARchitect appli-

cation is also needed to eliminate use of the ArUco code. 

Development of an algorithm for building more than 

one-story houses, as well as the addition of new elements 

such as roofs, balconies, and porches, are the next stage 

in game development.

CONCLUSION
The notion of democratizing architectural design has been 

supported by architects since the early 1970s. However, 

due to its interdisciplinary nature, the concept of an 

19

20 21

19 Second playtest experiment with an architect, Sandbox mode; 
images created using Fologram

20 Second playtest experiment with an architect, Linear house;
images created using Fologram

21 Second playtest experiment with an architect, Scale exploration;
images created using Fologram
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accessible and engaging tool for house customization is 

still evolving. Design democratization implies the empow-

erment of non-architects to become decisionmakers and 

active participants in different stages of the design. It offers 

the public the opportunity to individualize and shape their 

surrounding environment, thus rethinking conventional 

market monopolies and exploring alternative personal and 

public values (Sanchez 2021).  

AR technology provides a diversified learning experi-

ence that can immerse players in a familiar environment 

and open new features in single-family house design by 

switching between different scales and views. The AR 

medium is a low-threshold mechanism for house modeling 

that provides a link between analog and digital archi-

tectural representations. The game allows players to 

experience design using tangible cards with 2D plan views 

in a 3D assembly, transforming design solutions into 3D 

printed models and receiving aggregated house plans. 

This concept is based on a conventional iterative architec-

tural workflow. 

The goal of ARchitect is to spread design democratization 

through an accessible and playful educative experience, 

bridging the gap between experts and non-experts. The 

game should be played by friends and family members, 

providing a new option on game nights.

Additionally, ARchitect invests in common architectural 

knowledge as a body of thought that can also be utilized 

in architectural schools, allowing students to explore 

their workflow by creating other modules and topologies 

for single-family housing. Therefore, the notion of design 

democratization extends not only to the public realm, but 

also to institutions of higher learning. By democratizing 

architectural education through a playful and engaging 

experience, ARchitect opens up new sources of architec-

tural thought that will allow for collective intelligence to 

move forward and invite nonprofessionals “to the table.  
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Topological Net or s sing 
a Se uential Method

1 Design result of Living Cluster 
and Community Structure

idong Liu
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Data Structure Simplifi cation for Interactive Design

ABSTRACT
The paper shares preliminary results of a novel sequential method to expand existing 

topology-based generative design. The approach is applied to building an interactive 

community design system based on a mobile interface. In the process of building an 

interactive design system, one of the core problems is to harness the complex topological 

network formed by user demands. After decades of graph theory research in architecture, 

a consensus on self-organized complex networks has emerged. However, how to convert 

input complex topological data into spatial layouts in generative designs is still a diffi cult 

problem worth exploring. The paper proposes a way to simplify the problem: in some 

cases, the spatial network of buildings can be approximated as a collection of sequences 

based on circulation analysis. In the process of network serialization, the personalized 

user demands are transformed into activity patterns and further into serial spaces. This 

network operation gives architects more room to play with their work. Rather than just 

designing an algorithm that directly translates users’ demands into shape, architects 

can be more actively involved in organizing spatial networks by setting up a catalogue of 

activity patterns of the residents, thus contributing to a certain balance of top-down order 

and bottom-up richness in the project. The research on data serialization lays a solid 

foundation for the future exploration of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) applied 

to generative design.
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2

3

INTRODUCTION
In interactive generative design, a common problem is

harnessing the topological network formed by user demand

information. After data collection, user information is

transformed into two parts: topological and geometrical

(Damski and John 1997). If designers set too many param-

eters in collecting data, they face a complex network that is

difficult to be directly geometrized. Therefore, the method

to analyze and reorganize the topological network for data

distribution is significant.

The research aims to explore a sequential approach to

organizing the topological network, thus reducing the

complexity of data distribution and expanding the possibil-

ities of generative design. The prototype system presented

in this paper is based on a mobile interface, providing an

interactive platform for people to design their houses and

community. The traditional top-down model of community

planning relies heavily on the subjectivity of architects,

which leads to waste of land resources and lack of commu-

nity vitality, exacerbating the housing crisis (Wong 2010).

This research takes the view that architects should not only

be the designers of space but also the developers of inter-

active platforms that facilitate inclusive design.

Topological Design

The research on architectural topological design has a

decades-long history. In its early development period, the

approach is based on simple topological rules, such as

floorplan automation (Levin 1964), cellular automation

(Wolfram 1983), and shape grammars (Stiny 2011). The

booming development of network science provides an

increasingly rich set of tools for spatial network anal-

ysis (Barabasi 2016; Turnbull et al. 2018). These studies

strongly support the development of architecture layout

automation and gradually extend its boundaries from

rectangular layout to non-rectangular layout (Marson

and Musse 2010; Koenig et al. 2012, 2020; Shekhawat

and Duarte 2018; Wang et al. 2018, 2020). However, most

current topology-based generative designs directly trans-

form topological networks into geometric forms, and lack

secondary processing of spatial networks. When faced

with overly complex networks, it is difficult for the architect

to control the spatial form. Among the few studies on this

issue, the computing efficiency of different topologies has

been discussed (Koenig and Knecht 2014).

Sequential Method

The sequential method means interpreting the topological

network from the perspective of activity sequence (Figure

2). In some projects with distinct circulations the spatial

network can be approximated as the interweaving and

2 Sequential interpretation
of complex network

3 Sequence analysis of topological
network of Soane Museum
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4

overlapping result of multiple activity sequences. The

sequence acts as an intermediate hierarchy to cluster

nodes and form the system, where the embedding

vectors of nodes are close to each other mathematically.

The idea of activity sequence can be found in centuries

of architectural practice, such as Vasari Corridor (1565),

Soane Museum (1813) and Miller House (1953). The Soane

Museum is a classic case of using sequential approach to

organize floor layout. It serves multiple functions simulta-

neously within a narrow interior space: family life, party,

teaching, exhibition, and so on. Besides, due to the historical

background, people with different identities had their own

specialized paths, such as the specific logistics circulation

for servants. Sir John Soane used a narrative approach to

organize these various life patterns (Kyriafini 2007). The

topological analysis of space reveals that the structure of

network is composed of interwoven sequences (Figure 3).

The sequential approach has the potential to be applied

to community design as well. Today’s community design

is faced with the similar design problems as the Soane

Museum: complex functions, interwoven circulations,

customized living patterns, and adaptability for flexible use.

METHODOLOGY
Overall Method

The sequential approach can be applied across scales, from

urban to architectural scales. In the paper, the sequen-

tial approach is demonstrated with a community design

experiment aiming at housing customization and community

5

7

Topological Networks Using a Sequential Method Liu

6
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self-organization (Figure 4). An interactive platform based

on a mobile interface is built on the front end for user

data collection and design result preview. The process of

transforming topological and geometric information into

community design is carried out in the back end. The entire

generative design system consists of three parts: site

selection, community design, and housing unit design. This

paper focuses on sharing the results of community design

part where the sequential approach is mainly used.

User Data Collection

User demands includes dwelling characteristics, neigh-

borhood, surrounding environment and facilities, social

identity and so on (Roy et al. 2018). To quantify the input

variable, these influencing factors are reclassified into

three categories:

• Housing unit design: room size, function types

• Community design: shared rooms, community facilities

• Site decision: housing prices, distance to work,

urban facilities

This experimental design is based on data from 200 simu-

lated users. To maximize system complexity and verify

the effectiveness of the sequential approach, each virtual

user data is completely randomized. After data collection,

4 Overall logic structure of the
generative design system

5 Data translation for community
design part

6 Grouping residents into Living
Cluster by K-means algorithm

7 The paper takes ten users as an
example to illustrate the algo-
rithm logic of sequential method

8 Transforming 200 hypothetical
users’ demands into sequential
network

8

these mixed-up user demands would be translated and

redirected to the different parts of the generative design

system (Figure 5).

Clusering Residents

The data about the community design is the most compli-

cated one, because the type and number of shared rooms

and community facilities for each user are uncertain. Due

to the limitation of computing power, it is impossible to

input 200 user data simultaneously for generative design,

and structural hierarchies are necessary (Koenig and

Schneider 2012). Therefore, the virtual 200 users are clas-

sified into twenty living clusters based on matching degree,

which is evaluated by three parameters: house similarity,

demands for sharing rooms, and community facilities.

The pairing process is based on K-means clustering

algorithm (MacQueen 1967) illustrated in Figure 6. In this

algorithm, each resident is regarded as a piece of three-di-

mensional data, mathematically equal to a point with three

coordinates. The weighted approach is used to distinguish

the importance of different attributes.

Sequencing Topological Network

People living in the same cluster share the similar living
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9

10

12

9 Physics engine simulation for Community Structure organization

10 Physics engine simulation for units locating inside Living Cluster

12 Four steps of detail automation in Living Cluster generation process

patterns and infrastructure demands. For example, they

might take a walk in the community park after work, and

then exercise at the community gym before returning home.  

We regard such a life pattern as a type of activity sequence.

The algorithmic logic of the sequential approach is demon-

strated here using the example of ten users (Figure 7).

Suppose there are ten users from a1 to a10 who have

personalized needs for four facilities, which form a complex

network that is difficult to geometrize. But after clustering,

we find that a1, a2, a4, a6, a9 have similar needs for offices

and study rooms, while the remaining five users have

needs for shared kitchens and living rooms. Thus a1, a2, 

a4, a6, a9 are considered as a Living Cluster, forming a

sequence with offices and study rooms. The remaining five

users and facilities form another sequence. It should be

noted that this classification is only an approximation. For

example, we ignore the need of a3 for offices. So we need

to provide a common sequence connected to the public

transport network, which facilitates the residents to access

other places.

In order to strike a balance between diversity and simplicity,

the following rules are set: a cluster has a maximum of two

personalized activity sequences and a common sequence.

Based on these rules, 20 clusters generate 52 activity

sequences of five categories in total, including 35 and 20

common sequences. These sequences merge and separate,

generating a total of 106 supporting facilities (Figure 8).

Physically Based Design Constraint

We use the physics engine to set the design constraints

translated from the topological network. This approach is

widely used in generative design (Scott and Donald 1999,

2002; Koenig et al. 2012; Daniel et al. 2013). The advantage

of this analogy is that the strength of connection can be

adjusted freely and multiple forces can be applied to one

object without restriction.  

Elements are restricted to move within the community

boundary by fb. They have repulsive forces fa against each

other to maintain their own space. There is a strong attrac-

tion fc between adjacent elements in a sequence to ensure

that they stick close to each other. In addition, adjacent

elements in a sequence have rotational forces f_d to keep

the angle between them at 0 or 90 degrees, thus keeping

the layout structure orthogonal (Figure 8).

In the process of generating the internal layout of a living

cluster, highly matched living units will have an attraction in

the middle, otherwise, they will be mutually exclusive. Paths

automatically follow the change of cells’ location (Figure 9).

Optimizing Design Result

Physics engine can only roughly simulate the relationship

between elements because the results are very easy to

be affected by the initial position of elements. In order to

overcome this uncertainty, genetic algorithm is used to

optimize the result based on specific performance criteria

P. Here, we optimize the result by minimizing l_n and maxi-

mizing b_n (Figure 11). The parameter f and g is used for

weighting. By this way, more compact floor plans will be

screened out. This process is based on an interactive plat-

form Biomorpher (Harding and Brandt-Olsen 2018).

Topological Networks Using a Sequential Method Liu
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Geometrizing Details

After determining the location and boundary of elements,

the system will further automatically complete the detailed

design of the public space and living units (Figure 12).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on 200 hypothetical users’ data, the prototype

system presented in this paper obtains a complete

community design result with diverse architectural space

emerging (Figure 13). In this generative design process,

the sequential approach, as a novel design methodology

to organize the topological network, plays a key role in the

community design step. This approach creatively trans-

lates the individual demands into different life patterns

and corresponds them to specific sequences of activities.

Consequentially, the complex network is transformed

11 Using genetic algorithm to yield a more compact floor plan

into interwoven sequences, successfully reducing the

complexity of the problem.  

At present, the system is still in the preliminary explorative

development. The current process of serializing networks

is highly subjective. RNN will be further explored in the

future due to its huge potential for processing sequential

information. In the process of simulating the sequential

network, we have found that the traditional physics engine

simulation requires considerable refinement due to the

instability of the results.

CONCLUSION
This paper verifies the effectiveness of a novel sequential

approach in organizing topological networks in generative

design process. The importance of sequential approach is
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that it provides a novel and effective paradigm for designing

complex networks. Architects and planners have developed

various methods to quantitatively analyze existing complex

networks, but how to create complexity remains a daunting

task. Design is always faced with the challenge of neither

being monotonous or chaotic. Sequence is a new perspec-

tive for people to control complexity. As a bridge, the

sequence powerfully connects the mathematical topolog-

ical network with the vitality of individual human patterns

of life.

11 Using genetic algorithm to get a more compact floor plan

Topological Networks Using a Sequential Method Liu
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Sensorial Interpretations of Covert Physiological Signals 
for Therapeutic Mediation

ABSTRACT
As the demand for technologies that mediate the environment continues to rise, day-to-day 

activities have been increasingly overloaded with devices that collect personal signals, 

such as phones, watches, jewelry, and fi tness trackers. Yet, despite the sensibility of these 

machines, little has been explored in decoding the highly informative signals collected 

by these devices to temper the physical environment. These signals have the potential 

to communicate one’s cognitive state and, in turn, address signs of stress and anxiety. 

Embracing the open access to these technologies, this research seeks to question how 

covert physiological signals can be turned into perceived sensorial experiences to increase 

awareness of one’s cognitive state and elicit positive affect through material interfaces. 

Acting not as a substitute for traditional therapies but as an alternative antidote, these 

sensorial interventions seek to process, analyze, and interpret physiological patterns, 

such as electrodermal activity and heart rate variability, to recognize signs of high and low 

emotional arousal and pair them with tactile, olfactory, auditory, and visual alterations in 

one’s surrounding. It is predicted that through the repeated association of the actuated 

stimuli with specifi c physiological states, a certain conditioning can be evoked to subse-

quently promote an instinctual response to malleable matter. The results illustrate that the 

fabric of the environment can not only be empathetic to subconscious mood but also able to 

foster positive affect through psychophysiological adaptation.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, researchers in clinical psychology 

have shown the enormous impact the environment has on 

ehavior  ph siolo  and mental health  et  in fields such 

as architecture, product design, and technology, designers 

have seldom engaged with the potential impact of their 

wor  in addressin  mental well ein  s di ital devices  

artificial intelli ence  and ro otics ecome increasin l  

embedded into the fabric of the environment, the oppor-

tunities increase for these technologies to work with 

humans to develop more empathetic machines  he field 

of affective computing has rapidly grown over the past 

years to expand beyond the focus of software applica-

tions and move towards the physical world by leveraging 

wearables, social robotics, and programmable materials 

Brea eal  arahi 8  annon 8  i its  

These tangible interpretations of affect through machines 

have sparked the conversation on how this technology, 

perceptive of human emotion  can influence co nition and 

provo e mood chan e  emar a le advancements have 

established feedback loops between humans and machines 

through the ability to detect signs of stress and anxiety in 

individuals and, in turn, respond through sensorial modal-

ities to provide relief and promote relaxation (Costa 2017; 

apadopoulou  lonso 8

While stress and anxiety are extraordinarily pervasive 

forms of mental strain  the  are also hi hl  treata le  

However, forms of therapy are often associated with high 

monetary cost and social stigma, rendering them inacces-

si le or undesira le  ith these disorders onl  ecomin  

more prevalent with the current state of the world, acces-

sible, affordable, and amiable treatments which can be 

seamlessly integrated into everyday environments are 

crucial in addressing the mental instabilities catalyzed and 

often a ravated  one s da to da  surroundin  an  of 

these interpretations of the environment are unconscious 

and do not involve deliberate cognitive analyses while 

the physical body continue to react involuntarily to these 

perceptions  

By applying methods of traditional behavioral therapy in 

conjunction with physiological feedback and sensory stim-

ulus, this research seeks to offer evidence of how human, 

machine, and sensorial interactions can be leveraged via 

affective computing to propose seamless and intuitive 

solutions for addressin  mental health  his paper will first 

outline the domains of research by which this method-

ology is inspired: psychophysiology, sensorial responses, 

and affective computin  hen  ffective rostheses is 

presented, a study through four interventions embedding 

specific sensor  stimuli into environmental au mentations 

actuated  one s ph siolo ical si nals  astl  an initial 

evaluation of the effects of these prototypes in altering 

one’s affective state is presented and a discussion of 

the outlooks of this work and potential future research 

is offered

RELATED WORK
Psychophysiology

Today it is commonly agreed upon that mind and body 

cannot be siloed in one’s analyses of the world, just as 

there is no predetermined sequence to how the envi-

ronment is interpreted  ot onl  can thou hts lead to 

physiological changes in the body, but physical cues 

inform the brain of emotion before it has fully cognitively 

appraised the situation ames 8  chachter  

The relationship between mind and body has long been 

studied in psychophysiology in further understanding 

how humans process the environment  and et the field 

continues to advance at a si nificantl  fast pace leadin  

to new insight in areas such as stress, memory, emotion, 

behavioral medicine, language, and psychopathology 

acioppo  n addition to these developments in 

the field  porta le  wireless  and weara les devices are 

becoming increasingly common in clinical research as well 

as used in ever da  life icard  ilstein  hese 

devices now not only have access to people’s geographic 

location and social media platforms but in some cases 

to their heart rate, skin temperature, and electrodermal 

activit  esearch has particularl  rown around the use 

of these physiological biomarkers in identifying signs of 

stress and anxiety, using wearable devices such as the 

Empatica E4 wristband or the latest Sense Fitbit (Empatica 

 it it  hao 8  Bho a  ores i  

These devices, along with clinical research around the 

relationship etween specific patterns of heart rate vari-

a ilit   and electrodermal activit   has led to 

encouraging results around the reliability of these signals 

to accurately assess cognitive behavior (Appelhans 2006; 

acioppo 

Sensorial Response

To suggest a possible methodology that explores sensory 

perception one must first loo  at each sense in isolation 

and the ran e of co nitive impact each of these senses hold  

By no means might one suggest that the senses are limited 

to simpl  outputtin  one specific co nitive response to a 

stimulus  however  research su ests that specific sensor  

stimuli often evoke a similar response pattern in partici-

pants, implying various correlations between the senses 

and provocations  or instance  in the case of the olfactor  

bulb, it has been studied that low-level exposure to an 

aroma, such as peppermint oil, reveals effects on memory, 
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attention  and feelin s of su ective alertness oult  

In the case of haptic feedback, studies have found that slow 

rhythmic vibrations mimicking breathing patterns provide 

comfort and awareness to individuals aredes 8  

These patterns of preference and association, although not 

always universal, have been observed throughout time to 

the extent that scientists today are able to make supported 

recommendations of various sensory environments which 

mi ht help or ease mental strain

Affective Computing

The notion of affective computing has historically resided 

in the realm of software interfaces  owever  the field is 

rapidly expanding outside these traditional platforms and 

ta in  on novel interpretations  oined in   osalind 

icard  the term si nifies the shift in computin  and  

toward making systems able to recognize, interpret, and 

simulate human affect icard  his practice has 

grown today to expand from its origins to permeate into a 

wide range of interpretations from wearables, program-

mable materials, social robotics, and full-scale immersive 

installations  hese advancements  e ond the interface 

usually associated with affective computing, have opened 

the door towards making overall environments increasingly 

empathetic to human emotion

The ability to link perceptive, neurological, or physiolog-

ical cues to emotional states sits at the core of affective 

computin  rom its onset  la s such as the ffective 

Computing lab at the MIT have looked at the overlap of 

these signals to give us greater insights in how, when, 

and why someone might be feeling a certain way to in 

return provide appropriate feedback to the individual 

ffective omputin  a   espite the expansion of 

the field towards hi hl  sophisticated prediction models  

it is the expansion to more tangible domains which are 

particularly interesting in the provocation of embodied 

co nition  ro ects such as ffective leeve  and eart 

of the atter  explore the notion of affective computin  

and their translation into wearables (Papadopoulo 2019; 

arahi 8  ith the enefit ein  their close prox-

imity to the body, the pieces have the ability to both detect 

external si nals and internal iometrics  urther expandin  

outside the norm are pro ects such as ctive extiles  

and ro cope  who levera e innate chan es in mate-

rial properties to respond proactively to both situational 

conditions and the ph sical od  elf ssem l  a   

en es  hese novel advancements of the field 

into the physical world have brought on the compelling 

argument for product design, material engineering, and 

architecture to consider analyzing emotional cues to inform 

the desi n of these s stems

METHODOLOGY
The Affective Prostheses

To explore the potential of sensory environments in inter-

preting, analyzing, and translating biometric signals to in 

turn provide environmental-based therapeutics, a series 

of four ffective rostheses were desi ned i ure  ach 

of these prostheses explore the impact of specific sensor  

stimuli on one’s psychophysiology and resulting alteration 

on mood i ure  he senses tar eted are that of haptic  

olfactor  visual  and auditor  lthou h the sense of taste 

remains fundamental in the study of embodied cognition, 

it will not be directly explored in this research, but rather 

associated with the sense of smell, which is experience-

dependent on taste mall 

While each piece varies in scale and sensorial experience, 

the  each follow the same s stem architecture i ure  

The close loop system begins when physiological signals 

are gathered from the biometric tracker—the Empatica 

E4 wristband in this case—which allows for unobtrusive, 

long-term assessment of the physiological signals (Poh 

 mpatica  his data is then assessed ased on 

selected methods of anal sis  hrou h the assessments 

of the current biometric data, the prostheses react proac-

tively to actuate the appropriate sensory response for the 

su ested co nitive state  astl  this reaction is monitored 

through the biometric tracker and provides live feedback of 

the ph siolo ical effects of each sensorial intervention  

Physiological Methods of Analyses

In order to assess and analyze participants psychophysio-

lo ical state with the data collected  two specific methods of 

anal ses were used to interpret the eart ate aria ilit  

 and lectrodermal ctivit   readin s from the 

iometric trac er

2 Translational mapping of sensorial effects on mood and behavior

Affective Prosthesis ichter unn  arc a del astillo  pe
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 is the measure of variation in time etween heart eats 

and an efficient non invasive measure of one s autonomic 

nervous activit  atterns of low  have een associated 

with stress, anxiety, and depression while high variation 

tends to indicate a balanced autonomic nervous system in 

which both branches, parasympathetic and sympathetic, 

are communicatin  fluentl  with each other ampos  

his oscillation etween fi ht or fli ht  and rest and di est  

responses is what simultaneously sends signals to the 

heart indicating that an individual is both aware and alert 

as well as a le to rationall  post process information  or 

the purpose of this research  is measured usin  a time 

domain analysis based on inter-beat intervals (IBI) and has 

the unit of measurement in milliseconds (ms) (Boonnithi 

 t was chosen to appl  the  time domain 

measurement which loo s to ta e the tandard eviation 

of the ormal eat to eat intervals B  over the entire 

recordin  epoch acioppo  haffer  his time 

domain metric is measured in milliseconds and represents 

short-term variability, in this case the most recent ten 

eats

lectrodermal activit   also nown as alvanic 

s in response  has ecome increasin l  popular 

in evaluating emotional arousal and inferring signs of 

stress iu 8   descri es the chan es in electrical 

properties of the skin and is measured in microsiemens 

 nli e   is purel  s mpatheticall  innervated 

and thus makes it one of the most genuine measures of 

s mpathetic nervous s stem  which is nown as the 

fi ht and fli ht  response ohnson  ue to its direct 

association to only one branch of the autonomic nervous 

system, it is a great tool in signaling when one experi-

ences a targeted emotional experience, whether that be 

3 Affective feedback loop system diagram

4 (left  ive da  anal ses of  metrics in correlation with specific activities  
ri ht  went four hour anal ses of  s in temperature  heart rate  and movement
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pleasant or unpleasant  or the interpretation of  two 

methods are anal ed  hese methods are  tonic component 

features, which refers to the slow climbing or declination 

of levels over time, and phasis component features, which 

relate to the faster, short term, and event related, changes 

in  activit  Braithwaite  ue to the desi n of 

these system being focused on event related interventions 

it was chosen to focus the analyses on phasis component 

features  his is done  ta in  the mean value over a five 

second period of time and contrasting this to the partici-

pant s ori inal aseline

There remain many physiological signals that, combined, 

ive insi ht to how the mind and od  communicate  

However, this research, and prototypes, is focused on the 

anal ses of  and  eripheral s in temperature  

blood volume pulse from a photoplethysmography sensor, 

and 3-axis accelerometer are additionally accounted for, 

to grasp a better picture of possible contextual factors 

influencin  the iometrics readin s  such as sleep or 

ph sical exercise i ure 

AFFECTIVE PROSTHESES DESIGN
Wrist Prosthesis – Auditory & Haptic Feedback

This prosthesis represents the most intimate connection 

with the user as it resides closely wrapped around the 

wrist and explores the impact of auditory and haptic stim-

ulus to encourage slow rhythmic breathing patterns (Figure 

 a in  precedent on the peripheral paced respiration 

technique, this piece seeks to draw on the innate inter-

pretation of rhythmic breath to passively alter one’s own 

respirator  cadence orave i 

When activated, the pump follows a slowed graduated 

breathing pattern, also known as the relaxation breath, 

of four seconds inhale – seven seconds hold – and eight 

second exhale i ure  his time ased respiration 

pattern was chosen due to its proven efficienc  in reducin  

anxiety, stress, and depression in patients (Zaccaro 

8  ande ar  ctivation of this pattern occurs 

through two physiological actuators: heightened read-

in s of mean  ased on the individual s aseline  plus 

slowed intervals of  hen these two si nals reach 

their thresholds simultaneously, the pneumatic system is 

activated, and patterns of breathing persist until readings 

return to the ori inal aseline  nce readin s return to an 

individual’s baseline it is assessed that the individual no 

longer requires the haptic and auditory respiratory guid-

ance and has either passively or consciously returned to a 

state of calm  

Chair Prosthesis – Haptic Feedback

Scaling up, the chair extension serves as a study on 

haptic stimuli i ure  imilar to the previous piece  

this prosthesis studies the efficac  of em odied co nition 

to covertly promote respiratory rhythms to passively 

either ener i e or calm the participant  hile the method 

of anal ses for the individuals  patterns remains the 

same for this piece as the wrist pieces, the analyses of 

 has een su stituted for that of motion throu h the 

he multi material ri ed  printed structure is composed of a ri id 
frame  white  and flexi le filler  transparent  which accommodates a 
softer on s in contact and ease in puttin  the piece on and off  his 
exterior shell houses two silicon poc ets facin  the interior of the wrist  

hese poc ets are pro rammed to e pneumaticall  inflated and deflated 
in a pattern which mimics that of slow inhales and exhales of reath

6 h thmic air actuation is driven  an rduino oard  air pump  air valve  
and  atter  which connects to the wrist piece throu h two plastic 
tu es

7 rosthesis consistin  of two ri id printed structures  one for the front 
of the chair and one for the back; adjustable and easily integrated, the 
chair attachment can fit a multitude of chair shapes and si es

8 The front piece of the chair is embedded with twenty mini vibration 
motors which lie etween each fin  while the ac  accommodates the 

rduino oard   driver odule  and  atter  re uired to 
actuate and control the vi ration motors

6

Affective Prosthesis ichter unn  arc a del astillo  pe
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axis acceleration sensors located in the iometric reader  

served in parallel  this data can illustrate correla-

tions between prolonged periods of low movement and 

decreased focus and restlessness, or conversely, signs of 

hei htened movement with stress and a itation  hile man  

devices integrate reminders to take a break, move, get up 

and walk around, few of them take in the full consideration 

of one’s cognitive state, and rather are based on intervals 

of time   movement  and at times accelerometer data  

While these are all valid forms of evaluation it is not always 

possi le  or even necessar  when one is in a state of flow 

si s entmihal i  hus  it is crucial to stud  passive 

systems that can recognize and respond to these signals 

without the necessit  for one to interrupt the tas  at hand

hen si nals of  and movement indicate either possi le 

restlessness  such as hei htened levels of  and 

frequent signs of agitated motion, or drowsiness, meaning 

lowered levels of  and prolon ed infre uent motion  the 

vi ration motors are activated i ure 8  hen activated  

the motors gradient in power, matching the slowed grad-

uated breathing pattern also employed in the wrist piece 

ande ar  his translates to an increase in vi ra-

tion power from 0% to 100% over a period of four seconds, 

maintained vibration power at 100% for seven seconds, 

and gradual decrease in power from 100% to 0% for eight 

seconds  tudies such as Boostmeup and ustBreath loo  

at this same method of regenerating slowed vibrations to 

trigger a physiological empathy between the false signals 

and their true biodata to, in turn, act as an instructional 

modalit  to calm the individual osta  aredes 8  

Inspired by the notion of haptic-based guidance these 

vibrations seek to moderate one's breathing patterns 

through embodied cognition to reduce stress and/or 

increase attention

Desk Prosthesis – Olfactory Feedback   

he des  intervention investi ates the influence of olfaction 

on one s co nitive health i ure  he scents of lavender 

and peppermint were chosen for this piece, given the found 

effect of lavender scent in reducing levels of anxiety, and 

association peppermint amora has with improving aspects 

of memory, attention, and alertness (Hoult 2019; Kritsidima 

 nli e scent diffusers  candles  or incense  this des  

addition diffuses smell only when physiological signals 

indicate a sign of distress on the individual at a particular 

moment  his means that onl  one scent is diffused at one 

time and is dependent on the biometric signals received by 

the device

Much like the chair prosthesis, actuation of the piece occurs 

throu h ph siolo ical si nals of   and motion  

Assessing biometric signals of drowsiness or stress the 

piece actuates one of the two discrete heating paths to 

subtly diffuse either the awaking aroma of peppermint or the 

relaxin  scent of lavender i ure  he uni ue ualit  of 

aromatic stimuli occurs due to the anatomy of the olfactory 

pathways that are directly connected to the limbic system, the 

region of the brain associated with memory and emotional 

processes ullivan  t is the su conscious and covert 

quality of this sensory stimuli that makes this piece the most 

discreet in its environmental alteration but, none the less, 

powerful in its influence  

7 8

9 he piece s primar  structure consists of a ri id  printed win
like form that wraps around the desk to maintain its stability and 
positionin  n ultra thin la er of n lon encloses the top of the piece  
serving both as a smooth continuous surface to serve as a functional 
mouse pad and as a permeable seal that stops the scent infused 
h dro el eads from fallin  out
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Lamp Prosthesis – Visual Feedback

xpandin  on the capa ilit  of li htin  fixtures to accom-

modate personalized needs, the light prosthesis explores 

the correlation of physiological signals and light levels 

to passively address cognitive functions (Figures 11, 

 his piece adopts dimmin  principles  levera in  

material properties and heating actuation (Plitnick 2010; 

c lou han  lthou h it sits the furthest from the 

individual  its influence on atmospheric conditions is  

far the most nota le and scala le  he piece is currentl  

programmed to allow for more light permeation when 

physiological signals suggest decreased attention or 

fati ue  and less ri htness when  and movement 

indicate hi h arousal  espite ein  simple and small in its 

system design, the piece represents a scalable solution to 

programmable materials which indirectly produce a strong 

impact on the surroundin  environment

EVALUATION
In the pursuit to evaluate the effect of these systems in 

altering one’s psychophysiology, each of these pieces were 

initially tested with participants in an induced stressful 

scenario  he h pothesis in evaluatin  these pieces in 

a controlled environment is that a shift in physiological 

signals would be observed when the sensory stimuli is 

tri ered  o conduct these tests  it was chosen to provo e 

stress through the two-minute clinical test that is often 

used to determine signs of intellectual impairment in 

psychiatric disorders and dementia, also referred to as 

the erial even test ar mar   a man  he 

test requires participants to continuously subtract the 

number seven from an initial number as rapidly as they 

can over a period of two minutes  he participants are told 

when their answers are incorrect and must correct their 

answer efore continuin  he  are also informed ever  

thirt  seconds of the remainin  experiment time  hile 

10 Beneath this structure lies 100% cotton, embroidered with 40 AWG 
ichrome wire with two discrete paths constitutin  two separate 

heatin  s stems  owered and controlled  an rduino nano rela  
motor  and  power suppl  the ichrome wire reaches  within 

 seconds of activation  he paths directl  correlate to the openin s 
in the  structure  which act as cham ers to house the specific scent 
to e activated  dro el infused eads sit etween these apertures  
carr in  either the scent of peppermint or lavender  han s to their 
thermally sensitive properties, the hydrogels increase their solubility 
when temperatures increase, resulting in a release of the scent-in-
fused li uid  evaporation into the air

11 he primar  frame of the piece is a multi material printed with the white representin  the ri id material and transparent the soft  and flexi le material

12 he soft component of the material allowed for 8  ichrome wire 
to be woven into the interior of the piece and connected with a single 
motor rela  and microcontroller  dditionall  on the inside of the 
frame sits a bilayer material of PET and aluminum in which a series of 
slits have een cut  ue to the difference in expansion rates etween 
the PET and aluminum, when heated a certain curling occurs, resulting 
in reater permea ilit  of li ht  he ichrome wire can reach up to 

 within a few seconds  resultin  in an instantaneous actuation  
his piece is specificall  meant to wor  with  li ht ul s in order for 

the actuation of the heatin  to occur purel  throu h the ichrome wire 
and not the li ht ul  itself

Affective Prosthesis ichter unn  arc a del astillo  pe
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participants focus on this mathematical tas  their  

 movement  and s in temperature is recorded throu h 

the iometric reader  he wrist and is positioned on their 

non dominant hand with the  electrodes in ali nment 

with their middle and rin  fin er  articipants are as ed to 

wear the wrist and for fifteen minutes prior to the start of 

the test to calibrate and determine a baseline recording of 

their iodata  rom the time the test e ins  these si nals 

communicate whether the participant surpasses their 

aseline threshold of  and  indicatin  a rapid 

onset of cognitive overload, which in return activates the 

sensor  stimuli em edded in the piece  he actuation of 

each prosthesis follows espo e specifications  outlined 

in the Affective Protheses design section, for each sensory 

stimuli, and persist until the participants’ biometric signals 

normali e ac  to their initial aseline

Ten participants participated in this initial study of the four 

protheses  ach participant interfaced with a different 

piece and were not familiar with the sensory stimuli asso-

ciated with the piece  ll participants were full  riefed on 

the parameters of the test and told which of their biometric 

signals were going to be monitored throughout the test 

dependin  on the protot pe the  interfaced with  nitial 

results from this study show a rapid increase of levels of 

 and decrease in  from the start of the test onward  

illustratin  the efficienc  of the test s a ilit  to induce si ns 

of stress in an individual  hen the introduction of the 

sensory stimulus is actuated, a change in these metrics 

occurs  n some cases  such as the haptic and auditor  

stimuli, the piece adds increased distraction and as a result 

seems to increase stress durin  the test  hile the olfac-

tory piece, perhaps due to its subtlety, seems to simply level 

the participants  and  to e constant from its onset  

ut of the ten participants  results showed that that four 

illustrated a reduction in their  levels after actuation of 

the prototype occurs, three showed stability in their signals 

after actuation, two illustrated increase in stress, and one 

was a non-responder, indicating very little skin conduc-

tance i ure 

This initial study in exploring the psychophysiological 

effects of these affective prostheses showed evidence 

of producin  a noticea le impact  espite the results 

wavering between positive and negative reactions to the 

sensory environments, they do show there to be a direct 

correlation between the individual’s change in physiological 

si nals and the actuation of the protot pes  hese result 

highlight that although discreet in their intervention, these 

integrated experiences have a cognitive impact on the 

participants  owever  due to the nature of the experiment 

being fast paced and focused on a straining cognitive task, 

it did not efficientl  mimic a passive tas  n the anticipation 

of the continuation of this work in the future it would be 

suggested that a longer, more environmentally immersive 

stud  desi n would e conducted  astl  it is important to 

note the variation of physiological signals across partici-

pants  lthou h all the al orithms for determinin  deviation 

of  and  were cali rated ased on per person 

aselines and thus did not influence the actuation of the 

piece the fluctuation of the si nals simpl  emphasi ed 

the inability to make assumptions based on one single type 

of biometric data and that a multitude of different types of 

signals are crucial in being able to get a full assessment of 

the person s emotional state

CONCLUSION
While the relationship between the sensory system, 

physical body, and one’s mood often seem evident, 

these sensibilities are often forgotten when designing 

human machine interfaces  he field of affective 

computing has extensively grown in research around 

improving software design and device development, but 

the field has not et full  infiltrated into disciplines such 

as product desi n  material en ineerin  and architecture  

Through these prototypes and initial series of user studies, 

the suggestion of emotion recognition seeks to go beyond 

that of simply assessing someone’s cognitive state and 

responding accordingly, but rather looks to literature that 

assesses the efficac  of sensor  stimuli and their impact on 

behavior, and through that foundation, promote cognitive 

health proactivel  n addition to the historical ac round 

substantiating humans’ relationship with certain sensory 

stimulants, studies show increasingly the relationship 

etween ph siolo ical si nals and emotional assessment  

This new research is particularly motivating since the more 

measurable the signals, the more research one is able to 

interpret and correlate data with certain behavior, and 

as a result, to address the increasing presence of stress, 

anxiet  depression  and overall mental disorders

13 ma e colla e of participants durin  the stud  and their    
recordings while interfacing with one of the four prototypes: the red 
line indicated the moment of actuation of the prosthesis
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INTR D CTI N
Several research projects (Gramazio et al. 2014; Willmann et al. 2015; Helm et al. 2017; 

Adel et al. 2018; Adel Ahmadian 2020) have investigated the use of automated assembly 

technologies (e.g., industrial robotic arms) for the fabrication of nonstandard timber 

structures. Building on these projects, we present a novel and transferable process for the 

robotic fabrication of bespoke timber subassemblies made of off-the-shelf standard timber 

elements. A nonstandard timber structure (Figure 2), consisting of four bespoke subas-

semblies: three vertical supports and a Zollinger (Allen 1999) roof structure, acts as the 

case study for the research and validates the feasibility of the proposed process.

FABRICATI N 
The fabrication setup of the project consisted of two distinct robotic cells (Figure 3) 

embedded in an industrial setting, each targeted at specifi c assembly routines (e.g., 

assembling a layer-based structure in a vertical direction). The fi rst work cell is a 4-axis 

portal robot attached to a telescopic based mounted on a 2-axis gantry system (Figure 

3a, with a total of 7-axis). The working envelope of this setup is 48m in length, 5.6m in 

width, and 1.4m in height. Besides the portal robot, this setup includes a picking station, 

an assembly platform, and an automatic tool-changing station enabling the portal robot 

to change its end-effector. Two custom end-effectors were employed for this project: a 

pneumatic gripper that includes an automatic nailing gun and a circular saw attached 

to a spindle for trimming timber elements. We also designed and built a custom picking 

1 A bespoke timber sub-assembly

A Case Study Structure
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station that included nine slots for picking timber elements. 

he second wor  cell consists of a six axis ro otic arm1

with a payload of 240kg and a reach of 2.9m, mounted on 

an external linear axis with a len th of m i ure  

The working envelope of this setup is 10.3m in length, 

5.8m in width, and 2.9m in height. Besides the robotic arm, 

this setup includes a picking station, a table saw, and an 

assembly platform. The robotic arm is equipped with a 

custom-built pneumatic gripper that includes an auto-

matic screwdriver for joining timber elements.

ach of these fa rication setups imposes specific 

constraints (e.g., the dimensional constraints of the 

working envelope) that must be incorporated into the 

design. The pavilion acts as the case study for the research 

and demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed approach 

for designing and assembling different building components 

that fit within the constraints and capa ilities of each setup  

he first fa rication cell was used for the assem l  of the 

roof structure. For this case study, the timber elements 

of the roof structure were precut since the roof consists 

of 8 tim er elements divide into onl  four standard 

size elements. The automated assembly process of the 

roof structure built upon the automated assembly of The 

Sequential Roof (Willmann et al. 2015) and consisted of 

the following main steps. The portal robot grips a timber 

element from one of the nine pickup stations (the elements 

were manually placed into the pickup points), carries it 

to the assembly platform, and places the element on the 

platform ased on the element s predefined final position  

Subsequently, the gripper shoots a nail at one end to attach 

the element to the timber layer underneath while holding 

it in place and then re-grips the element at its other end to 

correct the element’s orientation and shoots nails based 

on the ordered list of the coordinates for placing nails. The 

nailing process starts from the other end of the element in 

respect to the first shot nail to minimi e assem l  tolerance 

due to the displacement of the timber element during the 

nailing process. After assembling all the timber elements of 

the grid shell (short elements), the portal robot attaches the 

long edge slats, nails them to the assembled structure, 

2 The case study structure
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3 Fabrication setups: a) work cell I; b) work cell II

4 Trimming the edge slats
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changes its end-effector to a circular saw attached to a 

spindle, and trims their corners in-place (Figure 4).

The industrial robotic arm was used for the assembly of 

the vertical supports. Due to the constraints of the working 

envelope of the robotic arm and its reach, we divided 

each vertical support into two halves, fabricated each half 

separately, and connected them to get the entire vertical 

support subassembly. In order to minimize fabrication 

tolerances at the interface of the vertical supports and 

the roof, we fabricated each half vertical support upside 

down. To fabricate each half, we developed a prototypical 

just-in-time robotic timber assembly process based on 

previous research results (Adel Ahmadian 2020; Craney 

and Adel 2021), which includes the following main steps. 

The industrial robotic arm grips a timber slat, carries it to 

the table saw, cuts the element in cooperation with the saw, 

places the slat on the assembly platform, and connect the 

element to the previously assembled timber layers with 

screws using the automatic screwdriver attached to its 

end effector (Figure 5). This process repeats until the half 

vertical support is fully assembled. 

After the pre-assembly of the vertical supports and the roof 

structure, they are put together to form the overall struc-

ture i ure  and then transported to the final position of 

the structure (Figure 7).

RESULTS 
The developed process enabled the fabrication of a 

nonstandard timber structure, including three bespoke 

vertical supports and a novel roof structure (Figures 8, 9). 

hese ima es also demonstrate the resultin  expressive 

qualities and the intricate details of the structure. 
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7 Onsite positioning of the pre-assembled structure
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8 The fully-assembled timber structure
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9 The intricate corner details of the fully-assembled timber structure.
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While technology has rapidly become available to more 

people, there is still a lack of representation and diversity 

among the individuals who develop and create with it. The 

implication of computational design and digital fabrication 

scholarship is that knowledge circulates through publica-

tions when, in a practical sense, it tends to be consolidated 

within a limited set of people and institutions. Even as the 

costs of hardware trend lower and free software and 

workfl ows are published online, specialized education and 

social capital are often necessary to apply this knowledge 

and produce innovative digital designs. And so, access 

to technology alone does not necessarily lead to greater 

equity.

Improving access to digital design knowledge—specifi -

cally methods and processes—could help address this 

concern. In scientifi c publications outside of architecture, 

the methodology section and technical appendices are 

critical to verifi cation and advancement of the fi eld. If an 

experiment cannot be duplicated, the validity of the result is 

called into question. The same standard does not seem to 

apply in computational design and digital fabrication, as the 

descriptions of projects are seldom detailed, transparent, 

or instructive enough to permit replication. 

With the complexities of code, digital fabrication equip-

ment, robotics, and other advanced methodologies, the 

distance between the published image and the making of 

the image continues to widen. What appears on Instagram 

and in the pages of journal articles does not allow the 

reader to replicate or validate projects in an academic 

sense. Open-source projects on personal websites, GitHub, 

or Instructables are a method for circulating information 

freely, but these do not benefi t from recognized peer review, 

nor do they create valuable CV lines and citations—which 

are the currency of the academy and necessary profes-

sional advancement. At the same time, academic publishing 

privileges text and images, when other types of media are 

more appropriate for these kinds of knowledge: video, code, 

schematics, 3D models, et cetera. And so, there is currently 

no academic space to connect the work ‘behind the scenes’ 

of a design to its aesthetic presentation. What is needed 

1 Robotic 3D printing, 2021
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in the computational desi n field is a reco ni ed form of 

scholarship that incentivi es and supports the sharin  of 

‘mere technical’ knowledge at a usable and replicable level 

of detail. 

In response to this challenge, we propose a framework 

for the publication of technical digital design and fabrica-

tion processes and knowledge: a rigorous, attributable, 

and replicable account of technical knowledge called a 

“circuit” (Figure 1). A circuit is: 1) a full and transparent 

account of all necessary hardware, software, instructions, 

bills-of-materials, etc. as well as the documentation for 

implementation; 2) structured and delivered in a manner 

that supports circulation  verification  and adaptation   

embued with the intention of providing inclusive access 

(i.e. bringing others “into the circle” and short-circuiting 

bias and exclusion).

Circuits are works of original scholarship included as 

an addendum to essays, projects, or articles. They are 

comparable to a project or technical report, meant to be 

peer-reviewed by experts and attributable to their authors, 

and established according to principles of diversity, equity, 

and inclusion. Circuits would be formatted with a common 

structure (similar to the ways academic papers are orga-

ni ed  accordin  to an a reed upon open standard and 

hosted within online repositories. This would include intel-

lectual property protections with an open-source license 

to ensure attribution and restrict liability. Contributions to 

the circuit would e recorded throu h di ital certificates 

(or other attribution frameworks) to create a complete and 

transparent account of authorship that avoids implicit bias 

and academic or social politics  nd  finall  circuits would 

be available free of cost or otherwise under a low-cost 

or non profit arran ement  eetin  these criteria would 

enefit scholars while promotin  meanin ful and e uita le 

access to high-quality technical knowledge and establishing 

a historic record for future scholars. 

For example, the diagram here of an off-the-shelf robotic 

3D printing circuit unpacks some of the knowledge neces-

sary to produce consistent FDM prints using a KUKA 

robotic arm. A proper representation of this circuit is not 

possible in this medium; a more comprehensive version 

would include additional elements such as Python scripts, 

rasshopper definitions   printin  settin s  perhaps 

a video wor flow  a list of parts and prices  and so on  he 

full, hyperlinked circuit could be a type of scholarship 

which is separate and unique from the design outputs that 

might result. 

Creating and sharing detailed technical knowledge bene-

fits the field  or example  the free primers and tutorials 

available for Grasshopper introduced many architects to 

computational design and inspired countless new proj-

ects, research, and software. But these efforts tend to be 

isolated from academic research and projects, as well as 

professional practice. Publishing circuits would bring focus 

to specific implementations and pro lem solvin  proce-

dures that would otherwise be excluded in a typical project 

narrative. This documentation would prevent individuals 

and institutions from having to start at the beginning 

with each new technology—e.g., each school laboriously 

‘discovering’ how to integrate a robotic arm—and, there-

fore, lower barriers to entry for creating new designs and 

nowled e within the field of computational desi n

Another impact of circuits would be to provide an impartial 

record of authorship that accurately describes the forms 

of labor necessary to create a digital project. Oftentimes, 

this process is collapsed into a summary narrative with 

a well-produced time lapse video that denies the frictions 

of time, technology, materials, and people. Instead, the 

knowledge within a circuit is not attributed solely to a 

primary investigator on record or a list of contributors in 

some negotiated order, but rather assigned by machine to 

people accordin  to their specific investments in codin  

fabrication, documentation, and so on. This is not only more 

e uita le  ut also a wa  of tracin  specific components of 

the circuit for follow-up and recognition in future iterations.

Implementing this proposal would require a complete 

rethinking of how technical knowledge is created and 

circulated within architectural scholarship. It would 

also require changing how computational design work is 

evaluated and pu lished  o e reco ni ed  trul  innovative 

work might be required to facilitate access to the knowl-

ed e of its creation  hese are si nificant challen es which 

will require a realignment of culture and values. While 

many examples exist of generous efforts to share tools 

and processes, these are not the norm and depend upon 

altruism alone for their existence  ormali in  the idea of 

circuits would create a means to raise the standards for 

evidence of innovation within the field while roadenin  the 

reco nition for and therefore  incentivi in  contri utions 

to technical knowledge. 

This manifesto on computational access is a provocation 

toward a more inclusive future for the field  t is also a 

reminder that access is often an uncomforta le fiction  
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3 Comparison of design scholarship among different types of distribution and publication
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Much of academia and academic (and professional) 

achievement trades in exclusivity and, thereby, exclusion. 

Is control of computational knowledge and processes 

too powerful a currency to relinquish? Or can we design 

a more accessi le computational field from education to 

practice? We propose that scholarly circuits can create 

powerful feedback loops that magnify and amplify computa-

tional possibilities. This would bring the discipline closer to 

oth technolo ical e uit  and a uilt world that reflects the 

promises and potentials of the digital turn: an architecture 

that is safer, more sustainable, more just, and more equal. 

4 Photo of electronics set up for robotic 3D printing

5 Custom end effector attachment

Computational Access Doyle, Senske
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ER  IMAGE

Academic papers are full of fi nal drawings and diagrams but gloss 

over process work, “less glamorous” images, and the amount of 

time and labor behind a fi nal product. Certain skills and expertise 

cannot be taught but are instead collected from years of personal 

experience – a body of knowledge inaccessible to some unless 

passed on through e-mails, Zoom calls, or personal observations. 

When dealing with these seemingly esoteric topics, it becomes easy 

to feel isolated in the problems, failures, or questions that arise 

and cannot be easily accessed in academic journals or a simple 

Google search. Although exacerbated by the global pandemic’s 

mandates and shifts in the way work is done - this feeling is not 

new.

The following pages record clay 3D printing research on a KUKA 

industrial robotic arm completed by two 5th year undergraduate 

architecture students. Through drawings, images, and text, this 

fi eld note documents decisions, failures, messes, and successes 

compiled from a year of socially distanced learning, researching, 

and living. 

1 Human hands (left; Jacob Gasper, right; Cyle King) assist in the printing of a clay mold at The Architectural Robotics Lab at Iowa State University

Roadblocks felt specifi c to our case. 

Access to process work and its discourse strengthens the integrity 

of computational innovation while serving as a means to fi ll in 

these gaps and connect research communities across borders 

and disciplines. The transparency of the process through conver-

sation, even when dispersed, reveals a more equitable approach 

to research and creates a more inclusive knowledge-base for 

fabricators, academics, designers, and the research community as 

a whole. 

We hope to share our process as a reminder, to ourselves and 

others, that we are not alone.
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ressuri ed cla  extrusion s stem with overla in  notes inspired  previous wor  at a in a s at ornell

4  end effector interations and first print trials with overla in  notes

Process / Product in  asper
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la  mixin  ratios  process with overla in  notes

6 nitial cla  c linder prints with overla in  notes
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7 inal cla  molds  casts with overla in  notes

8 la  mold textures with overla in  notes 

Process / Product in  asper
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9 inal concrete castin  process with overla in  notes

10 omparin  precedents oncrete horeo raph  and the final casted column with overla in  notes  
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lan of the olle e of esi n  tudent nnovation enter  and the omputation  onstruction a  
at owa tate niversit  with overla in  notes
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IN SE
A Re ote Ma ing Studio

ain Karsan
MIT

The circumstances of the pandemic resulted in the closure 

of collective maker spaces and university fab labs. This 

disruption to machine access had consequences for design 

studio curricula which shifted to online and digital formats. 

In response, an experimental studio centered on digital 

fabrication was offered in the Spring of 2021 at MIT. The 

prompt of the studio was simple, to design and build an 

installation with spatial implications, wherever and with 

whatever material was at hand. To support students to 

re-engage physical making, a desktop milling machine was 

developed called the TinyZ.

Due to its small scale and low cost, the TinyZ could be 

distributed as a kit to each participant in the studio. The 

TinyZ Kit was largely composed of standard parts and 

repetitive assemblies, making the machine itself extremely 

modular and easily reconfi gurable to adapt to different 

material processes and projects throughout the semester. 

The studio began with students setting up their Home Labs, 

devising protocols to guide their work with the TinyZ within 

1 TinyZ desktop CNC machine, 4-axis pumpkin carving demo

their domestic environments, in dorm rooms, basements, 

and kitchens. With each project, the TinyZ was hacked, or 

modifi ed, to adapt to changing project trajectories. 

Alongside the base kit, which features a Dremel 3000 

rotary cutter as an end effector, students developed their 

own tooling, axis confi gurations, or part fi xturing strategies 

that further enabled their material experiments and archi-

tectural inquiries. 

The studio began as a technical exercise in building, oper-

ating and tuning CNC machines but quickly evolved into 

a series of personal refl ections on the nature of inhabi-

tation and the ways that digital fabrication can intervene. 

These meditations are particularly timely because both 

inhabitation and fabrication have been put in issue by the 

circumstances of the pandemic. Ultimately, the work of the 

studio demonstrates a broad range of tactics for domes-

ticating rapid prototyping tools in order to reclaim agency 

over various aspects of domesticity. 
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KIT PRODUCTION
The TinyZ kit sent to students was largely composed 

of standard parts, 2020 aluminum extrusion, off-the-

shelf parts and accessories and few custom 3D-printed 

components. The parts for the kit were prepared at the 

architecture workshops at MIT using various indus-

trial machines. A waterjet cutter was used to machine 

aluminum plates, a knee mill used to produce lead nut 

housings, and a large format router was used to produce 

the packaging. In some way the parts in the TinyZ kit 

present a tour of the capabilities of the architecture 

workshop, and reaffirm one underlying intent of fab labs, 

namely self replication, or the capacity of machines to 

make machines. 

4

5

6

7

2 

8

9

10

11

3

2 TinyZ Kit mechanical parts, uncarved foam used for test cuts

3 TinyZ Kit electronic parts, 3D-printed components and accessories

4 Waterjetting X- ,Y-, Z-axis plates

5 X-axis plate, with a 1.5 in. x 1.5 in. bolt pattern to match a jeweler’s vise

6 Large format router machining EPS foam for packaging components

7 Components are organized with similar parts to help assembly process

8 Knee mill used to fabricate lead nut housings, one for each axis

9 Custom-machined components made in baches of 18 parts, 3 per kit

10 Aluminum extrusion, 2020, making up the structure of the machine

11 The TinyZ Kit fits in a 12 in. x 18 in. x 6 in. box
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FABRIC
Taylor Boes constructed a soft surface draped across the 

entrance of her room effectively creating a secondary skin 

that attenuates sound from the hallway. A desktop scaled 

vacuum table and drag knife enabled Taylor to work with 

fabric. The TinyZ Kit includes a small-scale shop vacuum, 

which is repurposed here for part fixturing. 

12

13

16

15

14

17

18

12 The Shroud

13 Excerpt from the protocol

14 Material preparation cutting strips of material for drag knife cutting

15 Heat applied freezer paper technique

16 Glue impregnation of cut parts

17 Drying of stiffened fabric parts

18 Soft Space, detail

IN HOUSE: A Remote Making Studio Karsan
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SOIL
The therapeutic value of tending to living things motivated 

Carolyn Tam to work with materials that grow. Hacking the 

TinyZ to extrude clay, Carolyn developed biophilic forms to 

act as a substrate for plants. Iterating upon both mixture 

and form, this project builds a system of green components 

that aggregate vertically.

19 20

23

24

21

22

19 Excerpts from the Grow Lab 
protocol

20 Preparation of biophilic material, 
extrusion and planting

21 Incremental growth of Carolyn’s 
living installation

22 Watering

23 Detail of a test module investi-
gating different growth patterns

24 Matrix of experiments in form, 
and growing medium
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FOOD
The isolation of quarantine prompts an interrogation into 

the environmental footprint of each meal consumed. This 

led Tristan Searight to explore different ways that alter-

native forms of food could be fabricated. The project 

demonstrates a series of experimental recipes, showing 

how to cook with edible extrusions.

25 Excerpts from Tristan’s cook book protocols

26 Ingredients used in recipes

27 Printing directly on a hot plate

28 Loading material into extrusion tube

29 Extrusion tests atop a cutting board

30 Tristan taste-testing a recipe

31 Detail of extrusion nozzle

25 26

2827 29

30

31

IN HOUSE: A Remote Making Studio Karsan
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ROOMMATE
Mengiao Zhao treated the TinyZ Machine itself as a 

roommate and undertook constructing an anthropomor-

phic body to give the TinyZ mobility and sight. This body 

also enables her to work more effectively with the TinyZ 

controlling dust and sound. To build this intervention, 

Mengqiao converted her TinyZ into a horizontal mortiser, 

literally turning the machine on its side to work with long 

parts.

32 Mengqiao’s Dorm reorganized around the TinyZ

33 TinyZ illuminating the dorm for reading time

34 The TinyZ’s body

35 End machining with a custom dust collection accessory

36 Giving the TinyZ sight and light, with custom 3D Printed Components

37 The body of TinyZ allows Mengqiao to work with the machine in a dust and 
sound controlled envelope

38 Mengqiao brings TinyZ to the workshop to perform as a horizontal 
mortiser machining parts for the structure

39 These parts comprise structure of TinyZ’s body

33

36

35

34

37

3938

32
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WASTE
The shift in scale of remote fabrication prompts an alterna-

tive, almost archival approach to handling even the smallest 

amount of waste material. Here, Florence Ma carefully 

collects offcuts and wood shavings from material exper-

iments to use as aggregate in a castable bio-composite 

mixture. Treating waste as indexable ornaments, Florence 

produces an organic aggregation that grows across her 

room, each unit curling onto the next. 

40 Waste jungle plant forms

41 Wood cutting experiment 

42 Recover all waste from cutting

43 Collect and catalog waste to be reused 

44 Combine with household ingredients to produce biocomposite mixtures

45 Castable biocomposite in foam machined formwork

46 Detail of formwork showing stiffening ribs 

47 The casting is temporarily flexible, peeling out of formwork

48 This compliance is used to form joints with other parts

49 Temporary formwork is used to enforce curvature until fully cured

50 The construction is incremental, with five potential connection points

51 Differing thickness and waste density yield different translucencies

5140

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

IN HOUSE: A Remote Making Studio Karsan
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WOOD
The ubiquity of seemingly unusable wood material is 

a challenge that pervades even heavy industry. Jitske 

Swagemakers proposes the strategic use of multi-axis 

machining to work with highly intricate and particular wood 

parts. Using a system of cables as formwork and a family 

of simple joints she was able to produce larger cohesive 

constructs from disjunctive parts. 

52 Jitske augments the TinyZ with a long X Axis and rotary positioner

53 Collecting stock from the backyard

54 The headstock adjusts using bolts to fixture material

55 Selective machining to produce joints

56 Tailstock makes use of a wood screw to preload the part in compression

57 Very complex branching parts can be machined selectively

58 Adjusting the preload on tailstock 

59 Cutting a tenon using the jeweler’s vise

60 The installation is a complex self supporting lattice work of unique parts

61 Temporary formwork is used to suspend parts during assembly

62 Small scale connection detail

63 The installation is large enough for a single person to enter

52

61
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6360
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56 58
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5453
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OUT HOUSE
The distinction between machine and material is entirely 

blurred in this active bending construct devised by Gil 

Sunshine. The TinyZ is repurposed to drive cables, forcing a 

tripod of fiberglass to flex into a pose. The machine acts as 

a room that opens for someone to enter and look through 

before being expelled. This project aspires to mark a 

transition from IN-HOUSE to OUT-HOUSE, moving between 

various sites on MIT campus.

64

66 67

68

69

65

64 Out House, a cable actuated delta bot

65 Largely abandoned MIT campus during the pandemic

66 A room for one that opens, encompasses, then expels the visitor

67 Detail of cable actuator mechanism

68 Gil travelling around MIT Campus to install Out House

69 Detail of the oculus

70 Out House performs in front of La Grande Voile at MIT

IN HOUSE: A Remote Making Studio Karsan
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ER  IMAGE

Technological advancements throughout the industrial 

era have created more effi cient, more economical, and 

safer machines to aid – and often replace – human oper-

ations, continually altering our ways of knowledge and 

world making. Each industrial advancement radically 

changes social, political, economic, environmental, and 

even linguistic conditions. Currently upon us is artifi -

cial intelligence (AI); machine to human and machine to 

machine communications. Our investigation examines AI 

as a creative tool, instead of a machine for industry. Recent 

advancements in natural language processing have made 

artifi cially intelligent machines, specifi cally Generative 

Pretrained Transformers (GPT), a potential active partici-

pant in a creative computational discourse. Our particular 

interest in GPT, and the core of this project, explores the 

role of language in machine learning and the role of the 

author and editor within a continually expanding network of 

agents in the construction of our collective environments.

GPTs are text generating machines that possess the 

capacity to infl uence language patterns, create new hybrid 
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TITLE IMAGE

languages, and as a result infl uence human creativity and 

hermeneutics. OpenAI GPT-2 is the latest version available 

through open-source code at the time of this research. 

(When our research was conducted GPT-3, an exponentially 

more powerful version of the technology, is available only 

via Open AI invite due to concerns over the powerful nature 

of the technology.) GPT-2 is pre-trained from common 

open source internet sites curated by humans, such as 

Reddit (Shree 2020). In addition, we fi ne-tuned the model 

with select excerpts from notable manuscripts to focus the 

discourse on architecture (Ziegler et al. 2020). 

‘Fine tuning’ the model establishes a specifi c content-rele-

vant syntax, in this case the model is fi ne-tuned on classical 

architectural treatises from Alberti, Vitruvius and Palladio 

to set an explicitly traditional architectural context, and 

diversifi ed with text depicting accounts of psychedelic 

experiences to invoke a contemporary, extraordinary, 

experiential tone. We would argue that it is precisely 

these decisions that are becoming a new synthetic design 

process.

GPT-OA; Generative Pretrained Treatise
 – On Architecture

1
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The implicit bias and potentially dangerous nature of 

the base models must be closely scrutinized against the 

unpredicta le and excitin  nature of the enerated output  

emphasizing the role of editor in the creative computational 

process  ur pro ect dem stifies the lac ox of   

revealing the actual synthesis of human and machine that 

is  at least for now  re uired for the s ntheticall  intel-

li ent creative product to exist  illustratin  the volume of 

output required to achieve a ‘legible’ outcome. 

A number of parameters are established at the outset of 

the process  selectin  the len th  of the output num er 

of words  the temperature  which esta lishes how close 

the output adheres to a normal  response  the num er 

of nsamples  and atches  of output enerated  as well 

as the prefix  which we are referrin  to here as the 

‘human-input’).  

ach prompt input into the  results in a predetermined 

num er of predicted words output  ur pro ect redacts  

all of the text that we  the editor co authors  deem to e 

illegible or irrelevant. This poses fascinating questions as 

to the evolution of language and meaning. Languages evolve 

and adapt  reflectin  societal and cultural values and 

norms  increasin l  entan led technolo ical and human 

interfacin  will inevita l  e reflected in lan ua e  hat 

humans deem ille i le or irrelevant  will inevita l  evolve 

and or ecome increasin l  mar inali ed  as the more 

powerful  models ecome more widespread

itruvius s e rchitectura  stated that architecture 

requires the “interaction of practice and reason ... a larger 

od  of nowled e inevita l  lin ed to the social  political  

economic  and environmental context of its ma in  ur 

pro ect updates the architectural treatise  operatin  

as a colla oration etween human and machine  similar 

to literar  wor s such as harma o  and  the oad 

which emplo   models to enerate contemplative and 

reflexive texts ac owell  oodwin 8  hese 

examples demonstrate how  surpasses mere utilit  and 

enters into an act of creativit  en a in  in an intersu ec-

tive discourse etween human  technolo  and lan ua e  

 tandard odel arameters for all nputs

 tandard nput utput xample

GPT-OA; Generative Pretrained Treatise – On Architecture 1
Edited Computational Samples

Page 1 of 80

MODEL PARAMETERS
gpt2.generate(sess,

length=200,
temperature=1,
prefix="input",
nsamples=5,
batch_size=5
)

INPUT (Human-Author Input)
“I grew up in a country where the architecture was designed to oppress one 
group whilst enabling the other to thrive.” - Wandile Mthiyane

OUTPUT (Artificial-Author Output & Human-Editor Filtration)
The mountains were scenery and not of any great deal; rather, they stood 
to my training as great scenery props. When I looked down at the floor of 
the faces I could see nothing, shape or form, but only light and color. 
That the books were chairs and not shelves I could see but clay in front 
and none at back; neither the rack nor the table, but the absence of any 
overprinted back of any chair. The texture of the chair and the appalling 
lack of any decently done muscle art help me to my English level; the only 
decent muscle art I know of is Movements and not Words. But then, maybe my 
humble student could show me A woman in a Early Christian Church bodice 
and some sketches of some Mass Three months after this story was published 
I received an order for a work in the county mail. The mail was very heavy 
and, so to expect, the ordering edition of The Dresden Encyclopedia of 
Late Antiquity was rushed
====================
The children of the land taught us the ropes by which school was designed, 
the mescalin taker, by means of whom to claim credit for your intellectual 
effort is like to be one with an ascending mist in the clouds. You can't 
be black and white because you didn't teach me the ropes, you can't be 
straight because you didn't know how to read or write, or, worse, because 
you couldn't be gay because of the misconceptions about homosexuality that 
women and gay men have about each other. But I, who am obviously a poor 
artist, can't be bothered with anything that isn't deeply negative. I 
paint love, light, sound, color, and texture in extremely liquid shades of 
pink, merlot, and purple. (There I showed you, essentially, that the basis 
of bread is a plant that grows inside a sachet of flames.) And, boy, how 
often do you see Rose painting draperies in the background: ghostly 
apparitions of lo
====================
The children of screen and screen out of London knew each other by one's 
first names, so that when they went to school they were both born with the 
surname M. Both groups of men are born with the capacity to write and 
read. But M. does not have the writing ability of the boy who wrote "I." 
Wordsworth did not draw nor read butchery—somehow I managed to keep from 
being lulled into a sense of infinity by the title of this inwardly 
gimcrackably connected personage. Wordsworth wrote for himself only when 
necessary and, as emergencies, when expedient. The blind I once summoned 
together only when I was in a deep melancholy, and none when not. Life was 
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MODEL PARAMETERS
gpt2.generate(sess,

length=200,
temperature=1,
prefix="input",
nsamples=5,
batch_size=5
)

INPUT (Human-Author Input)
“I grew up in a country where the architecture was designed to oppress one 
group whilst enabling the other to thrive.” - Wandile Mthiyane

OUTPUT (Artificial-Author Output & Human-Editor Filtration)
The mountains were scenery and not of any great deal; rather, they stood 
to my training as great scenery props. When I looked down at the floor of 
the faces I could see nothing, shape or form, but only light and color. 
That the books were chairs and not shelves I could see but clay in front 
and none at back; neither the rack nor the table, but the absence of any 
overprinted back of any chair. The texture of the chair and the appalling 
lack of any decently done muscle art help me to my English level; the only 
decent muscle art I know of is Movements and not Words. But then, maybe my 
humble student could show me A woman in a Early Christian Church bodice 
and some sketches of some Mass Three months after this story was published 
I received an order for a work in the county mail. The mail was very heavy 
and, so to expect, the ordering edition of The Dresden Encyclopedia of 
Late Antiquity was rushed
====================
The children of the land taught us the ropes by which school was designed, 
the mescalin taker, by means of whom to claim credit for your intellectual 
effort is like to be one with an ascending mist in the clouds. You can't 
be black and white because you didn't teach me the ropes, you can't be 
straight because you didn't know how to read or write, or, worse, because 
you couldn't be gay because of the misconceptions about homosexuality that 
women and gay men have about each other. But I, who am obviously a poor 
artist, can't be bothered with anything that isn't deeply negative. I 
paint love, light, sound, color, and texture in extremely liquid shades of 
pink, merlot, and purple. (There I showed you, essentially, that the basis 
of bread is a plant that grows inside a sachet of flames.) And, boy, how 
often do you see Rose painting draperies in the background: ghostly 
apparitions of lo
====================
The children of screen and screen out of London knew each other by one's 
first names, so that when they went to school they were both born with the 
surname M. Both groups of men are born with the capacity to write and 
read. But M. does not have the writing ability of the boy who wrote "I." 
Wordsworth did not draw nor read butchery—somehow I managed to keep from 
being lulled into a sense of infinity by the title of this inwardly 
gimcrackably connected personage. Wordsworth wrote for himself only when 
necessary and, as emergencies, when expedient. The blind I once summoned 
together only when I was in a deep melancholy, and none when not. Life was 
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MODEL PARAMETERS
gpt2.generate(sess,

length=200,
temperature=1,
prefix="input",
nsamples=5,
batch_size=5
)

INPUT (Human-Author Input)
“I grew up in a country where the architecture was designed to oppress one 
group whilst enabling the other to thrive.” - Wandile Mthiyane

OUTPUT (Artificial-Author Output & Human-Editor Filtration)
The mountains were scenery and not of any great deal; rather, they stood 
to my training as great scenery props. When I looked down at the floor of 
the faces I could see nothing, shape or form, but only light and color. 
That the books were chairs and not shelves I could see but clay in front 
and none at back; neither the rack nor the table, but the absence of any 
overprinted back of any chair. The texture of the chair and the appalling 
lack of any decently done muscle art help me to my English level; the only 
decent muscle art I know of is Movements and not Words. But then, maybe my 
humble student could show me A woman in a Early Christian Church bodice 
and some sketches of some Mass Three months after this story was published 
I received an order for a work in the county mail. The mail was very heavy 
and, so to expect, the ordering edition of The Dresden Encyclopedia of 
Late Antiquity was rushed
====================
The children of the land taught us the ropes by which school was designed, 
the mescalin taker, by means of whom to claim credit for your intellectual 
effort is like to be one with an ascending mist in the clouds. You can't 
be black and white because you didn't teach me the ropes, you can't be 
straight because you didn't know how to read or write, or, worse, because 
you couldn't be gay because of the misconceptions about homosexuality that 
women and gay men have about each other. But I, who am obviously a poor 
artist, can't be bothered with anything that isn't deeply negative. I 
paint love, light, sound, color, and texture in extremely liquid shades of 
pink, merlot, and purple. (There I showed you, essentially, that the basis 
of bread is a plant that grows inside a sachet of flames.) And, boy, how 
often do you see Rose painting draperies in the background: ghostly 
apparitions of lo
====================
The children of screen and screen out of London knew each other by one's 
first names, so that when they went to school they were both born with the 
surname M. Both groups of men are born with the capacity to write and 
read. But M. does not have the writing ability of the boy who wrote "I." 
Wordsworth did not draw nor read butchery—somehow I managed to keep from 
being lulled into a sense of infinity by the title of this inwardly 
gimcrackably connected personage. Wordsworth wrote for himself only when 
necessary and, as emergencies, when expedient. The blind I once summoned 
together only when I was in a deep melancholy, and none when not. Life was 

relationships inconceivable by the trained architect. The 

machine  in a freest le associative discourse with the 

authors  who are here a road ran e of architects  

throu h pu lished uotes  hallucinates on the s ntax of 

these iconic thin ers in a stream of pseudo consciousness 

where the possi ilities of a future inter su ective editor

author architect is contemplated

The images selected for this submission exhibits the 

human author input in old font  the artificial author 

output the od  of text  and the human editor filtration 

(the redacted text). This is a small sample of the hundreds 

of pages generated for the exploration of this collaboration 

etween human and artificial creativit  and serves as a 

provocation to the discipline to consider the potentials of 

en a in   as a computational colla orator  capa le of 

unexpected and provocative synthetic opportunities.

4 a e  of 8  ontinued

Creativity is no longer an act of anthropocentric genius 

originating in the privacy of the human brain. Natural 

lan ua e models rel  on a collective lan ua e  et lur 

the line etween su ect and o ect  the one and the man  

pu lic and private  he role of author shuffles with that of 

editor. As language and meaning evolve in relation to tech-

nolo  how will the role of architect  creative enius  also 

change?

uestionin  Ben aminian author and aura  our artifi-

ciall  intelli ent treatise explores the space etween the 

language of architectural discourse in the age of machine 

learning and the sanctity of the cannon. We have produced 

an architectural treatise  that is trained on canonical 

theoretical discourse  and prompted to respond to a 

diverse ran e of architectural thin ers from anti uit  to 

present day. Although the database of texts made available 

to the machine allows access to the historical cannon of 

architecture  its references do not adhere to strict ene-

alo ies or historical linea es  nstead  an  reference to 

canonical wor s is estran ed and produces architectural 

Generative Pretrained Treatise–On Architecture ellicano  tur en
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gpt2.generate(sess,
length=200,
temperature=1,
prefix="I grew up in a country where the architecture was designed to
oppress one group whilst enabling the other to thrive.",
nsamples=5,
batch_size=5):

Input:
I grew up in a country where the architecture was designed to oppress one
group whilst enabling the other to thrive. - Wandile Mthiyane

Output:
I grew up in a country where the architecture was designed to oppress one
group whilst enabling the other to thrive. The mountains were scenery and
not of any great deal; rather, they stood to my training as great scenery
props. When I looked down at the floor of the faces I could see nothing,
shape or form, but only light and color. That the books were chairs and
not shelves I could see but clay in front and none at back; neither the
rack nor the table, but the absence of any overprinted back of any chair.
The texture of the chair and the appalling lack of any decently done
muscle art help me to my English level; the only decent muscle art I know
of is Movements and not Words. But then, maybe my humble student could
show me
A woman in a Early Christian Church bodice and some sketches of some Mass
Three months after this story was published I received an order for a work
in the county mail. The mail was very heavy and, so to expect, the
ordering edition of The Dresden Encyclopedia of Late Antiquity was rushed
==================== I grew up in a country where the architecture was
designed to oppress one group whilst enabling the other to thrive. The
children of the land taught us the ropes by which school was designed, the
mescalin taker, by means of whom to claim credit for your intellectual
effort is like to be one with an ascending mist in the clouds. You can't
be black and white because you didn't teach me the ropes, you can't be
straight because you didn't know how to read or write, or, worse, because
you couldn't be gay because of the misconceptions about homosexuality that
women and gay men have about each other. But I, who am obviously a poor
artist, can't be bothered with anything that isn't deeply negative. I
paint love, light, sound, color, and texture in extremely liquid shades of
pink, merlot, and purple. (There I showed you, essentially, that the basis
of bread is a plant that grows inside a sachet of flames.) And, boy, how
often do you see Rose painting draperies in the background: ghostly
apparitions of ==================== I grew up in a country where the
architecture was designed to oppress one group whilst enabling the other
to thrive. The children of screen and
====================

capture in imagery, the tremendous effort which goes into each picture.
What is left is a rambling bifurcated mess of brief and fragmentary
reports, each more than ever superficial and unsubstantial. At root, there
is just one substance—words, expressed or implied, encouraging,
discouraging, sustaining, sustaining, sustaining! All these are extensions
of one vast, double, and double textured pattern. We now know, from
scholarly reports very recent in amount and quality, how, in incalculable
cost and time-effective as it was to us, the Llantho powder we used, the
next wave of experiments must have been a vast interlocking of
variations—tortures, dreams, phobias, anxieties, pains, dreams, fears,
imperfectus, &c. All of these canbined away at ==================== We
present this rhetorical question as an introduction to contextualize the
urgency of the contemporary condition to recognize the ongoing crisis
palpable through intersectional failures across geopolitical social
constructs, particularly within the architectural realm. We conclude with
some contemplation to suggest in the not-too-distant future. Perhaps,
perhaps not. We can't really know. The limitations of human perception,
along with the limitations of our technological brain, render us all too
susceptible to the subtle but ever-present cues of the rapt. For too long
we have let ourselves be distracted, too easily, by the contemplation of
the sublime—of the flower arrangement or the textured landscape or the
bilious richness of the human heart. Let there be a voice to lead us on
solemn occasions. And perhaps, with permission, we can do just that. In
the words of a hymn, the singing should be accompanied by a sort of chant
that is, at the same time, a metaphor of the relieving power of alcohol;
at the same time, with the lyric phrase, 'Let us bear witness to the
omnipotence of alcohol; we will bring about an end to the misery of
wine-drinking. ==================== We present this rhetorical question as
an introduction to contextualize the urgency of the contemporary condition
to recognize the ongoing crisis palpable through intersectional failures
across geopolitical social constructs, particularly within the
architectural realm. Placing oneself in his shoes, contemporary India
records before us a time before angels, before bushes was a tool of
Brahma, before mantles were of Hui. Before mantles were women, before
mantles were doors, before rhomboid syllables were of rhubar. Before
syllables were even invented, before man had invented the phonetic
conventions of syllables, there was paper. The case is not so much a
question of how to render Vishnu in the latest technological fashion, as a
theological question. Does the language create a transcendence that
remains unshakably Hindu even after the linguistic revolution? Does the
language provide a base where linguistic rigor and the ambit of systematic
reasoning approach the purest form of pure fact? If there is a language,
what form does one seek? And what about the discoverers? Surely a search
for the language would reveal a language of revelation. But then,
====================

Input:
The quality of life in urban centers is determined by the principle of who
can afford the resources and privileges, thus maintaining the social

Input:
We present this rhetorical question as an introduction to contextualize
the urgency of the contemporary condition to recognize the ongoing crisis
palpable through intersectional failures across geopolitical social
constructs, particularly within the architectural realm. - Matri-Archi

Output:
We present this rhetorical question as an introduction to contextualize
the urgency of the contemporary condition to recognize the ongoing crisis
palpable through intersectional failures across geopolitical social
constructs, particularly within the architectural realm. R . S. LOPEX
The present case is particularly puzzling because of its close similarity
to DMT-taking by the late nineties, when its use had been quite uncommon.
The surrounding landscape apertures, at least within the meaning of
contemporary Western cultural terms, from the point-of-view of Native
American spirituality. Beryl Hoffman argues, like Zarkov, that this lack
of a common origin is due in part to the fact that the culmination of all
the experiences was smuggled into the city from Canada, where the story is
told. True, Cushing Dock had probably never happened on a Saturday
afternoon, but the sheer volume of potentially life-giving experiences
seized in X. HOUSTON's Zarkov's temple. And, yes, there were Native
American rock concerts and festivals all over the world. But the epicentre
of any given experience has always been Central, not
Allamarcane-wonderful, not pushing too strongly the boundaries of what
==================== We present this rhetorical question as an
introduction to contextualize the urgency of the contemporary condition to
recognize the ongoing crisis palpable through intersectional failures
across geopolitical social constructs, particularly within the
architectural realm. Introduction The weeks leading up to and including
the experiment are usually the most interesting time for sexual
differentiation and reusiveness. As Zarkov wrote, 'the distinction lies
not in the shapes and forms of the distinctions, but in the ability to
distinguish within and without the constraint of traditional beliefs and
images.' But how much more difficult it is to distinguish between these
self-validating forms of existence and the illegitimate and self-serving
notions of existence that they inflict upon those who encounter them.
Through these three conditions the unabashedly fabricated and the
unquestioned are transformed into the most precious components of the
organic pattern of consciousness. Ordinary consciousness is a continuous
stream of disordered impulses. Unlike the patterns on the walls of a
dressing room, their disordered qualities cannot be deduced from the
texture of the deflected showers, or the color and shape of the clothes.
Unlike the patterns on the floor of a meeting room, their disordered
qualities cannot be deduced ==================== We present this
rhetorical question as an introduction to contextualize the urgency of the
contemporary condition to recognize the ongoing crisis palpable through
intersectional failures across geopolitical social constructs,
particularly within the architectural realm. We see now that no attempt
has been made to simultaneously visualize and explain, or at least to

inequality that we have today. - Tainá de Paula

Output:
The quality of life in urban centers is determined by the principle of who
can afford the resources and privileges, thus maintaining the social
inequality that we have today. But this is also an uneven picture. Half
the incidents in the narrative are representative of a large class of
human society, the very middle class. But the class of women economists is
the very rich and powerful—they make up most of the middle class.
Moreover, the vast majority of women economists are women—neither rich nor
powerful, but both. In this context, how significant is the enormous
profit a company can make by selling one's self-portrait to a man for a
penny—the maximum price a woman can legally allow herself, by herself,
when selling her life-long habit of massaging her legs? For a society in
which men outnumber women by a ratio of one-to-one in the matter of human
relations, the answer is, on the whole, that a great many people will be
able to extract profit from the massimation of human worth. This sum will
never be more than needed to pay for necessary hospital stays, to
==================== The quality of life in urban centers is determined by
the principle of who can afford the resources and privileges, thus
maintaining the social inequality that we have today. As Daniel Dennett
put it in The God We Stopped, "The underboss says it all." But this is
neither practical experience nor even reflection. We live in a time and a
place called Artificial Words, and we are all capable of thinking words as
entities with common histories and lives drawn from all the past
experiences. To be aware of these words as you walk out the door is like
seeing. Being aware of the present moment as if it were a painting or
piece of music. And to the extent that you can look~,as if in a trance,
all you have to do is crawl~ out! The feeling is one of connection with
the Other, of the commoner, the musician, the mystic.and the shaman. But
this is a personal, as well as a ritual, experience. The shaman can become
aware of none of these things, and the experience is like trying to
instill the bark of an oak tree into ==================== The quality of
life in urban centers is determined by the principle of who can afford the
resources and privileges, thus maintaining the social inequality that we
have today. As Marx wrote, the effective demand for human beings is not
from the wages of war, but from the total price of their favorite luxury:
"It is a general scarcity of those essential requirements of daily life,
which are indispensable to survival." That the rule of law is no longer
necessary to keep the world running makes no sense. The urge to do
something for the common good does not motivate us to do anything for the
common good. It is only when the state of crisis is threatening, the urge
to do something for the common good, that we feel ourselves in a
competitive position. The tendency is self-limiting, but it is not
sufficient to say that because you hate me, you mustn't like me.
You must feel free to say what you like, or else I will scare you into a
sleep. You can't tell me that because you don't like me. I can't tell you
that I don't love you, because that would be profoundly stupid.
==================== The quality of life in urban centers is determined
by the principle of who can afford the resources and privileges, thus
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maintaining the social inequality that we have today. Meanwhile, people
in lower-middle-class families live with their parents in the high-tech
enclaves of high-end apartments. And it is not just those families in the
upper echelons of the food chain that are at the extreme end of the
social spectrum. Today we see families with modest means of subsistence
all across the Western Hemisphere. And those families whose means of
subsistence it is men like the late Emile Zenger, the psychiatrist, the
scholar, the expert on hallucinogens, the most accessible agent of change
through language, the most effective therapist. Every individual is at
his peak and the limit of his potential. But each may throw himself into
the challenge himself—he who can practice the useful use of hallucinogens
effectively, regardless of position or background, ethnic or religious,
sexual orientation or gender, sexual orientation not already agreed-upon
but not yet cultivated, or who is at the extreme limit on his expressive
power—and fail, if he does, he ==================== The quality of life
in urban centers is determined by the principle of who can afford the
resources and privileges, thus maintaining the social inequality that we
have today. In cities, everyone (including the rich) is guaranteed
himself in some way or other. The poor, for example, can adopt the
Asiatic dialect of cities and feel their urban pride by following the
daffodils of the aged (McKenna 1985; Gough 1985; Hardie, 1985). But in
spite of the evidence linking suburbanification with natural selection
that most Rabid Citations of the Awake! wrote for (mostly good) men and
women thinking of becoming labor, most of them (but not all!) women, only
a minority (about one-eighth of what it is reported to have boasted of
yesterday) have been able to render an articulation (Da Vinci Code) such
as the words they are asked to express—kings of awestard hair, wearing
white coats, musical instruments and, red-lipped, condescendingly to
Da Vinci, who could not render an answer.
====================

Input:
I have been always fascinated by the idea that emptiness is never empty at
all, if you look at insistently, but the space where life and emotions can
be projected into. - Simone Bossi

Output:
I have always been fascinated by the idea that emptiness is never empty at
all, if you look at it insistently, but the space where life and emotions
can be projected into. One always has been, even in the grave, a window or
other structure of some sort that might be considered a symbol of some
transcendent actuality. Was that what, in the words of a Sir John D.
Fraser poem, one should be looking at? (2) The order of things in this
world might be different, the beauty of the things they represented more
beautiful, but the basic fact of human experience would still be the same:
the unconscious mind would be play, but with more severe abnormalities of
function and a more refined, but more honest attitude towards the
universe. This is what mother Earth looked like at that time—a total
vanish, a partiality that is, in every case, like utter feebleness. But,

by the idea that emptiness is never empty at all, if you look at
insistently, but the space where life and emotions can be projected into.
There is always something wrong with it, always something hostile about
it, just as there was always something warm about the skin of an adult
man's penis, so wrinkled and short like a wrinkled diaper, so wrinkled and
tinny like a wrinkled bell. (The word "egregious" does not appear in the
title card of any of the books mentioned above. It is, however, in more
format in the acknowledgements to these four books than in any other book
which I have dated.) In these disquieting circumstances I do not wonder
whether I or some third party - rich or poor - were in any way connected
with the proceedings. I merely wondered whether any person, not myself
included, was really here to talk to the rich and famous about the great
modern philosopher. Thus it happened. For what astonishes me is that the
man who is actually here (the one who talks to the rich and famous) is, in
the main, not a
====================

Input:
Beauty is not a utopian idea. Utopia is not impossible. With new
technology utopia can be built. Beauty can be achieved with logic,
rationality, harmonious proportions, and appropriate scale. - Alberto
Campo Baeza

Output:
Beauty is not a utopian idea. Utopia is not impossible. With new
technology utopia can be built. Beauty can be achieved with logic,
rationality, harmonious proportions, and appropriate scale. But what if
sanity and reason are not your qualities? For such people there is no such
thing as true experience. True self-discovery is more difficult and more
elusive than is the desire to be genuinely happy. The urge to do something
for the young is strong and growing at twice the rate of their older
brothers and in many cases, the urge to do as their father did is
stronger. Is this not the spirit of brotherhood, of hope and belonging—the
very essence of brotherhood? "This is the way of the jungle," I muttered
as I trudged onwards, "and that way is better than you ever got to know."
We walked ever so slightly in the autumn sun, through a garden that
sprouted green bamboo shoots—a spring where we planted "angel balls"—for
the fountainhead of a rainy spring, in a small valley several hundred
yards up the road. The sun was shining and the shadows of the bamboo
plants were unfurl ==================== Beauty is not a utopian
idea. Utopia is not impossible. With new technology utopia can be
built. Beauty can be achieved with logic, rationality, harmonious
proportions, and appropriate scale. Mescalinationalists can expect
to see with the world what Alexander Griswold had seen with his eye
and an ear as wide as Blake's. "If you could summon the power to see
into the Infinite, it would be a miracle." —Zarkov, Energized Robot
All of us look out for these kinds of results. Enlightenment, for
example, is not predestined to produce an end to suffering, but to
bring about more than a little suffering about the way in which we

on the other hand, there was no reason to suspect that this complete
absence of nature meant that all that remained of us would be
perspectivally independent of one another. We would be able, from behind,
to ==================== I have been always fascinated by the idea that
emptiness is never empty at all, if you look at insistently, but the space
where life and emotions can be projected into. One cannot go to a garden
without looking at the garden, and the garden is by far the most important
place where people can deviate from traditional Platonic ethics. The way
in which people actually present themselves in the world is by presenting
themselves in terms of triangles, cones, or bulls. I have no quarrel with
aesthetically pleasing triangles or bulls; I just wish them more
brightly-coloured. But my way of looking at the world is that of the
aesthetes themselves, of the non-anthropologists, of the aesthetes who
distinguish themselves by their indifference to form and by their contempt
for the natural. Beautiful things are not ephemeral, and difficult to be
visible by appearance. Living things are ephemeral also by contrast, so
long as they are subject to our notice and we let them do what they
please. For aesthetic purposes, of course, I give my name and address. But
to be honest, I have no way of knowing if the non-anthropologists
=================== I have been always fascinated by the idea that
emptiness is never empty at all, if you look at insistently, but the space
where life and emotions can be projected into. There is something phony,
something to be loved, something to look up from, to get lost, to get lost
in something that is pure and really ugly. For if you started out as a
painter and went to universities and philosophy, you would never be able
to find a place in a church or a synod or any other body of religious or
historical order. You would be either helpless or in love with your
station. You would never be able to define yourself. You would be
something of a blank space, of a flat landscape, of an undulating pattern
of light and dark traced all the way to the root, center and chaos,
identity and negation. No longer would you be able to see, hear, feel,
touch or otherwise embody the things which make up the ground and roof of
this planet—the ideal human person, the divine identity of the good
object, the generic creature or entire system of creatures. I see that
what we have here is completely blank ==================== I have been
always fascinated by the idea that emptiness is never empty at all, if you
look at insistently, but the space where life and emotions can be
projected into.It is precisely in this context, I hope, that I have
devoted the last two essays to exploring the "is-ness" of these folds of
dark matter. In this context, there is no merely selfish desire (wanting,
at least in theory, to be had for free) and there is no is-ness at all, or
at least unhappily wedded to anything but self-edification. There is
really only selfishness, and that is at first very small. I begin to feel
that the case is very different. One stream of consciousness is taking
place between boundedness and infinity, between contrasts and contrast,
between timelessness and eternity. At the same time, I begin to see that
the different paths of action in this complex are being confined to
exactly the same places at the same time—that the mainstream is the one
which conceals the mainstream, the one which circumvents it by fixing a
constant vigilance on ==================== I have been always fascinated

live. If the Enlightenment hypothesis is true, happiness will soon
be necessary. But what will be needed is not much else. The very
existence of the universe is evidence that there is more to be done
than is obvious and that the more we do about alleviating it, the
more we are bound to do about suffering. More energy will be
required to power a starship than is required to construct the
medical supplies which we will soon inhabit. ====================
Beauty is not a utopian idea. Utopia is not impossible. With new
technology utopia can be built. Beauty can be achieved with logic,
rationality, harmonious proportions, and appropriate scale. And with the
talents to realize those talents, it can be built. The question is whether
or not the above is self-evidently possible. If it is, so be it. But if it
is not, what is the point of trying to build a civilization on such an
approach if it will only serve to prepare the way for eventual disaster?
Civilization may be a scourge on the Western coast. But on this occasion
it has been almost year-round. There are still Chinese and Japanese
immigrants in the Great Fire. There are archetypal figures in the Old and
New Testament stories such as Titus.and Paul. And in some ways, at least
in our own day, we are like brothers to one another. Highway 71 is still
the same as the road where we were brothers. The graves overlook the
landscape and have the same shape. And yet, though identical in many
important ways, they are also, Xe0si0si0n0, the ====================
Beauty is not a utopian idea. Utopia is not impossible. With new
technology utopia can be built. Beauty can be achieved with logic,
rationality, harmonious proportions, and appropriate scale. Listening to
the speeches of the World's Biggest Drug Store B-movie stars last Friday,
I could see no compassion for human beings without a fundamental
misunderstanding of how we get there, and of how we deal with them on a
regular basis. First, most people don't seem to mind a little
extra-judicious self-justification, any too understandable or
unacknowledged. Of course, there are those who like to look good, those
who don't like to look good, and the poor who just can't seem to get
enough. But the vast majority of people, everywhere and in every aspect,
seem to take it coming—be it from the owner of a good cigar or from the
looks of some accomplished musician pretending to be one. Actually it is
the only kind of cork that fits into any of the following categories:
eyes, mouth, nose, stomach, ears, and---somehow. Actually nobody seems to
be up to the challenge. ==================== Beauty is not a utopian
idea. Utopia is not impossible. With new technology utopia can be built.
Beauty can be achieved with logic, rationality, harmonious proportions,
and appropriate scale. Meanwhile we look like cosmologists waiting to be
discovered. In the background are Hindu religious masters and mystics
preparing for their own. In Hinduism we find Sufi scholars, philosophers,
and mystics preparing for their own. In European culture we find Marius.
Anding Stopper, the son of the Roman general who was the first to overrun
the world, is preparing, in Hinduism, for the greatest flight of human
beings imaginable. Civilizations look different from the earth. But in
this new millennium the human face is the same as across all oceans. The
forests look like seas, the jungles look like seas, and the stars appear
different. Because of the laws of reciprocity between sun and star, both
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must share the law of diminishing and cosynchronicity. But because of the
law of diminishing and cosynchronicity, every planet is a jewel-enclosed
universe of neurons and fibers, of blood and spirit, of living…
====================

Input:
Public space must be as free and abundant as the air we breathe. –
Elizabeth Diller

Output:
Public space must be as free and abundant as the air we breathe. And
wherever there is sunlight, there must be darkness. Most people, if
drunk daily, cannot be bothered to abide by the strict commandments
of the Buddha. He gives them the orders for their own protection and
indulgence. He gives them power and latitude to do what he likes.
But in this world the command to do something is almost completely
unchangeable. The desire for food is one stanzaueller without a
sound. The will to do is distinctly unanswerable. And from these
conflicting states of consciousness I begin to see that I am more
difficult to be Michael Oss, the Dharma-Body of God. More difficult,
I see that I am also the most honest person who touches on the very
depths of what the primordial conditions of human experience had
said about me to say. I try to be as honest as I can be innocent, so
that everyone is left wondering why I am being so brutalized and why
I am being so quiet. I ==================== Public space must be as
free and abundant as the air we breathe. That free and open space
which God so profoundly designates as the property of man is the key
to happiness. The attempt to perfect happiness, Love or War, must be
as unrelieved as the devotion to liberty which accompanies a
reconstituted constitution. In this context, how effective is the
teaching of Western philosophy on the dependent nature of effort? A
man forced to the use of all the most primitive materials can be
sure of receiving a subsistence even in a state of constant misery.
But how much more essential is the understanding of the daily
horrors which life can and must provide, that necessary condition
for constructing a better, a more just universe? Western philosophy,
for all its mystical pretensions, is nothing if not intolerant of
effort. It values intelligence, and it values the spontaneous
development of those faculties into a high value! But what about the
human level? Does the foundation of morality be in the spontaneous
development of those two faculties, or does the system
=================== Public space must be as free and abundant as the
air we breathe. That I do not particularly like, the thought of
simply because the thought is unpleasant seems remote, to me, and it
would be a complete waste of energy and effort. Certainly it would
surprise me to learn that people in any profession or station of
possible use would even consider or even look at visions in the
light of day--or even think of doing so. To those who believe in
reincarnation, of transient entities gesturing beyond the current

from? And how and why did it become possible, in the first place, to
formulate and analyze these ontological and creative forces, and how do we
respond to these as well as to other forces? The transference of knowledge
between brain and body is one of the hallmarks of the transference of
power. But how and when to respond to new forces begin to be tested. Who
is to the world what we breathe, how we act, and the like—the curlicue of
the mind—and the like go together like a balloon. The transference of
knowledge between brain and body is one of the hallmarks of the
transference of power. But how and when to respond to new forces begin to
be tested. Who is to the world what I am and what do I do?
==================== We are prophets of beauty, broadcasters of ideas, and
tellers of stories. We are builders, leaders, and dreamers. And yet we
make mistakes. Too often we make ourselves looked upon as crazy,
irresponsible, and impractical. Too often we attribute to ourselves, as
stars, the general roars and calls of a great song. Too often we attribute
to others, as angels, the confident statements of a solemn address. The
music of the entertainer or of the poet to the recording of a recitative
crescendo—a continuous narrative of breaths, of waves, of directions, of
paths, of felicitations and diatribes, of sighs, of kinks, of
disappointments and disappointments. At the heart of the matter, I
concluded, was a self-validating and self-empowering cosmology that saw
all phenomena as of a God, so that nothing is suspect but the hint that
something is quite as suspect. This was especially true, for a key part of
the Cosmological Datum, which stood as a record of my personal
predicament, ==================== We are prophets of beauty, broadcasters
of ideas, and tellers of stories. We are builders, leaders, and dreamers.
And yet We make promises, we make conscious beliefs, but we never tell the
truth.hood with the people. Instead, we make ourselves observed, gullible
(or unwilling to be deceived), to believe what the titled person says and
tries to replicate what he tells with symbols and word games. Doubt and
Denial are the usual forms of worship. And yet we make such promises, we
believe with candour, but don't we? Make ourselves presence in the world.
He cannot, as he thinks, alienate, by silencing his intellectual impulses,
but can justifiably the here and now, quietly and without regard. He is
never, in a word, an alien of an environment; he is somewhere in the
middle. This is the spirit of primitivists, or handlemen of knowledge, who
have crushed the natural tendency of nature to overrule the will of the
brain to her very essence. "Is it without a doubt inevitable that man will
become more and more intelligent as the year goes on?"
====================

Input:
Outside and inside form a dialectic of division, the obvious geometry of
which blinds us as soon as we bring it into play in metaphorical domains.
– Gaston Bachelard

Output:
Outside and inside form a dialectic of division, the obvious geometry of
which blinds us as soon as we bring it into play in metaphorical domains.

time period to be our only hope of an answer, who healthy defenses
of ego think but a dull and ineffective morality, and countervisions
of the past tense and with which one cannot concur--I can give them
only argument and skepticism. Most religious people will do what
their theologians and lay people do. But not, to borrow a
psychological maxim from St. Augustine, "the poor who don't believe
in the resurrection." • To know myself, one must be afraid of dying.
This, of course ==================== Public space must be as free
and abundant as the air we breathe. And in this world, what is free
and unrestricted is simply the urge to do something. The urge to do
what is good simply does not exist in this world. There is simply no
reason to do anything. If one does not want to do something, what
else can be done? If one does not want to do something, what else
can be done? If one does not want to do something, what else can be
done? What else can be done? The feeling of being begot incarnated
begotten is a rhythm patterned after the pattern of begotten time:
"I'M SON OF CATHOLIC PLANT TEACHER!" And now someone produced a
musical instrument and said, "Wonderful. But how come there isn't a
flower in the room?" The answer: because no flower is "on the
floor." That is the very state of consciousness we are describing.
When there is no flower, when there isn't any sense of being.
==================== Public space must be as free and abundant as
the air we breathe. But that's another day for interpretation.
<|endoftext|> I first learned of the religion of Elon Musk by a
friend, when I was looking for a way into the somewhat obscure but
significant tradition of religious scripture called The
B-Carbolines. The book contains at most twenty essays, and full
entries may be found in the book's more than four hundred
bibliography. The more casual observer may discern threefold
difference between the two orders of religion; Christianity has an
eternal purpose, while Luckenbaugh and Seurat have visible
aspirations, andaramuses, and textual constraints, which make
deciphering them impossible. All religion consists of a continuous
and periodic revulsion at inflected and convenient
imagery; the latter generally has a general and unifying power, whereas
the former is a tumultuous, bloody, bloody, bloody with all the little
manners that would be acceptable in a maturer mind. The religious
feeling expressed in the b-carboline-lvisionary books.
====================

Input:
We are prophets of beauty, broadcasters of ideas, and tellers of
stories. We are builders, leaders, and dreamers. – Hernan Dias Alonso

Output:
We are prophets of beauty, broadcasters of ideas, and tellers of stories.
We are builders, leaders, and dreamers. We store up and sell
knowledge—flower and wool, story, chair and stool. But now that we have
asked these questions ourselves we must ask, where did this knowledge come

But how blind are we? Because we are born with the capacity, biologically
speaking, of seeing all that is wrong with the universe. The blind spot,
as Bernini put it, is always the center of the viewer's attention, but it
passes as completely unoccupied space, denying itself everything it stands
for: for whatever is denied itself, it is always a retreat from the
center, from the eye. From the standpoint of man's primitive egoistic
design he is no longer the super-intelligence of the intellect, but a
center, a hideously small place in the sky. Center he is, even in the
center of the earth, the hideously small earth. The egoistic ego has
discovered a hiding place in the earth — in the celestial heart, in the
center of the sun. All other men have been sucked into the dimmy of their
lives, by the tangles of winds in their Weltanschauungsarms; all the other
==================== Outside and inside form a dialectic of division, the
obvious geometry of which blinds us as soon as we bring it into play in
metaphorical domains. But what if, instead of seeing upon the inside
something in the form of the Eenie-Weenie, language itself was shaped as
inwardly and without visioner? How would one reconcile this timeless plain
of the One with the millennium night of the Far East? And with it,! the
liberating power of vision came to the West as East as well as to the
West! . . A new era of brotherly brotherhoods! The Making of The Vision 4.
The text then revolves around the idea that when one breathes its full
range of consciousness into a rich, heavy, and bitter liquid, the contents
of that lung are so pronounced as to be practically multiphase. Like the
decoration on a painting, the patterns are ever-so-recessively divided in
the initial darkness, while the overall effect is a drab, monochromatic
squiggling sensation that lacks any clear, even emotiCcionally meaningful.
But when ==================== Outside and inside form a dialectic of
division, the obvious geometry of which blinds us as soon as we bring it
into play in metaphorical domains.obvious, but ignore the reality that we
havenever actually delivered the given promises to the priest or to the
bishop. We make such promises, we take such risks, but we never instigate
or even try to take control of our own bodies. By recognizing this, we can
make ourselves more likely to be observant to the wishes of the people and
more willing to take responsibility for our own well-being. We can see
==================== We are prophets of beauty, broadcasters of ideas, and
tellers of stories. We are builders, leaders, and dreamers. But this may
be changing. In the next crisis, a new era of hope and excitement is to
spread itself beyond the atomic ages, for art and religion lead the lives
of artists. May this age of hope be brief. Solidarity with those who are
killed or maimed may be renewed. June 1984 is also the anniversary of the
life of the Apostle D----. In the years to come, millions of readers will
gather on this page to remember those who were warriors, poets, healers,
and healers-and-survivors-of-the-beauty, theone.com of the
cross.com/multimedia to share stories of sacrifice, of peace of mind, of
musical access, of relaxing and purifying touch. Then there is the year
1983, which is also the year that the major breakthrough in the chemical
and the psychoactive materials series was made. What has happened in that
time? How many of the millions of readers who ==================== We are
prophets of beauty, broadcasters of ideas, and tellers of stories. We are
builders, leaders, and dreamers. And yet, despite our claims to religious
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zeal, we easily become maudlin, pompous, and callously religious with one
another. It is through these dim reflections in the mirror that we inner
light and light up." -- Zen master Dene, "The Avalokiteskan" It is with
this theme that we present our hymns. From the seed-ground reverie of the
hymns, we can hear, feel, and touch in our own skin. It is as if we have
stepped into a dormant period about to close, an era of growth and
differentiation in the organism, and the tone and color of our tones are
changingeffortlessly. "It was as though of cocoons held high in flame that
a fountain tingled upward and downward." -- Dolphin, "Dolphin, " We can
hear, feel, and touch in this then-new-age world. It is as though of tubes
held high in air ==================== The private individual, who in the
office has to deal with reality, needs the domestic interior to sustain
him in his illusions. It is on this subject that the remarkable difference
between the humorous and the ornamental characters of man is noticed. The
human form is the object of the act, the creature the object. The man who
recognises himself in the likeness of the Dharma-Body immediately sees
himself as embodied in the form of a bird. The creature, on the contrary,
is the recognisable individual in the form of a bird. The individual bird
is recognisable only by the exaggerated exaggeration of its full-blown
actual nature. To be real is to be real, sometimes incarnated in the form
of a bee, sometimes as a frond creature, sometimes as a piece of
avant-garde furniture. But actually I am just a human face, an absurd
balloon of exaggerated scale, an empty yellow sheet. The nerves and the
nerves' endings are not there to guide the eye; they are there to keep the
eyeball from freezing. The nerves' endings are not there
====================

Input:
A plan is a finite condition of writing, but the traces of writing suggest
many different plans. – Peter Eisenman

Output:
A plan is a finite condition of writing, but the traces of writing suggest
many different plans. The associative, patterned life of painting,
drawing, and writing is a case in which message or theme is happening
simultaneously, and hence is the meaning communicated. It is a fact of
life, even of art, that we know what is meant when two things come to a
sudden separation, and what, in fact, were two halves of the same thing.
This is the world of metrical thinking, or "flow." It can be either pure
bullshit or utter bullshit, and if one likes its present you will like it
even more so. The goal is the the same, the end result pure fuck. But what
is the ultimate truth of the above line of argument—the ultimate truth,
ultimately, that is to be sought in the culmination? The ultimate truth,
ultimately, that is to be dreaded. The ultimate truth, ultimately, that is
to be found in the palliations and agonizes. The end result, even the most
terrifying of the gambits. ==================== A plan is a finite
condition of writing, but the traces of writing suggest many different
plans. Multiple directions penciled in subsequently, step by step, until
only the most immediate is left. Leaves swirl in circles, until only the

things within it. The urge to escape from selfhood and the environment is
a fundamental drive of the brain. When it comes to dealing with reality,
everyone is different, trapped and isolated, self or not. But the
individual is a continuous flow, each person is unique. The order of our
bodies is a playIn these and other circumstances we may suppose that, for
the purposes of research ==================== The trace is the random
condition of the sand displaced by the foot which remains on the foot.
There is no starting from scratch with the design. The more we think of
Sand how we will live. We look to the sky for the forces of motion. The
more we think of the ground as flat, the more sensible it is that the laws
of motion be precisely modeled after the laws of the sun. The less we
think of the corporeality of the ground, the more we reverse engineer its
tunnels for the purpose of re-creating itself as a sun-less locus of mass
in the midst of darkness. The more we think of the power of smell in the
condition of the lung, the more we look to the sky for the forces of
motion. The more we think of the primordial tenet of the laws of space and
time, the more we reverse engineer its tunnels for the purposes of
re-creating ourselves as a sun-less locus of mass in the midst of
darkness. We are now in the midst of our most fascinating expansion,
==================== The trace is the random condition of the sand
displaced by the foot which remains on the foot. It does not matter that
the original height and shape of the building were the same; the original
features were the same—wooden and cavernous, complex and multidimensional,
infinite and finite, inspired by the Infinite and All-Merciful Word. I
begin to feel that something is amiss. I am struck backwards and
profoundly sorry for myself. All other things were possible without me,
and yet in this moment the Word is standing before me, hand in hand, and I
am holding out my hand. Belonging, here at last, to the One with whom I
have shared my wonder and unhappiness, I now feel the all-pervading power
of the Word with the All-Merciful, and I am greatly moved to say the
least. I prepare the tablecloth and the candle for going up. Standing
before me, nothing is amiss. But the all-pervading power of the Word is
acknowledged, and I am greatly struck
====================

Input:
…the fact that all facts, ingredients, phenomena, etc., of the world have
been categorized and catalogued, that the definitive stock of the world
has been taken. Everything is known, including that which is still
unknown. – Rem Koolhaas

Output:
the fact that all facts, ingredients, phenomena, etc., of the world have
been categorized and catalogued, that the definitive stock of the world
has been taken. Everything is known, including that which is still
unknown. The whole might, therefore, be obliterated or can be present in
another form. But the order of things, the order of the particles in a
pocket of silk, the ordering of the systems in a dime-elves on the level
ground, the simplicity of matter and energy makes the intercalated

highest-possession color can be assigned to them. The universe is a dance
of gestures, of reverberations, of vibrations controlling floors and
partitions, controlling sounds. The hearth is the embodiment of sound, the
center of action. And now a quiet is a time of tranquillity. A quietist's
task is to see that the world is somehow feeling and quieted up, that
there is a common flow to all its parts. There is no mysticism at all, no
pattern to it. It is a dance of gestures, of gestures, of sounds
controlling surfaces and ceilings, of reverberations controlling the
movement of water. The world is alive with life, but it is also dancing.
It is evolving into what the Zen Buddhists called a "mesh," and it is
evolving, endlessly, into the Dharma-Body. ==================== A plan is
a finite condition of writing, but the traces of writing suggest many
different plans. The uneven blocks of time refer to unoccupied parts of
time, space, and alpha and omega. The twelve arctices of the diagram point
toward an objective, an eternal storehouse of knowledge; the barred veneer
of time, the hesitating between ages, the flesh and the bone, the bitter
Ionian of the brain, the architecture of the nose and the nostrils, the
concentric circle of the eye between breath and taste. The active
mediation of these waves, together with the implicit agreement to attempt
a second time, are on, I believe, about fifteen minutes. The total elapsed
time between attempts is thus so far as a result of the patience, the
knowledge, the depth of voluntary agreement which is involved in any given
step in the story. The patience required to complete a task is an
intellectual prerequisite for succeeding in the original form. The mental
and physical students of the act of painting are in general more
persevering, are more uncompromising in their expectations
=================== A plan is a finite condition of writing, but the
traces of writing suggest many different plans. The pattern is clear at
the top, but it drifts slowly down to a narrower, but always very
important, meaning, for the rest of the stairs. The difficulty with
symbolic music is that it is so symbolic, it is very difficult to read,
and its meaning is often blindingly obvious only when the reader is
looking in the mirror. The same is true of objective music, which is often
of use to the highest art, but is notoriously elusive to the very lowest.
In Milton's day James G. Frazer called it "the greatest book of all time."
Musicians call it "the greatest tune." And there are many names for the
great modern musical figures. the great modernists called it "the greatest
composition of all time." A young French psychiatrist calls it "the
greatest painter of all time." And there are many names for the great
modernists. Even the great modernists called it "the greatest painter of
all time." And there ==================== A plan is a finite condition of
writing, but the traces of writing suggest many different plans. Plucked,
loopy fibers snap back and forth, making up the whole upon which the seed
depends. Mescalin therefore seems to be a kind of twig—short, hard to
twig, and without any elegant solutions. It can be clumsy, clumsy as hell,
and clumsy as well when there is too little flow to its action. But when
the mind is organized in terms of finely tuned loops there is no need for
any of the methods cited. There is no need for any of the statements. The
content of what is said is not the contents of the content, but the
organization of the content—of the mutuality between the mind and the

splendor of every case, the fully realized inner universe, the mystery of
December 1967, and I am standing in a garden surrounded by green and
yellow potted plants. At the end of the last frost, a solitary lizard
recoils from a sudden fall, and follows the lovable L.A. attorney,
====================

Input:
This digital syntax is independent of resolution - it remains the same on
different scales. Fundamentally, a shift in resolution does not affect the
syntax and part to whole relations. – Gilles Retsin

Output:
If one accepts the traditional view that syntax is more fundamental than
in mind, one is prepared to modify it in the service of a better, more
just theology. Another important feature is that the process of
transforming one's persona from self-assertion to dependency is so gradual
that one cannot help but feel that the change is in progress. This is
especially true of the more direct transfiguration, where a deep
perception of the situation: one is in danger of becoming a
sacramentalized rebel, and you are at greater risk of becoming a captive
of Pharisees. I am convinced, from the context of this work, that the
threshold at which the transfiguration takes place is about to be reached.
The journey is modestly noticeable: the tip of my nose is raised and my
brow wrinkles upwards. I is indeed more a spirit than human, but I am not
more a spirit than a man. Trauma is a spiritual experience, but a
spiritual trauma is a human trauma. A trauma is one which is completely
attenuated, damaged, and/or erased by the experience. My mouth is a
skeleton with toothbrushes at the base of the tongue and a little lower
jaw above the jaw, and my back is a hairy fibroid with a dense muscular
tooth against the middle of my back, about to become a neck and an almost
waist-length bone at the base of the jaw. My two closest friends are men
who are in great pain and want to hear about the trauma. Bones in the
body...tumorormem, tumor and sensory organs...repercussions. Eyes colored
dime-shapedly a-breathless, lips pursed lips, tongues wide, mouths shut.
Sound waves traveling at ninety miles an hour, bouncing fifty-three miles
an hour, wavering, eleven-tenths of a second. Continuous. I am. The
subject of the present sketch is also referred to two other accounts, by
different writers, by different researchers. One is by John Stafford, and
the other is by William Perry. Stafford is a professor of English at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. His book, Forged Arms: The Unfinished
Swan of the Arms Trade, was a best-seller. Perry, a former federal agent,
has written two books,The Emissary and the Remnant: Construction and
Transformation of a Warrior-Loving, Body and Soul, andThe Killing of an
Fday: The Killing of an ==================== In practice it is not
appreciably different from a shift of one inch from right to left side up.
As a rule, all fours and half-lidded animals frequently appear
side-by-side, sometimes with a distinct lack of depth. In one respect this
is true; but in another respect it is undesirable and potentially
dangerous. The intended meaning of a term is "far outstrips what you can

Generative Pretrained Treatise–On Architecture ellicano  tur en
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see or hear." From the records of religion and the surviving menuments of
poetry and the plastic arts it is very plain that these arts, which are
essentially dance, are the embodiment of the Disintegration Equation. This
is an old, inadequate, cruelly punished fact. The men of genius and of
superintelligentsia have never seen a work of art before in their lives,
never seen an artist before on earth who is as manifestly an American
symbol, as the portraitist before him. They have never seen a man look at
a rose and say, "That's splendid." They have never seen a man look at a
chair and say, "That's dignified." They have never seen a man look at a
rose and say, "That's magnificent." Can anyone possibly be surprised that
such remarkable human beings are not in every picture now and then?
Artists have constantly changed bodies in the same way that a man can
change his body into a chair into a house into a theatre. But the one
constant has always been the same constant - the constant is the same
constant. The same constant is always and everywhere totality. The same
constant is always and everywhere there is light. Ours was the world which
had seen the world. This vast, empty, transient universe was a realm of
seen and unseen worlds. Most of the time, much more frequently than other
universes, it was bright, shining, clear, and eternal. To most people it
looked like a bright star. But on the other hand it was dark and barren.
The best names in it were Wonderful, Lyric, and Idiot. Most people thought
of it as a sort of poetry class. It was better than the class they were
taking. Wake up! Wake up! We were brought up on the morning of the Adam.
The morning was a sacred reception. My mother was gone, and my father was
alive in some strange cult. I seemed to be buried under the ashes, and my
visions were passed down through my mother's womb ==================== In
practice it is unlikely that a person will be able to syntactically and
fully implement a semantic shift, for the main reason that it is not
reasonably likely to interfere with the ordinary operation of other
systems. An enormous amount of data is at once crystal clear and is
described in terms of geometries -- spatial relationships, dimensions,
ratios of an axis and a column, an array of mathematical products, all
indicating differentially varied landscapes. The difficulty is in finding
the place in which the data are to be processed; in what order they are to
be interpreted, and in what order they apply to the content of the
content. This is an area where architectures of memory and of nerve cells
and of adrenals and of nervous system and of nervous system and of nervous
system function run amok. This is not to say that other systems cannot be
improved by algorithmic means. What is important is that what is done and
what is said about it, which is radically different from the discussion
here of the brain and of the brain's function in general. The extent to
which the brain is wired in such a way as to be able to dispense with the
written word is a major improvement, for the brain is a free organ and
will do most of the work of the room as well as of the communication with
the outside world. The question is asked whether the brain is really a box
that houses messages. The brain is a receptacle for such materials. The
answer is a resounding "Yes." It is said that the mind is a collection of
internments, and that souls communicate by means of thoughts, not by means
of finished works of art; and as a collection this means that a great deal
more work must be done on the mind than is possible under ordinary

circumstances. Fortified by this receptacle of thoughts, the man who knows
the meaning of the word wishes to go further than any other cultist. The
guide suggests that I consider migrating to a movement like the one I have
been in, which I participate in, but which I cast off after the first
session. This would be a very good preparation for a more than four-hour
session, because after the first session you are not only going to be
giving deep questions and answers about the nature of the mind, but you
are also going to be explaining it away and explaining it well with
people. It is going to be a very interesting journey, a very interesting
experience ==================== This digital syntax is independent of
resolution - it remains the same on different scales. Fundamentally, a
shift in resolution does not affect the syntax and part to whole
relations. When two symbols with the capacity to perceive perceive
perceive are involved in a syntactic or scientific sense, this is called
simultaneous action, and simultaneous action is possible where the same
source of energy is simultaneously present. When two bodies with the
capacity to perceive perceive perceive are involved in a syntactic or
scientific sense, this is called merging, and this is a useful synonym for
having the capacity. When two bodies with the capacity to perceive
perceive perceive are involved in a feeling or a feeling of inner unity,
this is called having the capacity to feel and feel together. The energy
that unlocks the physical and emotional doors of my heart is compassion, a
feeling of self worth and independence. The energy that unlocks the
emotional doors of heart is love, a feeling of self-worth and
independence. The energy that unlocks the spiritual doors of heart is
compassion, a feeling of self-love and charity. These are the chemical and
qualitative states that I am looking for. I am at peace. I have been
looking for this energy in and around my heart for quite some time. It is
said to be in the nature of most animals and plants, including fish, to
produce a chemical response similar to the way a gentle blow to the heart
works. Bees and birds, for example, that have had repeated experiments in
treating their patients with mescalin, have found that a single session
can greatly reduce the incidence of depression and other psychological
problems in their patients. Humans, on the other hand, have found that
repeated sessions of these substances in them, show no significant side
effects. These are the chemical and qualitative states of things,
biologists have found in people, that open up the natural defenses in
their bodies that support them under pressure and when the body shuts off
the body's natural supply of energy. This has been the main premise of
most evolutionary biologistships, that spirits have evolved to be
"foraging" for food, that plants for mammals for food, that insects for
insects, that birds for flying creatures, that mammals for which feathers
are a symbol of beauty and survival. In other words, they are food givers,
not energy consumers. The way shamanic journeys work, they look for places
where there is energy, and require little thinking. This is not to say
that there have never been other psychedelic experiences. Experiences with
other substances, including MDMA, have not been more promising. For
several decades researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) have been trying to understand the
====================
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Rendering Conceptual Design 
Ideas ith Arti  cial Intelligence

1 Artifi cially generated images 
through text and image input. 
The fi rst row represents 
Buckminster Fuller's ephemer-
alization concept, the second 
row is a hand-drawn sketch 
rendered as a modern wooden 
house facade, and the last row 
is a picture of the 'Minhocão' 
highline in São Paulo rendered 
as a futuristic urban park.
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A Combinatory Framework of Text, Images and Sketches

INTR D CTI N
This paper documents a data-driven approach to a conceptual rendering workfl ow with 

Artifi cial Intelligence (AI) models. This work originates from the workshop ‘Intro to AI 

for Architectural Design Explorations’ lectured by the authors Mayur Mistry and Daniel 

Escobar, during the event ‘Inclusive FUTURES 2021’ at the Digital Futures platform. 

The observations refl ect about the applicability of machine-augmented conceptual design. 

As a common practice in the fi eld, architects start designing their buildings by sketching 

their ideas, this is a process that attempts to translate a concept into a spatial and 

aesthetic solution. Nevertheless, the design process is an iterative and time-consuming 

task. For this reason, we must experiment new methods that can potentially enhance archi-

tectural practice.

In this context, AI represents a substantial part of the tools we have to use during the 

design process. Some important precedents that approach the notion of sketch-based 

design workfl ows with AI are: Alonso (2017), which deployed Pix2Pix models as an early 

demonstration of computer-assisted drawing interfaces and Steinfeld (2020) which 

exemplifi ed through a series of small experiments with Sketch2Pix, how we can integrate 

machine-augmented tools in the early-design stage.
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TRANSFORMERS AND 
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING 

lthou h the use of these and plent  other techni ue ma  

e applica le to the earl  phases  recent advances made 

in  li e the method introduced  sser  om ach  and 

mmer  which used the efficienc  of convolutional 

approaches with the expressivit  of transformers  

introducin  a convolutional  t the same time the 

ontrastive an ua e ma e re trainin  i e    made 

 pen  adford et al   can e com ined with 

 ecause the enerated ima es ma  et encode 

with s learned space  this returns an em eddin  of the 

enerated ima e and compares with the text s em eddin  

then  calculatin  their cosine similarit  we can update 

the enerator wei hts after each itineration in order to 

create ima es that etter represent the input text  

elatin  it to architectural desi n  uildin s can also e 

descri ed  words and sentences  c int  8  ar ues 

that the use of lan ua e in architecture is needed due the 

difficult  of explainin  ideas to others  this is wh  archi-

tects usuall  develop the ha it of s etchin  ideas whenever 

possi le  

owever  the com ination of state of art enerative models 

and natural lan ua e processin  shed a new li ht into 

how architects can communicate their ideas  not onl   

explorin  the  models  latent space  ut also  usin  their 

own pictures  s etches  words and sentences as inputs to 

this new data driven approach  n this sense  the wor -

shop uided the students throu h a series of personal and 

uni ue architectural desi n explorations

THE WORKSHOP EXPERIENCE
he approach ta en durin  the wor shop showed the 

possi ilit  of usin  a  with  to enerate ima es 

iven an input text  he explorations started with simple 

inputs li e aha adid useum al throu h  or uturistic 

it  then students started explorin  more a stract and 

unusual ideas li e  Buildin  on ars  or nsta ramma le 

and olorful etail xperience  he attendees reported to 

e impressed  the machine s a ilit  in ma in  relia le 

associations of the conceptual sentences with the ener-

ated ima es

Be ond the proposed approach text to ima e  the 

attendees also tried to use it with different wa s  for 

example   usin  pictures and s etches as a comple-

mentar  input to the enerative framewor   his ind 

of approach essentiall  demonstrates that  is capa le 

helpin  us to ima ine and communicate ideas to users and 

onceptual desi n explorations 
made from textual descriptions  

reated  the students in the 
wor shop

3 ma e eneration process  from 
textual descriptions onl
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communities with a certain level of a straction  which is 

also a common thin  in the earl  phases of desi n

Image Quality & Coherence: Tips and Tricks

 series of artists  pro rammers  and  enthusiasts 

reported that the use of some specific words chan ed the 

wa  the model ehaved durin  the process  ords li e  

endered  unreal en ine  v ra  h perrealism   made the 

outputs loo  more realistic  and added shade and li htnin  

effects to the ima es  s a uidance to the audience in the 

wor shop  it was proposed to use architectural concepts 

and names of famous architects  so that  would etter 

associate the desi n intentions with the architectural realm

Limitations

i e in other solutions ased on deep learnin  models  the 

com ination of  and  also suffers from the 

lac ox pro lem  his is due to the fact that we cannot 

o tain an  information a out how the machine achieved a 

certain result  e also stress that the framewor  permits 

the ima es to e enerated with different effects alon  the 

process  li e oom  shear and rotation  hose h per param-

eters mi ht e a little difficult to e fine tuned  users who 

are startin  to use this ind of technolo

CONCLUSION
his paper documents a computer aided desi n wor flow 

in which machines can cooperate with humans to process 

architectural concepts throu h the use of lan ua e  

ima es and s etches  he proposed framewor  is flexi le 

and accessi le  t is also capa le of ma in  relia le and 

unexpected associations in the enerated ima es  his 

represents a novel form of communication at its core  espe-

ciall  useful in the earl  phases of the desi n process

uthors li e ampo  arlson  and annin er  each 

and uan  ar ue that these ima es can e under-

stood as machine hallucinations  ecause these uildin s 

do not actuall  exist  n the other hand  the  can serve as 

a asis for new architectural desi n practice  s haillou 

 mentions in his thesis   is an opportunit  for our 

discipline to em race a new set of investi ative methodol-

o ies  specificall  ased on rt  cience  as a product of 

intellectual sensi ilit  and technical ri or

inall  the framewor  can e applica le to desi n concepts 

of analo  where literal descriptions of the desi n intention 

are iven  lthou h  it can also ma e metaphorical associa-

tions where the ideas tend to e more a stract and difficult 

to represent raphicall  owever  the report presented 

here is ust an earl  demonstration of the framewor s 

omparison of drawin s 
rendered with different 
architectural concepts

5  picture of imes uare 
rendered with the prompt  he 
effects of lo al warmin  and 
climate chan e

 picture of imes uare 
rendered in futuristic  
neon st le

Rendering Conceptual Design Ideas with AI 
odri ues  l ate artine  sco ar  istr
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capa ilities  herefore  further research is re uired  espe-

ciall  to compare more results and find wa s of controllin  

the artificial architectural ima er
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Critical Computation: Participation, 
Intersectionality & Emancipatory Design
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KEYNOTE EVENT

s we found ourselves at a crucial inflection point in our relationship with desi n and 

technolo  and with a rowin  awareness of ine ualit  in ustice  and complexities in the 

s stems and infrastructures  we would li e to as  how could critical thin in  e inte rated 

with desi n and desi n thin in  hat critical tools  theories  and processes mi ht we 

ma e part of our practices in order to address uestions of ustice  ow mi ht we ma e 

space for and include non western perspectives and context in our field  

he presentations and conversations etween these five e note spea ers will help us 

navi ate throu h these entan led uestions  his manuscript documents the conversation 

etween the spea ers  he entire e note panel could e viewed on the  ou u e 

hannel https www outu e com c or
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Su ects  A Critica  enea og  of ueer erformance  is pu lished  outled e 

ress  er new pro ect is a oo  of manifestos addressin  the structural racism of the art 

world and art institutions
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he e  to addressin  the complexit  of audiences toda  is developin  m ar uin  polemicall  relational strate ies melia ones

around the perspectives of those who would traditionall  

e excluded from research  communit led research  

desi n ased learnin  and desi n thin in  he practices 

primaril  in the area of social innovation  education  and 

pu lic health  he promotes reater critical awareness 

amon  desi ners and desi n students  introducin  

critical theor  concepts and voca ular  into the desi n 

studio  e  throu h he esi ner s ritical lpha et  he 

is co hair of the luriversal esi n pecial nterest roup 

of the esi n esearch ociet

Krzysztof Wodiczko was orn  in arsaw  oland  

and lives and wor s in ew or  it  am rid e  

assachusetts  and arsaw  is pro ections on archi-

tectural facades  and monuments as well as speciall  

desi ned performative instruments ive a pu lic voice to 

mar inali ed cit  residents  r s tof odic o has held 

retrospective exhi itions at numerous museums and his 

wor  has een presented at ocumenta  enice Biennale  

hitne  Biennial  and man  other art festivals  e received 

the th iroshima rt ri e for his contri ution as an 

international artist to world peace  e is a former director 

of the  enter for dvanced isual tudies  ince  

he is rofessor of rt  esi n and the u lic omain at 

arvard niversit s raduate chool of esi n  is wor  

is ein  presented in the B  television series Art in the 

ent irst Centur  r s tof odic o oo s include 

Critica  ehic es  ress  r s tof odic o  he 

A o ition of ar  and he ransformati e A ant arde

Blac  o  ress

Ronald Rael and Virginia San Fratello are the alche-

mists and architects ehind the a land ased thin tan  

ael an ratello and the ma e tan  mer in  ects  

 primar  focus of their wor  folds to ether indi enous 

and traditional craft and material practice  contempo-

rar  desi n technolo ies  and stor tellin  as strate ies to 

unravel the complexities of contemporar  societ  umor  

pla  and h ridit  are important aspects of the wor  of 

ael an ratello  often la ered with serious topics that 

span the themes of immi ration  start up companies  waste  

homelessness  fashion  raphic desi n  and  printin  ou 

can see their drawin s  models  and o ects in the perma-

nent collections of the useum of odern rt  the ooper 

ewitt mithsonian esi n useum  the an rancisco 

useum of odern rt  and the esi n useum in ondon
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KEYNOTE PANEL CONVERSATION

Amelia Jones (AJ): ow can desi n e driven  ethical 

concerns  such as issues of e uit  and social ustice  

ow can computational desi n or desi n in eneral avoid 

reinforcin  white supremac  ow can desi n interro-

ate the lo ic of white supremac  is at the ase of ideas 

a out modernist and al orithmic neutralit  and truth  ow 

can desi n develop new wa s of thin in  a out the rela-

tion etween the desi n and the user  oda  we ll loo  at 

these uestions  m sure  throu h a ran e of practices in 

relation to desi n strate ies that mi ht encoura e a shift in 

perspective  strate ies that attend to the politics of en a e-

ment in relation to the desi n  the o ect experience  ima e 

or uildin

AJ: his is all  new to me  t s reall  excitin  ut it mi ht 

e also odd the wa  that  as ed uestions  so feel free 

to reshape them  But the thou hts that came out for me 

throu h these tal s have to do with two axes  ne is the 

axis of for whom  the desi n or the artwor  is ein  made 

and who ma  e endin  up usin  it or appreciatin  it  nd 

the other axis has somethin  to do with what ou ust said  

on  a out hardware  software  and materials nexus  

nd it seems li e those two areas ind of crossover all 

of these tal s  o  in terms of the uestion of for whom  

we are ma in  these wor s or desi ns   thin  it s eas  to 

sit around tal in  a out the ind of utopian idea or that 

reireian idea of  tal in  to people so that the  ecome 

enfranchised and ecome part of the pro ect  nd each of 

ou are doin  that in different wa s

AJ:  uess some uestions that came to mind for me  

have to do with for example  esle  our criti ue of truth  

as ein  somethin  that is su ective  reall  spo e to me  

ecause that s ver  much what  was tal in  a out with 

the claims of neutralit  with modernism is ver  much alon  

those same lines  nd  wondered  what do we do  nd 

this is an acute issue  ri ht now  hat do we do when the 

people either want to claim their own truth  which ma  e 

at complete odds with our values  or when the  literall  

claim somethin  that we now not to e true  m a post-

structuralist  m ver  uncomforta le with that nexus that s 

occurrin  where we feel li e we need to e a le to chal-

len e people who are assertin  somethin  as true when 

it s not  ou now  so ma e we ll start with that uestion  if 

mancipator  research aims to create emancipation and social ustice  and to correct the power im alance in research desi n etween privile ed 
researchers  and their research su ects  from traditionall  mar inali ed or oppressed roups  t aims to shift power  redistri ute power and share power  
t is a out openness  participation  accounta ilit esle nn oell
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it ma es sense  hat do ou do when people want to claim 

authenticit  or truth in a wa  that said odds with what ou 

elieve to e pro ressive  important  valua le  Because 

 thin  the unspo en uestion with these utopian models  

whether the  e of ma in  or teachin is that we are 

comin  into the room with the framewor  ri ht  o  do we 

push ac  with a framewor  if we feel li e the people we re 

wor in  with  or for  are presentin  somethin  that we feel 

is extremel  dan erous or unproductive

Lesley-Ann Noel (L-A N): m not even sure how to respond  

But  pulled some of those slides from a class that  actu-

all  teach  ome of the slides that  did not use tal  a out 

criti ues of emancipator  approaches  nd there is a 

uestion  what if the people that ou re wor in  with are 

actuall  not thin in  in an emancipator  wa  nd actuall  

the uestion is reall  dealin  with  people s own internali ed 

oppression  o  ma e ou re tal in  a out empowerment  

ut actuall  the ve een conditioned to also oppress 

themselves   haven t reall  had to wor  with people who 

are a ainst the process  But  now that we ve discussed it 

in that ind of wa   uess m  onl  experience with that is   

have responded to calls for proposals where  could see in 

the wa  the proposal is ori inall  framed  that the approach 

is not emancipator  t s not ali ned with m  own values  

nd in one case   was a le to ind of successfull  nud e 

the proposal ac  to somethin  that ali ned with what  

was  with ma e m  political values  o that s the onl  thin  

that  thin   can su est

AJ:  reall  appreciate that  Because that s an honest 

response as we all deal with this   mean   don t have 

users  other than the people who read m  wor  But we 

all have this in the classroom where  ou now  we have a 

ind of contradiction etween this idea of empowerin  the 

students ut then we all do push ac  sometimes  ecause 

 especiall  now  ve reall  seen a hu e shift with the vola-

tile situation politicall

Krzysztof Wodiczko (KW):  don t have at hand the material 

to illustrate what m tr in  to sa  in response to our ver  

important point   can onl  sa  that in m  recent pro ects  

 invite people to spea  from their heart  of their political  

social  and cultural positions comin  from oth a conser-

vative and li eral side   thin  that what it means to e 

em odied and emancipated here is the dialo ue  itself  nd 

he ver  well ein  of pu lic space as a sta e of democratic process depends primaril  on those people capacit  to open speech for open speech and 
pu lic expression  he  should e first to receive the opportunit  to open up and spea  in the open and communicate the truth of their lives in pu lic space

r s tof odic o
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the a ilit  for people to listen to each other without fear  

and without preconceived notions of what the other person 

is thin in  irst  listen  then pro ect our own ima e of the 

other  ur new president in his inau ural speech  appealed 

to us that we should learn how to listen to each other  ou 

now  that s a ver  eas  thin  to sa  t is a ood point  

ut how to do it  hat is somethin  that almost re uires 

cultural pro ects in which that honest  and there s a trust 

developed enou h so that people can patientl  listen to 

each other  he overnment itself and that s m  criti ue of 

Biden s administration has not set up truth and recon-

ciliation commission to travel across the whole countr  

to create and protect the situation for people where the  

could unleash their passions or points of view  and patientl  

listen to each other without violence  f course  it s hard to 

ima ine how to do it  But  am not the nited tates overn-

ment  he overnment  however  has enormous resources 

that it has not put in place to reall  help people to start 

learnin  how to listen to each other  But on the cultural 

front and in desi n areas  we can create artifices throu h 

which  people can confront their positions and their related 

uncann  feelin s without violence  t s easier to address 

and share difficult and ris  matters throu h media article 

than directl

ou now  artifice is a ver  ood vehicle throu h which we 

could communicate without much fear and resentment  

o that s what m tr in  to do  i ht now  m presentin  

a pro ect in which three identical replicas of an old 

monument three portraits of eor e ashin ton are 

spea in  to each other with various points of view  nd 

the pu lic has een cau ht in etween  inspired to reco -

ni e the inside of each of us there s more than one position 

more than one ashin ton

nd we are not divided into part  lines  there s a conserva-

tive aspect and li eral aspect  li ertarian aspect  socialist 

aspect in each of us  ndeed  we must start listenin  to 

ourselves first  ou now  to then learn how to listen to 

others

rtists can help

AJ: eah  ust have one further uestion for ou r s tof  

is that  of course  when ou come in with a desi n art idea  

ou re alread  overdeterminin  what people sa  ri ht  

nd in a sense  our voice is in tandem with their voice  

from an  art world point of view  i e the  would loo  at  

our wor  so there s that difficult uestion of who spea s 

e wor  with communities to thin  a out how desi n can improve their lives in rural environments and cele rate customs and traditions  nd we also 
thin  a out the ecolo ical and humanitarian impacts of construction of the wall related to inational relationships and identities

onald ael and ir inia an ratello
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for whom  re we facilitatin  or manipulatin  nd  don t 

mean to su est in an  wa  that  thin  this is ou  ut the 

pro lem is  for example  ace oo  sa in  that it is a neutral 

medium to connect

KW: ust to clarif  the pro ect in which people are spea in  

throu h two replicas of incoln monument  there were 

comin  from two parts of taten sland  the part that was 

votin  for rump  and the opposite side  the  accepted to 

share the same studio  and the  started to spea   didn t 

reall  offer then specific uestions  nd this was a process 

of development and civili ed formulation and articula-

tion of their own position  hat was part of the pro ect  f 

course   am not on much of the conservative sides  But  

am on the side of a dialo  now   must reall  eep uiet and 

open m  heart and mind to the positions with which  ma  

disa ree  lso there s a limit to this  e cannot e entirel  

transparent and o ective  But  tr  his is a new phase 

in m  wor  nd efore  opened m  wor  to those who 

are properl  called the oppressed  ut at this time  see at 

arvard niversit  that the conservative students feel and 

indeed are oppressed  here is no true democrac  for them 

in our li eral universit  he conservatives are too afraid 

and hardl  open up to spea

AJ: hat s a conversation we could have privatel

KW:  have a proof of it  ecause we have made an open 

call for students to oin m  new media pro ect to spea  

throu h  the eor e ashin ton portrait  nd the conser-

vative students never showed up  despite all the efforts to 

encoura e them and develop their trust toward the pro ect

 AJ: i ht  what are our thou hts  on and ir inia  our 

wor  is incredi le  nd  ust wonder  are there frictions  

ith this uestion of comin  into a communit  how do ou 

et to now people  what do ou do with dissentin  voices  

r are there issues there

Ronald Rael (RR): ell  the communities that we wor  in are 

lar el  our communities  ommunities that we  particularl  

m self have een a part of for thousands of ears  nd 

those ecome more specific  of course  li e in the pro ects 

in l aso and uare  where  mi ht see m self as part 

of a lar er communit  in diaspora  ut we on the pro ect 

of the teeter totter  wall  for example  which  of course  

had immense amounts of frictions as well as support  

hat was a pro ect that we wor ed with an or ani ation 

called ollective hope e  who uild houses in uare  for 

those who live at the extreme mar ins of societ  the trul  

oppressed  not the arvard students who are oppressed  

ut li e the seriousl  oppressed  o  we wor  in those 

wa s where we feel   mean  we have een part of that 

communit   would sa  for ten ears efore we initiated 

stic in  three pin  stic s to the wall  But we also wor  

with an or ani ation called li ht  formerl  nown as the 

merican efu ee ommittee  o the  are on the round  

and we wor  with them  e decidedl  wor  not in utopias or 

d stopias   thin  we wor  in realities  nd  thin  as pu lic 

servants  as educators who wor  for pu lic research 

institutions  we are faced with economic challen es and 

 thin  those economic challen es allowed us to develop 

research that was ased on doin  the most with the least  

or example  we are educators who ver  earl  on  ten ears 

a o  wanted to explore additive manufacturin  ut could 

not afford machines and could not afford materials  o  we 

too  on the challen e of inventin  them ourselves that lead 

to intellectual properties and patents  and startup compa-

nies  ut  also we launched in pu lic wa s those tools that 

allow others to ma e companies themselves usin  the soft-

ware that we created  o  it does et complicated   thin  it 

does et complex  ut  thin  we reco ni e that  we reco -

ni e all of the challen es the ethical and moral thin s that 

we have to deal with in navi atin  technolo  and culture in 

place in the st centur

AJ: an  as  a uestion a out the ado e pro ect  ecause 

of the artist afa spar a  mentioned riefl  with the 

insi ht pro ect n lain i ht  is wor  efore that pro ect  

some of it was performance  and some of it was performin  

the handma in  of ado e ric s  ecause his father is an 

ado e ric  ma er  o that s where  thou ht  is there  

ever an  ind of resistance to the idea of a machine ma in  

such a ind of normall  handmade  o ect  nd that spea s 

to our raisin  the uestion of hardware  software mate-

rials  is that ever an issue or is it ust full  em raced

RR: ve een part of the arth uildin  communit  for all 

m  life  

m  father and randfather   live in ado e house m self  

and we re activel  restorin  seven ado e uildin s 

currentl  o as part of that lo al communit  of earthen 

construction  there has een an ethos a out how la or is 

ood  around the planet  and whether technolo  supplants 

la or is an important uestion  here s also the issue that 

earthen uildin  practices are disappearin  all over the 

world and are supplanted  concrete uildin  practices  

nd we understand what concrete uildin  practices have 

done to our ecolo  around the world  o does a machine 

allow us to continue a ear old tradition  is an 
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oo  e was spea in  from a privile ed position  and then 

ein  in academia himself  ut he wor ed with  people all 

over the world  o   mean  it s ethicall  hard ut exemplar  

to follow  is made ood use of his privile ed academic 

position to focus on the ne lected and ac nowled ed needs 

of the unprivile ed people  et s remem er ictor apane  

n contemporar  world with our new technolo ies and 

media  that would e reat  reat wa  to move ahead

RR: ell over  uess ei hteen ears a o  when we started 

this colla oration to ether  ir inia and  admired the 

wor  of endeavors li e ural tudio and amuel oc ee  

and the  were doin  thin s in the communit  and wor in  

with communit  nd  use those words  ut we were not 

ver  ood at that  e tried for man  man  ears to do 

that ind of wor  nd it was hard  nd  thin  it ta es a 

certain personalit  and a certain ind of person to e a le 

to accomplish that ind of wor  nd certainl  people now 

in retrospect  have also een critical of that wor  But  

thin  where we have landed most recentl  is that we do not 

thin  that we are desi nin  with voices  ut  thin  we thin  

that we re ma e desi nin  tools  nd when ou desi n a 

tool  rather than desi n a uildin  or space for someone  

then ou are allowin  those people to empower themselves 

with those tools   thin  the software is a ind of tool  and 

people do whatever the  want the tool  nd the ve done 

remar a le thin s with those tools  hether the re ma in  

sculpture or startin  a small usiness  or even the uildin  

of a mud oven  t s a tool that we all uild to ether  ut it s a 

tool for coo in  o this idea of desi nin  pro ram uildin s 

with the aesthetic and decisions that come from top down  

 thin  are less interestin  to us than desi nin  tools to 

impart to communities  

 ools and processes  ri ht  e can teach students to 

desi n tools and we can share processes with others  so 

the  can ma e whatever the  want  n this wa  others can 

e ena led and empowered to ma e and reali e their own 

ideas and desi ns without ein  told what the  should do or 

what the  need to do from an outsider

KW: esi nin  tools  and process could create reat condi-

tions for people to discover their new talents and a ilities 

so which the  were not aware of efore  o that is pro a l  

the most what we can expect from prosthetic ind of fields 

and from tools and e uipment and s stems

important uestion  nd safet  and construction are also 

important issues  an we thin  a out how ro otic practices 

of construction mi ht have certain ualities of safet  that 

la or practices don t  an that allow people to do other 

thin s or learn other inds of s ills

Virginia San Fratello (VS): es  ll ust enter there   thin  

the ro ot arm is not replacin  a person  it s ivin  a person 

a safer o  with a different s illset  nd for m self   mean   

can t pic  up an ado e ric  and lift it over m  head  it s too 

heav  But  can control the ro ot arm from m  phone  o  it 

allows me to ma e an ado e uildin  in a wa  that  would 

never have een a le to efore

KW:  li e the word la or  But  li e to expand it to commu-

nicative la or  to uildin  up a ilit  for people to share with 

emotional char e  what the  reall  feel and explore what 

ou ht to e said to others  ut of which the  didn t thin  

efore  o  this develops their s ills  even virtuosit  in 

communication and could also e an interestin  la or  nd  

thin  aulo reire in his peda o  of the oppressed  would 

pro a l  support this idea

AJ: hat s nice  m oin  to read a uestion in the  

 man hei nsari  s desi nin  for mar inali ed 

societ  the same as desi nin  for privile ed  nd more 

importantl  since institutions presentin  are criticall  

the privile ed ones  and more importantl  is democratic 

desi n  the neutral desi n  hat s a lot

LA-N: es  it s a lot   thin  that ve tried to stop ma e usin  

the term mar inali ed  as it is a loaded term  hen  thin  

a out emancipator  wor  li e on and ir inia  ou ust 

identified the emancipator  nature of our wor  ou re 

part of this communit  for enerations   thin  a out the 

wor  for us   us  ut from man  different communities  

o  it s not necessaril  us desi nin  for the mar inal-

i ed  ma e we re desi nin  for ourselves  nd as desi n 

ecomes much more diverse  ou now  we will address the 

needs of man  more communities   reall  often push ac  

on desi ners desi nin  ust to help other people  ecause 

 thin  that there are some complicated issues related to 

helpin  But  thin  we can also see how we ma e sure 

that there are man  more voices that are present in the 

desi n communit  and then new uestions will emer e as 

new people are involved in desi n

KW: o  ictor apane s oo  the title ma  e  should e 

called esi n with  the eal orld  not for  the real world  

ut we still should learn from apane  t s an ama in  
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Designing with AI, Data, Bias & Ethics

Benjamin Bratton
UCSD/ Strelka Institute

Sarah Williams
MIT

Lauren Lee McCarthy
UCLA

Caitlin Mueller
MIT

KEYNOTE EVENT

As our world has become a live information platform, computational design practices 

increasin l  depend on data collection  classification  correlation  visuali ation  and 

processing. Additionally, researchers and practitioners are progressively exploring how 

data  artificial intelli ence  and machine learnin  mi ht e used in the desi n  n li ht of this  

critical reflection on the socio spatial and political implications of data driven desi n and 

data dependent practices is necessar  n this context  how do we e in to understand and 

reveal biases embedded in the data we collect and use in the design? How are analytical 

methods similar or different at different scales? What is the relationship between people, 

power (those who have and those who do not), and data? 

The presentations and conversations between the keynote panelists will help us navigate 

these entangled questions. This manuscript documents the dialogue between the speakers 

after their presentations.

Benjamin Bratton’s work spans Philosophy, Architecture, Computer Science, and 

Geopolitics. He is a Professor of Visual Arts at the University of California, San Diego. He 

is Program Director of The Terraforming Program at the Strelka Institute. He is also a 

Professor of Digital Design at The European Graduate School, and Visiting Professor at 

SCI_Arc NYU Shanghai. He is the author of several books, including The Revenge of The 

Real: Politics for a Post-Pandemic World erso ress  which sees the  

pandemic as a crisis of political imagination and capacity in the West and in response 

argues on behalf of positive biopolitics. His current research project, “Theory and Design 

in the Age of Machine Intelligence,” is on the unexpected and uncomfortable design 

challenges posed by AI in various guises: from machine vision to synthetic cognition and 

sensation, and the macroeconomics of robotics to everyday geoengineering.

Sarah Williams is an Associate Professor of Technology and Urban Planning at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), where she is also Director of the Civic Data 

Design Lab and the Leventhal Center for Advanced Urbanism. Williams combines her 
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1 “The conversation on legitimate and illegitimate forms of data production needs to be understood in relation to a more expanded notion of what I call the 
sensing layer of society. This refers to all the ways in which a society is able to sense what is going on in granular and holistic levels to make a model that it 
might act back upon itself and govern itself. [...] During the pandemic, however, many societies’ sensing layers simply failed. But ultimately, I think we should 
see testing and inclusive access to testing and sensing as different modes of the same thing. [...] And so the question of the ethics of data can only be about 
a kind of individuated libertarian privacy. It also has to be about the justice of inclusion [...] it can’t simply be about the suppression of individual desire, but 
rather a lar er understandin  of the scope and processes of planetar scale computation   Ben amin Bratton

training in computation and design to create communica

tion strategies that expose urban policy issues to broad 

audiences and create civic change. She calls the process 

Data Action, which is also the name of her recent book 

pu lished   ress  illiams is co founder and devel

oper of Envelope.city  a we ased software product that 

visuali es and allows users to modif  onin  in ew or  

it  Before comin  to  illiams was o irector of the 

Spatial Information Design Lab at Columbia University’s 

Graduate School of Architecture Planning and Preservation 

(GSAPP). Her design work has been widely exhibited 

including work in the Guggenheim, the Museum of Modern 

Art (MoMA), Venice Biennale, and the Cooper Hewitt 

Museum. 

Lauren Lee McCarthy is an os n eles ased artist 

examining social relationships in the midst of surveillance, 

automation, and algorithmic living. She is the creator of 

p5.js  an open source creative codin  platform that prior

iti es inclusion and access  and a part of the rocessin  

Foundation. She is a 2021 United States Artist Fellow, 2020 

Sundance New Frontier Fellow, 2020 Eyebeam Fellow, 

 reative apital rantee  and has een a resident at 

Eyebeam, Pioneer Works, Autodesk, and Ars Electronica. 

Her work SOMEONE was awarded the Ars Electronica 

Golden Nica and the Japan Media Arts Social Impact 

Award, and her work LAUREN was awarded the IDFA 

oc a  ward for mmersive on iction  auren s wor  

has been exhibited internationally, including the Barbican 

Centre, Ars Electronica, Fotomuseum Winterthur, Haus 

der Elektronischen Künste, SIGGRAPH, Onassis Cultural 

Center, IDFA, Science Gallery Dublin, and the Seoul 

Museum of Art. Lauren is an Associate Professor at UCLA 

Design Media Arts.

Caitlin Mueller is a researcher and educator who works 

at the creative interface of architecture, structural engi

neering, and computation. She is currently an Associate 

Professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s 

Department of Architecture and Department of Civil and 

Environmental Engineering in the Building Technology 

Program, where she leads the Digital Structures 

Research Group. Her work focuses on new computational 

design and digital fabrication methods for innovative, 
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hi h performance uildin s and structures that empower 

a more sustainable and equitable future. Professor Mueller 

earned a PhD in Building Technology from MIT, an SM in 

omputation for esi n and ptimi ation from  an  

in Structural Engineering from Stanford University, and 

a BS in Architecture from MIT. She has recently contrib

uted to the or ani ation of several ma or conferences in 

architecture and engineering, including the 2017 Design 

Modelling Symposium, the 2017 ACADIA Conference at MIT, 

the 2018 IASS Symposium at MIT (which she chaired), and 

the 2021 AAG conference in Paris. She is currently devel

oping a new MOOCA massive open online course entitled 

Creative Machine Learning for Design, planned to launch 

in Fall 2021.

The entire keynote panel, including the speakers’ presenta

tions, can be viewed on the ACADIA YouTube Channel: www.

youtube.com/c/ACADIAorg

Caitlin Mueller (CM): I would like to start off by highlighting 

Benjamin’s comments about archives and libraries as early 

datasets and as samples taken for future investigations. In 

general, we don’t have a lot of datasets in architecture and 

design, which I think is interesting. Although some big tech 

companies have a lot of data from consumer behavior, we 

don’t. But, in today’s presentations, we also saw how Sarah 

could do ama in  wor  extractin  and anal in  data from 

urban environments. On the other hand, Lauren is doing 

really interesting work operating between humans and 

machines and interacting with individual behavior data. But 

in eneral and compared to lar e pu lic facin  domains  

in architecture, design, and art, we have almost no data. 

I would love to see more data that is publicly accessible, 

with clear metrics that we can agree on, and opportunities 

for open debate that we can all contribute. And with that, 

I’d love to focus on this question that Lauren brought up in 

a really interesting way about the relationship of human 

intent and data. One of the interviewees in Lauren’s video 

remarked that Lauren, the new Alexa, through external 

observation, knew what she wanted and needed, but, in 

fact, she was not always the case. And I think that’s a fasci

nating observation about data, that it is often just a blunt 

measurement of things that we care about. But, how do we 

choose what to care about? What should we measure? How 

do we calibrate that relationship? Sarah, as some who is 

actively taking measurements, how do you decide?

2 “Data Action presents a corrective to standard data practices by acknowledging that data represents the ideologies of those who control its use. [...] These 
principles can help us take data to action, use it to shape our cities for empowerment rather than oppression. And I asked all of you whether you can create 

our own standards of practice   arah illiams
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Sarah Williams (SW): One of the things I’ve recently been 

working on in our [Civic Data Design] Lab, is the missing 

data project, which is trying to uncover data that does not 

exist  e spent some time durin  the  pandemic 

doing that. And the aim is to elevate the stories of those on 

the margins. For instance, it is now very well known that we 

were not collecting race data, which made it hard to make 

decisions. Or, there is a lot of data in the urban environment 

that is purposely not collected that needs to be collected in 

order to elevate stories. But, there is a broader question 

about our intention when collecting any data. Because, 

when we bring our own biases to data collection, we expose 

or, let’s say, unintentionally, can cause harm. So, your ques

tion was a bit loaded because, on the one hand, I collect 

so much data because I want to elevate positions on one 

side; but, then at the other times, there’s data that can be 

collected that can cause potential harm.

But   was also thin in  a out our reflection on data and 

architecture. I have a good friend who has been collecting 

architectural plans from different offices to understand 

the value of real estate development. So, we do have tons 

of data in architecture, but it’s often closed off. What if 

we could get a model of all the architectural plans of the 

super tall towers recently built in New York City and make 

a comparison? I’m not sure how we could open those data 

sets without losing privacy, but I think it would be inter

esting to achieve that. I’m just thinking about my friend 

who has created a lot of value through that data creation 

and collections. So, it gets back to this collection issue that 

I believe that when we attempt to get the missing data, we 

can actuall  do a lot of enefits

Benjamin Bratton (BB): I appreciate what Sarah was saying 

about the question of the collection and curation of the 

data, as well as Caitlin’s point about the archive and the 

lon er term aspect of the ri hts  n eolo ical sciences  

climate sciences  and other fields  there has een a reall  

interesting epistemological shift that big data has brought 

in one wa  or another when loo in  at ver  lon term 

samples. And, I think part of the culture of big data at this 

moment is about instantaneousness. And, I think that is 

part of the problem.

I wanted to address directly Caitlin’s question about 

measuring and measurements. One of the things that this 

comes down to is that the act of measurement in many 

cases is an act of uantification  But it s predicated on a 

3 “There’s a critique in all my work. But there’s also always a part that is about hope, that is earnestly and radically seeking connection. [...] I’m captivated by 
the ways we are taught to interact with algorithms, and how this shapes the way we interact with each other. What are the rules? What happens when we 
introduce glitches? [...] I feel a sense of power, owning the data of my own voice. I’m taking it back from the tech companies, constantly tapping my conversa
tions  samplin  and anal in  and archivin  m  speech for future use et un nown  nd said   offer the control m  voice to others  hat do ou want me to 
sa   auren ee c arth
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ind of lin uistic cate ori ation of the phenomenon that 

would e identified and made discrete in the first place 

like this is one kind of thing, that is another kind of thing. 

And, this categorical logic is not quantitative, it’s qualita

tive  t is lin uistic  t s s m olic  nd so  reali ed that to a 

certain extent, some of the political controversies over data 

and uantification in the academ  is  to a certain extent  a 

little bit of a war between the arts and humanities on one 

side, and the sciences and engineering on the other. And, 

we’d like to blame math for these problems; or, if we just 

embrace affect, language, and meaning once again, this 

would solve the problem. But in fact, it is behind the math. 

The measurement is about a linguistic kind of structure. 

And so there’s this conception that goes on both sides. 

I really love Lauren’s work about the way in which the 

anthropomorphic constructions around AI and some 

of the strangeness of that momentum and impetus, are 

presented. That I think is extremely important. In many 

cases, though, some of the most socially and politically 

important uses of data production modeling do not involve 

the modeling of people whatsoever. And I think we all 

should make a point of this. Part of the limitation, I think of 

both the Facebook model of the Facebook view of the world 

that the world is constructed of atomi ed individuals with 

predictable desires, but also the problem with the critique 

of the Facebook model, which is if these individuals could 

counter weaponi e and ma e themselves et more private 

then that would solve this question. I really would like to 

point your attention away from many of the most important 

issues that will involve the modelin  of car on flows  the 

modelin  of electricit  flow  the modelin  of land use flows  

that don’t necessarily involve a representation of humans 

at all, let alone have fair or unbiased [approach] in one way 

or another. And so there’s a certain sense, I think we’re at a 

point where we can open up this conversation in ways that 

might allow another set of directions.

SW: They do include people. We are the ones using and 

producing the majority of the carbon. The bottom line is that 

if we’re going to change environmental behavior, then we 

should clarify who is creating that carbon. It is the human.

BB: No, it is humans but in general, I would strongly 

push back in the idea that if we could model individual or 

4 hen  thin  a out data and how it affects our fields  m mostl  thin in  a out desi ns and not people    wor ed with students to create an 
open source dataset based on a competition that GE and www.grabcad.com put forth in 2013. [...] There are hundreds of submissions, and they’re 
all pu licl  availa le   e simulated their structural performance   ut also cate ori ed them in terms of their desi n concepts   his is an 
interesting way to have a baseline that we can all work on together in order to advance an understanding of design and data.”  Caitlin Mueller
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consumer behaviors, that somehow we can quantify carbon 

footprints, it is going to add up to infrastructural decar

oni ation  o  in this case  the issue has to do with car on 

taxes and other kinds of infrastructural scale implementa

tion policies. It is not just about pushing this problem to the 

end user and callin  it a moral uestion  t can t e that if 

you could just be a better person, it all cascades.

SW: Yes, I see what you mean.

Lauren Lee McCarthy (LLM): I think there are people at 

every scale of this. And when we’re talking about modeling 

and talking about data, I just like to remember that they’re 

also people making those decisions about how those 

models are made, and what they’re used for, and what data 

is incorporated into them. So, I’m always thinking about our 

tendency to see something as a technical problem, when I 

believe there are people involved in every stage of it.

Also, Benjamin, you made this distinction between, or 

ma e lac  of distinction etween uantified data and 

something that’s more linguistic or soft, more effective. But 

I would also want to open up the line around the collec

tion of data in eneral   thin  that is in itself a specific 

kind of instrument of knowledge, this idea that we’re going 

to collect data, information, and then model something, 

whether using effective data or qualitative or quantitative. 

And I think there are a lot of other ways of knowing, and 

understanding. I don’t know that those are often incorpo

rated into some of the technical models that we build. So, 

that’s something that I’ve always been really focused on 

in my work, which is thinking about the people that do not 

understand or feel that this is outside of their domain of 

expertise to be thinking about large scale and technical 

modelin  ow do we reco ni e that actuall  those people 

are essential to the conversation as well?

BB: Yeah, there’s a lot in your point. And I think we agree in 

many regards. I was not suggesting that behind the quan

tification is a ualification or that ehind the math is the 

language. In fact, it is reinserting the human phenomeno

logical perception of the world back into this question. But 

it’s also a way to insert back this question of abstraction. I 

think one of the things that tie both of these together is the 

dynamics of abstraction. Mapping uses modes of quantita

tive abstraction, that allow us to take all these data, climate 

data points  and find their hoc e  stic  there are modes 

of qualitative abstraction where we can compare different 

kinds of experiences and different kinds of relations 

between this and in different sorts of ways as well. I’m not 

suggesting that we simply need to give up on linguistics and 

just embrace the math and be done with it.

That’s not at all what I’m suggesting, in any kind of regard. 

In a certain sense, it is an interest in understanding the 

politics of abstraction and the politics of extraction. And, 

how that can work through the abstraction of ideas into 

tools and the ideas of tools into outcomes, the relationship 

between the linguistic and the quantitative as different 

modes of abstraction can depend upon each other. But 

what we’re building ultimately and hopefully, are certain 

types of collective intelligence that go beyond any one of 

our individual perceptions. It might get built up from lots 

and lots of human actions, but we’re building a collective 

form of abstraction. And I think the collectivity of that is 

actually, what makes it potentially politically powerful, in 

ways that we shouldn’t overlook.

CM: That’s really well said, Benjamin.

arah  to our point a out the floorplans  m alwa s inter

ested in this because I always hear that nobody wants to 

give this data up. No one who’s currently practicing and 

owns the intellectual property of their designs wants to 

give them to anyone. This is probably for the same reason 

that people don’t want to give their data to Google or 

Facebook. But perhaps, not only because they don’t want 

someone else to exploit them, but because it’s their means 

of operating. On the other hand, the owners of the build

in s actuall  also own the floorplans to some de ree  o 

there are a lot of privacy concerns there. We could debate 

whether that’s good or bad. What about public buildings 

that are publicly funded? Where and how do you see that 

data? If the government is building buildings or infrastruc

ture, does the public deserves access to that data?

SW: That’s a good question. Maybe we can go back to the 

seven principles in m  oo  nd  would uess m  first 

question would be, who could be potentially harmed by the 

release of that data? I mean, beyond whether it’s public 

information or not. There are some public buildings that are 

quite sensitive. So there could be potential harm.

CM: For example, embassies, which the GSA is in charge of 

producing, but obviously, embassies have a lot of security 

concerns associated with them.

SW: Could you open data about a public school or other 

public institutions? Sure, there could be a lot of value in 

anal in  school data to understand learnin  and the 
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openha en  and others  nd  the  help cities uild open

source platforms for the provision of public services. And 

then the  containeri e and allow other cities to use these 

as well. But one of the things that you’re seeing a lot is 

that there is this large disability for the public government 

producing public models for public use which is increas

ingly not just something that governments do, it’s what 

overnments are  nd that s somethin  that is ver  diffi

cult to explain to political scientists. But I think that it is 

becoming increasingly part of this question of what publicly 

owned data should be.

SW:  I was thinking about Caitlin’s earlier question, that in 

a wa  pu lic school floors plans are alread  availa le  t s 

ust not easil  accessi le  o  some od  needs to di iti e it 

all. And then once it does become easily accessible, what 

is the potential enefit for that  hen what s stems do we 

create to make that happen? This goes back to policies of 

uildin  a pu lic uildin  o ou chec  in our floor plans  

and then use them for that ind of enefit

CM: There is an interesting question from Vernelle Noel 

asking if we lack imagination in terms of understanding the 

potential downsides of these practices. I think it’s a super 

interesting question. When I studied engineering, it was all 

a out anal in  failure modes and spendin  the whole time 

thinking what are all the things that could go wrong here. 

In architecture, it’s the opposite. It’s about what can we do? 

nd  thin  this pro lem of anal sis  definitel  demands a 

more engineering mindset that doesn’t necessarily come 

naturally to the ones only concerned with a design perspec

tive, or only excited about the data perspective.

Thank you, speakers, for highlighting some of the tech

nical socio spatial  political  and ecolo ical uestions and 

concerns regarding data access and power. We’re really, 

really grateful for your time and for your contribution.

quality of the learning environment. So, it seems that poten

tially there is not a harm in doing that. But we would have 

to do more analysis. So, my answer would be, yes, but as 

long as that action is not harming anybody. Let’s think about 

another example. Would an architect give out their secret 

sauce  ivin  out their floor plan of a pu lic uildin   

am not sure if there’s potential harm for an architect in 

that  et s sa  what if the anal sis finds the uildin  to e 

good. I think there is potential value in its analysis. Going 

ac  to m  friend who s doin  the floor plan anal sis  that s 

why people are actually sharing the data with her because 

she’s using it to see how different plans add value to the 

real estate development process. So in a real estate frame

work, how do certain kinds of designs then create more 

rent   thin  certain developer minded architects would 

like that, but then some other architects might think their 

design isn’t valued or could be undervalued.

BB: I would echo that as well. I think the interesting ques

tion about the public ownership or public use of the data 

opens the question of, what do we mean by the public? And 

which public are we talking about?

In some of the examples that Sarah was talking about, what 

I am hearing, which I think is an important question, is that 

there is an implication of some form of public governance 

that is able to make use of this information in some way and 

act upon it, that it is not just information about the world 

but that the model becomes recursive.

It is actually a mechanism for acting back upon the world 

through the implications of the model, not just knowing 

more for its own sake. So, I think part of the question that 

should be asked at this point is if we do see a kind of shift in 

the role of models and abstraction that are quantitative and 

qualitative as part of how cities recursively compose them

selves, and govern themselves, and remake themselves 

in the buildings and the people and the processes and the 

services, and they go in here. Who does this? In what sense 

does this imply not just technical practices, as Lauren 

su ested  ut also a shift in the lo ic of socio political 

governance, per se, on what a government does and what 

governance means, more generally? And what are the kind 

of institutional changes that would need to happen in order 

for that to even be conceivable and possible?

I will put a plug for a good friend of mine, Ben Cerveny 

who runs a collective called the Foundation for Public 

Code in Europe, where it’s a federation of CTOs of different 

European cities, including Helsinki, Barcelona, Amsterdam, 
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Social and environmental crises are tightly coupled and entangled in design, computa-

tion, and data. These entanglements make their decoupling, one’s ability to notice and 

uestion them difficult  n this context  what is the connection etween computation and 

ecological thinking? How would design education, ethics, practice, and projects shift if we 

prioritized using our intelligence, creativity, and resources to care for our people, places, 

and the planet  n this e note conversation  four desi ners  scholars  and practitioners 

who engage with the politics of social and environmental crises share ways that we might 

rethink computation in practice, theory, and pedagogy for a better, more informed future 

for our citizens and our built environment.

The presentations and conversations between these four keynote speakers will help us 

navigate through these entangled questions. This manuscript documents the conversations 

etween the spea ers  he entire e note panel could e viewed on the  ou u e 

hannel  https www outu e com watch v t s f o

Paola Antonelli is Senior Curator at The Museum of Modern Art in the Department 

of Architecture & Design, and MoMA’s founding Director of Research & Development. 

mon  her most recent exhi itions are the  riennale di ilano Bro en ature and 

o s aterial colo  on the round rea in  wor  of architect eri xman  he 

is also currentl  wor in  on desi n emer enc  an nsta ram and oo  pro ect that 

explores desi n s role in uildin  a etter future for all  in colla oration with critic  lice 

Rawsthorn. Alice and Paola’s book, Design Emergency, will be published in Spring 2022. 

Through design and other projects, Paola discussed the interconnectedness of systems 

and crises that we live in—environmental, economic, democracy, racial injustice—and 

the need for empathy.

Justin Garrett Moore is a pro ram officer for the umanities in lace pro ram at the 

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. His work focuses on advancing equity, inclusion, and social 

justice through place-based initiatives and programs, built environments, cultural heritage 

Mariana Popescu
TU Delft

Lydia Kallipoliti
The Cooper Union 

& ANAcycle
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f we want to do somethin  a out the future  we need to e a le to thin  e ond the three or four enerations that are ph siolo icall  possi le  we need 
to have  a sense of the interconnectedness of s stems that we live in  and have  a sense of what we  could do in our  ever da  life  aola ntonelli

pro ects  and commemorative spaces  e has extensive 

experience in architecture  plannin  and desi n from 

urban systems, policies, and building projects to grassroots 

and community-focused planning, design, and arts initia-

tives  ith over fifteen ears of pu lic service with the it  

of New York, he has led several urban design and planning 

pro ects  rom  to  he was the xecutive irector 

of the New York City Public Design Commission, and in 2021 

he received the American Academy of Arts and Letters 

Award in Architecture and was named to the United States 

ommission of ine rts  resident oseph Biden  ustin 

argued for the practice and deployment of computation 

from a place of care. While computation and design can be 

connected to harmful practices like the slave trade, slave 

ships  redlinin  and exclusionar  policies  he ar ued for 

a revealing practice of computation grounded in care and 

access, rather than in harm.

Lydia Kallipoliti is an architect, engineer, and scholar 

whose research focuses on the intersections of archi-

tecture, technology, and environmental politics. She is 

an Assistant Professor at the Cooper Union in New York. 

Kallipoliti is the author of The Architecture of Closed

Worlds, Or, What is the Power of Shit, the History of 

Ecological Design for the Oxford English Encyclopedia of 

Environmental Science, and the editor of EcoRedux, an 

issue of Architectural Design in 2010. She is the prin-

cipal of ANAcycle thinktank, which has been named a 

leadin  innovator in sustaina le desi n in Build s  

and 2020 awards and Head Co-Curator of the 2022 

allinn rchitecture Biennale  dia presents the pro lem 

of encirclement understandin  ecolo  explicitl  as 

circular reasoning. She demonstrates this by discussing 

the promises that were outlined in the popular book, Cradle 

to Cradle by architect William McDonough and chemist 

ichael Braun art

Mariana Popescu is Assistant Professor of Parametric 

Structural Design and Digital Fabrication at the Faculty of 

Civil Engineering and Geosciences at the Delft University of 

Technology. She is a computational architect and struc-

tural designer with a strong interest in innovative ways of 

approaching the fabrication process and use of materials 

in construction  er area of expertise is computational and 

parametric design with a focus on digital fabrication and 

sustaina le desi n  er extensive involvement in pro ects 
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related to promoting sustainability has led to a multilateral 

development of s ills  which com ine the fields of archi-

tecture, engineering, computational design, and digital 

fa rication  n  she successfull  defended her h  

which was nominated for the ETH Medal for outstanding 

dissertation  and was named a ioneer  on the  

echnolo  review s lo al list of  innovators under  

Mariana argued for more sustainable practices in compu-

tational design and construction through digitalization and 

novel construction methods.

Lydia Kallipoliti (LK):  ust want to than  all of ou for our 

wonderful and thou ht provo in  presentations  m oin  

to start with a question on the idea of reparation, resto-

ration, replenishment, which was mentioned by Paola, but 

also in some ways and forms by Justin in his articulation of 

disinvestment, racialized bias, and processes of restitution; 

also, partially in the work of Mariana by looking at material 

forms as forms of atonement of new wa s to uild   wonder 

if there is a way to think of these types of processes without 

technology? What would it mean to repair without geoengi-

neering and without grand master plans? What would other 

formats of thinking and acting look like?

Paola Antonelli (PA): han  ou dia  our presenta-

tion was reall  reat  e ardin  these terms   thin  that 

reparative  and reparations  were used  ustin with 

more authority than by me. For me, it was a very interesting 

decision amon st all the different terms that  could use  

n Broken Nature, there was a whole list of possible points 

of pressure and ways in which citizens could be more 

responsible and sustainable, from upcycling and recycling 

to the di ital exile  that has ecome normalc  durin  the 

pandemic—the forced move to Zoom reducing footprints 

before was one possible strategy. There are myriad ways in 

which we can contribute to just doing things better. 

Justin Garrett Moore (JGM):  thin  the cross cuttin  

thread of all of what we’ve shared is this notion of, “How 

do we uild  n one of ariana s ima es  people were on 

the ground doing something together, seemingly mundane, 

but the idea of the hierarchies, the power structures, and 

the resource dynamics that people understand need to 

be rethought and rechallenged. This is challenging to do 

because the paths and systems are really in place to make 

us all o ac  to rote  to ase ourselves in the norms  But 

 thin  in spaces where people are showin  that there are 

 would offer a uote from Berenice isher and oan ronto as a framin  for this uestion of computation throu h the lens of care  t sa s  n the most 
general level, we suggest that caring be viewed as a species activity that includes everything that we do to maintain, continue, and repair our world so that 
we can live in it as well as possi le  ustin arrett oore
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a wider variety of norms that we can accept, incorporate, 

and adopt as practices are reall  e   reall  appreciated 

seeing—and Mariana illustrated that—in some ways, 

what the machine was doing and what the people were 

doing were somehow together, even though they’ve been 

designed to be differentiated in terms of resources, access, 

and all of these different thin s  o  thin  that idea of how 

we make things more connected in the plane is where so 

much of the work is.

LK: ariana  can  tell ou what m  favorite part of our 

presentation was, and you can answer both questions 

simultaneousl   thin  it s extraordinar  wor  our 

research with fabrics and how they unfold in such premed-

itated forms. My favorite part was the point where you 

were showing a giant scarf that was packed in a suitcase 

that you carried. This action speaks of all the precarious 

processes architects indulge in, like hugging their models 

to install them in an exhi ition  it was a similar ind of la or 

when the fabric was unfolded and stitched. What we saw 

was how this super-streamlined computational process—

maybe the question Justin is asking is interrelated—is 

entangled with precarious labor and contingency that 

underline the entire process. This happens no matter how 

streamlined the al orithm is  ould ou spea  to this  t 

was my favorite part!

Mariana Popescu (MP): m lad that was our favorite 

part, it’s one of my favorite parts too because it makes 

you do things, and then you become the constructor, you 

become part of that value chain, and you become not just 

the designer, but you get your hands dirty. And we as 

architects, as designers, as creators, love that because it’s 

a way to indeed hug your work or feel that it’s your baby, 

somehow   would sa  that we have to step awa  from that 

at some point, because the truth is, we can’t singularly do 

that, and we cannot control the whole process ourselves. 

So that’s just to have a sort of disclaimer to these kinds 

of thin s   thin  that there is alwa s a contrast  indeed  

between how streamlined an algorithm is and how that 

ends up in practice. And this is inherent to any sort of 

construction practice in any sort of building, any sort of 

going from the digital to the physical realm, wherever it 

may be. And this doesn’t necessarily only have to be in the 

precariousness of what you’ve seen..., but also in the types 

of tolerances or in the types of being able to really get to 

3 “What do we build and what is important that we build, because through computation, and through digital fabrication, we’ve come to a point where we can 
indeed  do almost whatever we want But the uestion is  what should we e doin ariana opescu
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that or replicating whatever is in the digital world.... What 

 li e a out the pro ect is that it underlines or it shows 

who works on this, how do you work on this? How do you 

appl  the material  s it safe  is it not safe  n the end  it s 

lighter, it’s easier to work with, it’s a lot easier for humans 

to work with than other materials that are out there. So it 

does allow to rethink work. And it does allow to really show 

that you could have actually a very streamlined process of 

design and fabrication. And that maybe we’re not there yet 

on the very streamlined construction sites, but we have to 

go towards that. And that doesn’t necessarily always mean 

that ou have a particularl  hi h tech answer to it  t can e 

a little it of a lower tech ut hi h tech informed  h  m 

sa in  that is not ecause  don t elieve in the hi h tech 

part   do elieve in the hi h tech part  ut the part that 

makes it a little bit more relatable or makes it possible to 

include people  now  or to include alread  existin  s illed 

labor ... now.

JGM: t was actuall  wh   wanted to include that example 

from the 1950s of the connection of community and their 

labor to the built environment in a very direct way, and 

showing the clip ... showing people actually learning the 

skills, and knowing that there is this process from 6,000 

human hours to 2,100 human hours, and what it actu-

ally took to do that was beyond the scope of what we 

desi ners  normall  ta e responsi ilit  for  here was a 

whole set of systems that they were thinking about from 

childcare to health. There are all these networks of ideas 

that need to be understood as connected to the work of 

uildin  and uilt environment  that  thin  for a lot of 

reasons we ve ecome so separated from  t s a challen e 

to do wor  that s trul  communit ased this eneric 

word that people throw around  f ou re oin  to use the 

word, you then have to accept all of it as being a part of 

the resource and responsibility system for our work as 

designers.

LK: ustin   was also reall  struc  when ou showed the 

manifests of the slave ships  t was astoundin  to see 

how they were categorizing and creating at that time, 

hyper-logistic machines where people were actually units 

within a s stem  nd  was thin in  what our thou hts 

on comparing the slave ship manifest with the windowless 

dorm at the niversit  of alifornia anta Bar ara that 

was recently all over the news. Ostensibly these students 

are part of another kind of manifest. So what has changed, 

and how can we use our agency to change the logic that 

4 “We must look at debris, the waste of our own production processes, understand environmental and social problems in a visceral way, via the raw 
ecologies of our bodies and the understanding that these problems are not simply statistical and abstract. They cannot just be relayed to the management 
of resources  ut the re landed on odies and on the water we drin  as well as the air we reathe dia allipoliti
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enerates these inds of s stems   consider this a critical 

question for our discipline because the two plans are not 

different  t s ust insane that after centuries and a reat 

number of battles for civil rights, there is no difference.

MP: an  ust sa  it s not machine lo ic  this is pure human 

logic. This is pure inequality, or this is pure privilege, this 

is something else, this is not machine, or this particular 

example is not machine lo ic

LK: Of course, you’re absolutely right in pointing this out. 

Because machine lo ic doesn t distin uish or ma e hierar-

chies etween person  and person  e distill this lo ic 

within the algorithm. We put it there; we inserted it, but 

there are hierarchies that make it a kind of systematized 

production system. These types of hierarchy read like 

codes in some ways.

JGM:  appreciated the point that aola was sharin  at the 

end of her talk about this idea of the imagination, and really 

understandin  the power of it  or example  that drawin  of 

the slave ship too  ima ination  nd  a ree with ariana  

it’s not about machine or rationality or any of that it’s actu-

ally about pure unencumbered imagination. And so what is 

our counter to that? And how does it become as invested as 

empowered, as impactful as this horrible imagination, that 

we are all still living with regardless of your demographic, 

background, history, and heritage? We are actually all still 

living with this unimaginable, horrible imagination.

PA: ee   respectfull  and lovin l  disa ree   thin  that 

that is mere visuali ation  ma ination would e different  

it would mean envisioning a better or worse future. There 

would e somethin  more   did a pro ect a few ears a o 

that was called esi n and iolence  tr in  to under-

stand the manifestations of violence in contemporary 

societ  throu h desi n o ects  t was a out contemporar  

issues  so  didn t use the dia rams of slave ships desi n  

ut the  were in m  mind   did include redlinin  it was one 

of the case studies  f that dorm had happened at the time of 

the pro ect   would have included it for sure  such a s m ol 

of arro ance and oppression  t s not even evil  it s i no-

rance and arro ance  t s thin in  that the other  

can live in cubicles like cattle, and it’s okay. And if you see 

the picture of the two  arren Buffett and the ear old 

amateur architect harlie un er  next to each other 

  mean  arren Buffett should not o around with him  

because we’ve always thought of him relatively well…. 

 thin  that ima ination is what can propel us forward in 

some cases in evil ways, but it is always a leap. And instead, 

that dorm or slave ship  are ust a visuali ation of how to 

fit as man  humans as possi le within a dorm or a ship  he 

ship was leading to a much more tragic and reverberating 

future  even thou h the B students should e treated 

better anyway. ignorance and arrogance are just what is 

eepin  us from desi nin  a etter extinction  from livin  

better, from everything.

LK: o ll as  one final uestion that ustin posed earlier  

t is a ver  simple one  ut a ver  complex one at the 

same time. How would design education, ethics practice, 

and projects shift if we prioritized using our intelligence, 

creativity, and resources to care for our people, places, 

and the planet?

PA: ell   don t now if it s feasi le at all  But  found that 

indi enous universit  example reall  interestin  ow ou 

mi ht o ect to the fact that it s rsula Biemann  she s a 

Swiss artist, is it more of white western people colonizing, 

but actually, she was brought in as an artist to help indige-

nous people find a wa  to create a rid e  o that s ust one 

possible idea.

JGM: Sharing knowledge and practice.
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Emerging Trends in Response to Critical 
Computation

Marta Novak
Ohio State University

Dori Tunstall
Ontario College of 

Art and Design

KEYNOTE EVENT

As thought and practice leaders of a community with potential impact in the future of 

societ  and our uilt environment  it is our dut  to reflect criticall  on the intended and 

unintended consequences of technological practices. In this keynote conversation, four 

designers, scholars, and practitioners, whose work deals with situating people at the 

center of obsolete economic and political practices, gathered to denounce naive assump-

tions about design, technology, and architecture, and challenged the audience with 

provocations on the future of the profession.

Marta Nowak, Christos Yessios Digital Fabrication Assistant Professor of Architecture at 

Knowlton School at the Ohio State University, Senior Innovation Manager at Google R+D 

for the Built Environment and Founding Principal at AN.ONYMOUS, opened the panel with 

a presentation about her research work on the interaction between humans and archi-

tectural spaces. Marta discussed the idea of prosthetics as extensions of the abilities of 

the human body, and presented her studies on the interfaces, machines, and spaces that 

mediate our relation to the architectural spaces we inhabit.

Dr. Dori Tunstall, Dean of Design at Ontario College of Art and Design University, extended 

the conversation by advocating for the decolonization of design and technology. In her 

presentation, Dori discussed how desgin and technology has been rather disrespectful, 

especially to indigenous, black and people of color communities, as well as the land, in and 

of itself. Through historical examples, Dori argued how the values of design and technology 

have been, and still are, colonial, white supremacist, patriarchal and capitalist, with harful 

intended and unintended consequences provoked by misguided values. She concluded with 

two provocations on how we can change the consciouness of our technology. 

Dr. Charlotte Malterre-Barthes, Assistant Professor of Urban Design at Harvard Graduate 

School of Design, followed with a criticism to the complicit role of architecture in environ-

mental and social degradation, and questioned the prevalent culture of always building 

new. By examining the complex, and often violent policies of resource extraction as motors 

Charlotte 
Materre-Barthes

Harvard University

Jenny Sabin
Cornell University
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1 “I am very interested in the idea of prosthetics that focus not on recovering basic human function, but extending human abilities, the objects that enable 
new type of interactions with environments, ...prosthetics as architectural projects that take the human body as its site.... When you think about it, the [video 
game] controller as a form of body machine interface enables human action and interaction in a space, be it physical or virtual. To me, this is no less archi-
tecture than our furniture, physical spaces, or buildings.”  —Marta Nowak

to predatory capitalism, Charlotte argued that current 

architectural practices perpetuate an obsolete model 

where architects are always expected build more, and 

challenged the audience to envision a world where pausing 

construction, using instruments such as building mora-

toria, could lead to a human-centered culture of reparation, 

reinvention, reevaluation, and reinvigoration.

Jenny Sabin, Arthur L. and Isabel B. Wiesenberger 

Professor in Architecture and Associate Dean for Design 

Initiatives in the College of Architecture, Art, and Planning 

at Cornell University, and President of ACADIA, concluded 

the panel  reflectin  on s fort one ears of 

history and some of the provocations offered in previous 

panels in this conference, to help contextualize the discus-

sion and propose next steps for our community. A lively 

conversation followed, reproduced below in edited form.

For a recording of the entire event, please see this link: 

https://youtu.be/0mnWUoAWrg4.

Jenny Sabin (JS): Dori, in your work towards decolonizing 

design, you underscore that we need to develop a better 

underlying consciousness with technology. And you pose 

the question “what does it mean to bring an indigenous 

consciousness to technology?”

One example of work that immediately comes to mind that 

engages this question is the work of Ron Rael and Virginia 

San Fratello, such as their Casa Covida project. In the 

architects words, “Casa Covida, a house for cohabitation in 

the time of COVID, is an experiment in combining 3D printing 

with indigenous and traditional building materials, methods 

with employing new and ancient ways of living. The experi-

mental case study house is sited in the high alpine desert of 

olorado s an uis alle  where ado e  a com ination of 

sand, silt, clay, water, and straw that is dried in the sun, and 

is the traditional building material of the region.”1

Are there other emerging trends and work that we should 

consider? In many ways the ACADIA community is well 

poised to implement the robust 40 plus years of compu-

tational design thinking, methods, and tools towards a 

more empathetic, relational, and critical project. But in 
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many ways, we have only just begun to demand a critical 

approach and alternate models in pedagogy. So I ask the 

three of you and your incredible presentations, what are 

the emerging trends? And what are our next steps? You 

have offered several methods and projects to consider. But 

are there others in terms of practice, of considering peda-

gogy, teaching, and the models that many of our curricula 

are based upon?

Dori Tunstall (DT): Jenny, what an amazing overview of 

the histor  and revolution that is happenin  in the field  

and such a great summary of the conversations over the 

conference for the last five da s  than  ou for that

I am really interested in things that are happening peda-

gogically. The thing I am most excited about is that we 

have spent the last couple of years developing indige-

nous learning outcomes, and we are just at the point now 

where we have enough critical mass of indigenous faculty 

members to begin to implement them. But it is really inter-

esting that we have moved from the conversation of what 

is decolonization to what does it mean to create spaces in 

places for indigenous sovereignty. We have an indigenous 

visual cultural program, but I am particularly interested in 

how that spreads out to change the underlying ethos of the 

work that we do in the rest of our programs throughout the 

institution. I trust that the implementation of these indig-

enous learnin  outcomes will reconfirm our connection 

to the land and reconfirm our necessit  of understandin  

indigenous histories, for everyone. As a community of 

educators, we have ramped up on our knowledge and 

shifted our understanding of what the possibilities of design 

are away from this modernist project.

There are some really beautiful things happening pedagog-

ically. The students are developing a sense of pride of self, 

their cultures, and their backgrounds, and are using that 

to enerate innovations that  in man  wa s  not ust enefit 

their direct ac rounds ut enefits the wider communit  

of people who now they see themselves in relationship with. 

In this case, relationship carries the indigenous notion of 

“all my relations,” extending from human to human into the 

relationship with the air, water, soil, materials, and tech-

nology. There is some really beautiful work happening, 

which makes me excited for this conference because I 

see there are spaces and places, at the intersection of 

2 “Modern technologies are based on master-slave relationships. When we talk about human-computer interactions, many of them are based on human-
human interactions from the past. [For example] 150 years ago, Siri might have been an enslaved indigenous, or black woman, because many of the ways in 
which we create our technologies are to replace activities that were formally done by human beings. And thus, our nightmares in technology are actually 
based on white fears of the slave rebellion.” —Dori Tunstall
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academia and practice, where they can grow too, and 

engage deeper in not just these conversations but in these 

practices.

Marta Nowak (MN): Thank you Jenny for this amazing 

overview of ACADIA. It is really great to see how things 

have changed, yet not really, in the past 20 years of talking 

about technology and architecture, especially when you are 

bringing up the quotes from 2004 and the ideas of access, 

which was allowed because of the computer.

I keep thinking about that today as well, except now 

computers are taken for granted. The new tools that maybe 

five or ten ears a o were incredi l  complex and difficult 

for anyone to use are now very accessible, so anyone can 

use them for their own projects. However, now there is a 

huge responsibility about what is this being used for? When 

I think about the work I do in different institutions, it always 

comes down to the individual. I am quite tired of the top- 

down approach  to me  it should alwa s o ac  to the ver  

basic human being and understanding their behaviors and 

their relations to new machines. In order to do that, we also 

have to understand how the  were desi ned   am definitel  

a promoter of bottom-up thinking and and bringing ideas 

back to humans. We are changing, evolving and bombarded 

with everything around us, so I look forward to years of 

ACADIA and how that will evolve too.

Charlotte Malterre-Barthes (CMB): Marta, I think it is very 

interesting what you discuss about access to software, 

a conversation I recently had with a student. I intention-

ally included in my presentation CAD programs opening 

on a blank page as an homage to the modernist project 

where you start from nothing. Reviewing the situation, 

and specificall  loo in  at the software we use for desi n 

such as Rhino,2 my student mentioned “By the way, do you 

know how expensive these programs are?” I am stunned 

to hear them ualified as accessi le  the  mi ht e more 

accessi le in terms of literac  ut the re not necessaril  

accessible for everyone in terms of costs.

Jenny, you were interested in asking about where do 

pedagogical institution stand on this? And my own impres-

sion from listening very closely to what my students, and 

students in general, say... it seems to me we are not really 

3 “Halting construction, even if temporarily, shall suspend the race for discounted materials while questioning the narrative of progress and techno posi-
tivism established around capitalist societies. Building without an end in sight is the diktat and the jurisdiction of modernity, and we must question the 
growth imperative of the construction industry.”  —Charlotte Malterre-Barthes
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up to the task. I feel like the conversation that is happening, 

not just around technology but the whole discipline of 

architecture and design, is not really up to the climate 

emer enc  we find ourselves in   thin  students ver  

clearly feel that the curriculums are dated, or that they are 

disconnected from their urgencies, including questions of 

race  ender  and even materials  there are students who 

are still forced to do concrete in their studios, even though 

we know we really have to question this paradigm. I feel 

the urgency as I speak because I feel my students are also 

feeling that the schools are not yet where they should be. 

This might be related to the inertia of institutions, which 

are slow to change for many reasons. But for instance, 

one of the questions I would have would be why have we 

not declared a climate emergency in architecture schools? 

Even if you could dismiss this, or my comments about 

green capitalism as a gimmick, I feel like the schools are 

not located where the  should e in that fi ht   now that 

they are trying—my own institution is graplling with that—

but previous institutions where I have found myself where 

incredibly slow and not understanding why. So I would 

throw back the question to you, in your position now, as it 

feels to me that educational institutions are not grappling 

enough with these questions. 

JS: I agree. I am encouraged, both by our students and 

faculty, to have these open discussions and make changes 

to syllabi. One of my favorite quotes from Buckminster 

Fuller, actually, is that to change a model, you have to 

replace it with a new one.3 We are grappling with what that 

new model is since, as you know, most of our curricula are 

based on the Bauhaus model, and that has been the case 

for over a hundred years, in many ways. I think it is going 

to take time, and that is why it is so important to be having 

these discussions together, both inside of this kind of niche 

community of ACADIA with our areas of expertise in tech-

nology, and expanding beyond that, which is so important in 

the development of a criticality.

CMB: I have another example that I think is really inter-

esting: the discussion around circular materialities. There 

are people who are looking at how, for example, catalogs 

and software plugins could be developed so that, when you 

design something, you can already be able to source it, and 

understand where your choice of materiality is impacting 

someone and what does that mean. I feel there is urgency 

at that level that could be solved with these tools. I was 

mentioning before how some of these programs are unable 

4 ast ear  the conference mar ed an important shift that this ear s conference continues  a critical thou ht provo in  and inspirin  conference appropri-
ately titled Distributed Proximities. The conference challenged us all to deepen our thinking, creative practices, and engagement with ecology and ethics, 
issues of access and bias as it pertains to algorithms and big data, automation, agency, labor and practice, computational design, in issues of health and 
wellness, and new forms of collaboration, to identify next steps.” —Jenny Sabin
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to acknowledge that there is never nothing when we plan 

an architectural project: there is soil, air, humidity.... Even 

if it is a deserted area  it mi ht e someone else s territor  

There is never nothing. There might even be paleolith-

ical riverbeds! These are the kind of limitations that I feel 

we need to overcome. We need the communitites to get 

together and help out here.

JS: I am seeing the formation of potentially another 

conference!

NOTES
1. https://www.rael-sanfratello.com/made/casa-covida

2. https://www.rhino3d.com/

3. ou never chan e thin s  fi htin  the existin  realit  o 

change something, build a new model that makes the existing 

model obsolete.” L. Steven Sieden, A Fuller View: Buckminster 

Fuller's Vision of Hope and Abundance for All, Divine Arts 

Media, 2011, p. 358.
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Teaching Award of Excellence

AWARDS EVENT

EMBODIED COMPUTATION: SELECTIVE PROTOTYPES
My research focus is embodied computation and from it I also derive my teaching 

approach. Embodied computation stands for the extension of material-built form into the 

behavioral. Our computational constructs are physical digital hybrids and are the embod-

iment of our design intent. The physical distribution of structure, sensors, actuation, and 

its algorithmic control all come together to a construct of embodied computation. Robotics 

tend to mimic the evolutionary bias towards outward facing senses, yet architecture is a 

discipline that is focused on space and inhabitable interiors, hence it is essential to further 

develop the inward facing sensing and modes of communication between building and 

inhabitant that goes beyond voice and screen into a form of body language of the built 

environment. This likely involves a combination of analog matter-based computing and 

digital computation. To test this concept, I develop prototypes. In my research work and 

in teaching, I frequently develop what I refer to as selective prototypes, which means to 

design a prototype to be a construct of reduced complexity yet equipped with the minimum 

number of features that are essential to experience the to be tested condition. In the fl exing 

room prototype an architectural robot in room form was developed that could be inhabited 

and was able to take on a series of postures from the combination of its 36 pneumatic actu-

ators. For each pose it would count the number of people in its room and use it as a form 

of popularity measure to infl uence which pose it would take next. The fl exing room is a test 

to provoke new insights on the relationship between inhabitants and robotic built form, yet 

in teaching I frame assignments in a manner to lead towards the construction to a testable 

prototype guided by student identifi ed motivation.

Reflections on Teaching and Research

At the core of my teaching, I support fi nding a motivation for student work. The desire to 

achieve something is the strongest driver to dive into the unknown and for learning. From 

a motivation a strategy for learning and design can be developed. Knowledge distribution 

has changed fundamentally in the past decade. Hierarchical knowledge production and 

distribution models have fundamentally changed to fl atter community-based models. This 

Axel Kilian
Visiting Assistant Professor

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
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1 Flexing Room 2017-2019, Axel Kilian, MIT and Seoul 
Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism

2 Bowtower 2012-2018, Axel Kilian, Princeton University

has increased the importance of the framing and curation 

of the design focus. It is crucial to create a stimulating 

framework in which productive connections can be made 

and community discussion and awareness can evolve. 

Fluency

A crucial aspect of introducing computation is to estab-

lish a ase fluenc  within the domain of stud  luenc  is 

the ability to speak the domain language and to express 

new concepts so the are understandable to an existing 

audience  n computation this fluenc  is a com ination 

of programming, geometry, mathematics, and design 

theory. I strongly believe that students should be able to 

develop their approaches from the ground up, as that 

approach allows for the discovery of new approaches 

throu h implementation  t is a fine alance thou h to not 

become too much of an expert to lose critical distance to 

the domain   stron l  elieve that fluenc  is the asis of 

discourse and ultimately enables criticality express new 

concepts and understand existing ones in an exchange 

of ideas around computational design not based on its 

output ut ased on the underl in  definin  principles

Criticality

Fluency provides an internal perspective and a deep 

awareness of the underlying models and existing 

abstractions being deployed to enable criticality. Despite 

computation increasing impact and its widespread use, 

the theoretical basis of the most frequently used models 

is relatively narrow compared to the high visibility 

gained through increased productivity. This increased 

productivit  can also camoufla e diversit  of thou ht 

and approaches. This is a long running crisis only further 

escalated by industrial scale implementation in the soft-

ware industries that provide robust readymade solution 

yet render alternative novel approaches almost invisible. 

Criticality is crucial to protect the long arc of development 

of alternative approaches to ensure that there is a future 

of diverse approaches.

Diversity of Cultures

The glossy and robust is the enemy of the fragile, scruffy, 

and unfamiliar. This is a problem that is more exasperated 

by the misunderstanding of design as polished perfection in 

popular culture driven by consumer brands such as Apple. 
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undamentall  desi n is mess  and fractured  difficult to 

foresee and unpredictable in its outcome, and it requires 

time not onl  in findin  new forms of expression ut 

also in shaping an audience that appreciates possible 

new contributions. Hence design at its best supports 

the diversity of cultures being seen and strengthened 

by widening the foundation of the domain. This requires 

activel  invitin  in and findin  voices not currentl  heard  

and a careful review of metrics of measuring success.

Axel Kilian is currently a Visiting Assistant Professor at the MIT 

Department of Architecture. He was previously Assistant Professor 

at the Princeton University School of Architecture and at the Delft 

University of Technology and a Postdoctoral Associate at the 

Department of Architecture at MIT. He holds a PhD in Design and 

Computation and a Master of Science in Architectural Studies 

from the Department of Architecture at MIT. He came to MIT as a 

German American Fulbright scholarship grantee after completing 

a professional degree in architecture at the University of the Arts 

Berlin. His work in architectural robotics has been exhibited at the 

Istanbul Design Biennial and the Seoul Biennial of Architecture and 

Urbanism. His current research and teaching focus is on embodied 

computation, exploring the extension of architecture’s material 

form into the behavioral through physical, actuated, and sensing 

prototypes of space.

3 Buoyant Extrusion, Nick Foley, Ryan Luke Johns, Axel Kilian, Greyshed 
and Princeton University, workshop of RobArch 2014

4 Wave Fanfare 2018, Jeff Snyder, Axel Kilian, Ryan Luke Johns, Jane Cox, 
Princeton University
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Alvin Huang
Associate Professor 

and Director of Graduate 
& Post-Professional 
Architecture, USC

Founder and Principal
Synthesis 

Design + Architecture

Digital Practice Award of Excellence

AWARDS EVENT

Within common language, the terms “research” and “practice” have two clearly different 

and seemingly oppositional meanings. Whereas research is understood as a systematic 

investigation or inquiry aimed at contributing to knowledge of a theory,1 practice is 

understood as the actual application or use of an idea, belief, or method, as opposed 

to theories relating to it.2 However, when describing the work of Synthesis Design + 

Architecture, I want to discuss the intersection between the two terms where we see 

design research as practice.

In 10+ years of practice, we have engaged in a wide spectrum of projects ranging from 

speculative design proposals for competitions, design research projects for objects, 

pavilions, and public art, to architectural commissions for interiors, facades, and buildings. 

While the typologies of the work have been highly varied—from that standpoint we don’t 

fi t the mold of most architectural practices in that we don’t specialize in anything, in 

terms of type—what I would argue connects the body of work is an interest in challenging 

conventions, asking questions, and leveraging technology as a means of designing, 

analyzing, fabricating, and perhaps most importantly, thinking. We specialize in producing 

ground-breaking design work that not only challenges convention through technological, 

material, and computational innovation, but also work that purposefully enlivens the public 

imagination and makes a case for the role of innovative architecture in our contemporary 

creative culture. We seek to balance both the experimental and the visionary with the 

practical and the pragmatic to achieve the extraordinary.

The discipline of architecture has always been informed by technology. The catalyst for 

nearly every major advancement within the discipline of architecture has been a parallel 

development of technology. These technological advancements have varied from design 

technique (i.e. the invention of perspective by Brunelleschi in the Renaissance), to mate-

rial process (i.e. the revolutionary use of mass produced cast iron components by Joseph 

Paxton in the Crystal Palace in 1854), to building technology (i.e. the invention of the fi rst 

commercial elevator by Otis in 1857). Meanwhile, the use of computation within the fi eld 
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1 Pure Tension – Volvo V60 Pavilion, 2014 2 Durotaxis Chair, 2014

of architecture has likewise led to several advancements 

within the discipline—enabling generative design tech-

niques, digital fabrication processes, and performative 

building technologies. Computational design has introduced 

a bevy of design tools that can be married with design tech-

niques that collectively enable the possibility to generate, 

optimi e  descri e  and fa ricate complex forms and mate-

rial constructs.

However, similar to the industrial advances that preceded 

computation, the true revolution is not in the technologies 

themselves, but rather in the mastery of the design knowl-

edge that is gained and the creative explorations of the 

design opportunities that they are able to provide. It is not 

just the ability to use them—nor the ability to think with 

them, but rather the ability to think with them intuitively—

that elevates the combination of tool and technique to the 

level of techné.

Techné is an ancient Greek term for craft, that was 

synonymous with all forms of creating, including 

those that we may consider arts—painting, sculpture, 

and architecture; as well as those that may consider 

practical—agriculture, medicine, and carpentry.3 This 

definition encompassed oth the master  of the process 

of producing things and perhaps more importantly, the 

embedded knowledge that allows and accounts for that 

production. Techné is the bridge between the realms of 

possibility and actuality—it indexes both action and the 

conditions of a possibility for action.4 B  this definition  

techné is an embodied knowledge—a sensibility—that is a 

result of the tools (technologies), techniques (methods), and 

contingencies (possibilities) of a discipline that guides them 

in practice.

Through the last decade, I have had the opportunity to work 

on a wide range of projects. While computational design 

has emerged as a mainstream protocol for the production 

of architecture—its applications within the conventions of 

traditional practice have pigeonholed it under the banners 

of efficac  and optimi ation  eanwhile  in the academ  

computational design seems to have been steered towards 

the search for novelty. The contingencies of considering 

computational design as a form of techné imply that one 

can consider an embodied sensibility or design intuition 

that is informed by the facility of a designer working with 
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both of these seemingly contending ideas. Computational 

design offers architects an opportunity to develop new 

design sensibilities and design intuitions in regards to their 

facility with an emerging set of tools and techniques. In the 

work of Synthesis Design + Architecture, techné emerges 

as distinct yet overlapping territories of computational 

design thinking that can be leveraged to explore a new 

realm of possibilities and alternatives rather than a search 

for the ideal or the optimi ed

NOTES
1. “research, n.1.” OED Online. March 2022. Oxford University 

Press.

2. “practice, n.” OED Online. March 2022. Oxford University Press. 

3. Christopher J. Rowe and Sarah Broadie, eds. Nicomachean 

Ethics. New York: Oxford University Press, 2002.

4. Jonathan Sterne. “Communication as Techné.” In 

Communication As...: Perspectives on Theory, edited by G. J. 

Shepherd, J. St. John, and T. Striphas. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 

Publications, Inc. 91-98.

Alvin Huang is a os n eles ased architect with a lo al profile  

As an award-winning architect, designer, and educator, he explores 

the intersections between technology and culture to produce 

innovative design work that challenges convention and expresses 

universal values. He is a vocal advocate for justice, equity, diversity, 

and inclusion in design culture. His work spans all scales ranging 

from hi-rise towers and mixed-use developments to temporary 

pavilions and bespoke furnishings. He is the founder and principal 

of Synthesis Design + Architecture and an Associate Professor at 

the University of Southern California, where he is also the Director 

of Graduate and Post-professional Architecture. Prior to estab-

lishin   he ained si nificant experience wor in  in the offices 

of Zaha Hadid Architects, Future Systems, AL_A and AECOM. He 

received an MArch from the Graduate Design Research Laboratory 

at the Architectural Association in London and a BArch from the 

USC School of Architecture in Los Angeles.

3 Data Moire for IBM Watson, 2016 4 YPMD Pediatric Neurology Clinic, 2019
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KEY PRINCIPLES GUIDING THE WORK OF COOP HIMMELB(L)AU
Any attempts by critics to classify the work of Coop Himmelb(l)au are usually doomed 

to fail. Yet what is the understanding of architecture—in theory and practice—that 

characterizes the work of Coop Himmelb(l)au? What makes them pioneers of architecture 

and co-founders of the architectural movement of deconstructivism? For Wolf dPrix, 

architecture can never be scientifi cally founded. He is fascinated by the coincidence 

of the creative result, similar to the character of the “Bellmaker  from Tarkovsky’s fi lm 

The Passion of Andrei Rublev (1966). To Wolf dPrix, architecture is a three-dimensional 

language. “Architecture must burn” = architecture is more than function. There are several 

aspects that make Wolf dPrix and his studio pioneers.

Coop Himmelb(l)au was founded in Vienna, Austria in 1968 by architects Wolf dPrix, Helmut 

Swiczinsky, and Michael Holzer. Their aim was to develop architecture in line with an open 

society (see Karl Popper, “The open society and its enemies”) and to revolutionize architec-

ture. The development of their formal language (“everbody is right, but nothing is correct”) 

was later called deconstructivism.

The confrontation in the cultural and political environment of the 1960s and 1970s in 

Vienna led to their credo that a space can be dynamic and does not have to be only static, 

“architecture changeable like clouds” was their ambition at that time. This is shown in 

various artistic actions, performances, and installations: a house that greets; a room that 

reacts to the heartbeat of people.

Two major events established Coop Himmelb(l)au’s global position and its worldwide 

recognition. The realization of the world’s fi rst Deconstructivist building, the Falkestrasse 

roof extension in Vienna (1984-89), and the invitation to the exhibition “Deconstructivist 

Architecture” at the Museum of Modern Art, New York (1988). The Falkestrasse roof exten-

sion, although a small project in terms of construction volume, was a manifesto in the form 

of a building. Here Coop Himmelb(l)au was able to realize without compromise “the birth 

Wolf dPrix
Co-founder, CEO, 

and Design Principal

Coop Himmelb(l)au
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1 Rooftop Remodeling Falkestrasse, Completed in 1988 and located in 
Vienna, Austria. Image by Gerald Zugmann.

2 UFA Cinema Center, Completed in 1998 and located in Dresden, Germany. 
Image by Gerald Zugmann.

extension, although a small project in terms of construc-

tion volume, was a manifesto in the form of a building. Here 

Coop Himmelb(l)au was able to realize without compromise 

"the birth of the building as a cloud" representing the disso-

lution of architecture.

Thinking big and reacting to a changing urban situation is 

demonstrated in the award-winning master plan of Melun-

Sénart in France (1987). In this project, Coop Himmelb(l)

au proposed "spatial zoning", i.e., for every 20 meters of 

uildin  hei ht  one floor is iven ac  to the cit

A period of essential projects and buildings commences. 

From the very beginning, Coop Himmelb(l)au show a 

stron  interest in innovative technolo ies  he first paper-

less building was completed in 1994 in Groningen, the 

Netherlands. At the Groninger Museum - East Pavilion, the 

central idea of a space that explodes the confinement of 

a functional box into a thousand pieces was implemented 

on a large scale. "Flaws" were here cultivated into details: 

The spatial sequence was developed based on studies of 

natural and artificial li ht  t was then overlaid with the 

drawin  of the fluid space  oda  this would happen on 

the computer, at that time it was done on the photocopier 

 rom these first studies  various models were 

created. A model with all its errors and inaccuracies was 

transferred to a scale of 1:1.Thanks to the so-called "Space 

Arm", the model could be digitized and transferred directly 

into 3-dimensional data. This new technology offered hith-

erto undreamed-of freedom in the design of shapes, spaces 

and structures.

he  inopalast 8  in resden  erman  is the first 

large-scale building to realize and manifest Coop Himmelb(l)

au's complex ideas and prove their feasibility. Although the 

Kristall-Palast is a functional building, it is also a contribu-

tion to the urban space, a "transistoric building". Although 

functions are fulfilled here  it has succeeded in ma in  

more. With new ideas, Coop Himmelb(l)au frees the archi-

tecture  the floor plan  from the constraint of function

The roof of the BMW Welt in Munich, Germany (2007) 

was placed on a striking double cone and the visitors’ 

lounge realizing the „dynamic forces" of wind and cloud 

fields  he interior is an example of its own accumulated 

power and discharge and braces itself against the violent, 
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all-deforming storm. The cloud has thus landed and will 

not dissipate. Cloud and crystal were also taken up in the 

expansion of the historic building of the Akron Art Museum 

in Ohio, USA (2007) and manifested in the "urban space" of 

a museum. 

Three iconic landmarks, the Busan Cinema Center in South 

Korea (2012), the Dalian International Conference Center 

in China (2012), and the Museum of Contemporary Art & 

Planning Exhibition (MOCAPE) in Shenzen, South China 

(2016) impressively demonstrate Coop Himmelb(l)au's 

cloud theme.

Composed of two polygonally twisted halves, the double 

disk of the European Central Bank's headquarters (2014) 

in Germany rises 185 meters into the sky of Frankfurt's city 

center  he dou le tower exemplifies olf d rix s o ser-

vation that today's cities are like a chessboard without a 

grid. The more the grid blurs, the sharper the pieces must 

become. The two towers paraphrase cloud and crystal.

or the us e des onfluences  in on  rance  olf 

dPrix said, they wanted to invent a completely new form, 

without precedent in the world and living up to the idea of 

a museum that seeks to unite nature, man and technology. 

The larger component is the real walkable cloud. The ante-

rior hall, the crystal, for Wolf dPrix a "meeting place in the 

city" in a new urban space.

When it comes to brainstorming and design methodology, 

Coop Himmelb(l)au accelerates from zero to a hundred. 

After the turn of the millennium, parametric tools become 

popular in architectural design. At Coop Himmelb(l)au, they 

are quickly applied to the development of all projects as 

early as the early 2000s and expanded accordingly over 

the years. Wolf dPrix believes that architects must always 

find new answers to new challen es  i ital technolo-

gies such as computational design and parametric tools 

are seen as a way to maintain control over the execution 

of projects. The exploration of machine learning and AI 

resulted in the ongoing research project Deep Himmelb(l)

au. At MOCAPE in Shenzen, Coop Himmelb(l)au tested what 

can e influenced with these tools  or the implementation  

their extremely detailed and accurate models were recre-

ated at a scale of 1:1. The cloud was built with the help of 

robots and the use of parametric 3D models allowed the 

3 Museum of Contemporary Art and Planning Exhibition (MOCAPE), 
Completed in 2016 and located in Shenzhen, China. Image by Duccio 
Malagamba.

4 Museum of Contemporary Art and Planning Exhibition (MOCAPE), 
Completed in 2016 and located in Shenzhen, China. Image by Coop 
Himmelb(l)au.
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time-saving optimization of the facade up to the execution.

Nevertheless, for Wolf dPrix, the sketch developed in 

advance in his head or in his ut  remains the first idea 

set down in drawing. This sketch, which in itself is rich in 

meaning and open to interpretation, initiates the idea of the 

complex procedures of the open design process. It is the 

sketch that sets the process in motion, but it is only through 

the process itself that the sketch is transformed into a 

building. For Wolf dPrix, models in different scales and 

materials are unfolding into the 3rd dimension. It remains 

to be seen which answers for which future challenges the 

office s current experiments with artificial intelli ence will 

offer.

he wor s of oop immel l au do not allow an  one final 

interpretation. Wolf dPrix unwaveringly maintains: "What 

we build is not contemporary, but right for our time."

5 BMW-Welt, Completed in 2007 and located in Munich, Germany. Image by 
Marcus Bruck.

6 entral os n eles rea i h chool  for the isual and erformin  
rts  ompleted in  and located in os n eles   ma e  uccio 

Malagamba.
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Wolf dPrix is co-founder, CEO and design principal of COOP 

B  a studio lo all  reco ni ed for its inno-

vative, and complex design approach at the intersection of 

architecture, art and technology. He is counted among the 

originators of the deconstructivist architecture movement. 

Throughout his career, Wolf dPrix has remained active in 

education and academic life. He has held teaching positions 

at the University of Applied Arts, Architectural Association 

  arvard  olum ia   ale   rc 

and other institutions around the world. Wolf dPrix’s distin-

guished honors include the two highest Austrian awards 

given for cultural achievements: the Grand Austrian State 

Prize and the Austrian Decoration for Science and Art. He 

is a member of the Austrian Arts Senate, the Curia for Art, 

since 2014 as chairman. Additional awards include, among 

others  the chellin  rchitecture ward  the fficier de 

l rdre des rts et des ettres  the nnie pin  ward  the 

Jencks Award and the Hessian Cultural Prize. Institutions 

such as the Getty Foundation, the MAK Museum of Applied 

Arts, and the Centre George Pompidou show the work in 

permanent exhibitions. In 2006 Wolf dPrix was commis-

sioner for the Austrian contribution to the 10th Venice 

Biennale. Overall, the studio has been invited 8 times to 

participate in the Venice Architecture Biennale.

7 us e des onfluences ompleted in  and located in on  rance  
Image by Raimund Koch.

8 eep immel l au  enderin    B
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AMPLIFYING COUNTERNARRATIVES THROUGH DESIGN COMPUTATION

Turing’s Spotlight

“The Universe is the interior of the Light Cone of the Creation.”

This “light cone” might suggest a directed gaze, a spotlight. Understood as double-speak 

between Turing1 and the friend to whom he wrote (Turing 1954), this quote and the series 

of postcards from which it is taken evoke explicit as well as coded narratives that lead 

Jacob Gaboury to propose that “queerness is itself inherent within computational logic.” 

(2013b; 2013a). That this communication should come from an “Unseen World” also hints 

at a latent exteriority, suggesting that orientating is essential to the making-explicit of other 

narratives. 

Error

A reframing of error forms the basis of Francesca Hughe’s feminist critique of modernism 

as a mechanism for control of matter in The Architecture of Error (2014). Taking cues from 

student work in PREXPREN2—the analog material investigation studio I coteach at the 

Universidad Iberoamericana—and relying heavily on Hughes' insights, Pablo Kobayashi 

and I sought to foreground issues of precision and error in the ACADIA 2018 conference 

theme, and to encourage a critical reassessment of our relationship to the computer, 

computation, materials, and our own data (Kobayashi et al. n.d.). If ‘error’ is defined relative 

to criteria we impose as part of our own methodologies, the critical rehabilitation of error 

has become a site for alternative inquiry, one in which both error and failure are embraced 

as operative rather than as devices to exclude messy or unexpected results.

Outliers

On the ACADIA 2020 conference platform, projections of conference content into Cartesian 

space were intended to reveal latent connections (Popadich, 2021). Yet any pattern 

remains obscured by the relative homogeneity in the distribution of elements, indicating 

either close affinity or a smoothing out of difference (Wattenberg, et al. 2016). Varying the 

Brian Slocum
Founder, tresRobots

Adjunct Professor, 
Universidad Iberoamericana, 

Mexico City
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1 PREXPREN Studio (Protodigital), Universidad Iberoamericana, 2020–2021. The studio relies on analog modeling at 1:1 scale, employing computational 
design strategies to develop rules as a type of analog software to exploit inherent properties of the materials (Images: Various PREXPREN students).

criteria for projection of the peer-reviewed papers into a 

3D environment—the result of a related keyword analysis 

included in the introduction to the 2020 Proceedings—

makes evident the profound effect of our methodologies on 

the visualization of the data and definition of norm versus 

outlier.3 The automatic equating of physical proximity with 

similarity—and the privileging of that similarity (Hong, 

Longoni, and Morwitz 2019)—risks the erasure of deviation 

and the exclusion of outlier “counternarratives” (Curley, 

2019).

“Failed orientations”

Sara Ahmed has connected ‘orientation,’ as in sexu-

ality, and spatial relationships through objects, between 

proximity and outlier: how we orient (or fail to orient) 

ourselves in white, heteronormative spaces (2006). My 

ongoing investigation “Wild Simulations” takes up Ahmed’s 

“failed orientations  (2006, 91-92), in terms of both crit-

ical positioning and methodology. The project involves the 

translation of painter Francis Bacon’s analog methodolo-

gies into a set of computational strategies, starting from 

Head I of 1948 (Estate of Francis Bacon, 2018). Objects 

within the painting evidence the instantiation of multiple, 

conflicting spatial conditions. Rather than a dissection 

of the figure, instead we witness a corporal dissociation, 

the result of the queer body’s failure to occupy multiple 

spatial paradigms simultaneously. This failure is evidence 

of a queer spatial practice (Gaboury, 2018) that refuses a 

hermeneutics of normative space.

Ridiculous Tectonics

As a mode of critical and speculative inquiry, the interro-

gation of current construction assembly logics against 

alternative criteria derived from the literal and rhetorical 

misappropriation of categories of aesthetic hyperbole 

(Halberstam, 2020; Ngai, 2005) allows for the possibility 

of novel building assemblies. ‘Quirky’ or ‘cute’ morphol-

ogies and ‘naïve’ connections—‘ridiculous tectonics’ in 

other words—may provide not only formal but technical 

insights that refuse persistent dogmas of capitalist opti-

mization. Leveraging slippages, collisions, and confused 

articulations—and employing rules derived from an 

analysis of types/degrees of discretization and the 

study of augmented/automated techniques for their 

assembly both within existing building practice and those 

employed in recent projects of ‘the Discrete’ style (Retsin, 
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2019)—operations of ridiculous tectonics focus on connec-

tions and assembly to make assembly logics not only 

explicit but performative.

Situated Methodologies (beyond Turing’s Spotlight)

If we recognize the importance of outliers and the role of 

error and failure in our work;

And, if we understand this exploration within the context of 

both humanities and digital technologies research toward 

the critical refusal of normative epistemologies—in my 

examples, of error/failure and misappropriation as forms 

of queer practice (Gaboury, 2018);

And more urgently, if we recognize the emergence of an 

array of situated methodologies through the instrumental-

ization of these practices;

Then, beyond any theoretical positioning of the researcher 

and/or the researched (Haraway, 1988; Tran and Patitsas, 

2020, Section 3), the practical and quantitative implemen-

tation of critical methods (Haber, 2016) may also serve 

as new loci for experimentation, serving to amplify latent 

counterhegemonic narratives among other overlooked 

constituencies.4

NOTES
1. Since this essay is about amplifying counternarratives, a couple 

of points should be noted regarding Alan Turing; although he 

has become a queer icon, a reading of the Andrew Hodges 

biography (1983) reveals that he was either somewhat misog-

ynistic or at least complicit with prevailing attitudes toward 

gender roles in his professional life (at least during World War 

II). Additionally, in his work with the development of modern 

computers, he used or perpetuated the use of biased nomen-

clature to describe componentry and programming (“master/

slave”) that we now consider damaging and inappropriate.

2. PREXPREN is an acronym for the title of the studio in Spanish: 

“PRotocolos EXógenos / PRopiedades ENdógenas” (Exogenous 

Protocols / Endogenous Properties).

3. "A person or thing situated away or detached from the main 

body or system.” (Oxford University Press n.d.).

4. Examples are numerous, but I am particularly inspired by 

the following: Ahlquist (2021), Blas (2008), Davis (2021), Paré, 

Shanahan, and Sengupta (2020), and Noel (2021).

2 PRE PREN Studio (Inflatables), Universidad Iberoamericana, 2017 2020. We ask students to focus on the possibilities presented by unexpected behaviors 
and perceived errors, and to learn how to repeat them and to make them generative (Images: Various PREXPREN students).
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6 Ridiculous Tectonics, 2021-ongoing. If we recognize common building materials as a type of infrastructure with its own syntax and logic (Easterling, 2014), 
might it be possible to understand macro-morphologies of building in terms of the rules of assembly imposed by these systems
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Latent Morphologies: 
Disentangling Design Spaces

Daniel Bolojan

Shermeen Yousif

Emmanouil Vermisso
Florida Atlantic University

The workshop explored ways to connect different neural 

networks (i.e. CycleGAN and StyleGAN) to explore the 

search space of architectural inspiration. Particular 

semantic references served as input for a pre-trained 

network which outputs data for further investigation using 

another neural network. The datasets focused on exploring 

various resolutions of the urban domain and assess 

possibilities for emerging patterns, etc through interpola-

tive and extrapolative strategies. From a process point of 

view, we are interested in identifying relevance between 

certain types of neural networks and their ability to access 

creative potential in a targeted and/or heuristic/open-

ended fashion. 

Furthermore, it is important to consider the capacity of 

these nested workfl ows to alter our immersion in the 

design investigation by accessing a design space that 

is otherwise beyond the designer’s reach. By moving 

beyond rule-based defi ned design spaces, AI’s feature 

learning capabilities combined with the incorporation of 

additional inspirational sources (outside architecture), 

enable creative exploration within an extended space. Our 

perception of these expanded design possibilities is crucial 

because it may point to the direction of future search.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.
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Distributed Collaborations - 
KUKAcrc Cloud Remote Control

Sigrid Brell-Cokcan

Johannes Braumann

Karl Singline

Sven Stumm

Etahn Kerber
RWTH Aachen / 
Association for Robots in 
Architecture / 
Creative Robotics UfG Linz

The ACADIA2021 workshop: Distributed Collaborations, 

took Cloud Remote Control to the next level, allowing 

international participants to control robots in two different 

European locations. Workshop participants remotely 

controlled robots at both the Chair of Individualized 

Production, RWTH Aachen, Germany, and at the Department 

of Creative Robotics, University of Arts and Industrial 

Design, Linz, Austria. It was at ACADIA2010, that Sigrid 

Brell-Cokcan and Johannes Braumann fi rst introduced 

KUKA|prc, a new approach to parametric robotic produc-

tion. Since then the robotic community has grown in 

unbelievable ways, built incredible structures and gathered 

for world class conferences from ACADIA to RobArch! 

10 years later, at ACADIA2020, Robots in Architecture 

members Sven Stumm and Ethan Kerber introduced 

KUKA|crc, a new approach to remote robotic control. 

This innovation allows international users to collabo-

rate closely with robots while remaining safely socially 

distant. Since then, we have been improving the software, 

adding IoT infrastructure and readying this technology 

for rollout around the world. KUKA|crc helps people learn 

about robots even if they can’t get in the lab. KUKA|crc also 

empowers you with a new cloud based IoT infrastructure 

allowing for multi robot factory setups and easy wireless 

integration of IoT devices and end effectors.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.
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Collaborative AI – Human + AI 
Form

Chien-hua Huang 
China Academy of Art

Zach Beale 
University of Applied Arts 
Vienna

This workshop explored the intersection of game and AI as 

a novel way to approach architectural participatory gener-

ative design. The recent rapid advancement of machine 

learning and AI in architectural industries is operating with 

limitation to allow a wider audience or human perception. 

As architects and designers, allowing a wider spectrum 

of evaluation will be vital in the design process. Inspired 

by machine learning (ML) application in Unity3D as game 

design elements, there are potentials to promote the active 

participation of architects, artists and even the public in 

the design generation processes by gamifi cation. In this 

workshop, we explored novel generative design method-

ology driven by Reinforcement Learning combined with 

player active interaction, focusing on the actor-aware 

generation of logics and complex spatial perceptions. How 

can a machine think creatively? What may be the possible 

form generated from the active collaboration between AI 

and players? What are the machine-made elements that 

become unperceivable from a human? 

These questions approach the goals of AI proponents 

concerning the new generation of AI that would help 

designers through the novel augmentation of machine 

vision and automation. In the workshop, participants 

worked with a given set of reinforcement-learning-based 

frameworks and package in Unity3D to explore design 

ideas and potentials of perception-aware human-machine 

interaction. Eventually, we approached collective layers of 

design generation through human and AI collaboration.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.
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Augmented Architectural Details
Jeffrery Anderson

Ahmad Tabbakah
Pratt Institute

Augmented Reality (AR) and real time rendering are 

becoming important technologies for creating remote 

social experiences, visualizations, and training simulations 

in a number of fi elds. In the architecture industry, this 

technology not only offers a new medium for creating visual 

assets but opens up possibilities for new forms of commu-

nication and coordination between various trades including 

architects, contractors, and clients through facilitating 

spatially calibrated digital interactions. In order to spec-

ulate on these possibilities, our workshop explored the 

idea of “Augmented Architectural Details.” These took the 

form of small-scale, spatially-calibrated AR overlays which 

explained assembly systems through human interaction. 

This workshop provided students with tools to author digital 

content to a custom AR application using the Unity3D Game 

Engine. Students gained skills in animation, interaction, 

lighting, and mesh optimization and learn how to translate 

these effects to an AR interface. In order to facilitate rapid 

experimentation with AR content, students were provided 

with an AR application that allowed them to exchange 

and import Unity Asset Bundles onto their iOS or Android 

phones in real time. This focused the workshop on devel-

oping technical and critical thinking skills around the topic 

of Augmented Architectural Details.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.
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Building Web-Based Drawing 
Instruments

Galo Canizares
Texas Tech University

Today, it is diffi cult to separate the process of designing and 

the software used to realize said design. While Alberti may 

have established one of the earliest distinctions between 

the ideal design and the physical realization of it, the 

emergence of software has collapsed this traditional fl ow 

of creativity to the extent that digital tools are no longer the 

tools for making: they are primarily tools for thinking. This 

workshop took on the premise that software is an ingrained 

part of the creative process and that real-time technologies 

such as internet browsers and design tools push back not 

only on acts of design, but also on our social consciousness. 

We found that to draw on a screen is not simply to dream 

a perfect image and reproduce it fl awlessly with interface 

tools but is instead a collaborative negotiation with these 

powerful platforms and the data managed within them. 

Participants investigated how web-based drawing apps 

could be easily built and deployed using open-source and 

freely accessible tools. Together we covered introductory 

graphics programming with the p5.js JavaScript library 

and deployment using NodeJS. Using code and internet 

browsers as sites for inquiry, participants developed 

simple apps that showcased how architectural effects can 

be explored through the screen and engender discussions 

about perception and use.

Images courtesy of the workshop leader.
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Crocheting is a hands-on craft that involves repetitive 

manipulation of a single continuous thread with a hook-like 

tool to generate surfaces and 3D forms. The step-by-step 

stitching procedure in crocheting can be associated with 

algorithms of which the steps are defi ned through crochet 

patterns. Crochet patterns are text-based representations, 

similar to G-code in additive manufacturing. They enable 

the documentation and communication of crocheting 

know-how. In this workshop, participants from different 

locations collectively designed and crocheted a branching 

spatial structure. Each participant received a Co-Crochet 

Kit prior to the workshop that included crocheting mate-

rials. During the workshop, participants fi rst collectively 

designed a branching structure and learned the basics of 

crocheting. 

They then generated the crochet patterns of the compo-

nents of the branching structure designed using a 

computer algorithm developed by the instructors that 

generates crochet patterns of 3D objects modeled in CAD 

software. At the end of the workshop, each participant had 

the crochet patterns of at least one component to crochet. 

They were provided a prepaid shipping label to ship the 

crocheted components to the instructors in the US. The 

instructors assembled the crocheted components of the 

branching structure - “Voltron!”

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.

Co-crochet Computing Stitches 
for Collective and Distributed 
Crocheting

Özgüç Bertu  Çapunaman

Benay Gürsoy
Penn State University

Cemal Koray Bingöl 
Istanbul Technical University
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Enhancing Fungi-based Composite 
Materials With Computational 
Design And Robotic Fabrication

Jonathan Dessi-Olive
Kansas State University

Omid Oliyan
Silman

Ali Seyedahmadian
Eventscape A+D

This workshop explored the capacities of computational 

systems to develop an integrative design to fabrication 

workfl ow for fungi-based materials. “Myco-materials” 

are composites made by entangling mushroom myce-

lium around agricultural or forestry wastes such as 

hemp or saw dust. As the need for zero-waste materials 

increases, myco-materials continue to garner attention 

from engineers, building scientists, and designers. Recently, 

imaginative architecture-scale structures made with 

myco-materials have used fabrication techniques canon-

ically familiar to architecture including: modular bricks, 

custom molded blocks, fabric formed structures, and 

robotic printing. 

This workshop seeked to expand upon the existing 

constructive paradigms by asking: in the realization of 

smarter and stronger mycelium composite structures, 

what are the cooperative logics that have yet to be discov-

ered between fungal growth, computational design, and 

digital fabrication? Participants investigated the capacities 

of computational design and mixed reality (MR) through 

at-home experiments; gaining experience with the craft 

of growing mycelium. MR-guided weaving, winding, and 

knotting was used to inform the design and production 

of fl exible reinforcement lattices used to strengthen the 

surface and inner matrix of mycelium composites. Hand-

work by the participants informed robotic procedures to be 

demonstrated by the organizers through the fabrication of 

a prototype henceforth.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.
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This workshop explored the design of deployable knitted 

textile membranes as scaffolds for climbing plants. The 

knitted textile was designed to guide the growth of a plant 

into spans following principles of structure and placing 

material (in this case growth) where needed. The playful 

example is inspired by the living root bridges of Northern 

India, which are made by guiding the roots of a tree over 

a stream, allowing them to grow into spanning structures 

over time. These growing structures are used as an illus-

tration for aspects related to the design and fabrication of 

knitted textile moulds that can be used as effi cient, light-

weight and deployable formwork for complex geometries. 

During the workshop participants learned how to use form 

fi nding methods to design tensile structures including 

non-manifold and non-orientable geometries. Structural 

and fabrication considerations were highlighted through 

topology explorations and the deliberate choice of singular-

ities and segmenting of the overall geometry. In considering 

how to best guide the growth paths through the textile, 

participants zoomed in on the design of specifi c textile 

features such as ribs, openings, channels, and textures. A 

spanning design was fabricated after the completion of the 

workshop.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.

Knitted Growth: Scaffolds For 
Living Root Spans

Mariana Popescu
TU Delft

Robin Oval
University of Cambridge

Knitted Gro th  Scaffolds 
for Living Root Spans
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Physics Towards Critical 
Assemblies

Daniela Atencio
Universidad de Los Andes

Nicolas Turchi
Zaha Hadid Architects /
University of Bologna / 
Polytechnic of Milan

The workshop explored procedural workfl ows by inte-

grating the use of Autodesk Maya, MASH, and Grasshopper 

to expose the participants to polygon modeling, parametric 

design and animation techniques using physics. Through a 

sequence of step by step operations, the workshop demon-

strated how a clear process can turn into a plethora of 

outcomes that can be further discretized, evaluated and 

assimilated into a fi nal design proposal. The workshop 

focused on the object, both as a static and a dynamic entity. 

This was be subject to computational procedures cata-

logued into categories including ‘Addition’, ‘Distribution’, 

‘Morphing’, ‘Instancing’, ‘Aggregation’ and ‘Projection’. 

Architectural and tectonic qualities emerged while being 

tested against the use of contemporary representational 

techniques including animation. Participants learned inte-

grated and hybrid workfl ows by using multiple platforms in 

synergy while experimenting and defi ning the character of 

their ‘superobjects’.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.
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This 2-day workshop covered a series of hands-on 

advanced 3D machine learning techniques for generative 

architecture design, including but not limited to 2D Latent 

Walk Techniques, 2.5D Latent Walk Shape Synthesis, 3DGAN 

and Reinforcement Learning. The workshop was proj-

ect-based, where participants were asked to fi rst create 

datasets or study explicit quantifi able metrics for gener-

ative architecture design, and then develop or customize 

generative architectural designs based on provided sample 

workfl ows.

The workshop also examined the various types of artifi cial 

intelligence that are applied as cutting-edge generative 

architectural design techniques since the invention of the 

concept “Computer-Aided Architectural Design” (Mitchell 

Williams 1975), the paradigm for modern generative archi-

tecture design systems. The workshop reconceptualized 

Mitchell’s CAAD system consisting of a representation 

system, a generation system and a testing system into a 

fi gurative framework of a generative machine that plays 

the generative game. The workshop used this framework 

to examine state-of-the-art (SOTA) generative architec-

ture design and explore new possibilities beyond existing 

methods. The workshop also guided students through 

the implementation of SOTA systems and experimentation 

with realizing generative design in 3D representations and 

post-processing results for architecture design with a 

series of hands-on sessions.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.

The Generative Game
Runjia Tian 

Zhaoyang Luos

Linhai Shen
Harbin Institute of Technology
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Form-Finding Staircases With 
COMPAS CEM

Rafael Pastrana

Isabel Moreira de Oliveira
Princeton University

Patrick Ole Ohlbrock
ETH Zürich 

Pierluigi D’Acunto
TU Munich

In this workshop, participants learned how to generate the 

geometry of lightweight and expressive structures using 

the Combinatorial Equilibrium Modeling (CEM) framework, 

a form-fi nding method based on vector-based graphic 

statics, and its computational implementation, COMPAS 

CEM. COMPAS CEM is a new design tool written in pure 

Python that optimizes structural geometries to best meet 

geometry and force-related constraints. To this end, the 

tool uses automatic differentiation, a set of algorithmic 

techniques responsible for making modern machine 

learning models to learn.

Through a series of guided exercises, participants gained 

hands-on experience with COMPAS CEM, and learned 

how to use it from their command line interface and inside 

Grasshopper. The theme of the workshop focused on the 

design of the load-bearing structure of a staircase, an inti-

mate spatial bridge that connects different fl oors and areas 

in a building. Participants explored digitally how the manip-

ulation of the connectivity and the internal force states 

in a structure can steer the generation of a catalog of 

forms that are elegant, safe and material-effi cient. Besides 

acquiring foundational understanding of how constrained 

form-fi nding works, participants walked out of the work-

shop with a set of digital form-found structures, which can 

be seamlessly ingested by other packages in the COMPAS 

ecosystem.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.

For Finding Staircases 
ith C MPAS CEM
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Robotic fabrication in architecture and design relies on 

a wide range of computational tools and methods for 

designing, planning, and controlling robots. Through this 

workshop we aimed to address the challenge in learning 

and accessing such tools, which represents a major 

barrier to entry for architects wishing to utilize robots 

more centrally within their work. By introducing partic-

ipants to the open source framework COMPAS FAB for 

robotic fabrication and COMPAS RRC for robot control, we 

provided a central platform for the simulation and remote 

control of robots used for fabrication at the architectural 

scale. Workshop participants designed a space-frame 

structure from their homes; this structure was then 

fabricated remotely in the Embodied Computation Lab at 

Princeton University.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.

Remote Robotic Assemblies
Stefana Parascho

Edvard P.G. Bruun
Princeton University

Gonzalo Casas

Beverly Lytle
ETH Zürich
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Generative Design and Analysis 
in Early-Stage Planning with 
Spacemaker

Christoph Becker 
Spacemaker

Lilli Smith

Zach Kron
Autodesk

In this workshop, participans learned about generative 

design and real-time multi-factor analysis in early-stage 

planning with Spacemaker. A signifi cant part of value 

creation occurs in the early planning stages. However, a 

disproportionately low percentage of tech-investments 

is allocated to this segment. While uninformed decisions 

in this phase drive costs in later stages, too often, crucial 

information is not yet readily available and needs to be 

built up as we build our design on multiple assumptions. 

Smart algorithms, automated data-fetching, and the use 

of geo-referenced digital 3D twins of your site from day 

one can help solve this issue. How can we use the full 

potential of manual, parametric, and generative design 

features, and cloud technology to boost our design capa-

bilities? How can we use real-time analysis to connect 

program, solar, wind, acoustic, view, and sustainability 

data to building form? How can we capture the power of 

AI while keeping full control over the results and always 

remaining in the driver’s seat? This workshop introduced 

a rethought, networked workfl ow for early-stage site 

planning. Participants learned how to frontload their design 

with information and make data driven decisions, spending 

less time on manual setup and more on creative decision 

making. Reduced risk with constant live-feedback and 

improve value by optimizing for density and living qualities 

at the same time. Each day contained a combination of 

presentations and hands-on exercises. Participants were-

contestants and jury in a small design competition at the 

conclusion of the workshop.

Images courtesy of the workshop leaders.

Thanks to Autodesk for sponsoring this workshop.
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Latent Morphologies: 

Disentangling Design 

Spaces

Dongyun Kim

Theodore Teichman

Ben Drusinsky

John Nguyen

Daniel Vianna

Ernesto Torralba

Mohammed Behjoo

Dalton Goodwin

Chun-Hao Hsu

DeWitt Godfrey

Gilang Fajar 

Kusumawardana

Reza Taghavifard

Rafael Ramos Mendez

Rohit Sanatani

JayediAman

Jaqueline McNamara

Distributed Collaborations 

- KUKAcrc Cloud Remote 

Control

Trevor Kemp

Fatemeh Amiri

Alejandra Rojas

Bhavleen Kaur

Bruno Figueiredo

Hany Mohsen Kamal 

Elhassany

Arastoo Khajehee

Antonio Francisco Morais

Rachael Henry

Ronan Bolaños

Mohadeseh Taheri

Mohamed Khaled

Christian Gonzalo Paez Diaz

Israa El-Maghraby

Samaneh Torabifar

Collaborative AI – Human + 

AI Form

Anna Mytcul

Majed AlGhaemdi

Kyuseung Kyoung

Ruotao Wang

Karen Kuo

Milos Roglic

Carlos Rios 

Carlos Navarro

Antje Kerkmann

Kiran Kastury

Naitik Sharma

Harry Moller

Harish Karthick Vijay

Kritika Kharbanda

Augmented Architectural 

Details

Xinran Li

Garvin Goepel

Zeno Zoppi

Felicia Wagiri

Darcy Zelenko

Johnathan Greenage

Majed AlGhaemdi

Laura Fegely

Danny Ngo

Nathan Barnes

Matt Arsenault

Sheida Shariat

Atefeh Cheheltanan

AhmadSleem

Mojtaba Bazrafshan

Building Web-Based 

Drawing Instruments

Bob Frederick

Vernelle Noel

Atharva Ranade

Curime Batliner

Humbi Song

Charles Weak

Francois Sabourin

Jesse Bassett

Aisha Cheema

Mario Serraglio

Jingtong Duan

Anahita Khodadad

Ghazal Hosseini

Shadi Naghiloo

Monalisa Malani

Mohammad Pourfooladi

Co-crochet Computing 

Stitches for Collective and 

Distributed Crocheting

Melissa Goldman

Larissa Korol

Jose Luis Rangel Oropeza

Nikoletta Karastathi

Luis Antonio López 

Jeg Dudley

Hsin Ju Lin

Yasaman Amirzehni

Wei Wu

Kaylee Tucker

Tamar Nix

Walter Patrick Smith

Shagun Kapur

Faraz Khojasteh Far

Leila Delafrooz

Elnaz Kakouei

OluwadamilolaAkinniyi

Soroush Reaisi

Simin Nasiri

Enhancing Fungi-based 

Composite Materials With 

Computational Design And 

Robotic Fabrication

Yin Yu

Ytav Bouhsira

Holly Hodkiewicz

Sumanth Krishna

Yuqian Lin

Nadia Kutyreva

Sarah Kott-Tannenbaum

Laure Nolte

Adam Schueler

Dragan Petrovic

Amelia Gan

Behzad Modanloo

Ghazal Javidannia

Mohammad Mahdi Jalali 

Shiva Azizi

Workshop Participants
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Knitted Growth: Scaffolds 

For Living Root Spans

Laurin Aman

Virginia Melnyk

Zhenxiang Huang

Deva Prasad A

David Maples

Andres Obregon

Mason(sizhe) Mo

Jumaanah Elhashemi

Isla Xi Han

John Mikesh

Melody Morgan

Manfred Saberbein

Ali Ghadamyari

Manik Makkar

Amir Motavasselian

Sajjad Jafari Galuyak

Physics Towards Critical 

Assemblies

Christianna Bennett

Joonkyu  Shin

Luis Matias

Jiajie Yang

Stephen Clond

Mateen Cheema

Nader Alkhabbaz

Artemis Kyriakou

Alvaro Villacis

Claire Tokunaga

Ahmed Hesham

Jameel Marsden

Iliya Mela

Hossein Arshadi

Alejandro Bautista

Shravan Arun

Felipe Romero

Sutanuka Jashu

MD Faizan Sharief

Javad Ebrahimi

Mahdiss Taheri

Katia Sondang Sitompul

Faezeh Hosseini 

Ali Dehghani 

Maryam Sheikhi

The Generative Game

Daniel Ruan

Will Garner

Juliette Zidek

Alireza Bayramvand 

Albert Maksoudian

Diana Nigmatullina

Mohamed Elmesawy

Nishita Vinodrai

Anahita Aliasgarian

Christina Doumpioti

Duong Nguyen

Shujie Liu

Louis Daumard

Saba Salehi sheijani

Anirudh Rathi

Homa Hassanzade

Danial Bagheri

Iman Sheikhansari

Amir Homayouni

Mohammed Behjoo

James Nanasca

Form-Finding Staircases 

With COMPAS CEM

Dominik Reisach

Fernando Gomez

Victor Martiniuc

Dominic Rishe

Damir Kovacevic

Parimala Venkatesh

Alberto Longhin

Rasmus Sainmaa

Pinaki Mohanty

Hex Ceballos

James Whiteley

Hossein Kamyab

Augusto Oliver Palacios

Rodrigo Cabrera

Fateme Ghotbi

Pedro Saldaña

Remote Robotic Assemblies

Chris Kang

Abhishek Shinde

Jingwen Song

Shahé Gregorian

Kristen Forward

Teng Teng

Seyed Hossein Zargar

Yuan Li

Krishna Jani

Nelson Brito

Tahmures Ghiyasi

Shirin Shevidi

Ayush Kamalia

Jose Roberto Arguelles 

Rodriguez

Yuxuan Wang

Generative Design and 

Analysis in Early-Stage 

Planning with Spacemaker

Doug Mcbirden

Jose Luis Rodriguez 

Hernandez

John Chun

Carol Kan

Andreas Thoma

Thesla Collier

Tim Halvorson

Vince Allen Hernandez

Dena Hassani Ardekani

Jessica Chen

Kathleen Danziger

Atousa Momenaei

Elham Ghaderi Rahaghi

Nastaran Hasani

Iman Ansari

Nihal Mohamed
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Refl ections on the Past  ears of ACADIA

40th Anniversary and Cultural History Project

INTR D CTI N
The 2021 Conference “Realignments: Toward Critical Computation” marks the 40th anniversary of ACADIA as an organiza-

tion and the 41st anniversary of the conference. ACADIA or the the Association for Computer Aided Design in Architecture 

was established in 1981 and its fi rst bylaw states:

“ACADIA was formed for the purpose of facilitating communication and information exchange regarding 

the use of computers in architecture, planning and building science. A particular focus is education and 

the software, hardware and pedagogy involved in education.”

This anniversary provides a moment to refl ect upon the legacy and trends of this longest running computational design 

organization as a method for considering its future. 

 START ARC IVING
Due to the COVID19 pandemic, the ACADIA 2020 conference, Distributed Proximities, and 2021 conference, Realignments: 

Toward Critical Computation, were held virtually and run by ACADIA board members. This was an unprecedented break 

with typical in-person ACADIA conferences which were mainly organized by a singular academic institution, and this 

format allowed the ACADIA board organizers to evaluate the conference structure and dissemination methods. 

ACADIA has traditionally produced printed conference proceedings, but as an organization interested in innovation and 

experimentation, there have been multiple formats and repositories for research dissemination. Until now, this content has 

not been collected in a single archive. The turn to a virtual conference which relied entirely on accessible digital content 
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1 This timeline indicates the names of the ACADIA conferences. The community began with questions of pedagogy as computers made their way into 
architecture schools and transitioned to the themes addressed in the preceding 2021 keynote Emerging Trends in Response to Critical Computation.
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2 For a complete list of NAAB schools, see www.naab.org. The next step in this mapping might include identifying non-NAAB architecture programs as a 
method for refl ecting on whether computational design work is occurring in these schools or primarily within accredited institutions. 

ACADIA Conference Hosts 1981-2019

Historically Black Colleges & Universities / NAAB 2021

ACADIA Conference Hosts 2020 + 2021

Master of Architecture / NAAB 2021

Bachelor of Architecture / NAAB 2021
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2012 2013 2014
5 Total

0 Female

5 Male

3 Total 4 Total
2015

6 Total

1 Female

5 Male

2016
5 Total

2017
5 Total

2018
5 Total

1 Female

4 Male

2019
3 Total

1 Female

2 Male

2020
21 Total

18 Female

3 Male

2 Female

3 Male

2 Female

3 Male

2 Female

1 Male

1 Female

3 Male

2021
17 Total

13 Female

4 Male

3 ACADIA Conference Keynotes from 2012-2021 based upon gender pronouns used in participant biographies

encouraged the ACADIA board to think about producing 

virtual archives. Thus, the question of what is an ACADIA 

archive became a topic of exploration. 

During the second keynote panel of the 2021 Conference, 

entitled “Designing with AI, Data, Bias, & Ethics,” Benjamin 

Bratton described planetary archives as the following:

“Archive is a form of big data…sampled 

and prepared for future investigation. 

The ultimate social function of the data 

representation is unknown because it 

cannot be known what the future will ask 

of the present. The archive is in a sense a 

promise to the future that the present will 

make itself accountable.”

In the spirit of Bratton’s proposal, and if the very construc-

tion of an archive is not neutral, then any effort to capture 

this history will contain the biases and agendas of its 

makers. In this context, what accountabilities does the 

archive of ACADIA ask of us as a community?  The goal 

of producing and sharing this archive is to facilitate new 

scholarship and initiatives that guide the future of ACADIA 

while acknowledging the successes and shortcomings 

of its past. Particularly, this is an opportunity to reflect 

on whether the community’s research on computational 

design is “contributing the construction of humane phys-

ical environments” as ACADIA’s second bylaw pledges.  In 

the context of immediate and imminent socio-political and 

environmental crises, how do we even begin to think about 

the built environment—digital or physical—as humane? Or 

is this ACADIA bylaw a provocation toward a more inclusive 

form of computational design? Could an archival process 

bring into existence the methods necessary to address the 

entangled crises of the present day?

istory of ACADIA rganization and Conference

ACADIA was formed on October 17, 1981 at the first 

conference meeting of the twenty-four founding members 

at Carnegie Mellon University, and just five years later 

there were nearly 200 active members. ACADIA has since 

evolved into the global community of thousands that we 

know today. Over the years, ACADIA has set the tone for a 

number of sibling organizations, has set an academic foun-

dation for launching successful academic careers, and has 

been the first and lasting scholarly home for so many.

We are taking this opportunity to launch what we call 

the Cultural History Project and to reflect on the first 
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5 ACADIA conference participants, gender(s) self-identified during registration

2012 2013 2014
306 Total

78 Female

228 Male

378 Total 520 Total
2015

196 Total

46 Female

150 Male

2016
350 Total

2017
334 Total

2018
282 Total

82 Female

200 Male

2019
296 Total

84 Female

212 Male

2020
2425 Total

1118 Female

1090 Male 93 Prefer Not 
      to Indicate

16 Non-Binary

108 No Response

98 Female

236 Male

93 Female

257 Male

2021
1124 Total

516 Female

567 Male 28 Prefer Not 
      to Indicate

16 Non-Binary

19 No Response

119 Female

259 Male

150  Female

370 Male

1980s 1990s 2000s1980s 2020s2010s

20% 80%

28% 72%
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4  ACADIA proceedings editors and presidents based upon gender pronouns used in participant biographies
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6 3D models of dinosaurs from 
the related article “The Virtual 
Dinosaur Project” shown here 
on the cover of Summer 1995 
Quarterly.

four decades of the ACADIA organization in order to look 

forward to the next four decades. This includes:

• ACADIA’s History through Data: Visualizing Locations 

and Participation

• From Data to Information: Analyzing Issues of Access 

and Gender(s) Imbalance

• Proceedings Archive: Learning from the Highlights

• Oral Histories from the Past

ACADIA S IST R  T R G  DATA  
VIS ALI ING L CATI NS AND PARTICIPATI N
The first initiative is to map the history of the ACADIA 

conferences in relation to the geography of its North 

American context. The maps in Figure 2 show the confer-

ence host locations over time from 1981 to 2019, as well 

as the distributed chairs of the conferences in 2020 and 

2021. The next step is to overlay on the map of the confer-

ence locations the National Architectural Accrediting Board 

(NAAB) accredited North American Master of Architecture 

programs, Bachelor of Architecture programs, and 

Historically Black Colleges and Universities. This correla-

tion allowed us to question the location and distribution of 

computational design knowledge and access between and 

across geographies and institutions. 

Mapping where the ACADIA conferences have been allows 

us to identify those institutions and communities that are 

not yet part of ACADIA and focus our future outreach 

efforts to expand the community over the next years and 

to re-engage with former loci of computational design. For 

instance, the next step in this mapping might include iden-

tifying non-NAAB architecture programs or all members 

of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, as 

a method for reflecting on how and when computational 

design courses are introduced and applied in the curricula. 

Another avenue could be identifying overlaps between 

ACADIA participation and R1 university status — or those 

universities that meet benchmarks in research activity and 

expenditures as measured by the Carnegie Classification of 

Institutions of Higher Education. Mapping is an opportunity 

to reflect on the uneven distribution of resources across 

institutions (equipment, finances, knowledge) and consider 

how existing resources within the ACADIA community can 

be leveraged toward a more equitable discipline.

FR M DATA T  INF RMATI N  ANAL ING 
ISS ES F ACCESS AND GENDER S  
IMBALANCE
The second initiative explores available data from ACADIA’s 

history as an organization. Specifically this is an opportu-

nity to reflect on the organization s journey toward gender 

parity. Image 5 documents conference attendance by 

genders from 2012-present as reported by attendees via 

registration. From 2012-2019 conferences attended by 

women remained at about 30%. Several important changes 

occurred in 2020 and 2021. The first was that the confer-

ence moved online, which changed the landscape of access 

and increased both student attendance and international 

reach. The second was that the conference chairs and 

Board of Directors made strategic decisions about prior-

itizing gender parity in the keynotes and session chairs. 

The third was that gender identity at registration was no 

longer limited to a binary question of either male or female; 

options were added for non-binary, prefer not to indicate, 

and no response. These changes increased both total atten-

dance as well as female majority participation in 2020, for 

the first time in the history of the conference. As the confer-

ence transitions back to in person the questions remain of 

how to maintain this progress toward gender equity.

In Image 3, keynotes are graphed by genders over the 

same time period, based on the pronouns used in their 

biographies. In 2020 and 2021, in addition to moving online, 

the keynote format was changed to a conversation between 

multiple participants and this reformatting changed the 

makeup of the keynotes to female majority for the first time 

in ACADIA’s history. 

Image 4 indicates that 20% of ACADIA’s presidents and 28% 

of ACADIA’s proceedings editors identify as female based 

on the pronouns used in their biographies. There remains 

work to be done in representational equity but also in the 

types of content celebrated by the ACADIA community. This 

data project is part of a  larger data analysis project that 

identified both gaps and pathways forward toward a more 

inclusive ACADIA community.  

ACADIA DIGITAL ARC IVE  LEARNING FR M 
ALL T E PR CEEDINGS
The third initiative of the Cultural History Project is the 

construction of an ACADIA Digital Archive to include 

all conference proceedings, early newsletters, and the 

Quarterly publications that preceded the International 

Journal of Architectural Computing (IJAC). While individual 
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papers are available on the CumInCAD database, the full 

list of proceedings had never been collected in a single 

database for researchers to access. ACADIA Digital 

Archive is complementary to the existing database, and 

archives content that sets the context of the conference 

in time, space, and society. As an organization focused 

on the cutting edge knowledge exchange, we have rare 

opportunities to look back and have never had a historian 

of the organization. Thus, proceedings were produced 

across multiple geographies, software, and file types and 

during a time before affordable cloud computing. Starting 

the ACADIA Digital Archive project, required finding the 

proceedings and locating contact information for orig-

inal editors — many of whom had moved on to careers 

as varied as software engineers, hot air balloon company 

operators, and architecture school deans. 

Having the full proceedings available to researchers allows 

for an additional layer of cultural history and context to 

the evolution of computational design and computational 

design thinking. Noticeably, as can be seen in Image 6 the 

graphics and interests of the community have evolved. As 

we look through the covers for the past four decades we 

can see the evolution of graphic software, the introduc-

tion of digital fabrication, and the rise in discourses about 

biology, ecology, disciplinarity, and critical computation. The 

archive will be available on ACADIA’s website. The website 

is an ongoing project to document and share content

RAL IST RIES
The final initiative is to collect oral histories about ACADIA 

from its past and current members. While we now have 

the publications, we don’t have the stories that connect 

these publications to our community. For example, we 

found out that in the mid-1980s, the community was talking 

about what it would take to do an electronic conference, 

and Robert E.  Johnson submitted a report to the pres-

ident in 1985 going over different electronic platforms. 

And in the late 1990s and early 2000s ACADIA ran the 

first internet-based design competition of its kind to bring 

together members to work together and test ideas digi-

tally. The goal of the oral history project is to collect the 

anecdotes that capture the culture of the organization and 

provide a record of the messy ‘behind the scenes’ work 

and discussions that went into developing, sustaining, and 

transforming the organization.

ACCESS
The 40th Anniversary Panel yielded strong themes and 

questions that are the foundation of our ACADIA commu-

nity. Even as technology itself changes rapidly and the 

geographic centers of our membership have shifted over 

time, what has brought and held this community together 

are the tenets of our organization. The kind of community 

that is actively made and remade by each generation of 

ACADIA members defines the cutting edge as the member-

ship reaches out towards new partnerships, builds bridges 

to new disciplines, defines new priorities, and conceives 

of new technology, workflows, and design fields. We have 

always engaged in questions of access and accessibility. 

This was originally framed as pedagogic access to courses, 

hardware, and software. As seen in the first ACADIA 

surveys the organization focused on documenting which 

organizations had specific hardware and software or 

how to get technology into our places of work, teaching, 

and research (Image 7). More recently, this question of 

access has shifted to who has access to emerging tech-

nologies and what support can we give as an organization 

to open up opportunities for new audiences, researchers, 

and types of work (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5). This has led to new 

scholarships, partnerships, and programs to support new 

scholars and students to join and present in the community.

C NCL SI NS
ACADIA started as a group of architectural outsiders, 

almost as a support group for “computer people” to foster 

research and teaching questions about technology-driven 

and interdisciplinary research, and we have continued to 

be that supportive environment. Many of us got our start at 

ACADIA and then turned around to welcome in and gener-

ously mentor new members. It is a place to present first 

papers, to test out new ideas, and to question the status 

quo. Many in the community have become involved after 

presenting papers, serving in leadership or hosting the 

conferences or both. ACADIA has led to many personal 

and professional connections, and many generations of 

researchers have called and still call ACADIA our scholarly 

home. It is not just a conference- it is a community. 

The construction of the maps and collection of an oral 

history archive allows us to re-engage with the people who 

have made ACADIA possible — and to serve as a reminder 

that any institution is at its core made of people who 

invested their time, energy, and ideas into making a space 

that has influenced many of our careers and trajectories. 

The development of this archive is complemented by the 

ongoing redesign of ACADIA’s website which will launch a 

new decade of research and community.  

This cultural history project and this archive are “a 

promise to the future that the present will make itself 

accountable” to:  understanding how to be an organiza-

tion founded in North America, yet now global in access, 

impact, and discourses; fostering opportunities for BIPOC 
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7 In the Spring of 1984, ACADIA sponsored its first CADD Activities 
Survey. A questionnaire was distributed to the 1010 schools which are 
members of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA). 
Forty-eight schools replied and were included in this first report. The 
survey and report were conducted and prepared by Elizabeth Bollinger, 
Associate Professor, and Robert Hinton, Student Assistant, of the College 
of Architecture of the University of Houston. 

computational designers; supporting and representing 

multiple genders; welcoming unconventional career paths; 

and perhaps most importantly continuing to ask, and sit 

with the answer, however uncomfortable, of whether 

ACADIA is achieving its principal goal of “contributing to the 

construction of humane physical environments.”

REFERENCES
The ACADIA organization bylaws are a set of the rules and regu-

lations of the organization. The bylaws were last amended on 

7-12-16 and are available on acadia.org. 

CumInCAD is a Cumulative Index of publications in Computer Aided 

Architectural Design supported by the sibling associations ACADIA, 

CAADRIA, eCAADe, SIGraDi, ASCAAD and CAAD futures papers.

cumincad.org.

Shel y Eliza eth Doyle, AIA is an Associate Professor of 

Architecture and Stan G. Thurston Professor of Design-Build at 

the Iowa State University College of Design, co-founder of the 

ISU Computation  Construction Lab (CCL) and director of the 

ISU Architectural Robotics Lab (ARL). Doyle received a Fulbright 

Fellowship to Cambodia, a Master of Architecture from the 

Harvard Graduate School of Design, and a Bachelor of Science in 

architecture from the University of Virginia.

Melissa Gold an is the Fabrication Lab Manager at the 

University of Virginia School of Architecture and serves as the 

Communications Officer on the ACADIA Board of Directors and 

is an active member of the Student Shop Managers Consortium. 

Melissa earned her Master of Architecture from Columbia’s 

Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation and 

her BA in English from Harvard.  

Biayna Bogosian is an Assistant Professor of Architectural 

Technology at Florida International University (FIU) and an Affiliate 

Faculty at FIU Institute of Environment. Biayna’s interdisciplinary 

research focuses on innovation in design within a broader 

environmental context to explore data-driven and participatory 

approaches for analyzing and improving the health of the built 

environment. Biayna studied architecture at Woodbury University 

SoA and Columbia GSAPP. She is currently a Ph.D. candidate in the 

Media Arts and Practice program at the USC School Cinematic Arts.
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1 Panel participants toast to ACADIA s past, its present, and its future

INTR D CTI N
We launched the Oral History Project with a panel of past presidents, moderated by longtime ACADIA member, Philip 

Beesley. The panel was an opportunity to reflect on each presidents’ time in leadership and give toasts to our communi-

ty s future. These are excerpts from the comments, and you can watch the full panel discussion on the ACADIA YouTube 

channel.

PANELISTS
Our panel included Philip Beesley, Professor in Architecture at the University of Waterloo and past presidents Karen 

Kensek, Professor of Practice at the University of Southern California School of Architecture, our president in 1995; 

Branko Kolarevic, Dean of the NJIT’s Hillier College of Architecture and Design, President in 1997-1998; Mahesh Daas, 

the president of the Boston Architectural College, President from 2007-2009; Nancy Cheng, Associate Professor at the 

University of Oregon, President from 2009-2011; Jason Kelly Johnson, Associate Professor at California College of the 

Arts, President from 2016-2017; and Kathy Velikov, Professor of Architecture at the University of Michigan, our President 

from 2018-2020.

th Anniversary Toast

40th Anniversary and Cultural History Project
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T ASTS

Philip Beesley  It s an absolutely delicious honor to have 

the chance to moderate this panel of deeply esteemed 

colleagues and presidents of ACADIA. One of the remark-

able sensations of being in ACADIA was the sense of 

sheer access to epicenters of research in which ideas 

are generated, standing directly together with the original 

authors of the tools and of the concepts. That is one thing 

that is continued in ACADIA to this day. The sense that this 

is a gathering of leaders and of people who are acting, 

interwoven with the extraordinary technology and inven-

tion that has characterized the society. I think it would also 

be true to say that a sense of deep humanity has consis-

tently accompanied the investment in tools and technology. 

And perhaps it is that twin of unapologetic feeling and of 

sensitivity accompanying the enablement of tools that really 

characterizes this place. It makes for a tremendously moti-

vating sense of what we can contribute together.

Karen Kense  What really struck me when I was thinking 

back was the sense of naivete and the fact that I felt so 

young. I looked back at some of the old photographs that 

were taken at the ACADIA conferences, and it was a young 

group of people. And I was in the second round of the group 

of people. I wasn t one of the first round of heroes, the 

people who got this thing in motion, which really helped me 

because I could look at those people and say, “Look what 

they have done. Now, what can I do?” I think what ACADIA 

meant most to me was the fact that there were people there 

who were doing groundbreaking research in an area that 

would eventually change the profession. To me, teaching is 

also incredibly important, and ACADIA values that as well. 

You guys look at our tools, you probably would laugh. But 

we were doing, for us, truly amazing things.

I remember when I started working on the ACADIA news-

letter, then I became the editor with Doug Noble on the 

ACADIA Quarterly, that gave me the opportunity to meet the 

membership. And that s what I want to stress to the people 

who are in the audience: become involved with ACADIA. 

That s what made it really important and critical to my 

career. I worked on the Quarterly, I helped host a confer-

ence, I was president: I did these things and they gave me 

the amazing opportunity to meet people. And these people 

have gone on to do just incredible things.

Bran o Kolarevic  The first ACADIA conference that I 

attended was in 1991, 30 years ago, which makes me a real 

dinosaur. It was in Los Angeles and I remember it vividly. 

Chuck Eastman was one of the co-chairs. That conference 

actually played a huge role in my life. Because of it, I got 

my first full-time job after graduate school. I discovered a 

community of like-minded people. We were all “outcasts” 

at that time. So, ACADIA was kind of a support group, so 

important for all of us. It was like, it’s okay, you are not 

alone, there are people out there that believe in this stuff. 

In 1997, those of us who were in the steering committee, 

now the board of directors, were thinking, how do we make 

ourselves mainstream? How do we really open what we 

do to a broader community? And at that time, we launched 

what I think was the first internet-based design competi-

tion, the Library for the Information Age. There were over 

600 entries. 

In the mid-1990s, a number of us were engaged in the 

virtual design studios, where we were connecting across 

continents. Electronic design studios were then becoming 

options in different schools. It took us almost 25 years, 

thanks to the pandemic, to demonstrate to everyone that 

studio can be taught online. So I think the experiment that 

we have been unwillingly subjected to in all of our schools 

over the past year and a half, I think it will change in some 

fundamental ways how we teach architecture in the future. 

Karen made a reference to teaching and as I have seen in 

the presentations at this conference, how we teach and 

what we teach still remains a core interest to many in our 

community.

Mahesh Daas  The summer of 2007 was particularly balmy 

in Cambridge, just across the river from where I work now, 

a radical place called the Boston Architectural College. 

Tucked away on Brattle Street near Harvard Square was 

the Harvest Restaurant, a favorite place for Bill Mitchell. 

We used to meet at the restaurant whenever I visited him in 

Cambridge. It was a couple of years after he stepped down 

from the deanship at MIT. Bill was also one of the founding 

members of ACADIA. As many of us know, he was a humble, 

compassionate, and yet unabashedly progressive individual 

who was also a great mentor. Earlier that year, with Bill’s 

encouragement, I ran for and was elected the president 

of ACADIA. I asked him, “So you’ve been with ACADIA ever 

since its beginning, and what is the raison d etre of the 

Association? What is the DNA? What is the spirit of this 

Association?” And he said something very interesting. He 

said, “In ACADIA’s early years, it was a radical and diverse 

place on the fringes.  And so I said, “What s your advice 

for me?” He said, “Well, try to radicalize it again.” I took it to 

heart. When I took helm of ACADIA in 2007, the association 

was turning a corner and maturing after a remarkable 

infancy and a restless adolescence that was invariably 

followed by a brief identity crisis. We had celebrated 25 
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years of ACADIA- and some among the members thought 

that ACADIA had fulfilled its mission, it served its purpose, 

and that it could be sunset. But as we all know, now, ACADIA 

continues to evolve, thanks to the great work of many 

leaders and volunteers and all the members, hundreds and 

hundreds of them.  This has been a platform, a community 

of scholars and designers and tinkerers and thinkers, all 

kinds of people who provided us a great foundation.

Personally, over the years, the association served as a 

sandbox for me to test new ideas that ranged from theory, 

criticism, pedagogy, technology, leadership development, 

and design. ACADIA allowed me the intellectual expedi-

tions unmatched by any other forum, for which I am deeply 

thankful.

I think now in the fifth decade, ACADIA will continue, I am 

sure, to question the status quo. And I just was watching 

the earlier panel and looking at the perspectives that were 

not previously provided about equity, inclusion, and diver-

sity. And looking at things from that perspective, suddenly 

new things are revealed. And I think we will evolve as a 

community in the coming decades, and I think new topics 

will emerge that we can hardly think of right now. But we 

need to be on that edge. We need to be that radical orga-

nization, that platform in order to be always relevant and 

vibrant.

Nancy Cheng  So imagine if you will, a beautiful mountain 

setting, the sun is setting, the hillsides are covered with 

colors of orange and red as the sun sinks, and you re in 

a wonderful resort. It s just lovely all around. And there s 

almost nobody here in the resort, except you and 90 of your 

nerdiest friends who are in a really beautiful, hot, warm 

swimming pool in the crisp air. It was pretty interesting. 

1999 Park City, the place where the Sundance Festival is 

held, a ski resort in the offseason. And it just is a metaphor 

for the amazing joy that we had of having this little fishbowl 

of being with people who are like ourselves. So Branko 

alluded to it. I always thought of it as a little bit of an AA 

support group for CAD teachers in the early days. In other 

words, we were pretty isolated in our own universities. 

There would be one advocate for digital methods at each 

school, and so it was great to come together and talk with 

like-minded people. 

We naturally enjoy these precious times of being with 

people who are like ourselves and having that discourse 

with others who are exploring the same thing.  And we re 

always challenged to see how we can reach out and 

make the connections to what s outside of this really nice 

environment that s so isolated from everything else. And 

I think the spirit of adventure is still there. It s so exciting 

to see the growth of how the organization has come to 

embrace so many concerns, the web of concerns including 

social inequity and environmental consciousness. What’s 

really important is that we think about how we can keep 

embracing other threads and make them expand. As every-

thing has gotten more and more fragmented and niche, it s 

really a delight to see how things are coming together and 

getting integrated in ACADIA.

Jason Kelly Johnson: I ve been involved with ACADIA for 

only 15 years, but it s been 15 really important years in 

my academic and creative life. The conference is the event 

where you can make fundamental connections. You really 

do have access to some amazing people, amazing inno-

vators, leaders. You get to sit at the table and mix it up. I 

remember people like Philip Beesley, and how shocked I 

was that Philip just sat down beside me, and he said, “what 

are you working on?” And for me, it was a moment where 

it was phenomenal that someone that I admired would 

actually spend the time to sit down with me. I had similar 

experiences with Branko over the years, and people that 

you deeply admire are there and they re engaged, they re 

looking at the work, and they re coming to see your presen-

tation. And that s really, really rare, right  That kind of 

community is really hard to come by.

During the presidency I was able to participate and 

contribute to hosting amazing conferences, but also pass it 

on to Kathy. That really was the motivation of continuing to 

be a board member, to be the president, and really try and 

continue to build it up and evolve the organization. And now 

I think Kathy has done similar things, where she s passed it 

on to someone that she trusts. And in Jenny Sabin we have 

an incredible thinker and someone who s trying to engage 

larger ideas that I think are critical to computation, but also 

just to be a human being in a planet that s clearly in trouble.

Kathy Veli ov  My own memories of ACADIA are still incred-

ibly recent, very fresh. I am going to preempt Philip’s toast 

by sharing a couple of stories in the format of a Georgian 

toast. The Georgian toast is in three parts. Each part is a 

story followed by a short toast. And so we re going to start 

toasting early and please fill your real or virtual glasses. 

My first story of ACADIA starts with a discussion the board 

had a couple of years ago around publishing, and whether 

to publish our proceedings with an academic publisher in 

order to increase the scientific and academic prominence 

and visibility of the papers. But this would be at the expense 
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of open access of the papers through CumInCAD, and 

after a couple of months of consideration and debate, the 

board voted to stay with open access. And in that process, 

we confirmed that one of our values is really to support 

open access to knowledge and research. This year we 

have really acted on those values, collecting and making 

ALL of ACADIA’s past publications public, and accessible 

to anyone, not just ACADIA members. Looking through 

this archive makes one realize the number of incredible 

individuals who have contributed to ACADIA over the past 

40 years. Some of you are with us here today, but many are 

not. So my first toast is to all of those ACADIA members, 

conference chairs, past presidents, Board members, and 

collaborators who are not here today and without whose 

commitment, work, and passion to the organization of 

ACADIA would not be where it is. 

My second story takes me back to the Mexico City confer-

ence in 2018, where there were quite a number of 

conversations over mezcal and tequila. This is the first time 

in my memory that the discussions started to question what 

ACADIA could be doing to enable access to the privileged 

knowledge of computational design. How we could break 

down both knowledge barriers and financial barriers for 

those that are often left out of the organization s activi-

ties? And in the few years that have followed, the Board 

and I have systematically tried to transform ACADIA as an 

organization through activities such as developing a code 

of conduct, seeking sponsorship to increase the amount 

of scholarship particularly to students from places like 

Mexico and other international students, NOMA students, 

PhD students, forging partnerships with NOMA, and also 

foregrounding topics of ethics, access, equity, labor and 

bias in the conferences and the keynotes. While we still 

have a lot of work to do, this is a toast to everyone in the 

community, and particularly the Board, who has pushed for 

and contributed to the behind-the-scenes work it takes in 

advancing these commitments into durable practices trans-

forming ACADIA toward a more ethically minded, inclusive, 

and open organization.

My last story is likely the most significant memory that I will 

have when looking back on the pandemic period is shifting 

to online board-run conferences. I think everyone on the 

board can remember the kind of stress and panic in March 

of 2020, as we realized the world was shutting down, when 

universities were canceling all upcoming conferences. We 

made the decision to undertake ACADIA’s first board-run 

conference, and this year is our second. And I recall in 

one of our early meetings, Jason Kelly Johnson, who was 

the vice president at the time, argued that if the board was 

going to take on this conference, we had to make it radically 

different than our previous conferences. It couldn t be the 

same thing but just online. And so with that challenge, we 

2 Cover of the 1986 CADD Activities Survey documenting the software and hardware architecture schools had as early adopters of technology in their 
curriculums.  1983 sketch by Richard Quadrel for the ACADIA Quarterly that was sent to all members.
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decided to try to reinvent not only the conference format 

but also shift the content that it privileged, moving away 

from singular hero keynotes to critical conversations that 

also subvert the male hegemony of the computational field 

by featuring primarily female speakers, introducing new 

topics such as field notes that tried to illuminate the kind 

of black box of our work, shifting to a critical agenda for 

our papers and calls. And this is certainly continued today 

with the conference theme of this year and the work that 

I m sure Jenny will do moving forward. My final toast is to 

the future of ACADIA as an organization and community, 

to embracing and looking forward to in anticipation of its 

transformation. Cheers to change.

Phillip Beesley: Colleagues, it is now my role to propose a 

toast to the past and the future. And I hope you will allow 

me to make just a few remarks before I do so. The toast that 

I m going to give is framed around what we can contribute. 

It is framed in a rather solemn sense. I hope you won t 

mind if this has some strong emotional tones as well. We 

have just seen the completion of the International Climate 

Summit, which to many is a failure. It s been called that. And 

so that induces even more fear. Yet, for us as leaders and 

as deeply involved people who have the ability to act, I hope 

that that fear can give motivation. My remarks are framed 

with that tone, not of a paralysis of fear, but of profound 

motivation. Perhaps it is true that this society was born 

out of the Cold War. A sense of gravitas has lurked at least, 

if not boiled over and if not torn the society. ACADIA has 

also been framed constantly around surging hopes, about 

integration and the expansion of dimensions for humanity, 

giving. Certainly we can acknowledge the turbulence of our 

conversations and the search for fundamental transforma-

tion. Perhaps we can also agree that it is time to act right 

away. 

This raises the question of how we can contribute. I find 

myself reflecting on this in all of the presentations. This 

tells me that we can act with intense pragmatism, the kind 

of lovely focus that comes from working so very close to 

machine language and fundamental technology. We can 

include the extraordinary kind of sensitivity that comes 

from embodied interfaces that have emerged and from the 

dimensions of integration with our own psyches; the under-

standing increasingly of neuroscience along with biology, 

along with permacultures, along with circularity; perhaps 

also being increasingly close to our basal brains, as well 

as to our conscious selves. Those expansive dimensions 

make it increasingly possible to work with extraordinary 

analysis and consciousness, but also in the space of 

dreams and even in the space of the doppelganger– that 

is, within the shadows that we certainly are not in control 

of, but that we can acknowledge and weave into our lives. 

And perhaps it is that combination of dreaming and playing 

and very, very slow and gentle and even glacial reflection, 

along with the most immediate kind of agile entrepreneurial 

energy that characterizes what ACADIA is becoming. This 

can contribute to the sense that architecture can become 

something very close to a living being. 

We are an immensely privileged society. We have access 

to intensely powerful tools. We are teaching ourselves and 

giving each other the ability to manipulate the environment. 

On one hand, that manipulation is absolutely dependent on 

a kind of confidence and optimism and self-esteem. I think 

the importance of that confidence can t be underestimated, 

in equipping ourselves with the kind of resolve to work with 

the built environment in the face of almost overwhelming 

difficulties that have emerged. And yet at the same time, the 

dimensions of humility and caution and a willingness not to 

intervene, but rather to pause, and include, and to consider 

and reflect is absolutely necessary. 

I think we can agree above all that we are an involved 

community. We are architects. We bring computational 

design to enrich the built environment. And so a toast to 

the society: may ACADIA continue and support the deepest 

contributions. May it be a society of leaders. May you 

mentor the young. May you recognize and reconcile your 

lives with your elders and those whose lands you have 

settled in and who have been excluded. May you open 

doors. May you create a sense of beauty and hope. 

My toast is to the past and to the future and it includes two 

things: 

Thanks to those past, for your extraordinary expertise 

and vision and your optimism; and to those future voices, 

may you be confident in making a difference and may you 

be humble and careful. So, this is a toast to what we can 

contribute. 
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3 Cover of the 1986 ACADIA Workshop Proceedings.
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Dr. Jose Luis García del Castillo y López is an architect, computational designer and educator. He advo-

cates for a future where programming and code are tools as natural to artists as paper and pencil. In 

his work, he explores how interfaces for concurrent human-machine collaboration can lead to increased 

levels of creativity for both parties involved.

Jose Luis is Lecturer in Architectural Technology at the Harvard Graduate School of Design, from where he 

holds a Doctor of Design and Master in Design Studies in Technology degrees. He is also the co-founder of 

ParametricCamp, a digital platform to promote computational literacy amongst designers.

Br. Biayna Bogosian Biayna Bogosian’s academic and professional background extends in the fi elds of 

architecture, computational design, environmental design, data science, spatial computing, and media arts. 

Biayna’s interdisciplinary research has allowed her to understand innovation in design and technology 

within a broader environmental context and explore data-driven and citizen-centric approaches to improve 

the built environment.

Biayna is currently an Assistant Professor of Architectural Technology at Florida International University 

(FIU), where her interdisciplinary research is supported by a number of National Science Foundation 

grants. She has also taught at Columbia University GSAPP, Cornell University AAP, University of Southern 

California SoA, and Tongji University CAUP among other universities. Biayna studied architecture at 

Woodbury University SoA and Columbia GSAPP. She is currently a PhD candidate in the Media Arts and 

Practice program at the USC School Cinematic Arts.

Dr.	Kathrin	Dörfl	er is an Assistant Professor at the Technical University of Munich, leading a research 

group for Digital Fabrication at the Department of Architecture at the School of Engineering and Design. At 

the interface between architecture and robotics, Kathrin pursues research in digital design and robot-sup-

ported construction processes in architecture and their synthesis in new technologies. She is particularly 

interested in exploring the architectural implications of mobile robotics and augmented reality technolo-

gies enabling collaborative construction processes. She has a Master’s degree in Architecture from TU 

Vienna (2012) and a PhD degree from ETH Zurich (2018), carried out at Gramazio Kohler Research at the 

National Centre of Competence in Research (NCCR) Digital Fabrication, ETH Zurich.

Behnaz Farahi, Trained as an architect, Behnaz Farahi is an award winning designer and critical maker 

based in Los Angeles. She holds a PhD in Interdisciplinary Media Arts and Practice from USC School of 

Cinematic Arts. Currently she is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Design, California State 

University, Long Beach.

She explores how to foster an empathetic relationship between the human body and the space around it 

using computational systems. Her work addresses critical issues such as feminism, emotion, perception 

and social interaction. She specializes in computational design, interactive technologies, and digital fabri-

cation technologies. Her work is part of the permanent collection of the Museum of Science and Industry in 

Chicago. Farahi has won several awards including the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum Digital 

Design Award, Innovation By Design Fast Company Award, World Technology Award (WTN). She is a co-ed-

itor of an issue of AD, ‘3D Printed Body Architecture’ (2017) and ‘Interactive Futures’ (forthcoming).

Conference Chairs
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June A. Grant, RA, NOMA, is a visionary architect, Founder and Design Principal at blinkLAB architecture; 

a boutique research-based architecture and urban design studio that re-thinks conventional approaches. 

Launched in 2015, BlinkLAB was created based on Ms. Grant’s 20 years experience in architecture, design 

and urban regeneration of cities and communities. Her design approach rests on an avid belief in cultural 

empathy, data research and new technologies as integral to design futures and design solutions. Because 

we are designers committed to new forms of knowledge through making, we prefer to situate ourselves in 

the middle of catalytic design - where new challenges and emerging opportunities are addressed through 

multi-layered thinking and design.

blinkLAB has three mandates - A commitment to Design Exploration, Advocacy for Holistic Solutions and 

the Integration of Technology as a central component for a regenerative society. Ms. Grant is also the 

immediate Past-President of the San Francisco Chapter of the National Organization of Minority Architects 

(SFNOMA); Board member of ACADIA, a YBCA100 honoree, 2020 CEDAW Human Rights honoree, and the 

2020, 10th Annual J. Max Bond Jr. Lecturer.

Dr. Vernelle A. A. Noel is a design scholar, architect, artist, and founding Director of the Situated 

Computation + Design Lab at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Her research examines traditional and 

automated making, human-computer interaction, interdisciplinary creativity, and their intersections with 

society. Dr. Noel builds frameworks, methodologies, expressions, and tools to explore social, cultural, and 

political aspects of making and computational design for new reconfi gurations of practice, pedagogy, and 

publics. Her work has been supported by the Graham Foundation, the Mozilla Foundation, and ideas2in-

novation (i2i), among others. She is a recipient of the 2021 DigitalFUTURES Young Award for exceptional 

research and scholarship in the fi eld of critical computational design and has a TEDx Talk titled “The Power 

of Making: Craft, Computation, and Carnival.” Dr. Noel holds a PhD. in Architecture: Design and Computation 

from Penn State University, an MS from MIT, a BArch from Howard University, and a Diploma in Civil 

Engineering from Trinidad & Tobago. She has taught at the University of Stuttgart, the University of Florida, 

Penn State University, MIT, the Singapore University of Technology & Design, and has practiced as an archi-

tect in the US, India, and Trinidad & Tobago.

Dr Stefana Parascho is a researcher, architect, and educator whose work lies at the intersection of 

architecture, digital fabrication and computational design. She is currently an Assistant Professor at the 

École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) where she founded the Lab for Creative Computation 

(CRCL). Through her research, she has explored multi-roboticfabrication methods and their relationship 

to design. Prior to joining EPFL, Stefana was Assistant Professor at Princeton University. She completed 

her doctorate in 2019 at ETH Zurich, Gramazio Kohler Research, and received her Diploma in Architectural 

Engineering in 2012 from the University of Stuttgart.

Dr Jane Scott is an Academic Track Research Fellow in the Hub for Biotechnology in the Built Environment 

at Newcastle University, UK. Her research is located at the interface of programmable textiles, architecture 

and biology. Jane’s work challenges the established understanding of smart materials for architecture; 

applying principles derived from biology to the design of environmentally responsive textile systems. Jane 

is currently developing a new generation of Living Textiles for the built environment. 

Before joining Newcastle University, Jane was an academic at the University of Leeds and held a Visiting 

Research Fellowship in Biomimicry at Central Saint Martins. She completed her PhD, Programmable 

Knitting, at the Textiles Futures Research Centre, Central Saint Martins. In 2016 this work was awarded 

the Autodesk ACADIA Emerging Research Award. Her work has been exhibited widely and she has 

presented her research at major international events.
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Maria Yablonina is an architect, researcher, and artist working in the fi eld of computational design and 

digital fabrication. Her work lies at the intersection of architecture and robotics, producing spaces and 

robotic systems that can construct themselves and change in real-time. Such architectural productions 

include the development of hardware and software solutions, as well as complementing architectural and 

material systems in order to offer new design spaces.

Maria’s practice focuses on designing machines that make architecture—a practice that she broadly 

describes as Designing [with] Machines (D[w]M). D[w]M aims to investigate and establish design method-

ologies that consider robotic hardware development as part of the overall design process and its output. 

Through this work, Maria argues for a design practice that moves beyond the design of objects towards 

the design of technologies and processes that enable new ways of both creating and interacting with archi-

tectural spaces.

Mathias Bernhard is an architect with a profound specialization in computational design, digital fabri-

cation, and information technology. He is a postdoctoral researcher at the Weitzman School of Design, 

University of Pennsylvania. Before that, he was a postdoc at ETH Zurich where he received his degree 

Doctor of Sciences in Architecture. His research revolves around question of encoding, investigating 

alternative models of abstraction and their creative potential. He is particularly interested in how artifacts 

can be made machine-readable and digitally operational. The focus lies thereby on how the increasingly 

ubiquitous availability of data infl uences the design process.

Melissa Goldman is an architectural and scenic designer, fabricator, and educator, Melissa has a passion 

for design at all scales. From crafting new tools and materials to building large moving creatures, her 

work combines the theatrical with the structural to explore new construction techniques and experiences 

in the digital and physical realms. Melissa is the Fabrication Lab Manager at the University of Virginia 

School of Architecture and serves on the ACADIA Board of Directors. Her work on Ferrostructures won 

the Autodesk Emerging Research Award at ACADIA 2017.  Melissa has her Masters of Architecture from 

Columbia’s GSAPP and her BA in English from Harvard. 

June A. Grant RA, NOMA, is a visionary architect, Founder and Design Principal at blinkLAB architecture; 

a boutique research-based architecture and urban design studio that re-thinks conventional approaches. 

Launched in 2015, BlinkLAB was created based on Ms. Grant’s 20 years experience in architecture, design 

and urban regeneration of cities and communities. Her design approach rests on an avid belief in cultural 

empathy, data research, and new technologies as integral to design futures and design solutions. Because 

we are designers committed to new forms of knowledge through making, we prefer to situate ourselves in 

the middle of catalytic design — where new challenges and emerging opportunities are addressed through 

multi-layered thinking and design.

blinkLAB has three mandates: A commitment to Design Exploration, Advocacy for Holistic Solutions, and 

the Integration of Technology as a central component for a regenerative society. Ms. Grant is also the 

immediate Past-President of the San Francisco Chapter of the National Organization of Minority Architects 

(SFNOMA); Board member of ACADIA, a YBCA100 honoree, 2020 CEDAW Human Rights honoree, and the 

2020, 10th Annual J. Max Bond Jr. Lecturer.

Session Chairs
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Biayna Bogosian’s academic and professional background extends in the fi elds of architecture, compu-

tational design, environmental design, data science, spatial computing, and media arts. Biayna’s 

interdisciplinary research has allowed her to understand innovation in design and technology within a 

broader environmental context and explore data-driven and citizen-centric approaches to improve the 

built environment.

Biayna is currently an Assistant Professor of Architectural Technology at Florida International University 

(FIU), where her interdisciplinary research is supported by a number of National Science Foundation 

grants. She has also taught at Columbia University GSAPP, Cornell University AAP, University of Southern 

California SoA, and Tongji University CAUP among other universities. Biayna studied architecture at 

Woodbury University SoA and Columbia GSAPP. She is currently a PhD candidate in the Media Arts and 

Practice program at the USC School Cinematic Arts.

Vernelle A. A. Noel is a design scholar, architect, artist, and founding Director of the Situated Computation 

+ Design Lab at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Her research examines traditional and automated 

making, human-computer interaction, interdisciplinary creativity, and their intersections with society. Dr. 

Noel builds frameworks, methodologies, expressions, and tools to explore social, cultural, and political 

aspects of making and computational design for new reconfi gurations of practice, pedagogy, and publics. 

Her work has been supported by the Graham Foundation, the Mozilla Foundation, and ideas2innovation 

(i2i), among others. She is a recipient of the 2021 DigitalFUTURES Young Award for exceptional research 

and scholarship in the fi eld of critical computational design and has a TEDx Talk titled “The Power of 

Making: Craft, Computation, and Carnival.” Dr. Noel holds a PhD. in Architecture: Design and Computation 

from Penn State University, an MS from MIT, a BArch from Howard University, and a Diploma in Civil 

Engineering from Trinidad & Tobago. She has taught at the University of Stuttgart, the University of Florida, 

Penn State University, MIT, the Singapore University of Technology & Design, and has practiced as an archi-

tect in the US, India, and Trinidad & Tobago.

Shelby Elizabeth Doyle, AIA is an Associate Professor of Architecture at the Iowa State University 

College of Design, co-founder of the ISU Computation & Construction Lab (CCL) and director of the ISU 

Architectural Robotics Lab (ARL). The central hypothesis of CCL and Doyle’s work is that computation in 

architecture is a material, pedagogical, and social project; computation is both informed by and productive 

of architectural cultures. Doyle received a Fulbright Fellowship to Cambodia, a Master of Architecture 

from the Harvard Graduate School of Design, and a Bachelor of Science in Architecture from the University 

of Virginia.

Forrest Meggers is Associate Professor at Princeton University jointly appointed in the School of 

Architecture and the Andlinger Center for Energy and the Environment at the school of engineering. He 

co-directs the PhD track in computation and energy and also the undergraduate program in architec-

ture and engineering. He is the director of CHAOS Lab (Cooling and Heating for Architecturally Optimized 

Systems), which he founded to support his research on building systems including radiant heat transfer, 

sensors, geothermal, and desiccant dehumidifi cation. He has degrees in Mechanical Engineering and 

Environmental Engineering and received his doctorate from the department of architecture at ETH Zurich. 
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Nadya Peek develops unconventional automation tools for scientifi c exploration, digital fabrication, and 

interactive control. Spanning electronics, fi rmware, software, and mechanics, her research focuses on 

harnessing the precision of machines for the creativity of individuals. Nadya directs the Machine Agency 

at the University of Washington where she is an assistant professor in Human-Centered Design and 

Engineering. Nadya is an active member of the global fab lab community, making digital fabrication more 

accessible with better CAD/CAM tools and developing open source hardware machines and control 

systems. She is VP of the Open Source Hardware Association, half of the design studio James and the Giant 

Peek, plays drum machines and synths in the band Construction and got her PhD at MIT in the Center for 

Bits and Atoms.

Leslie Lok is an assistant professor at Cornell University Department of Architecture and directs the 

Rural-Urban Building Innovation Lab, a research platform that seeks to operate within a larger feed-

back loop between material resourcefulness, custom computation protocols, local specifi city, and design 

equity in the rural-urban context. In parallel, Lok co-directs HANNAH, an experimental design practice 

that explores the implementation of innovative forms of construction such as additive concrete manufac-

turing and robotic wood construction. HANNAH is the recipient of the 2020 Architectural League Prize, a 

winner of the 2018 Folly/Function Competition, and was named Next Progressives by Architect Magazine.  

Her work has been presented at FABRICATE, Rob|Arch, and ACADIA, as well as featured in Architectural 

Record, the New York Times, Dwell, Digital Trends, and in various book publications. Lok received her 

Master of Architecture at MIT

Christoph Klemmt is Assistant Professor, University of Cincinnati and Founding Partner, at Orproject 

Christoph graduated from the Architectural Association in London in 2004 and received his doctorate 

from the University of Applied Arts Vienna in 2021 under the supervision of Klaus Bollinger and Patrik 

Schumacher. He has worked amongst others for Zaha Hadid Architects, where his responsibilities focused 

on the company’s projects in China, including the mixed-use developments Soho Galaxy, Wangjing Soho and 

Leeza Soho.

 He has lectured and given workshops at the Architectural Association, Nottingham University, the 

University of Wuppertal, AA Visiting School, Tsinghua University and Tongji University. He is Assistant 

Professor at the University of Cincinnati, where he received a grant to set up the Architectural Robotics 

Lab. In 2008 he co-founded Orproject, an architect’s offi ce specialising in advanced geometries with an 

ecologic agenda. Orproject has exhibited at the Palais De Tokyo in Paris, the China National Museum in 

Beijing and the Biennale in Venice. The work of Orproject has been featured world-wide in magazines and 

books such as Domus, Frame, FT and Spacecraft, and the practice has won several international Awards.

Behnaz Farahi, Trained as an architect, Behnaz Farahi is an award winning designer and critical maker 

based in Los Angeles. She holds a PhD in Interdisciplinary Media Arts and Practice from USC School of 

Cinematic Arts. Currently she is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Design, California State 

University, Long Beach.

She explores how to foster an empathetic relationship between the human body and the space around it 

using computational systems. Her work addresses critical issues such as feminism, emotion, perception 

and social interaction. She specializes in computational design, interactive technologies, and digital fabri-

cation technologies. Her work is part of the permanent collection of the Museum of Science and Industry in 

Chicago. Farahi has won several awards including the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum Digital 

Design Award, Innovation By Design Fast Company Award, World Technology Award (WTN). 
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The Association for Computer Aided Design in Architecture (ACADIA) is an international network of digital design 

researchers and professionals that facilitates critical investigations into the role of computation in architecture, planning, 

and building science, encouraging innovation in design creativity, sustainability and education.

ACADIA was founded in 1981 by some of the pioneers in the fi eld of design computation including Bill Mitchell, Chuck 

Eastman, and Chris Yessios. Since then, ACADIA has hosted 40 conferences across North America and has grown into a 

strong network of academics and professionals in the design computation fi eld.

Incorporated in the state of Delaware as a not-for-profi t corporation, ACADIA is an all-volunteer organization governed by 

elected offi cers, an elected Board of Directors, and appointed ex-offi cio offi cers.

PRESIDENT

Jenny E. Sa in, Cornell University

president@acadia.org

VICE-PRESIDENT

Kathy Veli ov, University of Michigan

vp@acadia.org

SECRETARY

Tsz an Ng, University of Michigan

secretary@acadia.org

TREASURER

Phillip Anzalone, New York City College of Technology

treasurer@acadia.org

MEMBERSHIP OFFICER

Jane Scott, Newcastle University

membership@acadia.org

TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

Andre  Kudless, University of Houston

webmaster@acadia.org

DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

Matias del Ca po, University of Michigan

development@acadia.org

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

Melissa Gold an, University of Virginia

communications@acadia.org

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 2021

Shel y Doyle

Behnaz Farahi

Ada  Marcus

Jane Scott

Maria a lonina

Matias del Ca po

Tsz an Ng

Jose Luis Garcia del Castillo López

June A. Grant

Stefana Parascho

Kory Bieg (alternate)

Christoph Kle t (alternate)

Viola Ago (alternate)

Biayna Bogosian (alternate)

Melissa Gold an (alternate)

Vernelle A. A. Noel (alternate)
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CONFERENCE CHAIRS

Biayna Bogosian, Assistant Professor, 

Florida International University

Kathrin Dörfl er, Assistant Professor, 

Technical University of Munich

Behnaz Farahi, Assistant Professor, 

California State University Long Beach

Jose Luis García del Castillo y López,

Lecturer in Architectural Technology, 

Harvard Graduate School of Design

June A. Grant, Founder and Design Principal, 

blinkLAB architecture

Vernelle A.A. Noel, Assistant Professor, Georgia Tech 

Stefana Parascho, Assistant Professor, 

Princeton University

Jane Scott, Academic Track Research Fellow, 

Newcastle University

TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS

ifei Peng, Cornell University 

Ji oon Bae, Cornell University

Ale ia Asgari, Cornell University

Begu  Birol, Cornell University

Karolina Pior o, Cornell University

CONFERENCE PROJECT MANAGER

Ca eron Nelson

CONFERENCE WEBSITE

Behnaz Farahi, Assistant Professor, CSULB

Biayna Bogosian, Assistant Professor, FIU

COPY EDITING

Ga i Sarhos

PROCEEDINGS GRAPHIC IDENTITY AND DESIGN

Ian Besler
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Aaron illette _ Intelligent City

Achilleas ydis _ ETH Zurich

Ada  Marcus _ California College of the Arts

Aldo Sollazzo _ Noumena - IAAC Institute for Advanced

 Architecture of Catalunya

Ale sandra Anna Apolinars a _ ETH Zürich

Ale  Scho  eld _ California College of the Arts

Alicia Nah ad Vaz uez _ University of Calgary

Alvin uang _ USC School of Architecture

Ana Anton _ Digital Building Technologies, ETH Zürich

Andrei Jipa _ DBT, ETH Zürich

Andrei Ne ur _ University of Montreal

Andre   Payne _ Proving Ground

AnnaLisa Mey oo  _ University of British Columbia

Anton Savov _ Digital Design Unit, TU Darmstadt

Antonino Di Rai o _ University of Portsmouth

Arash Adel _ University of Michigan

Ar and Agraviador _ Newcastle University - Hub for

 Biotechnology in the Built Environment

Arthur Ma ou Mani _ University of Westminster, IAAC 

A el Kilian _ MIT Department of Architecture

Aysegul A cay Kava oglu _ Istanbul Technical

 University

Bastian Beyer _ Humboldt University Berlin

Behnaz Farahi _ CSULB

Ben Bridgens _ Newcastle University

Ben a in Dillen urger _ ETH Zurich

Biayna Bogosian _ FIU

Bo  Martens _ TU Wien

Brady Peters _ University of Toronto

Brandon Clifford _ MIT

Bran o Kolarevic _ New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT)

Brian Slocu  _ Universidad Iberoamericana

Burcin Nalinci _ Zahner

Carolina Ra irez Figueroa _ Royal College of Art

Catty Dan hang _ UNC Charlotte

Chris Perry _ Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Christine ogia an _ Singapore University

 of Technology and Design

Christopher Ro ano _ University at Buffalo

Cristiano Ceccato _ Zaha Hadid Architects

Daniel Davis _ Hassell

Daniel Koehler _ UT Austin

Daniel Tish _ Harvard University Graduate School of Design

Daniela Mitter erger _ ETH Zurich

Dave Pigra  _ University of Technology Sydney [UTS]

David Costanza _ Cornell University

Dorit Aviv _ University of Pennsylvania

Dylan ood _ ICD, University of Stuttgart

E rahi  Poustinchi _ Kent State University

Edvard Bruun _ Princeton University

E  lena Baseta _ Noumena

Ehsan Baharlou _ University of Virginia

Elena Manferdini _ SCI-Arc

E re Er al _ Erkal Architects

Ena Lloret Frischi _ ETH Zurich

Ezio Blasetti _ University of Pennsylvania

Forrest Meggers _ Princeton University

Franca Tru iano _ UPENN

Ga riel Kaprielian _ Temple University

Ga riel ainer _ Carleton University

Gido Diele ans

Gon alo Castro enri ues _ Universidade Federal 

 do Rio de Janeiro, Brasil

Greg Corso _ Syracuse University School of Architecture

Guvenc zel _ UCLA

Guy Gardner _ Lab for Integrative Design

ans Ja o  agner

ao heng _ University of Pennsylvania

enri Achten _ Czech Technical University in Prague

ugh ynes _ California College of the Arts

Igor Siddi ui _ The University of Texas at Austin

I an Ansari _ The Ohio State University

In s Ariza _ ETH Zurich

Jane Scott _ Newcastle University

Jason Carlo  _ American University of Sharjah

Jason Scroggin _ University of Kentucky

 College of Design

Jeff Ponitz _ Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo

Jenny Sa in _ Cornell University

Jere y Jih _ MIT

Johannes Brau ann _ Robots in Architecture

John Rhett Russo _ Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Jordan Geiger _ Gekh

Jorge rozco

Jorge Ra irez _ Anemonal.org

Jose Luis García del Castillo y López _ Harvard GSD

Jose Pedro Sousa _ University of Porto

Jose Sanchez _ University of Michigan

Joseph Cho a _ Clemson University

Joshua Ver illion _ University of Nevada Las Vegas

Ju ong Par  _ POSTECH

Juan Jos  Castellón Gonz lez _ Rice University

Jyoti Kapur _ ZHdK

Kathrin Dörfl er _ TU Munich

Kathy Veli ov _ University of Michigan

Katie MacDonald _ University of Virginia

Kian ee Chen _ Princeton University

Kory M Bieg _ The University of Texas at Austin

Kyle Schu ann _ University of Virginia
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Lauren Vasey _ ETH Zurich

Lei u _ Beijing Archi-Solution Workshop Ltd.

Leighton Bea an _ Cornell University

Lidia Atanasova _ TU Munich

Mahesh Daas _ Boston Architectural College

Mara Marcu _ University of Cincinnati

Marc Aurel Schna el _ Victoria University of Wellington

Marcella Del Signore _ New York Institute of Technology,

 School of Architecture and Design

Marcelyn Go  _ SCI-Arc

Maria Larsson _ Tokyo University

Maria a lonina _ UofT

Mariana Popescu _ TU Delft

Mario Carpo _ The Bartlett, UCL, London;

 die Angewandte, Vienna

Mar  Donohue _ California College of the Arts

Marta No a  _ Ohio State University

Martyn Dade Ro ertson _ Newcastle University

Matan Mayer _ IE University

Mathe  Sch artz _ NJIT

Mathias Bernhard _ University of Pennsylvania

Mathias Maierhofer _ ICD, University of Stuttgart

Matias del Ca po _ University of Michigan

Maya Przy yls i _ University of Waterloo

Melissa Gold an _ University of Virginia

Mine z ar _ Istanbul Technical University

Molly un er _ Syracuse University

Nathaniel Jones _ Arup

Negar Kalantar _ California College of the Arts

Neil Katz _ Skidmore, Owings & Merrill

Ni ola Marincic

liver David Krieg _ Intelligent City

liver Tess ann _ TU Darmstadt

nur uce Gun _ New Balance Athletics Inc.

Peter Testa _ SCI-Arc

Philippe M REL _ UCL Bartlett

Pierluigi D Acunto _ Technical University of Munich

Pierre Cutellic _ ETH Zurich

R Scott Mitchell _ USC School of Architecture

Rafael Pastrana _ Princeton University

Rasa Navasaityte _ UT Austin

Riccardo La Magna _ KIT

Ro ert Pietrus o _ Harvard University

Ro ert Stuart S ith _ University of Pennsylvania

Ro ert Tre pe _ Arkitektskolen Aarhus

Ro ana Rust _ ETH Zurich

Ryan Lu e Johns _ ETH Zurich

Ryan Vincent Manning _ Quirkdee/Heron-Mazy

Sandra Manninger _ University of Michigan

Sarah A Kott Tannen au  _ NBBJ Design

Sarah Nichols _ Rice University

Sasa iv ovic _ Cornell University

Satoru Sugihara _ ATLV

Ser an Bodea _ ICD, University of Stuttgart

Seung Kyu Ra _ Oklahoma State University

Shai eshayahu _ Ryerson University

Shel y E Doyle _ Iowa State University

Shota Vasha adze _ UCLA

Sigrid Adriaenssens _ Princeton University

Sina Mostafavi _ TU Delft

S ylar Ti its _ Self-Assembly Lab, MIT

Sotirios Kotsopoulos _ MIT

Sulei an Alhadidi _ Harvard University

Su ul Khan _ Singapore University

 of Technology and Design

T. F. Tierney _ University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Taro Narahara _ New Jersey Institute of Technology

Ted Kesi  _ University ofToronto

Thora Arnardottir _ Newcastle University

To ias Sch inn _ ICD, University of Stuttgart

To  Vere es _ New York Institute of Technology

Tsz an Ng _ University of Michigan

Valentina Soana _ University College London

Vera Parlac _ New Jersey Institute of Technology

Vernelle A. A. Noel _ Georgia Tech.

Virginia San Fratello _ San Jose State University

Vishu Bhooshan _ Zaha Hadid Architects /

 University College of London

endy  Fo  _ Pratt Institute, School of Architecture

es McGee _ University of Michigan 
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PLATINUM SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSORS

SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

MEDIA PARTNER
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